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SUBJECT INDEX.

*Pages following the numl)ers given should be consulted in referring

to a topic or subject.

Absorption

:

page

A screen having same distribution of color sensitiveness as

the eye 103

By dark walls 364

Method of producing artificial daylight 7^, 7i

Of color screens in producing artificial daylight 60, 71, 80

Of ground glass globes 364

Acuity: (See also visual acuity.)

Method of determining effectiveness of illumination 152

Photometer 139

Relation of acuity and intensity for light of various wave

lengths 142

Variation of acuity with wave length of light 145

Albedometer. (See refractometer.)

Architect, the, and illuminating engineering 51

Architecture

:

And illumination 271

Arc lamps: (See also flame arc lamps.)

Intensified 497

Magnetite 497

Titanium carbide status 497

Art and illumination 366

Art store lighting 443

Artificial daylighting. (See daylight.)

Auditorium illumination (with indirect lighting, 163) 152

Bakeries, lighting 444

Barber shops, lighting 445

Battle-ships, lighting 116

Brightness

:

And illumination 348

Defined 728

Distribution 405

Normal brightness defined 728

Relative brightness of several illuminants 84

Relative brightness of shadows a measure of diffusion of light 39i

Bloch's law 645

Buffalo General Electric Co.

:

Building lighting 597

Bunsen photometer 339
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Calculations

:

PAGE

By effective lumens method 472

By point-by-point method 472

Formulae 700

Of illumination 328

Of illumination curves 695

Candle-power: (See nomenclatureJ
Defined 728

Deterioration of a gas lamp installation in New York 693

Deterioration in gas mantles 683

Distribution around a light source 316

Explanation 315

Mean hemispherical, of a lamp 730

Mean horizontal, of a lamp 730

Mean spherical, of a lamp 730

Mean zonal, of a lamp 731

Performances of enclosed flame arc lamps 435

Candle, standard 728

Carbons (flame) :

Developments and efficiency 496

Performances of flame arc lamp carbons 435

Tests and characteristics 419

Characteristic curve

:

Defined 730

Church lighting 163

Cigar stores, lighting 446

Clothing stores, lighting 447

Comparison of illuminants, data required 469, 474

Confectionery stores, lighting 447

Coefficient of reflection: (See also reflection.)

Defined 729

Of diffuse reflection 729

Of regular reflection 729

Color

:

Change produced by change from daylight to carl)on incan-

descent lamp illumination 67

Matching with artificial daylight 69, 75

Measurements 62, 385, 387

Pyramid 65

Relation between color of the illuminant and color of the

illuminated object 62

Screen of same distribution of color sensitiveness as the eye 103

Screens (for producing artificial daylight 60, 71, 75

Sensations in carbon incandescent lamp light 64

Sensations in white light 63
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PAGE

Colored glasses for railroad signals 386

Comparison lamp, defined 730

Cooper-Hewitt lamp. (See mercur\-vapor lamp.)

Curves (illumination) :

Characteristic curve 730

Diffusion curves from commercial glasses 624

Distribution around a light source 316

Of illumination in show windows 190, 207

Performance 730

Use of illumination distribution curves and data 477
Use of polar flux distribution curves 478

Costs, the need of performance and cost data on illuminants 476

Flame arc and high pressure gas lighting 525

Data forms, for electric incandescent lamps 226

For comparison of illuminants 470, 474

Daylight (artificial) :

An imitation of daylight lighting for the illumination of an

interior 2~-2

Color matching 62

Distribution of interiors 388

Lamp 60, 71. 75

Literature "]!

Production 51, 57. 71, "/}, et seq.

LIses of dyed films and colored glasses 71

Variation 77

With tungsten lamps 57

Daylight (natural) :

Distribution of interiors 388, 408

Standard 72>- "8. 80

\'ariations "/"j

Decoration :

Influenced by changes in character of illumination. . 287

Definitions. (See nomenclature.)

Delicatessen stores, lighting 448

Deterioration :

In candle-power of a gas lamp installation in a New York

store 693

Of gas lighting units in service 677, 689

Of light sources 364

Of the candle-power of gas mantles 683

Diffuse reflection (see also reflection) and transmission of light.... 616

Coefficient defined 729
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Diffusion

:

page

Curves from commercial glasses 624

Of light 390

Relative brightness as a shadow 391

Screens or plates for measurement 410, 413

The physics of 617

Theory of 620

Types of selective diffusion 619
• With globes 356

Direction of light for reading 355

Direct lighting:

• Efficiencies of semi-indirect, indirect and direct lighting 586

Efficiency 246

For factories, mills, etc 276

In offices 285

Distribution: (See also curves.)

A study of natural and artificial light distribution in inte-

riors et seq. 388

Curve of a light source 316

Of illumination 251

Of light in nature 389

Of light in show windows : 191

Drafting-room, lighting 279

Drug stores, lighting 449

Dry goods stores, lighting 449

Economic aspects of illuminating engineering 486

Economic loss in industries due to defective vision 489

Effective lumens method of calculating illumination 472

Efficiency :

Direct and indirect 246

Horizontal plane illumination as a measure of illuminating

efficiencies 407

Improved efficiecny of gas mantle burners 495

Improved efficiency of tungsten lamps 501, 503

Indirect lighting 169 et seq.

Illuminating efficiency 399

Luminous unit of measure 383, 384

Of illumination defined 389

Of semi-indirect, indirect and direct lighting 586

Of various spectral radiations 379

Tests of flame arc lamp carl)ons 431

Errors in research work 675

Esthetic aspects of illuminating engineering 490
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PAGE
Exterior illumination: (See also street lighting.)

Of a small store 198

European lighting conditions compared with those of the United

States 492

Exposure

:

• Defined 728

Eye: (See also visual acuity.)

Chromatic aberration 135. 139, 151

Diagram of essential parts 347
Effect of illumination on the pupil 259

Effect of mercury-vapor light 154

Factory lighting, progress 485

With high pressure gas lamps in Great Britain 516

Ferry-boats, lighting 116, 117

Fixtures

:

Individualit}' in design 460

Lighting fixtures for hospitals 32, 39
Semi-indirect lighting 254 et seq.

Use 353

Flame arc lamps: (See also carbons.)

European practice 504

Outages of flame arc lamps in street lighting service 433
Performances of 435
Tests and characteristics of carbons 419

Flicker photometer, use 385. 387, 499

Florist stores, lighting 450

Flourescent reflector of mercury-vapor lamp 155

Flux (light) explanation 81

Unit of luminous flux (radiation)
^ 383, 384

Forms, for data of tests of lamps 226, 470. 474

Foot-candle

:

—— Basis for stating illumination requirement in stores 463

Explanation of unit 329

Fresnel's apparatus for studying the interference of light waves 307 et seq.

Gas

:

Natural gas, its production and utilization 105

Gas lamps (see also gas-lighting) and lighting in hospitals 43
For show window lighting . 209

Performance data 687
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Gas lighting: (See also high pressure gas lighting.) page

Candle-power deterioration of a gas lamp installation in a

Xew York store 693

Deterioration of units in service 677, 689

High pressure (symposium) 520

In hospitals 29, 44

Progress 494

Visual acuity in the spectrum of a gas tlame at various in-

tensities 149

Glare, and specular reflection from light sources 581

In window lighting 181

Pictorial illustration 349

and vision 350

Glass and Glassware

:

Colored glasses for railroad signals 386

Diffusion occurs from commercial glasses 624

"Great white way' lighting 500

Grocery stores, lighting 451

Haberdashery stores, lighting 451

Heterochromatic photometry:

Differences in measuring sources of different colors 385

Heterochromatic photometry and the primary standard of

light 376

The use of the flicker photometer 385, 499

High pressure gas lighting:

Color of light from lamps 526

Comparative maintenance of high pressure and luminous arc

lamp lighting for streets 526

In America 520. 524

• In Chicago 523

In Des Moines 523

In Germany 518

In Great Britain 506

In Philadelphia 521

In Waterbury, Conn 522

In Wilmington, Del 523

Performance and installation data on high pressure gas lamps 527

Progress 494

Symposium 5c6

vs. flame arc lamp costs 525

Hilger constant deviation spectroscope diagram 143

Home lighting 357

Status 485
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PAGE

Horizontal plane illumination as a measure of illuminating efficiences 4^7

Hospital lighting

:

Fixtures and equipment 33. 39

• Gas and gas lamps 29, 44

Indirect lighting 4i

Operating rooms 37

Requirements 29. 32 et seq.

Signal schemes 3i

Hygienic aspects of illuminating engineering 474

Illuminants: (See lamps.)

Relation between the color of the illuminant and the color of

the illuminated object 62

Illuminating engineering and the architect 5i

Economic aspects 486

Esthetic aspects ' 490

Hygienic aspects 4"4

Symbols 72>'^

\'alue to society 4o3

Illuminating Engineering Society:

Annual meeting (January, 191 2) 4

Financial statement for 1911 -^

Membership classification ^4

Papers classification ^0

Position among technical bodies 25

Report of general secretary for 1912 8

Some thoughts on the society's development 25

Work and functions 26, 27

Illumination: (See also light and lighting.)

—— Amount required for seeing 3o5

And art 366

And intrinsic brilliancy of light units 156. I57

Artificial daylight 57

Calculation 328, 472

Distribution of indirect lighting 251

Efficiency defined 389, 390

Efficiency of illumination 399

-Effectiveness determined by acuity methods 152

Essential principles 81. 315

Illlumination and comfortable vision 347

In architectural problems 271

Influence of direction of light 264

Influence of spectral character of light on effiectiveness of

illumination ^35
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Illumination (continued) : page

Intensities for work bj- day and bj^ night 80

• Intensities for show window lighting iSo

"Light : Its Use and ^lisuse" 347

Primer and elementary principles of illumination 347

Progress report 494

Use of illumination curves and data 477, 478

Incandescent lamps

:

Color sensations in incandescent lamp lights 64
—— Metalized filament use 496

Testing 212

Indirect lighting and illumination :

And seeing efficiency 287

• Characteristics 272

Distribution of illumination 251

Efficiencies of semi-indirect, indirect and direct lighting 586

Efficiency 169 et seq. 246

Engineering considerations 234, 549, 590

Fixtures 164 et seq.

Hospitals 41

• In a drafting room 156

Illustration 358

Indirect vs. semi-indirect illumination in drafting rooms.... 279
—— In hotels, office buildings, etc 275, 284, 285

• Miscellaneous notes 265

Of auditoriums 163

Specular reflection from indirect lighting 580. 594

Industrial lighting conditions 489

Intensity. (Sec illumination and luminous intensity.)

Interferometer devised by Prof. Michelson 310

Intergrading sphere 426

Interior lighting: (See also indirect, semi-indirect and direct lighting.)

A study of natural and artificial light distribution in interiors 388

An imitation of daylight lighting for the illumination of an

interior 272

• Characteristics and requirements 281

Hospitals 29

Intrinsic brilliancj'

:

And illumination 156

Of mercury-vapor lamp 156

Of tungsten lamp filmed 156

Jamin refTactometer 309

Jewelrj^ stores, lighting 452
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PAGE

Laboratory testing incandescent lamps 212

Testing flame arc lamp carbons 429

Lamps: (See also lamps according to name.)

Comparison lamp 7Z^

High pressure lamp developments 507 et seq.

Incandescent lamps testing 212

Magnetite arc 497

Neon 498, 502, 503

Performance data on gas and electric lamps 686

Tungsten 5oi, 503

Life tests of incandescent lamps, system 214

Light: (See also illumination and daylight.)

And sight 35i

Changing character of light by colored reflecting surfaces and

surroundings 1 55

Component colors 302

Color sensations in white light 63

Diffusion 39^- 39i

Flux, explanation of 81

How to figure the cost of artificial light 365

Influence of direction of light 263

Alonochromatic light and acuity 154

Perception of lights of short duration at their range limits 625

The physics of -88

The primary standard 3/6. 381 499

Lighthouse and marine signal lighting 646, 658

Lighting: (See also illumination.)

Art stores 433

Auditoriums, (indirect lighting) 163

Bakeries •^•^-^

Barber shops 445

Battleships

Buffalo General Electric Co 597

Cigar stores 446

Clothing stores 447

Conditions in United States and Europe 492

Confectionery stores 447

Delicatessen stores 448

Drug stores 449

Dry goods stores 449

Engineering principles of direct and indirect lighting 549

Florist stores 45o

"Great white way" progress 500
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PAGE
Lighting {continued) :

Grocery stores 451

Haberdashery stores 451

Hospitals 29

Industrial examples of good and bad practice 362
• Jewelry stores 452

Liquor stores 455
Meat markets 452

Alillinery stores 453
Music stores 453

Of offices (Buffalo General Electric Co.) 597
Passenger vessels, ferry boats, etc 116 et seq.

Restaurants 454
Shoe stores 454
Show windows 178

Small stores 437

Steamers

Stationery stores 455

The home 351

"Light : Its LTse and ]Misuse" 347
Liquor stores, lighting 455

Lumen :

Pictorial explanation 321

Luminous efficiency. (See luminous flux.) 390

Luminous flux, unit measure: (In terms of flux radiation and

luminous efficiency.) 383. 384

Defined 727

Luminous intensity:

Defined yzj

Luminous radiation (specific) 729

Lummer-Bradhum photometer 298

Lux

:

Defined 728

Mantles: (See also gas lamps and lighting.)

Deterioration 677. 686

Improved efficiency 495

Marine lighting. (See also lighting.) 646. 658

Martens-Konig polarization photometer 412

Mean hemi-sperical candle-power of a lamp 730

Mean horizontal candle-power of a lamp 730

Mean zonal candle-power of a lamp 730

Mean spherical candle-power

:

Explanation 318, 730
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PAGE

Measurements: (See also photometr3^)

Of distribution of light in the spectrum of a flaming arc... 102

Meat markets, lighting 452

Merchandise displa\- lighting (See also window lighting) 202

Mercury-vapor lamp and light

:

And visual acuity 138, 153, 154

Intrinsic brilliancy 156

Mercury-vapor light and sight 154
Spectrum 13S. 140

X'isual acuity in mercury-vapor spectrum 146

Methods of Research 666

Michelson, Prof, interferometer 310

Millinery store, gas lighting installation 693
Lighting 453

Moore vacuum tube light 503
Music stores, lighting 453

National Electric Lamp Association

:

System for testing electric incandescent lamps 212

Natural gas ; its production and utilization 105

Literature m
Neon lamp 498, 502, 503

Nomenclature and standards

:

See report of Committee on Nomenclature and Standards.. ']2'j

Office lighting 349. 360. 361. 597
Conditions 485

Operating rooms (hospitals ) lighting 42
Perception of lights of short duration at their range limits 625

Performance data

:

Curve, defined 730
Of gas and electric lamps 686

The need of performance and cost data on illuminants 476

Photo-electric cell 501

Photography

:

Application of photography to photometric problems 90
Determination of the distribution of illumination by photog-

raphy 103

Making representative photographic prints of lighting installa-

tions 459
Physical characteristics of the photographic plate 98
Relation between intensity of incident light and resultant pho-

tographic density 92
Variations and photographic laws due to physical peculiari-

ties of the plate 90
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Photometers

:

page

Bunsen 339

Diagram of acuity photometer 139

Lummer-Brodhum photometer diagram 298

Martens-Konig polarization 412

Principles 336

Ritchie 338

Rumford 337

The measurement of colored light sources with the flicker

photometer 387, 499

The use of the flicker photometer 385

Photometry: (See also heterochromatic photometry.)

Heterochromatic photometry and the primary standard of

light 376

In testing electric incandescent lamps 216

Of light sources of dififerent color 376, 385

The use of selenium and photo-electric cells 501

The use of the flicker photometer 385

Use of photography in photometric problems 90

Phot-second, unit of exposure in the C. G. S. system 728

Physics of light 288

Point-by-point method of calculating illumination 472

Polar flux curves, their use 478

Primary standard (luminous) : (See also light and luminous flux.)

Defined 7^9

Literature 384

Unit 381, 383. 499

Primer on illumination 347

Principles of illumination 81. 315

Engineering principles of indirect and semi-indirect lighting 549

Of photometers 336

Purkinje efltect 380, 387. 499

Radiation

:

Specific luminous 7-9

Railroad signal glasses 386

Reading. (See visual acuity.)

Reading and direction of light 354

Reduction factor, spherical of a lamp 731

Reflectors

:

For window lighting 203

Theory and use 3^'. 3^6

Trough reflectors for window lighting. . . . 198

Types 359
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PAGE
Reflecting properties of painted interior walls 529

Reflectometer 413, 414

Reflection: (See also specular reflection.)

A graphic representation of diffuse reflection 621

A new method and an instrument for determining the reflect-

ing power of opaque bodies et seq. 412

Coefficient of 729

Coeflficient of regular reflection 729

Determination of reflection coefficients of interior walls 545
• Diffuse 322

Diffuse reflection and transmission of light 616

Perfectly diffuse reflection 618

Reflecting power of various surfaces 416

Selective diffuse reflection 619

Theory of 623

Total reflection 297, S-3

Refraction of light 291, 324

Index of refraction 294

Refractometer devised by Jamin 309

Research

:

Errors : 675

In illuminating engineering work 674 et seq.

Methods 666

Restaurants, lighting 454

Ritchie photometer 338

Rumford photometer 337

School light, conditions 486

Schwartzchild law 97

Selenium cell 501

Semi-indirect lighting

:

Advantages of a high indirect component 243

And vision 271

Cost compared W'ith direct lighting 257

Disadvantages of a high indirect component 238
• Effects of light distribution on efficiency 566

Efficiencies of semi-indirect, indirect and direct lighting 586

Efficiency as influenced by ratio of the direct and indirect

light components 585

Engineering considerations 234. 549

Factors effecting the proportions of indirect and direct light

components 239

Indirect V5. semi-indirect illumination in drafting rooms 279
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Semi-indirect lighting (continued) : page
In homes 27-
In offices of Buffalo General Electric Co 597
The determination of the proportions of the direct and indi-

rect components of semi-indirect lighting 279. 582 et seq.

Shadows (see also semi-indirect lighting) 391
An accurate measure of diffused light 391

Ship lighting jj5

Shoe stores, lighting .-_,

Show window lighting. (See window lighting.)

Signal lighting

:

Marine and lighthouse 646. 6^8
Railroad 335

Slag on flame carbon electros 422

Society. (See Illuminating Engineering Society.)

Spectral character of light, influence on effectiveness of illumination 135
Measurements by photography 102

Spectroscope, diagram of Hilger constant deviation spectroscope 143

Spectrophotometer measurements

:

Measurements of color 63

Specular reflection 235. 2--- ^"S- 588
And transmission of light 617
From indirect lighting ^8o, 594
In window lighting 20^

Specific luminous radiation 729

Spectral radiations, various efficiencies 379

Spherical reduction factor 320

O f a lamp 730

Standards. (See nomenclature.)

Standards: (See also nomenclature.)

Primar}' luminous 729
Reference 730

Representative luminous 729
Working 730

Stationery stores, lighting 455

Steamer lighting 121

Store lighting: (See also window lighting.)

Esthetic phases 461

Millinery store (gas lamps) 693

Need of individuality in fi.xture design 460
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PAGE

Store (small) lighting 437

Average watts per square foot basis for stating illumination

requirements 4o2, 404

Foot-candle as basis for stating illumination requirements.. 463

The demand for brilliancy and glare 280, 460

Stimulus coefficient for radiation 7-7

• Mean value 7-7

Street lighting: (See also high pressure gas.)

High pressure progress 5i i et seq. 518

High pressure gas lighting vs. tiame arc lamp costs 525

Outages of flame arc lamps 433

Symbols of illuminating engineering 73i

Terminolog>'. (See nomenclature.)

Testing: (See also tests.)

Form for recording lamp test data 226

Incandescent lamps in a laboratory 212

Window lighting ^99

Test lamp

:

Defined 730

Tests: (See also testing.)

Of carbons for enclosed flame arc lamps 4^9

Of two indirect lighting installations 285

To determine the deterioration of gas mantles 679

Theory and calculation of illumination curves 695

Timgsten lamps

:

Effect of increased efficiency on life 50i

European efficiency 495

For artificial daylighting 57

For window lighting 205

Improved efficiencies 50i' 5^3

]\Ianufacturing progress 495 et seq.

Ultra-violet, spectra measured photographically 102

Radiation from artificial illuminants 498

Units: (Sec nomenclature.)

Visual acuity

:

And illumination ^52, 347

And monochromatic light 151, ^54

Dependent upon size of pupil of eye I39

Dependent upon spectral character and wave length of light 147

Effective contrast and glare of back-ground- on the legibility

of printed matter 269
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Visual acuity (continited) : page

Greatest in yellow orange region of spectrum . . 151

—— Influence of dark walls 579

In mercury-vapor spectrum 146

In the spectrum of a gas flame at various intensities 149

Light and direction of light 351

Relation to illumination intensity 142

• Under mercury-vapor light 138 et seq.

Under semi-indirect lighting 271, 287

Various with wave length of light 145

Visual acuity and ocular comfort as influenced by bright

walls 269, 579

Vision: (See visual acuity.)

And glare 350

Economic loss in industries due to defective vision 489

Walls

:

Effect of bright and dark walls on vision 579, 591

Reflecting properties of painted interior walls 529

\\'atts : (Per square foot.)

Bases for illumination requirements of small stores 462

Window lighting 178, 198, 200

Concealed and exposed light sources 183, 2C0, 209

Glare 181

Illustrations of good and bad lighting 352

Intensities 180

Plotting curves to show distribution 207

Problems and uses 210

Progress • 198, 206

Purposes 201, 210

Testing 199

Waste 207

With tungsten lamps 205

Zeiss system of lighting for hospital operating rooms 39

Photometric readings 40
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The letter d indicates discussion.

PAGF.

.\ldrich, T. H. d—Intrinsic brilliancy of the tungsten lamp filament

and of the mercury-vapor lamp; mercury-vapor lighting

and indirect illumination in a drafting room 156

d—Classification and description of show window lighting 200

Baldwin-, Allen T., and R. B. Chillas. Jr. Characteristics and

tests of carbons for enclosed flame arc lamps 419

d—Flame arc lamp carbon performances 435

Barrows, George S. Natural gas: its production and utilization 105

d—Performance and installation data on high-pressure gas

lamps 5-7

Bell, Dr. Louis, d—Daylight; variations in natural and in artificial

daylight TJ

d—Requirements, characteristics and eft'ects of some modern

lighting installations 281

Bexford, Frank A.. Jr. Theory and calculation of illumination curves 695

Blondel, Prof. A., and J. Rey. The perception of lights of short

duration at their range limits (^^l

Bond, C. O. d—A reflector for direct or indirect lighting 40

Cadv, F. E. d—Photometry of light sources of diflferent color 385

Cady, W. J. d—Determination of reflection coefficients of interior

walls 545

Chillas, R. B., Jr.. and Allen T. Baldwin. Characteristics and

tests of carbons for enclosed flame arc lamps 4^9

ClEwell, C. E. d—Characteristics of indirect lighting '2.-/2

Clifford, Prof. H. E. d—Indirect and semi-indirect illumination in

drafting rooms 279

d—The demand for brilliancy in the illumination of stores 280

CoPLiN, W. M. L.. M. D. Institutional lighting with special refer-

ence to hospitals -9

Conroy, J. P. d—Candle-power deterioration of a gas lamp installa-

tion in a large New York store 693

Cravath, J. R. d—Visual acuity and illumination; lighting of audi-

toriums ^^-

d—Some uses and problems of show window lighting 210

d—Determination of the distribution and diffusion of fight 409

d Glare rather than good illumination often demanded by

consumers 46o
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PAGE

Crowxfield, David, d—Tests of two indirect lighting installations.. 285

d—Interior decoration influenced b}- changes in character of

illumination 287

d—Seeing efficiency of the eye under indirect illumination 287

Curtis. Augustus D. d.—\\'aste in lighting store show windows.... 207

DeshlER, C. W. d—Improvements in the efficiencies of tungsten fila-

ment lamps 503

Ely, R. B. d—Small store lighting; the foot-candle as a basis for

stating illumination requirements 463

Flexxer. M. H. The statement of illumination requirements on a

watts-per-square-foot basis 462

Fr.-\xk, Dr. K. G. d—European practise in flame arc lamp lighting. . 504

Gage, Dr. H. P. d—Standard colored glasses for railroad signals.... 386

GooDEXouGH, F. W. Symposium on high-pressure lighting: I. High-

pressure lighting in Great Britain 506

Harrisox, Ward, d—The need of performance and cost data on

illuminants 476

d—Direct and indirect light components of semi-indirect lighting 584

d—Performance data on gas and electric lamps 686

Hexxixger. J. G. Show window lighting 178

d—Lighting show windows by gas "arcs" installed on the

exterior 209

Symposium on indirect, semi-indirect and direct lighting 246

Symposium on indirect, semi-indirect and direct lighting: II.

Comparative efficiencies 246

d—Some essential considerations in the design of lighting in-

stallations for residences, offices and public buildings.... 276

HoADLEv. Prof. George A. The physics of light 288

HiBBEX, S. G. Symposium on indirect, semi-indirect and direct light-

ing : III. Semi-indirect lighting 251

d—Determining the proportions of direct and indirect compo-

nents of semi-indirect lighting 279

d—The direct and indirect light components of semi-indirect

lighting 587

HussEY, R. B. A lamp for artificial daylight 72

d—Heterochromatic photometry and a standard of light 385

d—Outages of flame arc lamps in street lighting 433

d—Comparative maintenances of high pressure and luminous

arc lamps 526

The letter d indicates discussion.
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PAGE

Hyde, Dr. Edward P. Alethods of research 666

Ives, Dr. Herbert E. The relation between the color of the illumi-

nant and the color of the illuminated object 62

The application of photography to photometric problems 90

d—Illumination and effect as influenced by the direction of

light 263

Heterochromatic photometry, and the primary standard of light 376

d—Measuring colored light sources with the flicker photometer 387

d—Photographic plates for taking pictures of lighting con-

ditions 459

d—The use of selenium and photo-electric cells for photometric

purposes 501

d—Errors in research work 675

JoN'ES, LoYD. An instrument for determining the reflecting power of

plane surfaces 417

Jordan, C. W . d—Color of light from high-pressure gas lamps 526

Some reflecting properties of painted interior walls 529, 546

d—Specular reflection 588

Kexxelly, Dr. A. E. d—Production of artificial daylight 76

Keleher, a. H. d—The esthetic phases of lighting installations 461

Klatte. Oscar. Symposium on high-pressure lighting: II. High-

pressure gas lighting in Germany 518

La MY, C. \\'. d—Lighthouse and marine signal lighting 658

Lansingh, V. R. Some thoughts on the society's development 25

The value of illuminating engineering to society 483

Law, Clarence L.. and A. L. Powell. Present practise in small

store lighting with tungsten filament lamps 437

Little, A\ . F. d—Description of Zeiss lighting system for hospitals.. 39

LucKiESH, M. The influence of spectral character of light on the

effectiveness of illumination 135

d—Visual acuity and monochromatic light; mercury-vapor light
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COUNCtL NOTES.

The meeting of the council which was held in the general

office, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York, January 12, was

devoted for the most part to the annual reports of committees.

Such reports were received from the committee on lectures, the

committee on papers, the committee on reciprocal relations with

other societies, the committee on new membership, the committee

on section development, the committee on advertising, the com-

mittee on reciprocal relations with opthalmological societies, and

the committee on editing and publication. A vote of thanks was

extended to each of these committees.

The annual report of the general secretary was received and, in

accordance with a resolution passed, made to constitute the report

of the council to the membership of the society. The report ap-

pears elsewhere in this number of the Traxsactioxs.

A progress report was received from the committee on illum-

ination primer.

A monthly report together with comments on the society's fi-

nances for the year 191 1 was received from the finance commit-

tee. The final report of this committee is printed elsewhere

in the present num.ber of Transactions.

Two amendments to the by-laws were read a second time and

adopted. Accordingly Article III, section 3, now reads

:

When applications for admission are received from persons residing within

the territory of a section the general secretary shall notify the secretary of

that section to make prompt report upon the application.

In connection with Article \TI, section 12, of the constitution,

this by-law has been added

:

A revised report of any member's discussion on any paper must be re-

ceived at the general oi^ce of the society wilhin ten days after it has been

mailed to the member, otherwise revision shall be made by the editing com-

mittee.
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Twenty applicants for membership were elected. Eight resig-

nations from membership were accepted. The name of one de-

ceased member was dropped from the roll of membership.

At the conclusion of the meeting the following resolution was

adopted

:

Resolved that the council hereby express its hearty appreciation to retiring

President A. E. Kennelly for the services which he rendered as president of

the Illuminating Engineering Society.

Those present at the meeting were A. E. Kennelly, president

;

A'. R. Lansingh, Louis Bell. George S. Barrows, H. E. Ives,

L. B. Marks, E. B. Rosa, J. R. Cravath, A. S. ^IcAllister and

P. S. Millar, general secretary.

SECTION ISIEETINGS.

CHICAGO SECTION.

A meeting of the Chicago section was held in the Great North-

ern Hotel, January i8. jMr. C. S. Morgan read a paper entitled

'Church and Auditorium Lighting."

The next meeting will be held February 21. Messrs. A. j.

Sweet and L. C. Doane will present a paper entitled "Choice of

Reflector; Its Influence on Illumination and Depression in Visual

Function."

The tentative program of papers that has been announced

for the succeeding meetings of the section is as follows

:

I\Iarch 21. A paper on office lighting will be read by Mr. S.

E. Church of Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago.

April 18, "School Lighting." The name of author has not yet

been announced.

May 16, "The Manufacture of Illuminating Glassware." The

name of the author has not yet been announced.

NEW EN'GLAND SECTION.

Three papers were read at the meeting of the Xew England

section held January 22. One of the papers entitled "An Ex-

ample of the Practical use of Tungsten Lamps to Produce Day-

light" was presented by Dr. C. H. Sharp and !Mr. Preston S.

Millar. The other two papers dealing with the same subject
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were presented by Dr. H. E. Ives and Mr. R. B. Hussey. These

papers will appear in the February issue of the Traxsactions.

For the February meeting of this section on the 26th, ar-

rangements are being made to have Messrs. Arthur J. Sweet

and L. C. Doane present a paper entitled "Choice of Reflector;

Its Influence on Illumination Efhciency and Depression in Visual

Function." The paper is the result of an extended investigation

which has been conducted recently by the authors. It should

occasion an unusual amount of interesting discussion. Two papers

on certain aspects of street lighting also will probably be available.

NEW YORK SECTION.

The January meeting of the New York section on the nth

instant was devoted to a symposium on street lighting. The light-

ing of New York and other cities, both in this country and

abroad was discussed in a general way. Informal talks were

given by ^^lessKs. H. Thurston Owens, George S. Barrows, O. L.

Johnson and S. L. E. Rose. The subject was discussed by Dr.

Louis Bell, Messrs. J. R. Cravath, Philander Betts, H. W. Hill-

man, A\'. T. Dempsey and others. About 150 members attended

the meeting.

At the meeting Vvdiich will be held February S, Messrs. Arthur

J. Sweet and L. C. Doane of the Holophane Company, Newark,

O., will read a paper entitled "Choice of Reflector ; Its Influence

on Illumination Et^ciency and Depression in Visual Function."

The paper will be an embodiment of the results and conclusions

derived from an extensive investigation recently completed by

the authors.

Dr. Herbert E. Ives will present a paper on "The Application

of Photography to Photometric Problems" at the March Meeting

on the 14th. At this meeting there will also be a kinetographic

exhibition by the Kinemacolor Company in conjunction with a

second paper on the the relation of light to photography.

For the meeting on April 18, there will be two papers: one on

"Ship Lighting"; and the other on the lighting of coal mines.

The names of the authors of these two papers have not been

announced.
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PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

Probably the largest meeting, in point of attendance, ever

held by a section of the society was that of the Philadelphia sec-

tion on January 19. Two hundred and forty-four members and

guests were present. Mr. V. R. Lansingh, the society's newly-

elected president, gave an interesting lecture on "The Architect

and the Illuminating Engineer." Mr. L. B. ]\Iarks, the first

president of the society, gave an instructive talk on "The Il-

lumination of Interiors by Daylight and by Artificial Light."'

Considerable interest, too, was manifested in the first of a series

of short talks on the essential principles of illumination, which

will be given before the meetings of the present season by Prof.

Arthur J. Rowland, director of the School of Engineering of

Drexel Institute. Philadelphia. In conjunction with the meeting

ihere was also an exhibition of gas meters and a kinetographic

exhibition of "the house electrical." An informal dinner pre-

ceded the meeting.

At the meeting to be held February 16, Prof. George A. Hoad-

ley, professor of physics at Swarthmore College, will deliver a

lecture on "The Physics of Light." Prof. Hoadley will supple-

ment his lecture with a series of experiments and stereopticon

views. During the meeting there will be on exhibition, an as-

sortment of electric lighting units.

For the March meeting there will be a paper entitled "The Ap-

plication of Photography to Photometric Problems" by Dr. H.

f. Ives and a lecture on European lighting conditions by Dr. C
H. Sharp.

AXXUAL 3IEETING.

The annual meeting of the society was held in the Machinery

Club, New York, January 12. Eighty-nine members and guests

were present. After an informal dinner brief addresses were

made by the retiring and incoming presidents of the society, and

by representatives of other professional societies. During the

course of the meeting, retiring President A. E. Kennelly an-

nounced the results of the annual election. Mr. V. R. Lan-
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singh was declared elected president, Mr. Norman Macbeth, vice-

president; ^Ir. \\'m. J. Serrill, treasurer; and ^Ir. Preston S.

Millar, general secretary. Messrs. R. C. Ware, Albert J. 3^Iar-

shall and C. J. Russell were elected directors. These announce-

ments were greeted with a round of loud applause.

Dr. Kennelly in his address dwelt upon the province of the

illuminating engineer and the works which remains for the so-

ciety to perform. Within the purview of the illuminating engi-

neer, said Dr. Kennelly, are problems both innumerable and di-

verse, upon the solution of which depends his ultimate achieve-

ment. Whether he fancy the faint luminescence of the firefly or

contemplate the copious effulgence of the most brilliant flame arc

lamp ; whether he philosophize on the psychological and physiolog-

ical effects of light, or whether he devote himself to the purely

commercial aspects of illuminating engineering, all his endeavors

and all the knowledge he may acquire must be contributory to a

final but mighty achievement—perfection in the application of

light.

As regards the society, Dr. Kennelly said there were two nota-

ble functions which it should logically perform. In the first

instance, of course, it should advance the theory and practice of

illuminating engineering. Secondly, it should eventually become

a clearing house for information pertaining to the art and science

of illumination.

Mr. Gano Dunn, president of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, in his address said that the electrical engineering

profession did not at the time of the inception of the society real-

ize the scope of illuminating engineering. Some of its members,

he intimated, regarded the innovation slightly ; others were either

quizzical or mildly indifferent. Only a few received it with en-

thusiasm. These different attitudes toward illuminating engi-

neering Mr. Dunn attributed to the tremendous development in

many directions which electrical engineering was undergoing at

the time. Ten years of marvelous progress in the lighting in-

dustry, however, Mr. Dunn continued, has convinced even the

most skeptical of electrical engineers that illuminating engineer-

ing is not a superficial accession to the field of professional en-

deavor. To-day the illuminating engineer is regarded as the peer
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of the electrical engineer. That this change was in no small

measure due to the concerted action of members of the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society, Mr. Dunn stated implicitly.

Concluding his remarks, Mr. Dunn said he had been delegated

by the board of directors of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers to convey to the Illuminating Engineering Society an

expression of their good will and a desire to cooperate heartily

in any mutually advantageous woik.

Hon. I. C. Copley, president of the American Gas Institute,

presented a brief but interesting retrospect of the influence that

modern illuminants had exerted upon the gas industry. Thirty-

five years ago, the beginning of what has been a period of phe-

nomenal progress in the lighting industry of this country, Mr.

Copley related, there was considerable apprehension among the

gas interests. The future of the gas industry was frequently

spoken of as gloomy ; the prospects were certainly not inspiriting.

Indeed, such an uncanny outlook was truly reflected in the market

quotations on gas stocks. This state of affairs became even

more evidently critical the day after the invention of the incan-

descent lamp was announced by Edison. Gas stocks immediately

took a sharp decline in the market. For a time afterward the

prevailing conditions as regards the gas industry were little

short of demoralizing. But nothing serious happened after all;

dire suspicions and evil prognostications proved to be unfounded.

Conditions that at first seemingly presaged disaster really be-

tokened a boom more auspicious than the most expectant optimist

should have dared to prophecy. Subsequently the Welsbach
mantle, the metal filament and the vapor lamps were introduced.

Still later came many improvements in practically every form, of

illuminant. The significant outcome of this whole period of
phenomenal progress and development, however, Mr. Copley con-

cluded, has been that all the well-managed gas companies in the

United States to-day are selling from four to ten times as much
gas per capita as they were selling as late as twenty-five years

since. This increase in the consumption of gas of course does
not represent an increase in the consumption of gas for lighting

purposes alone; rather it indicates a remarkable progress which
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has been occasioned to a large extent by the development of sev-

eral lighting units.

Dr. Alexander C. Humphreys, president of the Stevens In-

stitute of Technology^, also president of the American Society

of Mechnical Engineers, alluded particularly to the advantages

that ensue from cooperation between professional or scientific

societies. Cooperation, if it does nothing else, said Dr. Hum-

phreys, eliminates much of the needless and costly work which

occurs when societies having common interests work independ-

ently. In the case of the cooperative relations pending between

the representative committees of the American Society of jMe-

chanical Engineers and the Illuminating Engineering Society he

felt sure that whatever work may be undertaken by the commit

tees should prove mutually advantageous to both societies.

Mr. Walter Cook, president of the American Institute of

Architects, confined his remarks to the work of the architect.

His work, Air. Cook stated, is variegated and encompassing.

For this very reason the architect must needs interest himself in

some of the phases of illuminating engineering, particularly the

art of illumination.

Prof. C. A. Alartin, director of the School of Architecture of

Cornell University, also referred to the architect and his profes-

sion. Beauty, according to Prof. Alartin, is the object sought by

the architect in all his constructive work. Of course. Prof. Alar-

tin added, the architect must recognize many of the more impera-

tive requirements of engineering efficiency ; but ostensibly he

aims to cultivate the beautiful no matter whether he is concerned

with a problem in lighting or wath the erection of some gigantic

building.

The importance of good lighting in steel mills w^as emphasized

by Air. R. B. Shover, president of the American Association of

Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers. Within the past year and a

half. Air. Shover said, mill owners had given the problem cf

lighting their mills properly much serious consideration. They
had begun to realize that this detail of their industry which had

been so long treated slightly, is a potent factor in promoting effi-

ciency, in production and in preventing innumerable accidents in

mills. About a year ago the problem was first mooted before a
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meeting of the organization which he represented. A committee

was immediately appointed to take up the question. Meantime it

was planned to devote a whole session of the next convention

of the association to the subject.

Dr. William H. Tolman, secretary of the American Museum of

Safety, outlined in an interesting manner the w-ork which the

museum is doing toward the prevention of accidents not only in

manufacturing establishments but in the street and in the home.

Dr. Tolman urged the society to collect for exhibition in the

museum of safety lighting devices, charts and other exhibits

which might assist in some way the safeguarding of humanity

from accidents and losses of life and property.

In his inaugural address President-elect \\ R. Lansingh spoke

of the unique position among professional societies occupied by

the Illuminating Engineering Society. He indicated in a general

w^ay the lines of progress which the society might pursue during

the near future. For the present, he emphasized, the w^ork of the

society must be primarily of an educational character. Mr. Lan-

singh's address "Some Thoughts on the Society's Development"

appears in this issue of the Transactions.

At the conclusion of the meeting Dr. Kennelly read an abstract

of the annual report of the council to the society. The report,

which is the annual report of the general secretary, is printed in

toto elsewhere in this number of the Transactions.

GEXERAIj SECRETARY'S REPORT TO COUINCUi FOR
THE YEAR 1911.

The year of 191 1 has witnessed a quiet, persistent movement

along lines laid down in previous years, and the inception of a

number of new enterprises which are as yet in an embryonic or

at most an inchoate state. It has been a year of evolution. In

material things the society has held its own. In technical knowl-

edge, appreciation of best ways and means of promoting the

cause of good illumination through the society's efforts, and in

the formulation and application of plans for accomplishing this

end, notable advances have been made. Amplification of these

statements appears in the following review.
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TRANSACTIONS.

In volume the Transactions are growing from year to year

as is indicated.

Pages dvoted
Volume No. Total pages No. of papers to papers

I 424 16 163

II S34 44 468

III 786 40 461

IV 997 50 592

V 902 43 638

VI 1,024 41 716

4,967 234 3,038

As compared with the five earher vohimes of the Trans-

actions, the 191 1 vohime differs but little as to the nature of

subjects discussed. Such dift'erences as may be noted do not

appear to indicate any change in trend of thought, but are due

rather to the fact that among so small a number of papers (41)

distributed over such a broad range of subjects, a representative

distribution cannot be anticipated.

Queries such as the following are frequently heard. "What

is an illuminating engineer?" "What is illuminating engineer-

ing?" "For what does the Illuminating Engineering Society

stand?" It has been suggested that the lectures presented in

1910 under the joint auspices of this society and the Johns

Hopkins University afford an answer to such questions. These

lectures were arranged after much intelligent deliberation directed

toward securing a proper balance among the subjects dealt with

and can therefore be considered with propriety as delineating

the scope and character of the profession of illuminating engi-

neering as well as the purpose which this society seeks to serve.

It would appear to be in order to draw attention to the fact

that in the six volumes of the Transactions of this society a

further answ^er to these questions may be found. The nature of

the discussions included has been determined undoubtedly by

the trend of thought and work among the membership, and by

the views of the members, numbering perhaps 40, upon whom
the responsibility for the papers programs has devolved during

the six years. Instead of a deliberately planned distribution

among the various subjects, that obtaining in the Transactions
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is the natural result of the development of the art in the course

of the professional or industrial work of the members of the

society at large. To facilitate consideration of this feature of

the Transactions, an analysis of the 234 papers has been made.

The classification adopted has been brought into conformity

with that of the lecture course in order to permit of a compari-

son between the lectures and the Transactions papers, with

respect to distribution among the subjects treated. No other

practicable means being available, the basis has been made the

number of pages devoted to each subject. This classification

has not proven altogether satisfactory and has necessitated a

number of arbitrary assignments of questionable validity, but on

the whole the result should serve the present purpose.

Distribution of Papers Among Subjects.
six volumes

Lecture course of Transactions

No. of Per No. of Per
pages cent. pages cent.

Physical Basis of Liglit Production 24 2.3 119 3.9

Physical Characteristics of Sources 66 6.4 159 5.2

Chemistry of Light Production 16 1.6 o 0.0

Electric Illuminants 48 4.7 171 5.6

Gas and Oil Illuminants 53 5.1 70 2.3

Incandescent Gas Mantle Lamps 25 2.4 122 4.0

Electric and Gas Lighting ( General Manu-
facture and Distribution) 150 14.5 II 0.4

Units, Standards and Terminology 24 2.3 237 7.8

Photometry 96 9.3 159 5.2

Architecture iS 1.7 71 2.3

Physiology and Psychologj' 80 7.8 197 6.5

Calculations 42 4.1 249 S.2

Interior Illumination 147 14.3 809 26.7

Exterior Illumination 89 8.6 172 5.7

Reflectors, Glassware, Etc. 45 4.4 195 6.4

Fixtures 14 1.4 105 3.5

Commercial Aspects of Electric and Gas

Lighting 94 9.1 44 1.4

The Illuminating Engineering Society... o 0.0 30 i.o

Illuminating Engineering o 0.0 44 1.4

Miscellaneous — — 74 2.5

Totals 1 ,03

1

3.038

The course of lectures affords an excellent indication of the

scope of the society's endeavors. The Transactions, while
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inferior in respect to logical arrangement and completeness, serve

this purpose even better. With the two available, there can

remain no doubt as to the society's purposes and policy. Not

only in profession but also in achievement it seeks to promote

the advancement of good illumination. Its Transactions, as

well as the privilege of its floor, are available to all who seek

in a suitable manner to contribute toward this end through the

discussion of subjects pertaining to the science and practise of

illuminating engineering.

SECTION ACTIVITIES.

Xo new sections were established during this year, although,

as a result of local demand, consideration was given to a project

to form a Baltimore-\\^ashington section. A committee of local

members and society officers investigated the situation and re-

ported adversely.

The activities of the four sections are summed up in the fol-

lowing table

:

New New Phila-

Chicago England York delphia Totals

Technical meetings 9 ^ 9 9 33

Papers contributed to Transac-

tions 2 3' 12^ 6-' 22

Papers not reproduced in Trans-

actions 5 5 I 6 ^7

Meetings given over to discus-

sion 2 o 2 o 4

The much mooted question of most desirable subjects for

discussion at section meetings has received considerable atten-

tion throughout the year without developing unanimity of opinion.

The section boards of managers have continued as in the past

to arrange for the presentation of such suitable subjects as

might be available. There appears, however, to have been little

tendency to arrange for papers which review the elementary

' One paper presented at both meetings.

2 Printing of one paper not assured.
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aspects of the fundamentals of the subject of iUuminating engi-

neering, which matters are now fairly well set forth in the

Transactions and the lecture course reprints. There is room
to question if opportunities are not being neglected by failure to

have presented in a more or less popular way the scientific

researches which are reported from time to time in the trans-

actions of our own and other societies, and in the technical

press. This is a field of enterprise to which attention has pre-

viously been directed and which section boards would do well

to consider.

As during previous years, the sections in Boston and Phila-

delphia have enjoyed the privilege of holding technical meetings

in the auditoriums of the local lighting companies, favors which

the society is glad to acknowledge with appreciation. In New
York the section meetings are held in a rented auditorium at

the expense of the society, and this is done not so much because

it is not feasible to avoid this expense as because the council

and the New York section board of managers deem it a wise

policy to hold the meetings in the United Engineering Societies

Building.

It is provided in the by-laws that meetings of sections shall

be held monthly, except during July, August and September.

The wisdom of this provision is being questioned. Many mem-

bers of the society feel that if in any month there is available

neither paper nor lecture which is of enough interest and im-

portance to afford a notable contribution or to call forth a con-

structive discussion, it would be the part of wisdom to vary

from the rule and hold no meeting until such paper or lecture

can be obtained. The board of managers of the New England

section has taken this stand and there would seem to be enough

opinion in support of it to make it desirable to modify the

by-law and to extend to the boards of managers larger discre-

tionary powers in these matters.

MEMBERSHIP.

The membership at the end of 1910 was 1,530. At that time

the resignations of 68 members became effective, making the
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membership at the beginning of 1911, 1.462. The changes ^vhich

have taken place during the year are as follows

:

Membership at beginning of year 1.462

. ,^. . iSo
Addilions

Elected to membership during year I73

Reinstated 7

224.
Defections

Resigned ^^'

Dropped for non-payment of dues 9'

Deceased

Membership Dec. 3'. 191^ ^'"^^^

In considering these changes it must be remembered that as

the result of a membership campaign, somewhat more than 500

new members were added in the summer and autumn of 1910.

Apparently a number of these joined the society under some-

what of a misconception as to its functions and found by trial

too little of immediate interest to them in the society's work to

warrant continuance of the membership. It is probably not

surprising that the majority of the defections recorded are from

among these recently affiliated members.

The accessions to the membership appear to be a fair evidence

of the gradual growth of the society's influence, since they

were added month by month through the year and were in no

way due to any membership campaign.

Six members have been lost through death:

X. A. Button

Dr. Henry Gradle

L. R. Hopton

B. G. McNabb
R. W. Morgan

E. F. Phillips

There is no notable change in the distribution of the member-

ship .among the industries and professions represented. The

distribution as shown in the accompanying table is substantially

that shown in the annual report for 1910.
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Distribution of Membership Among the Professions and Indus-

tries Represented.*

Class Total Per cent.

Architects 14 i-o

Decorators 2 o. i

Fixed manufacturers 8 0.5

Contractors and Jobbers 71 4-9

Pedagogues 7^ 4-9

Ophthalmologists 10 0.7

Testing and Research 25 1.7

Consulting Illuminating Engineers 5 0.3

Illuminating Engineers associated with manufactur-

ing organizations 8 0.5

Illuminating Engineers associated with lighting com-

panies 8 0.5

Electric lighting 314 21.6

Gas lighting 231 15.9

Electric and gas lighting 52 3.6

Electric lamp manufacturers 201 13.9

Gas lamp manufacturers 39 2.7

Manufacturers of glassware 140 10.

o

Consulting engineers, electric 59 4.0

" " gas 6 0.4

Electric lighting other than public 78 5.4

Technical journals 18 1.2

Municipal and Public Service Commission Engineers. 21 1.4

Miscellaneous illuminating 9 0.6

Scattering 9 0.6

Unclassified 52 36

1,451 loo.o

Membership as of middle of December, 1911.

FINANCES.

The committee on finance has repeatedly drawn attention to

the inadequacy of membership dues to defray the legitimate and

necessary expenses of the society. As the membership has

increased, the income from dues has increased proportionally

and the expenses of operating the society have increased. The

proportional inadequacy of the dues has not been improved in

the process, so that the gap between income per member and

dues per member remains of the same order, but aggregates a

larger sum. The surplus of earlier years has not been added to

in recent years. Indeed it has only been by the exercise of
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marked economy and the utilization of income from advertising

that a material deficit has been avoided.

Already the hampering influence of financial stringency has

been felt. A prospectus which the council has ordered prepared

in order to set forth the society's purposes and work, has not

yet been printed. A pamphlet for prospective authors, calcu-

lated to assist in the standardization of our Transactions and

in a better understanding with members concerning the require-

ments of the committees on papers and editing and publication,

has also been delayed.

The 1911 administration has felt keenly the importance of the

financial problem thus confronting the society. The committee

on finance has taken the position that the legitimate expenses of

the society ought to be defrayed by means of the income from

membership dues, and that the further healthy growth of the

society is in part contingent upon such condition. In this view

it has had the support of the majority of the council. After

considering the question in its various ramifications, a proposi-

tion that the membership dues be advanced to $7.50 in 1913 was

formulated. Upon submission to representatives of the sections

at the meeting held under the auspices of the section develop-

ment committee during the term of the Chicago convention

this proposal met with such adverse comment that it was with-

drawn. At the time, the suggestion was made that in larger

membership increases a remedy for the situation might be found.

In order to test the correctness of this view, a statement has

been prepared in which are set forth the probable expenses of

conducting the society along lines without any provision for

extension of research and educational work, and with various

assumptions as to increase in membership during the next three

years. Naturally, such figures are nothing more than specula-

tions, but assuming that they are founded upon sound premises,

they are strongly indicative of the conclusion that under no con-

ditions which are likely to prevail during the next three years

can membership dues of $5.00 prove adequate to meeting the

ordinary expenses of the society.

Advertising in the past has made up any deficiencies which

developed. The income from advertising, however, has liot
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increased. In consequence, a proportional deficiency would no

longer be met in the same way, but would leave a deficit unpro-

vided for in any way. To deal rightly with this financial ques-

tion would appear to be the most important problem which the

society faces at this time.

COMMITTEES.

Standing Committees Created by the Constitution. Committee

on Finance.—As during preceding years this committee has

passed upon all disbursements by the society and has advised

the council in all matters of finance. There have been monthly

meetings of the committee preceding the council meetings and

a report from the committee has been submitted at each meet-

ing of the council.

Committee on Papers.—This committee has approved all

papers which have been printed in the Transactions and has

had the responsibility of arranging the papers program for the

annual convention. The committee has found it necessary to

vary somewhat from tradition in order to meet the views of its

members concerning the requirements of the society, and in par-

ticular has measurably lessened the rigidity of the society's stand

against so-called commercialism in discussions.

Committee on Editing and Publication.—For the first time in

the history of the society, the committee has not been required

to do the actual work of editing papers and discussions, and of

supervising the printing of the Transactions. All such work

has been assumed by the assistant secretary as a part of the

work of the general office. The functions of the committee have

consisted in exercising a measure of supervision over the edi-

torial policy and in advising the assistant secretary' upon matters

which he submitted to them.

standing committees created by the council.

Committee on Nomenclature and Standards.—Under the super-

vision of this committee the sub-committee on photometric units

has proceeded with the work of standardizing units, symbols and

terminolog}', attempting under the mandate of the 1910 Balti-

more convention to promote international cooperative consid-
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eration and action. The report of the committee presented at

the Chicago convention, inchided chiefly a record of the work

of the sub-committee, and in particular embodied a recommenda-

tion "that negotiations with individuals and societies in other

lands be carried on with a view to the possibility that eventually

this society would arrange for an international conference to

bring about an agreement on these subjects." This recommenda-

tion was favorably considered by the council at its November

meeting and the committee was authorized to begin negotiations

along the lines indicated. Accordingly the secretary of the

committee has addressed a communication to various engineering

and scientific bodies abroad and at home, suggesting tentatively

that a conference be arranged and requesting an expression of

views. It is too early to forecast the results of this activity of

the committee.

Committee on Advertising.—The amount of advertising pub-

lished in the Transactions has varied but little during the past

few years. At the beginning of 1911 the committee requested

direction from the council as to the desirability of endeavoring

to increase this amount of advertising. The council resolved

that for the time at least, such effort was not desirable. During

the latter part of the year this matter was reconsidered and the

committee has now been instructed that double the previous

number of pages would be available for advertising, and has

been asked to endeavor to obtain a corresponding increase in

the advertising.

Committee on New Meinbersliip.—The request of the com-

mittee to the council for instructions resulted in a resolution

that a vigorous new membership campaign during 191 1 was not

considered desirable. The committee was directed rather to

endeavor to promote a wholesome, gradual growth in member-

ship through efforts to bring together the societv and those who
either need the societv or could serve it. The efforts of the com-

mittee have been confined to work of a general character along

these lines, with the exception of a membership suggestion and

application blank which were included with the announcements of

the annual convention sent to a large number of representatives of

public lighting organizations throughout the country.
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Committee on Section Development.—This committee, being

composed of officers of the various sections, has found it difficult

to hold frequent meetings. The first meeting after organization

was held in March and resulted in submission to the council of

a report suggesting the extension of section and society work,

which report is reflected in a number of the new developments

of the year. During the term of the annual convention a public

meeting was held under the auspices of the committee for the

general discussion of section and society problems. A third

(meeting has been held, January 12. In addition to discussing

various matters pertaining to section work an outline of section

management was prepared for the guidance of present and

future boards of managers. This contained such procedure as

met the approval of the section officers present, and is intended

to form with the constitution and by-laws a fairly complete

guide.

Comuiittce on Progress.—This committee presented a report

at the annual convention, thereby fulfilling the purpose which it

was created to serve.

Committee on Reciprocal Relations ivith Other Societies.—
This committee, appointed during the latter part of the year, has

organized and mapped out a campaign which is already in course

of prosecution. Its efforts bid fair to arouse no small amount

of interest on the part of engineering and technical societies or

associations and should be instrumental in largely extending the

influence of our society.

Committee on Cooperative Relations zcith Ophthalmological

Organizations.—This committee was intended to serve in a

specific case the same purpose which the committee on reciprocal

relations with other societies was in a later appointment intended

to serve in a general way. The two committees have an under-

standing as to methods of procedure and may be expected either

to parallel one another's activities or to be merged into one

committee.

Committee on Research.—The committee, the appointment of

which was authorized by the council two years ago, has at last

been appointed and should find it possible to organize during the

coming year.
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TEMPORARY COMMITTEES CREATED BY THE COUNCIL.

Committee on Lectures.—This committee was reappointed

largely as a formality in order to permit the rendering of a final

report covering the completion of matters of detail involved in

the 19 10 lecture course at the Johns Hopkins University. This

responsibility having been discharged, there reinains no further

work for the committee to do.

ComwAttee on Policy.—The rather numerous recommendations

submitted to the council by the committee on section develop-

ment required more extended consideration than the council at

large could give them. Accordingly the committee on policy, con-

sisting of the present executive committee and the past presidents

of the society was appointed to consider and report upon the sub-

jects under discussion. The committee rendered a prompt re-

port and was discharged.

Committee on Illumination Primer.—To the committee on

illumination primer w^as assigned the important task of drawing

up for general dissemination a treatise dealing with those ele-

mentary principles of illimiination, to which more attention

should be paid by the public at large. The committee is now en-

gaged on this work and is expected to report during 19 12.

ANNUAL CONVENTION.

At the fifth annual convention held in Chicago, sessions were

for the first time extended through four days. All meetings

were well attended and most were marked by spirited discussion.

Technical and entertainment features were well planned and

executed. The society is indebted to the officers and members

of the Chicago section for maintaining and even advancing the

high standard set in previous conventions.

GENERAL OEEICE.

The society's general office, located in the United Engineering

Societies Building, consists of one room 12 x 24 in which the

assistant secretary and a stenographer are located, and council

and committee meetings are held ; and a storeroom 8 x 8 in which

copies of the Transactions and stationery are stored. The an-

nual rental of these two rooms is $460. These facilities have

proven inadequate, and even with the present membership should
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be augmented. V\'ith such growth in membership as may be an-

ticipated, an increase in office space will soon become imperative.

In the beginning, but little beyond perfunctory office duties

were performed by the assistant secretar}^ More recently, how-

ever, the tendency has been, rightly, to concentrate much of the

work in the general office. During the past year all editing and

publication work has been done by the assistant secretary. The
accounting work of the advertising committee has also been

transferred to the general office. Also the handling of section

discussions in part has been transferred from section secretaries

to the general office. These new duties make greater demands

upon the capability and activity of the assistant secretary, render-

ing his office of greater importance. It is a pleasure to testify to

the satisfactory manner in which upon the whole the responsi-

bilities have been met.

SUMMARY.

In the foregoing review, inadequacy of financial resources

stands out as the only fundamental weakness. It is apparent that

the society must address itself to the solution of this problem

forthwith, if enterprises already undertaken are to be carried

to a successful consummation, and probable demands of the

near future are to be met.

Much of the work of the society has been done gratuitously

by members prominently identified with its history. In a sense

this has been fortunate because it is doubtful if like service could

have been commanded at any rate of remuneration within reach

of such a society. Further it is doubtful if equally efficient ef-

forts put forth by salaried officers would have been as efifective.

But the time has come when the society's afifairs demand a larger

amount of efifort than can in fairness be asked of members who,

however willing, must serve at the expense of their other inter-

ests ; and to substitute salaried officers for members serving

gratuitously is an expensive proceeding.

The society must grow in influence. This involves extension

of activities and scope. There is much educational work to be

done. Research must be carried on if the boundaries of our

knowledge are to, be extended. The society should assume a fair

share of this burden.
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\11 these things require funds which under existing condi-

tions of organization are not in sight. The total income is barely

adequate to meet routine expenses, and unless mcreased may

T rove inadequate in the near future.

Thi. financial handicap once overcome, there is every reason

to anticipate continued growth in influence and usefulness. An

organization of proven merit : a council composed of men devoted

tc the society's interests and qualified to guard its welfare
;

strong,

active committees: a membership among which there is a large

proportion of men readv and willing to perform any reasonable

ser^•ice for the promotion of the art; a cause whose growing im-

portance is just beginning to gain universal recognition
,
these and

other conditions are favorable to an increase m etfectivenes.

which shall form a fitting continuation of the creditable record

already made by the Illuminating Engineering Society.

AXXUAL REPORT OF THE Fl>A>CE COMMITTEE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1911.

To the Council of the Illuminating Engineering Society :

In accordance with the provisions of the constitution of the

society the finance committee has during the past year exercised

direct supervision over the financial affairs of the society.

The committee held monthly meetings except during the sum-

mer made recommendations to the council on all matters sub-

mitted for examination and report, and examined and approved

all bills paid bv the society.

The financial condition of the society as of Dec. 31. I'^i-

^
.hown in the subjoined statement of Messrs. Peirce Struss &

Co certified public accountants, who were employed by author-

ization of the council to audit the books and accounts ot the

societv. . .

\lthouo-h the statement of the auditors shows earnings amount-

mo- to $481.95 in excess of expenses for the year, the audit takes

no^ogmzance of those expenses incurred during 191
1

for wlxich

bms were not received during the year. The committee wishes

to point out that the statement of net earnings must be taken with

this limitation.
. . .

The figures for the year show that the society is still de-
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pendent to a considerable extent for its financial support upon

the income derived from advertisements in the Transactions,

and that without this income the society would face a deficit.

From past experience and from careful estimates of future ex-

penses there does not appear to be any escape from the conclusion

that even with largely increased membership the present annual

dues of $5.00 and initiation fee of $2.50 will alone be sufiticient

to render the society self-supporting.

Respectfully submitted,

A. A. Pope,

A. S. IMcAllister,

L. B. IMarks, Chairman.

EXHIBIT NO. I.—BAIvANCE SHEET—DECEMBER 31, 1911.

ASSETS.
Cash:

In bank I720.55
In drawer 100.00

Total I 820.55
Accounts receivable:

Members dues— 191 1 65.00
Due for advertising— 1910 6.68
Due for advertising— 191 1 568.42
Initiation fees 50.00
Sundry charges to members 59- 85

I'otal 549.95
Property Accounts:

Furniture and fixtures 501.16
Less depreciation 100.23

Net 400.93

Badges on hand (28) 70.00

Total 470.93
Investments:

Northern Pacific Railway and Great Northern Rail-
way bonds, f2,000 1,920.00

Total 13,761.43

LIABILITIES.

Accounts payable $742.06
Dues paid in advance 129.80

Total 871.86

SURPLUS.

Undivided profits (Exhibit No. 3) 2,889.57

fo.761.43
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EXHIBIT NO. 2.—STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1911.

INCOME.

Members dues 57, 152-50

Advertising 1,225.80

Miscellaneous sales of Transactions 231.01

Profit on badges sold 23.00

Members certificates 12.00

Initiation fees i75-oo

Interest on bonds 80.00

Miscellaneous 4-44

Total 18,903.75

expenses.

Transactions 3,588.30

Membership committee 44-57

Convention expense 275.65

Election expense 1911 (part) 59-15

Committee on Nomenclature and Standards 3.00

General Office (Schedule No. 3) 3,211.79

Treasurer's expense 20.00

Exchange of checks 7.65

Depreciation of furniture and fixtures (20% ) 100.23

Chicago section 323-82

New York section 481.73

New England section 160.59

Philadelphia section 145-32

Total 8,421.80

Earnings for the year $ 481-95

EXHIBIT NO. 3.—SURPLUS ACCOUNT DECEMBER 31, 191 1-

Surplus—January I, 191 1 $2,873.46

Back dues— 1908 5-°°

Earnings for year 191 1 481.95

Total $3,360.41

Bad and doubtful accounts on the books for several

j-ears prior to January i, 1911 $340.69

Art exhibit—1909 108.65

Election expense—1910 21.50

Total 470.48

$2,689.57
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SCHEDULE NO. 3.—ANALYSIS OF GENERAL OFFICE ACCOUNT
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1911.

Salary of assistant secretary f 1.304.25

Stenographers salary 516.05

Postage 314-59

Telegraph and telephone 106.41

Rent of office 396.00

Rent of storage vault 64.00

Auditors fees - 75 -oo

Printing and stationery 285.37

Incidentals 150.12

Total fe>2ii.79

NOTICE.

The illumination primer which is being compiled by a com-

mittee comjx)sed of Mr. L. B. ]\Iarks, chairman; Dr. Louis Bell

and Mr. J. R. Cravath, will be written in a distinctly popular

form. It is intended for the reading of those who have little or

no knowledge of either illumination or illuminating engineering.

The present indications are that a very large edition of the primer

will be published. It is likely also that it will be eventually

printed in several languages.

ERRATUM.
On page 633, volume VI, No. 7 (October, 191 1, issue of the

Transactions)

6o-watt lamp 1.15 in.

near the bottom of the page should read,

60-watt lamp o. 15 in.
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SOME THOUGHTS OX THE SOCIETY'S

DEVELOPMENT.*

In the presidential address by Doctor Hyde at the time of the

Johns Hopkins University lecture course, he outlined the ideals

Lnd aims of the Illuminating Engineering Society. I wish to

present for your consideration a few concrete suggestions looking

forward in the direction of the ideals so well outlined by Dr.

Hyde. In an effort to attain these ideals we must approach them

step by step, and this evening I present for your consideration

one or two suggestions looking toward the future progress of

the society.

The Illuminating Engineering Society occupies a unique ix)si-

among technical bodies, inasmuch as the work which it auns to

acconiplish brings it in direct contact with, and makes it of m-

terest to, not only the engineer and those specially interested

in lighting, but to practically everybody in the civilized world.

The work of most technical societies is peculiarly their own and

the public is but little interested in anything but the results ac-

complished and is not called upon to take any active interest m
them. Thus in the case of the electrical engineer—while a large

majority of the people enjoy the benefits of his knowledge and

art, but few are called upon to take any active interest in the

means by which he accomplishes his results : nor are they called

upon to put into practise the principles of electrical engineering.

In the field of illumination, however, the subject is of interest to

everyone and there are few people in the country who cannot

change the results of their illumination, often by simple means.

Even the farmer, with his oil lamps, can often improve his

illumination by making simple changes in the location or shading

of his lamps. The subject of illumination, therefore, is one of

universal interest.

Until the last few years the subject has been given but little

study or thought, with the result that most of lighting now

installed is very often poorly done, not only from the stand-

point of economy but also from that of the effect on the eye

and the artistic results obtained. This also applies to even the

* Presidential address of V. R. Lansingh at the annual meeting of the Uluminating

Engineering Society, Janmrj- 12, 1912.
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majority of present day installations, especially of the smaller

type, although it is to be noted that a large number of them are

based on modern lighting ideas. It is only necessar}-, however,

to walk down any of our great avenues of trade in this or practi-

cally any other large city and see the glaring examples of bad

lighting and poor illumination to realize that as yet the principles

of good illumination have not penetrated deeply into the minds

of tlie great public. The work of this society has been to aid in

the development of the knowledge as well as the art of illumina-

tion and it is or should be one of the primary functions of the

society to spread this knowledge as far as possible and to become
a predominant educational factor in the country, as far as it re-

lates to good illumination. Education must therefore play a more
important part in the work of this society than in probably any

other technical body.

Up to the present time very few people have even heard

the term ''illuminating engineering," and of those who have,

most have an extremely vague idea of what it means. What
then can the society do to promote a knowledge of what consti-

tutes good illumination so that it may lead to the improvement
of modem lighting methods, not only in the cases which come
directly under the professional illuminating engineer, but also

in the great majority of lighting installations. This, then, is

one of the problems which the society must solve if it is to

fulfil its proper scope. There are many ways in which the prob-

lem can be attacked. Some of these may be briefly stated as

follows

:

Enlargement of membership and sections of the society.

Increasing its membership among those who are not primarily

interested in "illuminating engineering," using the term in its

narrow sense.

Cooperation with other technical societies along work which

we have in common.

The establishment of courses in illumination in the differ-

ent technical schools and colleges of the country and the en-

largement of such courses where they already exist.

The publication of articles on illumination not only in technical

journals devoted to the subject of light directly or indirectly.
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but also in those technical journals primarily devoted to other

purposes. Thus, articles on illumination have been appearing

recently in such journals as architectural papers, textile papers,

business management papers, etc.

The publication of articles on good illumination in newspapers,

magazines, etc., which reach the general public.

The publication of books, pamphlets, primers, etc. on illumina-

tion which are intended not only for the technically trained

man, but also for the ordinary citizen. These, among others, will

suggest themselves as methods by which the society can fulfil its

true function in the education of the public along these lines.

Much has already been done in these directions. Thus the

committee on reciprocal relations with other societies has started

in its work and this promises to be of great benefit, not only to

this society but also to other societies w^ith which we have more

or less in common ; it will also prevent the overlapping and dupli-

cation of work, and will enable the society, as the committee

has stated, "to become the clearing house for all societies on the

subject of illumination."

The committee on an illumination primer has also started

work and this promises perhaps to be of more direct educational

benefit to the public at large than any work so far accomplished

by this society. We must not, however, limit our educational

work to the lines which are here suggested and it is to be

hoped that as time goes on the society will be in a position to un-

dertake more and more educational work, thus greatly enlarg-

ing its field of influence and usefulness. All this good work in

turn reacts upon the society and with the added increase in the

knowledge of good illumination and an awakened public senti-

ment, the society can find its growth and inspiration.

The term "engineer" is perhaps in some ways a misnomer, as

so many of the sides of the subject are not really engineering in

their nature, but quite different. Naturally the engineering side

of this subject was the first to be seriously considered and hence

the term "illuminating engineering" was adopted and made to in-

clude many aspects of the subject which are not in themselves

of an engineering nature, such as the physiological, psychologi-

cal and esthetic aspects. In fact the inclusiveness of the work of
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the illuminating engineer has been recognized as being so diversi-

fied that suggestions have been made for changing the name of

the society to something which will more adequately express the

aims and scope of the work to be done.

The society in order to do its best work should be a well bal-

anced organization. Despite its name the society is not in many
respects an engineering society, nor will it be as long as we deal

with light not only from a physical standpoint but also from one

of hygiene of the eye and decoration. In the analysis as present-

ed in the council's report of the distribution of subjects covered

by both the Johns Hopkins University lecture course and the six

volumes of the Transactions we find that this balance in the

society, which is so much desired, is more or less lax:king. Thus
in the case of fixtures, which play an important part in most

lighting installations and on which many times either the success

or failure of the installation will depend, we have only 1.4 per

cent, of the Johns Hopkins University lecture course, and 3.5

per cent, of the Transactions devoted to this subject. The
classification of members according to occupation further em-

phasizes this. In its new membership work, therefore, it is to

be hoped that the society may so shape its course as to bring

in not only new members who are interested in illuminating en-

gineering as used in its narrower sense, but also those who are

interested in the co-ordinate branches of illuminating engineering

used in its broader sense.

By following out these different lines of educational work and

by increasing its membership and usefulness in those allied fields

v/hich relate only indirectly to the field of illuminating engi-

neering the society may do much not only to justify its existence

but also increase both in members and usefulness.
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IXSTITUTIOXAL LIGHTING, WITH SPECIAL REFER-
EX'CE TO HOSPITALS.*

BY W. M. L. COPLIN. M. D.

During the last few years I have been especially interested

in problems of institutional organization, construction and equip-

ment ; among the many factors involved proper lighting is clearly

of paramount importance. It is unnecessary to say that if day-

light could be controlled so as to insure its delivery on all occa-

sions and at all times artificial lighting would not be needed

;

but natural lighi cannot be depended upon for much of the

illumination necessary in the various departments of institu-

tions. This is true not only of hospitals, but of nearly all in-

stitutions similar in kind, although accomplishing entirely differ-

ent ends. Colleges and laboratories, and other users of light con-

stantly encounter difficulties in securing proper illumination.

There are many phases of illumination in hospitals. First there

is the general problem of illumination such as one may have

under any condition. One problem is to secure a soft, uniformly

dependable light, that will not be injurious or exert deleterious

influence on the sensitive nerves of the eye, and one that can be

relied upon to give uniform results.

Gas, under certain circumstances, is of course, available, and

gives very satisfactory illumination. In hospitals, however, one

of the most important objections to gas illumination is the in-

evitable vitiation of air unless adequate provision for ventilation

has been made. Although it is not difficult to install and is often

advantageous, few hospital wards are supplied with a system of

gas lighting that can be fully endorsed. It has also the defect

of introducing heat currents, and these are known to disseminate

infection. Air currents carry dust, consequently bacteria—fac-

tors which enter prominently into the dissemination of disease.

It has been shown that where heat currents communicate from

one part of a building to another, infectious diseases are readily

transmitted. This is especially true of measles, which is one of

the most communicable of the infectious diseases. For general

* .\ paper read at a meeting of the Philadelphia section of the Uluminating Engi-

neering Society, December 15, 1911.
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illumination one should, therefore, consider a soft light, without

glare, and yielding a minimum of heat.

Another factor is the influence of glare, especially upon the

retina of the debilitated or depressed ; their susceptibility to light

is often extreme. Consequently the growing system of indirect

illumination is being introduced. Such lighting for hospitals is

used very little in this country ; I have not been in any institution

in which indirect lighting has been exclusively applied. Diffuse

lighting has been attempted in operating rooms, and by a system

of sk}dights the hospital authorities have endeavored to exclude

shadow and glare, which of course are of the best evidences of

diffuse equalized distribution of light. I know of no hospital in

which the artificial lighting is above criticism. Even in the

Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia—one of the most modern insti-

tutions—the lighting possesses the usual deficiencies. The lamps

are so situated that if they were brilliant enough to be useful,

they would be highly objectipnable; they are in frosted domes

that soften and diffuse the light rays and look well, but are not

to be commended.

It seems to me that if the principle used in the Congressional

Library and in the Washington Railroad station could be applied

to ward lighting, much would be accomplished for the comfort

of patients in the hospitals.

It has occurred to me in this connection that an indirect light-

ing unit with a direct reflector might be used. I have not seen

the idea applied. Arc lamps, the lower ends of whose globes

were darkened, might be suspended so as to provide a soft light

without glare. But sometimes a bright light must be thrown

almost instantly on a section of a hospital. For instance, a

patient is seized with a sudden hemorrhage. If the reflecting

piece were made in a hemisphere and divided into two sections,

so that the hemisphere could, by pulling a chain, be thrown into

one direction or another, and obtain from above a direct light

with its stronger illumination, one could secure, with the hemi-

sphere below, a soft reflected light. I have talked this over with

different manufacturers and generally they would be glad to make

them if the hospitals would order about two millions at four

times the cost of production.
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The average doctor and hospital administrator want some-

thing; but are not certain just what it is; consequently no two

of tliem appear to desire the same thing. A doctor reads in a

medical journal of a certain apparatus, worked by a certain

motor of a certain horse-power, and he imagines that anything

else would be a transgression of some idea that he holds in his

own heart, and therefore he must send to Oshkosh or some other

place to some man who has a little shop and makes it; and after

he gets it he finds it is not adapted to his purpose, and wants

something else. That is the difficulty with the imported ap-

paratus for lighting and for other purposes.

One device, a combination lighting and signal system, which

is used in many hospitals consists of three lamps. One lamp

indicates a lamp over a bed in the hospital ward ; another lamp

represents a lamp by the nurse's desk, and a third is a signal

light in the hall. If a patient in any bed pushes a button he

thereby lights a lamp at the nurse's desk, one over his bed, and

one in the hall outside the ward. The lamp over the bed indicates

the patient needing attention. There is no way by which the nurse

can evade this call or put out the lamps, except by going to the

bed and turning off the lamp. The lamps are not operated in

series, so that one or any number may be in use concurrently or

separately.

Another system working on the principle of the railroad sema-

phore has been used. This is also adapted to the private room

services. The first mentioned plan of course works on a private

Toom system as well as on any other. The semaphore system

lights a lamp, rings a bell and drops a signal, so that there are

three things upon which the nurse may depend for a call. In any

installation one or more of the features may be omitted ; usually

the bell is left out. In the combined semaphore system there is

an annunciator in the nurse's room or over her desk. The sema-

phore drops at right angles just above the door, and at the same

time a lamp is lighted. In order to reset the system, she must go

and set the semaphore in place, which at the same time puts out

the light and sets the call on the register.

In addition to the signal system there has been suggested a

clock-work attachment by which the length of time before the
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semaphore is reset is automatically recorded, and therefore is a

check on the nurse. It is operated, however, by a photographic

filament and is analagous to the system used in the steamships

for recording a response in the engine rooms.

Ward lighting also involves the question of the exact color

and shade of light that is most beneficial. Upon this subject

there has been much discussion but nothing conclusive. Whether
the light should be green, yellow, or soft white remains undeter-

mined; some strongly contend that it should be purple.

The attention of illuminating engineers should be called to a

difficult problem, which exists in practically every hospital

operating room; really it is a combination of all sorts of lighting

problems. In the first place the quality of the light must be con-

sidered. For example, in operating upon a jaundiced patient

whose tissues are yellow and whose blood serum permeates all

the tissues of his body, carrying and implanting the yellow tinge,

a yellow light cannot be used. During operations for gall-stones,

yellow bile ducts, red arteries and blue veins must be distin-

guished. Often on account of the lighting conditions it is difficult

to distinguish an artery from a vein, and while it may not be a

matter of immediate importance to the operator, it is to the patient,

because the surgeon may open the wrong channel. In daytime

there is little trouble ; the difficulty is with artificial light. This

is true of nearly all forms of incandescent lighting, although

the tungsten filament lamp is a great improvement over the old

carbon form. Difficulty is also encountered with the use of gas

light ; attempts have been made to overcome these by placing

color screens or filters in front of the light sources and also by

using certain gases which may under some circumstances be

useful; but they nearly all fall short of the requirements and

there is danger of drifting into the blue shades which still further

complicate matters.

The design of lighting fixtures for operating rooms is a per-

tinent subject. The need of more efficacious fixtures for such

rooms is discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.

In an operation like that shown in fig. i, where it is neces-

sary for the surgeon to view the intestines of a patient the need

of satisfactory lighting is evident. By any system it is difficult
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to light abdominal recesses. In places the light provided by

present systems appears too bright, while the recesses remain

dark. Practically no fixture at present in use gives sufficiently

widely distributed and properly directed light of an adequate

candle-power. The difficulty here is that the light cone falls

into a well, as indicated by the illustration, so that the margins
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Fig. I.—Tumor of womb. The lighting difficulty here encountered is to illumin-

ate the deep intestinal recesses, particularly the one at the left. This requires

intense vertical illumiuatiou coming from more than one direction in order to

avoid shadows.

of the wall cast the deepest shadows. The ideal light, therefore,

would provide for the deeper recesses in every direction. There

must be provision for light passing obliquely in two directions

;

it is evident that the most difficult portion of the operation is

often that requiring such a light; for instance, the procedure of

separating the uterus from other structures.

In fig. 2 the surgeon is shown passing into the most difficult

part of the operation, and into the field in which he has the least
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light. Here. I think, the ilhimination has been greatly improved

by the use of a hand lamp in the care of an experienced nurse

or assistant ; this procedure is the custom in many operating

rooms. Of course such an arrangement falls far short of the

requirements ; the light should be there at all times and not during

an emergency only.

Another difficulty of lighting an operating room is empha-

sized with the patient in a horizontal position, as shown in fig. 3.
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Fig. 2.—Operation on inflamed ovaries and tubes. Light must be vertical (over-

head) and intense intense in order to lUuniinate the deeper recesses of theabdo-
minal cavity. .\s these recesses are often in the shadow it is desirable that the

light should come from more than one direction.

Alore accurately, the position is not horizontal, but the operator's

field is in a vertical plane, consequently any light coming directly

downward cannot afford adequate illumination. Every operating

room should afford a light that may be directed at one end rather

than at the top of the patient. As soon as this operation is begun

and the skin is cut through, the instrument goes into the darkest

recesses not reached by any forms of fixed lighting at present

in vogue.

Fig. 4 shows an operation for an abscess behind the womb.
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The fingers are pressing- in the floor of the pelvis and the ends of

the fingers are engaging behind the womb ; at this stage, before

bringing the uterus down, most of the work is so much in the

dark that great skill is required in recognizing by touch many of

the structures that cannot be seen.

In operations for appendicitis also the need of efifective light

is often realized. In many operations, preceding the removal

Fig. 3.—Method of examining neck of womb through the vagina. In operations

upon this structure the lighting must be practicallj" horizontal aud very intense

in order to reach the depth of the vagina.

of the appendix, the surgeon does not see the tissue that he is

excising.

Fig. 5 shows a typical operating room. The walls are all white

;

the side light and the skylight are fitted with diffusing glasses.

In other words, an attempt has been made to adapt the photog-

rapher's method to the lighting of an operating room. The light-

ing fixture is made of steel with the lamps arranged radially

around the center, and with one central pendant light. The

photograph shows no shadows in the room ; the table legs cast

no shadow. Often the lighting engineer considers he has accom-

plished what is necessary in lighting if he has obviated the

shadows, but still it is far short of what is desired in the way of
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lighting. As arranged, the Hght is of no value in illuminating

the intestines of a patient in operations like those which have just

been mentioned.

The receiving ward of a hospital is shown in fig. 6. The walls

are white and the whole room afifords good opportunity for

excellent reflection of light ; there is no davHght. The illumina-

Fig. 4.—Operation of the vagina, opening an abscess posterior to and below
uterus. This operation requires intense horizontal illumination.

tion in my opinion is not only wrong but also unsightly. The
fixture should not be placed directly over the operating table.

This point I consider important and should be insisted upon.

Fig. 7 shows another operating room which is round in plan.

The shadows are reduced to a minimum.

Several types of fixtures have been designed for operating

rooms in which diffusing glass has been used, the fixture being
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hung over the operating table, but I am not familiar with one

that has proved satisfactory, even though the diffusing glass

seems to give intense light at the very points desired. In prac-

tice such devices have been defective.

A novel method of lighting operating rooms was devised by

engineers connected with the Carl Zeiss works of Jena, over five

years ago. The form shown in fig. 8 has not received an entirely

cordial reception in this country ; abroad it is highly praised.

The European operator is practical and methodical, never hurries,

Fig. 5.—T3'pical hospital operating room. JefTerson Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

and does not care whether he gets through to-morrow or next

day; the American, on the other hand, with his usual haste, is

not likely to be overly enthusiastic about this particular light.

The method is essentially a form of searchlight illumination. At
one point is arranged a support upon which are grouped a cluster

of mirrors. From a searchlight, placed outside the operating

loom, a beam of light is thrown upon the disk of mirrors, and

from this point the light is directed to other mirrors. All of them

may be lighted simultaneously, or any one may be used to the

exclusion of all others.

The difficulty with this and similar methods of illumination is
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Fig. 6.—Recei%-ing ward of Jefferson Hospital. Philadelphia, Pa.

Fig. 7.—Hospital operating room. Daylight illumination from the side only.
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that all the mirrors require cleaning and that many have to be

adjustable for changes in height as well as for other planes.

Obviously, it becomes a difficult problem to secure exactly the

Kig. S.— Hospital opeiaiiiiiJ luuiu c<iUipped with one form of Zeiss lighting apparatus.

right arrangement in any particular case, and once it has been

secured, each cleaning alters the position of every mirror.

In this paper I have only tried to set forth briefly some of the

hghting problems that are at present encountered in hospitals.

The problems, with their attending difficulties, may be found in

nearly every hospital. I am sure they deserve the attention and

careful study of the illuminating engineer.

DISCUSSION BY PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

Mr. W. F. Little (communicated) :—At the request of those in

charge of this meeting, and through the courtesy of Dr. Fisher of

the Presbyterian Hospital of New York City. I had the oppor-

tunity to measure the illumination produced by a Zeiss illumi-

nating outfit for the lighting of operating tables installed in that

hospital.
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In the literature describing this equipment no mention is made
of the illumination values.

The system consists of a high candle-power arc lamp placed

some thirty feet from a cluster of seven mirrors on the opposite

side of the operating table. The lamp is equipped with a prop-

erly designed lens to concentrate a pencil of light on the mirror

cluster. One of the mirrors reflects the light directly upon the table

at a relatively large angle to the vertical, while the remaining six

reflect the light in six secondary mirrors which in turn redirect

the light upon the same spot, about one foot in diameter, on the

table, at a small angle to the vertical. The six secondary mirrors

are mounted lo to 12 feet above the center of the table and ar-

ranged in a rectangle approximately 10 by 15 feet, with the ex-

tra mirrors on the short sides of the rectangle. The short sides

are in the direction of the mirror cluster and lamp. Thus it is

natural to expect a very high vertical illumination in the direction

of the mirror cluster.

It was found that the Zeiss system under the ordinary work-

ing conditions, namely, with the lamp rheostat at its midpoint, the

illumination produced was as follows :

—

ILLUMINATION VALUES IN FOOT-CANDLES ON THE OPERATING TABLE.

Foot-ca tidies

Horizontal • • • 240

Vertical in the direction of the mirror cluster 250

Vertical 90 deg. to the mirror cluster 97
Vertical 180 deg. to the mirror cluster 95
Vertical 270 deg. to the mirror cluster 92

Mr. C. O. Bond:—While the several speakers have been

mentioning lighting installations in which the desire has been

to throw the light to the ceiling, by the indirect method, they all

seem to take it for granted that the light and the reflector must

remain fixed with reference to each other. I have recently experi-

mented with reversible reflector, an outline of which would more

or less resemble an hour glass. It slides up and down vertically

;

the light remains fixed, and its reflector is counterbalanced ; so

that you may have direct or indirect illumination, or both, or the

proportion of each may be varied. That seems to me would

answer very well in the position of which Dr. Coplin has spoken.
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It would not be very difficult to arrange a reflector of that sort

for the nurse going up or down through the sick chamber to get

either the direct or indirect illumination desired.

Mr. G. H. Stickney :—Dr. Coplin's paper has spoken of two

principal problems ; first, the lighting of the ward, and second, the

lighting of the operating room. Taking up first the question of

the lighting of the ward, there appears to be a growing tendency

among illuminating engineers toward two schools of practise,

one which believes rather strongly in indirect lighting, and the

other in direct lighting with diffusing arrangements. Between

these two is still a third practise, which is sometimes referred to

as "semi-indirect" lighting. Good installations have been made in

accordance with all three practises.

We hear considerable about the elimination of shadows. We
must remember, however, that shadowless illumination is neither

pleasant nor effective for seeing. The play of light and shadow

on a curved surface assists greatly in seeing the contour of the

object.

I believe that the indirect method of lighting has been applied

to a considerable extent in some of the New York hospitals. I

have not seen any of these installations, but happen to have heard

a number of people who criticized the effect obtained. A strong

light on the ceiling of a hospital ward does not seem desirable,

and in this connection we must remember that the conditions are

different from those which obtain in an ordinary room. Usually

one does not have occasion to look much at the ceiling ;
in a hos-

pital ward, however, where the patients are lying on beds, they

are practically compelled to gaze upward toward the ceiling a

good share of the time; so that a strong ceiling illumination is

likely to be extremely irritating. And especially when one con-

siders the conditions under which people are in a hospital, it is

especially important that every condition should contribute toward

their physical and mental com.fort.

One method of ward lighting which has been used to some

extent, and which appeals to me, is obtained by providing a mod-

erately low intensity of illumination by any one of the three

methods mentioned and supplementing this by local illumination

at each bed. The local light can be located above the head of the
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bed, supported either from the wall or from the bedstead, in

such a position that the direct light must necessarily strike the

face of the patient from above and thus be unobjectionable. This

light should be properly confined and diffused so as not to pro-

duce glare either in the eyes of that particular patient or any

other. This light will provide well for reading, the making of

examinations or dressings, and can be cut out when not in use.

Now in regard to the lighting of the operating room, I feel

that I have a very much better understanding of this problem

since I have heard Dr. Coplin's paper. He has given us a splen-

did idea of the requirements of this class of lighting. I have

also been interested in the different lighting devices which he has

described. The combination of the searchlight and mirrors is

particularly interesting and should give a splendid intensity and

color of light. It seems to me, however, that there is one serious

objection to it, and that is, that the failure of one light source

at a critical time would be likely to stop the operation and en-

danger the life of the patient. The heat radiation and dust col-

lection seems to be one of the most serious objections to most

of the lighting equipment now available. It occurs to me that

a ring of parabolic reflectors and tungsten lamps, similar to the

automobile headlight equipment, could be arranged somewhat

after the manner of the mirrors described for use with the search-

light. Very intense beams of light are thus obtainable, and, since

each one of the lamps consumes only about 15 watts of power,

the heat radiation will be relatively low. The lamps can readily

be applied where alternating current is available, but as they are

low voltage lamps, some arrangement would have to be made

to operate them on direct current.

The color of the light might not be quite as good as that

obtained from the arc searchlight, although this could be easily

improved by the use of a color screen similar to that designed

by Dr. Ives.^

It is quite possible that some diffusion may be necessary. This

could be obtained by means of an external reflector, or by intro-

ducing a lightly diffusing window in front of the reflector. As

this arrangement seems to more nearly meet the requirements

of lighting an operating table than any other arrangement de-

» H. E. Ives. Trans. I. E. S., Vol. VI, p. 872.
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scribed. I would like to ask Dr. Coplin if he sees any objection

to its use.

Mr. C. O. Bond:—The impression seems to be abroad that

indirect lighting necessarily means lighting from the ceiling. If

I remember rightly, these hospital beds are placed in a line, each

between windows. Why not use indirect illumination from the

side walls at the head of each bed? If there is a light tinted wall

then with a mushroom-shaped reflector enough local indirect

illumination can be had for each bed. That would closely re-

semble daylight illumination through the windows.

Mr. R. F. Pierce; (communicated) :—I have read Dr. Coplin's

paper with great interest. Not having had the privilege of attend-

ing the meeting at which the paper was presented, I have not seen

the slides and am unable to mentally construct or visualize the op-

erations described to a degree that would enable me to comment

upon this subject. After reading Dr. Coplin's paper I cannot help

being impressed with the idea that probably the most difificult

problems in illuminating engineering will be encountered in hos-

pital lighting.

In speaking of the lighting of wards, Dr. Coplin refers to the

objectionable qualities of heat and lack of ventilation, with espe-

cial reference to the production of bacteria laden air currents by

the heat of gas lamps. Now it is well known that gas lamps

accelerate ventilation to a marked degree, and so far as they are

objectionable in producing air currents, they must be regarded

as desirable from the standpoint of favoring ventilation. In the

second place, the air currents of relatively high velocity produced

by gas lamps are directed upward, where they diffuse over the

ceiling, where the layer of warm air constantly tends to diffuse

through cracks and pours into the outer air. These currents

cannot be regarded as being objectionable as slower horizontal

air currents of similar volume, passing from one bed to another

carrying infection. Furthermore, I have grave doubts as to

whether the horizontal currents required for feeding the upward

currents from gas lamps are sufficiently important in comparison

with the ordinary air currents produced by the motion of nurses

walking about in the discharge of their duties to be of determin-

able effect.
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I have often noticed in smoking in a closed room that the light-

ing of a gas lamp, while producing currents of high velocity

above and for a few inches around the lamp, did not produce

any observable acceleration in the velocity in the air currents

throughout the room.

A certain amount of acceleration of course must occur, but

I believe that the purifying effect of the gas flame upon the air

in the room, by incineration of bacteria and accelerating ventila-

tion, will be found to more than outweigh the effects of the

slightly increased air currents.

The effect of gas lights in this particular has been investi-

gated by Dr. Rideal, of London, who found that the air in a gas

lighted room was always freer from bacteria than the air in an

electrically lighted room. The bacterial determinations were in

every case negative with gas, and never so with electricity.

Furthermore, any ventilating system inevitably produces air

currents in proportion to its effectiveness. Ventilation is simply

replacing one quantity of used air by an equal quantity of fresh

air, and must always involve air currents in the room of sufficient

vigor to carry bacteria a considerable distance.

It appears to me that, assuming ordinary precautions against

drafts, the danger of transmitting infectious diseases through

the air cannot be reduced to any extent worth while, except by

sterilizing the entering air and by constantly disseminating ozone

in the wards. I do not see any other way in which bacteria may
be destroyed as rapidly as given off by the patients and prevented

from entering from the outside. I do not know what practical

objections may exist against this method. Possibly the electrical

production of ozone might be objectionable by reason of the pro-

duction of oxides of nitrogen, but I understand chemical means

of producing ozone are commercially available.
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COUNCtL NOTES.

The first meeting of the council of the present administration

was held February 9 in the general office of the society in the

United Engineering Societies' Building, New York. In attend-

ance were V. R. Lansingh, president; E. P. Hyde, A. E. Ken-

nelly, Louis Bell, R. C. Ware, George S. Barrows, H. E. Ives,

Norman Macbeth, L. B. Marks, C. H. Sharp, E. B. Rosa, J. T.

Maxwell, C. J. Russell. W. J. Serrill, treasurer; Arthur Wil-

liams, W. H. Gartley and Preston S. Millar, general secretary.

The usual monthly reports of the secretary and the chair-

man of the finance committee were received. For the com-

mittee on reciprocal relations with other societies. Dr. Ives

presented a progress report.

In accordance with a recommendation contained in the report

of the committee on reciprocal relations with other societies,

the council authorized the holding of a joint meeting of the

society with the Washington Architectural Club in Washington

on March 12.

Various standing and temporary committees for the ensuing

year were appointed. These committees are listed on the inside

page of the cover at the back of this issue of the Transactions.

The president was also directed to appoint a special committee

to consider and recommend suitable dates and places for the

1912 convention of the society.

A request for the establishment of a section of the society in

Pittsburg was received from a number of members residing in

the latter city. The question as to whether such section

should be granted was referred to a committee consisting of

several officers of the society who were to attend the initial meet-

ing of the projected section on February 13.

Authorization was given for the rental of an additional room
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in the United Engineering Societies' Building for office use.

The annual rent of this room is $396, The purchase of furni-

ture not costing more than $250 was also authorized.

Considerable discussion was devoted to ways and means of

increasing the income of the society. Three possible sources of

increased revenue were mentioned : one an increase in the annual

membership dues; another the establishment of a company sup-

porting membership, and the third an increase in advertising in

the Transactions. It was decided that for the present at least

it was desirable to endeavor to increase the income from adver-

tising.

Thirteen applicants for membership in the society were elected.

Counting these members the number of members in the society

totaled 1400.

The monthly meetings of the council during the rest of the

present year will be held on the Friday morning following the

second Thursday of each month, except during the months of

July, August and September. All the meetings will be held at

10.30 A.M. in the general office of the society, 29 West Thirty-

ninth Street, New York.

SECTION^ NOTES.

NEW YORK SECTION.

At the meeting of the New York section February 8, Messrs.

Arthur J. Sweet and L. C. Doane, of the engineering department

of the Holophane Company, presented a paper entitled "Choice

of Reflector; Its Influence upon Illumination Efficiency and

Depression in Visual Function."

The program of papers that has been arranged for forthcom-

ing meetings is as follows

:

March 14
—"The Application of Photography to Photometric

Problems," by Dr. H. E. Ives.

April II
—"The Lighting of Passenger Vessels," by L. C.

Porter; "Mine Lighting," by Mr. R. S. Iremonger.
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NEW ENGLAND SECTION.

A meeting of the New England section was held February 26.

Street lighting was the subject "discussed. Dr. Louis Bell, Prof.

H. E. Clifford, Messrs. C. A. B. Halvorson, G. N. Chamberlain,

H. W. Hillman and others contributed to the discussion.

At the meeting to be held March 25, Mr. Norman Macbeth

will present a paper entitled "Competitive Illuminants from the

Salesman's Point of \'iew."

CHICAGO SECTION.

A meeting of the Chicago section was held February 22.

Messrs. A. J. Sweet and L. C. Doane, of the engineering depart-

ment of the Holophane Company, presented a paper entitled

"Choice of Reflector; Its Influence on Illumination and Depres-

sion in Visual Function." The paper was also read at the Feb-

ruary meeting of the New York Section. It will probably appear

in the April issue of the Transactions.

For the remaining meetings this season, which will be held in

the Great Northern Hotel, the following program of papers has

been arranged

:

March 21—"The Influence of Spectral Character of Light on

the Effectiveness of Illumination," by Mr. M. Luckiesh of the

National Electric Lamp Association, Cleveland.

April 18—"Window Lighting," by Mr. J. Henninger.

May 16—"Office Lighting," by Mr. S. E. Church of the Sears

Roebuck Company.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

The Philadelphia section continues to draw a large attendance

at its monthly meetings. A picture of the January assembly is

shown below.

At the February meeting 173 members and visitors were pres-

ent. Prof. George A. Hoadley of Swarthmore College presented

an excellent paper on "The Physics of Light." The paper was sup-

plemented by a number of interesting experiments and lantern

slides. Prof. A. J. Rowland of Drexel Institute gave the second
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talk of a series of five talks on the "Essential Principles of

Illumination" entitled "Candle-power." Prof. Rowland's series

of talks will appear in subsequent issues of the Transactions.

At the meeting- to be heLl April 19, Mr. Elias Goldensky will

present a paper on "Artificial Illumination in Portrait Photog-

Jamiary meeting of the Philadelphia section.

raphy." The paper will be supplemented by a number of prac-

tical demonstrations.

PITTSBURG section.

The latest indication of the growth of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society is the accession of a Pittsburg section. In con-

junction with a dinner at the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburg, the first

meeting of the new section was held February 13. In attendance

were a large number of representatives of the local lighting and

manufacturing companies. -Mr. V. R. Lansingh, president, and

several members of the council were present and addressed the

meeting. Addresses were also made by Prof. H. S. Hower of

the Carnegie Technical School; Mr. C. J. Mundo of the General

Electric Company; Mr. R. B. Shover, president of the Associa-

tion of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers ; Mr. J. S. Orr, gen-
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eral superintendent of the Allegheny County Light Company;

Mr. T. M. Trimble, chairman of the Pittsburg Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects ; and several representatives of

the local professional societies, lighting, engineering and manu-

facturing companies. The general interest and enthusiasm mani-

fested at the meeting in the work of the society seemingly indi-

cated that the new Pittsburg section will become a very active

section in the afi'airs of the society.

The establishment of a section of the society in Pittsburg is

the result of concerted efforts of several members of the society

residing in that city. Several months ago they undertook on

their own account to canvass the local lighting, engineering and

manufacturing companies to ascertain whether a Pittsburg sec-

tion would be desirable. The idea was received favorably by

nearly every man who was approached. About eighty-five non-

members signified their willingness to join the society should a

Pittsburg section be established. Subsequently a petition for a

section was presented to the council, and later the section was

granted. About one hundred and thirty members are affiliated

with the section.

The officers of the Pittsburg section are as follows : chair-

man, Prof. H. S. Hower, care of the Carnegie Technical School,

Pittsburg; secretary, Mr. C. J. Mundo. Oliver Building, Pitts-

burg; managers, Messrs. W. Edgar Reed, E. R. Roberts, S. B.

Stewart, C. E. Clewell and \V. M. Skiff.

At the next meeting of the section which will be held April 4,

at 8:00 P. M., in rooms of the Engineering Society of Western

Pennsylvania, Oliver Building. Pittsburg. Dr. Joseph C. Pole, of

the Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company, will read a paper on "The

Quartz Tube Lamp." Arrangements have also been made to

have a paper on semi-indirect lighting presented at the May
meeting.

MISCELLAXEOUS.

AX ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

The society is indebted to ^Messrs. P. Blakiston's Son & Com-

pany of Philadelphia for the loan of the first four photographs
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which were used to illustrate the paper entitled "Institutional

Lighting with Special Reference to Hospitals," by Dr. W. M. L.

Coplin, in the January issue of the Transactions. These pho-

tographs were from a manual on ''Gynecolog}^," by Montgomery

(fourth edition), published and copyrighted by Messrs. P. Blak-

iston's Son & Co.

ERKATA.

The word "sufficient" in line 7, page 22, January, 1912,

Transactions, should read insuificient.

At the bottom of page 23, of the same issue

:

$470.48 should read $470.84

$2689.57 should read $2889.57.
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THE ARCHITECT AND ILLUMINATING
ENGINEERING.^

BY R. M. TRIMBLE.

It gives me great pleasure to extend the greetings of the

Pittsburg chapter of the American Institute of Architects to

the new Pittsburg section of the Illuminating Engineering

Society and to wish the new organization the greatest success

and prosperity.

I am a firm believer in organizations of this kind, and consider

them to be beneficial in many ways. It should be a source of

great pleasure and profit to every man to belong to an organiza-

tion composed of others of the same profession or craft. There

is a vast difference between membership in such bodies and

that in the ordinary social organization or club. It is worth

much to have the opportunity of meeting our co-workers, with-

out the feeling of business rivalry, and of discussing with them

our mutual difficulties. There is pleasure in meeting our com-

petitors on friendly terms ; there is profit in hearing how others

have solved the problem of the moment which is bothering us.

There are numberless things which tend to make membership in

the professional body both pleasant and profitable, but there are

duties as well as pleasures which one should consider before

joining such organizations. Many men join these bodies for

purely selfish reasons, the only consideration being, of what

benefit will membership in this body be to me, and if the benefit

to them is not apparent, they do not care to become members.

No organization can continue to exist, the majority of whose

members are of this type; and no man should join an organiza-

tion unless he expects to be of some benefit to it. He should be

willing to do everything in his power 'to aid in the success of the

body, and with such motives his membership will be valuable to

the organization, and doubly valuable to himself ; for a man gets

out of an organization or business what he puts into it, in inverse

ratio; that is. if he is willing to bear his share of the burden

and to labor faithfully and conscientiously for the success of the

1 An address before the Pittsburg section of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

February 13, 1912.
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body to which he belongs, the effects which he receives from

such efforts will be greater than those he imparts. The faithful

and efficient worker for others develops rapidly, and the growth

of his mental powers is very marked. It is the history of the

majority of organizations that the work in them is done by a

few self-sacrificing men, who either from a sense of duty, from

the pleasure they get out of the work, or from a desire for power,

conduct the affairs of the organization; but in most cases it is

not because they desire position or crave power that they assume

the responsibilities of office, but because they are obliged to step

in and do the work which the other members are too indolent or

careless to bother with. This is true to such an extent that the

majority of members will not even take the trouble to attend

the meetings. They are willing and anxious to reap any benefits

which may be derived from organized effort, if that effort is not

made by themselves, but they are absolutely unwilling to take

any part in the labor, or make any sacrifice, to assist in making

these beneficial results possible. So that mere size is not the

measure of success of an organization. A small body of devoted

workers will accomplish greater results than a larger body in

which the greater number of members are not active, and not

only of no benefit, but positively a burden on the workers. But

I did not come here to preach on the duties and obligations of

your members, although this is rather a favorite topic of mine;

I am here to tell you of the necessity of such a body as yours in

Pittsburg, and of the advantages of such organization to the

architect.

The great science of illumination has not in the past been given

the consideration which its importance deserves, but recent indi-

cations point to an awakening on the part of the public to the

importance of the subject, ?.nd to the remarkable results which

can be achieved from the intelligent study of illumination.

The wonderful discoveries of the last few years have revolu-

tionized lighting methods and made it possible to secure the most

beautiful results.

In the past the lighting of buildings was not given the proper

consideration. We all realized the necessity of good lighting,

but beyond the placing of outlets of sufficient capacity to give
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a reasonably good light, no attempt was made to go further into

the matter and develop the beauties of artistic lighting, or the

effects which might be obtained from the use of different types

of lights.

The theatres were the pioneers in the struggle for artistic

lighting effects ; with the development of beautifully staged plays,

came the necessity for elaborate lighting schemes, and the result

that has been achieved is truly remarkable. The effects pro-

duced in many presentations are such as to make one believe he

is in Fairyland and that the director by waving his magic wand
produces results that are almost unbelievable.

Then the science of artistic illumination was wonderfully

developed, and received remarkable impetus, through the great

expositions that have been held in the last twenty years, in which

by the aid of illumination buildings and groups of buildings,

and which were beautiful in the light of the sun, became ver-

itable fairy bower by night. The Chicago Fair of 1893 was the

first of the great modern expositions which were held in this

country, and the illumination by night added largely to the suc-

cess of that beautiful white city. Next came the Pan-American

Exposition at Buff"alo, of which the electric tower was such a

dominating feature. Then came the exposition of St. Louis, in

which the lighting effects were still further developed ; and I

suppose that the anticipated celebration of the opening of the

Panama Canal, which will be held in San Francisco in 1915, will

mark the culmination of the art of the illuminating engineer in

lighting schemes of this character.

In the illuminated signs which have been so largely and suc-

cessfully used by advertisers in the last decade, effects have

been secured which are marvelous, and which are a part of this

wonderful age of aeroplanes, etc. Every fete or pageant given

by municipalities is incomplete without novel and beautiful light-

ing schemes, which tax to the utmost the ingenuity and skill of the

illuminating engineer who is called upon in each case for some
wonderful effect which has never before been produced ; and

when the architect is called in to plan for such affairs, his first

thought is of the lighting effects which must be attained, and it

is necessary for him to have expert advice on the best methods
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of securing these effects. These results could not be obtained

without the advice of men of trained intelligence, who bring

their wonderful skill to bear on the problems, which a short time

ago would have been considered impossible of solution, and their

success has been among the great achievements of this advanced

age.

Again, the concealed lighting, and the indirect lighting of build-

ings are problems which require the most careful consideration

of men skilled in the art of illumination, and the results achieved

are in many cases wonderful, and more than worth any amount

of study and expense.

It is, however, hardly necessary for me to attempt to tell a body

of men of this kind about lighting effects, and how they are

secured, for you know vastly more about the subject than a mere
ajrchitect. I have simply been trying to lead up to the work of

the illuminating engineer, and the necessity of his services to the

architect. Although you may not believe such to be the case, the

architect is, in general, a much mialigned individual. He is usu-

ally a hard working, decent sort of a fellow, who is trying to

make a more or less honest living. Many owners, contractors,

and even illuminating engineers accuse the poor architect of

every crime on the calendar, but they would have more consid-

eration for him if they had to assume his position for a short

time, and could come to a realization of the many trials of his

lot. If they could but realize the number of petty annoyances

to which he has to submit, and the many unnecessary demands

upon his time, I am sure they would experience a change in their

feelings toward him.

In the modern building the technical requirements are so

many and varied, that it is impossible for one man to be

thoroughly familiar with all of them. To give intelligent di-

rection to a project it is only necessary for the architect to have

sufficient practical knowledge of such subjects as will enable him

to give proper direction to the expert called in to advise him, and

to have a comprehensive grasp of the entire situation. The mod-

ern building bristles with difficult engineering problems, in con-

crete construction, in steel work, sanitation, heating and ven-

tilating, power and electrical work; and to solve these problems,
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there are engineers specializing in the different branches, who

are making a life study of these portions of the work. There-

fore, when the architect is confronted with difficult technical

questions, it is necessary for him to consult w^ith the experts

who are familiar with these lines of work. But no matter how

expert these advisers may be, confusion will ensue if there is not

a guiding spirit to unite the different parts so that the result

will be a harmonious whole. If the dift'erent engineers were

turned loose on a project, the result would certainly be unsatis-

factory, for each man is intent only on getting his work done in

the manner he deems proper, and he cares for nothing but the

successful installation of that work; so that a master spirit is

necessary for every building to see that there is no conflict in

the installation of the different parts. In fact, the architect is

called upon to assume the position of a priest, whose business

it is to unite the different parts in the holy bonds of matrimony,

and assure the owner that the bonds are so strong that a divorce

will never be contemplated on the grounds of incompatibility.

In designing every city building, consideration should be given

to the results which can be obtained in the illumination of the

exterior of that building in relation to its neighbors, to the end

that when grand civic celebrations are held, the illumination of

each building will be part of a general scheme, the effect of which

when properly conceived and executed will be stupendous.

The architect is usually able to handle the simple problems

of illumination with which he is confronted, but the science has

so developed that problems arise which he is unable to success-

fully cope with without skilled assistance. If he is confronted

with any of the difficult problems mentioned, and which may be

entirely new to him, it is of great assistance to him to be able to

summon the expert, to whom the problem may not be new. or

who, from his fund of experience may be able to recall parallel

cases which will assist in the solution of the present problem.

It is worth much to have within call, the man whose aid will

be invaluable in determining the number and type of lights re-

quired for different purposes. In short, there are numerous ways

in which the cooperation and assistance of the illuminating engi-

neer will be valuable to the architect of Pittsburg, and I trust
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that the new organization will become so useful to the architect

that he will make many calls on its members for assistance, and

that once the proper relations are established between the archi-

tect and the illuminating engineer, they will become of such

mutual advantage as to make each indispensable to the other,

and to the people whom they serve.
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AN EXAMPLE OF THE PRACTICAL USE OF TUNG-
STEN LA^IPS TO PRODUCE DAYLIGHT EFFECT.*

BY CLAYTON H. SHARP AND PRESTON S. MILLAR.

In the autumn of 1910 the writers were retained by the Na-

tional Silk Dyeing Company to design and superintend the

construction of an arrangement for illuminating with "artificial

daylight'' their display of various colored silks at the Paterson

Industrial Exposition. This account of the work is given not

because it illustrates any new principles in the art of illumination

or of producing daylight eflfects from illuminants which have a

different color tone, but rather as an instance of the applica-

tion of these principles under emergency conditions, and as a

record of the methods which were employed under the limita-

tions and the peculiar conditions which existed.

At the time that the proposition came up, glass cases for con-

taining the exhibit had already been ordered, but had not been

delivered. The original intention of the exhibitors was to use

the Moore carbon dioxide tube for purposes of illumination, but

almost at the last moment they found that it was impracticable

to do this, due, it may be said, to no shortcomings of the tube

itself. In view of the fact that a prominent competitor had

perfected arrangements to exhibit the results of their skill as

dyers under the light of the carbon dioxide tube, the aforenamed

company deemed it to be of the greatest commercial importance

not to be outdone in the matter of accurate rendering of color

values. The time was so short that it was impossible to do the

amount of experimentation and construction which the situation

really called for. It was necessary to take the three showcases

which had already been ordered, and to make the best of the

work of illuminating their contents by such arrangements as

were available at short notice.

The dyed silks which were to be displayed were in the form

of skeins covering all the practicable tints and shades of the entire

* A paper read at a meetino; of the New England Section of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society, Boston, Janaury 22, 1912.
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spectrum, and included purple as well. The arrangement was
such as to conform to the well-known color circle. By the use

of a very large number of tints, a very gradual blending of

colors one to the other throughout the spectrum was obtained.

This made it necessary that the light thrown upon them should

have practically a daylight spectrum and that the appearance of

white light should not result from the blending of a few colors

only. That is, bright line spectra or spectra with marked ab-

sorption bands could not be tolerated.

The cases which were to contain these exhibits were three in

number, two of which had dimensions of 923/2 X 21^ inches

(2.35 X 0.55 m.), and one, 68>^ X 2i>4 inches (1.75 X 0.55 m.).

All sides of the cases were of plate glass. The skeins were ar-

ranged on pyramids in the cases so that the cases could be viewed

from any side. The angle of- -the- pyra«>id was such that any

light incident upon it from above fell at an angle of incidence

of approximately 60°, but an observer looking into the case look-

ed about normally upon the silks. Also the light of the room

fell full and free upon the silks.

The exhibition room was visited in order to see what the

conditions of general lighting might be there. It was found

that the roof had a large skylight in a very advantageous posi-

tion to throw daylight upon the silks. It was found also that

plans had been made to illuminate the entire room very bril-

liantly with carbon filament incandescent lamps and with arc

lamps. These conditions brought out two points : first, that the

artificial daylight illumination on the silks would have to com-

pare favorably with the actual daylight illumination through the

skylight, inasmuch as it was the intention to open the exposition

in the daytime as well as in the night time. It was evident, fur-

thermore, that the artificial lighting of the hall might have a

very disturbing efl^ect upon the colors of the exhibit. The

remedy for this condition was evidently to smother the effect of

the other illuminants with the high intensity of the artificial day-

light illumination. It was deemed necessary therefore that the

illumination on the silks should be relatively high ; at least 25

foot-candles were sought.

The choice of illuminants was rather restricted. The mercury-

vapor arc, together with a sufficient number of incandescent lamps
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to add the proper red to the light, was ruled out on account of

the discontinuous character of the spectrum of the mercury

vapor. The carbon arc and other ordinary arc lamps were ruled

out on account of limitations of space. There remained as the

next best choice the tungsten lamp. The light of the tungsten

lamps would have to be passed through color screens to remove

the excess of red and yellow and to bring up the composition of

the transmitted light to a daylight value. Using a preliminary

estimate of the amount of light which would be lost in this way,

a computation by ordinary methods showed that it would be

possible to put enough high candle-power tungsten lamps in the

space directly over each case to produce the very intense illumina-

tion which was required.

The next step was to make a proper selection of color screens.

In doing this, two considerations had to be kept in mind. One
was to get the proper color value, and the other, to get the mini-

mum loss of light. Inasmuch as the greater part of the light of

the tungsten lamp consists of red and yellow rays, any pro-

duction of white light by the absorption of a considerable per-

centage of these rays must result in very serious losses of light.

It was necessary therefore to select absorbing screens which

would produce the maximum color alteration with a minimum
loss. Experiments were conducted at the Electrical Testing

Laboratories on color screens. In this experimental work,

although a spectrophotometer and an Ives colorimeter were avail-

able for color comparison, the urgency of the case was so great

that the use of these instruments had to be neglected in favor of

the simpler method of comparing the artificial daylight with

natural daylight by the use of a Lummer-Brodhun photometric

cube. This arrangement is quite sensitive in disclosing color

differences, and probably served better the purposes of compari-

son than the more complicated instruments. However, the use

of this method made it necessary to accept as daylight whatever

light was available from the sky, and this, as has been shown by

various observers, is extremely variable. Comparisons were made,

however, with the color of direct sunlight and also with the

light which came from the northern sky. Even so, the variations

in the color of daylight from day to day and hour to hour in-

creased the difficulty of the work.
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As color screens, various materials were tried. With such

green and blue glasses as were available, it was found pos-

sible to get a very good approach to daylight, but on account of

the possible difficulties of getting a sufficient supply of satisfactory

glass upon short notice other materials were tried. Colored cellu-

loid was found to be unsatisfactory due to its very indefinite

absorption limits. Finally, solutions colored with analine dyes,

that is, the staining solutions used for coloring the bulbs of in-

candescent lamps, were tried. It was found that if a blue

staining solution and a green staining solution were taken, and

each thinned to the proper consistency, a glass coated 70 per cent,

of its surface with the blue, 15 per cent, of its surface with the

green, and having no solution on the remaining 15 per cent.,

served to modify the light of tungsten lamps and to produce a

good match with daylight. The loss of light due to these

screens was about 87 per cent. The actual color screens which

were used were made up applying these stains in the above

portions to sheets of ground glass. The colors were put on in

narrow bands, and ground glass was used on account of its dif-

fusing powers, so that at the short distance away at which the

silks were placed the rays of light which had passed through

the different portions of the color screen would be so thoroughly

mixed that a white light would be the result.

In the practical carrying out of the scheme, an ornamental

box was made to fit on the top of each of the showcases. This

box was open on the top except for slats which carried lamp

sockets. One hundred-watt clear bulb tungsten lamps were se-

lected as the illuminants and each was fitted with a

concentrating prismatic reflector. Lamps were selected which

were rated at about 10 volts less than the nominal voltage of

the line in the exposition hall, the idea being to operate the

lamps at one watt per candle or better, thereby increasing

their candle-power and improving the color of their light. In'

view of the large absorption which had to be expected from the

screens, it was necessary to put in as many lamps as possible.

The color screens as described above were placed on the top

glass of the showcases so that all light from the lamps had to

pass through them before reaching the goods displayed. There-
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fore neither the lamps nor the color screens were visible to the

ordinary observer.

The arrangement produced a very intense illumination of a

qualitv and quantity very striking in comparison with that of

the rest of the hall. Although under the severe conditions of

service the lamps deteriorated with relative rapidity and the

dyes of the color screens faded somewhat, yet the results were,

from a practical point of view, satisfactory.

It goes without saying that the procedure outlined above is

one which would be' justifiable only in case of emergency; it

does not represent m any way the authors' ideas as to the best

or even a proper arrangement for the production of artificial

daylight under ordinary circumstances. However, as an example

of" emergency illuminating engineering, and of the application

of principles' of which one often hears, but which seldom are

used in the arts, it is hoped that this account may be of some

value.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN THE COLOR OF THE
ILLUMINANT AND THE COLOR OF THE

ILLUMINATED OBJECT.*

BY HERBERT E. IVES.

The designer of an artificial daylight for purposes of color

matching must have three things clearly in mind: the essential

differences between the various illuminants, the character of the

color composition of natural objects, and the nature of the pos-

sible distortions in appearance producible by the various com-
binations of these. That variations in color occur under dif-

ferent illuminants is a matter of common knowledge, and has led,

on the one hand, to the practise of matching colors only under

the light in which they are to be used ; and on the other hand, to

efforts to duplicate artificially the most generally acceptable

illuminant—daylight. Tables have from time to time been pub-

lished giving in one column a color, described by name, and

in parallel columns the resultant color, again by name, when
different illuminants are used. Visual demonstrations on the

same plan, in the form of color booths, with the same fabrics

under different lights, are familiar to all.

The possibility of expressing these phenomena of color in def-

inite quantitative relations has of course been evident to those

who have studied the question of color measurement, but to the

writer's knowledge this has not thus far been done. The pres-

ent opportunity seems excellent for outlining the scientific manner
of expressing the relationships in question, and at the same time

for drawing some practical deductions applicable to the topic of

artificial daylight or color-matching illuminants.

It is necessary to review first of all various systems of color

measurement and nomenclature, for without a satisfactorv sys-

tem of measurement one is helpless. From the standpoint of

measurement, three methods of determining and recording color

are important. First, the spectrophotometric method in which
the intensity at each wave-length is determined, either by refer-

* A paper read at a meeting of the New England section of the Uluminating Engi-
neering Society, Boston, January 22, 1912.
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ence to a standard distribution or in terms of intensity of radia-

tion. Such measurements are not strictly color measurements at

all, since an eye insensitive to color, or an instrument such as a

bolometer may be used. But this independence of physiological

factors makes spectrophotometric measurements the most defi-

nite and absolute that we have. Second, measurement in terms of

three coordinates, called in the Young-Helmholtz theory the

primary sensations, and designated red, green and blue. Such

measurements may be derived either by applying the known

spectral distribution of the three sensations to the results given

by the spectrophotometer, or by proper use of the values obtained
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Fig. la.—Color sensations in white light.

from a color mixing instrument. IMeasurements of this kind, on

different illuminants, have been presented before this society by

the present writer. Third, measurement in terms of spectral

hue, saturation (or mixture with white) and luminosity. The

last method has been discussed in his paper "The Daylight Effi-

ciency of Artificial Illuminants." Of the three, the one most

suitable for the present purpose is the second, or three sensation

scheme, the values being derived by the aid of spectrophotometric

measurements.

The equation of any color may be expressed in trilinear co-

ordinates, each representing one of the three sensations, red, green

and blue. On the most usual scale white is represented as com-

posed of equal quantities of the three sensations, distributed ac-

cording to the determination by Koenig, fig. la.

If the red sensation be designated by R, the green by G, the

blue by B, then any color is given by the equation

:

(i) aR + 6G + cB = L,
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where L is a number which may be conveniently identified with

the brightness of the white or gray given by the same equation

in which a = b ^= c.

The meaning of the equation is perhaps rendered clearest by

constructing a color pyramid with a triangular base, fig. 2, For

convenience let the altitude of the base be unity, then all colors

for which L = unity are given by points on the base. Let the

brightness or luminosity of the white, which is at the center of

the base be called unity, and let it decrease regularly toward the

apex B (black). All colors then lie on some section through
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Fig. lb.—Color sensations in incandescent carbon lamp light.

the pyramid. In discussing color alone it is most convenient to

disregard luminosity differences and place all colors in a single

reference triangle, for which L ^= unity. ^ This will be done in

the present case. This pyramid with a triangular base is the one

called for by the study of color mixture, and should not be con-

fused with the square based pyramid of the psychologist which

deals with the appearance of colors.

Let Ea be the function representing the distribution of reflect-

ing power through the spectrum of some colored object, where

Ea for a white object is unity. Let Ia be the function represent-

ing the distribution of intensity in the illuminant, where again the

distribution in white light is considered as unity and equal at all

wave-lengths. Let R (A), G (A), B (A) be the function rep-

resenting the distribution of the red, green and blue sensation in

1 The limitations imposed by changes in the shape of the sensation curves with

ehanged illumination need not be discussed here.
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the spectrum. Any color produced by the combination of the

color of the object and of the illuminant is given by the expres-

sion

:

(2) fl, Ea R{X)d\ + [l, Ea G(Xyx + fl, Ea B(X)dX = L.

By using numerical values in this equation it is possible to deter-

mine the resultant color due to any given illuminant. For if

Ia is the spectral distribution of intensity in one illuminant and

I'a that in another one has at once for colors under the two:

(3) JIa Ea RWdX + [Ia Ea G{\)dX + JIa Ea B(\)d\ = L

JI'a Ea R(\)d\ ^ fl'A Ea G(X)dX + [i'a Ea B{\)dX= L.

To illustrate these equations the writer has made some calcula-

BLUE RED

BLACK

Fig. 2.—Color pyramid.

tions with certain arbitrary colors, using daylight and the light

of a carbon incandescent lamp. The relative distribution of in-

tensity in these two is taken from a previous paper before this

society.- The constitution of the arbitrary colors is shown in fig.

3. where the shaded areas represent the selected portions of the

2 H. E. Ives, Color Measurements of lUuminants ; Trans. I. E. S., vol. 5, p. 189.
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spectrum. They represent possible but not usual colors, though

ones comparatively easy to work with. They have in general the

character of many colors met with in daily life ; that is, their

maxima extend over rather large regions of the spectrum, and a

certain amount of light of all wave-lengths is present.

The results are shown in the large color triangle of fig. 4.

Ihe spectrum is given by the enclosing curved line with the vari-

1W^r ^^

.40/^

.40/'

40/i

.AS .40H

AOV

.40/^

Fig. 3.—Spectral composition of certain arbitrary colors.

ous rainbow colors marked upon it. The colors under wiiite

light are represented by the letter a. the same under the carbon

lamp by the letter b. The change in the color of the light

source is shown by the two stars a and h, derived from the dis-

tribution of the three sensations as given in fig. la and ib.

Examination of the diagram shows that, of course, truly mon-
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ochromatic colors like those of the spectrum are unchanged (the

only change possible is one of luminosity, which is not here dealt

with) while the less saturated colors nearer the center of the tri-

angle are shifted greatly. Now a line from the center of the tri-

angle through the point representing the color, if continued, gives,

where it intersects the spectrum, the dominant hue of the color.

Applying this knowledge some interesting color changes are dis-

Fig. 4.-Change in color produced by change from daylight to carbon

incandescent lamp illumination.

covered. A blue, for instance (2a and 2b), is changed to yellow

;

a violet (6a and 6b) to orange; green (5a and 5b) to yellow.

Here, in fact, are expressed numerically the apparent colors of

the same surfaces as seen on two sides of a partition, one side

illuminated by daylight, the other by carbon lamp light.

Before leaving this topic a subjective element may be touched

upon. After working for a time under a carbon lamp or other

similar artificial light one ceases to notice that it is yellow. One

apparently forms a new scale of color with unsaturated yellow

as one's white. In this way compensation is introduced for the
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really enormous changes in color, which actually occur. (Of
course such compensation only occurs with unsaturated colors;

the red light of the dark room never appears white). Just how
to represent this compensation is a matter probably yet to be

determined. It might be tentatively assumed, however, that the

three sensations are somehow re-weighted. For instance, in the

case of the carbon lamp, where the three sensations are excited

in the ratios of

R G. B
50.9 40.6 8.5

the hypothetical compensation multiplies the sensations in the

ratio of

33-3 33-3

40.6

33-3

50.9 40.6 8.5
•

If now this same compensating process is applied to all the

Fig. 5.—Change in positions of colors in color triangle produced by considering

incandescent carbon lamp illumination as " white."

colors seen under this light, their distorted position is to some

extent overcome. But not entirely, for the two different proc-
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esses of color-change, one by change in spectral intensity dis-

tribution, the other by change in relative sensation intensities,

never quite match. In fig. 5 the letters c denote the compensated

color, on this tentative suggestion ; \vhich is not meant to do

more than indicate the direction of the compensating process

that does actually take place. It is seen that on the assumptions

made some colors are, as it were, more than brought back to their

original positions (2 and 6), others not entirely (i and 4).

The spectral colors are much shifted, the blues in particular being

made of greater saturation. This diagram in fact illustrates

qualitatively what is known otherwise as color contrast.

The element of luminosity or brightness should also be men-

tioned here. Besides the color changes noted there is a depres-

sion of luminosities in the deficient spectral regions of the il-

luminant, an exaggeration in the excessive regions. These

changes may be treated in a manner similar to the color changes,

by using the luminosity curves of the illuminants in conjunction

with the distribution of reflecting power in the spectrum of the

surface.

The question of color matching may now be considered. There

will be a match on the two sides of our partition if the three

sensations are excited in a like amount on each side, i. e.

(4) jl, Ea R(A)^A = j*I\ E'a R(X)drX

Jia Ex G(X)^A = jl\ E'a Q{X)d\

[Ia Ea B(X)^A = jr, E'a B(A)a'A.

These equations may be satisfied by several sets of physical con-

ditions. For instance, two colored surfaces, spectroscopically dif-

ferent (Ea = E'a ) may match under one illumination (Ia = I'a )

but not under another; that is, two colors may be subjectively

alike under one illuminant, but subjectively unlike under an-

other. A true yellow, and a red-plus-green yellow illustrate this

possibility. Again it is possible for two surfaces to match where

each is under a different illuminant, that is, neither Ea = E'a nor

Ia = I'a . Eor instance in fig. 4, (2) under the incandescent lamp

is nearly a match for (3) under daylight.
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Usually two different problems are before the color expert;

one is that of color appearance and the other that of color match-

ing. Colors may easily continue to match, but change greatly

in appearance under changed illumination. For instance, purples

may change from bluish to reddish. The condition that two
surfaces shall always match when under any common illuminant

is obtainable from the equations (4). If Ia = I'a the equation

is satisfied in general only if Ex = E'a . The solution

(5) JIa Ea R(X)dX = JIa E'a R{X)d\

JIa Ea G(\)d\ = ("Ia E'a Q{\)d\

JIa Ea B{\)dX = JIa E'a B{_X)dX.

which states that the two colors are physiologically alike under

a certain arbitrarily chosen illuminant Ia may or may not be a

solution in other cases, but usually will not be. In short, spectro-

photometric identity is necessary for this property. Examina-
tion of two apparently similarly colored surfaces with a spectro-

scope will show whether Ea = E'a and therefore tell whether
their match will hold under ail conditions.

The second problem, that of constant color appearance, is met

by just one condition, namely restriction to one light source of

constant spectral character. This rules out a possibility which

might suggest itself, that is, the use of another illuminant of the

same integral color. But by reference to equations (4) it is

evident that if when Ia = I'a (equations 5) the equality holds,

it does not necessarily hold for an illuminant I"a for which

(6) [r'AR(X)fl'A = J'IaR(A)«'A

jr'AG(AyA= jlAG(X)flfX

fr'A B(X)^A = JIa B(X)^X,

that is, an illuminant of the same integral color. It is, for

instance, easily possible to make a subjective white, as by a

mixture of monochromatic yellow and blue light. A white sur-

face under this would look as it does under "daylight" but hardly

a single other color would. It is therefore not sufficient to pro-
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ciuce an artificial daylight which measures correctly on a color

mixing instrument; the spectrophotometer is mdispensable, al-

though a colorimeter is in practise a valuable adjunct.

A few concluding remarks may be made on the practical realiz-

ation of '-artificial daylight" by the subtractive or absorption

method. The problem is to combine with an artificial source

absorbing media whose transmission is the reciprocal of the spec-

trophotomethc curve of the source compared with daylight. Ihe

practical problem is that of the proper choice of artificial illumi-

nant and of absorbing media,-given the previously determined

spectrophotometric relationship between the artificial illuminant

and daylight. As to the choice of the artificial illuminant to be

screened to resemble davlight, two desiderata may be men-

tioned- first, it should itself be as near daylight in character

as possible, so as to keep at a minimum the loss of light

produced bv the use of absorbing media; second, its spectrum

should be as free as possible from irregularities such as bright

emission bands or dark absorption bands, difficult to eradicate

by ordinary absorbing media. Concerning the absorbing media,

two kinds onlv are very practicable: colored glasses and dyed

films, either of gelatin or collodion. Dyes have two disadvant-

ages: their absorptions are apt to be rather narrow and they are

liable to fade. Colored glasses are subject to the objections

that the number of absorptions obtainable is quite limited and that

they are not so transparent in their less absorbing parts as are

dyed films. They are, however, very permanent and for that

reason should be utilized to the fullest extent possible. The

practical problem therefore becomes one of combining and com-

promising, using glasses where possible, and supplementing by the

most permanent dves obtainable.

An example of' such an artificial daylight is the combination

described by the writer and Mr. Luckiesh. In this the tungsten

lamp is screened by a combination of cobalt blue and signal green

glass assisted by a dye to absorb some transmitted yellow-green

light. This combination has of necessity a very low efficiency.

since the absorption is chiefly of orange and yellow light which

contribute the largest part of the luminosity of the tungsten lamp.

The compromise with the ideal absorption derived from the spec-
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trophotometric data is, however, small, and where the need is for

an artificial daylight for color matching the low luminous effi-

ciency of this type of light may be more than compensated for by

its excellence from the standpoint of color.

For information on the general question of artificial white

light reference may be made to the following articles :

Herbert E. Ives, "White Light from the Alercury Arc and

its Complementary." Bnl. Bur. of Standards, Vol. 6, No. 2,

1909.

Herbert E. Ives, "The Daylight Efficiency of Artificial II-

luminants." Bui. Bur. of Standards, Vol. 6, No. 2, 1909.

Herbert E. Ives and iM. Luckiesh. "The Subtractive Pro-

duction of Artificial Daylight." Blec. JVorld, May 4, 1911.

Herbert E. Ives, "Color Measurements of lUuminants, a

Resume." Trans. I. E. S., April, 1910.
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A LA^IP FOR ARTIFICIAL DAYLIGHT.*

BY R. B. HUSSFY.

Within the last two or three years there has a sen a cons^

erable commercial demand for some form of .llummant tha

win eive a steady light of fairly high intensity and a color

I^ctcoselv comparable with daylight. This demand has come

first frtm the manufacturers of colored goods of vanous kmds

who wa^t to be able to keep up their production mdependentl

TfL tlther or the season of the year. As a standard to wh.dt

to refer daylight is very unsatisfactory. As the word .s com-

mon y used, a mixture of diffused light from sun and sky .s

™!am but since there is so much difference resultmg from d.ffer-

Tes in sky and weather conditions, U has become necessary, m

ma" Placel to have recourse to the light from a *- bl«e sk

preferably northern exposure, whenever color work of the great

est accuracy is to be done. To many, this may no seem fair,

but asTt represents the most nearly constant natural hght source

it seem to be the most satisfactory standard of rc.erence and

is the one most frequently considered. Although .nd.rectly from

hfsun the sky light has a considerably greater proport.on of

Sue ani vid^t than sunlight and of course very much more than

ordinary lighting units.

The different forms of lamps suitable for interior l.ghtmg

whlh could be employed for correction to ^ay'-gbt are hm.t <h

Lamos of the incandescent class such as carbon and tungsten

HerTve thei li-ht from a continuous spectrum strongest at the

reTor lonl ^av -length end and weakest at the violet or shor

wave len^h end. With these lamps the problem of obtam.ng a

rXht effect is to reduce, usually by absorption, the excess
daylignt eneci

resultant li-'ht shall have the desired

of red and orange until the resultant ii t

proportions. With flame arc lamps, having a bnght-l.ne spec

trum is more complex and where the spectrum hues are not

I'distrihuted, it becomes impractical to say ^e least An

extreme case would be the mercury-vapor arc lamp where to

.,p>pe,«ad..a».«i..gof th. New En.l.nd s.cUo. o. Ihe n,..i.aU„g E..i.

nserlng Society, Bo.ton, January 22. 19".
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obtain a daylight effect would be practically impossible, owing to

the large amount of light concentrated into a few wave-lengths.

In the enclosed carbon arc lamp or intensified arc lamp, one

finds a combination of the two. The temperature radiation from

the crater of the positive carbon is hotter than any form of incan-

descent lamp and hence whiter, though still not as white as sun-

light, and superposed on this is the light from the arc stream which

is mostly violet or short wave-length radiation. Thus the result-

ing light has an excess at both ends of the spectrum, the red and

the violet, and to correct it to daylight both must be reduced with

as little as possible loss in the middle of the spectrum.

As this lamp is in itself one of the best of ordinary interior

illuminants for color work numerous experiments have been

made to obtain with it a unit with true daylight effect. For an

absorption medium, different kinds of colored glass were first

tried but nothing was found with the desired absorption. Some
experiments were made in staining glass with permanent colors

that could be fired into the glass; but while a fairly satisfactory

color was obtained the absorption was so high that there was

not enough light left to be of very much value. Several colors

of glass were, however, found with very nearly the desired

absorption and starting with these there arose the question of

how to combine the different colors so as to get the required

result. Two methods were considered : first, to place the glasses

in series, as it were, that is, put one on top of another arid pass

the light through one after the other and, second, to put the

glasses in parallel or side by side and then mix the light coming

through the different colors by some diffusing medium. This

latter method was the one adopted since, though more compli-

cated, it seemed to make a more flexible arrangement and enable

one to obtain a finer adjustment of color effect with the same

assortment of colors than could be obtained by the other method.

The construction of the outfit shown in the accompanying illus-

tration is easily understood. A standard intensified arc lamp

consuming about five amperes is used and a hood coated on the

inside with aluminum bronze is attached to the casing so as to

concentrate the light in a downward direction and also furnish

a holder for the color screen. The color screen consists of a
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single layer of colored glass composed of pieces about one inch

square of three different colors. The separate colors are dis-

tributed as uniformh" as possible and are placed on a sheet of

clear glass. Immediately above this layer is a clear figured glass

for diffusion ; another glass for diffusion is placed about two

inches below the colored layer. In this manner, good diffusion

is obtained and no spotted eff'ect can be detected. Each of the

sheets of clear glass is cut into several strips to reduce the danger

of cracking from heating and cooling.

Color matching outfit for direct current intensified arc lamp.

The whole forms a convenient unit that is easily installed and

handled. The lamp itself is standard and requires no special

treatment. Only a few of these units have so far been put into

actual service, but they have been giving good results. With
the amount of light absorption necessitated by such methods a

good efficiency cannot be obtained. Of course such outfits are not

intended for use in lighting stores or other large areas ; but they

may be used to light areas where the goods to be examined or

compared can be brought.
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DISCUSSIOX OF PAPERS OF R. B. HUSSEY, H. E. IVES, AXD
C. H. SHARP AXD P. S. MIELAR.

Dr. a. E. Kennelly:—This subject is one of great fascina-

tion and interest. It represents an advance, in a practical way,

over anything that could have been attempted a few years ago.

It seems strange that we human beings who have been evolved

to live in the light of the sun should have been obliged for thou-

sands of years to dwell at night under illumination of a very

different color. Of course it has been Hobson's choice. We
took what was available, or we went to bed in the dark; but it

seems as though it should only be necessary to indicate how to

imitate daylight color at night, in order to stimulate designers

and inventors to arrive at a practical and economical solution of

this important problem, because from the aesthetic standpoint

alone, without touching either the hygienic or the utilitarian views

of the matter,—the value of an artificial light closely resembling

daylight in color is manifestly very great. Of course there are

two ways in which the problem can be attacked theoretically.

Suppose that a number of ships of the same size, and built for

the same purpose, are launched, but that they are sent to sea with

very different compliments of crew. Instructions are then re-

ceived by this fleet from headquarters that the personnel on

board these ships shall be reduced to exactly the same percentage

of distribution, no matter how many men they have on board.

There are hereafter to be. say, 30 per cent, of coal-passers, 25

per cent, of sailors, 10 per cent, of officers, etc. Now it might

happen that certain ships already possessed the required distx-i-

bution exactly and no change of personnel would be needed for

them, but other ships might possess a great preponderance say

of coal-passers and a very small proportion of officers. Such a

ship, in order to come up to the standard of percentages, would

have two possibilities.—one would be to send officers to the

required number from headquarters in order to annul deficiencies

by bringing up the percentages, which would be a constructive

process ; or, to make the excessive coal-passers walk the plank,

and so get rid of the superfluous number, annulling excesses.

Of course the latter method would be a destructive method.
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Xaturally, the constructive method would be preferable, if it

could be adopted. In the luminous examples we have displayed

before us this evening, we have the destructive method illus-

trated, but I think we should not judge them harshly on that

account, since we thereby attain the desired end. They are

destructively constructive, or constructively destructive. The

possibility of reaching the desired result even destructively is a

great advance, and once it becomes the fashion to produce arti-

ficial daylight illumination, the urgency of doing so on a larger

scale will probably increase. In certain parts of the world, for

example in Great Britain, where they are compelled to sell power

and not light, you can readily see how the power supply com-

panies would hail with delight the chance of supplying electric

power for artificial daylight, because they would be selling lOO

units while the people got the equivalent of only 20 units in light.

It is probable that such a destructive process would not be in vogue

very long before constructive means would be arrived at to avoid

the destruction and absorption of light. I think we must con-

gratulate the authors of these papers in showing us not only a

verv interesting exhibit, but also a very practical means for doing

what is intrinsically an important thing.

Dr. Louis Bell:—It may be interesting to the members of

the society to know how old this scheme is. It probably ante-

dates any of us by a very long time, but I remember at least

thirty-five years ago that there were on sale and passed about

the country in large numbers chimneys for kerosene lamps which

were intended to reduce the lamp to a daylight value. It con-

sisted of a very light blue chimney,—probably a very light cobalt

glass, and I am bound to say that the efifect in whitening the light

was very conspicuous indeed. The chimneys were quite popular

all through the country regions. I fancy in country stores some

may be found now on the top shelf. The scheme, as I say. is a

very old one and based on the belief that a white light was a

desirable light. I am not altogether sure, and I do not want to

speak disparagingly of the efforts of any of our colleagues, but

I am not sure that the approximation to white obtained by some

of the later devices is very much more precise than that obtained

by the early lamp chimneys of which I speak, because all the
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efforts I have seen to produce artificial daylight are not to pro-

duce the normal color of daylight but to produce a blue com-

parable with the sky, which is a very much easier matter in a

sense.

All the artificial daylights I have seen have been distinctly

blue. They have been intended deliberately to imitate the north

sky on a brilliant day and a fine Italian sky at that. A good many
shopkeepers like that particular kind of light, particularly those

who have to dispense blue goods. A dealer in cloth loves a fine

northern light and holds his sample up so you can get it from

that sky. Whether the same device with the same set of screens

will be satisfactory for tailor shops and for the ribbon counters

of a dry goods store I have great doubts. I think we will find

several kinds of daylight will come into use in the next year or

two. each one adapted to display eft'ectively the goods of the

gentleman who orders that kind of daylight. I think we ought

to have some average idea of what daylight really is before we
try to go on a large scale into using it. This type of lighting.

—

and by the way it is interesting to note that both the experi-

menters who have described their work this evening have fallen

into the same scheme of multiplying the light in parallel,—is one

that has a very great advantage over most of those previously

practised, in that it has really a continuous spectrum and does

not break it up. The carbon dioxide tube which is a capital

match for a northern sky in most respects, shows on very critical

examination some weaknesses with particular tones, particularly

brownish ones, due to the fact that the spectrum in the yellow is

slightly discontinuous, and one cannot find colors under that

light, which is a capital light for general purposes, that are not a

little bit off when compared with the light of the northern sky.

The use of the continuous spectrum for any subtractive pur-

poses is I think practically essential. The flame lamps are not

anywhere near continuous. They show great discontinuities in

the spectrum. The magnetite lamps are better ; they give a fair

distribution throughout the visible spectrum, but I am inclined

to think that we have got to abandon all the discontinuous sources

in favor of either a high intensity carbon arc or a high intensity

incandescent lamp. I am surprised that mention has not been
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made of the intensive arc, which comes very near to a good day-

light source itself unless you specify that that daylight shall be

blue daylight and not diffused daylight. I should imagine it

would be a better subject on which to work than either the

tungsten or the enclosed arc.

]\1r. p. S. Millar :—I want to express my appreciation of Dr.

Ives' paper, which has been presented by Dr. Bell. It is one of

a series of papers on the subject of color value of artificial illu-

minants, but it sets forth more definitely and clearly the possi-

bility of working out this problem of artificial daylight scien-

tifically rather than empirically, as some of us have attempted.

Certainly the scientific method is in this, as in most problems,

the logical method of attack. Then too. Dr. Ives has applied the

scientific method to the practical problem and has devised a

colored glass screening system which, when applied with tungsten

filament lamps, produces what is undoubtedly a fair equivalent

of average daylight.

One interesting and important point is the difference between

the quality of daylight and our ordinary forms of artificial light.

As we sit here to-night in a room illuminated by carbon filament

incandescent lamps, I think most of you will agree that this day-

light equivalent as designed by Mr. Hussey appears distinctly

unpleasant. The device which Dr. Sharp and I have described

was the subject of a similar comment under similar conditions.

Notwithstanding this displeasing quality of this daylight equiv-

alent, we are wont to esteem natural light in the daytime as of

pleasing quality which it would be desirable to emulate in the

design of our artificial light sources. Now this difference does

not indicate failure of this daylight equivalent to approximate

average daylight. It is probably a matter of adaptation.

At night most of us prefer such light sources as the incan-

descent electric lamp. Personally, for use in my home, I prefer

the quality of the carbon filament lamp to that of the tungsten

filament lamp. I would not consider installing in my home a

light source such as that described in each of the three papers,

one of which is displayed here this evening.

This problem of quality is undoubtedly intimately involved

with the problem of quantity of light. In the daytime we require
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10 to 20 foot-candles of daylight for good office illumination,

while at night we are satisfied with 3 or 4 foot-candles of arti-

ficial light. The study of this question is to my mind one of the

big problems that confront illuminating engineers.

The practical aspect of these attempts to produce artificial

daylight is a matter of interest. It seems to me that in depart-

ment stores, etc., there should be at least one room in which arti-

ficial light of average daylight quality should be available when
desired. If either the artificial daylight or the unmodified forms

of artificial light may be employed as desired, I should think that

all purposes would be served. I question, however, if the general

use of artificial daylight in such stores would be desirable. Alany

purchasers are more interested in the appearance of goods under

common forms of artificial light than under daylight.

I am interested in Dr. Bell's reference to the lamp chimneys

of some years back which when employed with kerosene lamps

were supposed to give light of daylight colors. The thought

occurred to me that if such chimneys really did modify the

quality of the light from an oil lamp to the extent stated, it

would be doubtful if they would ever be used or if the light

would be appreciated, because the usual form of oil lamp is one

which gives a little light of low efficiency, conditions which would

mean that such chimneys would transmit extremely little light,

so little indeed as to make the scheme utterly impractical.

With regard to the device described by Dr. Sharp and myself,

I think that Dr. Bell in his discussion has labored under a mis-

apprehension. We did not endeavor to approximate north sky

light quality. We aimed rather at something between this quality

and the quality of direct sunlight. However, any daylight equiv-

alent viewed at night under such conditions as obtained in this

room would appear to the eye relatively blue.
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THE ESSENTIAL PRIXCIPLES OF ILLUMIXATIOX.*

I. Light and Light Flux.

Light is a wave motion invisible in air or in a transparent

medium. It passes in definite directions by a wave motion. The
waves have been carefully studied and their nature is well under-

stood.

In order to get some clear notions upon which to base ideas of

light and light flux, one may start by considering a very simple

case of propagation of wave motion. If a flexible rope fastened

at one end is vibrated up and down at the other, a wave runs

down the rope. If a series of waves is set going, following each

other in regular succession, something is passing down the rope,

something to which a name has never been given. There is a

propagation of waves in a definite direction ; but the rope does

not move in the direction the waves go. it simply furnishes a

medium of transmission. A corresponding set of facts may be

easily shown to hold for water waves. One may easily observe

that such waves have a definite direction of propagation and that

the water does not move continuously in the direction the waves

go.

Most waves are invisible ; sound waves, for example. A cer-

tain kind of wave is set moving through the air. It passes along

with known velocity and in a definite direction. A motion of

the air furnishes the means for propagation of such weaves. As
in the case already mentioned, however, the air simply furnishes

the medium whereby the wave motion is carried. The some-

thing which passes along through the air as a wave motion has

been named ; it is called sound. There are many ways of noting

the fact that sound waves pass in definite directions and reach

distant objects after they leave those near by. Sensitive gas

flames enable this to be shown, for they are responsive to sound

waves. If placed some distance apart, a slight difference may
be noted in the time of their response ; although sound waves

travel quite fast and so only a very brief time elapses between

the response at the nearby flame and at the distant one.

* The first of a series of five talks (i. Light and light flux: 2. Candle-power; 3. Shades

and redistribution of light; 4. Units of illumination and its calculation; 5. Principles of

photometry) to be delivered at meetings of the Philadelphia section of the Illuminating

Engineering Society, by Prof. Arthur J. Rowland.
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In like fashion there is another sort of wave motion which

when being propagated is called heat. By the use of radiometers

and other simple apparatus it may be shown that radiant heat is

passing by any point where the flow of heat waves is intercepted.

The speed of the heat waves is too great to show anything to

indicate to an audience that they reach near objects before they

reach distant ones. But it can be shown by cutting off the trans-

mission intermittently that the heat waves pass out from a source

and are under control.

In a precisely similar way there may be a propagation of waves
called light or light flux. A wave motion is created at a suitable

source, flows out from it through a suitable medium, reaches

one's eyes and produces at the point where it is arrested in them
the sensation of light. Any object we see is visible because the

light waves which strike it are intercepted there and proceeding

thence to our eyes give the sensation of light. The enormous

speed of propagation of this wave motion may be noted by erect-

ing two light colored targets at some distance apart, and then

when a light source is allowed to send flux toward them, which

is interrupted intermittently, we find that they are rendered vis-

ible so nearly simultaneously that it is quite impossible to detect

the fact that the distant one receives light flux after the one

placed near by. It happens that light and heat waves are of the

same kind.

Light flux may be due to wave motions of different length ; in

which case the sense of dift'erent color is produced in our eyes

;

or of dift'erent amplitude, which results in different intensity.

No reference will be made to these matters in this series of talks,

it being assumed that the light flux is of a character like that

which proceeds from ordinary illuminants.

Light flux travels in straight lines. This may be shown by

arranging a small opening in a screen before an electric arc light,

and making the path of the light flux visible beyond the screen

by dust particles. A small divergence of the beams shows all

the more truly that the light is passing in straight lines from the

source through the air. And it is a rather remarkable fact that

a wave motion can be transmitted so directly and with such clear

boundary lines through a inedium which will transmit the flux
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with equal ease in any direction. It might be expected that there

would be considerable disturbance along the edge of the wave

path, just as there would be in an opening from the side of a

water channel along which a wave motion was being propagated.

To a certain extent this does occur, as will appear later. The
wave motion goes on indefinitely if not intercepted by an opaque

object, except for the absorption of its energy by the propagating

medium. This occurs in precisely the same way that the waves

sent down a rope have their energy frittered away, as may be

observed by their decreasing amplitude as the wave motion goes

further.

As light flux proceeds from a source it spreads over a larger

and larger area. This has just been illustrated in a limited way
by the beam of light spoken of in the last paragraph. We may
see this strikingly by arranging to bring an arc light quite close

to a screen with a small opening in it. By interposing screens

in the path of the divergent flux we may define the limits to

which it spreads and see as well that there is a certain amount

of disturbance along the edges of the direct path of light from

the source. In the same connection one may note how the light

proceeds in straight lines by allowing the shadow of a pencil to

be cast on a screen. The intense black shadow shows that the

flux is cut off by the pencil over a narrow clearly marked path

from it to the screen.

The amount of light flux which passes from a source depends

on the area of that source. Everyone knows that the light from

an ordinary gas burner when turned up is more than when it is

turned down, due to the larger area of the source. The amount

of light flux from the source can be at once judged by comparing

areas of gas flames. Or the facts can be shown by enclosing a

source and allowing light from it to reach a screen through a

slot whose width can be increased. As the slot is widened the

screen receives more and more flux—is more and more brightly

lighted.

The amount of light flux from a source also depends on the

intensity (often called the intrinsic brightness) of the source.

This we can readily see by noting how, with constant area of

source as with an upright Welsbach mantle, turning on more gas
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and increasing the intensity of the mantle resuhs in increasing

the Hght flux from it. Or it may be shown by an electric incan-

descent lamp if we note the increased light flux as shown on a

screen, as the current through the filament is increased and its

intensity increased.

Ordinary illuminants have very different intensities. If we
compare some of them and put the intensity of other lights in

terms of the ordinary gas flame, we have figures as follows

:

Relative intensity
Ivight (brightness)

Ordinary tallow candle ^
Open gas burner i

Welsbach gas mantle 6

Tungsten lamp 125

Electric arc lamp 10,000

That is, for example, if a tungsten lamp is to give the same light

as an open gas burner, the area from which the light would come

would be only 1/125 of that of the flame. If the 20 candle-power

flame has an area of 4 square inches, the tungsten lamp of 20

candle-power would only have an area of 4/125 or 0.03 square

inch.
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COUXCLL XOTES.

Seventy-nine applicants were elected to membership in the

society at the meeting of the council which was held March 15.

!Most of these applications came as the result of the organization

of the new Pittsburg section of the society in February. Thir-

teen resignations were also received, making the net increase in

membership for the month sixty-six members. Counting these

changes the membership of the society totaled 1.469 members.

In addition to the report of the secretary, monthly reports were

received from the finance committee, the committee on financial

policy and the committee on reciprocal relations with other socie-

ties. The report of the finance committee constituted an approval

of the February bills amounting to $1,052.24. The report of the

committee on financial policy embodied several suggestions as

to ways and means of increasing the income of the society.

This report was returned to the committee with a request for

specific recommendations. The report of the committee on recip-

rocal relations outlined the activities of that committee in pro-

moting cooperation with other organizations in matters pertain-

ing to illuminating engineering. Included in the report was a

list of the joint meetings with other societies that had been

arranged by the committee.

To arrange for the papers on illuminating engineering subjects,

which are to be read at a joint meeting of the societv and the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers during the conven-

tion of the latter organization in Boston next June, the following

committee was appointed : Dr. C. H. Sharp, chairman ; Mr. W.
D. Weaver, ^Ir. L. B. .Alarks, Dr. A. S. McAllister and Mr.

Bassett Jones, Jr.

A report was received from a special committee which had

been appointed to consider places and dates for the 191 2 con-
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vention of the society. The report contained several suggestions

both as to time and place, but it was referred again to the com-

mittee with a request that they make a definite recommendation

to the council at its April meeting.

The work and scope of the research committee was discussed

briefly. Dr. E. P. Hyde was asked to present a list of recom-

mendations in this respect at the April meeting of the council.

President Lansingh was asked to communicate with the vari-

ous colleges in the United States and Canada to ascertain what
work they are doing in illuminating engineering.

Should the society reserve its Tr.\nsactions entirely for

notable papers and discussions on subjects pertaining to illumi-

nating engineering, and publish the general notes and discussions

of its affairs, new items, etc., in some form of a monthly bulle-

tin? Should abstracts of the society's papers be prepared for

distribution to other societies and the technical press ?—^two ques-

tions of publication policy—were discussed briefly and subse-

quently referred to a joint meeting of the papers and editing

committees which is to be held April ii.

The secretary read an announcement of the symposium in

celebration of the centenary of the introduction of gas as an

illuminant which is to be held under the auspices of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society, The Franklin Institute, the American

Chemical Society and the American Gas Institute in the hall of

the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. April i8 and 19, 1912.

President Lansingh was asked to appoint a committee of five

to consider the standardization of the symbols used in plans for

artificial lighting. ]\Ir. Bassett Jones. Jr., was nominated as

chairman of the committee.

Those present at the meeting were \ . R. Lansingh, president

;

J. R. Cravath, C. J. Russell. L. B. Marks, E. P. Hyde. Norman
Macbeth. H. E. Ives. A. J. IMarshall and P. S. ^ Hilar, general

secretary.

SECTION NOTES.

CHICAGO SECTION.

At a meeting of the Chicago section held ^larch 21, Mr. M.
Luckiesh, assistant physicist of the National Electric Lamp Asso-
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ciation. Cleveland, read a paper entitled "The Influence of Spec-

tral Character of Light on Effectiveness of Illumination." The

paper with its attending discussion will appear in the April issue

of the Transactions.

"Window Lighting," by Mr. J. Henninger, is the subject for

discussion at the meeting on April 18.

The titles of the papers to be presented at the May and Jmie

meetings have not yet been announced.

NEW YORK SECTION.

At the March meeting of this section Dr. H. E. Ives, of the

National Electric Lamp Association, read a paper on "The Appli-

cation of Photography to Photometric Problems." The paper

appears in this issue of the Transactions. Mr. J. A. Sawyer,

of the Cinemacolor Company, gave an interesting talk on the use

of light in producing motion pictures in natural colors. ^Ir.

Sawyer supplemented his remarks with several scries of pictures

depicting life in several foreign countries. About 230 members

and guests were present at the meeting.

On INIay 2 the New York section will hold a joint meeting

with the New York chapter of the American Institute of Archi-

tects. A paper entitled "The Relation of Light to Shadow and

Color in Design" will be presented by ^lessrs. Bassett Jones, Jr.,

and Henry Hornbostel. The paper will be supplemented with

models and color booths. Preceding the meeting there will be a

dinner at Keene's Chop House, 70 West 36th St., New York.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

At the meeting of the Philadelphia section held ]\Iarch 15, Dr.

H. E. Ives read a paper on "The Application of Photography to

Photometric Problems" w'hich was read before the New York

section on the 14th. Prof. A. J. Rowland gave his third talk on

Essential Principles of Illumination entitled "Shades and Redis-

tribution of Light." Dr. C. H. Sharp also gave a talk on "Casual

Observation of European Lighting."

At the meeting scheduled for Friday evening, April 19, at

eight o' clock, Mr. Elias Goldensky will read a paper on "Arti-
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ficial Illumination in Portrait Photography." Prof. A. J. Row-
land will also give the fourth of his series of talks on the Essen-

tial Principles of Illumination. The members of Professional

Photographic Association have been invited to attend this meet-

ing. As usual a dinner will precede the meeting.

PITTSBURG SECTION.

The following program for meetings of this section has been

announced

:

April 12
—

"Gas, Gasoline. Arc and Incandescent Street Light-

ing" by 'Sir. H. H. Magdsick of the National Electric Lamp
Association of Cleveland.

For the ^lav meeting—a paper on semi-indirect lighting.

NEW ENGLAND SECTION.

The Xew England sectioii held a meeting ]\Iarch 25. at which

Mr. Norman Alacbeth read a paper on "Competitive Illuminants

from the Standpoint of the Salesman."

At the meeting to be held April 29, ]\Ir. Edward W. Burdett,

chief counsel of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Boston will read a paper which will deal with competition in a

community already served properly by a public utility company

that involves economic loss.

The papers for the Alay and June meetings wil,l be announced

later.

NOTICE.

The chairman of the papers committee, ]\Ir. Bassett Jones, Jr.,

I Madison Avenue, Xew York, invites suggestions from the

members of the society as to the character of papers that should

be presented at the annual convention of the society which will

be held at Niagara Falls. Can., in September. He will be grate-

ful for any information suggesting titles of papers together with

the names and addresses of authors from whom such papers

might be obtained. I lis committee is endeavoring to arrange a

program of papers which both in excellence and originality will

surpass the program of any previous convention of the society.
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JOIXT MEETIXG OF WASIIIXGTOX ARCIIITECTUKAL
CLUB AXD I. E. S.

A joint meeting of the A\'ashington Architectural Clulj and

the Illuminating Engineering Society was held in the hall of the

Cosmos Club. Washington, Tuesday evening, March 12. ]\Ir.

A'. R. Lansingh. president of the society, gave a lecture on some

of the general principles of interior illumination. Mr. A. L.

Harris of the firm of Hornblower & ^larshall, architects, in

Washington, read a paper on Interior Lighting and Lighting

Fixtures. About 250 members of the club and the society

attended the meeting.

A. I. E. E. - I. E. 8. INFEETING IX BOSTOX

Arrangements have been made for a joint meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Illuminating

Engineering Society during the annual convention of the former

organization in Boston next June. Three papers on illuminating

engineering subjects will be read by members of the society: one

on interior lighting by llassett Jones. Jr. ; a second on the rela-

tion of illuminating engineering to electrical engineering, by Dr.

Louis Bell ; and a third on color by Dr. H. E. Ives. Dr. Ives'

paper will be supplemented by a number of experimental demon-

strations.
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THE APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY TO PHOTO-
METRIC PROBLEMS.*

BY HERBERT E. IVES.

Photometry has been indispensable in unraveling the laws of

photogiaphy. Xow that these laws are well known, the possibil-

ity of using photography as an aid to photometry is Deconiuig

evident. Occasions frequently arise where the peculiar prop-

erties of the photographic process make it available for photo-

metric investigations which otherwise would be extremely diffi-

cult, or even impossible. It therefore becomes important to the

photometrist to know the characteristic properties of the photo-

graphic plate and the laws of photographic action, in so far as

they assist or limit the plate's availability for photometric meas-

urements. In this paper are gathered together certain facts about

photography which must be kept in mind in applying photography

to photometry, following which are outlined some applications

which have been made, and some suggestions of other fields in

which photography might be of assistance in light measurement.

In advance let it be stated that there is little object in attempt-

ing to use photography in the ordinary simple operations of pho-

tometry, such, for instance, as the measurement of candle-power

en a photometer bench. The relatively complicated and time-

consuming processes of exposure, development, and final photo-

metric measurement of the sensitive plate would make it absurd

to substitute the latter for the eye unless some other method of

measuring photographic density than the photometric one proves

more sensitive. Only in those cases where the camera can do

what the eye cannot should photography be considered. These

may be practically confined to faint or transient phenomena. The
photographic plate possesses two valuable properties : one. it inte-

grates faint or brief stimuli ; two, it records simultaneously

actions which are extended in space. The importance of these

properties may be illustrated by citing the use of photography in

astronomy. On a single plate hundreds of stars may be photo-

graphed simultaneously for future measurement ; and, by pro-

* .\ paper read before the New York section of the niutninating Engiueeriug

Society, March 14, 1912, and the I'hiladelphia section, March 15, 191 2.
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longed exposure, stars may be detected too faint to be seen by

the eye. Thus, two limitations of the eye—its inability to fix

upon more than one point at a time, and its insensitiveness to

faint light—are overcome by the sensitive plate. Other cases

are the use of photography to record the appearance of the

sun and its surroundings during the brief seconds of an eclipse,

and the accurate recording of meteor trails whose short careers

defy mapping by the unaided eye. Some illustrations nearer

home are the study of the character of the firefly's intermittent

light by means of photography; the distribution of light in an

extended landscape, and the distribution of light about a fluc-

tuating source. These are, however, reviewed in detail below.

In order to use the photographic i)late (or any other instru-

ment) for photometry, it is essential to know the relationship

between the intensity of the acting light and the resultant action.

In the photographic plate the relation is that between intensity

of light and opacity of plate; and, since time of exposure and

ir.ten^itv of light are paitially interchangeable, exposure time must

also be considered.

For the laws of the photographic plate we are indebted to

Abney, Hurter and Driffield, and others. They have studied the

plate principally with regard to its perfection for pictorial pur-

poses. While from the standpoint of photometry it is not neces-

sary that a photograph look like the original, so long as its laws

are known, it is nevertheless convenient to study the problem

from the usual standpoint.

For the sake of simplicity let it be assumed that the original

object photographed is a photographic transparency. The ideal

negative is one whose gradations are exactly complementary to

the original. If this negative is laid upon the original trans-

parency, the transmission of the two together will be everywhere

the same; that is, the picture will be completely obliterated. If

t and t' are the transmission of the positive and negative at any

point, the condition just stated is that

t.t' = c,

where c is the minimum transmission of either plate and may be

quite small although not zero.

The following quantities are used in the discussion of the pho-

tographic plate

:
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Trausparency, T = transmitted lio;ht

iucident lijilit J.

Opacity, S =
T

1l
J.

Density, D = log. opacity = log.

Density as thus defined, in accordance with the law of absorption,

measures the actual quantity of deposited material in the plate.

To determine the relations between these quantities in order

that the plate may be of the ideal character specified, let t be

replaced by /, the intensity of the light acting on the plate during

the exposure, then

zV ^ c or z

J.

taking logarithms.

log. 2 — log. c = D.

Hence in the ideal negative if density (D) is plotted against

Loa i

Fig. I— Relation between intensity of incident light and resultant photographic densitj-.

the logarithm of the acting intensity of light, a straight line at

45 tleg. results. Actual measurements of the density of exposed
plates shows the relationship exhibited in fig i. This may be
analyzed as of three parts: an initial period during which the

growth of density with increasing intensity of exposure is very
slow (under exposure) ; an intermediate period where growth
of density is faster, and where it plots approximately as a straight

line (correct exposure;
; a final period where the increase of in-
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tensity causes little increase of density (over exposure). The

intermediate portion is found to be represented by the equation.

7 (log. / — K) = D.

The term within the brackets appears to be, with certain

limitations, a function of the plate and the exposure: the term y

is the "development factor." That is, by proper development, 7

mav approximate unity, and the negative in its intermediate

position approximate the ideal negative. The effect of dift"erent

developments, that is. values of 7, is shown in fig. 2. Here the

Loci i

Fig. 2.—An illustration of the effect of different photographic developments.

straight line p represents the density of the original positive. The

negative is perfect when the summation of the density of neg-

ative and positive is a constant (S). It is readily seen that this

may be controlled by the development, provided the negative

conforms to the relation above. Furthermore, by under or over

development, intensitv differences in the original may be repre-

sented by smaller or larger transmission differences in the nega-

tive. If, however, the exposure is such that the portion repre-

sented by this relation does not fall in the range of intensities

it is desired to represent, no process of development will save

the negative.

Thus far in the discussion only the relation between density

and intensity has been considered, on the assumption that the

time of exposure is constant. A similar relation holds between
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density and time of exposure when incident intensity is maintained

constant. Thus, the case just considered may be written:

D,= log. (KjZ)'" (/ constant) (which holds for a given de-

velopment). We also have D, = log. (K,^)" (I constant), where

/ is the time.

Combining these

D^log. (K,0"'(K,0".

For any two densities on an exposed plate we have

..-D,^log.(A)"'(i)".

Hence, knowing ni and n it is possible by measuring the densities

i t
to determine —^, if —^ is knovv-n, or vice versa. If/ is constant

to

or -y- = I, this reduces to

D2 - Di 7
2

e m =^ —^
.

h

This relationship only holds in the intermediate normal expo-

sure region as defined above. It is therefore necessary to know
between what range of intensities this region lies, and what the

differences of intensity are in terms of differences in density.

This amounts to studying the range of gradation of the negative.

The range of gradation of a plate may be long or short, depend-

ing upon several physical factors to be discussed later. The

difference between a long and a short scale of gradation is well

shown by measurements on a single thickness of film and of half

a dozen films exposed one behind another (taken from Abney)

fig- 3-

Curve A is for the thin layer of sensitive material, B for the

thick layer. It is readily seen that in the latter case the region

approximately represented by a straight line a" c" may be two

or three times as long as in the former (a' &').

Several consequences of this behavior of the thinly coated

plate are important. First, it is to be noticed that on such a

plate, having a short scale of gradation, the range of intensities

corresponding to measurable differences of density may be quite

short, say 20 or 30 to I, and the region where the simple law
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holds which connects density and intensity may be even shorter.

Second, by proper choice of exposure the interval of good grada-

tion may be made to fall on any desired part of the gradation of

Lo(j i

Fig. 3.—Long and snort scale of gradation.

the object, but not on all. For this reason a plate with a long

scale of gradation has a wide latitude of exposure.
^

For instance,

if it is desired to photograph a range of intensities of 1:30.

there is three times the latitude of exposure on a plate which

Fig. 4.—Long and short exposures.

plots as a straight line over a range of gradation of i
:
100, as

on one having only a range of i : 30. Figure 4 shows the effects

of different exposures. This exhibits what is well known to

photographers, that with a fast plate (which has a small range
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of gradation) one may either secure detail in the shadows (A)
at the expense of losing detail in the high-lights, or secure detail

in the high-lights at the loss of detail in the shadows (B).

Another peculiarity of the photographic process which has

been mentioned above may here be repeated. By long develop-

ment (large y) the whole range of densities in the plate may be

made to correspond to a small range of incident intensities. By
using this fact small differences of intensity may be magnified

by repeating the photographic operation several times. A differ-

ence of brightness below the limit of visual sensibility may be

detected in this way.

Keeping in mind the various facts which have been reviewed

it is possible, by measurement of an exposed and developed

plate, to determine whether the exposure is such as to use the

best part of the gradation scale, and to determine at once whether

a plate is under-exposed or merely under-developed. The expe-

rienced photographer makes these decisions by mere inspection,

but in accurate work actual measurements are helpful and indeed

indispensable.

In how far one may use the relationship between intensity

and density, and over what range measurable differences in

density correspond to finite intensity differences (the latter of

course somewhat larger than the former) are naturally the im-

portant questions in photographic photometry. A range in inten-

sity of 30 to I is small, of 100 to i none too large. By proper

choice of plates of long scale of gradation the latter figure is

possible. It is, however, important to know what means if any
are available for increasing this range.

There is as a matter of fact just one means, viz., variation of

the time of exposure. For a long time it was believed that inten-

sity and length of exposure were interchangeable, or

i y^ t = constant.

A\'ere this so it would only be necessary to know the ratio of

the exposures of two points of equal density on a plate to know
the relative intensities of the original illuminations. It was found

a few years ago, in astronomical photography, that long expo-

sures did not reveal as small magnitude stars as was to be ex-

pected from this law. Study of the problem by Schwartzchild
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led to the formulation of the Schwartzchild law. namely, that for

points of equal density on a plate

W = zT^,

where / and / are the larger and smaller intensities, T and t the

larger and smaller exposure times. The value of p varies

according to the plate, and it appears, according to the color of

the light; generally it lies between 0.75 and i.oo. It is also ques-

tionable whether it holds outside the range of normal exposure.

The question of the integration of intermittent or fluctuating

illuminations is an important one, and is partly dependent for

its discussion on what has gone before. One of the most impor-

tant properties of a photographic plate is its power of adding

faint stimuli. According to what law is this addition? For

continuous faint illumination the laws already discussed give the

answer. For intermittent stimuli the answer is not clear. Cer-

tain researches have indicated that a succession of half-time

impulses give greater density than a continuous exposure of half

intensity. This would be in direct accordance with the Schwartz-

child law ; for let / = 2/, then

2tT = zT^,

or

T -L

or the relative exposures to give the same density are in a ratio

to each other greater than that of the intensities. Of course, in a

plate where p ^ i there is a complete equivalence of time and

intensity.

It is probable that the integrating efifect of a plate with inter-

mittent light is different depending on whether the separate

flashes of light lie in the region of under-exposure or of normal

exposure. Dififerences too occur depending on the ratio of the

duration of the flashes of light to the interval between flashes.

In every case where it is desired to use photography with fluc-

tuating or intermittent illumination actual experiments should

be made under similar but controlled conditions to determine

the approximation to true integration. In general, however, it
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is to be expected that a fluctuating light will be recorded as of

greater intensity than its true mean value.

THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE.

In order to understand some of the limitations of the photo-

graphic plate and some precautions to be observed in its use, a

review of the chief physical characteristics of the plate is neces-

sary, together with a glance at the technique of development

and measurement.

The ordinary photographic plate consists of a film of gelatine

on glass. The gelatine, before flowing upon the glass, has had

deposited in it silver bromide, which is the sensitive substance.

Depending upon the temperature of preparation the granules of

silver bromide will be coarse or fine ; in the former case the

emulsion will be fast, in the latter slow. If the coating is thick

the gradation of the plate will be longer than if the coating is

thin.

For ordinary photography the emulsion is flowed on common
sheet glass. To insure a uniform thickness of emulsion plates

intended for photometric work should be upon plate glass.

The untreated emulsion is most sensitive to blue, violet, and

ultra-violet light, and very insensitive to yellow and red. By the

use of certain dyes, called sensitizers, it is possible to make silver

bromide sensitive to color. These dyes may be employed in

either of two ways ; first, by incorporation in the emulsion during

preparation; second, by the process of bathing the finished plate

in a dilute solution of the dye. In the former case the sensitizer

is distributed comparatively uniformly through the depth of the

film ; while in the latter case it is confined more to the surface.

Different emulsions may be expected to differ slightly in their

relative sensitiveness to different colors, depending upon the

degree to which the different sensitizers have acted.

Different types of developers have dift'erent characteristics.

Some like pyrogallic acid act chiefly upon the surface of the

plate; others like hydrochinone act throughout the depth of the

sensitive layer. In working with color-sensitive plates, develop-

ment in total darkness is necessary; in all cases it is advisable.

By trial determination of the development factor it is possible to

arrive at the correct time of development at a given temperature.
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Thereafter, by carrying on development always at one tempera-

ture, with fresh developer, for a definite time, the highest pos-

sible uniformity of results is attained.

The densitv of the developed plate may be measured in any

photometer having a field of suitable dimensions: photometers

of the polarization form are very convenient; a thermopyle and

c-alvanometer are in some cases advantageous. Because of the

scattering power of the deposited silver in the film the apparent

density is different at different distances from the plate. This

peculiarity makes it essential that the comparison exposure patches

be measured under the same conditions as the test areas. The

absorption mav be measured either against the absorption of an

unexposed area of film, or against the absorption of clear glass,

while again the absorption of glass, film and deposited silver may

be measured together. The two former, since they enter mainly

a.^. multiplving factors, do not affect the slope of the plot of

density against intensity. In measuring plates actual densities

may be plotted against intensities, though frequently it is suffi-

cient to plot intensities against the readings of the measuring

instrument, be they angles or distances.

VARIATIONS IX PHOTOGRAPHIC LAWS DUK TO PHYSICAL

PECULIARITIES OF THE PLATE.

The influence of film thickness and the size of the grain

of the plate on speed have been mentioned. One other phe-

nomenon is of particular importance to photographic photom-

etry. Under certain conditions it is possible for the plate to

exhibit a well marked Purkinje effect, or the reverse of that

effect. Ordinarily the color of the sensitive emulsion is yellow,

consequentlv it is more transparent to orange and yellow than

to blue light. Because of this the effective thickness of film is

less for blue light than for yellow, orange or red; consequently

the range of gradation is less. Also the development factor is

smaller for the same exposure, since the developer does not in-

crease the quantitv of reduced silver by penetration into the film

as it does for a thick film. Due to the latter cause, chiefly, it hap-

pens that with an orthochromatic plate, in which the color sensi-

tizers are mixed in the emulsion, the gradation is steeper for red
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than for blue light. On the other hand, if the plate is made sensi-

tive to color by bathing, the color sensitive layer may be so thin

as to make the blue gradation the steeper. In the first case the

Fig. 5.— Purkinje effect.
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Fig. 6.—Reversed Purkinje effect.

plate shows a Purkinje effect; in the second, the reverse of that

effect. These are exhibited in figs. 5 and 6.^

1 H. E. Ives, Photographic Phenomena Bearing upon Dispersion of I.ight in Space,
Astrophysical Journal, March, 1910.
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Another peculiarity of the photographic fihn,—chemical rather

than physical—is its dilTerent behavior according as development

is immediate or deferred. If two eqnal exposures are made suc-

cessively upon the same plate and the plate is developed immedi-

ately after the second exposures, the two densities will not be the

same. To avoid errors due to this cause both the test and com-

parison exposures should be made at the same time, or else de-

velopment should be deferred for such a period—a day, for

instance,—that the interval between the exposures becomes a

negligible part of the total delay.

A TYPICAI, PROCEDURE.

The method of applying photography to problems in photom-

etry may be most clearly presented by outlining a typical pro-

cedure. Suppose that one wishes to measure by photography the

distribution of brightness over a certain surface called in this

instance the test surface. There should be prepared a set of

patches of known brightness which one may call comparison

patches, and whose range shall be somewhat larger than the range

of brightness on the test surface. The test surface and the

comparison patches are to be photographed together and devel-

oped together. Should the range of brightness be greater than

the range of gradation that the plate will render successfully,

several photographs of different exposures should be made.

A\'hen the negatives are developed for such a time as will give a

development factor of unity or perhaps slightly more, they are to

be measured for density. A plot connecting intensity and density

is obtained from the comparison patches. From the measured

densities of the test surface photograph its intensity or bright-

ness distribution may be determined.

SOME APPLICATIONS.

A few applications may here be touched upon by way of illustra-

tion. A prominent scientific application is in spectrophotometry.

In cases where the available quantity of light is small, photog-

raphy makes spectrophotometry possible with narrow slits and

consequently with greater accuracy than with the eye. A unique

possibility of the photographic method is the measurement of
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ultra-violet spectra, to which the eye is not sensitive. It has been

used for instance in testing the \Men- Planck radiation law in

that spectral region. Fluctuating sources and sources with com-

plicated spectra are those to which photography is peculiarly ap-

plicable. For instance, the measurement of the distribution of

light in the spectrum of a flaming arc, where spectral lines,

bands and continuous background are all present together is

probably almost impossible by other than photographic methods.

The determination of the spectrum of such a faint and intermit-

Fig. 7. — Photographic determination of candle-power distribution curve.

tent source as the firefly,- practically impossible to determine visu-

ally, has been made possible by the use of photography. In the

cases just mentioned there are of course outstanding uncertainties

due to the fact that the laws of summation of irregular flashes

of light are somewhat in doubt. But by closely paralleling the

character of the source under test by the comparison exposures

these outstanding second-order difi:erences may be minimized.

2 H. E. Ives and W. W. Coblentz, The I,ight of the Firefly, Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc,

Oct., 1909.
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Photography lends itself to the determination of the distribu-

tion of illumination. The distribution of illumination around an

arc light, for instance, may be registered by photographing an

annular strip of diffusely reflecting material illuminating by the

arc at its center. Thus, the mean distribution holding during

the exposure may be obtained, or a favorable steady moment

may be chosen for the exposure. The writer and Mr. Luckiesh

are at the present time working upon this scheme, which promises

to reduce greatly the labor involved in determining arc lamp dis-

tribution curves. Fig. 7 shows such a photograph, with the

comparison intensities of known value in the center for refer-

ence. If it is found possible to obtain a plate for which the

exponent p in the Schwartzchild law is unity it will also be pos-

sible to obtain actual mean candle-power values. But even with

a value nearer 0.8 the error in the integration is probably not

greater than 5 per cent, and always in one direction. Another

opportunity for photographic determination of illumination dis-

tribution is in studving extended landscapes.'

Wave- lengt-n

Fig. 8.—Performance of a visual color filter.

In order to obtain the true visual distribution in the case just

considered and in similar cases it is essential that the plate shall

have the same distribution of color sensitiveness as the eye. This

may be accomplished by careful choice of absorbing screens to

fit the kind of plate used. The performance of such a screen,

composed of tartrazine, rhodamine, naphthol green, and aescu-

line, used with a Cramer spectrum plate, is shown in fig. 8.

When obtained, such a screen makes possible the photometry

of lights of different colors, with the difficulty of comparing

different colors in the visual work removed. Except for com-
3 H. E. Ives and M. Luckiesh, The. Distribution of Luminosity in Nature, Trans. Ilium.

Eng. Soc, Oct., 1911.
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paratively rough work, however, the substitution of the photo-

graphic plate for the eye with a view to avoiding the difficulties

of heterochromatic photometry is not to be seriously recom-

mended.

A last suggestion of a possible use of photography in pho-

tometry is the measurement of color. The three negatives neces-

sary for carrying out the three-color process of color photog-

raphy contain in their relative densities a record of the color of

the object. In some cases where a unique record of color is

desired and where exact correspondence with visual values is

not the first essential photography might be exceedingly useful.

One such case is in the measurement of star colors, a problem

which at present is sadly confused by physiological variables.
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NATURAL GAS; ITS PRODUCTION AND
UTILIZATION.*

HV GEORGE S. BARROWS.

Natural gas belongs to that group of natural products of the

earth known as bitumens. Other members of this same group

are fluid petroleum, semi-fluid maltha and solid asphaltum. All

these products have a similar general history and are found under

similar conditions, and transitions from one to another may be

often noted. Technically they are known as hydrocarbons, their

constitution generally being hydrogen about 13 per cent, and

carbon about 85 per cent. Their utilization antedates history,

but their technical and commercial importance to the civilized

world is of quite recent date, or Vvdthin, say. the last fifty years.

While natural gas is known, and to some extent made use of

in nearly every country of the world, its production on a large

scale is confined principally to this country, and here the main

producing areas are in the northern parts of the Mississippi and

Ohio River valleys, the mid-continental area in Kansas and

Oklahoma, and in southern California; though in many states

outside of these areas there has been or is a considerable pro-

dViction.

The main supply of the gas is, in the Appalachian field, from

the Devonian to the upper coal measures. In northwestern Ohio

and Indiana it emanates from the Trenton limestones or the

Clinton limestones, and in Kansas and Oklahoma from the sand-

stones of the coal measures immediately above the Mississippi

limestones.

The theories as to the origin of natural gas may be divided

into two groups : ( i ) those which assume it is the product of

an inorganic source as the result of chemical action on mineral

matter, and (2) those which assume it is the result of a partial

decomposition of animal or vegetable substances.

Of the inorganic theory there are two notable examples: first,

that the alkaline metals exist in the interior of the earth in a free

or uncombined state, and necessarily at a high temperature. If

* An abstract of a paper read by George S. Barrows at the fifth annual convention of
the Illuminating Engineering Society, Chicago, Sept. 25-28, 191 1.
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now, water, carrying in solution carbonic acid finds access to

these metals the result would be the formation of a series of

hydrocarbon compounds. Second, the interior of the earth may

be supposed to contain large masses of metallic iron and metallic

carbides, all at high temperature. Water in contact with such

substances under these conditions would generate metallic oxides

and hydrocarbons.

To the theory of organic origin there are also two general

groups of adherents. One supposes that natural gas is produced

from the primary decomposition of organic matter in the rocks

containing such matter ; for it is well known that the decomposi-

tion of such substances in the absence of air will form products

similar to natural gas. The other assumes a secondary decom-

position of the organic matter stored in the rocks, that is, the

animal and vegetable matters have suffered a partial transforma-

tion and are now held in the rocks as hydrocarbon compounds

and from these, by a process of distillation, the gas is derived.

The gas is stored in porous rocks such as sandstone or

limestone with an impervious covering of shale or similar rock.

These reservoirs of rock are at varying depths ranging from a

few hundred to several thousand feet below the surface, but the

gas is always in a porous rock overlaid with a non-porous

covering.

While in many cases, in the same field these reservoirs may
exist in lenticular form, it is usual for the various portions of

the same field to be more or less in communication with each

other, so that wells in one part of the field are more or less aft'ected

by the output of wells in other parts ; but in no case can there

be any large accumulation without the approximately impervious

roof.

The disturbances of the strata have no little effect on the loca-

tion of productive wells for it seems certain that the best wells

are usually along the crests of the anticlinal folds, though many

large wells have been found in or near the centers of synclines,

where, however, there may be subordinate or secondary anti-

clinals.

The cause of the high pressure (usually many hundred and

frequently several thousand pounds) is another source of specu-
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lation. One explanation is that the gas is capable of occupying

a vastly greater space than that occupied by the materials from

which it was derived : another is. the weight of the superin-

cumbent rocks, but this one is of doubtful value for it could

only be true if there were freedom of motion throughout the rock.

A third explanation is that the hydrostatic pressure of the water

always found near gas wells causes a head pressure of the gas

in the traps formed by the anticlinals. This is the generally

accepted theon,- and pressure conditions found in wells in various

parts of the country seem to warrant its approval.

Different wells, even in the same field, show different analyses,

but as a rule the characteristics of a field apply to all its wells,

though there may be variations. The following table gives rep-

resentative analyses of gas from the principal fields

:

Ohio Indiana Pennsylvania Kansas

Carbonic oxide, CO 55 .73 .00 .33

Hydrogen, H, 1.89 1.86 .02 .00

Methane, CH4 92.84 93.07 95.42 95.28

Ethylene series, C^Hi, etc. .20 .47 .00 .67

Carbonic acid, CO; 20 .26 .05 .44

Oxygen, O- 35 .42 Trace Trace

Nitrogen, N-. 3.82 3.02 4.51 3.28

Hydrogen sulphide. H^S.. .15 .15

Ohio B. t. u. per cu. ft 948.15 (calculated)

Indiana
'" "

922.62
"

Pennsylvania
" "

1252.00
"

Kansas " "
973-08

"

A peculiar variation is the presence in some wells of large

proportions of nitrogen as in

:

Princeton, 111. Dexter, Kan.

Carbon dioxid o. 10 0.00

Carbon monoxid 0.05 0.00

Oxygen 0.05 0.20

Methane 13.97 i5-02

Nitrogen 85.83 71.89

Hydrogen 0.80

Inert media 12.09

100.00 100.00

Broadly speaking, the drilling rig and tools for drilling gas

wells are similar to those used for any driven well, though because
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of the great depths to which they are sunk the equipment is

rather heavier and the tools more elaborate. Proper precautions

must always be taken to prevent the caving of the sides of the

well and the seepage of water to the gas chamber at the bottom.

This is done by "casing" or inserting in the hole from the top to

near the bottom, iron pipe of lighter weight than the gas convey-

ing pipe which extends from the top to the bottom on the axis

of the well. A gasket or washer called a "packer," inserted

near the bottom, surrounds the gas pipe and extends to the

periphery of the hole making a chamber for the gas wdiich is

collected here and taken to the surface by means of the central

pipe.

From the top of the well the gas is led by a suitable pipe to

the point of utilization. The pipe used is generally of wrought

iron or steel ; the small sizes are made up with screwed joints and

the larger ones with some kind of coupling. The coupling gen-

erally used consists of a "center ring" which slips over the ends

of the pipe to be joined, and a gasket of rubber at either end of

this ring, the gasket being held tightly to the "center ring" by

"follower rings" suitably drawn together by means of bolts. This

makes a tight and strong but at the same time more or less flex-

ible joint. The pipe is usually laid about thirtv inches below

the surface of the ground.

When crossing a stream a coffer dam may be built and the

pipe laid in a trench in the bottom of the stream. If the stream

be too wide or deep to conveniently build such a coffer dam, the

pipe may be made up on shore and then hauled across and sunk.

In any case, a number of small pipes, connected into a header

on either side, are used in preference to one large pipe, both for

the purpose of giving stability to the line and to ensure a more

certain supply in case of possible accident to the subaqueous line.

If the line is of considerable length, and the consumption is

large or the well pressure low, it may be necessary to augment

the well pressure. This is done by means of compressors,

operated by any convenient means but usually by direct acting

gas engines, which receive ihcir fuel supply from the gas line

itself. On long lines several such compressing stations may be

necessary, for the friction loss in the pipe is large. Such long
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lines are: to Cleveland from West \'irginia, about 120 miles of

18" and 12" pipe with a daily capacity of 83.0(X).ooo cu. ft.; to

Cincinnati from \\'est \'irginia about 150 miles of 18" and 20"

pipe with a daily capacity of 70.000,000 cu. ft. ; to Kansas City

and other cities in northeastern Kansas and northwestern ^^lis-

souri from Oklahoma, about 250 miles of two 16" pipes with a

daily capacity of 90,000.000 cu. ft. All these lines have, at

intervals, compressing stations of gas driven pumps. Some of

the stations have a total capacity of over 10.000 horse-power.

The usual formula for the flow of natural gas is that of Pole

as modified by Prof. Robinson

:

Q = 48-4^ == ^l^(P,-P.)(P.-P.) ^ ,

O = cubic feet delivered per hour.

P^ = absolute initial pressure in lbs. per sq. inch.

Po = absolute terminal pressure in lbs. per sq. inch.

d = diameter of pipe in inches.

L = length of pipe in miles.

Ty = absolute temperature at maximum density of water 461 +
37 = 498° F.

Ti = absolute temperature of gas after delivery.

T^ = absolute temperature of gas flowing in main.

g = specific gravity; air = i. To correct formulas for other

specific gravity than that given, multiply result by:

g in formula

\ g of other gas

As the gas pressure in the main line is very high, sometimes

reaching over 200 pounds, it would be impractical to distribute

the gas at such a pressure in a city or town. It is therefore

customary, at a point near the city line, to install a governor or

regulator to reduce this pressnre to one suitable for distribution

in the city. The regulators are usually of the common diaphragm

type. The pressure is reduced to either a few ounces, or the

house pressure, or to a few pounds, at which pressure it is sup-

plied through an intermediate main to various sub-reducing

stations where it is again reduced to the house pressure. Or the

gas may be distributed at a few pounds pressure and individual

governors used, one being placed on each house service pipe.

For domestic purposes natural gas is used in the same way
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and with the same appliances as manufactured gas, though owing

to its low candle-power it is seldom used for light with the open

flame burner. With the incandescent mantle, however, it proves

a most satisfactory illuminant.

Besides these uses, great quantities of natural gas are used as

fuel for house heating, being burned in the fire-pots of hot air

furnaces, hot water and steam boilers and in heating stoves as

a substitute for coal, and its convenience and cleanliness make it

most popular for these purposes.

For industrial purposes it is used as a substitute for coal or

oil. in the smallest as well as the largest appliances, from the

laundry water heater and china kiln to a high pressure steam

boiler of many hundred horse-power and the large brick kiln of

many arches.

It is used directly for the manufacture of carbon black and

recently there have been many attempts at the production of

gasoline by compression.

Because of its cheapness and relative ease of production there

has always been great waste of natural gas. It is estimated that

in West \^irginia alone, as much as 500,000,000 cubic feet daily

have been lost for a long period of years. Measures are now

being taken by many states to so control the methods of produc-

tion and utilization that this waste will be reduced or eliminated.

To give some idea of the immensity of the industry a few

figures may be quoted from the United States geological reports.

In 1882 the approximate value of the natural gas

produced was $ 215,000

In 1890 the approximate value of the natural gas

produced was 18,792,725

In 1900 the approximate value of the natural gas

produced was 23,698,674

In 1909 the approximate value of the natural gas

produced was 63,206,941

In 1909 the approximate distribution of the gas was as follows

:

Producers 8,1 19

Consumers, domestic 1,223,438

Consumers, industrial 17,259

Gas consumed, domestic, cu. ft 151,222,223,000

Gas consumed, industrial, cu. ft 329,483,951,000

Average price for thousand cu. ft., domestic 24.23 cts.

Average price for thousand cu. ft., industrial 8.06 cts.
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During 1909, 3705 wells were drilled of which 778 were dry,

leaving 2927 productive. The total number of productive wells

at the end of 1909 was 24.184 on a lease acreage of 8,746.982

acres.
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COUXCtL Is^OTES.

The council held a meeting in the general office of the society,

April 12. Those in attendance were V. R. Lansingh, president;

C. J. Russell, W. J. Serrill, treasurer; J. T. Maxwell, L. B.

Marks, Norman Macbeth, J. R. Cravath and Albert J. Marshall.

A monthly report on the society's accounts and membership

was received from the assistant secretary. According to this re-

port the expenses of the society for the first three months of

1 91 2 had totaled $2,647.67 ; the total membership, exclusive of

the applications and resignations on hand was given as 1469.

Fourteen applicants were elected to membership. One appli-

cation for reinstatement was accepted. Four resignations were

accepted. The names of seven members were dropped in de-

fault of dues. Counting these changes there were 1473 members

on the membership roll of the society.

In accordance with a recommendation contained in a report of

the finance committee, payment of March bills amounting to

$699.97 was authorized,

Niagara Falls, Can., was selected as the place for the 1912

convention of the society. The time will be announced later.

Mr. Norman Alacbeth was appointed chairman of the convention

committee.

Progress reports were received from the following committees

:

financial policy, advertising, reciprocal relation with other so-

cieties, new membership, and nomenclature and standards.

Oral reports were heard on behalf of the papers and editing

committees.

The committes on illumination primer reported that the work

of preparing the primer was nearing completion.
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SECTIOI^ NOTES.

CHICAGO SECTION.

At a meeting of the Chicago section held April i8, ]\Ir. J.

Henninger of the National Electric Lamp Association, Cleveland,

read a paper entitled "Window Lighting'.'

The title of the paper to be presented at the May meeting on

the 1 6th proximo has not yet been announced.

NEW YORK SECTION.

Two papers were read at the New York section meeting on

April II, one ''A Laboratory System for Testing Electric In-

candescent Lamps" by Mr. W. M. Skiff of the engineering de-

partment of the National Electric Lamp Association ; the other

*'The Lighting of Passenger \'essels" by Mr. L. C. Porter of the

General Electric Company. The latter paper appears in this issue

of the Transactions.

On Thursday evening, May 2, the New York section will hold

a joint meeting with New York chapter of the American Institute

of Architects in the L^nited Engineering Societies' Building, 29

West 39th Street, New York. A paper on "The Relation of

Light to Shadow and Color in Design" will be presented by

IMessrs. Bassett Jones, Jr. and Henry Hornbostel. The paper will

be supplemented with a number of models, color booths and dem-

onstrations. Preceding the meeting there wlill be a dinner at

Keene's Chop House, 70 West 36th Street, New York.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

]\Iore than 250 people attended the meeting of the Philadelphia

section on the evening of March 19. ^Ir. Elias Goldensky pre-

sented an exceptionally interesting paper on "Artificial Illumina-

tion in Portrait Photography." Mr. Goldensky exhibited a quan-

tity of rather ingenious apparatus which he uses in taking photo-

graphs entirely by artificial light. Several excellent specimens

Oif color photographs taken by artificial light were also exhibited.

The paper will appear in a subsequent issue of the Transactions.

A dinner which preceded the meeting was attended by about

120 members and guests.
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The next meeting will be held May 17 in the auditorium of the

Philadelphia Electric Company, i.ooo Chestnut Street, Phila-

delphia. Prof. A. J. Rowland of the Drexel Institute will lecture

on the "Essential Principles of Illumination." Prof. Rowland will

:?upplement his lecture with a series of experimental demon-

strations. Previous talks on this subject by Prof. Rowland have

created a great deal of interest among the members of the sec-

tion. A large attendance is expected at the May meeting.

PITTSBURG SECTION'.

The Pittsburg section held a meeting April 12. !Mr. H. H.

Magdsick read a paper entitled "Gas, Gasoline, Arc and Incan-

descent Street Lighting." The paper occasioned considerable

interesting discussion. The meeting was well attended.

For the next meeting on May 17 a symposium on indirect light-

ing has been arranged. At least four papers on the subject will

be read.

NEW ENGLAND SECTION.

At the meeting on the 29th instant. Mr. Edward ^^^ Burdett.

chief counsel of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of

Boston will read a paper dealing with the question of competition

in a community which is pro[>erly served by a public utility

company.

The titles of the papers for the ^lay and June meeting have

not vet been announced.
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THE LIGHTING OF PASSENGER VESSELS.*

BY L. C. PORTER.

Last winter the writer had occasion to make an investigation

of the practise then in vogue in the Hghting of passenger vessels.

The object of this investigation was to find out how the various

ships were lighted, and to determine whether or not improve-

ments could be made which would warrant the expense involved

in making a change. To accomplish this object, a careful study

of a large number of ferry boats, coastwise ships, river steamers,

and transatlantic liners was made. Illumination measurements

were taken on many of the boats. As a result of the tests made,

several of the steamship companies are arranging to equip their

boats with drawn-wire tungsten filament lamps, in place of the

carbon lamps previously used.

It is the author's desire to give in this paper a general outline

of the lighting conditions found on the various classes of ships,

and suggest improvements which might be made.

In many instances it is impractical to change the existing wiring

of a ship and, for this reason, the recommendations for a new

ship would vary considerably from those for a ship at present

in commission. When the wiring is already installed, the expense

involved in changing the outlets may more than offset the advan-

tage to be secured by a rearrangement of units to provide the

most economical and effective service.

In all the cases here reported the outlets had been provided on

the basis of using carbon incandescent lamps of i6 or 32-

candle-power, or less. It was usually apparent that a better

economy, and often a more effective illuminating effect, could be

produced by the use of a smaller number of tungsten filament

lamps of higher candle-power, but in every case it was considered

unwise to change the existing outlets. However, advantage was

taken of the higher efficiency of the tungsten filament lamp to

increase the intensity, and, at the same time, reduce the lighting

cost by substituting 25- and 40-watt tungsten filament lamps

* A paper read before the New York section of the niuminatingEngineeringSociety,

April II, 1912.
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for the higher wattage carbon lamps, lamp for lamp. In some

instances it was possible to also improve the diffusion by substi-

tuting frosted bulbs for clear ones.

From the lighting standpoint, passenger vessels may be divided

into three classes: (a) boats on trips of less than one hour

duration; this class is represented by ferry boats; (b) river, lake

and coastwise steamers, with or without sleeping accommoda-

tions; (c) transatlantic steamers.

The requirements for which this investigation was made did

not warrant a study of freight boats, pleasure yachts, and other

craft not included in the above classification. Likewise, a study

of the lighting of engine rooms, chart-houses, cafes, barber shops,

freight holds, and other parts of the vessels, where the light-

ing was special and not typical of a large demand, was omitted.

FERRY BOATS.

Ferries, as common carriers, appeared in this country early in

the seventeenth century. They are mentioned in the Colonial

records of 1659. In volume three, of Stiles' "History of the

City of Brooklyn" one reads: "Cornelius Dickerson, who had a

farm on Long Island, came at the sound of a horn, which hung

against a tree, and ferried the waiting passengers across in a

skiff for the moderate charge of three stivers in wampum."

It soon became necessary for ferries to operate after dark.

For this purpose candles, candle lanterns, and, subsequently, oil

lamps were used for lighting the boats. That method of illumina-

tion prevails to-day on many of the small inland river ferries.

Later, gas lamps, operated from tanks of compressed gas located

on the decks, were installed. With the advent of the incan-

descent lamp, these gas systems were superseded by electric

lamps.

Ferry boats are of two types: single and double deck. All

boats examined were double-end and symmetrical, one-half being

an exact duplicate of the other. Each type has, on the lower

deck, passenger cabins on each side of the boat, with a compart-

ment, for wagons, automobiles, etc., between them. On each type

of boat there is, on the main deck, one large cabin on each side,

extending nearly the entire length of the boat ; one, given over to

smoking, and the other to women, and men who do not wish to
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smoke. These cabins are practically rectangular in shape, their

length being about 4.6 times their width. In the side-wheel

boats these cabins are divided into two parts by the paddle box
in the center—these parts are connected by a passage about 3 feet

wide by 12 feet long. The cabin ceilings average 13 feet 6

inches in height. The seats in these cabins are generally arranged

along the walls on each side. In some instances double benches,

placed crosswise to the length of the cabin, are used. Frequently

a combination of the two seating methods is used. The inboard

Fig. I.—Typical lower cabin of a ferrj'-boat lighted with 40-watt tungsten lamps.

w^alls of these cabins are generally solid, while the outboard ones

consist of a continuous row of windows, separated by one-foot

casings.

The upper cabin, on the double deck boat, consists of one large

room in the center of which is a rectangular compartment about

58 feet long by 9 feet wide, extending to the ceiling, through

which pass the smoke stacks, etc. The ceilings in the upper

cabins average about 9 feet 6 inches in height. Stairs lead down
either at each end, or in the center of each side of the cabin.

Seats are placed around the walls and against the smoke stack
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compartment. In many instances benches at the ends of the cabin

are used in conjvmction with the wall seats. The outboard walls

of these cabins also consist of a row of windows.

A general study of the lighting was made in all of the cabins,

but more especial attention was given to the women's cabin on

the lower deck of one particular double deck, screw driven ferry

boat. In this cabin measurements of illumination were made
with the old installation of 60-watt clear carbon incandescent

lamps and later with a substitutional installation of 40-watt

bowl-frosted, tungsten filament lamps. Each equipment was
operated at its rated voltage. The results of these tests are

shown as boats "E" and "F" in the table A.

It was found to be the general practise in both the lower and

upper cabins to paint the walls medium color, and the ceilings

either white or cream, thus giving the cabin a bright, cheerful

effect, and also reflecting considerable light to the reader's paper.

Lamps were installed in wall brackets over the seats, to the gen-

eral exclusion of ceiling fixtures. In most cases the lamps were

spaced evenly along the walls at an average height of about 9 feet

above the floor. Most of the lamps were in simple, single-lamp

fixtures and hung vertically, tip down. In a few instances the

lamps were placed at angles of 45 degrees from the horizontal
;

in some cases two-lamp brackets were placed on the walls. Fifty

and sixty-watt carbon lamps were in general use. Some boats

were lighted by round bulb, all frosted, carbon and tantalum

lamps. Frosted lamps were invariably used without reflectors.

A few of the boats had clear lamps equipped with clear pris-

matic, porcelain, or translucent glass reflectors.

Ferry boats seem to contain some of the few older types of

lighting installations where the builders have installed ample

fixtures. The lower cabins cf the boats investigated by the writer

were found to be lighted with carbon filament lamps, giving an

average of 1.7 watts per square foot, producing an average

intensity of 1.8 foot-candles, 3 feet above the floor, over the

edge of the seats, which is the height at which the average reader

holds a paper.

The upper cabins were lighted in a manner similar to the lower

ones, the lamps, however, averaging but 8 feet 5 inches above
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the floor. Illumination measurements showed an average inten-

sity, 3 feet above the floor, over the edge of the seats, of 1.6

foot-candles, at an expenditure of 1.6 watts per square foot.

Outside of the upper cabins is a promenade deck running

completely around the boat. There is a bench built against the

outside wall, extending the entire length, on each side of the

boat. Generally there were no lights on these promenades

because the Government controls the use of outside lights. How-
ever, light was thrown on this promenade from the lamps inside

of the cabin. The foot-candle intensity, 3 feet above the floor,

over the edge of the bench, was found to average o.i.

The carrying of trucks constitutes a large part of the ferry

business. The average intensity found 3 feet above the floor,

in the wagon compartments, was 0.05 foot-candles, obtained with

an expenditure of o.i watts per square foot. The lamps were

located horizontally on the ceiling 14 feet above the floor, and

enclosed in weather-proof globes, protected by wire guards.

While the present lighting of ferry boats is fairly satisfactory,

observation showed that it could in most cases be improved.

Passengers sitting on one side of the cabin in boats not equipped

with reflectors, or frosted lamps, directly face a row of bare

lamps on the opposite wall. In reading, the eyes are occasionally

lifted from the paper. On such occasions the bright glaring

lamps cause the iris to contract quickly; hence, when the eyes "

are again turned on the paper, it is necessary for them to

readjust themselves ; this causes a tiring strain, which is irri-

tating, and may even become injurious. Obviously, the way to

reduce this glare is to use bowl-frosted lamps equipped with the

proper reflectors, or raise the lamps out of the line of vision.

Probably a combination of these two methods would accomplish

the best results.

Boats lighted with clear lamps are open to the criticism of

glare. Those using all frosted lamps, without reflectors, obtain

their light at a lowered efficiency, slightly due to the loss by frost-

ing, but principally because a large proportion of the light is

thrown to the ceiling and walls instead of being delivered on the

passengers' papers. Most of the literature read on ferries con-

sists of newspapers, magazines, etc., having relatively fine print.
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For such work an intensity of approximately 3 foot-candles

should be supplied on the paper. BoavI frosted lamps equipped

with intensive type reflectors will solve the problem. Such an

equipment would deliver the light where it is most needed, and, at

the same time, avoid glare. The comparatively large number of

lamps and fixtures at present in use can be largely reduced by

using TOO or 150-watt tungsten filament lamps, correctly spaced.

Such an equipment would not only reduce the installation cost,

but would also lower the renewal cost. It is cheaper to operate

a large unit than a small one ; for example, the 25 -watt bowl-

frosted tungsten filament lamp at present lists at 207 per cent,

of the list price per candle-power of the 150-watt bowl-frosted

tungsten filament lamp.

The following table showing the conditions as found on typical

ferry boats operating around New York City is of interest.

It should not be taken as a comparison of different systems. The
illumination measurements were taken with a Sharp-^Iillar port-

able photometer. Five readings were taken at each station and

averaged, from 15 to 25 stations being taken to a cabin, depend-

ing upon the uniformity of the lighting equipment. The lamps

were operated at their rated voltage. The results shown in the

table are the average figures obtained from one or more typical

boats of each class and represent conditions as found on differ-

ent boats.

river, lake and coastwise steamers.

The lighting of such vessels presents different problems from

those of the ferry boats, not only on account of the different

arrangement, but also on account of the attitude of the pas-

sengers. On the ferry boat, the passenger takes but a short ride

which is usually incidental to a longer ride upon a train. Hence,

facility of handling passengers, is one of the main requirements.

In the case of the river, lake and coastwise steamers, the runs

are much longer, so that the passengers have an opportunity to

settle down and adjust themselves to their surroundings; pleas-

ure as well as business becomes the motive of the trip. Hence,

ornamentation and arrangements for the comfort and pleasure of

the passengers are of much greater importance.

The lighting of this class of steamers mav be divided into
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five parts: (a) social halls; (b) dining-rooms; (c) smoking-

rooms; (d) passageways; (e) state-rooms. These various parts

of a vessel will be considered in the order mentioned.

Social Halls.—These halls are used by passengers for a gen-

eral meeting place. Here they sit and chat, read, or listen to the

ship's orchestra. Naturally, such compartments are made as

comfortable and attractive as possible. Easy chairs and lounges

are scattered around ; the decks are carpeted ; the walls are fre-

quently decorated, and the lamps arranged more with a view of

producing an esthetic effect than efficient lighting.

Investigation showed two distinct types of social halls on

steamers running into New York City. On steamers making a

Fig. 2. -Concert haU showing elaborate overliead lighting of a coastwise steamer.

comparatively short run, such as to Fall River, Mass., Albany,

X. Y., Xew Haven, Conn., etc., the social halls were found to

have a large well or opening running up one or two decks above

the saloon deck. Around these wells were galleries about 5 feet

wide, off from which opened the state-rooms. The wells did not

extend quite to the stern of the cabin, leaving a floored-over

portion on the two upper decks. In addition to the main social

hall and well at the stern of the ship there was generally a similar,

but much smaller, one at the bow.

The lighting of these halls was found to be usually accom-

plished mainly from the ceiling of the top deck. The lamps were

there arranged on elaborate chandeliers or in artistic designs on
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the ceiling. In addition to these lamps, there were a few lamps
under the galleries and stem end of each deck below the top one.

The lighting of this type of hall was a little more advanced than

that which was found in social halls on ships making long trips.

On the latter class ship, the social halls were not quite so

elaborate. They were found to be confined to one deck and were
lighted with simple, single-lamp fixtures, on both the ceilings and
the walls. Reflectors were conspicuous by their absence. In a

few instances, however, porcelain reflectors were in use, or the

lamps were enclosed in fancy art glass hemispheres. Illumina-

tion measurements showed an average intensity, 3 feet above

the floor, of i.i foot-candles in the social halls of long trip ships

and 1.5 foot-candles in the social halls of the short trip class,

obtained at an energy consumption of 1.3 and 2.3 watts per square

foot respectively.

The lighting of the halls having large wells, i. e., those on the

short trip class of ships, could be accomplished more efficiently

and without sacrificing the artistic effect by using a smaller

number of lamps on the ceiling, substituting for the present

numerous 16—c-p. carbon lamps, 100 or 150-watt bowl-frosted

tungsten filament lamps, equipped with reflectors giving the inten-

sive type of distribution curve.

In the social halls of long trip ships there is little call for

reflectors. The ceilings are low. averaging about 8 feet. Side

wall lighting is to be recommended in conjunction with ceiling

lamps, thus obtaining a mere pleasing facial iflumination than

where the light comes entirely from overhead. In all cases the

ceilings were painted either white or some very light tint, and,

in some instances, the walls were similarly finished. Carpets and

furniture were invariably either green or red.

Dining-rooms.—The dining-rooms on all the ships were found to

be very similar except as to size. The ceilings averaged 9 feet high

and were painted white, or some light tint, with walls white, red,

or yellow. Round ball enclosing globes were in considerable use

with lamps on the ceilings. Such an arrangement gives decora-

tive, though not the most efficient lighting. Here, too, reflectors

were conspicuous by their absence. Illumination tests showed

an average intensity, 3 feet above the floor, of 1.7 foot-candles
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at an average expenditure of 2.0 watts per square foot in carbon

filament lamps.

There are two ways in which such dining-rooms may be

lighted : one, by general lighting, using lamps correctly spaced on

the ceiling, and equipped with the proper reflectors, so as to give

an intensity of about 2 foot-candles on the table tops ; the other

method is by general illumination of rather low intensity, about

I foot-candle, supplemented by localized or table lighting, with

miniature lamps equipped w'ith decorative shades. In this case,

round ball enclosing globes can be used to advantage in connec-

tion with lamps located on the ceiling. While the former method

is more economical, the latter produces by far the more pleasing

effects.

Smoking-rooms.—Here again the rooms on the short run ships

differed radically from those of the long trip class. In the former

Fig. 3.—Typical entrance lobby and smoking room of a short trip coastwise steamer.

there was generally a large high studded entrance lobby on the

main deck, which constituted the smoking-room, while in the

latter class the smoking-room was generally on the saloon or

an upper deck and had a low ceiling. In all cases, the ceilings

were painted a light tint and the walls dark. The furniture was

covered with dark leather, and the floors with linoleum. The

lighting was produced with all frosted carbon lamps, minus

reflectors, located on the ceiling. Illumination tests showed an

average intensity, 3 feet above the floor, of 1.3 foot-candles, with

an energy expenditure of 2.0 watts per square foot.
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In the smoking-rooms the seats were generally arranged around

the walls, and the lamps located on the ceiling, several feet out

from the walls—a poor arrangement for reading. This could be

improved by placing bowl-frosted tungsten filament lamps,

equipped with the proper reflectors, on the walls, or ceiling, over

the seats.

Passageways.—Extending from bow to stern of the ship were

long narrow passageways. These, too, had light walls and ceil-

ings, with green or red carpets, and were lighted by all frosted

lamps, minus reflectors, placed on the ceiling in one, two and

three-lamp fixtures. Tests showed an average foot-candle inten-

sity, 3 feet above the floor, of 0.8, obtained at an energy expendi-

ture of i.o watt per square foot. For such places a rather low

intensity illumination of even distribution is desirable. Twenty-

five-watt, round bulb, all frosted, tungsten filament lamps placed

about 10 feet apart on the ceiling will meet this requirement

nicely.

State-rooms.—The state-rooms, invariably, had white walls

and ceilings. They were lighted by one all frosted lamp, without

a reflector, generally placed in the center of the ceiling. Tests

showed an average intensity, 3 feet above the floor, of 0.8 fopt-

candle, obtained at an energy expenditure of i.i watts per square

foot.

The lamp located in the center of the ceiling is a poor arrange-

ment. It causes the occupants of the room to continually cast

their shadows where they most want to see. The mirror which

is located on the wall cannot be used without difficulty. The

light could better be located over the center of and one foot out

from the mirror. One 40-watt bowl-frosted tungsten filament

lamp would give sufficient light for reading and a good general

illumination in addition. The following table shows the average

conditions found on the type of vessel under consideration. Test

arrangements were the same as outlined for ferry boats.

TRANSATLANTIC STEAMERS.

On ocean liners were found, first, second and third-class accom-

modations. Both the first and second-class quarters were more

elegantly decorated and more comfortably fitted than were the

best first-class quarters on coastwise ships. The second-class
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rooms were, to a large extent, similar to the first-class ones, but

were not furnished quite so elegantly.

Under the first-class quarters come: dining-rooms, drawing-

rooms, writing-rooms, smoking-rooms, tea-rooms, children's din-

ing-rooms, ladies' rooms, winter, or palm gardens, gymnasiums,

swimming pools, cafes, etc., most of which were duplicated in

second-class quarters. In addition to these rooms, there were,

of course, state-rooms, passageways, elevators, hospitals, etc.

The lamps in most general use were found to be i6 candle-

Kig. 4.—Dining room of a transatlantic steamer.

power* round bulb, three-quarter frosted, tungsten filament lamps

of foreign manufacture. Eight and sixteen candle-power, round

bulb, three-quarter frosted, carbon lamps were also in consid-

erable use. In many instances, candle, or miniature flame lamps,

were used on the tables and in wall brackets. The fixtures, as a

rule, were rather simple, single lamp ones, located on the ceiling.

Beaded and cut glass hemispheres were in use on some of the

ships.

* Hefnerkerzen or hefner-candles.
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The lighting conditions varied so widely (being in each case

designed to be in keeping with the particular style of architec-

ture) that little can be said in general about them. It is not the

purpose of this paper to go into a long and tedious detailed

description. Suffice it to say that the general scheme was over-

head lighting, accomplished by single light units, not equipped

with shades or reflectors, or else by clusters of lamps enclosed

Fig. 5.—Palm-garden of a traiisaUaiitic steamer.

in some sort of dome, supplemented by wall lamps, table lamps,

hanging lanterns, etc.

The following table (C) represents the average conditions as

found on typical ships of several companies. The watts per square

foot are a little higher and the effective lumens per watts are a

little lower than is actually used for the general illumination.

This is due to the fact that the wattage of a large number of

shaded carbon table lamps, candle lamps, etc., producing a rela-

tively small increase in the general lighting, is added to the wattage

of the tungsten filament lamps, which produced, by far, the

largest percentage of the useful illumination. Test conditions

were the same as outlined for the ferry tests.
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battleships.

The marked advance in lighting ashore has naturally been noted

by the officers of the Navy, and has resulted in a demand for

tungsten filament lamps for battleship use. Fighting ships present

a little different proposition to the illuminating engineer than

do passenger vessels. On warships, not only is the question of

efficiency in lighting to be considered, but other conditions, such

as, protecting the lamps from accidental breakage, enclosing them

against possible powder explosions, providing storage space for

extra lamps, general adaptability, interchangeability, etc., must

be considered. A battleship, first and foremost, is an engine of

destruction. Its ability to fight, fight eft'ectively and hard, is of

primary importance. The lighting must be arranged so as to

enable the men to use the fighting apparatus to the best advan-

tage. Secondly, a ship is the business office, the factory, the

recreation ground, and the home of a thousand men. The hap-

pier and more contented these men are, the more efficient will

they be. Plenty of light, correctly used, raises the efficiency of

the human machine. Realizing these facts, the Government has

taken up the lighting of its ships from a scientific standpoint.

The lighting of the new ships is being laid out by experts in the

Navy Department, who have made a careful study of various

illuminants and reflectors. Tungsten filament lamps, equipped

with scientifically designed reflectors are being used.

A battleship, as far as the lighting goes, may be divided into

four parts: (i) Main and gun decks; (2) passageways; (3)

officers* quarters and offices; (4) engine, fire and dynamo rooms.

The main and gun decks consist of compartments in which

are located the 3, 5 and 6 inch guns, offices, barber shops, galleys

(kitchens), etc. Three times a day they become the crew's mess

(dining) room. At night the men sleep there in hammocks

strung from the ceiling. These compartments average 7 feet

6 inches from floor to ceiling, and vary from 105 feet long by

22 feet wide to offices but 8 feet square. On dark days, and in

stormy weather, when the ports are all closed, artificial lighting

must be used. At night there must be sufficient light to allow

men to find their way around and yet it must not shine in the

eyes of the men sleeping in hammocks strung from the girders
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across the ceiling. These conditions present a difficult lighting

proposition, complicated by the location of fixtures, pipes, etc.,

installed after the lighting equipment is in place. On most of

the ships these decks have been lighted by scattering 16—c-p. carbon

lamps, in clear glass enclosing globes, around the ceiling, for day

use, and placing 16—c-p. lamps in clear glass globes on the bulk-

heads or walls about 4 feet above the floor, for night use. In

the new ships the clear glass enclosing globes are being replaced

by prismatic glass, so spaced as to get a uniform distribution of

light. The bulkhead lamps are being enclosed in frosted globes.

The intensity of illumination is being greatly raised by replacing

the 16—c-p. carbons with 4C)-watt tungsten filament lamps.

The passageways in a ship consist of narrow halls about 8 feet

high by 6 feet wide, and varying from 50 to 200 feet in length.

The principal passages are the berth-deck, wing and center line

passages. In the berth-deck passages are hung, three layers deep,

the round canvas bags in which the blue jackets keep their cloth-

ing. Above these are placed the ditty boxes. During the day

these passages are principally alleyways, from one part of the

ship to another; at night they become the reading, writing and

dressing rooms of the men. The wing and center line passages

are vital parts of the ship, especially the latter, which is in the

very heart of the ship. Through this passage go many of the

lighting, telephone, and other electrical systems, of utmost impor-

tance to the control of the ship. The ammunition for the guns

is sent up from the magazines to these passages, carried along

on endless belts, and hoisted by electric hoists to the guns on the

decks above. The passages are lighted entirely by a row of bare

incandescent lamps in clear enclosing globes along the wall

exactly level with a man's eyes. The effect of glare is exceed-

ingly marked. Due to the large number of conduits on the ceil-

ings of these passages and their proximity to a man's head, it

would be impractical to place reflectors on the ceiling. An
improvement over the present system could be obtained by placing

the lamps at the intersection of the wall and ceiling in 45 degree

reflectors, staggering the lamps down the passage.

The officers' quarters consist of living rooms averaging 12 feet

long by 8 feet wide by 8 feet high, also the mess, or dining-rooms.
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\\'ith the exception of the mess rooms, the rooms are not large or

regular enough to allow of an even distribution of ceiling fixtures.

Desk and portable lamps are used to a large extent. One 60-watt

bowl-frosted tungsten filament lamp in an extensive type shade,

could be used to advantage on the ceiling of each room, for

general illumination, and 25-watt tungsten filament lamps, in

desk lamps, equipped with green shades. The mess rooms could

be lighted to advantage with 60-watt bowl-frosted tungsten lamps

in extensive type shades, on the ceiling. At present they have

16—c-p. carbon, or 25-watt tungsten filament lamps, in frosted

enclosing globes, on the ceiling and in 5-lamp chandeliers over

the tables.

In the engine, fire and dynamo rooms, the lighting is accom-

plished by i6~c-p. clear carbon lamps in vapor tight, clear glass

globes, protected by wire guards. In ships having large turbine

rooms, and a high ceiling for the dynamo room, 400-watt tungsten

filament lamps, equipped with steel reflectors and wire guards,

have been used to advantage. On ships having their engine rooms

filled up with the complicated machinery of powerful recipro-

cating engines, also the fire rooms. 150-watt tungsten lamps,

equipped with steel, enameled reflectors, will make a great

improvement.

The introduction of drawn wire filaments has made tungsten

lamps practical for the rough use received on a battleship. A
large number of these lamps, ranging from 25 to 500 watts, were

installed on the U. S. Steamship "Washington" in December,

1910. Since then it has been through battle practise, the tropics,

the extreme cold of a Maine winter, storm, full power run, in

short, all the various conditions encountered by our ships. Twenty

per cent, of the lamps installed were burning on July i, 191 1,

at which time the test was ended, the lamps having averaged

well above their rated life.

In conclusion, the author desires to thank the following com-

panies who, by their hearty cooperation, enabled him to obtain

the data presented in this paper, also the officers of the various

ships for their courteous and valuable assistance in making the

tests

:

Municipal Ferry, New York City; West Shore Ferries of New
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York Central Railroad ; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road ; Pennsylvania Railroad ; Erie Railroad ; Central Railroad

of New Jersey; Interborough Ferry Company; Long Island

Ferry Company ; Union Ferry Company of New York and

Brooklyn ; Hudson River Line ; Southern Pacific Company ; Clyde

Steamship Company ; New England Navigation Company ; Old

Dominion Steamship Company; Hudson River Navigation Com-
pany; United Fruit Company; Ocean Steamship Company of

Savannah ; Cunard Line ; Hamburg-American Line ; North Ger-

man Lloyd; United States Government, Navy Department.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SPECTRAL CHARACTER OF
LIGHT ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF

ILLUMINATION.*

BY M. LUCKIESH.

The velocity of Hglit in the free ether of inter-planetary space

is independent of the color or wave-length. However, this is not

the case in refracting media for in such media the waves not

only travel slower than they do in space, but weaves of different

length travel at very different velocities. In such media as are

commonly used as refracting substances the long waves travel

faster than the short ones, and the difference in the velocities of

two rays of different wave-length in a certain medium is a meas-

ure of the dispersion of that particular medium for those rays.

As a result of this difference in velocity the rays become sep-

arated and the light is said to be dispersed.

Transparent prisms of glass disperse composite light into its

various component colors. A simple lens may be considered

Fig. I.—Effect of chromatic aberration in the eye.

as having been produced by the revolution of a thin prism (of

varying angle) revolved about its shortest edge; hence, an image

of the point P, fig. i, will be formed at B if the point is illumi-

nated by blue light or it will appear at R if illuminated by red

light. A lens which does not focus rays of different wave-

length at the same point is said to be non-achromatic and this

objectionable defect is called chromatic aberration. An optical

system free from this defect is said to be achromatic. If the point

* A paper read before the Chicago section of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

March 21, 1912.
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be illuminated by white light the various rays will Come to a

focus on the axis from B to R and as a result an indistinct im-

age will be produced. The distinctness of the image in the lat-

ter case will depend upon the luminosity of the lights of the

various colors composing the white light. The indistinctness will

Le greatest when the luminosity of the extreme rays—violet and

red—are very great in comparison with that of the other rays

present. Fortunately our commercial light sources have distri-

butions of energy throughout the spectrum such that a certain

middle region is usually much brighter than the extremes of the

spectrum. This fact makes it possible to see distinctly with a

non-achromatic eye. It is seen if a white screen be placed at R
the image will have a blue fringe around it and if the screen is

Fig. 2.—An achromatic lens.

placed at B there will be formed a red fringe around the image.

This can be verified very readily with any simple lens. The

ratio of the velocity of light of a certain wave-length in a re-

fracting medium to the velocity of light in free ether is called the

refractive index of the substance. Newton, who discovered that

white light was made up of various colors which could be sep-

arated by passing the light through a prism, thought that the

dispersion was proportional to the refractive index. This caused

him to decide that it was impossible to construct an achromatic

lens and he therefore bent his efforts toward the construction of

reflecting telescopes. Later, believing that the eye was achro-

matic, Dolland succeeded in making achromatic objectives. The
independence of dispersion and refractive index makes it pos-

sible to construct lenses which will focus all the visible rays at

very nearly the same point. A, in fig. 2, represents a double con-
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vex lens of crown glass and B a plane concave lens of flint glass

of higher refractive index than the crown glass. This combina-

tion will give deviation without dispersion and if carefully cal-

culated will give exactly the same deviation to two colors widely

separated in the spectrum, and very nearly the same deviation

to the other colors with the result that rays of different refrangi-

bility come together at nearly the same point.

The eye is not achromatic as was for a long time believed, and

it is the consideration of the influence of this defect on the effec-

tiveness of illumination which forms the basis of this paper.

The fact that the eye is not corrected for chromatic aberration

is readily shown. If a luminous point be viewed through a prism

a linear spectrum will be seen. The same result can be accom-

plished by shortening the slit of a spectrograph and focvising a

source of light on it. This linear spectrum if focused on a

ground glass cannot be distinctly seen at the same time through-

out its extent. A normal eye will see the red end in good focus

at a great distance while at a very close range only the blue will

be in focus. At intermediate distances the yellow will be in

focus while the extremities of the spectrum will appear very de-

cidedly out of focus. This experiment is more striking if the

spectrum is viewed through a cobalt-blue glass. A proper glass

will show two absorption bands leaving red, yellow-green, and

blue bands on which the eye can be focused.

In this connection the accommodating power of the eye is of

some interest. The eye is focused by changing the shape, and

thereby the focal length, of the crystalline lens. When the eye

is at its extreme range of accommodation for blue light at near

vision it is seen by inspecting fig. i that at that range red rays

cannot be focused. The reverse is true at the other extreme of

accommodation. The writer finds no dift'erence in his ability to

focus red or blue light throughout a wide range of distances.

At a distance of about six inches the blue end of the spectrum

could be focused only with greatest difficulty.

It follows from the foregoing remarks that monochromatic

light should produce a better defined image than light of an ex-

tended spectral character, when the image is produced by a lens

not corrected for chromatic aberration. An increase in visual
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acuity should therefore result from the use of monochromatic
light. Visual acuity is the ability to distinguish detail and is meas-

ured in arbitrary units. Dr. Louis Bell^ compared the acuity of

the eye in tungsten and mercury-vapor tube lights and obtained

results which indicated a decided advantage for the mercury
arc light. Dr. Bell's experiments were carefully executed and

showed without doubt a considerable difference in the amount of

the two lights required for equal case in distinguishing detail.

The superior defining power of mercury-vapor light was at-

tributed by Dr. Bell to its monochromatic character, about 90
per cent, of the luminosity being due to energy radiated in a nar-

row region of the spectrum, namely the yellow-green region. A
luminous vapor radiates energy in certain localized regions and
in general is said to have a line spectrum. The visible spec-

trum of luminous mercury vapor from the Cooper-Hewitt
lamp consists of lines, the principal ones being at 4oS>/xp., 436/i/i,

546^^, 577mm (double), most of the luminosity being due to the

two lines, 546/i./Lt and 577/x/m.

It occurred to the writer that the question of the superior

defining power of monochromatic light could be settled by using

purely monochromatic light and avoiding the difficulties involved

in the photometry of lights of different color. The green mercury
line was isolated by using an absorbing solution of potassium bi-

chromate and neodymium-ammonium-nitrate. This gave at once

a purely monochromatic light. This green line was accurately

matched in hue by a combination of glasses placed before a tung-

sten lamp producing a resultant green light of extended spec-

tral character. These two lights could be compared by the ordin-

ary methods without any difficulty because they were of the

same hue. Other lights of same hue but differing in spectral

character were also used. The photometer shown in fig. 3 was
used. At a, a, was placed a two column page of printed matter
which was viewed from c. h, h, were mirrors which reflected light

from the sources Li L2. At d, d, were placed the absorbing
solutions, c was a thin black partition. All readings were taken

at I meter distance. The results obtained by the writer with an
illumination of 2 foot-candles indicated that for the same acuity

1 Elec. IVorld, May ii, 191 1, p. 1163.
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about I 75 times more light of extended spectral character was

n^lary'than light of purely monochromatic character, ^.es

results agree very well with those obtamed by Dr. Bell
.

Other

"perime'nts also^indicated a superior defining power for mono-

chromatic light. The criterion in the above work was that of

d^sLtness of the type and as uncertain as such measurements

L

Fig. 3.—Diagram of acuity photometer.

must be surprisingly consistent results were obtained. By view-

rng oth ^id^ of thVphotometer simultaneously movements o h

pfpil were eliminated. It was found on mvest.gat.on that the

'upn d,d not change in size under the "fl-"-"'.-*"
'^^'^^

was necessary to eliminate pupillary movements m these expen

:e:trbecause visual acu.ty and chromatic aberration depends upon

the s.e of the pupil, ^ith .he ada^ n of ^^^^^^l
tbe exoer ment was repeated with tne i\eb, dcuitjy

j

; i^s'elf very satisfactorily to the work although the resu tm

illumination in this case was only 0.6 foot-cand e .
The ac my

object which was placed at ., fig. 3, consists of two back me

eratings etched on glass and by rotating them w,th respect to

! h ^ther about an axis perpendicular to their plane faces hues

of any desired width are obtained. The character.st.c of the

acuity object is that it has a constant transmission coefficient re-

gardless of the width of the lines. A plain w^'te paper w^

placed at a, a, and with the drum of the acuity object turned o

Sat the lines were invisible settings for equal brightness cou d

be made. These values obtained by the three observers agreed

very closely and they were further checked with a flicker ph^

I'eter. With the background illuminated by the ™onochroma

light an observer made ten settings for visual acuity. The acmty

object was then set at the mean of these values and with the

2 Loc. cit.

3 Elec. World, April 14, i9io-
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background illuminated by the light of extended spectral char-

acter ten settings were made by varying the illumination until

the lines could just be distinguished. The results obtained by the

three observers indicated an advantage in defining power for

the monochromatic light. The amounts of light of extended

spectral character required for the three observers were respec-

tively 4.9, 5.1 and 1.33 times the amount of monochromatic light

required for equal acuity. The spectra of the lights used in the

work are shown in fig. 4 while the results obtained are shown
in table I. Cases I, II. and III show the results of the writer

Mercury Spectrum

Sodium Line C589pp)

Transmifhrifi

y Tungsten
Lidht

Screen A

Screen B

Screen C

Mercury Green Line.

Mercury Spectrum

Fig. 4.—Spectral character of lights used.

obtained by use of printed type and the apparatus shown in fig. 3
and lights of spectral character shown in fig. 4. Case IV shows
the results of the three observers using the Ives acuity object.

The superior defining power of monochromatic light having

been quite conclusively established, it of course became of interest

to know in just what monochromatic light visual acuity is great-

est. Considerable work had been done on the subject but no
investigator had used purely monochromatic light of equal bright-

ness throughout the spectrum. Mr. J. S. Dow* measured the

acuity in lights of different colors obtained by means of incan-

descent electric lamps screened with gelatines and solutions of
* London III. Eng., Vol. 2, p. 233.
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various colors and arrived at the conclusion that the blue-green

end of the spectrum is somewhat more advantageous for close

work but not so good as red light for the illumination of objects

or patterns to be distinguished at a distance. Mr. S. W. Ashe'

used red, green, blue and clear glasses with an incandescent lamp

as a source. He found acuity less for the red and increasing in

the order green, blue and clear glass for the same illumination.

The spectrum through clear glass extends presumably over a

TABLE I.

Table Showing Ratio of Illumination.

Case Screen Source
Color of

transmitted
light

Approxi-
mate

illumina-
tion (ft-
candles)

Advantage of more
nearly monochro-
niatic'illumination
in distinguishing

detail

I

A

C

Mercury tube

Tungsten lamp

Green mer-
curj' line

Green
2.0 1-75

II
A
B

Tungsten lamp
Tungsten lamp

Yellow
Yellow 4.0 1-33

III
None
A

Sodium line

Tungsten lamp
Yellow
Yellow 0.5 1.66

IV
A

C

Mercury tube

Tungsten lamp

Green mer-
cury line

Green
0.6

(P.W.C.) 4.90
(M.L) 5.10

(H.E.I) 1.33

greater range than the colored lights ; therefore, according to Dr.

Bell's work and that of the writer the acuity should be less if

there were no other factors which largely influence the defining

power of the light. According to Mace de Lepinay the more

refrangible portion of the spectrum is less defining than the red

region. L. Loeser*' used red, green and white papers on which

black characters were printed. The papers were brought to equal

brightness and acuity was determined by noting the greatest dis-

tance at which the observer could distinguish the details on the

paper. By this method he obtained results which indicated a

greater acuity for green light than for red light. The characters

on the white card could be distinguished at nearly as great a dis-

5 Elec, World, Feb. 25, 1909.

6 Graefe Archiv. f. Oph. 69, p. 479.
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tance as those on the green card. A serious defect in his meas-

urements is the fact that the distances not being constant the

accommodating power of the eye compHcates the results. The

light from the colored papers of course was not monochromatic.

W. Uhthoff^ has measured acuity in monochromatic spectral

light of various wave-lengths. The curves in fig. 5 which are

of the abscissae
various Curves by

Relative Intensity

Fig. 5.—Relation of acuity and intensity for light of various wave lengths.

plotted from his data show the variation of acuity with intensity.

Unfortunately the abscissae of the various curves bear no known
relation to each other so that no conclusion can be drawn as to

the variation of acuity in lights of equal brightness but of differ-

ent colors. The curves, however, show that as for white light,

acuity in monochromatic spectral light changes less and less rap-

idly as equal brightness units are added. It must be remembered

that in order to vary acuity in arithmetical ratio the illumination

must be varied in geometrical ratio. This is a point too often

neglected in considering the acuity method of photometry.

Others have also investigated the question but to the writer's

7 Graefe Archiv. f. Oph. 36, p. 40.
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knowledge none has used monochromatic light of equal intensity

throughout the spectrum.

Owing to the conflicting results and the fact that in most of

the previous work the spectral character of the lights used is not

stated, it seemed of interest to determine the defining power of

light from various regions of the spectrum. In order to elimi-

nate as far as possible the eflfect of the chromatic aberration of

the eye a narrow portion of the spectrum was used, the light

which entered the eye being therefore practically monochromatic.

With the proper arrangement a very intense spectrum can be

obtained by the use of a prism and on account of the low lumi-

nosity values of the extremes of the spectrum it is necessary to

start with the highest possible brightness.

The apparatus used by the author is shown diagrammatically

@5 /J

f0

410 '-

^
Eye piece converted into
.in equality of brightness
photonaeter.

Figr. 6.—Diagram of apparatus.

in fig. 6. A Hilger constant-deviation spectroscope was used and

the various parts of the spectrum were viewed consecutively

through the eye-piece a. The width of the eye-piece slit could

be varied by means of the slides h, h, and a very narrow portion

of the spectrum could be viewed. The Ives acuity object c was
illuminated by a 500-watt tungsten lamp in a parabolic reflector.

From this an illumination of 1700 foot-candles was obtained at

I foot from the tip of the lamp. The light was directed on a

ground glass d in front of the acuity test-object. By revolving

the drum e the width of the lines can be decreased until they

become too small to be distinguished, the transmission of the
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test-object remaining constant. These lines were focused on the

colHmator slit / by the lens g. The drum was actually turned

by means of a pulley and belt k. The position of the drum was

read by means of the telescope i. These conveniences were added

in order to eliminate the distraction arising from undue shifting

of the head or body in making observations. The drum readings

are very nearly proportional to acuity. In the eye-piece there is

a pointer normally used as an index when the spectroscope is

used for determining wave-lengths. On this pointer was ce-

mented a small piece of magnesia-coated cardboard which was

illuminated by the light from the lamp / reflected from the small

mirror o. This cardboard formed one-half of the field of an

equality-of-brightness photometer. The shape of the field is

shown in enlarged detail in the lower right hand corner of fig. 6.

jj represents the portion of the spectrum being viewed. Across

this are seen the lines of the test-object when the drum e is in

such a position that the lines are coarse enough to be visible.

mm shows the magnesia surface, whose top edge is inclined away

from the observer enabling it to receive light from the mirror o.

The lamp / was all-frosted, producing a uniform illumination on

mm. The normal focussing distance for the writer's eye is about

14 inches and all observations were made at this normal reading

distance.

The procedure was as follows: The voltage of lamp ;' was

set at a value which gave the desired illumination on the mag-

nesia surface mm. The voltage was kept constant. The illu-

mination on the test-object was varied by varying the current

through the 500-watt lamp, ^\'ith the wave-length drum set as

far as practicable toward the extreme short-wave end of the

spectrum and with a constant voltage on the comparison lamp

several settings were made for equal brightness by varying the

current through the 500-watt lamp. The mean value of the

current readings was used while acuity readings were being

obtained. During the settings for equal brightness the drum e

was set so that the lines were invisible. The lamp / was extin-

guished while ten acuity readings were made by revolving the

drum e until the lines just disappeared. Fatigue was eliminated

as far as possible by resting the eye for some time after taking
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a number of observations at each wave-length and by starting

at different points of the spectrum. A 2.5 mm. artificial pupil

was used. The illumination on the ma^esia surface was 4.2 foot-

candles. The resultant brightness was somewhat lower than that

dne to an illumination of 4-2 foot-candles on a white surface

owing to the absorption of the eye-piece lenses and the 2.5 mm.

pupillary aperture.

The data found in this manner are shown in fig. 7 by the curves

which extend from 500/ijLi to 66o[xfi. The writer obtained many

curves of the same general character as I and II indicating that

430 4W *G0
Violet Green Yellow-

Wave Length ia /'/^

620

Orange
660

Ked

Fig. 7.—Variation of acuity with wave-length of light.

for his eye at least there was a considerable variation in acuity

throughout an equal-brightness spectrum. Curves I and II were

^ obtained on the morning and afternoon of the same day illus-

trating the fact that visual acuity is quite a variable function.

Curve III is a mean curve for the writer's eye and was obtained

by averaging about fifty observations obtained under identical

conditions at each point in the spectrum. These observations

extended throughout a period of two weeks. Curves IV and V
were obtained by other observers and represent a mean of only

ten observations at each point. For extending the investigation

into the blue and violet region of the spectrum the best source
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available is the mercury vapor lamp. A number of acuity read-

ings were taken for the three bright lines, 436/x^, 546/x/i, and

578/x/x (double). These results are shown in fig. 8. Curve VI

was obtained by the writer and Curve VII by the observer who

had obtained Curve V. If Curve VI is reduced to fit Curve III

it extends the writer's mean curve as shown in fig. 7.

It was at first thought that the difference in focus for red and

blue rays would cause appreciable diilerences in the acuity .settings

if the lines were not focused at each point in the spectrum. This

400 4J0 4«0 500 540
Wave Length in u u

Fig. 8.—Acuity in mercury spectrum.

was thoroughly tested out in the first part of the work by focus-

ing the lines for red rays and taking acuity readings throughout

the spectrum without re focusing. Next the lines were focused

for blue-green rays (500/xm) and acuity readings again taken at

all points without readjusting the eye-piece. Finally, the eye-

piece was adjusted at each station and acuity readings were taken.

In the three cases the same general result was obtained as far as

could be determined. Of course the natural fluctuations of the

acuity function are so large that the possible effects due to differ-

ence in focus might have been masked. Further experiments

also showed that the writer could focus his eye with equal ease

in any region of the spectrum at the normal reading distance
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used which was about 14 inches. Throughout the work, however,

care was taken to focus at each station except in the series just

described.

Justification for using the equaHty-of-brightness photometer

is found in the fact that throughout a wide range of illumination

visual acuity varies much more slowly than brightness. A large

error in brightness settings would therefore be necessary to

introduce appreciable change in the visual acuity measurements.

The relative changes of acuity and brightness as determined are

shown in table II. The unit of relative brightness is the illumina-

tion used in the preceding work. It appears from the data in

the table that for equal variations in brightness visual acuity

varies more rapidly at the extremes of the spectrum than it does

in the middle region. At ^Sofifi a decrease in visual acuity of

only 5 per cent, is obtained when the brightness is decreased 75

per cent. In curve VII the brightness at 436/xjLi must be increased

several hundred per cent, in order to obtain the same acuity as

at 58ofi/x. The data presented in table II are subject to the limi-

tations necessarily imposed by the fact that each value of relative

acuity was obtained from a mean of only ten readings by one

observer. However, the data are sufficiently reliable to show

that variations in acuity throughout the spectrum cannot be con-

sidered due to errors in brightness measurements. Aside from

the above argument it should be stated that the writer obtains

at ordinary illumination practically the same results by the flicker

and equality-of-brightness methods, and settings made with the

latter method are quite consistent.

In drawing conclusions from the data shown graphically in

figs. 7 and 8 more weight is given to curve III which is a mean

curve of several taken under identical conditions so far as they

were under the control of the observer. The curves obtained by

the two other observers, while irregular owing to the fewer

observations, show the same characteristics as shown in curve III.

It is quite evident that visual acuity depends not only on the

spectral character of the light but also on the wave-length. The

extremes of the visible spectrum show less defining power than

the middle region, the maximum acuity appearing to be in the

yellow region. Tlie writer realizes that the above data are incom-
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TABLE IL

I'ave-length Relative brightness Relative acuityi

660MM 1.00 1.00

•25 .85

620MM 4.00 I-05

1.00 1.00

•25 •93

580MM 4.00 1.05

1.00 1.00

25 •95

54OM/* 4.00 1.08

1.00 1.00

•25 .88

500H/J. 4.00 1.08

1.00 1.00

•25 .82

436jLijn 1.00 1.00

.25 .83

' The values of relative acuity in the last column are only comparable with those in

the same group. Groups cannot be compared with each other.

plete ; however, there can be little doubt that acuity is greatest

in the middle region which indicates that the eye does not follow

Lord Rayleigh's theorem which calls for a greater resolving

power in the blue region. This law which he deduced and veri-

fied for ideal physical conditions states that for constant aperture

the resolving power of a lens is inversely proportional to the

wave-length of light used. The eye, being such a defective

optical instrument and involving in its operation many physio-

logical and psychological factors, can hardly be expected to

follow the purely physical laws of optical instruments.

While Uhthoff's* work was not done with monochromatic lights

of equal brightness throughout the spectrum interesting conclu-

sions can be drawn from it with the assistance of the writer's

data. Uhthoff measured acuity in various regions of the spec-

trum of the light from a gas flame. Obviously the greatest

luminosity being in the yellow region acuity would be expected

to be greatest at that wave-length. As the luminosity decreases

toward the extremes of the spectrum, finally reaching zero value

at the limits, acuity diminishes rapidly. Unfortunately the lumi-

nosity curve of the gas flame is not given, thus limiting the use-

fulness in his investigations. He obtained acuity curves for four

8 Loc. cit.
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intensities. These are shown in fig. 9. It will be noted that the

maximum of the acuity shifts slightly toward the red end of the

spectrum as the intensity decreases. This is sort of a reversed

Purkinje shift. From these data it will be seen as shown in table

II that acuity changes more rapidly with intensity in light from

the extremes of the spectrum than it does in light from the

middle region. While UhthofT's work indicates a slight reversed

Purkinje effect his results are not conclusive because the work

of Koenig and also that of Mace de Lepinay and Nicati indicate

a regular Purkinje shift for the blue end of the spectrum while

the red and yellow regions undergo no shift at all.

The dotted line in fig. 9 shows the acuity curve obtained by a

4dapp 420 235 260 480 500 KO 540 560 MO 600 620 640 660 680~
wave-lenoth

Fig. 9.—Acuity in the spectrum of a gas flame at various intensities.

red-blind observer at the same intensity as Uhthoff's lowest curve.

The dashed line is the acuity curve for a green-blind observer at

the same intensity as the adjacent full-line curve. The maxima

of the acuity curves of the color blind observers do not occur at

the same wave-length as the maxima of their respective lumi-

nosity curves. The latter are not reproduced here.

On account of the fact that the ability to distinguish detail

depends on the spectral character and wave-length of light it is

evident that equal values of illumination derived from different

light sources should vary in their effectiveness. A practical diffi-
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culty in the use of monochromatic light which will give maximum
acuity is the distortion of color values and the most practical

solution is to use a sufficient amount of light of such character

that will give proper color values and cause no difficulty in see-

ing. In cases where the surroundings are free from color and

the work is of a character which demands high detail-revealing

power it should be of considerable advantage to use that light

which has the greatest defining power. Where such work is

being done the illumination should preferably be measured by

the acuity method because aside from the spectral character of

the light, the distribution and diffusion of the light affects acuity.

One practical difficulty in the use of an acuity photometer is its

extreme insensibility and another is that the measurements vary

much more with various observers than measurements by other

methods. In fact it seems that very little could be accomplished

in this manner. Another method would be to measure such illu-

minations with an ordinary photometer assigning acuity con-

stants which would depend on the illuminant, its surroundings,

its position relative to the work, and the distribution and diffu-

sion of the light. These constants must be obtained by long

research and thorough investigation of all the factors on which

acuity depends. Either method involves so many difficulties that

there is little encouragement at the present time to alter the estab-

lished methods of measuring illumination ; however, the second

method seems more desirable than the first. It must be remem-

bered that in the case of general illumination the eye is very

often only concerned with the vision of comparatively large sur-

faces which present a low degree of brightness difference between

one another and not with fine detail presenting the highest con-

trast such as reading print. The acuity method in such a case

would be unjust.

An experiment was carried out which illustrates the injustice

of acuity measurements where the object of the illumination is

not the revelation of fine detail. The acuity object used in the

previous work was illuminated from the rear side by tungsten

light through an opal glass. The lines were viewed through a

purple glass, diminishing the brightness very considerably yet

increasing acuity. This amounts to stating that in some cases a
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red liglit added to a blue light will give less acuity than either

source alone. This shows that brightness values obtained by the

acuity method cannot be added. This fact is an obvious one yet

it sho\vs that for many purposes for which light is used the

acuity method would give misleading results and would offer an

unfair comparison. Upon inquiring among several men who are

devoting their time to the problems bearing on scientific illu-

mination it was found that the concensus of opinion was that

only a small part of our '"seeing" is done by observation of fine

detail and much by observation of differences of light, shade and

color, except in very special cases.

COXCLUSIONS.

In so far as the effectiveness of illumination is influenced by

the detail-revealing power of light the following conclusions are

drawn

:

The chromatic aberration of the normal eye is approximately

two diopters. ^Monochromatic light produces a more well-defined

image on the retina than light of extended spectral character.

Consequently illuminants emitting most of their light in a cer-

tain narrow region of the spectrum are superior for use in dis-

tinguishing fine detail.

For a constant-brightness spectrum of a brightness corre-

sponding to a practical illumination (about 3 or 4 foot-candles)

visual acuity is greatest in the yellow region (^Sofiix). Unfortu-

nately the light which has the greatest defining power would

badly distort color values so that its practical use is limited.

Visual acuity varies much more slowly than brightness, vary-

ing in arithmetical ratio when brightness is varied in geometrical

ratio. For equal brightness variations acuitv changes more in

light from the extremes of the spectrum than it does in light

from the middle region.

The accommodating power of the eye is of importance in

determining visual acuity in lights of different colors. For near

vision blue light is more readily focused while for distant vision

the eye focuses red light with greatest ease. However, for

normal reading distances there seems to be, for the writer's eye

at least, no discernible difference in the ability to focus lights of

different colors.
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It would be desirable in certain cases to use the acuity method
in determining the effectiveness of an illumination, but its extreme

insensibility and the variation in the readings of dift"erent observ-

ers are against its use for practical purposes. In these cases the

most practical method will be found in the use of an ordinary

brightness photometer for measuring illumination and assigning

a constant which depends on the illuminant, its position, sur-

roundings, etc. Of course these constants must be determined

through investigation. In many cases, however, the usual pho-

tometric methods are more just than the acuity method.

At the same illumination it is probable that the revealing power
of most artificial illuminants of extended spectral character will

not differ bv a measurable amount.

DISCUSSIOX.

Mr. T. H. Aldrich: I should like to ask Mr. Luckiesh

whether any tests have been made as regards changing the color

value of any illuminant, such as the tungsten lamp, after its light

has been reflected by either an opal prismatic or an opaque re-

flector against any colored ceiling or wall, to determine whether

the color value of the light is changed materially? Have any

tests been made with monochromatic light, such as the mercury-

vapor light, whereby orange or red rays have been introduced by

the use of the tungsten lamp, to thus make the spectrum of the

mercury-vapor light more comparable with the spectrum of

daylight ?

Mr. J. R. Cravath : When investigating visual acquity it is

quite possible, as Mr. Luckiesh intimates, to get up artificial lab-

oratory conditions, which do not take into account large factors of

influence occurring in actual daily use of light. For example, in

the work^ that I did last summer in attempting to determine the

effect, of surroundings on the amount of light dift'erent in-

dividuals thought they wanted with which to read. I didn't find

out very much about the effect of the surroundings on the eye,

' J. R. Cravath, "Tlie Effectiveness of I,ight as Influenced by Systems and Surround-
ings, " Trans. I. E. S., vol. vi, p. 782.
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but I did find it made a great deal of difference from how many

directions the light happened to be falling on the paper.

As Mr. Luckiesh has said, about the only place where this
*

question of color of light comes up in commercial practise is in

the application of the mercury-vapor lamp in comparison with

other, and these results doubtless explain some of the popularity

of the mercurv-vapor lamp for industrial purposes, where ap-

parently the intensity of the illumination is not yery high, it

has been claimed for' a number of years that this light has quali-

ties which make it especially suitable for seeing details t is

only recently that scientific investigation has confirmed those

claims.

I should like to direct attention to one other point in practical

illumination right here to-night. I think most of us (I know

I have) have been sitting through this talk with a surprismgh

small amount of eyestrain or discomfort. Some of us have been

meeting here in Chicago frequently in a room where there is a

lar^e white screen which we have to face all the time, and that

screen was very highly illuminated. Some of us also go occasion-

ahy to the orchestra hall, where it used to be the custom to turn

out all lights except those lighting the sound shell, and we would

sit during the evening looking at that very lig^^^'-^-^^^^^^^f^

shell, and the result in most cases was not agreeable^ He e m

this room we have a fairly dark background only moderate y il-

luminated. It seems to me we have a practical point right here,

that we want to look after in general surroundings of audience

rooms.

Mk George C. Keech: I should like to ask Mr. Li.ck.esh

if'anv of the observers in these experiments of h>s wore eye-

glasses. I would also like to ask at what intensity does acu.ty

begin to varv as the logarithm of the intensity Also, have any

experiments 'been made to determine whether the hghtot great-

est acuity value cause the least eye fatigue, that is, ,s there less

fatigue under greater acuity conditions?

Mr M Lvckiesh (In reply): In answer to the question

raised by Mr. Keech, I will say that all the observers, from whoin

2L Je given, wore glasses. I have expressions from a number
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of casual observers whom I could not press into service, but

from whom I got expressions of opinion, and there was no

* question in anybody's mind that the printed matter illuminated

by monochromatic light was far more distinct. The fact is the

type seemed to stick right out as though embossed on the paper.

That was very evident throughout all our work.

In regard to the intensity at which the acuity curve turns here,

I am quite positive it is about one-tenth of a foot candle. It is

at a low illumination so that all these arguments hold throughout

the range of practical illumination.

In regard to the relation between acuity and the logarithm of

illumination there are two straight lines of different slope which

merge into each other at about one meter candle.

Regarding the experiments of acuity and monochromatic Hght

and the fatigue factor, there has not been much done besides one

piece of work- by Dr. Williams, in collaboration with Dr. Bell,

and that hardly had the element of fatigue in it. That is, they

examined a number of persons who had worked a long time in

mercury-vapor light, such as battery charging men and others

who were working under mercury-vapor light entirely, and found

that there were no ill effects. Immediately upon coming out

from under the influence of that light, they showed a blindness

to certain colors, but it was merely temporarily, and the mono-

chromatic light did not seem to show any permanent effects.

Some of them had worked under mercury-vapor light as long as

six months.

Now a numljer of us have made the statement at diff'erent

times that the fact that all the elements of the eye are not exer-

cised when we use such a light source as mercury-vapor light,

which radiates light only in a few wave lengths, may lead to

permanent injury or permanent effects. Of course that is merely

argument. Those tests seemed to indicate that there were no

permanent eff'ects. There are a great many problems to be solved

along that line, which involve a matter of time and a great many

subjects.

2 Electrical World, vol. 57, p. 1163.
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In regard to the matter of different kinds of reflectors changing

the color of the hght,—of course some of them do and some of

them don't. It is a very easy matter to see if they do. I am
not well enough acquainted with the dift'erent kinds of commercial

glassware to give any ideas regarding the color change ; but the

effect would be negligible. Of course, it is an easy matter to

change the quality of light by using any kind of colored glass.

In regard to the change in color value by reflection from walls,

of course it does change considerably. Take a room with green

walls, and we would notice quite a greenish tinge in the photom-

eter field under proper conditions. As a matter of fact, color

is only relative, and we do not ordinarily see those color changes

in the photometer, just as after night a tungsten light looks white

enough to us ; whereas in the middle of the day it looks quite

yellow. But of course reflection from walls does change the

color of the light on the test plane and every colored object in

the room assists somewhat in changing the color of the original

light.

'Sir. Aldrich has also asked a question pertaining to experiments

of adding red light to merury-vapor light to approach nearer

daylight. I know of some experiments that have just been made

on that problem. Dr. Cooper Hewitt has just added a fluorescent

reflector to his mercury vapor lamp. Now of course we all know
the unpleasant effects of mercury-vapor light on colors and it is

due to the fact that all the. colors are not present. In order to

see any color as it would appear in daylight one must have the

same distribution of energy throughout the spectrum as in day-

light. Now the fluorescent reflector of the mercury-vapor lamp

simply adds some red. It is quite effective in eliminating some of

the displeasing color distortions ; however, it is not much nearer

to daylight ; it simply adds some red that was not there. What
it needs is a green band also, then the color of the integral light

would be fairly good. As it was before, the mercury-vapor lamp

was a bluish green, now it is a bluish red or a pink, and it is not

much nearer daylight in integral value than it was before.

Mr. T. H.Aldrich : Carrying out your argument, I would
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like to ask regarding changing the color value of light by re-

flecting it against colored walls and ceilings, that is, if the light

from the tungsten lamp when directed against a ceiling having

a light blue tint (of course I realize there would be a considerable

loss in absorption) would not the resultant light on the plane

of usage be nearer to the color ^•alue of daylight than it was

before? Would the change in color be perceptible to the eye?

Would it be noticeable in the spectroscope or colorimeter?-'

]\Ir. ]\I. Luckiesh : One could notice it, but it would be an

infinitesimally small increment toward daylight. There is no

way to obtain proper color value iDy selective reflection without

reducing the efficiency very much.

Mr. T. H. Aldrich: That is, reflecting it through different

colored glass screens in order to get the daylight spectrum? In

making the tests for visual acuity with the mercury-vapor lamp,

how large an area was used in getting that color into your focus?

How many square inches of the surface of the mercury-vapor

lamp were used? Was the whole lamp used, the regular long

tube, about four feet long?

Mr. 'M. Luckiesh : The light was passed through the prism

of the spectroscope and a small rectangular field was seen. The
lamp was not seen at all.

Mr. T. H. AlDRiCH : In making a just comparison between the

visual acuity of the mercury-vapor lamp and the tungsten lamp,

was much stress laid upon the fact of the comparative great differ-

ence in intrinsic brilliancies, of both units and the color of light?

The tungsten lamp filament has approximately an intrinsic bril-

liancy of 1,000 candle-power per square inch, and the mercury-

vapor lamp has approximately 15 candle-power per square inch.

Where one t}'pe of light is compared with another, I believe that

in judging the inherent color value of one light against the other,

from a visual acuity standpoint, that considerable stress should

be laid upon the intrinsic brilliancies of both units in question.

I know of one installation that I came in contact with recently,

where mercury-vapor lamps were in use in a draughting room

for some time ; the wattage consumed was approximately 2,322

watts as compared with a tungsten installation wattage of 3,000.

after the change was made. I had no flicker photometer for meas-
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uring the foot candles b\- the mercury vapor light. With the tung-

sten light some 6 foot-candles were measured. The wattage with

the tungsten lamps was 2.21 watts per square foot, as against 1.7

per square foot with the mercury-vapor previously. Some twenty

draughtsmen are working under this new installation of indirect

lighting, and with success. I may possibly be wrong in my de-

ductions, but from practical observations I believe the question

01 intrinsic brilliancy and color values is worthy of careful con-

sideration.

Mr. ]\I. Luckiesh : Whether intrinsic brilliancy plays much

part, is an unsettled question. As a matter of fact I think that

we are coming to the opinion that intrinsic brilliancy plays a less

important part than we heretofore considered. However, I have

taken pains here to say that in these cases the most practicable

method will be found in the use of the ordinary brightness of the

photometer for measuring illumination and assigning a constant

which depends on the illuminant, its possible surroundings, etc.

1 had in mind that very thing, the character of light, intrinsic

brilliancy, and all things that are directly concerned with the il-

luminant, and without question these measurements should be

made in practise. That is where they are used, and that is where

they should be compared.

]^Ir. T. H. Aldrich : One thing I notice in practise which I

think is one of the strong points of the mercury-vapor lamp, is

the large square inch area that is used in this unit ; it also has

a very low intrinsic brilliancy, with very small square inch sur-

face. I think this is quite noticeable to the layman in the factories

where it is installed.

Mr. M. Luckiesh : In regard to the layman, I don't have

much confidence in him as an investigator. I think he is the last

fellow one ought to go to for final opinions. If you want to put a

safety device over some gear to avoid the possibility of getting

his arm in there, he will object to it because it is a departure

from what he is used to. While your point is all right in regard

to the intrinsic brilliancy, that is in regard to the fact that the

intrinsic brilliancy may play some part, d have no doubt but

what it does play some part). I think it is of less importance
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than we used to think it was. I think it is largely the amount of

light than conies into the eye. Of course we know that it is not

well to have a light piercing one's eye, and we know that we are

not much troubled with after images from low brilliancy sources.

I don't want to be understood as saying that intrinsic brilliancy

is of little importance I merely want to say I don't know how-

important it is.
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COUXCrL NOTES.

At the meeting of the council held in the general office, 29

West Thirty-ninth Street, New York, May 10, the committee on

financial policy presented a report signed by a minority of the

committee recommending a division of the society's membership

into three classes. The proposed classifications were discussed

at length, but the report was laid on the table for the June meet-

ing when all the members of the council shall have had an oppor-

tunity to consider the recommendations.

The chairman of the committee on illumination primer, Mr.

L. B. Marks, reported that the primer which had been revised

many times was about completed. He added that the final report

of the committee might be expected at the June council meeting.

Mr. Norman Macbeth, chairman of the 1912 convention com-

mittee, reported that the convention would probably be held

during the second week of September, although the dates had

not been decided upon definitely. Niagara Falls, Canada, was

the place selected at the April council meeting.

A special committee consisting of Messrs. L. B. Marks, Louis

Bell and J. R. Cravath, which had been appointed at the April

meeting of the council to consider what policy the society should

pursue in replying to inquiries pertaining to engineering services,

lighting accessories, etc.. reported that in replying to such

inquiries the society should state that it is not in a position to

make any recommendations. The recommendation of the com-

mittee was adopted.

Dr. Louis Bell reported orally on a meeting of the committee

on hygiene of the eye of the American Medical Association

which he had attended. Dr. Bell mentioned that at the latter

meeting various suggestions pertaining to research work w'ere

put forth tentatively, which if carried out would be of interest

to the society.
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President Lansingh read an invitation which had been tendered

to the society to participate in a congress on hygiene and demog-

raphy under the auspices of the United States Government in

Washington next September. He also read his reply to the

invitation in which he stated that the society could not accept

the invitation inasmuch as it could not furnish an exhibit, but

that the society would, if desired, be glad to arrange for a

suitable paper on illumination to be presented at the congress.

Mr. George S. Barrows was appointed chairman of a com-

mittee to reconsider a resolution passed by the council in January,

1909, prohibiting the use of trade names in the Transactions

of the society. Since the adoption of the latter resolution various

members of the council have questioned both the advisability

and practicability of this policy. It was understood that definite

recommendations on the subject would be received shortly from

the committee. The other members of the committee are Dr. A. S.

McAllister and Mr. Bassett Jones, Jr.

The question of whether the society should publish papers on

illuminating engineering, either in toto or in abstract, read before

other societies was discussed briefly and later referred to the

editing and publication committee. In transmitting this question

to the committee for consideration, the council voiced the opinion

that it favors the incorporation of matters of importance in the

Transactions.

A repQrt of progress was received from the committee on

nomenclature and standards. A resolution by the committee

withdrawing its proposal for an international conference on

photometric units pending developments in the Zurich Commis-

sion was endorsed.

A monthly report on the current finances and membership of

the society was received from the assistant secretary. Payment

of April bills amounting to $919.27 was authorized, in accord-

ance with a recommendation of the finance committee.

Progress reports were received from the membership com-

mittee, committee on illumination exhibit, committee on recip-

rocal relations with other societies, committee on nomenclature

and standards, advertising committee and the section development

committee.
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Thirteen applicants were elected to membership.

Those present at the meeting were Messrs. \'. R. Lansingh,

president; J. T. Maxwell, C. J. Russell, G. S. Barrows, Norman

Macbeth, H. E. Ives, A. J. Marshall, L. B. Marks, J. R. Cravath,

Louis Bell and P. S. Millar, general secretary.

SECTIO?^^ XOTES.

CHICAGO SECTION.

''Street Lighting" was the subject of discussion at the meeting

of the Chicago section May '^'S-
Numerous interesting written

and oral discussions were received from various members of the

local and other sections of the society. This meeting concluded

the present season of the section.

The following officers were elected for next season : chairman,

Prof. Wm. E. Barrows. Armour Institute of Technology,

Chicago, 111. ; secretary, Air. J. B. Jackson, 28 North Market

Street. Chicago. 111. ; managers, Messrs. F. A. Vaughn, S. E.

Church, J. R. Cravath. Edward Wray, and J. W. Foster.

NEW YORK SECTION.

The New York section held a joint meeting with the New
York chapter of the American Institute of Architects in the

United Engineering Societies Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth

Street, New York, May 2. A paper on "The Relation of Light

to Shadow and Color in Design" was presented by Messrs.

Bassett Jones, Jr., and Henry Hornbostel. Mr. Jones supple-

mented the paper with a number of demonstrations showing the

influence of the direction of light on a number of ornamental

columns and interior designs. The use of color to bring out

various details in relief was also illustrated. About two hun-

dred members of the society and the institute were present.

Preceding the meeting there was an informal dinner at Keene's

Chop House. 70 West Thirty-sixth Street, New York.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

chairman. Mr. G. H. Stickney, General Electric Co., Harrison,

N. J. ; secretary, Mr. Clarence L. Law, 124 West 42nd Street,

New York; managers, Messrs. H. Thurston Owens, Albert J.

Marshall. Wm. A. D. Evans, Thomas Scofield and W. H.

Spencer.
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PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

The final meeting of the present season of the Philadelphia,

section was held May 17 at the Bingham Hotel. Prof. A. J.

Rowland presented a paper on the subjects of "Calculation of

Illumination" and "Principles of Photometry." Mr. C. O. Bond

exhibited various lighting standards which included the pentane

lamp, the sperm candle, the Elliott kerosene lamp and others.

About 190 members and visitors were in attendance. The usual

informal dinner preceded the meeting.

The following officers for the ensuing season were elected r

chairman. Prof. A. J. Rowland, Drexel Institute, Philadelphia,

Pa. ; secretary, Mr. L. B. Eichengreen, 1401 Arch Street, Phila-

delphia. Pa. ; managers. Messrs. J. D. Israel, F. N. Morton,.

R. F. Pierce, George Hoadley and E. B. Gillender.

PITTSBURG SECTION.

The Pittsburg section held a meeting May 17 in the auditorium

of the Western Society of Engineers. A symposium on direct,

indirect and semi-indirect lighting in three parts was presented

by Mr. Thomas Rolph of the Nelite Works of the General Elec-

tric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. J. G. Henninger of the

National Electric Lamp Association, Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr.

S. G. Hibben of the Macbeth-Evans Glass Company, Pittsburg,.

Pa. The paper occasioned considerable interesting discussion.

It will appear in the June issue of the Transactions.

The following officers for the season 1912-1913 were elected:-

chairman, Prof. H. S. Hower, Carnegie Technical Schools, Pitts-

burg, Pa. ; secretary, C. J. Mundo, General Electric Co., Oliver

Building, Pittsburg, Pa. ; managers, Messrs. C. E. Clewell, W..

Edgar Reed, E. R. Roberts, W. ^I. Skiff and S. B. Stewart.

NEW ENGLAND SECTION.

The New England section held a meeting April 29 in the audi-

torium of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company, Boston^

Messrs. Edward Burdett, chief counsel of the Edison Electric-

Illuminating Company of Boston, Mr. W. W. Freeman of the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, Mr. W. H.

Blood, Prof. H. Kropp and others discussed the subject of "Com-

petition or Monopoly in the Supply of Public Service."
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INDIRECT LIGHTIXG IX AUDITORIUAIS.*

BY H. B. WHEELER.

This paper describes briefly the indirect Hghting installations

in the auditoriums of the Eighth Church of Christ Scientist and

the North Chicago Hebrew Congregation, of Chicago, and the

Milage Auditorium at Glen Ellyn. 111. It also includes various

test data obtained from these installations.

Eighth Church of Christ Scientist.

Description of Auditori-um.—Fig. i shows the interior of the

Eighth Church of Christ Scientist. The area under the dome is

60 ft. by 60 ft. with the ceiling 50 ft. high at the center. Each

Fig. I.—Interior of the Eighth Church Christ Scientist, Chicago, 111.

side arch is 16 ft. by 60 ft.; the ceiling is 30 ft. high to

the center of the arch. Two rear arches, not shown in this pic-

ture, are 40 ft. by 60 ft. with ceilings 28 and 24 ft. high.

The decorations throughout the auditorium are light, the ceil-

ing being an ivory white and the walls a cream color. The pews

are of dark birch and the furnishings, rugs, etc., are dark green.

* A paper read before a meeting of the Chicago section of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society, January i8, 1912.
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Lighting Fixtures}—The center fixture contains twenty 250-

watt tungsten lamps equipped with concentrating reflectors. The
tops of the reflectors are 12 ft. from the ceiling. The distance

from the ceiling was determined by the distribution curve of

the reflector employed in the fixture, which is shown in fig.

2. This fixture is one of the largest indirect units that has

Fig. 2.—Distribution curve of the concentrating reflector (with a 250-watt

tungsten lamp) employed in the large indirect lighting fixture.

ever been installed. It measures 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter and 36

in. in depth. It weighs 800 pounds. It is lowered for cleaning

by means of a windlass.

Three smaller indirect fixtures hang under each side arch.

Each fixture contains five lOO-watt tungsten lamps equipped

Fig. 3.—Distribution curve of a concentrating reflector (with a loo-watt

tungsten lamp) employed in the smaller indirect units.

with concentrating reflectors. The distribution curve of the

reflectors employed in these fixtures is shown in fig. 3.

1 The fixtures, including the reflectors, mentioned in the paper are manufactured by
the National X-Ray Reflector Company.
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Suspended from each of the two rear arches are three other

indirect fixtures. Each of these fixtures is equipped with six

lOO-watt tung-sten lamps fitted with concentrating reflectors hke

those used in the side units.

The glass blanks of the reflectors are of one piece, plated with

pure silver and covered with an elastic enamel to protect the

silver from chipping and peeling. The surface of all reflectors

is fire-glazed so as to make cleaning easy. The reflectors are

corrugated to afiford good diffusion.

Fig. 4 shows the equipment of the smaller fixtures. This

Fig. 4.—Interior equipment of the indirect lighting fixture.

equipment consists of a central body to which all the arms fasten.

These bodies are arranged so that any number of arms can be

used. A socket and shade holder attachment are employed to

keep the reflector in a correct position as regards the lamp

filaments.

Illumination Data.—Illumination tests were made by the manu-

facturer of the reflectors between the hours of 6:30 and 9 p. m.,

January 12, 1912, to determine the average foot-candles of
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illumination in the auditorium and to ascertain the efficiency of

the entire system with the lamps burning at their rated voltage.

In this particular interior, it was a rather difficult matter to

divide the floor area into equal rectangles for stations. Stations

that would give a fair average were selected generally in the

aisles, although some were taken in the pews.

Fig. 5 shows the floor plan of this auditorium with the num-

bered test stations. The first test was made with all the lights

burning in the main auditorium, in the wings and under the

Fig. 5.—The floor diagram of auditorium showing location of test stations.

arches. Readings were taken first at station one and then at the

other stations in the order of their numbers. Each station gave

a fair average for its particular area. Six illuminometer read-

ings were taken at each station with a Sharp-!Millar photometer.

Simultaneously voltage readings were taken on the switchboard.

The foot-candle readings were averaged at each of the eighteen

stations and all reduced to 117 volts ; this was the voltage at which

the lamps gave their rated wattage, their rating being 113-115 and
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117 volts. To determine the socket voltage, the distance from the

switchboard to each fixture was scaled from wiring plans; the

drop was then approximated and the load at each outlet ascer-

tained. The socket voltage was found to be loi volts.

Illuminometer readings were next taken with only the large

center fixture burning. All illuminometer readings were taken

on a horizontal plane 30 inches above the floor.

Fig. 6 illustrates the character of the illumination on a longi-
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Fig. 6.—Curves showing intensity of illumination over a longiUidinal

section of the auditorium.

tudinal line through the center of the church. The full line

curve represents the results obtained with all units burning; the

broken line curve with only the large center unit burning. At

the front of the church, inside the rear arches, the illumination

dropped ofif slightly when all lights were burning. \\'ith the
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Fig. 7.—Curves showing the illumination over a transverse section of the auditorium.

center fixture alone burning the distribution was, of course, not

as uniform, there being a considerable drop at each end of the

auditorium. Both curves were plotted from the average of the

foot-candle readings at each station reduced to 117 volts.

Fig. 7 shows the illumination results obtained on a line running

crosswise through the centre of the church.
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The illumination results obtained with all units burning were

as follows

:

Average foot-candles at 117 volts 3.0

Average foot-candles at loi volts 1.76

Per cent, efficiency" 26.3

The above-mentioned results represent the average of six illu-

minometer readings at each station. The wattage was 1.45 per

square foot.

Table I

—

Illumixometer Readings in Auditorium of the
Eighth Church of Christ Scientist.

All lights burning: Centre fixture alone

Foot-candles Koot-candles Foot-candles Foot-candles
loi volts at at rated loi volts at at rated

Station socket volts (117) socket volts (117)

1 2.01 3.45

2 1.36 2.2,2,

3 1-27 2.17

4 74 1-27

5 1. 17 2.01

6 2. 1

1

3.62

7 2.i7 4.06 1.03 1.77

8 2.18 3-47 1-75 300
9 2.18 3.47 1.70 2.91

10 1.72 2.94 1.41 2.42

11 1.68 2.87 1.30 2.22

12 2.02 3.46 1.23 2. II

13 2.26 3.87 1.01 1.73

14 2.25 3.86 1.44 2.47

15 1.46 2.50 .5 .85

16 1.87 3.20 .85 146

17 1.27 2.18 .51 .88

18 1.59 2.73

19 1.48 2.54

Average 1.76 3.02 1.21 2.08

With only the center fixtures burning the following results

were obtained

:

- The efficiencies given in this paper were determined from the rated lamp lumens,

viz.: 2168 lumens for the 250-watt tungsten lamp and S30 for the loo-watt lamp. A con-

servative efficiency rating of the reflectors used in the several units is So^ . The reflectors

in the small fixture had been cleaned a week previous to the test, while those in the

large fixtures were cleaned one month previous to the test. The accumulation of dust

on the reflectors during the time prior to the test was slight.
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Average foot-candles at 117 volts 2.08

Average foot-candles at loi volts 1.21

Per cent, efficiency 33.4

The latter result is merely approximate because it was difficult

to determine the extent of the area illuminated by the central

fixture. It is to be expected, however, that in this case the effi-

ciency would be higher, because the wall loss is less than in the

case w'hen all the fixtures were burning.

Table I gives the illumination results obtained at the various

stations in the auditorium.

XoRTH Chicago Hebrew Church.

Description of Auditorium.—Fig. 8 shows the interior of the

North Chicago Hebrew Church. This interior is 70 ft. by 88 ft.

;

Fig. S.—Auditorium of the North Chicago Hebrew Congregation.

the ceiling at the center is 52 ft. and under the wings 30 ft. ; the

walls are light bufif and the ceiling is white; the stairs and wood-

work are finished in oak. The floor is of cement and the aisles

are covered with light rose carpet. In the center of the arched

ceiling there is a ground glass skylight 16 ft. by 26 ft.
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Lighting Fixtures.—Six indirect fixtures, three on each side

of the auditorium, and a batter)'- of 52 helmet-shaped concentrat-

,jso WATT ump

Fig. 9.—Distribution of light about the 'helmet'" concentrating reflector.

ing reflectors furnish the illumination for this auditorium. Twen-
ty-six of the reflectors are concealed on each side of the arched

ceiling on the cornice. The distribution cur\-e of these reflectors

is shown in fig. 9. The six fixtures along the sides of the audi-

torium each contain five lOO-watt tungsten lamps with concen-

trating reflectors having a distribution curve as shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 10.—Cross-section of the auditorium of the North Chicago Hebrew Congregation.
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1 he tops of the reflectors are 60 inches from the ceiling. Theo-

retically, this distance is a trifle low inasmuch as there are large

wall losses ; but in this particular instance the walls being of a

light buff and the ceiling of white the decrease in illumination is

not very noticeable. The fixtures may be lowered for cleaning.

Fig. 10 shows a cross section of the church. The cove where

the battery of reflectors is concealed is shown. The reflectors

cannot be seen from practically any part of the church. The

reflectors are readily accessible for cleaning.

Illumination Data.—Fig. 11 shows the floor plan of the audi-

torium with the location of the test stations. The interior, being

Fig. II.—Diagram of the auditorium showing the location of test stations.

a symmetrical one, was divided into four equal rectangles. Im

each rectangle twenty stations were located. Three illuminometer

readings were taken as near the center of each rectangle as the

pews would permit and the results were reduced to 120 volts.

The readings taken at each of the twenty test stations were

averaged with the following results

:

All Lights Burning.

Average foot-candles at 120 volts 2.18

Per cent, efficiency 20.9

Watts per square foot 1.33
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The averages of the various readings obtained at the several

stations are shown in table II.

Table II

—

Illuminometer Readings from the North
Chicago Hebrew Congregation.

All lights Cove lights only
burning burning

Average foot- Average foot-
candles at rated candles at rated

Station No. volts (120) volts (120)

1 2.63 2.41

2 2.66 2.34

3 2.65 • 2.47

4 2.26 1.98

5 2.11 1.65

6 2.38 1.99

7 2.60 1.93

8 2.82 2.1

1

9 • 2.43 1.79

10 2.44 1 .84

11 2.07 1.29

12 2.13 1.44

13 1-65 I.OI

14 1-96 1.05

15 2.02 .99

16 2.12 1.02

17 1-92 .72

18 I.8I .-z

19 1-73 -69

20 1.28 .58

The efficiency of the system of lighting in the interior of this

church was affected somewhat by the cove construction of the

central portion of the ceiling, that is the large skylight, and in

that five of the fixtures under the side arches had not been

cleaned since the previous November. The batteries of reflectors

and one side fixture which were cleaned three weeks prior to the

test, were found to be free from dust when examined at the

time of test.

From the illuminometer readings obtained at the same stations

previously mentioned with only the batteries of concentrating

reflectors burning, an average illumination of 1.5 foot-candles

was obtained. In calculating this average, readings were taken

at the same stations previously mentioned and the results were

reduced to 120 volts, the lamps being rated at 116, 118 and 120

volts.
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Curves representing the illumination intensity, which were

plotted from the illuminometer readings taken at stations 17, 16,
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Fig. 12.—Curves showing the intensity of illumination along a central

horizontal section of the auditorium.
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Fig. 13.—Intensity of illumination along section at right angles to a

central horizontal line of the auditorium.

9, 8, I, 2, 3, and 4 with all lights burning and with only the

batteries of concentrating reflectors burning, are shown in figs.

12 and 13.

Village Auditorium.

Description of Auditorium.—Fig. 14 shows a cross-section of

Fig. 14.—Cross-section of the Village Auditorium at Glen Ellyn, 111.
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the village auditorium at Glenn Ellyn, which is 40 by 60 ft. This

interior was selected for test in that everything in it was brand

nev/. The ceiling and walls are of a pure white putty coat plaster

and the floor is of a very light maple. The ceiling is 15 ft. high

in the center of the auditorium; it slopes down to the sides where

it is 12 ft high.

Lighting Fixtures.—Three indirect fixtures, each containing

seven lOO-watt tungsten lamps are suspended 60 inches from

the ceiling. This distance was, of course, determined from the

Fig. 15.—Distribution curve of the reflectors used with loo-watt lamp in the

lighting units of the Village Auditorium.

distribution curve of the reflectors used in the fixture. Fig. 15

shows this distribution curve.

Fig. 16 shows the floor plan of the auditorium with the loca-

tion of the test stations.

Illumination Data.—Illuminometer readings were taken at each

of the thirty numbered stations and the results calculated as in

the two other installations described in this paper. The lamps

were rated at 106, 108 and no volts; the service voltage aver-

aged 109 volts. The results obtained were as follows

:

Average foot-candles at 1 10 volts 4.20

Per cent, efficiency 0.56

Watts per square foot 0.87
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The latter efficiency figures may seem somewhat high, but

when one considers that the decorations are pure white and the

floor of white maple and the ceiling has a high reflecting

coefficient the correctness of the stated efficiency becomes

Table III

—

Illuminometer Readings erom the Village

Auditorium, GlEn Ellyn, III.

Average foot
candles at rated

Station volts no

1 364
2 3.54

3 3.08

4 2.56

5 2.01

6 6.26

7 560

8 4-27

9 3-29

10 2.30

11 6.28

12 5-58

13 4-29

14 Z-'^l

15 2.36

16 6.34

17 545
18 428

19 350
20 300

21 6.36

22 5-43

23 430

24 348

25 302

26 6.91

27 •• 5-93

28 4-55

29 350

30 2.26

apparent. In a paper^ read by .Messrs. Lansingh and Rolph at

the Illuminating Engineering Society convention in 1908 an effi-

ciency of 79 per cent, with indirect lighting in a room with pure

white ceiling, walls and floor is stated.

3 Trans. I. E. S. vol. Ill, p. 593.
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The results of the illumination readino-s obtained at the various
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Fig. i;.—Cur\-e showing intensity of illumination in the Village Auditorium.

Stations in this auditorium are given in table III. These are

shown graphically in fig. 17.

COXCLUSIOX.

In all the tests discussed in this paper, the same instruments

and methods of reducing results were employed. It is hoped

that the readings given will be of interest as data obtained from

three typical indirect lighting installations of auditoriums under

actual service conditions.
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SHOW WINDOW LIGHTING.

BY J. G. HENNINGER.

With the inception of the incandescent lamp there opened a

hitherto unreaHzed, perchance unthought of field, both of illumin-

ation and of display. Show windows there have been for years,

but not in the complete sense that they are known to-day.

One does not have to go far into the pages of history to find

records of the store with its big oil lamps, or its myriads of

candles. Today actual stores may be found wherein the windows

are lighted by means of large oil lamps fitted with big tin shades.

The big square paned windows are piled up with merchandise

of various sorts, while above all hangs the big old oil lamp.

In the cities gas jets have for a long time furnished all of the

illumination to be had for windows. These jets placed along the

upper front edge of the window and backed up with bright tin

reflectors shed a not unpleasant light over the wares on display.

The carbon incandescent lamp opened a new field. With its

introduction, illumination standards were raised and with them

the idea as to what constituted a window display.

How these good people did misuse their lamps ! They out-

lined their windows and they outlined this and that, so that with

all the good, citizens of the town had rather a difficult task

to look past a wall of light to see what was shown in the window.

The jump from the oil flame and gas jet to the carbon lamp

meant an increase in intrinsic brilliancy from 3 to 8 to about 375
candle-power per square inch.

Science and experience have proven that a brilliancy of 375
candle-power per square inch is far above what can be safely

and comfortably stood by the eye ; nevertheless, there was quite

a period of time during which outline lighting was very popular

for show windows.

As I stated once before, window lighting is not new by any

means, nor is the show window new, but never before in the

history of commerce has the show window occupied the place of

prominence that it occupies to-day. What large store is without

its window dresser and his equipment ? Do not these large con-
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cerns spend large sums of money annually on their windows?

They obtain the best of plate glass. They put in the handsomest

woodwork and fittings. It is their desire to have their wmdows

stand out like an oasis in a desert.

What constitutes good show window illumination? How may

one distinguish between a poorly lighted and a well lighted

window? "That window is well lighted in which the wares on

display are so illuminated as to stand out clearly and distmctly

without a thought arising in the observer's mind relative to the •

manner in which the window lighting is done." I speak with

regard to the average individual. It is perfectly obvious that a

man interested in window dressing and in illumination in general,

will immediately wish to find out all details regarding the con-

struction of the window, the number of lamps used, the size and

type of reflector, etc.

A show window may be compared to a stage. Just as the

scenic artists strive to produce the most attractive set-ups, so the

window dresser strives to produce the most attention-compelling

windows of which he is capable.

To sudy show window illumination, the following outline is

convenient

:

1. Intensity of illumination required in window.

2. Street lighting—Its effect on window illumination.

3. Glare—Exposed lamps.

Reflection from glass backing.

Mirrors.

4. Window background—Proper.

Improper.

5. Reflection from plate glass.

Reflection of light sources within window.

Reflection from street lamps.

6. Dress of window, with special reference to the arrange-

ment of wares on display.

7. Light sources, arrangement, reflectors, diiTusion, etc.

The intensity of illumination required in any show window

will depend upon several things: locality of store, standard of

illumination in that locality, and kind of goods displayed.
_

In a large town, on an important street where signs, neighbor-
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ing windows, street lighting, and all are turning the very night

into day, the standard of illumination will necessarily be much

higher than on a side street or on the outskirts of the town;

hence, the merchant must have his windows lighted in keeping

with those of his neighbors. It frequently happens in some of

our large cities where the standard of illumination on the street

is very low that a very moderate intensity of illumination will

be quite sufificient. There are a number of small towns where

the standard of illumination is considerably higher than it is in

towns many times their size. It is partly on account of these

facts that engineers, in giving the intensity of illumination re-

quired for show windows, say that it may be anyw^here from

5 to 25 foot-candles.

Naturally it takes a great deal more light to make a dark

colored object stand out distinctly than it does a light colored

object. Of course, there are exceptions to this rule. A
dark object seen against a light background would obviously

stand out much more clearly than an object of the same color as

its back-ground ; but, stating the average case, much more light

is required by a window of dark tone than by one in which

the color tone is light ; hence, a merchant displaying light goods,

need not illuminate his windows to the intensity required by

the same window when it is filled with dark goods.

During the past two years while a crusade for great

"White Ways" has been pushed so vigorously in many cities,

there has been a great deal of discussion as to whether or not

the increased intensity of street lighting spoiled the effect of

electric signs and windows. There is no doubt that in a number

of instances the effect of window lighting has been spoiled by

an over generous supply of street lighting. Many merchants

have found that they had to double and some times treble the

amount of light used in their windows. In some few cases the

window lighting has been omitted altogether, the merchant

depending upon street lighting to illuminate his wares.

Viewing a window illuminated from the outside is ju'.t about

the same as viewing a body in a morgue. A window lighted

externally can be nothing more or less than "dead" in appearance.

As some of the poets have said it is "the light from within"
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which is indicative of life. A person viewing a wnidow hghted

only by street lamps alone must immediately come to the con-

clusion that the merchant is either not wide enough awake to

energetically get after new business or doesn't care for it.

Street illumination of high intensity cannot but have its effect

on window illumination. However, in the average large city,

the intensitv of window illumination is so high, anywhere from

15 to 25 foot-candles, that the street illumination would have to

have an excessive intensity in order that there be no contrast

between the two. Tn mv opinion the glare from high candle-

pjg. i._A splendid example of glare in window lighting.

power units is the feature of street Ughting which is objection-

able A street properlv equipped with ornamental standards

should in no wise detract from the effect of the show windows.

If the intensitv of the show windows is so low that the ordinary

ornamental standard installation puts them at a disadvantage,

it is about time that the merchants were startled out of slumber

and persuaded to light their windows.

It hasn't been many years since it was the fashion to 1
1
urnin

-

ate show windows by means of an outline of lamps. Indeed,

there are a great many installations today which still glare at the
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passer-by. There are some kinds of stores and some localities

were outline lighting is a good thing, but these may be classed

under the head of "commercial enterprises which wish to at-

tract attention to the institution as a whole" rather than to an

individual piece of merchandise which may catch the attention of

a possible customer. Outline lighting was never intended to

illuminate wares in such a fashion that a person could see them
well. It should be classed as display lighting and not as window
illumination.

Another form of illumination which is just as objectionable

'J.^^3^,: -r ^ ;•-;-•.--:!'

P'ig. 2.—An expensively built window, and nicely dressed, spoiled by glaring

light units in the plane of sight.

is the use of high candle-power units in front of a window. It

may be a good business getter on the part of the power company

or gas company, but it is very poor engineering; to my mind it

seems that business obtained upon a more sound and sane founda-

tion would be much more acceptable. Of course, there are excep-

tions to this criticism. There are a number of small dealers who
never would be interested in anything that was not cheap and it

is these people who can be cared for very nicely by means of

such window illumination. It is scarcely worth while for any-

body to bother in particular over such an installation.

The concensus of opinion to-day, I am sure, is in favor of
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having the light sources in a window completely screened from

view. If the lamps are not properly equipped with reflectors, the

reflection from the glass window backing is apt to prove ob-

jectionable to persons viewing the window. The eye involun-

tarily follows the light and anyone who takes time to observe

people looking into a show window where the reflection from

window backing is bad will notice these people glance up to see

where the light is coming from.

The choice of background for a window is a very important

proceeding and one which should be made with a great deal of

' > O )

Fig. 3.—A good window except for the reflection from the window backing.

care. It is impossible to get a background which will show up

well with all wares which are apt to be displayed in the windows

of the average mercantile establishment. Clear glass in most

cases is objectionable, not only due to reflection, but due to the

fact that it gives the window no solidity. Ripple glass or various

forms of art glass can be successfully used in the rear of a win-

dow for the reason that there is practically no surface reflection

and its range of color is such that a glass can be chosen suit-

able for practically any finish of window.

Mirrors may have the eflfect of giving depth to a window,

but unless very carefully used, they are apt to be a great detri-

ment. Reflection of windows across the street certainly de-
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tracts from the effect of display. Every passing- automobile or

street car is pictured in the mirror and the prospective customer

will look up in spite of himself. Fig. 5 shows a high, narrow,

window fitted with a mirror background which was a much better

advertisement for the man across the street than it was for the

merchant himself. In my opinion, the thing to do is to put up

a neat, substantial appearing window and then arrange to change

the background to suit the wares displayed. I have carefully

watched the windows of a large store in Cleveland and have

noted the fact that the window dresser very carefully observes

this principle. The windows, themselves, are finished in ma-

hoganv and the hardwood floor, for the greater part of the time,

ji£3^P^ , ^

nM
'SL^M ^*' ?T^ <^,

Fig. 4.—A nicely built window. The background is of a neutral tone. The diffusion is

not quite good enough, although the shadows in the window are not objectionable.

is covered with dark green cloth. This combination is excellent

for displaying light or neutral colored goods. When the display

is changed to dark goods, the background is immediately changed

to a light or neutral color ; in other words, this window dresser

plays contrast between goods on display and background very

strongly. If his scheme of display calls for several different

colors in goods, he is careful to choose a background which will

give him the highest average contrast It is not to be taken from

this that sharp contrasts are always desirable. Contrasts of low

order are very frequently required to give a window its proper

effect. Where individual pieces of merchandise are displayed

contrast plays an important part. White draperies, laces, etc.,
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are often displayed to best advantage when harmoniously ar-

ranged with other wares. Contrast is important, but it must be

used with good taste and judgment.

There was at one time a great deal of discussion as to the

effect of reflection from plate glass on the illumination in a win-

dow. I have come to the conclusion that on the average this

effect does not amount to much. In a small window where the

light sources are arranged along the upper front edge giving the

angle of incidence a high value, a great deal of the light is

Fig. 5.—A good advertisement for the merchant across the street. Tlie mirrors in the

back of the window reflect tlie image of the store window on the opposite

side of the street.

undoubtedly returned to the window. The eft'ect of this, how-

ever, is not marked more than a few inches away from the

plate glass.

In a window of the same size where the light sources are

centrally located the plate glass has considerably less effect. In

most of the large stores the lamps in the show windows are al-

most always placed at the upper front edge of the show window.

In most of these windows, it is customary to use curtains of

some kind so that the windows may be closed to public view

when being dressed. Often these curtains are of plain linen

material, while in other cases, they are more ornate, such as
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the French type of curtains. Again the windows are sometimes

topped off with grill work, or other ornamentation. Where
curtains or grill work are used, the light rays from the lamps
overhead are, for the most part, cut off from the glass. Those
that do reach the glass do so at a very oblique angle, so that they

are, for the most part, returned to the window itself. On the

whole, however. I think it is safe to say that reflection from the

*«ii

- '^^ 3,

Esa»a A

Fig. 6.—An excellent window. The illumination is of sufficient intensity. The diffusion
is good. The background of this window is always carefully selected. The lights

shown are the images of lights across the street which are reflected by plate

glass ot this window.

plate glass of the window plays a very small part indeed in the

illumination of that window.

It is obvious that the success of a window does not depend
altogether upon the illumination thereof. It is easily possible

to have a well lighted window which is a poor advertisement

;

likewise, it is easily possible to have a window which would be

a splendid advertisement if it could be seen. The point to be

made in this connection is that the arrangement of display, to-

gether with choice of background, is quite as essential as a good
system of illumination; I have had occasion to make a careful

study of jewelers' windows and have been very strongly im-
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pressed with the necessity for careful choice of display. One

merchant will dress his window very carefully using the best of

material for his backing. In a tasteful manner he will arrange

a few of the wares which he wishes to bring especially before the

public. If the wares are priced, the tags are put on in a very

neat, clean-cut, way. It takes but a glance at a window of this

kind to decide that the merchant is conducting a store of quality.

On the other hand, when one often sees a store window in which

the wares have been piled closely together, the aim being to get

the greatest amount of merchandise possible into the space avail-

able, he concludes at once that this store cannot very well be
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Fig. 7.—Graphic illustration of the effect of ordinary plate glass on light

rays incident at various angles.

considered first class; he is more inclined to look for cheap

jewelry.

In considering this matter it must of course be conceded that

both types of stores have their place ; and both types of windows

must be lighted to bring out the best that is in them. In the

first mentioned window, the general effect is to be that of

''quality". In the second case, it is always desirable—at least it

seems so—to have the windows a blaze of light. The desire

is to impress upon the public that the store is open for business

with bigf value for little monev". Often in windows of this

latter type, the ceilings, as well as the back and sides, are com-
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Fig. S.—A window of quality and neat display ; it is not overcrowded.

Fig. 9.—A bewildering maze watches, hat-pins, bracelet*, lamps, clocks, etc.
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pletely covered with mirrors so that one looks into an endless

maze of lamps, clocks, watches, bracelets, hat pins, etc.

So far a good many of the variables which enter into the il-

lumination of a show window have been considered. A con-

sideration of the arrangement of lamps and reflectors may be

interesting. There are two important items which must be kept

in mind in designing the illumination of any show window : first,

the intensity of illumination must be sufficiently high ; second,

the diffusion of light must be good. In general, it may be said

that liffht which comes from above and in front of the wares

Fig. 10 —Planes of illumination in a very large window.

on display produces the most satisfactory results. In some of

the smaller show windows, where the wares are displayed in

almost a horizontal plane, the directional value of the light may
be almost vertical, while in other cases, where the windows are

fairly large and dressed high, the angle of "light throw" will

cover quite a range. Rarely, if ever, does the angle of '"light

throw" need to cover an angle of more than 90 degrees meas-

ured in a plane perpendicular to the plate glass of the window

and perpendicular to the floor of the same. It is desirable to

have a broad throw of light lengthwise of the window because

this tends to produce good diffusion. Of course in a small
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Figs. II, 12, 13, and 14.— Planes of illumination in four windows of different

sizes and styles.
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window where but one or two light sources are used, the angle

of "light throw" will necessarily be determined in all directions

by the extent of the window.

In looking- over the large number of reflectors which are on

the market today, one finds that quite a number of the m.anu-

facturers have not realized the necessity of, or else have not been

able, keeping the majority of the light within 90 degrees in the

vertical plane perpendicular to the window. A great number of

the reflectors which do keep the light within the 90 degree angle

have it poorly distributed. The most of them project too much

140 ISO 16 ITO 190 no 160 ISO 140 ISO jtO

130,

Fig. 15.—Light distribution cun-es of a loo-watt tungsten lamp equipped with five

different styles of window lighting reflectors.

light toward the top of the window. A large number of re-

flectors which have some good qualities to recommend them have

rather weird curves. Many people have been inclined to think

that concentrating units placed in a vertical position, at the

upper front edge of the show window, are rather poor pieces of

equipment. The fact is, that for a great many windows, this is

an ideal arrangement.

It is a difficult matter to formulate any set of rules covering

window illumination. In order to get the best results each

window should be considered individually and that equipment
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planned which will give the best results. Cost must necessarily

enter in. \\'here a small number of large units are used, of

course, the installation cost is, comparatively speaking, low ; while

on the other hand, if a large number of small units are used, the

installation cost is high. In the first case, the shadows are apt to

be sharp and well defined, while in the second case, the shadows

are more soft in nature, due to the fact that the light is better

dififused.

The use to which a window is to be put should naturally play

a most important part in the choice of lighting units. If the dress

is inclined to be flat, that is, made up of objects which are prac-
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Fig. 16.—A wall-built window with good diffusion and pleasing dress.

tically all in one plane, large units can be sucessfully used. If,

on the other hand, all manner and size of objects are to be dis-

played in all manner of relative positions, then the greater the

diffusion, the better. Furthermore, incandescent lamps will

burn out, and, where a window is lighted by a small number

of large units, the loss of one unit will diminish the illumination

considerably; whereas if there is a large number of small units,

one or two outages will probably never be noticed.

There is some question as to what should be considered the

plane of illumination in a show window. Planes "A" and "B"

in figs. 10 to 14 inclusive represent two possible extremes. Large
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objects such as dress forms may be set up vertically in a window,

but in general the plane of dress will be somewhere between the

planes indicated. Fig. 10 represents a very large show window
with a high ceiling; fig. 11, a large show window with a low ceil-

ing; fig. 12, a narrow show window with a high ceiling; fig. 13,

a narrow show window with a low ceiling; and fig. 14. a narrow

show window with a wall case.

In order to show the influence of the plane of dress on the gen-

Fig. 17,—Plan of converging windows showing location of lighting units.

eral shape of the distribution curve of a window lighting system,

I have assumed a uniform intensity of illumination of 10 foot-

candles in planes '"A" and "B" and have calculated the candle-

power necessary to produce it. The full line curves (figs. 10

and 11) and both curves of figs. 12, 13, 14. show how the effective

distribution curve must change to produce the assumed results.

It will be noted how curve "A" in each case corresponds in gen-

eral to the shape of the plane of dress. The question came up
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as to what light distribution would be necessary if uniform illumi-

nation in a vertical plane were considered. The dotted curves in

figs. lO and ii show the result. It is perfectly obvious from

these sketches, which cover the general extremes in show window

construction, that the distribution of light necessary is well within

a quadrant and any light sent outside of this quadrant is a dead

loss. For some windows it is apparent that the light distribution

to be most efficient should be within 60 degrees and sometimes

Fig. 18.—A well lighted window. The detail is splendid.

less. An inspection of the entire available supply of window

lighting reflectors has convinced me that there is an immense

field for improvement. There are a great many very good reflec-

tors, but there are a great many more which are in sad need

of improvement.

A window lighting installation has been made within the last

few months in Cleveland which I think is worthy of attention.

There are probably others like it in the country, but I will war-

rant the number is not large. The store front in question is one
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of the converging type, that is, one in which the vestibule is

widest at the street side and narrowest at the store end, the

windows being set obliquely with regard to the sidewalk. The

windows in question are about 7 feet high, about 16 feet in

length and 3 feet in depth. The ceiling of each window is divided

Fig-. 19.—Too few lighting units. The shadows and uon-uniformity of the

illumination are evident.

into twenty-four panels, i foot by 2. Each one of these panels

is recessed in the form of a rectangular box about i foot in

depth and is painted a flat white. In the center of each one of

these boxes is placed a 40-watt bowl frosted tungsten lamp.

This makes the energy consumption about 20 watts per square
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foot, and with an efficient reflector an illumination intensity of

somewhere between 60 and 80 foot-candles might be expected.

Actual illuminometer measurements show that the average inten-

sity of illumination is 16.3 foot-candles, measured in a plane

18 inches above the window floor. The noteworthy thing about

this window, however, is not the comparative inefficiency of the

installation ; it is the excellent diffusion of light obtained. There

is scarcely a shadow anywhere. ]\Iany people who have seen

the window state that it is the best lighted window that they ever

saw. This praise is certainly not due to high intensity, for there

are many windows which are much more brightly lighted. There

Fig. 20.— .\ narrow window. It is a difficult problem to light a window of this

kind satisfactorily.

are three things which go to make this window the success which

it is : first, the window was well and tastily built to begin with

;

second, the window is always attractively dressed ; and third,

the light in the window is well diffused and of sufficiently high

intensity.

There used to be a great deal of discussion along this line:

that there should be a large unit in one corner of a window and

that the light units should taper oft' toward one end or the other,

so that shadows in their proper relation would be cast by the

various articles on display. Shadows play their part, but my
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opinion is that proper contrast between articles on display and

the background as well as proper harmony or contrast of articles

themselves together with well diffused illumination are of far

more importance. If the last two conditions are fulfilled, shad-

ows will take care of themselves.

A high narrow window is nearly always difficult to light. Not

only will the window appear brighter at the top than at the

bottom, but shadows cast by one article on another are almost

unavoidable. Furthermore, such windows are frequently dressed

close to the glass making it impossible to light them from

above. This difficulty is sometimes obviated by lighting the

window from the outside, a generally unsatisfactory method. A
more rational method has been to light from the bottom as well

as the top, or to divide the window into comparatively narrow

vertical panels, and light from the sides of these.

To return to the stage analogy : show windows are built for the

express purpose of impressing upon prospective customers the

value of the wares on display. The more that idea is impressed

upon merchants, the more likely the windows will be valuable. If

the stage manager bothered himself a great deal about the

amount of energy required for a certain scenic effect, he would

probably have few "effects," but he realizes that the "effect" is

the all important thing, not the energy he uses to get that effect.

On the other hand efficiency should not be overlooked. It is

most desirable to get maximum effect at minimum cost. There

is no need whatever for one to be wasteful in obtaining a good

window. The best of everything is usually cheapest in the end.

The merchant who puts in a window lighting installation because

it is cheap will regret his action sooner or later, because a poorly

made installation is bound to be not satisfactory ; but the man
who goes into the case thoroughly in the beginning and puts in

what is right will have a lasting installation and one which will

net full satisfaction.

DISCUSSION.

]\Ir. p. S. Millar: Referring to the views of the 5 and 10

cent stores, I question if the viewpoint of the proprietors is not

divergent from Mr. Henninger's or from that which we would

ordinarily adopt. In placing a very powerful flame arc lamp over
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the sidewalk in front of a store, a practise which from our

viewpoint is to be condemned, the owner of the store wants to

advertise the fact that he has that type of store ; he wants to

make the neighborhood attractive and bright ; he wants people

to come to that neighborhood, and the kind of people to whom
he appeals are those whose esthetic sense does not have to be

cultivated. He wants to steer them toward his window and let

them view the merchandise displayed. They are looking for

bargains, and if he gives them enough light to see in the window

he accomplishes his purpose. Hence a big flaming arc lamp is

placed in front of the store. I think such merchants are little

interested in good window illumination.

Another point that occurred to me as ]\Ir. Henninger was

showing the views of window lighting is the difficulty that one

encounters in interpreting photographs. Some windows which

are successful in practise may be unattractive in photographs.

I have in mind an analogous case. One of the most disappoint-

ing photographs I ever took was a photograph of an orange tree.

The oranges have about the same actinic value as the green

leaves. Therefore in the photograph, the oranges were of the

same tone as the leaves. An orange tree with a lot of fruit on

it is a beautiful object, but in an ordinary photograph it is unat-

tractive.

I rather assume from 'Sir. Henninger's remarks that as a

generality he advocates strong contrasts between background and

goods displayed. I question the validity of this assumption for

general application. As a casual observer. I think that in the

display of goods, particularly of high class goods, pleasing con-

trasts of a low order, relying on color to some extent for contrast

as well as on the reflecting power of the surface, may be quite as

much in order as very strong contrasts.

Ten or twelve years ago as one went around the streets of the

various cities he would see some effective window lighting, but

more frequently he would see some lamps in windows. Usually

the difference between the window lighting and the windows with

lamps in them was that in the first case trough reflectors were

used. The old trough reflectors, perhaps inefficient, often mis-

used, perhaps with insufficient variation in design to meet the
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great variables they had to contend with, were so far in advance

of other forms of window lighting which prevailed at that time

that they deserve a mark of very high esteem in the history of

the development of window lighting; and I think they were

farther in advance of other lighting methods then in vogue than

our best window reflectors for general use are to-day in advance

of the trough reflector.

In show window lighting the lesson of concealing light sources

was first learned ; at any rate, we learned it more completely there

than we have learned it in any other class of lighting, and for

that reason illuminating engineers must always consider that

show window lighting developments have had a good deal of

influence on the general practise in lighting.

In testing window lighting consider for a moment the two

planes of dress which Mr. Henninger has indicated in one of

these diagrams which, as I recall it, in the one case approximated

a 45 degree plane and in the other a very deep curve following

the contour of the back and bottom of the window. Suppose

that one had a white sheet in the window so as to conform to

the curve of dress. Then suppose the photometer were placed

where the camera has been placed in taking the photographs.

The observer might then measure the specific brightness of the

sheet throughout its area. That method has been used consid-

erably in studying the distribution of light from headlights, and

is a very practicable procedure. If it is not desired to use a sheet

in that way. by removing the test plate from the photometer and

locating a detached test plate in the window one may measure

the specific brightness and obtain corresponding results. The

sheet is preferable, however, in that one may study the distribu-

tion of light under very favorable terms and if no photometer

is available one can design the light distribution very successfully.

The use of the photometer for the measure of specific brightness

in the entire realm of illumination is a method the advantages of

which are only beginning to be appreciated.

Mr. J. W. Weimer: I believe that in a great many cases,

it is necessary to use two types of reflectors in a single

window, that is, one type of reflector to throw the light back

and another type of reflector to throw the light down. I
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have found that in numerous cases it was ahnost necessary

to do that. In some cases a window has a shelf. Xow, if

that window is Hghted entirely from above there will be quite

a shadow underneath the shelf. It is necessary to use some kind

of reflector to through the light back and another reflector to

bring the light down on the floor.

The method of trimming windows varies. Some trimmers

will trim the windows, building everything up in the back ; others

will trim a window bringing the goods out towards the front

and it is a hard matter to say just what kind of reflector should

be used for each case.

There are more windows that can be lighted satisfactorily with

the scoop-shaped reflector than with any other type of reflector.

This reflector can be used in almost any kind of window. To
get the light down just where it should be, the reflector is attached

to the transom bar or to the ceiling if the ceiling is at the transom

bar.

A merchant wants the lighting installation of his windows

arranged in such a manner that it cannot be seen from the out-

side, practically the same eflFect that is produced on the stage.

A window may be lighted so that people passing by will be

attracted by its brightness. Proper lighting in windows will

undoubtedly enhance the attractiveness of the window, and

thereby increase the sales of the merchant.

'Mr. T. ]\I. Aldrich : I think show window lighting should be

properly divided into two classes. One class might be termed

"Show or Spectacular Lighting," the other "^Merchandise Dis-

play Lighting."

Show window illumination is installed by a merchant for

advertising purposes, and for the satisfactory display of his

principal line of goods on sale. The wide-awake merchant

usually lays as much stress on the condition of his windows, as

regards the amount of space and the way in which it is trimmed

and lighted, as he does upon the entire interior of his store.

With the limited amount of space obtainable for show window

purposes, usually on account of the high price of frontage on

the principal business streets, it therefore becomes imperative for
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the merchant to display his goods to the best advantage at all

times.

Show windows are primarily used for two purposes : the first

and most important purpose is to attract the attention of the

public in passing by his establishment; the second purpose (after

the public's attention has been attracted to his window display)

is to be able to display to the best advantage the principal line

of goods on sale, their intrinsic value and their cheapness in

price, in order to so interest the public that they will become a

purchaser.

Shoiv or Spectacular Lighting.—In this class comes the

small and medium sized stores which usually sell a cheaper line

of merchandise, and which use "show lighting" as an effective

means to get business. Under this class of show window illumi-

nation are to be found the most glaring examples of artificial

lighting. The number of lamps, and the amount of current used,

is not considered of importance so long as a blaze of glory is

furnished by the windows. The owner of a window of this sort

obviously seeks to attract the public to his window and after once

getting them this far, he counts on a fair percentage of the public

entering his store and purchasing merchandise.

Show windows of this class are lighted most brilliantly and

usually by one of the following methods, which are commonly

used:

In the majority of installations of this order, bare lamps are

usually installed in large numbers, and in most cases within the

line of vision, thus causing the public great discomfort in view-

ing the goods on display, and defeating the very purpose which

they are striving to accomplish. These merchants believe in

buying and furnishing glare for their show windows instead of

illumination. Their style of lighting consists, in the majority of

cases, of either one of these methods.

Chandeliers with high candle-power units are often placed in

the center of the window, and frequently wall brackets are added;

the effect is to compel the public to take particular notice of the

fixtures instead of the goods on display.

Installations of great numbers of lamps either bare or with

clear prismatic reflectors on the ceiling of the window, if it is
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not high, are very distracting to one looking into the window.

Nickel-plated pipes, with bare lamps, usually 25 or 40-watt sizes,

are installed in a vertical position, in the front corners of the

windows, with lamps usually in a horizontal position ; thus fur-

nishing a brilliant source of illumination outlining the shape of

the window. Quite frequently lamps are intsalled in this posi-

tion on strips of wooden molding.

The effect of such lighting is for attractive purposes only,

and is very extravagant and inefficient. In all of these

intensely illuminated windows, the light sources are so intense,

as to cause positive discomfort to the person viewing the mer-

chandise on display. The amount of money spent so lavishly is

beyond all reason, and unnecessary. In many installations by

these methods, the amount of current used could easily be reduced

seventy-five per cent, by the use of scientifically designed window

reflectors properly placed.

Merchandise Display Lighting is a term that may be applied

to those windows rhat are illuminated in accordance with engi-

neering and scientific ideas. This class of lighting is most gen-

erally used by the larger and better class of stores, where illumi-

nation is sought to display goods to best advantage, and

with the least ocular discomfort to the public. This is usually

accomplished most effectively by the installation of concealed light

sources. The better class of merchant believes in buying and

furnishing his windows with effective illumination, and not glare.

The trend nowadays is very decidedly toward concealed light

sources, with its attending attractiveness of illumination thus

furnished so eft'ectively. Recent practise has shown conclusively

the necessity of installing show window lights in either one or

two locations, if the merchandise on display is to be seen at its

best advantage. They should be preferably placed in the front

top corner of the window, either on the ceiling, if the window is

high, or on the transom bar if the window is of medium height.

Where reflectors, either in the form of a trough or single units,

are placed in this part of the window, the light can be directed

or thrown down onto the goods on display at the proper angle to

bring out the merchandise in detail, and with the right per-

spective. The other scheme is to provide the window with the
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desired intensity, with reflectors placed in the top of the ceiling,

and the lamps concealed from view ; an effective illumination is

thus furnished.

In merchandise display lighting, the windows are trimmed on

a much higher order than in the cheaper class stores. For

instance, in cheaper stores there is evident a high order of con-

trast between the background and the goods on display, while in

the better class of stores, the reverse is to be found ; a low order

of contrast, or more complete harmony of colors of both mer-

chandise and background. With a low order of contrast and

with concealed light sources properly placed, the resultant effects

are all that can be desired in show window displays. The most

attractive show windows of the country are accomplished along

these lines.

Under this type of window lighting, the reflectors used most

are of the following design

:

Reflectors.—Trough reflectors, constructed of metal and lined

with either white opal glass or corrugated mirrored glass (quick

silver backing) are used frequently. The white opal glass lining

is of a more permanent nature as a reflecting surface (though

less efficient) than the mirrored glass surface. The mirrored

glass lining has a higher initial efficiency than the white opal

lining, but after continued use, the reflecting surface gradually

turns brown and begins to peel off at the edges of the different

segments lining the trough. This is caused by the action of the

air and heat on the quick-silver backing. Trough reflectors,

though quite extensively used, are much less efficient than other

types of individual reflectors. Their principal advantage is in

their cheapness in price, and the ease with which they are

installed. Their disadvantage is their great waste of light which

is reflected into the upper portion and toward the ends of the

window, where it is not needed. This is caused by the reflector

not entirely enclosing the lamp, and the exposing of a consid-

erable portion of the filament directly toward the ceiling and top

portion of the window. Considerable light is thrown down at an

angle which strikes the sidewalk and is thus lost for practical

purposes.

\'arious types of metal reflectors, having either a matte alumi-
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num or porcelain enamel reflecting surface, have been used some-
what, but are not as efiicient as either the clear prismatic or the

silvered glass reflectors.

Opal glassware is sometimes used where the esthetic consid-

erations are of more importance than efficiencv.

Steel cone-shaped reflectors lined with mirrored glass strips

have been used for many years, for window lighting, and are

fairly efficient while new, but are not permanent in nature or

efficiency, and are a nuisance to keep clean on account of the

many joints in the glass strips as inserted.

For small sized show windows, having little depth and width,

and with low ceilings, the tubular form of lamp is used to

good advantage. These lamps are made in the form of a single

straight filament, approximately twelve inches in length and either

of carbon or tungsten. They are usually installed either in the

upper front corner or in a vertical position at the sides of the

window. On account of their small size and little space required

for their use, they can be installed with good results in this

type of Avindow.

The clear prismatic reflector and the silvered glass reflector

which are the most efficient show window reflectors on the mar-

ket to-day deserve mention. The advantages of the clear pris-

matic reflector are its cheapness, and its scientific design,

whereby the largest portion of light reflected is thrown down
onto the goods on display with good results. Its disadvantage

is the necessity of removal (on account of its prisms) for

cleaning at frequent intervals ; also, on account of its being trans-

lucent in form, there is dissipated a considerable amount of

light in the upper part of the window, and on the ceiling, where it

is unnecessary and of no use to the merchant.

Probably the most efficient reflector, designed primarily for

show window illumination, is made of glass, with a silver backing

and of varying designs for dififerent sized windows. This reflec-

tor is opaque, and therefore no light is lost in the upper part of

the window ; the reflector entirely encloses the lamp and dis-

tributes the reflected light down at the most effective angle for

the illumination of the goods on display. This reflector is more
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expensive than the other types mentioned, but has the highest

efficiency of all.

The trough reflectors, as well as the various styles described

above, should be placed invariably in the upper front comer of

the window, or on the front transom bar of the show window, in

order to afford effective illumination in an economical manner.

Specular Reflection.—There is one point in show window il-

lumination which has been overlooked by the average merchant,

and which should be corrected. I refer to the specular reflection

so noticeable in the majority of high grade windows throughout

the country. The custom is to back the rear of most windows

tc a height of 6 feet to 8 feet with panelled woodwork, and

from this height to the ceiling to insert glass panels, allowing

for entrance of light in the daytime. At night, when the window

is. lighted, the images of the lamps and reflectors are shown in

relief on the glass panels ; this reflection spoils the eft'ective-

ness of the display, and is decidedly objectionable. This ob-

jection can be readily corrected by hanging a white Holland

shade inside the show window and in front of the glass panels,

which will not only effectively eliminate the specular reflection'

but will help the illumination as well.

If the background is trimmed in other than a white color, the

shade can be made to match, and thus obtain harmony throughout.

These curtains have been installed by some of the better stores

and no doubt will be used by the majority of merchants as soon

a.'; it is brought to their attention.

Lamps.—The tungsten lamp is almost universally used for show

window lighting, on account of its high efficiency, color value,

and long life. These characteristics make this type of illuminant

valuable to the merchant for window lighting.

There are a few cases, however, in some of the higher class

stores, where the carbon lamp is still adhered to. This is done on

account of the inherent color value of this type of lamp. The

illumination as furnished from the carbon lamp gives a soft, mel-

low light, and even at a sacrifice in efficiency, is used by the larg-

est retail merchants in the United States for their show window

illumination. The color of the light is very acceptable where a

low order of contrast in trimming is carried out, and where com-
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plete harmony in the colors of the background trimmings and

merchandise on display is desired. The type of lamp used in

these installations is what is known as the "reflector lamp" and is

made in the 40 and 60-watt sizes, having the upper half of the

lamp silvered so as to reflect all of the light from the filament

down onto the goods on display. No other reflectors are neces-

sary for use with this lamp on account of the top half being

opaque.

Alternate Lighting.—The alternate system of show window

lighting has been installed with economic and satisfactory re-

sults by some merchants. There are some very good points in

favor of this system which if it is installed properly in a medium

sized window, will repay the merchant for the extra installation

cost necessary. This system consists of one-half of the lights being

on a separate circuit and switching from the other half. By this

method but one-half of the total number of lamps installed is

utilized when the window is used for the display of white goods

because, of course, white goods require less than half the illumi-

nation necessary for dark goods. Besides, showing the goods

on display to better advantage, there is effected a considerable

saving in current. This system should be adopted more univer-

sally by the merchant who has limited show window space, and

w^here frequent trimmings are therefore necessary.

Progress in Windozv Lighting.—^lany different types of illum-

inants and reflectors have been used during the last twenty years

for show window lighting, and I can remember that the average

installation of show window lighting in 1890 or 22 years ago

consisted of either gas jets or bare incandescent lamps suspended

on drop cords in the front part of the window. Windows in

those days were not as deep as the windows of to-day.

The first reflectors used, were of the flat tin type, which were

followed by the flat white opal reflector; then came the cone

shape, in the form of green glass with white inner surface. The

mirrored glass cone was also used about this time, being made of

small sections of mirrored glass laid in a tin cone stamping. These

mirrored cone reflectors have been more universally used down

to recent years than all of the other types combined. Their dis-

advantages is that they invariably turn brown after continued use
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and become poor reflecting surfaces. This defect results on ac-

count of the use of a quick silver backing instead of a pure

silver one.

Later on the gas arc was used. The Xernst lamp has also been

used in many installations. With the advent of the tungsten

lamp, the illumination has been increased to such extent as

to become decidedly objectionable to the public in viewing the

goods on display, and the lamps and various types of glass-

ware used are more prominent than the merchandise displayed.

The purpose desired by the merchant in displaying his goods,

is therefore not accomplished.

The idea for many years was to install as large a light source

as was obtainable, with the belief that perfect illumination was

being obtained. It is unnecessary to elaborate on this fallacy, as

the merchant to-day is becoming educated in the proper use of

the light sources, and is concealing his lamps in scientifically de-

signed reflectors of high efficiency, so that he is obtaining satis-

factory and effective results with the least expenditure of cur-

rent. He is purchasing what he requires, illumination and not

glare, in the form of large sized units, which are blinding to the

public and unquestionably detract from the goods on display.

Rational show window illumination is on the increase, and the

benefits to be derived from it are now being appreciated by the

wide-awake merchant.

Mr. Augustus D. Curtis: I want to make this somewhat

startling statement : there is probably a greater waste by the

average merchant in illuminating his windows than in any other

department of his store. This waste. I think, might be found to

average 50 per cent. If the same waste existed in the other

departments the average merchant wouldn't last six months.

I think that my statement will be substantiated by observation.

There is a great field for improvement in 80 per cent, of the

stores.

]Mr. Harvey B. Wheeler: The distribution curves of the

various window reflectors taken through a plane perpendicular to

the window and axis of the lamp do not illustrate the exact

distribution of light in a window. This is even more true

with non-symetrical reflectors. A curve taken with several lights
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burning perpendicular to the window, midway between two re-

flectors, would be very interesting and demonstrate clearly the

merits of the style of reflector.

]\Ir. J. G. Hexxixger : It would be interesting. !My primary idea

m figuring up those curves was to see in general what would be

the cross-section, you might say. of the light coming down on the

ground that it would be desirable to get uniform illumination on

tlie plane of dress. I wanted to compare commercial reflectors

on the market to-day. Another thing that is obvious I think from

the cross-section is that the total light of the lamp may be con-

fined within a vertical angle of 90 degrees or less. Any light

above that or outside of it is usually dead loss because it will

not be returned to the goods. That suggestion you make of

running the curve in the plane of the window would be very

interesting. With the majority of window light reflectors we
have at the present time probably you will find the intensity

higher than desirable in some portions and lower in other por-

tions of the curves, but on the whole I think comparing the

theoretical curves with the actual curves we can very easily pick

out a type of reflector to fit pretty nearly every case very nicely.

One reflector will not fit every case.

Mr. Harvey B. Wheeler : I think that when these curves

are made we will find that the illumination around the dress circle

will not be in proportion probablv to the way the curves show up

there when you plot the curves to the vertical.

Mr. J. G. Hexxixger: You mean the vertical section will not

be what is shown there ?

Mr. Wheeler: Yes.

Mr. Albert Scheible: In judging this subject broadly

it seems to me that we ought to pay a little attention to the psychol-

ogy of lighting. ]\Iost of us when we asked to follow the band not

only want to listen to the music but also want to see the band

;

and the evolution in lighting has been the same way. People

not onlv want to see what is lighted but to a certain extent may

want to see where the light is.

The first show windows I helped to light in Chicago were

in a jewelry store down on Wabash Avenue. They were lighted

bv means of a sixty-watt series incandescent lamps hung from
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drop cords (cotton covered lamp cord), on a 9.6 ampere arc

circuit. That was before the days of our present underwriters'

regulations. Each had a ten-inch opal "flat cone" reflector over

it which to-day would be called very hideous : yet as a lighting

proposition in those days it was a success, because people would

readily come from the other side of the street to see those bright

lights and look at what was under them.

Mr. Henninger showed one florist's window which had the

lights exposed with, if I remember right, prisms and possibly

colored globe ettects. Occasionally attractive effects of that

sort have been produced. Hence I doubt whether the con-

clusion that under all conditions the light should be obscured is

warranted.

^lay I ask ]Mr. Henninger if any color screen or ray filter was

used in taking his pictures?

Mr. J. G. Hexxixger: Xo, just direct exposure, about eight

minutes.

]\Ir. Albert Scheible : Then in some cases the pictured con-

trast between the background and the articles displayed might

not be true to what was actually seen by the eye?

Mr. J. G. Henninger: That is possible, but for the most

part the pictures show up pretty well the effect that was meant.

I personally went around and picked out the windows.

]\Ir. Albert Scheible : There are two classes of window

lighting regarding which I notice no reference; one is the use of

straight filament tubular lamps with reflectors behind them, and

the other is the use of gas arcs placed outside of show windows

but close to them with a reflecting hood directing the light into

the windows.

]\Ir. J. G. Henninger : I hadn't intended to take up any of

what you might call specific forms of window lighting, but the

straight filament lamp has been used very successfully indeed.

As for the placing of gas arcs out in from of the window, I don't

think as good an effect can be obtained with large units placed

outside a window as with the use of smaller units placed inside.

I don't see how the glare reflected from the window can be

avoided. The lamps can be covered with hoods, but the more

they are covered the more the view of the window is obstructed.
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Of course, they might be placed high but I have never seen an

installation of that kind.

AIr. J. R. Cr-Wath : ]\Ir. Scheible enquired as to whether

there were not some places where it was desirable to show the

lamps, and that reminded me of a story some illumination sales-

man told me about going into some owner of a cheap clothing

store in New York where they had lamps all around the borders

of the windows. He said, "Why, don't you know you have got

those lamps so they dazzle people and they can't see the goods at

all ?"' The owner replied, "What do you take me for ; do you

think I want them to see those goods." He wanted something

to attract the crowd but he didn't want them to see the goods

too well. That undoubtedly applies to a certain class of stores.

There is one point to which I would like to call attention and

that is it is very difficult to make a good showing with an improper

shape of window. It is almost impossible to produce good effects

with a very shallow window in which the lamps must be placed

at considerable height. There are concentrating reflectors that

are designed to light that class of windows but the results are

always inferior to those that are obtained with rather deep win-

dows where the lamps are not very far above the top of the

window^ The reason for it is very simple : in a shallow^ window

the tendency is to crowd the goods, and the goods in the front

of the window are in such position that they almost cast shadows

on themselves ; and no matter how close to the plate glass the

lamps are placed, there is bound to be very low illumination on

the upright goods in the window front because there is very low

vertical illumination at that point. With the deeper windows

the light falls on the goods more nearly at a normal angle and,

therefore, the effect is much better.

The question of dift'usion and shadow are things that go hand

in hand. If there is good dift'usion there is an absence of bad

shadows ; and the effect is pleasing. I believe with Mr. Henninger

that there must be a considerable number of units scattered along

the front of the window in order to get light falling on the differ-

ent objects from a good many different directions and make

them stand out advantageously.-

Another great trouble with some window trimmers is they try
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to get too much in a window ; they crowd things together too

mvich and put tall goods near the front of the window where

they cast shadows on themselves.

As to the point raised about the photometric curves of

different reflectors : it is of course true that no curve which is

taken simply in one plane of a non-symmetrical reflector will tell

the whole story of what the reflector may be. There may be

points in that plane that are abnormally high or abnormally low.

The correct way to test any window reflector is to equip a

window with a number of them just as one would do in practise

and then test the illumination on the line of trim of that window.

That is a thing that has very seldom been done, but it is a thing

that ought to be done more in the future and I hope that we will

have more information about it verv shortly.
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A LABORATORY SYSTE^^I FOR TESTING ELECTRIC
IXCAXDESCEXT LAMPS.*

BY W. M. SKIFF.

This paper outlines a system devised by the engineering depart-

ment of the National Electric Lamp Association for testing elec-

tric incandescent lamps in the laboratories of that organization.

In planning work of this character three factors must be con-

sidered, viz., quality, cost and service. Any one or two of these

may be sacrificed for the sake of the third. For example, the

quality of the work may be of the best but the cost high and the

service rendered poor. Similarly a piece of work may be done

well and at low cost but at the expense of poor service. Then

again it is possible to get excellent service and a high quality of

work but at a prohibitive cost, etc. Ordinarily quality is the

first requisite to be considered, but the final goal is the rendering

of the best service by turning out the highest quality of work at

minimum cost or, to put it more briefly, the best work, quick

and cheap.

A considerable portion of the work in the aforementioned labo-

ratories is being done by automatic devices of all kinds; but the

successful operation of these machines is dependent upon human

skill—and human beings are liable to make mistakes of a more

or less far-reaching character. Similarly in the working out of

any system for the performance or handling of certain work

there is always liability of some individual doing the wrong thing

at the wrong time and only that system of operation will prove

efifective from every standpoint, which provides checks and cross

checks, all of which aim to reduce personal errors to a minimum

by detecting any errors made and providing means for eliminating

their recurrence.

The need of such a system is obvious. For example, one relies

on a foot rule for the reason that at any time he wish he can

have its calibration verified and satisfy himself as to its cor-

rectness. Similarly if a system of performing a certain portion

* A paper read before a meeting of the New York section of the niuininating Engi-

neering Society, April II, 1912.
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of work is so surrounded with a method of detecting any pos-

sible error, tracing it to its source, determining who made it,

why or how they made it, possibilities of its recurrence, means

of eliminating a recurrence, and if adequate records are main-

tained of all these facts, the liability of error will be reduced to

a minimum.

A point to be borne constantly in mind in laboratory work is

that an individual's definition of required accuracy is liable to

change. One may to-day consider that working within limits of

ih I per cent, is sufficiently accurate but possibly in another year

due to perfection of apparatus and methods an accuracy of —
Yi per cent, is just as easily attained.

The scheme which has been worked out in the engineering

department of the National Electric Lamp Association to obtain

the greatest possible accuracy in laboratory work and eliminate

as far as possible the personal equation is to pit one operator

against another and from the results obtained at each step draw

conclusions as to the correct results. There is of course a pos-

sibility that two operators, even though they are unacquainted

with the results of each other, may make the same error, but the

chances of this happening are reduced by additional checks made

by others.

Incandescent electric lamps which are received for test are

first classed as regular and special. Regular tests comprise those

which are carried out under standard instructions uniformly

applicable to that class of lamps. Special tests include those

which are carried out under special instructions for each test

which usually vary widely in nature and purpose. The majority

of regular tests are made to determine the candle-power main-

tenance and life of lamps at their commercial rated efficiency

and while the purpose of special tests may be different the vital

steps in each process are the same.

The work involved in the lamp testing is shown diagram-

matically in fig. i.

I. Receiving: Upon receipt of the test lamps, written infor-

mation concerning them is placed with the lamps when the ship-

ment is opened and never leaves them until the lamps have been

provided with identification labels Xo. 2. After inspecting
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Fig. I.— Progress of lamp life tests.

and checking the lamps against orders and shipping memoranda,

receiving slips are made out and the standing order number

assigned to the lot. The mechanical condition of the lamps is
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then determined and any breakages, shortages, or irregularities

noted.

2. Identification : For the positive identification of all lamps,

each lot is assigned a test number and each lamp an indi-

rora ti->->M
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Fig. 2.—Form used for instructions for special lamp tests.

vidual number. These assignments are recorded on labels

placed on the lamps and the same identification placed on data

cards, time cards and instruction sheets. The data cards give a

full description of the lamps and complete instructions for carry-
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ing out the test. These cards are made up from information

obtained jointly from standard instructions, special instructions

(fig. 2) and from an inspection of the lamps. Time cards bear-

ing the same identification numbers are for the use of recording

the time intervals of burning on life racks. After making out

these cards the whole is verified by an inspector of tests, whose

duty it is to be thoroughly conversant with all testing technicali-

ties. A report of verification is recorded on the test card and

entries made on the instruction sheet and a tracer card, which

facilitate the tracing of the test to completion.

3. J'acii-}tui : After proper identification precautions have

been taken the lamps are subjected to a vacuum test. A record

Fig. 3.—Lamp life testing photometer room.

of the condition of the vacuum and the name of the individual

making the test are then noted on the data card.

4. Photometry: In the performance of photometric opera-

tions the accuracy of the Avork depends both on mechanical

devices and on the judgment of the operators ; both the mechan-

ical devices and the operators are checked as stated further on

in this paper.

Nothing is saved in the way of equipment which will tend to

promote the accuracy of the work. Lummer-Brodhun contrast

screens are used on all life test photometers. The voltmeters

used are of the standard laboratory type with scales accurately
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readable to loths of a volt. The ammeters can be read accurately

to i,oooths of an ampere. All meters are calibrated at regular

intervals of fifteen days and accurate records (figs. 5 and 6)

kept of each calibration enabling a change in characteristic curve

to be readily detected.

If at any time there is any possible doubt as to the accuracy

of the meters they are rechecked at once, dieters are calibrated

(see fig. 4) through potentiometers from standard cells from

the Bureau of Standards. Accurate records are kept as to the

date of arrival of each standard cell, number of minutes and by

Fig. 4.—Calibrating room.

whom used, also conditions under which it is operated. As an

additional precaution the voltmeters on various photometers used

for testing work are frequently paralleled and calibrations made

to determine if each meter is in check with every other at dififer-

ent points on the scale.

On the photometer heads devices are provided by means of

which the operator sets both the working standard and the lamp

to be measured at such a height that a horizontal line drawn from

the center of the filament of one lamp to the center of filament

of the other will pass through the center of the contrast screen.

Rotary mercury contacts, of an especially dust proof design, are
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installed on the photometer heads and effectively avoid voltage

drop, as is shown by frequent verification tests.

The checking standards used are rechecked against the Bureau

of Standards standard lamps on a precision photometer every

fifteen days and an accurate record kept of each such re-check.

Additional checks are made at any time when the reading of lamps

CALIBRATION OF

STONDARD »vc.

READING

CORRCCT
RtADINC

COR-

UP DOWN RCCTION

1

.RECEIVED FROM .

.CALIBRATED BY.

.RETURNCD TO

Fig. 5.—Form for recording the calibration of meters.

is in any way questioned. Four times each day each photometer

and its spot reading operator is checked for accuracy. The
method of checking is as follows

:

The person in charge of the photometric work reads the instru-

ments while measuring standard lamps from the Bureau of

Standards. On each standard five readings are taken, the average

of which must compare with the standardized reading of the
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lamp. The regular meter reader then reads the meters while

two more secondary standards are checked by five readings. If

everything checks the operators of machines are ready to read

the lamps for test. As an additional check two standards are

read just prior to the measurements of every tray of lamps.

Every lamp measured initially and at every subsequent inter-

val, is measured on two photometers by different operators and

the results of these two measurements are recorded on the data

cards together with the designation indicating both operators

and the machines used. Xeither spot reading operator is ac-

quainted with the results obtained by the other. The results

are compared in per cent, candle-power differences and in case
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Fig. 6.—Form for recording corrections to meters.

any measurement differs by more than a fixed per cent, of

accuracy the lamp is recorded by the checker on a checking slip,

and without reference to operators' readings a sufficient number

of readings is taken to establish the rating. When a lamp has

been re-checked a record is made on the card showing that the

checking has taken place. The correct reading then entered

becomes verified data. A comparison of the readings taken on

the two machines at any interval includes a comparison with the

reading taken at the previous interval so that in case the per-

formance of the lamp appears extraordinary the true value at

the last interval of measurement may be established. As a still
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further check on the photometer operators, lamps on which the

photometers have previously agreed are sent in for measurement

at any time each day by the checker.

The current for photometric work is obtained from storage

batteries of ample size, which are kept in the best possible con-

dition. Accurate records are maintained as to the condition of

each cell (figs. 7 and 8), conditions of charge and discharge, etc.

To prevent possible voltage variations no more than one pho-

tometer is connected on a battery circuit at one time.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
OF

INDIVIDUAL CELLS
DATE DATE DATE DATE

C£LL',. sr. G«. lEliP CELL Ho SP. OR. TEMP. CELL No. .P0-. ,E.P CELL.,. SP o«. lUP.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28

29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36

37 3S 39 40

41 42 43 44

45 46 47 4S

49 50 51 S2

53 54 55 .y.

57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64

65 66 67 68

Fig. 7.—Form for recording condition of cells.

5. Calculation of JVatts-pcr-Caiidlc : From the initial rating

of the lamp itself is made the calculation of watts-per-candle.

This computation is made independently by two operators and

an absolute check is required.

6. Calculation of Test T'oltagc: From the watts-per-candle

and voltage at the initial measurement, the test voltage is com-
puted independently by two operators and an exact agreement

required.
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7. Record of Calculation: The calculations are then trans-

scribed from the data card and the regular card to the test

voltage label on the lamp. This transcription is verified inde-

pendentlv by another operator.

8. Entering Lamps on Test: The next step is the placmg

of lamps on the test voltages ascribed to them. As much depends

upon the accuracy with which this voltage is maintained a

description of the generating room may be properly included at

this point.

Power enters the building at 2,100 volts and operates a syn-
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Fig. S.-Obverse side of form shown in fig 7 used as monthly battery report.

chronous motor direct connected to a 200 kw. single phase alter-

nating current 120-volt generator. This machine is so chosen

that with an approach to full load on the life test racks the

machine operates at full load, which range permits of the closest

voltage regulation. The voltage is controlled by a Tirrell regu-

lator from the center of distribution. Protection is provided from

over voltage bv meter controlled breaks. At the switch-board a

recording voltmeter is used to indicate the time at which the

regular circuit is turned on or off. For the purpose of indi-

catincr voltage regulation a laboratory standard indicating meter
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with a specially designed scale, which can be read with great

accuracy, is installed. This meter is calibrated against a poten-

tiometer every day and readings are made from it hourly by the

men in charge of the power equipment. A report is made on

these readings showing the voltage at each hour, a maximum,
minimum and an average for each twenty-four hours. As an

additional check the meter is observed at frequent intervals

without the knowledge of the generator operator and a record

kept of such checks.

The primary voltage of 120 volts is stepped up or down at the

life racks (fig. 11) by means of auto transformers of }i kw.

Fig. q —Lamp life testing generating room.

capacity to voltages above dud below the bus voltage. The sec-

ondaries of the auto transformers are connected by means of

soldered contacts to brass channels on each of which are installed

five sockets. Xo transformer is installed until after it has passed

a complete acceptance test. As a further precaution against

possible imperfect contacts, voltmeter tests are made at stated

intervals on the circuits of each transformer and a record of

each such test is maintained.

The lamps are installed in the sockets according to the test

voltages, recorded on each lamp : the time at which lamps go on
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test is recorded on two identification cards and at the same time the

schedule time at which they are to be removed for measurement

is entered. One identification card is sent to the lamp inspector

while the other is filed for the information of the rack operator,

cards being so filed that the schedule time recorded on each card

is self-indexing.

9. Observation of lamps on Circuit: The racks are con-

tinually under the observation of the rack-room operator and a

Daily Power Report
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half hour inspection is made regularly for burn-outs. Every

two hours a close inspection is made of each lamp on test to

determine any irregularities or vital defects.

When a lamp is found to have failed on test it is removed from

the racks and a label is placed upon it. On the label is recorded

the schedule time of failure, the nature of the defect and the

inspector's designation. Elapsed time on test is computed by

the rack inspector and a record of the same is placed on the identi-

fication card and on a burn-out report Tfig. 12). The lamps are

then delivered to the lamp inspector who verifies the cause of
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failure and, by means of the duplicate identification card in his

possession, recalculates the elapsed time, thus checking the fig-

ures of the rack inspector.

The rack operator makes an inspection every second hour to

determine if each lamp is burning on the voltage for which it is

intended and in addition to this another operator, who is in no

way responsible for rack room work, makes a daily inspection

of all lamps on the test racks for the same purpose.

From the foregoing description it will be observed that every

Fig. II.—Lamp life test room.

operation of a vital nature has been checked up to the point at

which the final record begins. It will be readily seen also that

the possibility of instrument error or errors of mechanical de-

vices as well as the possibility of personal errors has been reduced

to a minimum.

lo. Condition of Lamps: After burning a certain period on

life tests, the lamps are returned to the photometer room and

photometered. During this process the lamps have to pass

through several different operators' hands and in order to fix

the resi>onsibility for breakages, errors, etc., each operator before

he will accept the lamps from another operator is required to
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verify for himself the condition of the lamps. By this method

any error on the part of an employee is readily detected. The
lamps are delivered by the rack-room inspector to the operator

in charge of the general clearance room. The clearance room

operator delivers the lamp to the chief inspector or to the pho-

tometer room operator as the case may be who, upon return of

the lamps which have been photometered, delivers the lamps to

the rack inspector. Each time that the lamps change hands theV

are inspected.

II. Additional Photometry: After each period of burning

the process carried out on each lot of lamps is essentially the

same as described under initial photometry, record of calculation,

entering lamps on test, observation of lamps on circuit and con-

dition of lamps.

BURN-OUT REPORT
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Figr. 12.— Form for recording lamp failures during a test.

12. Recording Test Results: Up to this time all the infor-

mation concerning the lamp has been confined to one test data

card. This data card contains records by which each item of

information can be traced to its source and from this card it is

possible to make any manner of report concerning the perform-

ance of a lamp. The most common report required is one in

which the hours of life to some predetermined percentage of

initial candle-power and life to failure are the results desired.

Standard forms are provided which permit this information to

be transcribed in the same way in which it appears on the test

data card. These forms (fig. 13) are made of tracing paper and

the records thereon are made in black India ink to facilitate blue

printing. All transcribed work is verified by a second operator
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and such records made that the original work and the checking

can be traced to the respective operators.
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Fig. 13.— Form used in recording lamp test data.

All calculations such as calculation of per cent, candle-power,

life to a predetermined per cent, candle-power, life to failure

and average results are made by one operator and duplicated in-
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dependently by a second operator and an exact agreement is

required.

13. Summary of Results: When the summary of this report

is desired a preliminary report is first drawn up by one operator

and the figures and results checked against the original data by a

second. Should a record be made by some other method than

blue printing, this final report is compared with a preliminary

report for verification.

14. Publication of Results : The results of life tests are taken

from the original test sheets by blue printing. This test sheet

contains all the data regarding the lamps, not only as to their

'"°""
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Fig. 14.—Form used for reporting errors of employees.

construction, life performance, etc., but as to the conditions of

bulb blackening during life and any defects which may have been

observed.

After the distribution of test results, the blue print from the

original data is filed and the lamps are held in stock for fifteen

days after a completed report has been made in order that the

lamps may be referred to if necessary.

It will be noticed that certain portions of the work, especially

inspections, are delegated to individuals who are experienced

operators and who have demonstrated their reliability and fit-

ness for the position through years of experience. However, in

order to check these as well as all other operators, every error

detected is credited to the one detecting it and debited to the
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one making it. This induces a spirit of good natured rivalry

among all employees. Each operator endeavors to detect as

many errors as possible on other employees and to do his work
so as to not have detected errors of his own making. The re-

sults are reported ( fig. 14) weekly to one head and a weekly report

rendered. The results based on the errors which an employee de-

tects on others less the ones detected on himself are posted.

Furthermore the errors are classified under various headings so

as to evince at a glance deficiencies which need to be remedied.

Since some operators, owing to the nature of their work, can-

not detect errors, the results do not signify the relative standing

of the various operators ; but by comparing a series of reports it

is possible to tell whether or not an employee is making prog-

ress.

In the working out of certain problems of research and investi-

gation, which are more or less outside of the routine work, this

obviously can be turned over only to men whose previous training

and work have shown their ability to handle propositions of this

nature. However, as a check on this class of work the entire

test caluculation and summary must be gone over carefully by

the associate engineer of the department and his approval is re-

quired before the facts are accepted as authoritative. He is at

liberty to require any kind of a check which he may think advis-

able, has access to all parts of the department and all records,

and is considered final authority upon questions of accuracy and

quality of work.

The fact that a method of checking vital points exists, tends

not only to make employees more careful on these points alone

but likewise on all other items of their work. The result is more

careful and more accurate work throughout the entire organiza-

tion with the consequent rise in quality of the work done, better

service to customers, and at a lower cost to the organization.
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COUXCtL NOTES.

The council held a meeting in the general office of the society

June 14.

A report of the society's membership and finances was received

from the assistant secretary. The expenses for the first five

months of 1912 were given as $4,435.66; the current assets were

given as $4,986.12 and the current liabilities as $795.80. Accord-

ing to an estimate of the probable income and outgo for the rest

of the present year, a deficit of approximatelv $1,000 is antici-

pated.

A report was received from Mr. G. H. Sticknev on behalf of

the 1912 convention committee. It was understood that the com-

mittee would proceed with the convention arrangements. The

dates that were decided upon for the convention were September

16 to 19.

The committee on illumination primer presented its final report

on the preparation of the primer. The complete primer accom-

panied the report. In acknowledgment of the excellent work of

the committee the council passed the following resolution

:

"Whereas, the publication of the illumination primer is an

important pioneer step of the Illuminating Engineering Society

in the dissemination in a popular way of the principles of illumi-

nation, and

"Whereas, the preparation of the primer has demanded from

those in charge of this most important work not only a broad

knowledge of illumination but also the exercise of keen judg-

ment in the selection from a vast amount of material available

only that most suitable for the purpose, and

"Whereas, the successful completion of this task has been

accomplished only by the unselfish devotion of the members of

the committee to the work; be it

"Resolved. That the council express to the members of the
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committee appreciation of their untiring labors and extend to

them and their co-operators the hearty thanks of the society."

The primer and the report appear in this issue of the Traxs-

ACTiONS. A special e:'ition of the primer will be published, in

accordance with the recommendations of the committee, about

September 10.

A report was received from the chairman of the committee

on new membership. It embodied progress notes from the

several section membership committees.

Progress reports were also received from the committee on

reciprocal relations with other societies, the advertising com-

mittee and the committee on symbols.

The monthly report of the section development committee con-

tained two recommendations

:

First : That the council appoint a committee of say five, consisting

large!)- or entirely of Cleveland members, to reconsider the question of

establishing a section of this societ}- at Cleveland.

Second : That the council, either as a committee of the whole or

acting through its executive committee, consider, and in the event of

favorable consideration, instruct the constitution revision committee to

formulate changes in the constitution which will permit the appointment

of local secretaries to represent the society in a number of the larger

cities of the country where no section is at present established. The pur-

pose of this innovation is to promote knowledge concerning the work of

the society and to extend its influence wherever possible, by means of

arranging for an occasional meeting to be held under the auspices of the

society jointly with some local body, and by such other means as may be

approved.

The report was accepted and it was understood that both

recommendations would be carried out.

Messrs. E. B. Rosa and Walter C. Allen of Washington were

appointed ofificial delegates of the society to the Twenty-third

international Congress of Hygiene and Demography under the

auspices of the United States Government in Washington in

September.

The following constitutional revision committee was appointed

:

Messrs. W. D. Weaver, chairman; C. H. Sharp, vice-chairman;

E. P. Hyde, G. H. Stickney, L. P.. Eichengrten, R. C. Ware.

H. S. Evans and Edward Wray.

Messrs. Henrv 1>. Dates, S. E. Doane and E. P. Hvde were
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appointed members of a committee which is to consider the

advisability of estabHshing a section of the society in Cleveland.

The appointment of additional members to be named by the

president was approved.

A letter from Air. Arthur Williams, general inspector of the

Xew York Edison Company, in which he commended the society

for the work it has done and is doing to the benefit of central

stations, was received.

The council expressed an opinion that a change in the society's

fiscal year seemed desirable ; and that a by-law covering a uni-

form election procedure for sections should be included in the

constitution and by-laws. IJoth these suggestions were referr&d

to the constitutional revision committee.

The following letter was received from Mr. F. L. Hutchinson,

secretary of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers:

"I have the honor of iiotifying you that Messrs. Edward
Pechin Hyde, \'an Rensselaer Lansingh, Louis 15. Marks and

Addams Stratton [McAllister, who are members of your society

as well as of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, have

been appointed by the president of the Institute to serve as

members of the Committee on Organization of the International

Electrical Congress to be held at San Francisco in September,

1915. In the published lists of this committee these gentlemen

will be accredited to the Illuminating Engineering Society."

Relative to this letter the following resolution was adopted:

"Rcsolzrd. That the council of the Illuminating Engineering

Society cordially approves the action of the president of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers in selecting four

members of the society who are also members of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers to serve upon the committee

on organization of the 191 5 Electrical Congress, and trusts that

this representation may further promote the cordial co-operative

relations existing between the two bodies."

Following is an excerpt from the report of the committee on

financial policy, Mr. L. B. Marks, chairman, in regard to the

classification of the society's membership in order to increase the

annual revenue of the society. The report was signed by a

minoritv of the committee.
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After an extended discussion of the various phases of the situation, it

was decided tentatively to recommend to the council that the membership

of the society be divided into three classes as follows

:

Class A, to pay $10.00 annual dues, and to have all of the present privi-

leges of members.

Class B, to pay $5.00 annual dues, and to have all of the privileges of

Class A. except the right to hold elective office in the society-

at-large.

Class C (companies or firms), to contribute $25.00 annually, and to be

entitled through their accredited representative to all of the

privileges of the society except the right to vote and to hold

office.

.With reference to Class A members, it was thought that if a suitable

appeal is made to the members, at least one-fourth to one-third (say

about 400) of the present membership would enroll as Class A members,

yielding an increase of $2,000.00 in dues.

As Class B members would have all of the privileges of Class A, includ-

ing the right to vote and hold office in the sections, and excluding only

the right to hold elective office in the society-at-large, it was thought that

there would be few, if any, defections as a result of this classification.

It was thought that from 50 to 100 companies and firms would respond

to the call to contribute $25.00 a year to the cause, even though such con-

tribution did not carry with it the right to vote and to hold office in the

society.

The report was tabled for consideration on or about the time

of the convention in September. A new committee, the com-

mittee on revenue, was appointed to consider the matter of

increasing the society's income and to make definite recommenda-

tions about that time as to how this might be accomplished. The

personnel of this committee is as follows

:

W. J. Serrill, chairman; J. T. ^laxwell, R. C. Ware, A. S.

AIcAllister, Albert J. Marshall.

The question of including personals in the Transactions was

laid on the table pending a consideration by the editing and pub-

lication committee of a proposal to divide the Transactions into

two parts, a news section and a section devoted entirely to

papers and discussions.

In attendance at the meeting were : Messrs. \\ R. Lansingh,

president; George S. Barrows, James T. Maxwell, C. J. Russell,

W. Cullen Morris, L. B. ]\Iarks, Albert J. ^larshall, R. C. Ware,

W. J. Serrill, and Preston S. Millar, general secretary.
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SOCIETY XOTES.

The Xew England section held a meeting in the auditorium of

the Edison Electric Illuminating Co.. Boston. June 10. The

paper presented for discussion was a symposium on Indirect.

Semi-indirect and Direct Lighting, by Messrs. T. H. Rolph, J. G.

Henninger and S. G. Hibben. The symposium and the attending

discussion appears in this issue of the Transactions.

JOINT MEETING OF A. I. E. E. AND I. E. S.

During the annual convention of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers in Boston. June 25 to 28. inclusive, one ses-

sion was given over to a joint meeting with the Illuminating En-

gineering Society. The following papers were presented : "Indus-

trial Illvmiination and the Average Performance of Lighting

Systems" by C. E. Clewell ; '"Relations of Illuminating Engineer-

ing to Electrical Engineering" by Dr. Louis Bell ; "Demonstra-

tions of Some of the Relations of Color to Illumination Work" by

Dr. H. E. Ives ; "Problems of interior Illumination" by Mr. Bas-

sett Jones. Jr. The society was well represented by members in

attendance. The papers were enthusiastically received and the

attending discussions were both interesting and timely.

COMMITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE AND STANDARDS.

The committee on nomenclature and standards invites the mem-

bership of the society to co-operate with it in its work by furnish-

ing suggestions as to the terms and quantities which should be

standardized and defined, by submitting definitions for the con-

sideration of the committee, and by making any other proposals

regarding matters lying within the committee's scope. Communi-

cations may be addressed to Dr. A. E. Kennelly, chairman,

% Pierce Hall. Harvard L'niversity, Cambridge. Mass. ; to Dr.

C. H. Sharp, secretary of the committee, 80th Street and East

End Avenue, Xew York City ; or to the main oftice of the society,

29 \\'est 39th Street. X'ew York City.
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SYMPOSIUM ON INDIRECT, SEMI-INDIRECT AND
DIRECT LIGHTING.

PART I. IMPORTANT ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS.
BY THOMAS W. ROLPH.

The illumination recelvetl from the majority of lighting sys-

tems can properly be treated as made up of two parts—the direct

and indirect components. The direct component is that portion

of the illumination which is obtained from the light-units (the

lamps and their equipment) directly, without reflection from

ceiling or walls. The indirect component is that portion of the

illumination which is produced by light reflected from the ceiling or

walls or both before being received on the plane of illumination.

Some lighting systems have one component only, i. e., they are

totally direct or totally indirect. Obviously, the direct component

is more efficiently obtained than the indirect. Until the recent

more general introduction of indirect lighting, the physiological

value of the indirect component of a system was but vaguely

realized and the principal engineering aim in practically all

lighting systems was to increase the direct component, thereby

increasing the illumination efficiency.

There are, however, certain distinct advantages which a high

indirect component of the illumination possesses compared with

a high direct component. In an appreciable number of lighting

propositions, these advantages will justify the comparatively low

efficiency of indirect or semi-indirect lighting. This paper is an

attempt to formulate the principal advantages and disadvantages

of a high indirect component and to bring out the important fac-

tors which should determine the most desirable proportions of the

direct and indirect comi^onents, when the latter is compaiatively

high.

ADVANTAGES OF A HIGH INDIRECT COMPONENT.

The advantages of a high indirect component are due to the

dift'usion of the light comprising the indirect component. Dif-

fusion might be termed multi-directional character of light. In

* A paper read before meetings of tlie rittshurg and New England sections of the
nhiniinating Engineering Society, May 17 and June 10, iyi2, respectively.
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Other words, with ditfused hght. the ilhiminaticn at any point is

produced by Hght-rays coming from many different directions

rather than from a single direction. It is apparent that the use

of a large area like the ceiling for a secondary light-source neces-

sarily results in multi-directicnal or diffused light. The princi-

pal advantages, which are produced by the diff'usion of a high

indirect component are: low degree of specular reflection from

surfaces worked on ; absence of deep and sharply defined shad-

ows ; low candle-power and low intrinsic brilliancy of light-giving

areas.

Specular or Regular Reflection of uni-directional light from

glazed or semi-glazed surfaces produces glare when the eye is in

such position as to receive the reflected light directly. Examples

of this are very common, ^^'ith direct lighting, a magazine

using half-lone paper held in almost any position will give a

glare eff'ect from some part of it. One unconsciously holds it in

the position which gives the least glare eff'ect. If all surfaces

worked on were perfectly diffuse reflectors of light, there would

be no glare even with uni-directional light. Almost all surfaces,

however, give a certain amount of specular reflection. The

action of glare is to cause what has recently received the well-

chosen term "depression of visual function."^ Depression of

visual function is produced when any light enters the eye from

objects other than those viewed, or when there is too high an

illumination on the object viewed. It varies wnth the candle-

power of the extraneous light and with its angle from the line

of vision. The action is a decrease in the ability of the retina

to perform its normal functions with the result that the eye

cannot distinguish details as. well. Consequently, to see with the

same degree of distinctness, a higher illumination is required.

This is well illustrated by data" which Mr. J. R. Cravath pre-

sented at the last convention of the society. These data have

been graphically arranged by Mr. Arthur J. Sweet^ and are shown

in fig. I. The tests were made in a room i8 feet, 6 inches by

21 feet with a ceiling height of lo feet. Five systems of lighting

1 Arthur J. Sweet, "Influence of Illumination Conditions on Eye-Strain," Elec. Rev.

and Western Elec, March 16. 1912.

=
J. R. Cravath, "The Effectiveness of Light as Influenced by Systems and Surround-

ings," Tr.^ns. I. E. S., vol. VI, p. 7S2, Nov., 191 1.

3 Loc. cit.
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were used and with each system the illumination was varied by

means of a rheostat in the circuit. A subject w^as placed in

the center of the room with a reasonably diffuse paper {The
Saturday Evening Post) on a flat desk in front of him. The
illumination was then raised until the value seemed to the subject

ample for reading. Fig. i represents averages of the results from

a large number of determinations on twelve subjects. It will

be seen that as the extent of diffusion from the lighting system

increases, the illumination which the subject considered ample,

decreases. While this method of test cannot be relied on for

highly accurate results, the data obtained are nevertheless fairly

conclusive evidence of the value of diffusion in avoiding depres-

sion of visual function. Depression of visual function mav or

Fig. I.—Average results in foot-candles considered minimum comfortable
for steady reading.

may not be accompanied by decided ocular discomfort. The glare

which results from regular reflection of uni-directional light is

often great enough to cause decided ocular discomfort as well as

depression of visual function.

Absence of Deep and SJwrply Defined Shadozvs is obtained

by the multi-directional character of the light composing a high

indirect component of the lighting system. It is well to make a

distinction here between shadows and shaded areas. Shaded

areas may be defined as shadows with indiscernible edges.

Shaded areas are always in evidence. Shadows, in the narrow

meaning of the word, may be entirely eliminated. A sharp

shadow may be very objectionable while a shaded area of the same

maximum depth would not be. The value of lack of deep
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shadows is self-evident. It varies with different classes of ser-

vice. In drafting, shadowless illumination is the ideal. In of-

fices, shadows are less objectionable; faint shadows are really

desirable to aid in giving perspective to objects. In residences,

theatres, etc., some shadow is very desirable. The undesirability

of sharp shadows especially in offices, is brought out by hg. 2.

This illustrates a phenomenon which physiologists term "mduc-

tion." Tbe bands are each of the same degree of grayness

throughout, but dift'er from each other in reflecting coefficients.

The portion of each band nearest to the next lighter one seems

to be darker than the rest of the band. Induction is the phenom-

enon which makes dark objects look darker when adjacent to

Fig. 2.—Illustration of induction. Each band although uniform

appeals darker near its right hand edge and vice-versa.

light objects and vice versa. The action is often great enough

to obscure details, otherwise visible, in a dark object adjacent to

a light one. This phenomenon is probably very largely depres-

sion of visual function and should therefore follow the same

laws. One of these laws is that the nearer an extraneous

light is placed to the direct line of vision, the greater is the de-

pression of visual function. The figure illustrates the great

sensitiveness of the retina to extraneous light very close to the

line of vision, since even the extremely low candle-power ob-

tained from these surfaces is sufficient to make the adjacent

surfaces appear darker. It also illustrates the rapid decrease in

this effect as the angular distance between the extraneous light
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and the object viewed is increased. These points are very

suggestive in connection with the desirabilitv of avoiding sharp

shadows on woiking surfaces.

Lozc Candlc-poz^'cr and Lon' Intrinsic Brilliancy of Light-giz'-

ing Areas result from the nature of diffused light. Its multi-

directional character precludes the possibility of any appreciable

amount coming from a single point or small area. Of course,

the direct component may nullify this, but all the light which

makes up the indirect component is diffused. Depression of

visual function and ocular discomfort are both in evidence to a

greater or less degree when a light-giving area of appreciable

candle-power or intrinsic brilliancy is in the field of vision or

is in a position such as to come into the field of vision even oc-

casionally.

Summing up the advantages of the indirect component of

lighting systems one mav sav that the diffusion or multi-direc-

tional character of the light tends to decrease glare due to specu-

lar reflection from surfaces worked on: it tends to decrease the

depth of shadows and to eliminate their sharp edges : and it

tends to protect the eye from brilliant light-giving areas. To what

extent these advantages are nullified by a direct component will

be discussed further on in this paper when these advantages will

be considered in a more quantitative manner.

DISADVAXTAGES OF A HIGH IXDIRECT COMPOXEXT.

Having considered the advantages of the indirect component

compared with the direct, the disadvantages will be taken up.

These are briefly : low efficiency and rapid deterioration due to

dirt : light on walls, which may cause depression of visual func-

tion : bright ceiling", which may cause undesirable appearance

;

and lack of perspective, due to lack of shadows.

Of these disadvantages, the first-mentioned is by far the most

important. The efticiency of obtaining the indirect component

considering the light after it has left the unit may be as low as

10 per cent, of the efficiency in obtaining the direct component

(which is, of course. 100 per cent, considering efficiency back

to the light-unit only). It may run as high as 50 per cent, in

exceptional cases. The disadvantage of low efficiency and rapid

deterioration cannot be overcome. Proper design will do much
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toward lessening them, but in any lighting system in which the

indirect component of the illumination is high, the advantages

of that component should be great enough to justify the com-

paratively high cost of operation and maintenance.

Too much light on the wall will cause depression of visual

function. When the indirect component of a system is high, the

walls should be dark in color. This disadvantage will then be

nullified but this is accompanied by a reduction in illumination

efficiency. The net efficiency mav not be reduced when the walls

are darkened, however, as the increase in visual efficiency may
more than make up for the decrease in illumination efficiency.

The brightness of the ceiling increases as the size of the in-

direct component of the illumination increases. In the case of

totally indirect lighting, there is usually a decided contrast in

brilliancy between the dark light-unit and the bright ceiling.

This is somewhat objectionable from the appearance standpoint.

Appearance considerations also render it desirable to avoid, as far

as possible, a very bright ceilhig or a spotted etTect on the ceiling,

due to great variation in brightness.

Perspective very largely disappears in shadowless illumina-

tion. In a few classes of lighting—drafting, for example—this

is desirable. In most classes of lighting it is undesirable. En-

tire absence of shadows is very rarely obtained, however. Even

in totally indirect lighting, the light-giving area of the ceiling is

so restricted that some shadow or shaded area is usually in

evidence. Still, it is quite possible to have the diffusion too

great and the resulting loss in perspective more than the gain

in ether respects warrants.

It is apparent that by proper design, all the disadvantages

of a high indirect component of the illumination can be overcome,

to a large degree, except the disadvantage of low efficiency. The
latter obviouslv in no way detracts from the desirable illumination

features ; it merely makes them more expensive.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPORTIONS OF DIRECT AND
INDIRECT COMPONENTS.

The illumination advantages, accompanying the use of a rela-

tively high indirect component of illumination has led to con-

siderable use of lighting- svstems in which there is no direct
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component and more recently to systems in which the direct

component is present, although small. It is desirable to determine

what proportions of direct and indirect components are best, in

order to obtain to their fullest extent and most efficiently the

advantages of a high indirect component. Other things being

equal, the greater the direct component, the higher the efficiency

;

yet the direct component may be increased to a value such that

the advantages of the indirect component are largely nullified. If

that point is reached, the sacrifice in efficiency to obtain a high

indirect component is unwarranted. To justify the compara-

tively low efficiency of a high indirect component, the propor-

tions of direct and indirect light should be such that the advan-

tages of the indirect component will be obtained to the most

desirable degree and the disadvantages as little as possible.

Below is a restatement of these advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages: Diffusion of light resulting in (a) low degree

of specular reflection from surfaces worked on ; (b) absence of

deep and sharply defined shadows; (c) low candle-power and in-

trinsic brilliancy of light-giving areas.

Disadvantages: (a) Low efficiency and rapid deterioration due

to dirt; (b) too much light on the walls; (c) bright ceiling,

which may cause undesirable appearance; (d) lack of perspective,

due to lack of shadows.

Of the aforementioned disadvantages, efficiency should be

given little weight. The efficiency of direct lighting is abandoned

in order to obtain an indirect component of appreciable size. If

any lighting proposition warrants this sacrifice, it also warrants

neglecting the slight changes in efficiency which a variation in

the direct component will make, and justifies the determination

of the direct component on the grounds of illumination results

only. The question of too much light on the walls may also be

neglected here since dark colored walls are to be recommended.

Similarly, ceiling brightness is of very minor importance in a

consideration of the direct component, but the contrast between

bright ceiling and dark bowl points to the desirability of a direct

component large enough to prevent this.

The important questions are : To what extent is diffusion or mul-

ti-directional light desirable, from the standpoints of (a) extent
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Of specular reflection alloxved by good practise? and, (b) depth

and sharpness of shadow allowed by good practise What

brightness of bowl is desirable from the standpoints of eye-pro-

tection and contrast? ^Finally, what percentage of direct com-

ponent will give these?

Diffusion is the most important consideration. As has been

alreadv pointed out, one of the principal reasons for d.ttuston

is the specular reflecting character of surfaces commonly « orked

on The surface which may be taken as the extreme is the halt-

tone paper of magazines. Such surfaces are in common use and

^elv to continue so for many years to con.e. .. fan- cr.tenon

of the diffusion desirable is that it shall be such as to allow

comfortable reading from half-tone paper in any posn.on. Any

uni-directional light wtll give glare effect m some pos.tton with

such paper. This criterion will therefore dictate that the br.l-

liancv of the unit should be no greater than the ma.xurtum

brilliancv of the ceiling, assuming the area of n,ax,mum bnl-

liancv is .reat enough to cause no appreciable specular reflect.on.

t" ,ight%mitted bv the unit will then be practically of the same

intensity as the light coming from a similar nearby area of the

e W. The two will merge and there will be no glare from

lulL reflection due to the direct component of the ,1 unnna-

tion Great accuracv is not necessary in deternnn.ng what per

ent. direct component will give this degree of bnlhancy n eed^

great accuracy is impossible since ceilmg bnghtness -'
;

^^>
'"

"practise with the color of the ceiling the d.str.but.on from the

unit and the distance of the unit below the cefl.ng: «hfl the

brilliancv of the unit will vary with its s.ze, assuming the d.rec

Iponent to be constant. It is profitable, however to cons.de

an avera-e case. In the illumination tests of Messrs. Sweet and

d;:::,. recently reported to the society, the semwndtrect umt^

comprising a prismatic reflector and an art glass envelope, had a

brmiancv only slightly lower than the maximum bnlhancy of

h emng e^ tire latter was white. The prismatic reflector

was of the focusing type and the brilliancy of the ceflmg wotdd

Trefore be consid^erably lower with a wider d.str.but.on, wh.ch
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is more g-enerally used and more desirable from the standpoint

of obtaining diffused illumination. It is highly probable, there-

fore, that to obtain no specular reflection on working surfaces,

due to direct light, the percentage of direct light should be as low

or lower than in the unit referred to. W^ith this unit, the pro-

portions of the illumination received directly and indirectly, with

white ceiling and white, medium, and dark walls respectively,

was in the tests referred to. ii per cent, and 89 per cent.; 13 per

cent, and 87 per cent. ; 14 per cent, and 86 per cent. It seems

reasonable to assume therefore, that the elimination of specular

reflection from working surfaces will be obtained to the most

desirable degree if the direct component of the illumination is no

greater than 12 per cent. Obviously, the direct component may
drop to any value below 12 per cent, and the results will be as

good from the standpoint of eliminating specular reflection.

The question of sharpness of shadow and depth of shadow

permissible has almost the same degree of importance as the

question of specular reflection. Fig. 2 is ample proof that

shadows, even though faint, should not be sharp. Any shadow

caused by the direct light from the unit will be fairly sharp, the

degree of sharpness depending on the size of the unit. The

author has had a number of these induction diagrams made to

determine what degree of dift'erence in reflecting coefificients of

surfaces would cause a depression of visual function. It was

found that when the bands differed by 30 per cent, in reflecting

quality, the depression in visual function was appreciable, but

when this difference was reduced to 20 per cent., the phenomenon

was only barely perceptible. This would indicate that a sharp

shadow of 20 per cent, on working surfaces is about the limit of

good practise for illumination in which any close visual work

is to be performed.

Further data bearing on the degree of shadow permissible

were obtained by ^Messrs. Sweet and Doane, while conducting

their illumination tests above referred to. A series of obser-

vations was made by a number of engineers familiar with

illumination requirements. Observations were made by each

engineer while seated at a desk under the lighting systems tested.

In each case, he expressed his opinion as to the degree to which
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shadows seemed objectionable. An illuminometer was used to

measure the density of the shadow. The experimenters con-

chided that with direct lighting (z. e., shadows with fairly sharp

edges) a shadow of lo per cent, on the work is about the lowest

which is noticeable enough to attract the attention of the average

worker and hence be annoying in some classes of work. Shadows
lower than lo per cent, may be plainly visible, but ordinarily

would not attract attention. Work could be performed in a

shadow- of lo per cent, density. The annoyance caused is due to

the shadow edge rather than to contrast. The experimenters

concluded that a 40 per cent, shadow on the work was the abso-

lute limit permissible by good practise. Here the evil effect of

the shadow is due to contrast making the shaded portion appear

too dark for a working area. Judging by the diagram illustrating

induction with a 30 per cent, difference in shaded area, the

depression of visual function near the edge of a 40 per cent,

shadow must be considerable. It was found that with totally

indirect lighting ( /. e., giving sha^'ed areas rather than distinct

shadows ) a 50 per cent, shaded area was not at all objectionable.

The experimenters did not obtain an objectionable shadow or

shaded area with indirect lighting. This is not surprising when

it is considered that in fig. 2. the depression of visual function

extends over only a small portion of each band. It is probable

that a very high percentage of depth of shaded area (shadow

with indiscernible edge) is not objectionable. Unless the actual

illumination intensity in the shaded area is lower than the class

of service demands.

In order to obtain the best results, from the shadow standpoint,

it seems desirable to have no sharp shadows of greater density

than 15 per cent., on working surfaces. This is approximately

the limiting density at which contrast might produce depression

of visual function rs in fig. 2. It should be low enough for good

results in office work, although for drafting a 10 per cent, shadow

limit on working surfaces would probably be better. Other

classes of lighting might not require as low a shadow limit for

best results. On the whole, however, a 15 per cent, sharp shadow

is probably a desirable average high limit for semi-indirect light-

ing. The low limit should be determined largely by the degree of
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shadow necessary to obtain perspective. From the shadow tests,

reported above, it is evident that this Hmit is in the neighborhood

of lo per cent. The most desirable sharp shadow is probably,

therefore, from lo to 15 per cent. This means that the direct

component of the illumination should be (from the shadow stand-

point) from 10 to 15 per cent, of the total illumination, since the

direct light will cast a shadow with fairly sharp edges.

The question of eye-protection demands that the intrinsic bril-

liancy and the candle-power in the direction of the eye be low.

The intrinsic brilliancy of the ceiling in indirect and semi-indirect

systems is sometimes none too low for best eye-protection. It

therefore seems that a fair criterion for the limiting brilliancy

of the unit from the standpoint of best eye-protection is the

criterion adopted for elimination of specular reflection. /. c, that

the unit have no greater brightness than the ceiling. While this

specification cannot be considered as rigid, it is nevertheless

approximately what it is desirable to work to. Certainly, if the

transmission is increased any considerable amount the unit will

cause eye discomfort when viewed. It should be noted that many
installations allow the light-units to be placed so high or in such

a position that they are rarely looked at. In that case the

desirability for low intrinsic brilliancy is not so great. However,

if the unit is allowed to be much brighter than the ceiling, it will

be quite comparable in brillancy with many direct-lighting units.

If such a point is reached, semi-indirect lighting is no longer

justifiable from the standpoint of eye-protection from the unit.

In other words, the advantage of semi-indirect over direct light-

ing from this standpoint disappears and the inefficiency of semi-

indirect must be justified on other grounds than that of protec-

tion to the eyes from the unit. As has been pointed out under a

consideration of specular reflection, the unit will have the same

degree of brightness as the ceiling under average conditions when
the direct component of the illumination is approximately 12

per cent.

COXCLUSIOX? REGARDIXG THE DIRECT COMPOXEXT.

From the foregoing text, the following conclusions regarding

the direct component of the illumination may be deduced: (i)

For the best degree of elimination of specular reflection on work-
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ing surfaces it should be little greater than 12 per cent. (2) For

best shadow values it should be from 10 per cent, to 15 per cent.

(3) For best degree of eye-protection it should be little greater

than 12 per cent.

These values cannot be taken as exact, since the present state

of our knowledge of the subject does not permit of exact de-

terminations. At the present time, however, one may say with

reasonable certainty that in order to obtam, to the most desirable

degree, the advantages of a high indirect component of the illum-

ination, the direct component should be from lo per cent, to 15

per cent, of the total illumination. Departure from these values

will probably lessen the engineering advantages of this class of

lighting. If the direct component of the illumination is decreased

below 10 per cent., there is apt to be loss of perspective and, if

it goes as low as zero, undesirable appearance factors are likely to

be introduced. If the direct component of the illumination is in-

creased beyond 15 per cent., the advantages of the indirect com-

ponent are apt to be seriously reduced. There is undoubtedly

some value, not far beyond 15 per cent., at which the illumina-

tion advantages of a high indirect component are so seriously

reduced that the comparative inefficiency of this class of lighting

is no longer justifiable on engineering grounds. It must then

be justified mainly from the esthetic standpoint—a difficult task,

considering the variety of attractive direct-lighting units avail-

able.

There are, of course, a great number of lighting propositions,

for which the diffusion and consequent illumination advantages

of a high indirect component are quite unnecessary. Probably,

for the great majority of installations the higher cost of indirect

or semi-indirect lighting is not warranted on engineering grounds.

In a few classes of service—drafting-rooms and picture galleries,

for example— the diffusion is, undoubtedly, of sufficient value

to warrant the high cost. In any class of lighting, however, a

well-designed direct system is preferable, on engineering grounds,

to a semi-indirect system in which the direct component is great

enough to seriously reduce the illumination advantages of the

indirect component.
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PART II. COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCIES.
BY J. G. HENNINGER.

Consider these systems of illumination from the standpoint of

efficiency alone. Averages taken from a large number of tests show

that under favorable conditions an indirect lighting system will

average about two lumens per watt on the plane of illumination.

Small rooms with light walls and ceilings will sometimes show

an efficiency as high as 2.5 lumens per watt, while in large rooms

with high ceilings, the efficiency may come down to 1.5 lumens

per watt and perhaps less.

An extremely interesting test to determine the relative effi-

ciency of an indirect versus a direct system of lighting has just

been completed by the National Electric Lamp Association. The

room in which the test was conducted is 19 ft. by 39 ft. 7 in. with

a 12 ft. 2 in. ceiling. The walls are light yellow and the ceiling

flat white. The lighting was provided in the one case by eight

150-watt X-Ray tungsten units uniformly spaced in two rows of

four each; while in the other, eight 150-watt tungsten lamps

equipped with prismatic reflectors were used in the same out-

lets. Conditions were made as nearly uniform as possible so that

the results would be comparable. Another interesting feature

of the test is that both clear and bowl frosted lamps were used.

The effective lumens per watt are not as high as would be ex-

pected under the conditions. But this is readily accounted for

when it is considered that a large portion of the end wall adjacent

to the test space is made up of windows covered with dark

green shades. Furthermore, on account of the beam construction

of the building the lamps had to be placed closer than they should

be to the side walls.

Direct illumination Indirect illumination

Clear Bowl frosted Clear Bowl frosted

Average intensity of iiluiiiination .-• . 6.39 5.63 2.77 2.40

Effective lumens per watt 4.00 3.52 1.73 1.51

Relative per cent, based on clear

lamp, direct system 100 .0 88.

o

43.3 37.7

Another test conducted on an indirect lighting unit in a small

room afforded some interesting information. The dimensions

of the room were as follows : length, 9 ft. 10 in. ; width, 8 ft.

;
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ceiling height. 8 ft. 3 in. ; unit at standard position was 12 in.

from ceiling.

Effective lumens
per watt

Black walls, white ceiling 1.66

White walls, white ceiling 2.43

Maximum variation reduced from 70 to 47-^ by white walls.

Illumination measurements taken with the unit at various dis-

tances from ceiling gave the following results. The farther from

the ceiling, a little more uniform was the illumination. The best

hanging height is plainly evident from these data.

I foot I ft. 6. in. 2 feet 3 feet

Extreme variation above average, per cent-

Extreme variation below average, per cent-

Effective lumens per watt

A third test was conducted in a barber shop lighted by means

21.5 19-3 22.7 21.4

22.0 21.

1

20.2 17.6

2.65 2.90 2.69 2.66
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Fig. I.— Location stations in test ot direct versus indirect lighting.

of a semi-indirect system. The shop was 36 ft. by 18 ft. with a

12 ft. 6 in. ceiling. The lighting equipment consisted of three

4-lamp fi.xtures uniformly spaced along the center of the room.

Each fixture was equipped with four loo-watt lamps fitted n'ith

inverted translucent glass reflectors. There was a wainscot of

white marble about 36 in. high along two sides and across the

end of the room, while above this was a line of mirrors reaching

to about 7 ft. above the floor. The remainder of the walls and

ceiling was tinted a light bull. The test results were as follows

:
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Foot-candles

Average intensitj- of illumination 5.78

Watts per square foot 1-875

Lumens per watt 3.0S

Another interesting series of tests was conducted, using pris-

matic glassware and tungsten lamps. The room was 18 ft. 10 in.

by 2T^ ft. with a beamed ceiling 13 ft. 10 in.—beams 15 in. by

5.5 in. on four-foot centers. The walls were of natural pine

finish while the ceiling was painted with ''factory white".

The reflection from the walls was not very good while the ceil-

ing was in fair condition.

In the first case the units were hung in their normal positions

and illumination measurements taken. Then the units were simply

turned upside down and suspended by cords at a distance

of 4 ft. from the ceiling which happened to be about the same

height at which the units were previously hung. Lastly, the

reflectors were surrounded by a cone of bristol-board, the inside

of which had been painted a dead black, the idea being to deter-

mine exactly what portion of the illumination obtained with the

inverted system was due to reflection from the ceiling. The
results are tabulated below.

Effective Maximum Relative efficiency
lumens variation per cent, of
per watt per cent. direct system

Direct 3.04 78 100.

o

Semi-direct 1.54 44 50.6

Totally indirect 1.027 55 33.75

Efficiency is unquestionably in favor of semi-indirect illumina-

tion as compared with indirect illumination ; but how about rela-

tive ability to see well, etc.? A drafting room, for instance, can

be lighted remarkably well with an indirect system of illumina-

tion. There are no bothersome shadows and the workmen are

comfortable. On the other hand. I know of a certain drafting

room in which a direct lighting system is used. There are

two 60-watt bowl frosted tungsten filament lamps fitted with

satin-finished prismatic reflectors placed above and in front

of each drafting table. The reflectors are good dififusers as well

as reflectors. The ceilings are light so that all in all the installa-

tion is eminently satisfactory.

In another drafting office four-light semi-indirect lighting fix-

tures are being used with great success.
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In one of the large clerical offices of the National Electric

Lamp Association the regular prismatic reflectors have simply been

inverted. The results are splendid. Previously, under the direct

system, the girls operating slide-rules had complained of their

eyes. ^Many of them had to put on glasses. Under the new

system, they are apparently content. Later on a set of satin fin-

ished reflectors will be installed. The added diffusion will prob-

ably have its effect for the better. The next step will be to turn

the system into indirect. The girls are being watched at each

step, so that the results bid fair to be very interesting.

The consensus of opinion after Air. Cravath's paper^ at Chicago

last October had been read and discussed was that there was but

slight diff'erence between the intensity required to see well under

the two forms of illumination, viz., direct and indirect, provided

the installations were equally well made. Diffusion seemed to be

the determining factor. It was agreed, however, that there is

need of much more comprehensive work along that line.

Still another side presents itself—the esthetic. Many people

regretted doing away with the old fireplace on account of its

cheerfulness. Hawthorne has lamented this fact in verse. Some

people claim that the beautv and comfort of an indirect lighting

system is unparalleled. Others claim that indirect lighting

—

shadowless illumination—is cheerless and cold. It is true that

there is a large field in decorative art open to indirect lighting

systems. Very charming effects can be and are obtained. The

general color tone of the ceiling will largely decide the pevailing

color of the resultant illumination—soft warm effect of buff, rose

and ivory white decorations, and the cool eft'ect of very light

greens, etc. The light units may be covered with various colored

glass screens to get the desired colored effect.

On the other hand, there is a large field open before semi-

indirect lighting. Myriads of designs in soft alabaster, amber

and rose colored glassware are possible. !Many wonderful color

effects can be produced by them.

It is said that manv restaurants and grill room owners use

table lamps having soft warm tinted shades for the reason that the

resulting illumination is warm in tone and the beauty of the

1
J. R. Cravath, "The Effectiveness of Light as Influenced bj' Systems and Surround-

ings," Trans. I. E. S., vol. VI, p. 7S2.
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fair sex is heightened by it. There is a feeling of privacy

produced by a good table lamp which can be obtained

in no Other way. Who could ask for more comfortable reading

lamps than the old student lamps with their cylindrical wicks

and white translucent shades?

The point to be emphasized here is that there is a place for

everything. Indirect lighting is not the panacea for every light-

ing ill. Semi-indirect lighting has its field, and so has the direct.

It is true that the fields of each overlap; one merges into the

other. Personal opinions vary. One man wants one thing;

another something else. However, it is universally agreed that

light sources with high intrinsic brilliancy should be kept out of

range of vision; streaks are dangerous, and good diffusion is of

paramount importance.

A^ariety is the "spice" of life. Who would like to see every-

one's stores, houses, churches, offices, lighted exactly alike?

Xobody. Scarcely any of these structures of the same class are

alike: architectural requirements vary: decorations vary.

There is an immense field of possibilities open before both

systems of illumination. Local conditions and good sound judg-

ment will determine which is most feasible and desirable for

each individual case. It will not be an uncommon thing to find

both systems used under practically the same conditions with

equal satisfaction.
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PART III. SEMI-INDIRECT LIGHTING.
BY S. G. HIBBEN.

Indirect lighting may be divided roughly into two classes

:

opaque units which deliver all of their reflected light directly to

the ceiling or upwards to a redirecting diffusing surface

;

and units which throw some light up and in addition to doing

this also transmit more or less light directly through their sides

and bottom to the surface or objects to be illuminated. The first

class should be known as the strictly indirect system. The sec-

ond system has of late taken the title semi-indirect. For conven-

ience consider any type of unit that is not opaque but of some

translucency as belonging to the semi-indirect type—granting of

course that such units have the form of a fixture that depends

appreciably upon the upward projected component for its opera-

tion. Obviously there may be differing degrees of translucency

of the semi-indirect units, but this part of the symposium deals

primarily with a general type having a goodly proportion of trans-

mitted light. It touches upon the advisability of a semi-direct

lighting system ; the comparison between direct and semi-indirect

lighting costs : and the artistic side of the subject, briefly. It pre-

sents illustrations of several lighting units, and mentions the

various effects of the different ratios of transmitted and reflected

light flux as these ratios aft'ect illumination results.

The most nearly complete short consideration of semi-indirect

lighting can be made by again dividing the subject into three co-

1 elated parts, consisting of. (i ) the distribution of illumination.

(2) the relative costs of lighting, (3) the decorative and esthetic

results and possibilities.

Distribution of lUiuiiiiiatioii.—Indirect lighting in general

has been proved to be more uniform than direct lighting, other

conditions being equal.

When a room is illuminated by this method, obviously the

ceiling becomes one of the main sources of light, and just as

out-doors on a cloudy day has lighting with smallest shadow,

so does the larger light-giving area of a ceiling surface tend

towards uniformity of illumination.

Again, the light rays coming from a source to a ceiling will
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Strike the ceiling and be returned at v.-ider angles to farther

points on the floor. The much used analogy of the stream of

water that is directed downward to destroy a limited area of

one's garden, or pointed upward to spray a large part of the

ground, explains this condition best.

Finally, the ceiling as one light source, and the lamp and shade

close to the ceiling as another source, form two sources that

average much higher in position above the floor than direct light-

ing sources, and is another reason for wider distribution and

more uniformity.

The curves of fig. i show some test results of the distribution

Morizontui a/siancii in rt?c/ Arvrj tzneath light Sourct

Fig. I.—Illumination from lighting fixture shown in figure 2.

from one unit. These are curves showing the actual tested foot-

candles of illumination upon a surface 30 inches above the floor

of a typical ofiice room. The vertical scale gives these values,

while the horizontal scale represents linear distance measuring

from a point directly beneath the light source. This source was

a four-arm fixture supporting four alba glass shades and

60-watt clear bulb lamps held tip upward as shown in fig. 2.

The height of the ceiling of this room was 10 feet and the in-

terior was painted a light yellow. The shades were hung 21

inches from the ceiling to the rim (in the inverted position).

One fixture only was burning.

Curve A-A' of fig-, i. shows the illumination from the four down-
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ward pointing shades, or represents the resuh obtained from

light directly reflected from the shades plus the light that has

passed upward through the shades and has been returned by re-

flection from the ceiling. This would be the curve of ordinary

direct lighting. Xow if the shades and lamps are inverted,

meanwhile keeping the centers of the lamp filaments the same dis-

tance from the ceiling, the curve B-B' of semi-indirect lighting is

obtained. Finally, if opaque dead black paper cones are placed

Fig. 2.— .\ four-lamp semi-indirect lighting fixture.

beneath each inverted shade to cut off all light that may be

transmitted downward through the shades, the results shown by

curve C-C from light coming only from the ceiling are obtained.

The difference between curves B-B' and C-C is due to the

transmitted light through the shades. This difference, consider-

ing the proportions of transmitted and reflected light from the

units standing alone, is apparently great ; but its magnitude is ex-

aggerated by these curves, since the curve of indirect light only
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(C-C) is from the upward reflected light after it has suffered a

loss from ceihng absorption tliat may easily amount to from 35 to

55 per cent. The actual proportion of transmitted downward

light from the inverted shades to upward reflected light from the

shades (calculated from the polar distribution curves) is as

1 to 2.

If another case of the effects of transmitted and reflected light,

from a fixture as shown in fig. 3 (consisting of a square meta?

^^fff^^^Sj^^^H
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I *i }^^^M
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!* / Jl ^9
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Fig. 3.—Semi-iiidirect lighting fixture with mirror-lined metal box.

mirror-lined box supporting a 14 inch glass hemisphere) were

considered it would be found that with the use of two different

glass hemispheres the polar distributions are as shown by the

curves of figs. 4 and 5. The denser and highly polished opal

glass directly transmits much less light, and reflects more than

the light opal glass. The maximum intensities towards the ceil-

ing are at the same angles in either case. The results shown by

the corresponding illumination curves of fig. 6 are what might

be expected, viz., with the use of the glass of greater opacity
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there is less illumination beneath, and more at a distance between

three and eleven feet.

The ratio of downward to upward light, i to 2. mentioned

above seems to be an excellent proportion for usual service, al-

W ISO I6C no «C 1*0 160 ISO KO Ko ISO 160 ne ae iTO 160 ISO ko

Figs. 4 and 5.—Light distribution curves from fixture shown in figure 3 with

different glass hemispheres.
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Fig. 6.—niumination from fixture shown in figure 3.

though there are places where a larger j^er cent, of transmitted

light is advisable, just as there are many places where com-

pletely opaque reflectors are advisable. The conditions favoring

the first case are units hung high, with a dark ceiling and also

high energy costs. The conditions favoring the second case

would be under about the reverse circumstance-.
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Here are the horns of the dilemma : as less light is transmitted,

the system becomes more expensive, and more and more de-

pendent upon the ceiling color and cleanliness. On the other

hand, as more light is transmitted, the effect draws too far away

from the diffused lighting and becomes more like direct lighting,

with a chance for higher intrinsic brilliancy of the unit and a

possible glare effect. Service conditions must largely govern the

point of balance.

One more phase of semi-indirect lighting not shown by the

curves is that of light upon vertical surfaces, or striking in side-

ways to the illuminated object. This is the consideration that

eft'ects the draftsman, the type-setter, the detailing clerk and the

seamstress. The first half of table i shows what these values

are, under conditions identical with those in which curve B-B'

of fig. I was obtained. The second half of this table gives sim-

ilar data in connection with the installation of the six units re-

ferred to in the next topic. The conclusion is that these are

high values, and as such explain why nearly all recent drafting

room installations are of this particular character.

TABLE I.—Table of Foot-ca.ndles.

Semi-Indirect Lighting Units.

^.
4—Inverted diffusing shades.

4—60-watt clear tungsten lamps.

I—4-arm fixture burning.
Horizontal Vertical

station illumination illumination Direction

2 ft. Dist 4-4 0.38 North
0.45 South

— 1.24 East (toward fixture)
— 0.19 West

16 ft. 0.3 0.097 North
0.091 South

— 0.092 East (toward fixture)
— — West

B.

6—Single semi-indirect units.

6— 150-watt clear tungsten lamps.

6— Fi.xtures burning in a room 20 ft. by 39 ft.

Horizontal Vertical
station illumination illumination Direction

Center of room 3-85 1.44 East
1.47 West— 1.85 North

— 2.03 South
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The Relative Costs of Lighting: The second consideration

is, how much more does it cost to illuminate an office by the

semi-indirect system? There are two answers: one is the answer

to the question of costs for equal foot-candles ; the other to the

question of costs for equal ability to see.

To arrive at an answer to the first question the curves of fig. i

may be considered. Curve A-A' represents direct lighting, and

curve B-B' represents semi-indirect lighting. These curves afford

a comparison of the lighting results from a single fixture from

which it is possible to get a rough working estimate. If this

fixture of 4 inverted shades be assumed to illuminate a circle

^2 ft. in diameter, the effective lumens (or the area in square feet

lighted, multiplied by the average foot-candles over that area)

in each case may be calculated. As a summation method of doing

this, the writer has taken a series of concentric rings, each 2 ft.

wide, and has computed the area of each ring. Then the average

foot-candles in each ring or band multiplied by the area of the

ring gives the lumens for that ring, and the total for all rings

will be the total lumens of the circular area illuminated.

By this means the direct lighting system, heretofore considered

as typical, furnishes 1084.3 lumens. The semi-indirect system

gives 886 lumens, or 18.3 per cent, less eff'ective light. Hence if

the room to undergo a change in system, has been and will

remain a medium yellow color then the light flux, or the watts

consumed, or the cost of operation, must be increased in accord-

ance with the above proportion. In short, the semi-indirect sys-

tem would require 22.4 per cent, higher wattage, if it were re-

quired to have equal foot-candles in both cases. If the room

and especially the ceiling be of a lighter color, the extra cost

for energy- will be less ; if darker, more. Also if the shades trans-

mit less light, the increase will be greater ; but these figures are

illustrative of this type of unit.

As a check upon this figure, it is of interest to note results of

a test made upon an installation of six units, similar to the one

of fig. 7. The office room to be lighted measured about 38 by

20 ft. with a 10 ft. cream colored ceiling, and light yellow walls.

Six 150-watt lamps were used, spaced approximately at centers

of equal rectangles. The distance of the rims of the shades from
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the ceiling was 15 in. Six floor stations were respectively located

as follows : directly beneath one of the middle units—of one of

the two rows of three units each—directly between the two center

units; between the middle and end unit of one row; between four

adjacent units ; at the wall opposite the middle unit of one row,

and at the wall opposite the point between a middle and an end

unit; in short, such locations as to arrive at the values of a gen-

eral average of foot-candles of the whole room. The results are

given in table II.

The foot-candle efficiencv is 0.28 watt per lumen. Using the

above factor of 18.3 per cent, as the decrease of illumination of
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Fig-. 7.—Semi-iudirect lighting fixture witli i5a-watt tungsten lamp.

semi-indirect over direct lighting, an efficiency of about 0.23 watt

per lumen for direct lighting in this typical room would be

obtained, or a close agreement with the generally accepted results
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from previous tests of other investigators. This figure of effi-

ciency for semi-indirect lighting is surprisingly good, and may

always be applied with a factor of safety, especially since de-

terioration from deposits of dust is liable to be high.

But this consideration is to be modified for the final answer as

TABLE II.

—

Tests of Semi-ixdirect Lighting Units.

Readings of horizontal foot-candles on a 30-inch working plane.

Tungsten i5o-%vatt clear lamps.

Light opal bowls.

Distance: rim to ceiling. 15 inches.

Color of walls and ceiling: cream

station Foot-candles

A 4.89

B 385
C 3.22

D 4.25

E 5-39

F 3-22

Average of stations 4. 137

Total area illuminated 776.0 sq. ft.

Total energy consumption 900 watts

Approximate watts per sq. ft i . 16

Watts per useful lumen 0.28

to costs. Although under the conditions described, for equal

foot-candles and the semi-indirect system reqitires 22.4 per cent.

higher wattage, the question is not one of equal foot-candles but

of equal visual efficiency. Under the semi-indirect system there

Fig. Sa. -Contraction of pupil of eye after Fia

one minute exposure to a 60-watt lamp
four feet awav.

^b— Expansion of pupil of eye after

three minutes in darkness.

is greater ease of vision. On account of the low intrinsic bril-

liancy of the light source there is a pupillary expansion of the
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eye (fig. 8) allowing more light to reach the retina. Then there

are to be considered the results of Fechner's law, if the change

in illumination is considerable, which stated briefly is that

a decrease in intensity does not mean a proportional correspond-

ingly large decrease in visual acuity; nor the converse. Were

this not so, one who in daylight comfortably uses 30 foot-candles

of illumination would be greatly embarrassed in attempting to see

by moonlight, with 0.03 foot-candles. Third, the more pleasant

Fig. 9. -Semi-indirect lighting fixture with a 400-watt tungsten lamp.

appearance of the unit and the personal gratification of the senses

places the observer's state of nerves and feelings at a place w^iere

the sight recording apparatus—quite nervously sympathetic

—

operates at its best. It is not an exaggeration to claim that in

many cases the increased sensitiveness quite often counterbal-

ances the decrease of foot-candles.
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Decorative Possibilities: There are often modifying condi-

tions governing the type of lighting unit selected for the various

cases, that are widely separated from pure foot-candle eflficiency.

The physiological effects forms one of these considerations, and

closely linked with it is the consideration of decorative possibili-

ties.

As to the units themselves, the accompanying illustrations will

serve to give ideas of some few types. Figs. 9 to 11 inclusive,

Fig. 10.—Semi-indirect lighting fixture equipped with inverted gas burner.

show both commercial and ornate units, of semi-indirect charac-

teristics, and are typical of the developments so far in this

direction.

An idea has long been prevalent that gas, as an illuminant, was
of narrow application, and objectionable because of the inartistic

forms of fixtures, burners and accessories. But there seems to be

no reason why semi-indirect lighting with gas should not have a

3
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prosperous future. Fixtures are in service that consist of trans-

lucent glass bowls containing upright mantle burners. Fig. lo

shows a very commercial yet very simple and serviceable semi-

indirect fixture using an inverted burner. Beautiful designs m

o-lassware are brought out exceptionally well by these light

sources. Any inartistic burner, parts, pilot-flames, etc., are con-

cealed and better disposition may be made of the heat. There

Fig. n.-Semi-indirect lighting fixture with four loo-watt tungsten lamps.

are on the whole a number of reasons for combining this type of

lighting system and this form of illuminant.

Surroundings should be considered in conjunction with the

style of the fixtures. With direct or semi-indirect lightmg, the

prominence of relief designs of a heavily elaborated ceiling can be

intensified by laterally thrown shadows. Decorations of ceilings
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and walls can be made to appear to their best advantage. The

light transmitted through a large glass bowl can be made to blend

the unit into the ceiling, colored glass may be used to a striking

effect, and on the whole the lighting system can become more

nearly a part of the original architectural considerations.

Not everywhere, but in many places there is a field for semi-

indirect lighting, and it is hoped that considerations such as these

that have been briefly outlined will aid in broadening this field.

Discussion.

Dr. H. E. Ives : I think that papers of this sort, which under-

take an analysis of lighting conditions, endeavoring to pick out

how much of the light should be direct, how much indirect, and

what should be the relative brightness of the light sources and

the objects illuminated, are exactly the things we want in illumi-

nating engineering. We need that knowledge before good effects

can be produced. We certainly know that deplorable effects can

be produced if we misuse the instruments at hand. After we

know these facts about the relations between intrinsic brilliancy,

diffusion, and direction, I think we shall be within sight of the

final thing in lighting.

There is one matter in connection with direct, indirect and

semi-indirect lighting which I do not find treated quite as fully

as I think it might be in investigations which have been carried

on, and that is the matter of direction. Some of you may re-

member that ^Ir. Luckiesh and I had a paper at the 191 1 con-

vention of the society on "The Distribution of Luminosity in

Nature." Two rather striking results were set forth. One was

that in the ordinary landscape the brightest part is directly in

front of the observer ; that is, on the horizon line, and that the

sky brightness gradually decreases away from that point.

As I sat here this evening I felt there was something lacking

in the manner of lighting in spite of the undoubted merit and

beauty of these semi-indirect units, and I thought it might be at-

tributed to the fact that the brightest areas in the field of vision

are high up on the walls, and for many of the audience are

actually the high light sources themselves. Is it not possible that

there is a constant straining of the eye upward towards these
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bright areas which correspond in brightness to the point which

in Nature is on the level of the eyes? That may seem a little

far-fetched, yet there is something lacking in an installation of

this sort \vith the light overhead. No matter how attractive the

lighting may be when we come in, it doesn't satisfy one after

awhile. I would like to have a room lighted in a manner indi-

cating a deliberate attempt to attain natural day light distribution.

It might be a total failure, but it seems to me that it is an experi-

ment worthy of your investigation.

The second interesting result of the investigation above re-

ferred to was in connection with the direction of illumination.

Consider now this question of the direction from which the light

falls. Investigation shows that the landscapes in Nature are not

uniformly plea&ing. When the sun is directly overhead and the

light is coming straight down almost any landscape is extremely

unpleasant. But if the sun is low in the sky so as to make long

shadows, the same landscape becomes pleasing. Now consider

this room in the daytime. We have windows to one side of

large area, say five feet by seven, of comparatively low intrinsic

brilliancy and yet of large total candle-power. The light is.

coming from the side. At night we turn on our lights overhead.

I'here is a vast change in the direction of the light. I would

like to see somebody try the experiment of taking these semi-

indirect fixtures down and hanging them alongside the windows.

Probably they would have to be made considerably larger for

the same candle-power in order to decrease their intrinsic bril-

liancy. I don't know what the result would be, but I would

like to see it done.

In conclusion I want to say one more general word. I think

we all concur as illuminating engineers to the fact that people

should be better educated in what is good and what is bad in

lighting. Because of his large influence in deciding on lighting

installations, the architect has been the man of all others w^ho

ought to be interested in acquiring this education. As Mr. Bas-

sett Jones showed in his recent paper in New York, the whole

design of a building may be thrown away by having the direction

of light altered from that for which the design was made. Now
it seems to me that the old saying that we hear so often, that the
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architect plans the building and then turns the hghting over to

the office boy, is all too true. The architect too often considers

the lighting as a necessary evil to be added after the plan is

complete. A few days ago I picked up a copy of The Studio and

saw there this news item : "In the New York public library there

has been introduced an innovation in the lighting." On reading the

article I found that the innovation consisted of drawn bronze

tixtures in period designs. Now. all of you who have been in

that library know that the lighting system consists of drawn

bronze fixtures.

One thing the designers of a building should understand is that

light and light sources can be made an integral part of the de-

sign. I think that anyone who looks at the new indirect and

semi-indirect fixtures and sees the great number which are made,

which are in themselves things of beauty as light sources, will

realize that the illuminating engineer has in them made an argu-

ment to the architect for light as an indispensable part of the de-

sign for his building. Such a striking appeal to the architects

highly developed love of beauty and harmony does what a great

deal of lecturing on distribution curves and efficiency data would

not accomplish.

Mr. p. S. Millar : This discussion revolves around three

fundamentals. The first is the presence of light sources, or

other bright objects within the field of vision. The second is

diffusion of light. And the third is efficiency.

With regard to the question of light sources within the field

of vision, as we all know, there are three ways of overcoming the

difficulties : one is to remove the light sources from view, the

second is to conceal the sources, and the third is a compromise

between the first two. In indirect lighting, the sources are con-

cealed and there is substituted the ceiling—a source of lower

specific intensity, but of considerable power. I think there is

some objection to a ceiling which is bright locally which has not

been emphasized in these papers; in fact, so far as I am aware,

we don't know to-day just what relation exists between total

flux from a light source and its specific intensity in determining

the deleterious effect which it exercises on our ability to see.

I am impressed with the thought that great advances have been
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made in the last few years in mitigating the evils of exposed light

sources. Compare the kind of glassware which is produced to-

day with that monstrosity manufactured a few years ago, con-

sisting of a cluster of sockets, each socket equipped with a lamp
and a reflector pointing in various directions around the room in a

manner sure to get one no matter from which direction he looked

at it. That was an undesirable fixture which the manufacturer

would not produce to-day. The change illustrates a big advance

in illuminating engineering.

Diffusion of light is a subject which has received attention more
recently, the importance of which is only beginning to receive

general recognition. Diff'usion may be advantageous or disad-

vantageous depending on the purpose which the illumination is to

serve. In a drafting room a high degree of diffusion is essential.

In a library it is usually undesirable, insofar as diffusion is taken

to mean multi-direction of light producing more or less uniform

.illumination throughout the room. Diffusion, in the sense of

concealing and rendering harmless excessively bright sources, is

almost always desirable. The degree of diffusion best for a par-

ticular installation is, like most other phases of our complex art,

a problem peculiar to that particular installation.

As brought out in the papers, one value of diffussion is to

reduce the effect which we call "glare" from calendered paper

and polished surfaces. Such effect is due in varying proportions

to (a) unidirectional character of light, usually combined with

exposed or improperly shielded light sources, and (b) to specular

quality of light reflection from surface. At the present time a

number of investigators are studying means of reducing glare

from reflecting surfaces by securing light of multi-directional

character, as employing diffusing globes or employing the ceiling

as a reflecting medium, but this society and ats membership are

doing little or nothing in the way of promoting the use of mat
surface paper which would be less liable to specular reflection and

therefore less liable to unpleasant glare, even with improperly

diffused lighting.

In nature we are accustom.ed to an exposed light source, often

within the field of view, and to light which is more or less

unidirectional in character, but we are not accustomed to illumi-
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nated surfaces which reflect specularly. While not absent, such

surfaces are rare in landscapes, yet in our artificial lighting, we

are directing most of our efforts toward removing the light

sources from the field of view and rendering them diffusive in

character, while that rather unnatural element, the glossy surface

which reflects specularly, is receiving but little of our attention.

It would be unfortunate if this statement were interpreted as

advocating anv reduction in the vigor of our campaign against

exposed light sources ; it is rather in the nature of a suggestion

that we. as illuminating engineers, ought to expand our efforts

with a view to doing what may be done in the way of promoting

the use of mat surface paper where feasible.

The question of efficiency has been discussed by Mr. Hen-

ninger, who practically limited his paper to that subject. His

tests tend to confirm the impression that I think most of us have

held regarding the efficiency of indirect lighting.

When one studies the two components, (a) the direct light

from the fixture and (b) the indirect light from the ceiling as

Mr. Rolph has done, he enters a realm where generalization is

dangerous. The principal danger is well illustrated in the papers

we have before us to-night. Mr.' Rolph concludes in his paper

that the direct component in flux on the plane of utilization should

be about 12 per cent, of the total, leaving 88 per cent, for the light

which is to come from the ceiling. Mr. Rolph's conclusion is, I

fancy, the result of a laboratory investigation. Mr. Hibben at-

tacks the problem from the standpoint of experience in light-

ing practise, and concludes that a desirable ratio of light thrown

downward to light thrown upward is one to two. If we assume

that 50 per cent of that thrown upward comes down to the work-

ing plane, that means Mr. Hibben's recommendations would be

about 50 per cent, direct and 50 per cent, indirect flux. We have

then

Ratio direct
Pronouncement of to indirect

12
Mr. Rolph -Kq = 14 per cent.

so
Mr. Hibben -— = 100 per cent.

50

On the seventh page of the symposium Mr. Rolph makes this
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statement: "The question of too much light on the walls may

also be included here, since dark colored walls are to be recom-

mended." In my opinion such statements are liable to react un-

favorably upon the profession of illuminating eng-ineering. Quite

aside from the question of its correctness (I fancy that the mem-

bers of this society w'ould be far from unanimous in rendering a

verdict on this point) I feel that the illuminating engineer may.

in an installation where it is desirable, exercise his influence to

secure a dark finish for the walls, or failing in that, may restrict

the light flux impinging upon the walls. If he feels that it is

safe to generalize, and is inclined to make a broad statement of

this kind, it seems to me that he can, without impropriety apply

such a statement to restriction of the specific brightness of walls

or even to restriction of the light which falls upon the walls

:

and since he is dealing with his own specialty, he is not likely to

incur criticism on the part of specialists in other fields of activity.

When, however, he leaves his own specialty and goes into the

realm of decoration, and as an illuminating engineer states un-

equivocally that dark walls are to be recommended he makes

a pronouncement which applies to the -entire sphere of decoration

and bases his assertion only upon the illumination factor, which

is one of a number of factors which the decorator must consider.

I want to say one thing about indirect lighting. One of the

big advantages of a new ism is that it generally draws attention

to undesirable features of existing isms. Homeopathy, whether

or not it is a superior and scientific practise in medicine, has cer-

tainly been of great advantage to humanity in teaching allopathy

the difficulty involved in the employment of powerful drugs in

large doses. Now if indirect lighting were never to go any

further than it has to-day, it has been of very great importance

in teaching us the value of diffusion in direct lighting. And
that is one of the biggest things we have learned in recent years,

and I think is very largely due to the commercial exploitation of

indirect lighting systems.

Mr. M. Luckiesh : Inasmuch as Mr. Rolph has not expressed

himself very fully on reflection from paper, and as his paper

takes up that phase of the subject to some extent, a few remarks

on the glare from paper might not be amiss. Mr. Rolph has laid
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much emphasis, and rightly so, on the importance of glare from

paper in determining the character of the lighting-unit to be

used in a certain installation.

We are able to read printed matter because of the contrast

between the dark letters and the bright background. Any condi-

tion which greatly diminishes this contrast should be eliminated.

However the use of tinted papers is not condemned. It may be

that, although they slightly diminish the contrast they are bene-

ficial : that is. the decrease in the ability to read due to the de-

crease in contrast may be otTset by the possible beneficial effect

due to the decrease in the total light liu.x entering the eye.

The reflection from papers in a combination of diffuse and

specular reflection. If one has difficulty in picturing this to him-

self he can construct a model by placing a sheet of plain glass

over a piece of white blotting paper on which some characters

are printed. The glass reflects regularly while the blotting paper

reflects diffusely. An example will further illustrate how reg-

ular reflection from paper obliterates contrast. Assume a per-

fectly matt surface with black letters upon it illumination to a de-

gree which produces relative brightness of 100 units and one unit

for the papers and letters respectively. The contrast ratio in this

case is . Xow assume a white surface which is not matt, but
100

the contrast ratio due to diffusely reflected light is a^ain .^ ^ * 100

With the paper in a certain position light will be regularly re-

flected from both the paper and letters. Very often the letters,

owing to their smoothness caused by the pressure of the type,

will regularly reflect much more light than the background. As-

sume a brightness due to this cause of 199 and 100 units for

letters and paper respectively. This brightness is superposed on

the brightness due to diffuse reflection and the contrast ratio is

1 -i- 199
;

= I, t. e., there is no contrast and no amount of light
100 -r 100 °

will make it possible to read.

The type and height of the unit influence to a great extent

the amount of glare from paper. The brightness due to regular

reflection depends upon the intrinsic brilliancy of the lighting unit
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and is constant regardless of distance. The brightness due to

diffuse reflection however, varies inversely as the square of the

distance from the unit. Other things being constant, glare from

paper increases with the distance from the unit. This can be

verified by holding a glazed paper close to the unit. There is

much less glare. I feel that I should take up no more time here

on this subject as I treated it in full in the Electrical Revieiu and

Western Electrician. June i, 1912.

The remarks of Dr. Ives and some of the other gentlemen in>

regard to the direction of this brightest part also have bearing

on Mr. Rolph's remark on page two. He has mentioned a

number of times that one of the disadvantages of certain systems

is too much light on the walls. As a matter of fact, in a room

that has moderately light-colored walls, actual measurement will

show that the brightest spot in daylight is practically on the hori-

zontal, and I don't think there is any evidence that we suffer

very much for such distribution of light.

Mr. J. L. Minnick: I have had considerable to do in the

changing of the lighting of quiet a number of buildings during the

past year or so, in which all of the lighting is, or was, direct,

most of which was produced by the use of carbon lamps. In the

study of these conditions it was found that there is a pretty well

defined field for the use of every class of lighting, whether it

be the use of carbon, metallized, tantalum, or tungsten filament

incandescent lamps ; or arc, mercury-vapor, gas, or oil lamps, or

even tallow candles; and to any one who goes into this subject to

any extent, the conditions will gradually work around so as to give

very sharply defined lines limiting the field of each type of light-

ing. Experience has taught me that a semi-indirect lighting sys-

tem can be used to great advantage in drafting and accounting

rooms. In some accounting rooms indelible pencils are used to

a very large extent and semi-indirect lighting is the only scheme

of lighting tried so far that eliminates the glare from the in-

delible pencil mark. In drafting room work the absence of

shadows is very desirable. Further, I have found in practise in

making the change from open lighting, (by this I mean carbon

lamps shielded by the ordinary glass or mental reflector) to

semi-indirect lighting fixtures equipped with tungsten lamps, one
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can save ordinarily from 15 to 20 per cent, in the consumption of

energ-y and will get very much better conditions on the working

plane, although there will probably be no higher intensity of

light.

There is one other point I desire to bring out and I do not

believe it has been touched upon this evening. From experience

with the use of indirect and semi-indirect lighting fixtures, I am
very much inclined to believe that men can work with greater

ease under lower intensity of illumination with semi-indirect

lighting than they can with lamps within the scope of vision al-

though the lamps may be partially concealed by the use of reflec-

tors. So much for my discussion concerning the paper.

I wish to take issue with Mr. Millar concerning his remarks

relative to the duty of illuminating engineers to stick closely to

illumination. My past experience has thrown me in rather close

touch with architects and I have found almost invariably that

illumination has, to a great extent, been sacrificed for artistic

effect and I believe this condition will continue to exist for some

time. I believe one of the best things our society can do is to

get out as much general information on this subject of illumi-

nation as it possibly can. By this I mean a general campaign

to educate architects and the users of light, up to the point of

making them realize that illumination really amounts to some-

thing. As Dr. lives has said, it is very frequently said of archi-

tects that when it comes to laying out the lighting they turn it

over to the office boy. Now I am not just sure that such work

is turned over to the office boy but I do know that frequently

those who lay out the lighting give the problem about as much
thought as the office boy would. I recall one installation in wdiich

great, large fixtures were designed, made of solid bronze and

costing in the neighborhood of $6,000.00 to $7,000.00 each.

When the fixtures were installed the lamps could not be screwed

into the sockets by reason of lack of space. While this may not

be characteristic of all installations, it can be said that a very

large percentage do follow^ this same general idea.

I would like to give Dr. Ives a little better illustration of the

designs used in some of our public buildings. I mention particu-

larly the fixtures in the state capitol at Harrisburg. These fix-
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tures were so designed that it is possible to make use of only

a small portion of the light produced. There are. I think, six

ceiling fixtures weighing about 2.000 pounds each. The lamps

are in the interior of the fixtures and the openings for the trans-

mission of light are so small that but little light is transmitted.

In order to secure sufficient light it was found necessary, after the

room was thrown open for use. to run wood moulding around the

room at the border line using porcelain wall sockets and bare

lamps set horizontally and spaced closely together.

Dr. Ives has also brought up the question of lighting a

room by producing the conditions of daylight. There is such a

room in existence, the only one I know of, however ; it is in the

north side of the Masonic Temple at Broad and Filbert Streets.

Philadelphia, on either the second or third floor. I think the

lighting of this room gives even a more pleasing effect than

does daylight illumination. There is a little more color to it and I

think it is this that gives the more pleasing effect. The illumina-

tion was evidently carefully planned. There are windows along

one side of the room, but there are no windows at the ends.

In the inner wall, pockets of the size, shape, and similar loca-

tion, of the windows have been installed. They are about 18 inches

deep and the enclosing glass is of the same size and shape as that

used in the windows. It is. however, either opal glass or plain glass

with a frosted or etched surface. Specially designed reflectors and

incandescent lamps are used, the lamps being very closely spaced.

Mr. C. E. Clewell: Under the subject, "Engineering Con-

siderations" in this symposium the author refers to the disad-

vantages of a high indirect component. These disadvantages

have been enumerated as follows

:

(i) Low efficiency; (2) Rapid deterioration due to dirt; (3)

Bright walls with glare; (4) Bright ceiling with poor appear-

ance; (5) Lack of perspective.

Lozv Efficiency.—There is a marked tendency to view the

whole problem of efficiency in an unwise manner as regards il-

lumination, particularly from the commercial standpoint. The

question of efficiency, although given first place in the fore-

going list of disadvantages, is by no means an all-important one.

Illumination has so vital a bearing on the work and living
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conditions of the average person that its effectiveness in aiding,

the workmen in their duties is the prime consideration.

If there are any distinct ilhimination advantages in one system

over another, these advantages are apt to be productive of sec-

ondary helpful results in the improved work made possible there-

by. Thus, the difference in the efficiency of the two systems ma}--

become entirely negligible. The points of excellence between

two methods of lighting in their relation to those influenced by

the effects, should be given preference in the consideration of

various systems.

Illumination efficiency then becomes a matter of the gross

results produced. One scheme may consume more watts per

lumen, but this may be greatly offset by the saving of a very

small amount of time to the workmen using the light. The
effectiveness of any method of lighting should, therefore, be

given first place in preference to isolated efficiency values.

From these viewpoints, the gross efficiencv of a lighting system

with a high indirect component may often be far superior to-

a system of the opposite class.

Dirt Deterioration.—The system possessing a high indirect

component is referred to in the first part of the symposium as

subject to rapid deterioration with dirt accumulations. Tests do

not bear out this statement as a generality. For example, twa
systems, one with a high direct component, namely reflectors

pointed vertically downward, and the other with a high indirect

component, namely reflectors inverted, have been the subject of

mvestigation for a number of months. It has been found under

substantially similar conditions that the deterioration due to dirt

has been essentially the same in the two systems over a period of

several months.

Here again the attitude is seemingly at an unfortunate angle.

The fact that a system requires fairly frequent attention seems

to the average persori a great disadvantage. All lighting systems,

however, should receive fairly frequent attention for cleaning

and renewal purposes. The item of prime importance is, there-

fore, to give each system the required attention, and the differ-

ence in the cost of maintenance between the direct and the semi-

indirect svstem, if there be a difference, is apt to be so small as.
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to be well neglected as far as giving- it a place of importance

above illumination advantages.

Bright Walls.—This feature may easily be obviated by tinting

the walls away from a pure white, but the objection here raised

is practically non-essential if the semi-indirect system is prop-

erly designed.

Bright Ceiling.—A suitable spacing of inverted lighting units

with the proper relation between the spacing and the distance

between lamps and ceiling, will cause the brightness of the ceiling

to be made up of relatively small sections, thus relieving the ef-

fect which may result if the ceiling is uniformly illuminated.

Lack of Perspective.—The resulting illumination produced by

the so-called semi-indirect system is such that there is a suffi-

ciency of shadow for every ordinary purpose. So great in fact

is this shadow effect, although hardly noticeable under ordinary

circumstances, that in the writer's observation type forms in

printing house composing rooms have been easily read under

a semi-indirect system. The shadows are therefore sufficient to

give the necessary relief to the letters in such type forms.

Reflectors for the Semi-Indirect System.—A fair and posi-

tively impartial opinion of the most suitable reflectors for use

in an inverted position leads to the choice of an opalescent

glass. The writer does not agree with one of the authors that

the prismatic glass reflector furnishes illumination which may

be called as excellent as in the case of other reflectors which

may be used for this purpose. Tests under extended service

and with very large semi-indirect systems have been the basis

for this conclusion.

Concluding Items.—The foregoing notes have been presented

not for the purpose of proving or disproving the merits of the

various systems under discussion, but rather to give balance to

the various items set forth in the papers. It is sincerely hoped

that when questions of this nature are under discussion that the

attention may be directed to the large questions at issue rather

than to those items which, particularly in illumination problems,

should be given second place. When emphasizing relative effi-

ciency and cost values, the average popular ideas regarding il-

lumination problems are appealed to, whereas a distinct service
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can be rendered the public by an educative tendency to divert

public opinion from too great a consideration of petty cost

differences in favor of the various factors contributing to illumi-

nation excellence.

Mr. S. B. Stewart: (Communicated)—My experience with

lighting systems has been confined strictly to those where arti-

ficial gas is the chief factor, and for this reason I cannot say

much regarding methods of lighting by electricity.

I have felt for some time that the manufacturers of gas light-

ing appliances and the gas companies have been slow in taking

advantage of the artistic features that might be obtained in the

construction of their appliances. In fact. I have felt so strongly

on this subject that I contributed an article entitled 'Neglected

Opportunities' to Progressive Age; it was published in that

magazine in the issue of December 15, 19 n, page 1036.

The principal object of the gas companies has apparently been

to give large volumes of light at small expense, without taking

into consideration the desirability and efficiency, or the artistic

effect of such method of lighting.

An idea that I have always held, is that lighting should be

divided into three distinct classes, viz : residence lighting, office

building and hotel lighting, and factory lighting or the illumina-

tion of large areas.

For residence lighting, the artistic should be blended with a

pleasing efficiency. For this purpose, what could be better em-

ployed than the semi-indirect method. The direct method, of

course, is also of value under some circumstances, as for instance,

in case of reading lamps. Shadows are not an objectionable

feature in residence lighting, in fact they are often of great

advantage in producing desirable and pleasing eft'ects. It should

be remembered that the principal object in the lighting of a resi-

dence is not that every nook and corner of a room should be

illuminated, but rather that all the features and furnishings of

a room be subdued into one harmonious whole.

For lighting office buildings and hotels, or establishments of

that kind, the indirect s}stems appeal strongly to my personal

taste. Shadows are objectionable in office work if they become

vnduly prominent and are often hindrances to the employees
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or clerks, sometimes resulting in damaged eyes ; while a generally

shaded area as produced by indirect lighting has a uniformity

which seems altogether pleasing and comfortable to those who are

working. While I have seen only two instances in office build-

ings were indirect lighting by artificial gas has been successfully

installed, yet I am of the opinion that this method of lighting

is practicable and of great value. In the two instances referred

to, the clerks in the various offices have been more than pleased

with the results and the managers have commented to me upon

the greater efficiency of their clerical force and the better quality

of work done.

For lighting large areas, such as factories, where a general

illumination is desired and where the rays do not necessarily

cause any eye strain, and where artistic effects are not primarily

sought, my observation had led me to believe that direct lighting

by means of large units is preferable.

Concluding, allow^ me to say that the field for all three systems

is large. Each one has its advantages, and under certain condi-

tions and circumstances is superior to the others. The principal

aim should be to adopt the peculiar style most eminently fitted to

the conditions to be met and make successful application thereto.

yiR. J. G. Henninger: There are two or three things about

which I would like to speak. A short time ago when I was

in Xew York I was going over the lighting situation with the

members of a large reflector company and had an interesting bit

of information brought to my attention. It shows how necessity

is ever the mother of invention. Down through the Southern

and a great many portions of the Northern states, where it is

necessary to have a great many of these electric ceiling fans to

keep the air moving, the problem of putting up the lights properly

and still fiinding space for the fans is pretty big. A very com-

mon method of installing these units I found in a trip through the

South was to have the fan unit hung down possibly eight feet

above the floor and then have the light sources sticking out

underneath the fan. You can all appreciate that as a rule it

would make a pretty bad system of illumination.

A certain man in New England was up against this very prop-

•osition. He thought the matter over and asked some others what
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thev thought ought to be done. They didn't know. What did he

do but go down to a corner hardware store and buy a big dishpan

of bright new tin. and cut a hole in the bottom of it ; then he

placed it on the supporting stem of the fan. He next placed

a number of clear lamps inside of the dishpan with the result that

he had a splendid indirect lighting unit and a ceiling fan all in

one. Xow if he had attempted to use a direct lighting system

with units above the fan on the same fixture he would probably

have had trouble from flicker, but in this way that difficulty

was entirely eliminated. It seems to me that his experience

might be well kept in mind. Such problems come up frequently

and surely it is a good thing to profit by the experience of others.

The point that was made with regard to diffusion and effi-

ciency in residences is well worthv of a little bit of elaboration.

T have met people who have shown a very great tendency to talk

efficiency altogether in residence lighting. To the average man

we do not want to talk efficiency altogether, but rather a combina-

tion of efficiency with pleasing effects. I think the two are en-

tirely compatible. If we can get a very pleasant system of

illumination with as high efficiency as possible with a decorative

result, we will do well.

With regard to indirect lighting. I had the pleasure in the

last few months of looking over quite a large number of indirect

installations. I would say that in some cases the results were

very pleasing. I could easily see how the employees worked with

the greatest of ease under the illumination, and in others I found

that I immediately wanted to shade my eyes when I got in ; so

I came to the conclusion that the relative brightness and the

height of the ceiling had a great deal to do with the problem.

\\'ith a ceiling of average height I found reading and looking

around the room verv comfortable. One could read in any por-

tion of the room with the greatest of comfort. In a similar

room wdiere the ceiling was much brighter, the intensity of il-

lumination being about double, I found that it was uncomfortable

to look around. One could read fairly well, with the head bent

down, thus shading the eyes. I believe that the brightness of

walls and ceiling as well as their color must be considered

carefully when a system of indirect illumination is to be used,

4
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because discomfort is apt to result if they are not taken care

of properly. I believe we are only beginning to realize how many

things we have got to find out about indirect illumination.

The need for correctly designed fixtures in some of our large

state capitols, churches and other public buildings, has been im-

pressed on me on a number of occasions, one especially : There

is a large church in Cleveland. The fixtures in this building are

very beautiful, and entirely in harmony with the general lines of

the architecture of the church ; but the designers forgot that

folks occasionally have to read a hymn book and occasionally want

to look over the church calendar. These fixtures are large, prob-

ably eight feet high. The lamps in them are scattered in most

any old way around a large central rod leading up through a

cylinder of translucent glass. The illumination on the pew level

is too low for comfortable reading. With a little judgment in

design, the same artistic appearance could have been had and like-

wise an intensity of illumination sufficiently high for comfortable

reading with no increase in power consumption. If a large lamp

and reflector were placed in the base of the fixture, to insure

proper direction of the light, and a few small lamps up through

the center of the cylinder, the artistic effect would be equally

good and the folks would still be able to read comfortably.

I think that we are gaining ground along this line because

fixture manufacturers are beginning to realize that efficiency as

well as effect must be considered.

Mr. S. G. Hibben : The ground has been so thoroughly cov-

ered by Mr. Henninger and the other speakers, that there remains

just one point, and that is, that there are so many things to

be taken into consideration other than just the foot-candle effi-

ciency or whether the system is successful from the view point

of a man's ability to see detail or not. We cannot decide the

semi-indirect system altogether on that basis.

I agree with ]\Ir. Millar's remarks about the fact that semi-

indirect lighting, so far as ability to see detail work was con-

cerned, was very good, but that sometimes it was very cheerless,

and that if semi-indirect lighting or indirect lighting does not give

a person a pleasing sense of enjoyment of his room, then by all

means use the local lighting. I think the ideal system would be
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a combination of these methods of Hghting-—with the semi-in-
direct or indirect method, and purely local illumination.

I think of another factor in that connection, and that is con-
cerning the proportions of transmitted and reflected light:

that these proportions must be determined not altogether from the
viewpoint of scientific construction, but also artistic effect. The
object is not only to illuminate but to please the senses from a
decorative point of view.

Prof. H. E. Clifford: In two of the educational institutions
with which I have been connected, we have tried indirect illumi-
nation and compared it with more or less direct illumination, and
there has been no question, in the minds of the student draughts-
men at least, that the semi-indirect was distinctly superior to the
shadowless illumination. I have also been interested to ask the
draughtsman in two of the larger manufacturing companies, the •

General Electric Company and the Westinghouse Companv. in

regard to this matter, and to the number of 50 or 60 they have
told me that they distinctly preferred a shadow, in order to deter-
mine where to place their ruling pens or pencil points. It was
absoiutely necessary to have a shadow to determine when the
ruling pen or the pencil point met the paper.

In regard to to the question of the percentage of direct light-

mg, I would like to say just a word as to the effect of a very
high percentage of indirect lighting on the appearance of the
ceiling. That point is referred to in the paper. I was not quite
clear as to exactly what the writer had in mind in speaking of
the appearance of the ceiling. It seems to me that if too high
an illumination is placed on the ceiling, the natural tendency,—
whether or not from a psychological eft'ect I am unable to' de-
termine.—is to put the room out of proportion and also the
ceiling; and if you notice a ceiling which is illuminated at the
edges brightly and at the center with a much less intense illumi-
nation, you will find that ceiling gives the impression of curva-
ture. The parts which are brightly illuminated are brought
down lower. ' I took some forty odd students into a room with
which they were not familiar and by illuminating the ceiling at
different degrees asked them to judge the height of the room :

and although the estimates of height varied somewhat, there was
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distinct concurrence in a diminution of the height of the ceiling,

brought about by an increase in its illumination. It seems to me
therefore that one of the effects of too large a percentage of

indirect light is to cause what I have always felt was a very sure

resultant in the lowering of the ceiling due to the higher illumi-

nation.

Mr. David Crownfield : In regard to what the chairman said

about shadows, I think it is one mistake the reflector people make,

to claim shadowless illumination. I think any shadowless illumi-

nation is absolutely a mistake, but it is a mistake which can

be remedied in the layout. Shadows can be obtained just as

well with indirect illumination as with any other. That is shown

where bands of foliation are run along the ceiling, care being

taken so that the decoration along the ceiling stands out in a

very pleasing manner. Also the coves around the ceiling may have

their proper shadows.

Prof. H. E. Clifford: There is one point in regard to indirect

illumination which has come to my attention within a few weeks

in talking with one of the managers in one of our large depart-

ment stores. In suggesting that certain indirect illumination

be used for its artistic eft'ect and also for the improvement in the

general character of the illumination. I was met with the reply

:

'Tt is to be remembered ihat the purchasing customer is at-

tracted by a room which gives the effect of brilliant illumina-

tion—not so much to good illumination—and if we wish to sell

our goods we must get the customer into a room where they are

on exhibition ; and no matter how artistic the room may be or how
good the illumination, unless there is an effective brilliancy the

customer does not get that spirit of fascination which is essential

to purchasing." That is rather an interesting point, and I think

it is true. The great majority of purchasers in our department

stores are influenced by brilliancy.—no matter how bad the illumi-

nation may be. If you can hit them hard enough in the eyes

you can secure their attention for a sufficient time. At all events

that was the statement made to me by a man who has, I have

found from an experience of some years, a good deal of en-

gineering horse sense. In his opinion it was very difficult, as he
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had seen indirect lighting, to get that effect of brilliancy which is

essential to attract the customer.

Dr. Louis Bell : I have been intensely interested in these

three papers; first, because the subject itself is one of great

interest to the illuminating engineer, and second, because these

three papers are getting down to a reasonable scientific view-

point. We have had heretofore a good deal of what you might

call impracticability in the discussion of direct and indirect light-

ing, but in all three of these papers we have an approach to what

is a real philosophical view of the situation ; that is to say, you

must adapt your lighting to the conditions you have to meet.

That is the fundamental thesis, so to speak, of illuminating

engineering; and it is the one we too often forget. It is human
nature perhaps to seek a panacea whenever anything is to be

done, and there is no such thing and never has been such a thing

in any direction of research. These papers emphasize the fact

that we are after results ; we want to get them effectively,

cheaply, and systematically, under all conditions. To do this

the engineer has to vary the means which are employed to reach

them.

As regards some of the points brought out in these papers,

there is much to be considered, more than I have time to speak

of here. But there are a few things to which attention should

be directed. First, what is the chief complaint against direct

lighting? It is the high intrinsic brilliancy in the eyes. Why
do we get high intrinsic brilliancy in the eyes? We know per-

fectly well that it may be too high for the retina to endure with

any degree of comfort. I long ago referred to this matter under

the subject of visual usefulness. I think I know why it is that di-

rect lighting is objected to on the ground of its high intrinsic bril-

liancy. It is not because we are using direct lighting at all. It is

because we are using shades that are improperly designed from

the standpoint of visual effectiveness ; and the fault of the direct

lighting shades, true of 95 per cent, of them at least, is that they

do not shield the lamp. The average shade for a tungsten lamp

is—at least for the ordinary sizes—i^ inches too shallow to hide

the bright part of the lamp. I have talked to the makers of shades

over and over again, but they do not seem to be enlightened. If
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a number of our so-called standard shades were placed in a

room of this size and one went to the back of the room, he would

find every time that the light is shining in his eyes, either from

the insufficiently frosted shade or from the bright filament itself.

I have talked to the lamp makers about their bowl frosting,

too. I made a strenuous attempt some years ago, when we first

got the tungsten lamps, to get them bowl frosted to a height

that would do some good, and I was not able to do it. The lamp

makers cheerfully responded that it was impracticable to frost

the lamp high enough to conceal the filaments. When one gets a

shade that actually fits a metallic filament lamp, that difficulty

will be obviated almost entirely and direct lighting, so-called, will

very closely approximate in its visual eft'ectiveness the semi-

direct light. So long, however, as the filament sticks out of the

shade where it can be seen, there will be all the difficulties that

have been alleged against direct lighting.

Xow, again, suppose one considers the question of glare on

the paper. I have a keen appreciation of that and have preached

about it for a long time. What does it mean literally when one

deals with the question of glare from the paper It means this,

that with specular reflection the angle of incidence is equal to

the angle of reflection and the point of incidence and the reflected

ray are in the same plane. Xow what happens when there is

semi-specular reflection, as one may observe on highly calendered

paper? Instead of a point reflection from the paper as in specular

reflection, the light is distributed in a geometrical figure, roughly

speaking perhaps a cone of reflection from the point on the

paper, or more precisely in most cases it approximates, perhaps,,

an ellipsoidal cone. The result is that specular reflection is pro-

duced at practically the direct point of incidence of the light.

Xow what happens when the filament of one of these direct

lighting units is visible? One gets that particular kind of semi-

specular reflection and he gets it hard. It undoubtedly is annoy-

ing. I do not think it does quite as much to the normal eye as

is popularly supposed, but the average eye is not normal. Some

oculists after carefully examining many thousand eyes found

I believe, about four per cent, that were normal. At all events

it is a comparatively small proportion; and if there is any trouble
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with the eye. and there generally is, all these things are exag-

gerated. The trouble which we ascribe to bad illumination is

very frequently due to small eye troubles which are not notice-

able under ordinary conditions, but which crop out under bad

conditions. When one comes to indirect lighting—multi-direction

lighting—what happens ? This : one does not get so much spec-

ular brilliancy from any one point as he got before; but on the

other hand my observation is that he cannot find any place where

he can dodge it. There is a certain amount of that specular

reflection from all kinds of angles of incidence. If one is deal-

ing with the normal semi-specular reflection from the surface,

he can push his lamp to one side and he can dodge the cone of

specularly reflected light which otherwise would come to the

eye. If the large spot on the ceiling is very brilliant, it is very

difficult to dodge that spot; so that while the intensity may be

reduced it cannot be eliminated altogether, even with indirect

lighting.

The statements as to relative efficiency of indirect, semi-direct

and direct lighting which are here given are, I think, thoroughly

conservative and I can confirm them from my own practise ; but

for all that the question is chiefly that of getting the light out of

the eyes. With high efficiency there are conditions which are a

little harder to meet. With low efiiciency the conditions are

somewhat easier to meet, but in no way can one get exactly what

he wants. It is only a rough approximation at the best.

As regards the question of shadow, there is very much to be

said. Strong direct shadows, particularly in the wrong direction,

are very bad. Absence of shadow is equally so. Draughtsmen

in particular complain bitterly about absence of shadow that are

sometimes apparent with purely indirect lighting. They need a

little shadow in order to locate their pencil points properly and

see what they are about, and the same is true from an artistic

standpoint. Rodin, perhaps the greatest sculptor of the last five

centuries, in his interviews published recently, calls the sharpest

attention to the value of shadows in bringing out the artistic

points of a statue. He illustrates this by taking a candle in his

hand and walking around one of the great masterpieces of

Greece and showing the marvellous eflr'ects that the sculptor
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attained in the slight elevations of surface, in the gentle rounded

curves that were absolutely invisible under ordinary illumination,

etc. From an artistic standpoint, therefore, shadowless illumina-

tion should not be demanded.

What is the moral of all this? The moral is that we must as

engineers direct our attention toward getting the right kind of

light for the particular purpose we have in hand. We can

usually arrive at our result by any one of the three methods, but

in order to do that we must first keep the light out of the eyes,

and second, preserve something of the shadow effects. Now to

what does this point ? It points to a certain degree of semi-indirect

illumination. We get this either with semi-indirect fixtures or

even with direct fixtures. It is a rather surprising experiment to

photograph an illumination which is lighted first by indirect,

second by semi-direct lights with enclosed shades, and third by

direct light. In each case there may be a strong indirect com-

ponent. With the direct lighting there may be an illumination

that would be very amazing to the average experimenter—with

the semi-direct a little more—and with the indirect one might get

almost a purely indirect illumination. The exact ratio between

direct and semi-direct illumination depends upon the purposes

for which it is to be used. All these three papers point, I think,

more than anything else to the importance first of strongly

diffused light, and second to the order of light chosen ; not wholly

indirect and not wholly direct. In other words it points away

from the upturned opaque reflector and away from the opaque

downward reflector, toward the more artistic and more uniformly

distributed sources of light which may be found in various types

of globes or bowls and in some indirect fixtures.

Mr. p. S. Millar: There is one quality of indirect lighting

which appeals strongly to the practitioner and which is well

illustrated by a recent experience. In the office of a large lighting

corporation are two rooms somewhat similar in character, each

used for clerical work. In both various kinds of direct lighting

systems are said to have been tried with poor success. In one,

recently an indirect lighting system has been installed, and the

clerks have reported entire satisfaction with the lighting. In

the other, a system of direct lighting is still employed. The
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arrangement of desks and lighting fixtures is suggested in fig.

I a The clerks a-re so seated with reference to the lighting fixtures

that in no practicable position is it possible to avoid either glare

due to specular reflection from the papers worked upon, or shad-

ows occasioned by interference of the hands or head of the clerk

with light coming from, one or more of the sources. This com-

bination of glare and shadow naturally occasions condemnation

of the direct lighting system. A proper location and equipment

Fig. la.

of the light sources in the direct lighting system could minimize

or entirely eliminate the difficulty.

The moral of this is that in nearly every instance where there

is complaint concerning direct lighting systems, the cause may be

traced to injudicious use or to neglect of some of the funda-

mentals of lighting. It is correspondingly true, however, that

an indirect lighting system may be employed by the tyro with

relativelv little danger of encountering such difficulties as those

which have been mentioned. This is a real merit which should

not be neglected in considering the qualities of indirect lighting

systems.

Mr. a. T. Sampson: I would like to know if anyone here

knows whether the Curtis Publishing Company have discon-

tinued their use of the indirect system.

Mr. David Crownfield: I can answer that. Xo, they have

not. I would like to state that before the Curtis Publishing
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Compaii}' installed indirect lighting in their offices, they made

severe tests lasting over several months between .the direct, semi-

indirect and indirect systems, using the mirrored reflectors in

the latter case. They took three sets of clerks and transferred

these around, trying each set under the various systems. The

Curtis Company had these clerks examined by physicians and

oculists, both before and after they worked under each type of

light, to find out just what the effects were upon them. A record

was also kept of their efficiency. The company then took a vote

of the employees as to which system they preferred. The result

was that from an efficiency and health standpoint, and also from

the standpoint of pleasure on the part of the employees, the

Curtis Company decided to install the indirect system.

The same tests were tried by the architects in the case of the

new building being erected here in Boston for ]Me3srs. William

Filene's Sons Co. and the indirect system has been decided upon

for that building also. This decision was reached, I understand

after rather exhaustive tests made under the supervision of the

architects.

I think that as far as this whole matter of artificial lighting is

concerned, it has been very strongly brought out in these various

discussions that any particular problem needs to be very care-

fully thought over before it is decided whether the system adopted

should be direct, semi-direct or indirect. I think all three of

these systems have certain drawbacks and certain advantages,

so that it requires very careful study before deciding which

system is to be installed, and then a very careful study to prop-

erlv install either of them. That has been my experience for

some time.

I thoroughly agree with what Dr. Bell said about the position

of the lamps in the shades. I think also that something will

have to be done to slightly modify the color of the tungsten lamp.

I know of a large church at Wakefield, Mass., in which was

recently installed a direct system with tungsten lamps and flint

depolished shades. The color scheme of the church went all to

pieces ; the carpet, a rich warm maroon, became a vivid turkey

red. This objectional feature was overcome by dipping the lamps

themselves and the shades in a slightly amber-colored mixture

—
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not such a coating as is generally used to dip lamps in, but using

dry color and mixing it with a little turpentine, getting a satis-

factory tone and then adding a little dryer. The result was very

satisfactory, and the rich red carpet which the church had selected

became its true color again.

The church was decorated by daylight and of course the color

scheme held true. The light comes through stained glass win-

dows, which scheme was also worked out by daylight. The

carpet, of course, was made by daylight and was satisfactory

under such light, but under the tungsten light it became a very

pronounced turkey red. which was particularly at variance with

the color scheme of the interior.

I think under the modern method of high efficiency units there

has been too much concentration of light at one point and the

light is too white in character. I think one of the advantages

of the indirect system is that throwing the light, as it does, over a

painted ceiling, it modifies the light and there is obtained a very

much softer light than under other systems. I believe also that

the seeing efficiency of the eye is much greater under the indirect

system than it is with the other systems, with high efficiency

shades, etc., turned directly downward. I am quite sure of this

from data compiled from various sources, based both upon

experience and observation.
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THE PHYSICS OF LIGHT.*

BY GEORGE A. HOADLEY.

In a certain sense it is a thankless task to try to define any-

thing but if one is to consider the physics of Ught he shall need

to know what light is. The physicist makes short work of it by

saying that light is a vibration in the luminiferous ether—the

light bearing ether—of such a character that it is capable of

acting upon the visual organs and producing sight.

The popular idea of light, and it has much to recommend it. is

that the eye is needed as well as the ether wave and that a body

is a light giving body when it can be seen. This second concep-

tion has little to do with ether waves but much to do with the

results that are observed when these ether waves strike upon

the right kind of matter.

As a matter of fact the only way in which an ether wave, or

light wave, can make itself known to the eye is by passing di-

lectly through the pupil of the eye and striking upon the retina.

This is true whether the source of the light wave is a primary

source, like the sun, or a secondary source, like a mirror upon

Vvhich the rays of the sun fall. This sounds like saying that

rays of light are invisible, and is a hard saying when one thinks

of the glory of light that surrounds him on a sunshiny summer

day. A simple experiment will show whether it is possible for

light waves to be invisible or not.

Figure i shows a box three feet long having glass ends and a

Fig. I.—Box with a glass front for demonstrating the invisibility of light waves.

glass front. This box is filled with air that has been somewhat

carefully freed from dust. A small projecting arc lamp is so

placed as to throw a parallel beam of its light through one glass

* A paper read before a meeting of the Philadelphia section of the Ilhiniinating

Engineering Society. February 16, 1912.
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end of the box and out at the other. When this lamp is turned

on it will be observed that the beam can be traced before it

enters the box and after it leaves it; but within the box there

is no sign of light at all. If, however, the two cork stoppers

that have been placed in holes near the ends of the box are pulled

out and the ordinary air of the room is substituted for the

dust free air, by blowing into one of the holes with a pair of

bellows, the path of the beam at once becomes a luminous path

inside the box, as well as outside. If in either part of the experi-

ment the eye is placed at E, the beam at once becomes visible,

showing that light is passing through the box, though there ap-

pears to be no light present when it is viewed from the side. An

experiment of this kind is not at all needed to prove the invisi-

bility of the ether waves, because if light waves themselves could

be seen from one side, one should see the distant heavens aglow

wdth light on any clear night and the only darkness would be that

of the long slender cone caused by the shadow of the earth pro-

jected into space.

When bodies are studied with respect to their ability to trans-

mit light, they are separated into three classes: first, a small

class of bodies that transmit light with apparently little loss

in intensity, like glass, mica, etc. : these are called transparent

bodies. A second class is made of those that do not transmit

light at all, like iron, wood, etc. ; these are called opaque. The

third class comprises the great majority of bodies that permit a

certain amount of light to pass through them, like opal glass,

paraffined paper, etc. ; and these are known as translucent bodies.

Many opaque bodies have to be placed in the latter class if they

are made thin enough. A thin section of wood, for example, lets

a great deal of light through, thus showing the character of the

cells; and if a piece of gold leaf is held between two clear glass

plates, objects can be readily seen through it. Everything, how'-

ever is of a light green tint, since this is the only color that comes

through.

The first experience that we have with light teach us that.

as long as it is moving in a single uniform medium, its path is a

straight line. This fact is generally made use of long before the

reason for it is understood. A rifle ball is sent into the bull's
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eye by sighting through the rear and front sights. A straight line

is extended beyong two stakes by sighting to a third placed in

the line of sight. Similarly one may see a man walk around a

corner and lose sight of him until he, too, has made the same

turn.

If the direction in which light moves were not in a straight

line it would be impossible to form a picture on the wall of a

dark room by means of the rays of light that come through a

small hole in the wall of the opposite side. What is known as

a pinhole photograph is made by replacing the lens of a camera

by a thin metal disk, in the middle of which there is a small hole.

The light from any source, passing in straight line paths through

the pinhole, forms an inverted image of the source upon the

Fig. 2.— Ilhistralion of the principle involved in the formation of a pinhole image
on a photographic plate.

ground glass. This image is always in focus and its size in-

creases with the distance between the pin-hole and the ground

glass. By substituting a photographic plate for the ground glass,

a negative can be made as with a lens. Figure 2 shows the prin-

ciple of the formation of the image. Many a photograph has

been taken by using a pinhole in place of a lens.

When the statement is made that the path of a ray of light

is a straight line path, it is understood that this is only true when

the medium through which it passes is of uniform optical density.

This is equivalent to saying that the velocity does not change in

passing through it. To say that one medium has a greater

optical density than another, is the same as saying that the ve-

locity in the second medium is greater than it is in the first, i. e.,

the greater the optical density the less the velocity.
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There is one path, and one path only, by which a ray of hght

can pass in a straight line from a medium of one optical density

to another of a different density, and that is when the direction

of the path is at a right angle to the surface of the new medium.

At any other angle there is a bend, more or less pronounced, at

the point where it enters the new substance. If a ray of light

passes from air into glass, its path (fig 3") through the glass

Fig. 3.—niustration of the direction of light rays in passing from air through

medium (glass) of greater density.

will depend upon the angle at which it meets the surface. If an

arc lamp sends its light against a screen in which there are three

holes and the beam that passes through each is allowed to fall

upon a piece of plate glass, the central beam, striking normal to

the glass, will pass through in a straight line, while the others will

be bent. Since this latter phenomenon is one without which near-

ly all the apparatus of the present day would be impossible, it

may be well to consider the reason for it. The fundamental

cause of this bending of the ray, or refraction, as it is called, is
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that the velocity of light is greater in air than in glass. In a

beam of sunlight the front of the beam forms what is known

as a plane wave. When such a beam strikes a piece of plate

glass (fig. 4) at an angle the side of the beam that enters the

glass first is retarded, since glass has a greater optical density

than air, so that when the front of the same wave, on the other

edge of the beam, enters the glass the wave front will face in a

new direction. This direction will be preserved in the path

through the glass, but on emerging from the other side, a re-

verse change will take place and the beam will pass into the

air in a path parallel to its original direction.

If, instead of sending the beam through a glass with parallel

Fig. 4.—The bending of a beam of light in passing from air through a piece of

plate glass, when the beam strikes the glass at an angle.

sides, it is sent through a triangular prism (see upper part of

fig- 5). the ray will be bent, both where it enters the prism and

where it passes out, in one direction only and that is, toward the

base of the prism.

If two prisms are placed base to base (fig. 5) and rays pass

from a light source to the face of each, the rays will meet at a

common point on the other side of the prisms.

If one step further is taken and the surfaces are curved (fig. 6)

a convex lens with a definite focus is the result.

In order to construct the path of a ray of light through any of

these prisms or lenses, one must make use of the law of refrac-
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tion. Snell. a Dutch mathematician, stated in 1621 that, for a given

ray of light, the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence, to the

sine of the angle of refraction, is a constant quantity. This ratio

Fig. 5.—Direction of rays of light in passing from air through glass prisms.

is called the index of refraction and the same law can be derived

by a comparison oi the velocities of light in the two media. Sup-

pose sunlight to fall upon a screen, S, fig. 7, to pass through an

aperture in the screen and to strike upon the surface of a piece

Fig. 6.—Directions of light raj-s in passing through a double convex lens.

of glass A B. When the beam of light strikes at C, the wave

front is C. E. and the other side of the beam will strike the sur-

face at D. a certain short time afterward. During this time

the beam entering the glass at C, has gone a distance C H and

the wave front now becomes H. D., E. D and C H being the

5
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relative velocities in the two media. The angle of incidence, I.

is equal to the angle I', between the wave front and the surface

of the glass at C D while the angle of refraction. R. is eqvial to

the angle R' between the new wave front in the glass and its

surface. Now D E is the sine of the angle I', or its equal I,

the angle of incidence and C H is the sine of the angle R', or its

equal R, the angle of refraction ; hence the ratio of the respective

velocities in the two media, which is, a constant quantity, is the

same as the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the

sine of the angle of refraction and hence this ratio must be

a constant quantity.

Fig. 7.—Determination of the index of refraction by a comparison of velocities.

Since a ray of light, that passes from an optically rarer med-

ium into one that is optically denser, is bent towards the per-

pendicular, it is evident that rays coming from the air and strik-

ing the surface of glass or water at any angle, will pass through

the surface and enter the new medium. Xow what will hap-

pen if the ray passes from the denser medium into the rarer?

Suppose light to come from a point. P (fig. 8) on the bottom

of a glass dish nearly full of water. A ray normal to the sur-

face, as P X. will pass into the air without change of direction.

A ray. P B, making an angle with the normal, will be changed in

direction at B, bending further away from the normal and will

take the path B. E. The direction of this path may be found by

multiplying D C. the sine of the angle of incidence by the in-

dex of refraction of water to air. or 4/3. This gives a distance
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which, laid off at F E as the sine of the angle of refraction, de-

termines the direction of P>. E. If other rays, making greater

angles with the normal are taken they will pass out into the air,

bending farther arid farther from the normal until one ray is

found that just skims along the surface of the water, as M V.
This is the ray. the sine of whose angle of incidence multiplied by
the index of refraction is equal to unity and this makes the angle

of refraction ninety degrees.

But what happens to those rays that make a greater angle of

incidence than X P M, which is called the critical angle and

Fig. 8.—Direction of a light ray in passing from a dense through a rarer medium.

which, for the ray passing from water to air, is about 48.5

degrees? An examination of the figure will show that all rays

making a greater angle of incidence than the critical angle are

reflected back into the water, following the law of reflection from
a plane mirror. This means that a fish on the bottom of a pond

must see the entire 180 degrees of the sky compressed within

an angle of about 97 degrees ; in other words the entire sky

appears as a circle bordered by the dark reflection from the

bottom of the pond. Trees and buildings surrounding the pond

appear to point toward the center of this circle and are much
distorted.
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Another result of refraction is that a body of water appears

to be shallower than it really is. Rays coming from the bottom

and striking- the surface at points near together enter the eye.

It these rays are projected from the eye back into the water, the

point from which the light comes will appear (fig. 9) to be

Fig. 9.—Showing liow the bottom of a dish cont.iining water appears to be raised.

nearer to the surface than it really is. This change in apparent

position will be greater as the inclination of the ray from the

normal increases ; that is. the more slanting the direction in

which an observer looks into the water the nearer will things

lying on the bottom appear to be to the surface.

It is evident that a necessary result of the fact that the velocity

of light is less in some media than in others, and consequently

that there is such a thing as a critical angle, is that the surface

that separates two perfectly transparent media is completely

opaque to rays of light that strike it from certain directions. This

is well shown by the use of the right angled prism (fig. 10) for

Fig. 10.— Illustration of the critical angle of a glass prism.

light than enters normal to one face, strikes the hypotenuse at an

angle of 45 degrees, which is greater than the critical angle of

glass to air, and is totally rejected in a -direction normal to the
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third face. All the light falling- perpendicularly to the face A C
will pass out the face C B. If a person, standing at E. looks

towards the face C B, nothing can be seen except what is re-

flected from the direction of L-, in fact a prism of this kind is the

most perfect of reflectors and is used in many physical and
atronomical instruments for this purpose.

An interesting illustration of the effect of total reflection may
be shown as follows. A tank (fig. 11) having a small round open-

ing on one side near the bottom is filled with water. Opposite

to the opening, on the other side of the tank, is a plane glass win-

dow. \\'hen this opening is uncovered the water will flow out in

a smooth stream. On putting an arc lamp back of the glass

window and bringing the light to a focus upon the opposite open-

Fig. II.—Total reflection of a light ray which follow.s the carvature of a

stream of water from a vessel.

ing by means of a lens, the beam will be seen to keep within the

stream for its entire length. The bright points at which the re-

flection takes place can also be seen on opposite sides of the

stream. This phenomenon of total reflection can also be observed

by bending a glass rod, with smooth ends, through a quarter turn

and pointing one end at a source of light. On looking at the other

end it will be seen to be brightly illuminated. A bent glass rod

of this type is sometimes used to concentrate light upon the stage

of a microscope when it is difficult to bring the light into the

right position in any other way.

The fact that light will pass from air into glass, at anv angle

whatever, is of great importance in the lighting of rooms
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bv daylight, in buildings located on narrow streets. This is

especially true whenever there are high buildings on the oppo-

site side of the street. In such a case the only sky light that can

enter the windows is from above the tops of these buildings,

frequently coming from an angle from forty to sixty degrees

above the horizontal. If plane glass is used in the windows, the

light is all thrown upon the floor a few feet back of them, where

it is of little value in lighting the rooms. By the use of prism

shaped glass in the windows, however, total internal reflection

can be made serviceable in throwing the sky light far back into

the room.

An important application of total reflection is in the Lummer-

Brodhun prism used in photometrical measurements. An ordi-

nary form of sight box is shown in fig. 12. Light from two
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Fig. 12.—Plan of the Lummer-Brodhun photometer.

sources strike upon opposite sides. Si and S., of a white

disk. From this disk it passes to mirrors M^ and M, respec-

tively. From these mirrors it is reflected to the compound prism,

which consists of two right angled prisms having the face, which

forms the hypotenuse of the prisms, ground away, except a

small spot in the center, where the surfaces of the prisms are

in close contact. The light from M^, that strikes the central

surface, passes in a straight line to the eye-piece, while the outer

ring of light is totally reflected in a direction at a right angle to

its former path. The light from Mo, falling upon the central

surface, passes through in a straight line into the frame of the

instrument, while the light that falls upon the outer circle is
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totally reflected into the eye-piece and is seen as a ring of light

around the central area lighted from M^.

An improved form of the sight box replaces the mirrors M^

and Mo by right angled, totally reflecting prisms and also adds

Fig. i3._plan of Luramer-Brodhun photometer with an improved sight box.

two others that make it possible to read the screen by looking

directly across the photometric bar. instead of at an acute angle.

This form of sight box can also be rotated on a horizontal axis,

making it possible to receive the light of the standard lamp on

Si and the light of the lamp to be measured on So, or vice versa,

which is a great convenience in avoiding errors.

One of the natural phenomena that is due to refraction is the

flattening of the disk of the sun on rising (fig. 14)- This can

Fig 14 -Pictures of the sun rising, indicating how its flattened appearance at

the horizon gradually becomes round as the suns gets higher.

be seen best from some high building, having an eastern horizon

not much above sea level. Since the density of the atmosphere

decreases, from a maximum at the surface of the earth, to zero

at its upper limits, light entering it from the sun will be bent

downwards by decreasing amounts from the bottom to the top.

The practical effect of this is to elevate the ray by about half a

degree at the horizon, so that, as this is the angular diameter of

the sun. one actually sees its entire disk above the horizon, when
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a line ' drawn tangent from his position, would pass entirely

above it. This apparent flattening of the sun's disk is caused by

the greater bending of the rays that come from the lower side

of the sun. since they pass through the denser portions of our

atmosphere. Fig. 14 shows four of a series of seven photographs

of the rising sun. taken at short intervals on the same plate.

These show that as the sun rose above the horizon the flattening

effect became less. If the change in the density of the air is

not uniform, from the surface of earth upward, the outline of

the sun is distorted in various ways. This is shown to a marked

extent in photographs taken in California when the sun was

setting over the Pacific. The layers of air of different densities

near the water give rise to strange distortions that sometimes

separate the disk into detached parts.

By holding a lighted match or burning an alcohol lamp in the

beam of a projecting lantern the distorting effects of layers of

different density in a transparent gaseous medium can readily

be seen. These distorting effects of heat waves upon the line of

sight in air are sometimes very troublesome to engineers who find

it impossible to run a correct level line over land that is heated

by the rays of the sun. The line of sight is no longer a straight

line on account of the distortions produced by the changing'

density of the air.

From theoretical considerations it can be shown that the

velocity of light in refracting media is inversely proportional to

the refractive index of the medium. Since this is different for

dift'erent colors, there is a corresponding difference in the veloci-

ties of the various colors. This is practically the same as saving

that the velocity of light in a refractive medium is a function of

its wave-length.

Suppose that a beam of white light strikes squarely upon the

end of a block of glass twenty miles thick. The velocity through

the block would be less than through the air and not only that,

but the colors of the beam would be retarded differently. The
red, with the longer wave-length, would be retarded the least,

and the violet, with the shorter wave-length, would be retarded

the most. While the time taken in passing through the block

would be exceedinglv short, the red rav would come out of it
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3.8 miles ahead of the violet. This is shown diagrammatically

in fig. 15. the spaces between the vertical lines representing the

distances that each color would lag behind the preceding color.

taken in the spectrum order from the red to the violet. If a

drawing were made by adding the colors in the proper order to

the red ray that comes out first, an idea would be obtained of the

colors that would result from each one joining those that had

preceded it. While it is impossible to demonstrate this experi-

mentally, on account of the short time that it would take to pass

from the red to the white, 'it is possible to show that there is

no change of velocity due to a change of wave-length in the

ether of that part of space which is immediately around the

earth.

The distance of Jupiter from the earth is so great, that it takes

thirty-five minutes for its light to reach us. At the end of an

eclipse of one of its moons the first flash of light that comes

Fig. 15.—Graphic illustration of the retardation of the colors of a beam in

passing through glass.

past the edge of the planet would be re:l. if there was an appre-

ciable retardation in the velocities of the dififerent colors. As

a matter of fact the first flash of light is ordinary white light.

without a suggestion of red, hence it appears that the visible

spectrum waves travel with equal speed through the ether.

In the preceding discussion on refraction, it has been assumed

that monochromatic light has been used, that is, light of one

color or wave-length. If white light is used instead, the results

will be more complicated and more interesting. As a result of

the dififerent amounts of slowing down of the velocities of the

different colors, a beam of white light will, on passing through

a prism, be separated into the spectrum colors. Since the red

ray is slowed down the least, the direction of its path will change

the least when entering and emerging from the prism and the

violet the most. Fig. 16 shows the dispersion, as it is called, of

a beam of white light on passing through a glass prism. If the

light, after passing through the prism, falls upon a white screen.
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Kig. i6.—Separation of the component colors of a beam of light.

Fig. 17.—Graphic representation of the formation of the colors in a rainbow.
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the result is a band of spectrum colors which change imper-

ceptibly from the red to the violet through the \vhole list of

rainbow colors and in the same order.

The rainbow is one of the most beautiful of the color phe-

nomena of Nature. The conditions for producing it are that the

rain be falling, that the sun be shining upon it, from a point

not much above the horizon and that the observer shall be stand-

ing with his back to the sun. Each raindrop sends back through

space a tiny solar spectrum. The rainbow is the combined

resultant of the spectra from the different drops. To trace the

formation of the spectrum from a single drop, assume that L A

Fig. 18.—The arrangement of the colors of a rainbow.

(tig. 17) is the incident ray of sunlight. At A dispersion takes

place and a spectrum is formed on the back of the drop at R \ •

By the law of reflection, these rays are sent back along the paths

RR' and V V, crossing each other at B, and pass out of the

drop in the direction R' R" and \'' V". The angle between the

ray (fig. 18) which enters the drop and the red ray that leaves

it is 42 degrees while the angle between the entering ray and the

violet ray is only 40 degrees. For this reason the observer

receives the violet ray from a drop that is at an angle of 40

degrees above the axis of the bow while the red ray comes from
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an elevation of 42 degrees, thus causing the red part of the

bow to be on the outside.

]\Iany devices have been used to represent the rainbow arti-

ficially. The one to be used in my lecture to-night is in the form

of a glass cone. Fig. 19 shows the paths taken by two parallel

Fig. 19.—How an artificial rainbow may be produced on a screen.

rays falling upon the conical surface. It is seen that they cross

within the prism and emerge with the red ray on the inside. By
letting a beam of light from either the sun, or a projecting

lantern, fall upon the prism, there is thrown upon the screen

the appearance of a complete circular bow, the order of the

Fig. 20.—An illustration of wave formation. (Fleming.)

colors, however, being reversed as in the secondary rainbow.

If one stands on the edge of a quiet pond and tosses a pebble

far out, so that it will drop nearly vertically into the water, a

group of circular waves (fig. 20) will set out from the splash
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of the stone and run to the edge of the pond, gradually dimin-

ishing in intensity. If now. when the surface is again quiet,

two pebbles are tossed in so that they will strike the water at

the same time, a little distance apart, the two sets of waves

(fig. 21) will cross each other, each modifying the other in form.

If a certain particle of water is lifted by both waves at the same

time it will rise twice as high as though a single wave acted

upon it ; but if one wave tends to raise the. particle and the other

wave tends to lower it to the same extent, the result will be

that it will not move at all. This means that at the place occupied

by the particle total interference has taken place and a condition

of rest results, the wave form being destroyed. If the two oppo-

Fig. 21.—Au illuslration of iiiterlerence of two series of waves.
(
Kletning.)

site tendencies are not equal in intensity, a partial interference

only will take place.

A careful study of the behavior of ripples on the surface of a

liquid, has been made by J. H. \'incent. The ripples were sec

un at two points on the surface of mercury, by means of the vi-

brations of two pointed wires that touched the mercury surface at

each vibration. A photograph (fig. 22) taken after the trains of

waves had been set up, shows by the white lines the points at

which interference took place, the dark lines showing either

where the waves were strengthened, or where they were undis-

turbed.

If a wave pulse is set up in a long spiral spring, by stnkmg

it lightly near one end, the wave will run to the other end and
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then be reflected back along the spring. If now, just at the in-

stant that the reflected wave starts back, the spring is struck

again, the second wave sent out meets the reflected wave in the

middle of the spring, interference takes place and the wave form
is destroyed at that place.

If a tuning fork is sounded over a resonating jar. there will

be decided strengthening of the tone of the fork when the jar

is of the proper length. On turning the fork until its edge faces

the opening of the jar, interference takes place and the tone can

scarcely be heard. If two tuning forks that give the same num-
ber of vibrations are sounded together their tones will be in

perfect unison and will strengthen each other. If. however, a

Fig. 22.—Photograph showing the points of interference of two series of waves.

small weight is attached to the prong of one of the forks, the rate

of its vibration will be decreased and, on being sounded with the

other fork, a succession of beats will be heard, the interference

of the sound waves being noted by the absence of sound and vi-

brations in the same direction, by the intensified sound, or beats.

It is thus seen that interference in water waves and in the

waves sent over a spiral spring, produces rest at the point of in-

terference and that interference in sound waves produces si-

lence. Does interference take place in light waves and if so

what is the result ? In order to investigate the matter and answer
the question from the experimental standpoint. Fresnel devised

a piece of apparatus (fig. 23) consisting of two mirrors, one fixed
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and the other movable about an axis in such a way that its sur-

face could be brought into the same plane as that of the fixed

mirror. On sending light from a point source to the two mirrors,

Fig. 23. -Diagram of Fresnel's apparatus for studying the interference

of light waves.

the reflected rays cross each other and in the field of the screen

on which they fall, a series of alternate dark and light bands may

be seen. By finding the images of the point S. in each of the

mirrors, X O and ^I O, it is evident that the light striking the

screen is the same as though it came from the points A and B.

Fig. 24.—Explanation of the formation of bands on a screen when rays of light

from a source are crossed after being reflected from the

mirrors in Fresnel's apparatus.

The explanation of the formation of the bands may be given

as follows: Suppose the two sets of waves start from the point

sources A and B (fig. 24) and reach a point X on the screen,

equally distant from each. Since the light waves start from
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their sources in the same phase, these sources being the image

of the point S, thev will reach X in the same phase and, hence,

reinforce each other and produce a bright band. If, however,

two paths, that ditler from each other by a half wave-length,

are selected, such as A I and B I. they will reach I in opposite

phases, will interfere with each other, and a dark band will be

the result. From the construction of the figure, it is evident that

OX :IX = AM :BM. But OX is the distance between the mirror

and the screen and IX is the distance from the middle of the

bright band to the middle of the first dark band. A^I is the

distance between the images A and B, since AB is practically

equal to AM and BM is one-half the wave-length, L. of the color

used. This gives — L,
2

IX X AM
or L —

2 X IX X AM
OX '

"* ^ ox
and by substituting the numerical values of IX. AM and OX,

the wave-length is determined.

Another form of apparatus (fig. 25) for the production of

Fig. 25.—Diagram of another form of apparatus devised by Fresiiel for

the study of light wave interference.

interference fringes, which was also devised by Fresnel, is the

bi-prism. By the use of this prism interference is produced by

refraction instead of by reflection, as in the Fresnel mirrors.

The bi-prism is one in which the angle at E. in the figure, is

obtuse, while the two angles C and D are very small acute angles.

When light from a narrow slit, at O, strikes the prism, that fall-

ing on the upper half is bent downward and after emerging from

the prism appears to come from B. The light falling on the

lower half is bent upward and appears to come from A. The

appearance of these bands upon the screen is similar to that of

the bands formed by the Fresnel mirrors, there being a bright

band at ]\I and on both sides of M alternate dark and bright

bands. The separation of the bands, for a given screen distance.
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depends upon the color, that is. upon the wave-length of the

light used ; those produced by red light are farther apart than

those formed by blue. Fig. 26 shows the arrangement of these

bands when received upon a photographic plate.

Fig. 26.—The bands as they are shown on the screen ol Fresnel's apparatus.

In order to use interference bands as a means of measurement,

Jamin devised a piece of apparatus which he called a refrac-

tometer. This device (fig. 2"]) consisted of two pieces of plate

glass of equal thickness, silvered on one side, so supported that

the distance between them could be varied at will. One of these

plates. AB, is fixed while the other. CD, is provided with adjust-

ing screws, by means of w^hich it can be brought into exact

Fig. 27.—Diagram of a refractotneter devised by Jamin.

parallelism with AB. A ray. striking upon the front face of

AB, separates into two. one reflected and one refracted. The

reflected ray passes to CD. then through to the silvered surface

on the back, where it is reflected. The part of the ray from S

that is refracted in AB. passes through to the silvered surface,

where it is reflected and. passing out the front surface of AB,

it is also reflected from the face of CD where it joins the ray

6
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reflected from the back of CD. When the mirrors are parallel

to each other, the paths of the two rays are equal in length and

there is uniform illumination and no fringes. When the screws

regulating the position of CD are turned, fringes appear and

their number can be counted in the eye-piece of the instrument.

One of the uses to which Jamin put this apparatus was to deter-

mine the refractive indices of gases. These were inclosed in

tubes and inserted in N or M and the apparent change in the

length of the path was compensated for by K, which consisted

of two thin wedges of glass which could be made to slide over

each other by a measured amount and thus introduce different

thicknesses of glass into either path.

The most modern instrument of this general type is the inter-

ferometer (fig. 28) devised by Professor A. A. Michelson for

Fig. 28.—Diagram of a modern interferometer devised by Prof. Michelson.

use in the Michelson and Morely experiment for investigating

the relation between the velocity of light and the movement of

the earth in its orbit through the ether. The diagram shows the

parts of the apparatus in their relative positions and the path

taken by the light from S, until it strikes the eye through T.

A and B are of equal thickness and are cut from the same plate

of glass and are half silvered on one side. Part of the ray

passes to the mirror D and returns and part to the mirror C and

returns. Since the ray, going to D, passes twice through the

thickness of the glass A, the glass B must be placed in the path

AC, so that when this path is equal in distance to AD, the two

paths shall also be optically equal. A, C and D are in truly

vertical planes and D is capable of movement in the direction

AD, in such a wav that the plane of AD shall always be parallel

to itself.
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In order to secure this parallelism of D in all positions, the

ways, EF (fig. 29), upon which the carriage carrying D runs,

must be accurately ground and, in order that the distance through

which D passes, may be correctly measured, the screw moving

the carriage must be uniform in pitch along its entire length.

This screw, generally has twenty threads to the centimeter, the

micrometer head, M, has one hundred divisions and the head W,
of the endless thread which turns M. fifty divisions. By these

means the position of D can be read to the ten-thousandth

of a millimeter while estimations of a hundred-thousandth of a

millimeter can also be made. The practical meaning of this is,

that the wave-length of light can be used as the basis of the

measurements of lengths and its application to the measurement

Fig. 29.—Diagram of Michelson's interferometer.

of such physical constants as the coefficient of ex.pansion becomes

apparent.

The phenomena of white light giving colored bands is well seen

in Newton's rings ; in a film of oil on water ; in a crack in a piece

of ice and, perhaps best of all in the projection of a soap film,

or of a soap bubble on the screen with the lantern.

An early objection to the wave-theory of light was made on the

ground that if it were correct, there would be a bright spot in

the middle of the shadow cast by a disk placed in the path of a

beam of light. The contention was that if light was propagated

by means of waves, each part of the edge of the disk would

be a new source of light and that at some point behind the disk
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these new waves v.-ould strengthen each other and produce

a point of light. As this had never been observed, it was stated

that the wave theory could not be correct. This contention was

correct and there is a bright spot of light in the middle of the

shadow cast by a circular disk. There are, however, certain

conditions that must be fulfilled in order to find it. The source

of light must be nearly a point source ; the edge of the disk must

be smooth and a lens should be used to observe the spot of light.

What is known as a zone plate verifies in a striking manner

the wave theory of light. Figure 30 is a picture of a zone plate.

Fig. 3o.~A zone plate.

taken from a drawing in Wood's Physical Optics, from which

the following quotation is made: 'Tf we describe on a large sheet

of white paper circles, the radii of which are proportional to the

square roots of the natural numbers, we shall have very nearly an

exact drawing of the zone system, etc. If now we blacken the

alternate rings with ink. and take a greatly reduced photograph of

the whole on glass, we shall obtain a device which will enable us

to screen off the alternate zones on the wave-front. Suppose

we intercept a plane wave with such a plate and consider the

illumination at a point so situated behind the plate that the
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central circle of the plate corresponds in size and position to the

first zone on the wave-front. The black rings stop all the

secondary disturbances from the alternate or odd zones, which

previously neutralized those coming from the even ones, con-

sequently all the secondary disturbances, coming from that por-

tion of the wave-front covered by the plate reach the point

in the same phase, and the illumination .will be very intense.

The whole surface of the zone plate will send light to the

point, the action being very similar to that of a convex lens.

The distance of the illuminated point from the zone-plate we
may speak of as its focus, and we readily see that the smaller the

zones the shorter the focal length."

The similaritv in appearance between the zone-plate and Xew-

ton's rings is at once evident on comparing them. The rings in

both are on the same scale and a photograph of Xewton's rings

can be used as a zone-plate.

A somewhat similar eflfect is obtained when light from a slit

passes a thin wire. On examining the shadow of the wire on a

white screen, it will be seen that within this shadow there are a

number of colored fringes, running parallel to its length.

In the case of light passing through a narrow slit, there will

be the same play of fringes, in the shadow cast by the opaque

sides of the slit. A photographic plate that has been exposed to

sunlight and developed will have a uniformly black surface.

If a sharp, narrow line is drawn through the film, as with the

edge of a knife blade, and the plate is held close to the eye.

diffraction bands appear when one looks at the sky, the screen

in this case, being the retina of the eye.

If, in place of a single slit, a system of narrow slits is used,

the phenomena become more pronounced, the fringes from sky

light being highlv colored. If the number of slits is sufficiently

great, as in the case of a glass plate having several thousand

lines ruled on it with a diamond point, a brilliant spectrum can

be produced. If a grating of this kind is held close in front of

the eye, and a strong light is viewed through it, a beautiful

series of spectra will be seen on either side of the center. An
arc. or even an incandescent lamp, on being viewed through a silk

handkerchief or umbrella, will show a decided play of spectrum
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colors. If a grating is placed in the beam of light from a pro-

jection lantern an image of the slit will be thrown on the screen

composed of white light, and on each side of it there will be a

series of brilliant spectra, having the blue end on the inside near

the slit image. The spectrum obtained from a grating is called a

normal spectrum, and differs from the spectrum formed by a

prism, the difference being, that the positions of the Fraunhoff'er

lines, or of bright spectrum lines, in this spectrum, is propor-

tional to their wave-lengths, while in the ordinary spectrum they

are not directly proportional. The practical advantage of this is,

that the scale of the spectroscope can be made up of equal divi-

sions, so that the positions of lines that fall between these divi-

sions can be more accurately determined.

I am well aware that but few of the many phenomena of light

have been touched upon in this lecture, but as the subject was to

be considered in a single lecture, the omission of many of its

interesting phases seemed unavoidable.
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THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES OF ILLUMINATION.

2. CANDLE-POWER.*

Consider the light flux proceeding from an ordinary lighted

candle. It passes in all directions except directly downward

;

but it is not uniform, for all the flame k not of the same in-

tensity nor is the area of the source when viewed from different

directions the same. The flux upward is less than a quarter of

that out horizontally from the side. The flux horizontally is

fairly uniform in all directions around the flame. Now assum-

ing some way to determine the amount of this uniform flux, or its

amount per unit area at a chosen distance, a standard is secured

upon which to base measurements. A light has one candle-power

if it delivers light flux per unit area at a chosen distance the same

as that from a candle. At this same distance if the light flux

per unit area from the source is sixteen times as much as from

a candle, that source is i6 candle-power; while if the light flux

from the source is not uniform, it is said to be 16 candle-power

in the direction investigated.

Most light sources do not deliver uniform light flux around

them ; their candle-power is different in different directions.

Thus an incandescent electric lamp with a simple hairpin-shaped

filament placed so the lamp tip is downward will have a horizon-

tal candle-power nearly uniform, except where the light flux from

one leg of the filament is intercepted and cut off by the other

because it is hidden behind it. (Light flux, and hence candle-

power, is proportional to the area from which the light comes.)

The end candle-power will also be much less than the horizontal

candle-power. It is easy to see this experimentally by observing

the amount of light flux which reaches a surface from the side

or the end of such a lamp, in turning the lighted lamp so that a

selected surface is lighted first by flux from the side and then

from the end of the lamp.

In order to understand easily the flux distribution around any

* The second of a series of five talks (i. Light and light flux; 2. Candle-power; j.

Shades and redistribution of light
; 4. Units of illumination and its calculation ; 5. Prin

ciples of photometry) delivered at meetings of the Philadelphia section of the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society, by Prof. Arthur J. Rowland. Talk No. i was published in the

February Transactions at which time illustrations for it were unavailable.
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lamp, curves of candle-power distribution are plotted. To try

to make clear what such a curve is and how it is made. I have

plotted one. fig^. 3. for a lighted lamp for which the candle-power

Fig. 3.—Plot of caudle-power distribution around a light.

values have been previously determined. The light chosen is a

40-watt bowl-frosted tungsten lamp placed tip downward (base

upward) so that the axis of the lamp is vertical. The experi-

mental readings of candle-power are

:

E>eg. Candle-power Deg. Candle-power

10.o 90 38.1

10 10.6 100 38.7

20 II. 9 110 37.6

30 15-0 120 34.2

40 199 130 29.3

50 24.0 140 22.0

60 28.3 150 15.8

70 33.0 160 0.0

80 36.1

From an ordinary electric incandescent lamp filament burning

at a certain intensity (brightness) the total light flux must be the

same no matter into what form it is shaped or curled. But the
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caiidle-i)o\ver distribution is greatly altered by such change of

shape. In order to have a way to estimate the total light flux

and SO properly understand such matters as the efficiency of a

light, or to compare with each other lamps whose filaments are

differently shaped, it is common to speak of their mean spherical

candle-power. The mean spherical candle-power of a lamp is

the average candle-power of the light source when viewed from

all possible directions. This average is bound to be the same

(in lamps of the same candle-power rating) regardless of the

shape which the filament has been given. It is impossible to

determine this mean spherical candle-power except bv experi-

mental measurements, and it is impossible to make measure-

ments from all possible directions. .\s long ago as 1885 a num-
ber of selected directions for measurements around any lamp

were chosen by a committee of the Franklin Institute and the

method of determining the mean spherical candle-power then de-

rived is still a good one to use in explaining it or in laboratory

measurements, if better and quicker methods are not available.

On a spherical surface 38 points may be selected at practically

equal intervals around the light source, and through them

measurements of candle-power are made of a light situated at

the center. Latitude and longitude for them are

:

On the equator every 30° from zero— 12 readings

On meridian o^—latitude 30° and 60° and 90°, then on

around 120°. 150°. 210°. 240°. 270°, 300°. and 330°

—

10

readings.

On meridian 45°—latitude 30°. then 150°, 210°. 330°—

4

readings

On meridian 90°—same as 0° omitting 90° and 270°—

8

readings

On meridian 135°—same as 45°—4 readings-

In figure 4 a number of these points are seen on the sphere at

the left. Their distribution is thus better shown than by the

table.

Another plan much used for determining mean spherical can-

dle-power makes direct use of the candle-power distribution

curve and the fact that the candle-power of a source is really de-

termined by the flux which proceeds from it. Suppose a source
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giving uniform light flux in all directions, at the center of a

spherical surface which is divided into equal zones. The amount

of light flux through each zone would be the same. If an ordi-

nary source of light with non-uniform light flux, and so with the

candle-power varying from one direction to another, were then

substituted, the flux would be different through each zone ; but

if the total flux from it were the same as from the light first

mentioned, the average flux from all the zones would be the same

as that previously found passing through any one of them. Since

candle-power is determined by flux through a given area, instead

Fig. 4.—Models to aid in giving definite ideas regarding mean spherical

candle-power and light flux.

of averaging the flux for each zone the candle-power through

each zone may be averaged, and a corresponding value deter-

mined—the mean spherical candle-power. The plan of proced-

ure is described below, beginning with the method of laying off

equal zones.

Figure 5 shows part of a spherical outline divided into equal

zones by planes indicated by lines 2, 3, etc., to 10. These planes

are drawn at equal distances (d) apart. A theorem of geometry

proves that this method of construction is correct. In the case

taken the spherical surface is divided into ten equal zones. A
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dotted line is drawn at the center of each of these zones and a

radial line is drawn to the intersection of the surface and the

dotted line. Since the flux (and the candle-power) of any source

is irregular, and this line is drawn at the center of each zone,

candle-power values read at these angles may be averaged, and

the mean spherical candle-power thus determined. The ten

lines marked with Roman numerals have been redrawn m

figure 3, all of them being dotted except those numbered III and

Pig. 5.—Method of dividing a spherical surface into equal zones

VIII, which come 30 degrees above and 30 degrees below the

equator (horizontal line). In the case taken (curve abcde)

readings along the radial lines marked with Roman numerals are

C-p.

I..

II..

III.

IV.

V-

13.6 VI

22.2 VII

28.2 VIII

33-8 IX

37-1 X

C.p.

38.6

37.8

340
25.8

II. 7

Average 28.28

Mean spherical caudle-power 28.28

In the hope that this may be made even more clear, reference
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is made to fig. 4, in which at the right a spherical outline is

shown divided by planes through the horizontal wires so there are

four equal spherical zones above and four below the equator.

The vertical candle-power distribution curve is an average of

all possible vertical curves. In practical work it is customary

to use ten zones above, and ten below the equator ; the twenty

candle-power readings obtained along lines drawn to the middle

of each zone are averaged for the mean spherical candle-power.

Flux polar paper having the proper dotted lines printed on it

can easily be purchased.

Lamps of a given sort,—ordinary tungsten, inverted gas

mantles, etc.,—all ha\e such characteristics that the candle-

power distribution about one is very closely duplicated by any

other of the same type. Hence, once the mean spherical candle-

power of one is determined and its ratio to some value like the

mean horizontal candle-power (which it easy to measure) known,

the mean spherical candle-power of any such lamp can be calcu-

lated. This factor, mean spherical candle-power/mean horizontal

candle-power, is called the spherical reduction factor. Examples

are:

Mean Mean
horizontal Spherical spherical
candle reduction candle

Lamp power factor power

Single horseshoe carbon 16 0.81 12.96

Ordinar}^ double loop carbon ...

.

16 0.S25 13.2

Stereopticon carbon 50 0.S92 44.6

Tungsten 48 0.78 37-44

Tantalum 20 0.79 15.8

Referring to the mean spherical candle-power determined from

the curve of figure 3. the spherical reduction factor is found to

be 28.28/38.1^=0.74. This is not in agreement with 0.78 of

the table because the lamp considered is bowl frosted and not

clear.

As the last matter to l)e included in this talk another term—light

flux—should be defined. I have roughly defined candle-power.

Imagine a light source at a point, giving i candle-power in all

directions, enveloped by a spherical surface i foot in radius. All

the light flux from the source passes through the spherical sur-

face in divergent rays, the light flux per unit area being every-

where the same. (See figure 4.) If now on this surface any-
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where, an area of one square foot i? selected, the light flux

through it is one lumen. Since there are 12.57 square feet on the

surface (477 r-), there are 12.57 lumens proceeding from the

light source. The mean spherical candle-power multiplied by

12.57 will give the lumens from the source and will give it in

any case. By placing an opaque surface over our spherical out-

line (see figure 6) and allowing light flux to proceed through an

opening which represents i square foot of the spherical surface

cut away, there may be seen by a divergent beam illuminated by

Kig. 6.—Model to represent one lumen of light flux.

dust particles, one lumen of light flux; a light of one candle-

power being the source at the center of the sphere.

3. SHADES AND REDISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT.

The direction in which light flux is delivered by many sources

makes them poorly adapted to practical uses. Sometimes a

source is so small and bright that it is unpleasant and unde-

sirable. In order to correct the natural candle-power distribu-

tion to something more desirable, to cut light flux off from some

directions or to screen a very bright source from those who use

its light, requires the application of some simple principles relat-

ing to intercepting and redirecting light flux. It is intended to

first show these and then some of their applications.
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Light flux passing from a source in a direction where it is not

desired may be cut off by a shade. Any opaque object will do as

the shade, for although light is a form of energy, stopping it oft"

and absorbing it will cause no appreciable rise in temperature.

The use and the possibilities of a shade are too simple and

Fig. 7.—Regular reflection.

obvious to need discussion. It is much better, however, not to

absorb the flux, but to turn it back and direct it to some point

or points where it will be really useful. In doing this the prin-

ciples of reflection are applied.

There are several sorts of reflection. The simplest is regular

reflection, such as occurs when a beam of light flux strikes a

polished metal surface or a glass mirror. (See fig. 7.) Such

light flux is always turned back (reflected) so that the angle of

Fig. 8.—Diffuse reflection.

reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. A light ray coming

from A at an angle of 30 degrees with a line xy perpendicular

to the surface, is turned at the surface to A' at an angle of

30 degrees with the perpendicular. Or B (at 60 degrees) is

turned oft' to B' at 60 degrees. Regular reflection occurs from

every polished surface, even from that of clear glass (as may
often be seen by looking into a window when it is not too bright
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on the other side and noting objects reflected there). Another

sort is diffuse reflection, which occurs when a beam of light flux

strikes a surface which is not smooth and polished. Diffuse

reflection occurs from any depolished surface. Fig. 8 shows

how this is. The light rays are reflected from the minute irregu-

larities according to the laws of regular reflection, but since each

one is sent in a different direction, the light flux is spread all

Fig 9.—Total reflection in clear glass.

about. It is rather remarkable to notice how little irregularity

is necessary to secure diff'use rather than regular reflection. In

fig. 5 the light along ab is turned to be while that along de is

turned so far away as to pass in the direction ef and the irregu-

larity is not great. A mirror is such because it produces regular

reflection over all its surface. Everyone knows how very smooth

Fig. 10.—Total reflection at two surfaces of a clear glass prism.

a piece of metal must be before it has a mirror surface ; that is.

produces regular reflection. A third sort of reflection is total

reflection, which occurs in a transparent medium.—glass being

the one of most interest,—provided light strikes a boundary

plane at a proper angle. Figs. 9 and 10 give examples. In each
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case glass prisms are shown. In fig. 9 the light from a entering

the surface perpendicular to it and so without reflection, reaches

the transparent surface at b whence it is totally reflected (accord-

ing to the law of regular reflection) and emerges toward c.

When this is done experimentally and the prism is viewed from

beyond b, looking toward a no light at all can be seen. In fig. 10

an arrangement is shown which results in total reflection occur-

ring twice : at e and again at /. Total reflection does not occur

unless the angle between the light ray in the glass and a perpen-

dicular to the boundary surface between glass and air is about

45 degrees or larger.

When light is to be redistributed, it may be passed through a

\\Vv^\^^\\^VV\^\^^^\V\\^^^\^^

Fig. II.—Refraction as light passes through gla.ss.

suitable medium and there bent into desired directions. One
way to bend it is by using refraction. A beam of light flux

passing from a rarer to a denser medium (air to glass, for

example) at an angle with the boundary surface between the

media, is bent toward a line perpendicular to the surface. The
amount of this bending varies with the properties of the media.

Thus in fig. 1 1 the light ray AB striking the glass surface is

])ent into the direction BC and emerging is bent again into

the direction CD. Or the light ray HI is bent into the path

I] and then to JK because of the arrangement of glass sur-
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faces to produce this result. It may be noted that the refrac-

tion is always accompanied by some reflection from the surfaces

of the denser medium. In fig. 1 1 the dotted lines show the paths

of light reflected from the two glass surfaces. Only a small

part is thus reflected, but enough to see clearly in suitably

arranged simple experimental apparatus. Another way to bend

light flux from its direct route is by making use of diffusion.

When light passes through objects which are semi-transparent

or in which particles have been placed to receive and redirect

the flux, it is spread or diffused.

When light passes into or through media, there is always some

absorption; some of its energy is spent and the light is fainter

after it has passed through. The absorption in clear glass is

noticeable, while in many sorts of glass which are semi-trans-

parent or frosted, the absorption is enormous. This can readily

be seen by interposing the medium whose absorption is to be

observed, in the path of the beam from a stereopticon lantern.

One must be careful, however, to make proper allowance for

refraction or diffusion in such trials. Tables of absorption for

many materials may be found in handbooks. Colored glass

absorbs all the light except that of the particular color trans-

mitted.

The application of some of these principles in a practical way

may be studied by simple apparatus. With a plane mirror and

a light source, the effect of regular reflection may be observed

by the aid of dusty air in which also the beam of redirected light

which is secured may be noted. Substitute a metal surface

painted with aluminum paint or a white cardboard surface and

the reflected beam is lost. If one looks at the surface, however.

the appearance is quite different from that of the mirror. Xo
light could be seen on the mirror except from one direction.

Light comes to the observer from the other surfaces no matter

where he stands. While it is not always easy to tell how much

light comes from a surface by looking at it. one can tell in what

direction the light is coming by making observations, and this

method should always be used in examining reflecting and re-

fracting surfaces, and estimating their value.

Reflectors around single lamps commonly have a conical form.

7
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Taking a 90 degree mirror cone reflector one may examine some

of its properties by using a coiled filament stereopticon incandes-

cent lamp mounted on a rod so it can be moved within the cone

as desired. If the light source be placed at the center of the

plane of the open end, all light is cut off above this plane ; while

the light which is reflected is turned back so that the light is

concentrated. If the light is moved up into the cone, light flux

is cut oft* from a larger spherical angle, while the emerging light

is a little less concentrated. This and much besides is nicely

stated in a paper by Dr. Bell in the Transactions of the

Illuminating Engineering Society, November, 1909, "Principles

of Shades and Reflectors." Turning the reflector so an observer

may look into it. the regular reflection shows by the source itself

becoming visible in the mirror surface. It is only from such

place or places that light comes to him. As the source is thrust,

further into the shade, the light spots in the reflector gather

together.

Now substitute for the mirror shade one with a surface which

gives dift'use reflection, and quite different results are secured.

Direct light is cut off' as before, but the reflected light comes

from all parts of the shade and spreads all about. In fact, in

using diffuse reflection the angle of the shade is of no conse-

quence except as it may be of value as a means of cutting oft'

direct light from the source. The amount of light sent in any

direction depends on the area of the lighted surface which can

be seen from there.

Intermediate results between regular and dift'use reflection

may be secured by using surfaces partly reflecting and partly

diffusing, shaped to give regular reflection, while the diffusion

is enough to take away the unpleasantness of sharply defined

light rays.

Diffusion is much used in order to improve light distribution.

The frosting of a lamp is an example. Diffusion makes it impos-

sible to see the bright source itself and spreads the light so that

the flux is independent of the original candle-power distribution.

The frosted surface becomes a secondary source at reduced

brightness. Diffusion may be also secured by the use of opal

glass or any other medium which has the requisite properties.
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Often diflfusion is secured at quite too great a cost in absorption.

Plence, ditTusion by refraction is particularly nice since it causes

so little loss of light.

Total reflection of light in a transparent medium is also an

important means of redirecting light. By placiiig the source at

a proper location and shaping glass surfaces to produce total

reflection, remarkable results in redistribution can be accom-

plished. The fundamental principle is simple. The practical

application requires much care in design and accuracy in work-

manship. The work done in this line by makers of prismatic

glassware is fairly well known. Sometimes prisms on the inside

of shades are designed to produce refraction and so spread the

light to cover the shade, while on the outside refraction and total

reflection are both used to secure the proper direction of flux

distribution. The eflFects can best be seen by placing a concen-

trating shade over an incandescent lamp and noting the change

in light distribution. Upon looking into the shade one may
observe where the light comes from. Diffusion by refraction

and redirection by total reflection may be combined to assist

each other in making a shade which redirects light, diffuses it.

and at the same time absorbs but little.

The redistribution of light by shades may produce striking

alterations in the candle-power distribution curve. A vertical

candle-power distribution curve for an alba glass shade is plotted

on fig. 3 in curve fyhij, using these measured values:

Deg. C p. Deg. C-p.

40.5 100 19.6

10 44.6 IIO 22.0

20 42.0 120 22.3

30 35-2 130 22.7

40 37.0 140 22.2

50 34 4 150 21.3

60 26.8 160 20.0

70 20.0 170 16.5

80 16.8 180 0.0

90 17.8

The redistribution is manifest. The horizontal candle-power

has been cut down from 38.1 candle-power to 17.8 candle-power

(see curve) while the candle-power out of the end has been

increased from lo to 40.5 or to four times as much.
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It may be noticed that between 140 degrees and 180 degrees.

more light flux passes out than would have passed in that direc-

tion from the bare lamp since the candle-power values there are

higher. For most purposes this would be a fault ; but it is prob-

ably a sacrifice w-hich has to be made in order to gain advantages

which have been secured elsewhere.

The mean spherical candle-power of lamp with a shade may be

determined by taking readings from curve fghij along the lines-

marked with Roman numerals, as follows

:

C-p. C-p.

1 374 VI 18.8

II 36.3 VII 21.7

III 27.0 VIII 22.5

IV 19.0 IX 22.6

V 17.3 X 20.9

Average 24.35

Mean spherical candle-power 24.35

The efficiency of the shade may be determined from data now

at hand, for the mean spherical candle-power has been deter-

mined both without and with the shade. Taking these values.

the

m.s.c.p. with shade 24.35 _
Emciencv of the shade = r-r——-;

—

-f-
— t^"T^ —

m.s.c.p. without snade 28.28

86.1 per cent. Even if this efficiency should be only moderate.

the advantage of having properly directed light might well war-

rant the use of the shade. Efficiencies of 90 per cent, can be

reached with well designed modern shades.

4. CALCULATION OF ILLUMINATION.

In a former talk the unit of light flux (the lumen) was de-

fined by considering the whole flux passing through a sphere

placed concentrically around a light source. If the sphere has

a radius of i foot, the light is i candle-power in all directions,.

and one considers an area of any shape, anywhere on the spheri-

cal surface the surface of this area being i square foot, the flux

passing through this is i lumen. (This is shown in fig. 6.)

If another enveloping spherical surface having a 2 foot radius

is put around the first one, the same flux which passed through

the I square foot area will there be spread over 4 square feet,

for the whole surface is 4 times as much and the same total flux:
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spreads uniformly over every part of it. The surface of the

first is 47rXr"^47rXi*=i-2.56 square feet, while that of the en-

veloping one is 47rX2-= 12.56X4=50.24 square feet.

The illumination of a surface depends on the light flux which

strikes it. If a surface on the outer developing sphere is illumi-

nated to a value equal to that already noted on the inner one, the

light flux would have to be 4 times as great or the source have

4 candle-power. Unit illumination is that produced on the sur-

face of the inner sphere when a i candle-power source is at its

center or on the outer sphere when a 4 candle-power source

is at its center

The unit of illumination is the foot-candle. With a uniform

T candle-power source at the center of a sphere having i foot

radius, every point of the inner surface of the sphere is illumi-

nated to I foot-candle. One lumen on each square foot produced

1 foot candle. With a 4 candle-power source it would be illumi-

nated to 4 foot-candles. If the source has 4 mean spherical

candle-power but an irregular distribution, the illumination is ir-

regular and at any point is proportional to the candle-power in

that direction.

On the surface of the enveloping sphere having a radius of

2 feet, the illumination will be J4 foot-candle with a i candle-

power source, or i foot-candle with a 4 candle-power source.

At doubled distance, then, the illumination is only 54 as much

;

or, in short, illumination (foot-candles) = distance in feet^/

candle-power. This is the inverse square law which has great

importance in illumination and in light measurements.

Using a source arranged to produce a cone of light on a sur-

face, one can see experimentally that doubling the distance of the

source from the screen quadruples the area to be covered and

that the illumination diminishes a great deal. If the area is 4

times as great, the illumination due to the same flux must be only

quarter as much. It should be noted, however, that the illumina-

tion produced on a flat screen in such an experiment cannot be

uniform, since the distance from the source to every part of the

screen is not the same. Furthermore, knowing the candle-power

of the lamp in use and its distance from the surface illuminated.

one can calculate the illumination only on a plane perpendicular
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to the incident ray at the distance of the plane along this perpen-

dicular.

It is well to note also that for all sources this inverse

square law does not hold true. Using a parallel light beam due

to a parabolic mirror or a concentrating shade, such as might be

used with a headlight or a searchlight, the illumination is not

noticeably different on surfaces at greatly different distances.

The area covered by the light beam is the same at any distance.

A principle has already been announced of great use in calcu-

lating illumination : the bigger the area lighted by a source, the

lower is its illumination. This same principle holds if the sur-

face to be lighted is inclined to the light rays, as may readily be

shown by turning a screen originally perpendicular to the source

lighting it. Fig. 12 shows a magnified light ray from L at a

height h above a plane striking it obliquely.

The surface abed = S ab/e = S'

Illumination on S : Illumination on S' — S' : S

Illumination on S = —^ ; and S' : S ^= ad : ae =^ r : h
t

Therefore, —.7- : illumination on S' = r : ^
r

Illumination on S' X ^ = —I- X h
t

Illumination on S' = —J-^ X h.
r"

The latter equation is used for calculations made further on.

Continuing

:

,„ . . ^, // h le C-p.
Illummation on S = c-p. X —5 = c-p. X —5 X ~r-i^^ —5r X

r r h h

h" C-p.
-^ = —rr COS' a.

Tables of cos^a are found in some books. Usually calculations

of illumination are made by substitution of candle-power values

in the direction desired (angle a) dividing by the square of the

height of the source above the plane (/;) and multiplying by

the factor (cos^a).

In fig. 13 there is shown a 40-watt tungsten lamp in a prismatic

focusing reflector 6 feet above a plane to be lighted. The candle-
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power distribution curve for the lamp is plotted and since the

S,= ad » dc
5 = a e n e f

= a e X dc

5 . ad - dc _ a_d_

S' " ae « dc ~ ae

Fig. 12.— Representation of light flux striking a plane obliquely to it.

drawing is made to scale, the oblic^ue distances of the light ray

to reach the plane to be lighted at 1,2, 3, etc., feet out from the

40 WATT TUNGSTEN LAMP AT U
IN PRISMATIC FOCUSING RtrLElCTOR

t

\ N \^•^, ^
HORIZONTAL PLANt '^3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12

%°I-,^r*?tP-' °^« 027 2* 020 016 012 DIO 00 76 060 .0047 0036 0050 002S

ItmMf n2T III 8 960 6 44 444 397 28 5 26.1 21 7 190 189 16* 16.1

'WM'^^' 3,3 2 98 2 28 1 28 71 -SO 28 20 13 09 07 -OS 04

Fig. 13.—Tabulation of candle-power atid illumination from a source

on a plane six feet below it.

base of a perpendicular dropped from the lamp are shown and

marked. In the table below the foot-candles due to a source
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giving one candle-power in all directions are given for each such
point. They are calculated thus :

Illumination on S' ==—^ X h
r

substituting for a point 2 feet away.

Illumination = ———^ X 6 = 0.024 foot-candles
6.623'

substituting for a point 8 feet away.

Illumination = r X 6 — 0.006 foot-candles.
10.

o

The next line gives candle-power due to lamp L and these are

readings from the candle-power curve as may readily be seen.

The last line may be directly calculated thus

:

Substituting for a point 2 feet away

-Til • • q6.o
Illumination = -~—^ X 6 = 2.2S foot-candles.

6.623'

substituting for a point 8 feet away

Illumination = -^ X 6 =; o. 13 foot-candles.
1 0.0

or the values due to a i candle-power source may simply be mul-

tiplied by the candle-power of the lamp under consideration in

the direction considered. Thus

for a point 2 feet away

0.024 -'- 96 ^ 2.28 foot candles

for a point 8 feet away

0.006 X 21.7 ^=0.13 foot-candles.

It will be observed that with doubled distance from the source

(6 feet and 12 feet) how the illumination diminished to much
less than 34 the former amount, because of obliquity of the sur-

face (read on the line showing illumination due to a one candle-

power source).

When a calculation is to be made for an actual room, all the

sources must be considered at once—for example, 2 lamps, such

as have been considered, on vertical axes placed in a room 8 feet
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6 inches from floor. Fig. 14 shows the lamps in position. The

illumination plane is 2 feet 6 inches above the floor, a common
table height. In the figure the first and second horizontal rows

of figures are copied from the values deduced and recorded on

fig. 13: the third line gives the sum of the values above, for the

illumination at each point is the summed up value of those sepa-

rately produced by each source at that point. The curve of

illumination at the bottom of the figure is plotted from the values

recorded above it. It will be noted that the highest illumination

is not directly below the lamps and that it diminishes rapidly

FOOT CANOLtS
out TO L lie 228 ?38 313 258 228 I 28 "71 50 28 20 13

out TO M 09 13 20 28 50 ^i i J9 2 2S. 2 98 3 13 2 98 2 28

0UCT0B0TMI3T 241 S 19 341 343 299 256 2 99 3 48 i.4l 3 18 241

LLUMINATlON PL*Nt

SCALE OF TEET

TLOOfl LlNE-->

Fig. 14.—Diagram and data to show illumination due to two sources

lighting the same surface.

near the ends of the room. The calculations are made for direct

illumination, no account being taken of light reflected from sur-

roundings. Sometimes this reflected light is very important;

sometimes it does not count for much.

The amount of illumination to use in various interiors varies

considerably. I shall not attempt to prescribe what it should

be, since it is out of the province of this paper and it is a matter

of personal judgment in most cases. I have seen such curious

recommendations as that a school room be illuminated to 1.25
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foot-candles, while a drawing room should have from 5 to 10

foot-candles.^

A consideration of the calculation of illumination would be

incomplete unless the practical problem of finding what lamps

should be used to produce a given or desired illumination. To
secure an illumination of 3 foot-candles, there must be 3 lumens

on each square foot of the area to be lighted. Hence multiplying

the number of square feet of area to be lighted by the illumination

in foot-candles desired gives the total lumens required from the

light sources to be used. The light sources used must produce

more than the total lumens which have been calculated, in order

to allow for losses. Such allowance may be made by using a

multiplying factor to get the lumens to be supplied by the lamps.

(A factor of 2 will be about right in ordinary practise to allow

for efficiency of shades, waste light, etc.) Knowing the lumens

given by each lamp (this information may be had from lamp

manufacturers catalogs) one can determine the size and number

of lamps to be used.
Lumens

Con- per cu. ft.

sumption. or per
Light source Lumens Cu. ft. watt Ave.

Reflex gas burner (2.5'' press). 725 3.31 219

1

Welsbach Junior " " 435 1.66 262^ 250
Intensive upright mantle (2.5'' press.) 1210 5.12 236 j

Ordinary fish tail (gas) " " 360 7.23 50 50
Watts

Tungsten ( 1 10-125 v. 'I 320 40 8.0
" " 830 100 8.3
" " 1670 250 6.7

Gem " 160 40 4.0'!

335 80 4.2/
'^

A room 20 feet X 100 feet has 2,000 square feet of surface.

1 111 order to show what i. 2. 3, 4, fool-candles ot ilhimiii.Ttioii look like, an exhibition

was made of compartments constructed and placed side by sidt-, so that the light from

one could not reach the others, but all could be viewed at once by an obser\'er who could

not see the lamps furnishing the light. Tlie light flux was received on newspapers. lu

this apparatus 20-c-p. lamps were used. The distance, one of them should be placed from

a screen, or plane of u.'-e, to s-ecure i foot-candle of illumination, may be determined

thus : We have _
I = 20 tfi rf = 1 20 = 4.47 it-

Then for 2 foot-candles. 2 lamps may be used ; for 3 foot-candles. 3 lamps, etc. With

this model before the audience, notice was taken of how a change in color of the surface

illuminated affects the result, by interposing white cardboard, black cloth, etc., over the

newspaper screen which had been in place.

In another experiment the relation of light position to amount of satisfactory ilhimina

tion was shown. A 500-watt tungsten lamp directly before the faces of the audience was

used to light a screen to four foot-candles, and the result compared with that secured

when the lamp was covered but the screen given the same illumination.
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If illuminated to three foot-candles, 2,000X3=6,000 lumens on

the illumination plane are required. For this 6,000X2=12,000

lumens at tiie lamps are needed and the number of lamps are

selected from the above table.

Since the lumens per cubic foot or lumens per watt are moder-

ately constant for a given sort of lamp, a certain number of

cubic feet of gas per square foot lighted or watts of electrical

energy must be required for a definite illumination. This may

be determined as follows

:

2 so
For Welsbach lamps -^— lumens per cu. ft, is useful. Hence,

for I foot-candle (i lumen per sq. ft.), = 0.008 cu. ft. of
125

gas per sq. ft. of area,

g
For tungsten lamps — lumens per watt is useful. Hence, for

I foot -candle (i lumen per sq. ft), — = 0.25 watts per. sq. ft.

4
are required.

Such a table as the following results:

Gas mantle Tungsten Gem iiicandes-

lamps lamps cent lamps
For cu. ft. per watts per watts per

foot-candles sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.

1 0.008 0.25 0.50

2 0.016 0.50 I.OO

3 0.024 0-75 1-50

4 0.032 I.OO 2.00

5 0.040 1.25 2.50

A room which is lighted by electric lights and does not give

near 4 foot-candles for i watt per square foot has dark walls,

globes which cut off much light and direct it improperly, or

both.

5. PHOTOMETRY.

Perhaps a better topic would have been "Measuring Light,"

for it is my intention to show that light measurements are not

difiicult involved things requiring special apparatus. Difficulty

and complexity arise when the aim is to secure high accuracy,

to suppress troublesome variables, and the like.

At first it should be noted that it is impossible to judge the

amount of light coming from a source by looking at it. It may

be that one gets an impression of a large amount of light or a
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small one, but nothing more than this, unless he knows some-

thing of the particular lamp in view which betrays its candle-

power. For example, no one who knows arc lights would esti-

mate the candle-power of any of them at less than a couple of

hundred. On the other hand, he might estimate one which gave

200 candle-power at 2,000 candle-power, merely because his

recollection of data seen somewhere persuaded him to this. It

is easy to vary conditions under which lights are operated so

that one's judgment can be entirely set at fault. For example,

a small incandescent filament in a large bulb or a carbon fila-

ment in an ordinary lamp burned as white as a tungsten filament

would make it impossible to formulate even a crude idea of what
was the candle-power of the source.

The light given by a source must be measured by the illumina-

tion it produces. In showing how this is done in practise, a few
simple principles will be made use of, which can be applied with-

out special apparatus.

I. The Runiford Principle.—The apparatus required to com-
pare the light of two lamps is a small rod which casts its shadow
against a light background. If one takes such a piece of appa-

ratus and sets two lamps so that shadows cast by each of them
are of equal density, simple measurement of the distance of the

lamps will give the data necessary to determine their relative

candle-power ; for the fact that the shadows have equal density

shows that the illumination on the screen produced by one light

is the same as that produced by the other. In the shadows the

illumination is due to one lamp only. The principle behind the

method of getting a result may be shown by the following

derivation

:

C-p. of A
lUunnnation by A =

Illumination by B =
(distance of A)"^

'

C-p. of B
(distance of B)'

'

if illumination by A = illumination by B,

C-p. of A _ _ C-p. of B
(distance of A)' (distance of B)^

'

or
(di.stance of A)'

C-p. of A = —TV- j-wz-i X c-p. of B.
(distance of B)""

^
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In fig. 15 such an apparatus is shown. A rod (R) is casting

two shadows on a white cardboard screen. The right hand

shadow is cast by the left hand light ; the same shadowed place

is lighted bv the right hand lamp only. Hence when the illumi-

nation of the right hand shadow (by right hand lamp) is the

same as that of the left hand shadow (by left hand lamp), the

formula above may apply: and if the horizontal candle-power

of one is known, the other is determined, distances being from

either lamp to the space lighted by it alone. In the figure the

left hand lamp must be moved further away or the right hand

one be moved up to secure equality of illumination.

It is possible to arrange simple apparatus so that in place of

p,g ,5 —The principle of the Rumford photometer.

having two shadows cast, the two lights to be compared send

their light flux through an opening in an opaque board at such

an inclination that the light which each of them casts is received

on a screen, appearing as two spots side by side. By matchmg

the illumination of these two spots, a comparison is easily made.

2. The Ritchie JFedge.—U a sheet of white cardboard is

doubled so that its two parts form 90 degrees with one another,

and this is placed between two lights in the line connecting them,

so that the inclined surfaces are both viewed by an observer.' one

of them being illuminated from one light and the other from the

other, it is easy to find a place between the lights at which the

illumination due to the two lights is the same. When this is.
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done, the distances of the lights from the screen can be made a

basis of comparison.

In figure 16 such an apparatus is shown. It is quite clear that

the right hand lamp is producing an illumination on the right

hand surface of the wedge far greater than that produced by
the lamp at the left.- To secure "a balance," therefore, the lamp
at the right must be moved further away. When the illumina-

tion is the same, the formula already stated will apply. Thus,

suppose, when a balance has been obtained, the distance of the

left hand lamp from the screen is 3 feet while the right hand
lamp is at 5 feet distance. Then if the candle-power of the left

Fig. 16.—The principle of the Ritchie photometer.

hand lamp (B) is known to be 20, that of the right hand (A) is

s' 2=;
C-p. of A = ^ X 20 == -^ X 20 ^ 55.5 -f c-p.

3. The Bunsen Spot or Grease Spot Device.—If a sheet of

paper on which there is a spot of grease is viewed by reflected

light, the spot is dark and its surroundings white, because the spot

is more transparent than its surroundings, and a fairly large pro-

2 At the talk a compari.son between an upright Welsbach mantle light and a reflex

mantle light equipped with a reflector was made. The comparison was between the

horizontal candle-power of the npriglit light and the vertical candle-power of the reflex

burner witli its shade. Directly below the reflex burner a mirror was placed at 45 deg.,

in order to turn the vertical light flux in a horizontal direction opposite the flux coming
horizontally from the upright mantle. The wedge was moved to a place where the illu-

mination was lialanced or equal, and then the distance measured on the one hand to :in

upright mantle, and on the other side to the reflex mantle by way of the mirror. The
relative candle power was then calculated in the same way as in the last illu.stration, but
an allowance is made for the reflecting coefficient of the mirror, t.-iking this at 80 per

cent.
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portion of the light passes through it. On the other hand and for

the same reason, if viewed by transmitted light, the spot is light

and its surroundings dark. It will then be necessarily true that

if a paper showing a grease spot is placed in a position between

lights as shown in fig. 17. with the plane of the paper perpen-

dicular to the line connecting the lights, it can be moved to a

location where the spot will disappear, because the amount of re-

flected and transmitted light would then become equal. This

can be true only when equal illumination,—that is, equal light

flux per unit area,—is received on each side of the paper. Using

such a grease spot, a comparison of lights can easily be made.

Fig. 17.—The principle of the Bunsen photometer.

•This particular apparatus or some modification of it is more used

than any other for photometric measurements.

In the figures the fact that the grease spot shows dark is an

indication that the amount of light transmitted from the left hand

lamp is less than that received on the screen from the right

hand lamp. Hence, the right hdnd lamp must be withdrawn

from the screen or the screen moved nearer the left hand lamp in

order to cause the grease spot to disappear.

4. A very small piece of apparatus applicable especially to

comparison work where only approximate results are desired

and where some very small portable apparatus is valuable is

found in a small block of paraffin,—originated by Mr. W.
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D'A. Ryan, of the General Electric Company, a number of

years ago. This consists of a rectangular block of parafifin

about three inches long and about three-quarters of an inch in

cross-section. Through the center of the block dividing it into

two equal rectangular parts three-eights inch by one inch (3
inches long) runs a dividing plane of bright tinfoil. The back,

top, and bottom of the block are also similarly covered. Now if

this little block be held by an observer in a path between two
light sources with long axis vertical, that side of the block from
which a greater amount of light flux comes will appear bright

;

the other side will seem dark. It is not hard to move to a loca-

tion where equal illumination is received on both sides, and then

a calculation of the relative candle-power of the two sources

can be computed from data such as the following. Two arc

lamps are on poles 190 feet apart. Holding the block up before

him the observer goes to a point 120 feet from A and 70 feet

from B. Here he decides both halves of the block are equally

lighted. Hence

C-p. of A 120''

C-p. of B ~ 7o^
'

14,400

4,900
'

= 2.94.

A therefore 2.94 times are many candle-power as B.

In order that there be no misunderstanding, it may be well to

repeat in closing that the attempt above is simply to show the

fundamental principles of photometry. There are a good number
of places in which this apparatus would be right to use for

comparisons. However, the refinements used in constructing

laboratory photometers are very necessary and many things not

even referred to above must be taken account of if accuracy is

to be obtained.

Another thing of great importance is the standard of refer-

ence for candle-power. What shall it be and what accuracy-

has it? This paper will not attempt any answer.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ILLUMINATION
PRIMER.

To the Council of the Illuminatmg Bnginecring Society:

The committee on illumination primer was appointed October

13, 191 1, and requested to prepare "an elementary discussion of

the principles of good illumination, including, of course, only

such points or principles which are established beyond peradven-

ture, and which the society can endorse."

At the meeting of the council, held November lo, the commit-

tee asked for more specific instructions as to the plan and scope

of the work. The sense of the council appeared to be about as

follows

:

(a) The illumination primer or discussion of the elemen-

tary principles of illumination, is intended primarily to edu-

cate the public in the proper use of light.

(b) The material presented in the primer should be of the

simplest character, readily understood by the layman. The

use of technical terms should be avoided.

(c) In connection with the text, the use of photographs

and diagrams illustrating proper and improper use of light

is advocated.

(d) The primer should be as brief as possible: minimum
length suggested, 8 pages,—the size of page in our tr/XNSAc-

TiONs; maximiun length suggested, 24 pages.

(e) The subject matter of the primer to be published in

the transactions; thereafter authorized reprints to be pub-

lished and widely distributed.

At the council meeting held January 12, 19 12, the committee

reported in part, as follows

:

Following the conception of the task which you have set before your

committee, we have in an advanced state of preparation, the manuscript

of a brief primer on illumination. In doing this we have taken up the

function of the eye and the general characteristics of vision, the require-

ments of illumination from the standpoint of ocular hygiene, the terms

in which illumination is most simply reckoned and defined, the general

requirements of illumination with respect to amount, color, and diffusion,

the fundamental principles of placing light sources and shielding them,

the rudimentary principles of shades and reflectors, the general properties

8
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of commercial illuminants, the effect of the surroundings upon the illumi-

nation received, the avoidance of glare, and the elements of the placing

and distribution of illuminating sources.

We have not attempted to enter into any discussion of photometry and

minor technical differences between illuminants, of the formulae for the

computation of illumination beyond the general effect of the distance of

the source ; nor have we in any manner attempted to discriminate between

the various commercial sources of light, be they oil, gas or electric, all

of which may be, and have been, successfully used for thoroughly good

practical illumination. In other words, we have rigorously avoided tech-

nicalities except in so far as a mere glimpse at them is necessary to

reinforce principles which we have set down.

We do not see our way clear, even with the modest program which

we have set before ourselves, to keep the primer within less than twenty-

five to thirty pages of approximately the size of our Transactions. Even

this length would necessarily be greatly exceeded if we were to enter

tipon the wide field of technical details.

At the council meeting held April 12, 1912, the committee re-

ported in part, as follows : •

Several drafts of the primer have been prepared, and after numerous

revisions, a draft consisting of twenty-eight typewritten pages was sub-

mitted for criticism to fifteen persons who were taken to be represen-

tative of the average public for whom the primer is intended.

As a result of the criticisms received, the committee decided to revise,

simplify and shorten the text, and a new draft has been practically

completed.

At the council meeting held ^lay 10. 1912. the cominittee re-

ported in part, as follows

:

At the present time the subject matter of the original drafts and the

suggestions secured from many friends, have been boiled down to about

five thottsand words, which, with some twenty illustrations, the copy for

which is now in hand, will make up a sum total of approximately twenty

pages of our Transactions.

The later revisions of the subject matter have not been extensive and

have been in the direction of simplification and a more popular form of

presentation.

In the present revision, which it is hoped will be the final one, your

committee finds itself in somewhat of a quandary as to whether it more

nearly accords with the intent of the society to issue a primer of about

the present length, even if it comes to the point of being somewhat too

didactic, or whether a still more popularized form of presentation should

be adopted, and if necessary, with increased length over that already

mentioned, of perhaps thirty to fifty per cent.
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A large part of the work of the committee was carried on by

correspondence, extending over a period of six months. The

committee has held seven regular meetings this year as follows

:

Januar}' ii, 12, 13; February 9, 10; March 14. 15, 16, 17, 18,

29, 30; April II, 12; May 9, 10: June 3. Besides these meetings

a number of informal conferences and meetings were held with

both technical and non-technical friends.

Numerous revisions of the manuscript were made from time

to time to meet the situation, and the final manuscript submitted to

the council at the meeting of June 14 is the fourteenth draft of

the committee.

The committee has had the benefit of the advisory services of

many of the members of tliC society, in criticisms of the prelimin-

ary drafts and photographs, suggestions for improvement, etc..

and wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to all of these,—too

numerous to enumerate here.

It has also had most valuable suggestions and assistance from

friends outside of the society, whose broad points of view have

been particularly valuable in guiding the committee to meet the

requirements of the public.

In the preparation of photographs for illustrating the text,

the committee desires to acknowledge the courtesy and co-opera-

tion of the Xew York Edison Company, the Consolidated Gas

Company of New York, the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-

pany of Boston, the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago,

the United Gas Improvement Company, Philadelphia ; and

others, both companies and individuals.

The committee has aimed at the exposition of pri)iciples, be

the source of light what it may, and believes that there is nothing

in the text or illustrations of the primer to militate against its

distribution by either gas or electric light companies.

In putting the manuscript for the primer into its final form,

the committee has taken into consideration first of all, that the

primer must be both untechnical and readable. To this end it

has been necessary both to omit many matters which would re-

ceive proper consideration in a text-book, and to make many

statements of fact without going into the technical considera-

tions which lead to them. Any other policy than this would, in
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the opinion of the committee, inevitably have led to the pro-

duction of a treatise rather than a primer.—a treatise too, which

would have been absolutely unreadable to the non-technical pub-

lic whom it was our first duty to instruct and interest. For the

same reason, we have departed widely from the systematic, ped-

agogical order which would be found in a college text-book, and

have reverted to the less orderly, but more striking methods of

presentation which educators have found best adapted to elemen-

tary instruction.

As a result, the primer has been brought down to a readable

length,—about 3,500 words or approximately ten pages of our

TRANSACTIONS. With the score of illustrations we have added,

the total size of the pamphlet may reach twenty pages of our

TRANSACTIONS,—the greatest space, in our opinion, that it is

safe to take, even with a primer in which there are many illustra-

tions,—if it is expected to be read by those whom it is chiefly

to benefit.

With respect to the illustrations, the process of selection has

proved to be a most difficult one. Those which have been in-

corporated in the primer were chosen from about 125 plates,

nearly all specially taken for this work. It is an easy matter to

get photographs suitable for illustrations before a technical audi-

ence, but it has proved superlatively difficult to obtain those so

characteristic and unmistakable as to have a definite meaning to

the general public. The captions for the illustrations have been

prepared, not after the ordinary routine, but deliberately for

instructional purposes, so that if a casual reader merely skimmed

the text, he would still get something of distinct educational

value from the pictures.

In pursuance of this same end,—of making the primer chiefly

inspirational rather than didactic, the committee thought it wise

to cover as many important phases of the subject as possible,

even at the risk of doing so briefly and ex cathedra, rather than

to reduce the pamphlet to readable size by covering fewer sub-

jects at perhaps tiresome length.

Apart from the desirability of briefness for the sake of hold-

ino- the attention of the audience, it was deemed inadvisable

further to extend the primer, on account of the necessary and
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considerable increase in cost. We believe that the end set before

us by the society will best be met by producing a primer which

can, without forbidding expense, be published not by hundreds or

by thousands, but by hundreds of thousands.

The committee herewith submits the final draft of the primer,

together with the illustrations.

Respectfully submitted,

Committee on Illumination Primer,

(Signed) Louis Bell,

J. R. Cravath,

L. B. Marks, Chairman.

SPECIAL REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ILLUMINA-
TION PRIMER.

Council Meeting, June 14, 1912.

To the President of the Illuminating Engineering Society:

In response to your letter dated May 29, 19 12, requesting our

committee to submit recommendations as to method of utilizing

the primer, we beg leave to submit the following suggestions

:

First. The primer should be sent in regular course for pub-

ilcation in the Transactions in time for the Annual Convention.

Second. Plates should be prepared for the publication of the

primer in form suitable for general distribution, with suitable

type, title page and cover. In our opinion, the type and paper of

the Transactions is not suitable for the production of the

pamphlet for general publication.

Third. An edition of not less than 5,000 copies should be

printed for distribution to members of the Society, and other

uses.

Fourth. We believe that provision should be made for further

editions to be placed on sale at a figure just sufficient to suitably

cover the expenses of production and distribution. We are not

in favor of placing a price materially higher than cost, as thereby

the wide distribution of the primer, which is the real reason for

its production, would tend to be defeated.
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Fifth. We recommend that permission be granted to respon-

sible persons to reprint the primer for their own free distribu-

tion, provided that it is thus used entire, without interpolations.

Sixth. We further recommend that copies of the separately

published primer with the price at which it is available for dis-

tribution, should be sent to the various societies, organizations,

etc., which might be interested in utilizing it.

Seventh. We regard it as indispensable to the success of the

general distribution of the primer that the pamphlet for this dis-

tribution should be in print by Aug. ist, in order that the light-

ing companies and others interested in its prompt distribution

at the commencement of the lighting season should be able to

make timely preparation for ordering or reprinting it.

Respectfully submitted.

Committee on Illumination Primer,

(Signed) Louis Bell,

J. R. Cravath,

L. B. Marks, Chairman,
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LIGHT: ITS USE AND MISUSE.^^

It is the purpose of this pubHcation to assist the user in mak-

ing artificial light effective, whether the light be produced by oil,

gas, electricity or otherwise.

By proper use you can get good illumination from any of these

sources, but by misuse you are likely to get lighting that is bad,

costly, and even dangerous to the eyesight.

ILLUMINATION AND COMFORTABLE VISION.

To see easily and comfortably you must select the lamps, fix-

It
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Fig. I.—The eye : essential parts sliown in section.

tures and globes and arrange the lights so as to best suit the

particular conditions which have to be met, but certain principles

Fig. 2.—Pupil of eye expanded to
let in plenty of light when illu-

mination is dim.

Same pupil contracted to shut out
excessive light.

* A primer of illumination prepared under the direction of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society. (Copyright 1912.) Applications for permission to reprint this paper

should be addressed to the Illuminating Engineering Society, 29 W. 39th Street, New York.

The society will publish the primer in separate pamphlet form, which will be ready for

distribution September 10, 1912.
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which must always be followed, may safely be laid down.^

Don't Judge Illumination by the Brightness of the Lamps.

Judge the light you are gettting by the way it helps you to see.

Do not think because a lamp looks glaring and brilliant that it is

giving you good light. It may be merely giving you too much
light in the wrong place. On the other hand, a well shaded table

lamp may look dim because it is well shaded, and still be giving

first-class light for working purposes.

You must get enough light to see by, and as you see things

chiefly by the light which they reflect, it is evident that dark

colored objects which reflect light badly require more light than

do light colored objects to see them comfortably. That which

is quite sufficient for sewing on white cloth, for example, will

not do at all for working on black cloth.

Don't Work in a Flickering Light.

See that your light is steady. If you leave a dark room and

go into bright sunshine, the sensation is unpleasant to the eye

;

if you use a light that flickers, you get this same unpleasant sen-

sation, perhaps as rapidly as twenty times a minute. Further-

more, the eye endeavors to adjust itself to suit the light; if the

light flickers it keeps the iris of the eye "see-sawing" as it were,

and the muscle that governs it gets tired and reacts on the nerves

'To understand these principles better, take a glance at the eve and see
how it works. Figure i shows the parts of the eye as they would appear if

it were cut through from back to front vertically.

In the process of seeing, the light passes through the cornea, pupil,
and lens of the eye, to the retina, just as in a camera light passes through
the lens to the sensitized film. The picture is formed on the retina, which
is a layer made up of the ends of nerve fibers which gather into the optic
nerve and go directly to the brain. The optic nerve sends along the pic-
ture to the brain for notice. The lens of the eye, unlike that of the camera,
automatically changes in thickness to focus or make a clear image on the
retina for seeing at different distances. This focusing action is called the
accommodation of the eye, and when the light is dim or bad the focusing
muscle vainly hunts for some focus which may make objects look clear and
gets tired in trying to do it. The muscles which move the eye about also
get tired in the same way and the result is eye-strain, which stirs up pain
and headache just as any other over-tired muscles of the body may
set up an ache.

The iris (which gives the eye its color), serves to regulate the amount of
light which reaches the eye. In very dim light it opens out making the
pupil big, as shown in fig 2, and in very bright light it shuts up as shown,
and thus keeps out a flood of brilliant light which might hurt the retina.
The protective action of the pupil is pretty good, but by no means com-
plete, for it seldom gets smaller than shown in the illustration, however
bright the light.
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to cause discomfort and pain. Reading in railway trains causes

similar strain; the eye muscles get tired in trying to follow the

shaking page, and are likely to provoke a headache.

Don't Expose the Eyes to an Unshaded Light.

It is bad to have an unshaded brilliant light glaring into the

eyes, for it throws hard labor upon them in an effort at adjust-

ment. This applies even to common electric, gas, or oil lamps.

(See figs. 3. 4. 5.) While artificial light may be made a good

1
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Fig. 3.—Very bad lighting. This man receives, full in the face, both dirtrct light

from the unshaded lamp and reflected glare from the table top and papers.

substitute for daylight, you have constantly to beware lest rays

that are too bright, either from the lamps or from their reflec-

tions, hurt the eyes. You can get reflections, so bright as

to be harmful, from polished metal or glass, from bright var-

nished surfaces, or even from glossy white paper upon which

the light falls.

A bright light fairly in the field of view means a very brilliant

light on the retina, producing fatigue. Everyone knows the

blinding sensation of looking at the sun with its sequence of
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dazzling colored images. Babies are here common sufferers

when careless mothers or nurses allow them to lie in their car-

riages with eyes exposed to the unclouded sun. Bright artificial

lights, in a less degree, do the same thing to all of us. And

when you get a bright light in the field of view, the pupil tries

to shut it out; in so doing it renders less bright things all but

Fig. 4.—Faultv arrangement of dining-room lighting. The lamps expo-sed in the

dome shine'in the eyes. Trouble is aggravated by general darkness of the room.

invisible. Thus it is hard to see things which are nearly in line

with a brilliant light, as you often find in facing an automobile

headlight, or looking into a show window like fig. 6.

. P .

J
Place an unshaded lamp in front of a picture

Simple on the wall and then stand back a few feet

Experiments. and note how much of the picture you can

see clearly. Then hold a book or paper at arm's length so as

just to cover the bright light and note the way in which the
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picture clears up. Again, put an unshaded lamp about a foot in

front of your eyes and try to read a newspaper just beyond it.

Then shade your eyes from the lamp and try it again. You will

soon find out in this way that lamps can be so placed that they

will be a hindrance rather than a help in seeing. (Compare

fig. 7 with fig. 6.)

From time immemorial mankind has received

Best Direction
j^^ j-g|^^ mostly from the sky. Consequently

° '*
*"

the part of the retina on which the light from

above chiefly falls is pretty well used to it. while bright light

Fig. 5._These ladies are annoyed by the glare of the unshaded light when they look

across the room. Common and faulty arrangement. I.amps should be

enclosed in diffusing fflobes.

from below, falling on the part of the retina which commonly

gets light only from grass or dark pavements, may be very irri-

tating and unpleasant. Thus the glare from snow and sand is not

only disagreeable on account of its intensity but because of the

unusual direction from which it comes. Just so with a brilliant

beam reflected from glossy paper on which you are writing.
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Its rays strike you from an unusual direction and are harmful

for that reason. Other smooth and shiny surfaces deliver an

**"
'

^'^'' ^' '''^^""

Fig. 6. -Poor arraiigeiiient for display. You see the lamps instead of the sweets.

l<"ig. -.—Excellent arrangement for display. No lamps in sight. Every garment
is brightly lighted.
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equally hurtful assault on that sensitive and much abused

organ.—the eye.

Don't Read Facing the Light.

It is best to have the light come from above and somewhat

sidewise, as it commonly does in nature, so that you will not get

a brilliant reflection or glare from what you are ti'ying to see.

In reading and writing it is better to have the light come from

the left, to avoid getting a shadow of the hand that holds the

book or pen. Let the lamp be just far enough behind to keep

direct reflections from the paper out of the eyes. (See figs. 8,

9, 14, 15.) But what has been said of reflections from paper

applies with even more force to the case of polished metals, or

the like, over which one is busy. Individual lights placed close

over the work are very likely to produce these troublesome direct

reflections and consequently such lights are falling into disuse.

In an interior otherwise dark, their use is open to the further

objection of giving bright spots of light and so producing too

violent contrasts of light and shade. (See figs. 16, 17.)

Don't Use a Bright Light Against a Dark Background.

Almost any light will glare unpleasantly if the surroundings

are thoroughly dark. As an extreme illustration, the light from

a big arc lamp hung close to the sidewalk may be very annoying

at night, but by day you would hardly notice it. Just so a bright

lamp against a dark background may be annoying while against

a light background it would not be so unpleasant.

LAMPS, FIXTURES, GLOBES, REFLECTORS.

One may choose to-day among lights of many kinds. There

are at hand candles, oil lamps, open flame gas jets, upright and

inverted mantle gas lamps, electric incandescent lamps of carbon

and of tungsten, electric arcs of half a dozen varieties, besides

mercury-vapor tubes, acetylene lamps, as used on motor-cars,

and so on through a long list.

What do you wish to use a light for? To read or write by,

to bring into view the working parts of a machine, to match

colors, to display goods, or pictures ; or merely to make a path-

way safe and plain? Each case is to be studied by itself, and

the effect is to be accomplished by such lamps, globes and reflec-

tors as, properly disposed, will insure ample lighting without

glare, and yet with strict economy.
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However good and suitable the lamp, it will be put at a dis-

advantage unless the lighting fixture which carries it is designed

to hold the lamp in the right position to enable one to best utilize

the light which comes from it. Prettiness in a fixture is well

enough ; but let the fixture be serviceable first ; then it may be

also as pretty as you please. But don't buy prettiness if it

makes war on good service.

Daylight is naturally well difi:'used ; but artificial light, poured
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Kig. 8.—A bad position for reading. In spite of the shaded lamp, glare from

paper reflected into eyes, is very tiying, and harmful.

out as it is from mere points, or narrow surfaces, needs to be

tempered or softened by shades. And it sometimes further

requires to be directed upon a desk or table or other object. In

some cases it is better to adopt indirect methods', and throw the

beams of a lamp upon a ceiling whence the rays are scattered.

For every particular need there is ample provision amid the

abounding lamps, globes and reflectors of present day designers.
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Arranging Two methods are usual in arranging lamps

:

Lights. first, to secure general illumination by so

placing the lamps that you may' see with comfort anywhere in a

room ; second, in cases where a Ijright light is not- necessary

throughout a room, local illumination can be planned, placing the

lights where they will be most used, always remembering that it

Fig. 9.—Good position in reading. No light directly hits the ej-es and no glare is

reflected from the book.

will not do to localize light too much, since you need for com-

fortable seeing a fair quantity of light broadly distributed.

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN PLACING AND
SHADING LIGHTS.

In any artificial lighting the lamps should be so well shaded that

the eye does not see them directly nor brilliant reflections from
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them. You can accomplish this end by putting the light in diffusing

Diffusing and
g^^hes of, for instance, ground glass or white

Shading by

Globes and

Reflectors.

or opal glass or other translucent material.

To secure the best diffusion, the globes should

be dense enough not to reveal the form of the

actual light source within, but to give the effect of the light

pouring forth from the globe as a whole. (See fig. 10.)

Another way of accomplishing the same result is to put a

shade around the lamp, which screens it and reflects downward
much of the light which would otherwise idly fall on the walls

or ceiling. (See fig-. 11.) Such shades may be of mirrors or

Opal glass globe. Ground glass globe.

Note theFig. lo.—Within each globe is a lamp of the same candle-power
superior diffusion of the light by the opal globe.

polished metal or white or opal glass, of ground or prismatic

glass,—all of which, in a measure, work alike. Glass shades are

generally preferable to metal ones, for a little light penetrates

them sidewise,—just enough to keep the upper part of the room
from being too dark.

Indirect Another scheme successfully used to shield

Lighting the light is to turn the light from the lamp
upward on to the ceiling by means of an opaque reflector under-

neath. The reflector conceals the lamp, and the brightly illumi-

nated ceiling by which the light is diffused serves as the actual

source of the illumination. (See fig. 12.) This plan should be

used only on white or very light ceilings and is subject to a

heavier loss for securing diffusion than some other methods, but
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often this loss is reimbursed by the thoroughness with which the

ceiling diffuses the rays that fall upon it.

Don't Use Local Lighting By Itself.

In ordinary cases general illumination is the
General Illumination

^^^^ ^^ lighting an interior unless some
Usually Best.

i
•

i j • j i j
of the work m hand, as sewmg dark goods

or reading very fine print, demands exceptionally strong lighting
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Fig. II.—General illumination by direct lighting: lamps concealed in

diffusing glass reflectors.

in some parts of the room. In this case local lights may be

added, but they ought not to be used without pretty strong gen-

eral illumination. The commonest sort of localized lighting is

that furnished by a table lamp. Such a lamp should always be

shaded to keep the direct light out of the eyes,—best by a

translucent shade which will add something to the general

illumination.

In any one of these plans for general illumination, lights should

be so placed as to give at least fairly uniform lighting every-

9
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where in a room, otherwise there may be strong and jarring

contrasts of light and darkness.

In using shades open at the bottom, such as are very common,

their shape and character can be so chosen as to distribute the

Hght precisely as desired ; this result can in less degree be accom-

plished b}- using enclosed globes or by indirect lighting.

Fig. 12 —General illuniiiiation bj- indirect lighting; lamps are concealed in opaque re-

flectors and the light is diffused from the ceiling.

Any of the schemes here sketched can be made to giye good

results. The choice between them turns upon just what task

is required of the light and what its surroundings are to be.

Ordinarily, lighting from shades open at the bottom gives a

stronger light than other methods, but you must carefully avoid

glare in these cases. Lighting by wholly indirect means, in which

all the rays are ditYused from the ceiling demands lamps of extra

power for the same illumination, but recfuires little care to avoid

glare. Rooms lighted from diffusing globes take an intermediate

position with respect to freedom from glare.
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(a) Concentrating reflector :

lights a small area brilliantly.

(b) Semi-concentrating re-

flector : lights a larger area
less brilliantly.

(c) Distributing reflector :

lights a wide area moder-
atelv.

Fig. 13.—Reflectors put the light where you want it ; (a), (b), and (c) have lamps
of the same candle-power. (These pictures are intended only to show, in a
general way, the effect of different types of reflectors.)
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Misplaced

Brackets.

For a lamp to do its best work, it should

not be too near a wall, especially if this wall is

dark. Hence only very small rooms can be well lighted by the

usual side brackets, say 4 to 6 feet high. In a large room the

eye cannot avoid glare from such brackets unless their lamps are

so heavily shaded as to dim the room. In large rooms where

brackets can be placed high enough to be out of the general view,
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Fig. 14. — Don't place a desk lamp like this ; it glares from the paper and
shines in your eyes besides.

they may be used to advantage; and they are often convenient

for occasional use, as in bed rooms, when the room is also

lighted by other means.

ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY.

Don't Waste Light by Using the Wrong Reflectors.

By using reflectors you can put the light from a lamp where it

will do the most good, much as an automobile headlight sends the
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light along the road just where it is wanted. In fig. 3, there is

a lamp without any shade or reflector and you will see that the

light goes in all directions, only a small part of it falling on the

level of the table where it is needed. The rest hits the walls

and is reflected about the room losing intensity at each reflection.

Obviouslv an unshaded lamp does not throw the light where it

is wanted. To ensure the light falling upon ihe table you must

use a reflector that will brinsf it there.

Fig. 15.— If you must use a desk lamp, put it in this position. I( an open reflector is

used let it be ot the diffusing type. Better still is a reflector with a

diflfusing glass botloni.

Of such reflectors there are three general types, either of glass

or of metal, which we may call concentrating, semi-concentrating,

and distributing. (See fig. 13, (a), (b) and (c).) The first

acts almost like an automobile headlight, throwing its light down-

ward into a comparatively small area. The second kind spreads

out the light over a much wider area, of diameter perhaps as

great as the height of the lamp above the table, while the third
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is planned to light a comparatively big area not very intensely at

any one spot.

Xo reflector ever increases the total light that streams out of

a lamp ; it only puts the light where it is needed instead of letting

it so ung:uided.

Kip. 16.—More light in the eyes tlian on the work and not enough light in the room.

Shaip shadows and much glare from the polished melal. Discomfort to the

worker: loss to his employer.

Don't Use Shallow Reflectors.

All reflectors should come far enough down over their lamps

to prevent vou from seeing the bright sources of light themselves

without actually looking upward.

Height of Lamps. \\'ith proper reflectors, their height above the

table, counter, or bench, ordinarily makes little diiTference since
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it is the purpose of the reflectors to send the light where it will

do the most good.

irr* . f n 1, Bccause dark walls absorb light strongly in-
Erfect or Dark ... , ,

Walls and Stead of reflecting it they demand much

Colored Globes, stronger lamps for sufficient illumination

than do light walls. ( See fig. 18. ) A very dark wall-paper or a

dark wood finish may require three or four times as much light as

a really light finish. Dark reds, greens, and browns reflect only 10

t-) 15 per cent, of the light which falls on them. White, cream

Fig. 17.—Example of good general illumination in a factory; the whole area is uni-

formly and brightly lighted.

color, and light yellowish tints may reflect over one-half the light.

Likewise, deeply tinted globes and shades absorb much light.

—

a fact which must be borne in mind in considering economy.

Don't Let Lamps and Globes Get Dirty.

Dirt on lamp chimneys, electric bulbs, globes, or reflectors,

absorbs and wastes much light. The country over, it is safe to
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say that millions of dollars are wasted every year by letting

lamps become foul and dust laden. Nor is there any economy in

using electric bulbs until they blacken. It pays to renew

promptly, blackened bulbs and defective gas mantles.

Don't Save Light at the Expense of Your Eyes.

Real and False Saving light at the cost of eyesight is false

Economy. economy. To get good lighting it is gener-

ally necessary to diffuse the light from the lamps either directly,

by opal or ground glass shades, or indirectly by turning the light

Kig. 18.—Each of these two little rooms receives the same light. Dark walls absorb

most of the rays of light in left hand room.

first on the ceiling or wall. The use of ground glass involves the

absorption of 15 to 20 per cent, of the light to secure diffusion,

opal glass of various kinds from 20 to 40 per cent., while some

forms of art glass and most diffusing ceilings absorb more than

half the light that falls upon them. Even though all these appli-

ances absorb light in the process of diffusion, there is gain in their

use because they yield rays more grateful to the eyes. But your

eyes may tire easily even with good lighting. If so, consult an
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oculist and don glasses if you need them. Eyestrain often comes

from defective eyes as well as from faulty lights.

Economy in I" g^s ligl^ting there is no economy in using

Selecting Lamps, open flame burners unless the exposure is such

that gas mantles would often he broken. Similarly, with elec-

tric lights it is very wasteful in most cases, to use carbon filament

lamps when tungsten lamps are available. The carbon lamps

cost less to install or replace, but much more for electric current.-

AMOUNT OF ILLUMINATION REQUIRED.

The common unit of illumination is the foot-candle, meaning

thereby the light which the object would receive from a standard

candle at the distance of one foot. This is the measuring rod,

as it were, by which comparisons are made.

Xo absolute rule can be laid down for the number of foot-

candles required for good seeing. Individuals differ widely in

their requirements; and the conditions under which the light is

used cause still greater variations in requirement. However,

where lighting arrangements are well planned it has been found

by experience that ordinary reading, writing, or work on white

or light colored material, can comfortably be carried on by most

people with an illumination of 2 to 3 foot-candles. For sewing

dark goods, or reading fine type. 5 foot-candles are none too much,

while for drafting, engraving, watchmaking, working on black

cloth, and the like, from 7 to 10 foot-candles should be furnished.

- The amount of electricity taken by an electric lamp is expressed in watts. Most

electric lamps now manufactured have the number of watts

How to Figure which they are rated to consume printed on a label on the

Cost of Light. bull). The old-fashioned carbon filament incandescent lamp

of 16 candle-power has the candle-power on the label, and

takes from 50 to 60 watts.

To determine the cost of operating an electric lamp, divide the number of watts it

consumes by 1000 to reduce to kilowatts, and multiply the number of hours the lamp is to

be operated by the kilowatts, to obtain the kilowatt-hours of electrical energy. The

kilowatt hours multiplied by the rate per kilowatt-hour which is charged, gives the cost

of operation for the stated time.

The consumption of gas lamps is expressed in cubic feet of gas per hour. The number

of cubic feet of gas per hour taken by a burner, divided by 1,000, and multiplied by the

cost per thousand cubic feet of gas, and by the hours of burning, gives its cost of opera-

tion for the stated time.

The consumption of open flame burners is commonly taken at 5 cubic feet per hour

Upright single mantle burners usually take from 3;/, to 5 cubic feet per hour, though

some smaller ones take less. Most individual inverted gas mantle burners take from 3

to i'A cubic feet per hour.
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In a room suitably arranged for comfortable
Artistic Effects.

jggij-,^^ y^^^ ^^^y ^^^^^ plenty of light, but the

general effect may be displeasing. The illumination may quite

fail to bring out the good points of the room in architecture and

decoration, or may play pranks with the appearance of persons

or things in the room. (See fig. 19.) One may not object to

ghastly tints in a factory, but in lighting a drawing room such

eft'ects would not be tolerated. Hence one often should sacrifice

H 1 ^ Ji^^H

K vV

1
Bust lighted from above and in Tlie same bust lighted from di-

front. reclly overhead.

Kig. 19.—Bad lighting defeats good art.

Strict economy to get the most pleasing effect in the room. The

fixtures that carry the lights should harmonize with their sur-

roundings if the general effect is to be agreeable. Handsome

fixtures have a decided decorative Value whether their lamps are

lighted or not. As strongly colored objects give 'something of

their own hue to all the light which they reflect, the color of

lamp shades, walls, and furnishings, plays an important part in

the artistic effect.
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COUXCLL XOTES.

The next meeting of the council will be held in the general

office of the society, 29 West 39th Street, New York, Novem-

ber 15.

A special meeting of the council was held (September 19) at

the Hotel Clifton, Niagara Falls, Canada, during the annual con-

vention. The following two resolutions were adopted

:

1. That the council instruct the committee on constitutional

revision to draw up (in conjunction with the council executive

committee) such constitutional proposal as will, if adopted by

the society, permit the formation of some sort of sustaining

membership in the society.

2. That the constitutional revision committee be requested

to frame some proposal whereby the manner of reporting

section discussions may be altered at the discretion of the

council, if the proposal be adopted by the society.

The intent of the latter resolution was to make the reporting,

stenographically, of section monthly meetings optional. The con-

stitution of the society at present requires that these meetings

shall be reported stenographically.

Both these resolutions were transmitted to the committee on

constitutional revision.

Present at the meeting were: V. R. Lansingh, president;

E. P. Hyde, H. E. Ives, Norman Macbeth. George S. Barrows,

L. B. Marks, Jas. T. Maxwell, W. J. Serrill. Preston S. Millar,

general secretary ; and Mr. C. O. Bond by invitation.

A regular meeting of the council was held in the general office

of the society, New York, October 14.

The minutes of the regular and special meetings in June and

September, respectively, were adopted. The minutes of the re-
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port of the executive committee covering its activities during the

summer were also adopted.

Reports of progress were received from the new membership.

convention, reciprocal relations, advertising, section development,

glare, and illumination primer committees.

Considerable discussion was devoted to the proposals to

amend the constitution contained in a report from the constitu-

tional committee. The proposals involved the establishment of

a sustaining class of membership in the society and a change in

the fiscal year. After making several changes in the committee's

proposals, the council directed that all the proposals be submitted

to the vote of the society at the forthcoming election.

Three resolutions pertaining to publication policy of the so-

ciety were adopted. One was that council inform the publication

committee that all reasonable requests by responsible parties

to reprint any of the society's papers, or parts of them, be

granted with the proviso that proper credit shall be given the

society's publication. The second resolution called for the print-

ing of a statement in the Transactions to the effect that the

society does not assume the responsibility of the views or opinions

expression in its papers and discussions. The third had to do

with trade names. It was decided to admit trade names in the so-

ciety's papers and discussions w^hen the things referred to could

not otherwise be accurately described or identified.

A report on the membership and the expenses of the society

was received from the assistant secretary. The total membership

including the applicants elected and the resignations accepted

at the meeting was 1.494. Of this number 140 names were

ordered dropped from the roll, unless their dues be received be-

fore December 31.

The treasurer was authorized to borrow money on the so-

ciety's two bonds to defray current running expenses.

Those present at the meeting were V. R. Lansingh, president;

E. P. Hyde. George S. Barrows, Norman Macbeth. Jas. T. Max-

well, C. J. Russell, Wm. J. Serrill, H. E. Ives. L. B. Marks, Pres-

ton S. Millar, general secretary; and A. E. Kennelly, C. H.

Sharp, C. O. Bond and A. S. McAllister by invitation.
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SECTION ACTIA'ITIES.

The boards of managers of the several sections of the society-

are arranging the section programs for the season 1912-1913.

It is expected that these programs will be printed and distributed

in the near future.

Chicago Section.

The Chicago section held a joint meeting with the Western

Railway Club in the Karpen Building. Chicago, October 15. A
paper on "Head-Light Tests'" was presented by Mr. C. M. Lar-

son of the Wisconsin Railway Commission. The paper was dis-

cussed by several members of the club and the society. About

one hundred and fifty members and guests of the two organiza-

tions were present.

The final arrangements for the November meeting have not

yet been announced. The paper of the evening will in all prob-

ability be one on "Hospital Lighting'' by Mr. ^Meyer J. Sturm.

Xew York Section.

At a special meeting of the New York section which was held

August I, Mr. Leon Caster, honorary secretary of the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society, of London, delivered an address

on the work of that society and the progress of illumination in

Europe. Mr. Caster reviewed the work of the society in a very

interesting manner. He referred particularly to the work which

it had done toward procuring legislation on illumination mat-

ters. In referring to the legislative reports on illumination of

the countries abroad, notably England. France, Germany and

Belgium, Mr. Caster intimated that it would be well for the

Illuminating Engineering Society to encourage similar legislation

in America. In discussing the points raised in Mr. Caster's ad-

dress, a number of the members of the society drew attention to

the fact that progress in lighting legislation in America must of

necessity be comparatively slow ; numerous state governments

must be approached before anything definite in the way of

national lighting legislation can be accomplished. One other fact

brought out was that m America to-day there are many admirable

examples of exterior and interior illumination which are not sur-

passed by any of their kind abroad. These installations, it was con-

tended, are to be attributed largely to commercial enterprise.
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The first regular meeting of the present season was held at

Keen's Chop House, 70 West 36th Street, New York. Two
of the recent convention papers, "The Present Practice in Small

Store Lighting" by Messrs. Law and Powell, and a "Symposium

on High Pressure Gas Lighting" were reviewed and discussed

by a number of members.

The following tentative program has been arranged by the

board of managers.

November 14: A joint meeting with the National Electric

Association. At this meeting there will be a demonstration of

lighting effects by Air. Preston S. Millar.

December 13: A joint meeting with the American Society

for the Conservation of X'ision.

January 9: A joint meeting with the National Commercial Gas

Association.

February 13: A joint meeting with the Municipal Art Society.

March : A joint meeting with the lighting section of the Amer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers.

April : A joint meeting with the lighting section of the In-

stitute of American Electrical Engineers.

May : A joint meeting with the American Library Association.

At the joint meetings listed above it is proposed to have

one paper by a member of the Illuminating Engineering Society

and one paper by a representative of the other participating

organization.

New England Section.

The following tentative program has been announced by the

board of managers of the New England section.

November: "Gas and Electric Meters." The subject will be

handled by representatives of several meter manufacturing com-

panies.

December : "Head-Lights, Lighthouses, and Lenses," by an

inspector of the United States Government.

January : "Vision and Defects of Vision."

February: "The Light of the Stars."

March : "New Types of Arc Lamps."

April : "Methods of Light Best Adapted to Reinforce Day-

light at Dusk."

May: "Photographic Lighting."
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Philadelphia Section.

The first regular monthly meeting of the Philadelphia section

this season was held on the athletic grounds of The Philadelphia

Electric Company. Kelley's Lane and West Chester Pike, Dela-

ware County, Pa., Saturday, September 28, 1912. In the after-

noon, a ball game between the teams of The United Gas Im-

provement Company and The Philadelphia Electric Company was

witnessed. There were 160 people present at the game. 30 of

whom were ladies. Dinner was served at 6 o'clock, with about

70 members and guests present. After dinner, those in attend-

ance adjourned to the grandstand on the ball field, and were

addressed by Prof. Monroe B. Snyder of the Central High

School, on "The Light of the Stars." Mr. George S. Bliss of

the Weather Bureau gave a little talk about "Weather" and Dr.

Herbert E. Ives presented a very interesting description of the

recent convention held at Niagara Falls. After the meeting

everyone took advantage of the opportunity to view the stars

through the telescopes which were provided.

At a meeting which was held October 18, in the Franklin Insti-

tute, Dr. C. E. Ferree of Byrn Mawr College presented a paper

entitled "Tests for the Efficiency of the Eye Under Difl:'erent

Svstems of Illumination and a Preliminary Study of the Causes

of Discomfort." Dr. Ferree's paper had been prepared for the

convention of the society. A second paper on "The Psychology

of Vision and Causes other than Defective Illumination for

Eye Strain" was read by Dr. W. Zentmayer of Philadelphia.

Both papers were received with interest. During the meeting

there was an exhibition of ophthalmological apparatus. At the

dinner preceding the meeting thirty members and guests were

present.

Pittsburgh Section.

The Pittsburgh section held its first meeting of the present sea-

son in the auditorium of the Engineer's Society of Western Penn-

sylvania. Oliver Building, October 11, 1912. The following

papers, which had been presented at the Milwaukee convention

of the Association of Iron and Steel Engineers. October 3,

were reviewed and later discussed by members of the society
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and representatives of several lamp manufactures : "Modern

Illumination in the Iron and Steel Industry."—By C. E. Clewell

;

"The Incandescent Lamp in the Steel Industry."—By Ward
Harrison; "Curves and Data for Illumination Caluculations".

—

By C. J. Mundo. Preceding the meeting Professor IT. S.

Hower gave a fifteen minute talk on "The Nature of Light."

The following tentative program has been arranged by the

board of managers

:

November " The Use of Lenses in Illumination '

'

By Prof. H. S. Hower.

December " Store Illumination '

'

This subject will be presented by a representative of the Nelite

Works of the General Electric Company.

January "Street Lighting "

By Mr. C. E. Stephens.

February " Gas Illumination "

March " The Incandescent Lamp in the Central Station Business "

April ' Some Phases of Railroad Illumination "

May " Physiological Aspects of Illumination '

'

Preceding each meeting Prof. H. S. Hower will give a short

elementary lecture on light. One joint meeting is being ar-

ranged with the Pittsburgh branch of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers.

THE I. E. s. ii.euminatio:n^ primer.

"Light : Its Use and Misuse," the primer on illumination which

the Society distributed recently to its members, to manufacturing

companies, professional societies, civic associations, and other

organizations, has occasioned a lot of very flattering criticism.

The editorial columns of several technical and trade journals

have referred to the primer in terms of rather high commenda-

tion. From people who are generally supposed to be but little

interested in the subject of illumination have come numerous

letters expressing pleasure and admiration for the clear and inter-

esting manner in which the primer is presented. Requests have

been received from the engineering and physics departments of

a numl)er of universities and colleges for quantities of.the primer

to be distributed to students. Several lighting companies have

ordered editions which are to be issued to their customers. Two
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manufacturers of lighting accessories have been granted permis-

sion to print and send out large editions to their consumers and

the public at large. These companies have intimated that they

believe that the primer will create a demand for better illumina-

tion. One large lamp manufacturing company in London has

cabled for a set of the plates of the primer illustrations and per-

mission to print a large edition which is to be mailed free to its

customers. All this diverse interest has been manifested within

two weeks after the initial circulation of the special edition of

the primer; and the present indications are that the primer will

be circulated widely by the large lighting and manufacturing

companies throughout the country. It is likely, too, that it

will be printed in several languages and distributed extensively

abroad.

THE 1912 I. E. S. COIS^^EXTIOT^.

The sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society was held at the Hotel Clifton. Niagara Falls,

Canada, September 16-19 inclusive. An excellent program of

papers was presented and the attending discussions were alto-

gether lively and interesting. Between the sessions a fair compli-

ment of amusement was provided. Several excursions and in-

spection tours were made to various places of interest about the

Falls. The registration figures showed that 105 members and 57

guests, including 22 ladies, were in attendance at the several

sessions. The convention, although it was the first one held

at a place removed from a city represented by a section, was

pronounced the most successful one in the history of the society.

The program is given below.

CONVEXTIOX PROGRAM.

Monday, Sept. 16. Opening Session, 10 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.

Addresses of Welcome

:

Mr. O. E. Dores. President of the Board of Trade, Xiagara Falls. Ont.

Mr. G. F. Xye, President of the Board of Trade. X'iagara Falls, X". Y.

Response to Addresses of Welcome

:

Mr. Wm. T. Serrill, Philadelphia, Pa.

Presidential Address :

Mr. V. R. Lansingh, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Reports of Committees.

Report of Committee on Progress

:

Dr. Louis Bell, Chairman.

Report of Committee on Nomenclature and Standards

:

Dr. A. E. Kennelh% Chairman.

2.30 p. M. TO 5 p. M.

A Symposium on High-Pressure Gas Lighting:

(a) In Great Britain, by Mr. F. W. Goodenough.

(b) In Germany, by Oscar Klatte.

(c) In the United States, by Mr. R. X. Zeek.

The Deterioration of Gas Lighting Mantles in Service

:

Mr. R. F. Pierce.

8 p. M.

Reception and Dance.

TuESD.w, Sept. 17. 10 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.

The Methods of Research

:

Dr. E. P. Hyde.

The Diffuse Reflection and Transmission of Light

:

Dr. P. G. Nutting.

Heterochromatic Photometry and the Primary Standard of Light

:

Dr. H. E. Ives.

A New Alethod and an Instrument for Determining the Reflecting Power
of Opaque Bodies

:

Dr. P. G. Nutting.

A Study of Natural and Artificial Light Distribution in Interiors:

Mr. M. Luckiesh.

2.30 p. M. TO 5 p. M.

\'ision as Influenced by the Brightness of Surroundings

:

Dr. Percy W. Cobb.

The Determination of Illumination Efficiency

:

Mr. E. L. Elliott.

A Proposed Method of Determining a Coefficient of Diffusion for Light-

ing Accessories

:

Mr. E. L. Elliott.

Some Reflecting Properties of Painted Interior Walls

:

Mr. Claude W. Jordan.

7 p. M.

Banquet.

Wednesd.w. Sept. 18, 10 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.

Report of the Committee on Illumination Primer. A special edition of

the primer was distributed.

Report of the Illumination Committee of the Association of Iron and
Steel Electrical Engineers:

Mr. C. J. Mundo, Chairman.
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Present Practise in Small Store Lighting with Tungsten Filament Lamps:
Messrs. Clarence L. Law and A. L. Powell.

The Engineering Principles of Indirect and Semi-Indirect Lighting:

Mr. T. \V. Rolph.

2.45 p. M.

Trolley ride on the Xiagara Belt Line around the Gorge.

8 p. M.

Color X'alues of Illuminated Surfaces

:

Mr. Bassett Jones, Jr.

Special meeting of members for the discussion of matters pertaining to

the welfare and advancement of the Society.

THURSD.A.Y. Sept. 19, 10 \. m. to 12 xoox.

The Lighting of the Buffalo General Electric Company's Building:

Mr. W. D'A. Ryan.

Theory and Calculation of Illumination Curves

:

Mr. Frank A. Benford. Jr.

Characteristics and Tests of Carbons for Enclosed Flame Arc Lamps:
Messrs. Allen T. Baldwin and R. B. Chillas, Jr.

Tests for the Efficiency of the Eye under Different Systems of Illumina-

tion and a Preliminary Study of the Causes of Discomfort:

Dr. C. E. Ferree.

Before adjournment a set of resolutions were adopted extend-

ing to the convention committee a most hearty vote of thanks

for the general excellence and success of the convention.
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HETEROCHROMATIC PHOTOMETRY AND THE PRI-

MARY STANDARD OF LIGHT.*

BY HERBERT E. IVES.

It may safely be asserted that there are two problems in the

science of light measurement which in importance overshadow all

others. These are: first, the problem of the photometry of

lights of different colors and ; second, the problem of securing a

scientific primary standard of light.

The solution of these problems is of considerable importance

to the illuminating engineer, for his fundamental working quan-

tities are dependent for their specification upon photometric

methods and standards. This has been recognized in the past in

the various papers wdiich have been published in the Transac-

tions dealing with photometry and light standards. Among
these papers are several by the present writer, in which refer-

ence has been made to researches being carried on in hetero-

chromatic photometry and to a possible scientific primary standard

of light. The work referred to, which has been under way for

nearly three years, has now reached a practical conclusion. It

will be described in detail in certain scientific journals, but it is

appropriate that a summary of the results should be printed here.

Such a summary follows

:

THE photometry of LIGHTS OF DIFFERENT COLOR.

Requirements to be met by a mctliod of light measurement.—
An analysis preliminary to the investigation suggested the fol-

lowing as desirable qualities of a method of heterochromatic

photometry.

1. The results should correspond as nearly as possible to

some useful value.

2. The method should have high sensibility.

3. The results should be accurately reproducible.

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering
Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, I9'2.
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4. Things measured equal to the same thing should measure

equal to each other.

5. The sum of the measurements of the parts should equal

the measured value of the whole.

Four photometric methods were studied from the standpoint

of these criteria, namely : visual acuity, critical frequency, equal-

ity of brightness, and flicker. Over and above the study called

for by these requirements, investigations were made of the be-

havior of the four methods under varied conditions of illumina-

tion and field size which, from the inevitable introduction of the

physiological characteristics of the eye, must play a large part in

the study of this question.

The scale of color used was the spectrum of a known energy

distribution. This is the most desirable set of test colors for

several reasons, among others because all colors are made up

of mixtures of spectral colors, and results obtained on the spec-

trum may be applied, if the photometric method possesses the

requirements given above, to any other colors of known spec-

tral composition.

The application of these criteria to the four photometric

methods resulted in the elimination of all except the flicker

method. For instance, the methods of visual acuity and critical

frequency are excessively insensitive. An accuracy greater than

5 per cent, is quite beyond reasonable expectation. Further-

more, by neither of these does the whole equal the sum of the

parts. In the case of visual acuity the addition of two illumina-

tions of equal brightness may, because of the chromatic aberra-

tion of the eye, produce an illumination of less detail reveal-

ing power than either alone. This leaves the methods of equality

of brightness and flicker. On the score of sensibility and repro-

ducibility the latter quite distances the former. In order, how-

ever, to answer the questions raised by the other requirements,

some of the characteristics of these two methods under varied

conditions should be reviewed.

The efifect of reducing the working illumination with the

equality of brightness method is to increase the apparent relative

brightness of the blues—the Purkinje elTect. The flicker method

develops a peculiarity of just the opposite kind. At low illumi-
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nations the results of the two kinds of photometers are widely

divergent. At high illuminations (around 25 meter-candles) the

results by the flicker method and equality of brightness method

approach each other; and it has been found that if the mean
of a large number of observers be taken by both methods the

two means agree. Further, it has been found that if the equality

of brightness measurements be made by steps of small hue dif-

ference, the results again agree with the flicker method. In other

words, at the high illuminations specified, by minimizing the

psychological disturbing factors of the equality of brightness

method (as by taking a large number of observations) one ar-

rives at the result given at once by the flicker method. This gives

the answer to requirement i, in the case of the flicker pho-

tometer; the flicker photometer measures relative brightness.

Requirements 4 and 5 may now be discussed. They are both

met by the fl.icker method. They are not met by the equality of

brightness method, as ordinarily carried out. For instance, with

the latter, if the color of the comparison light is changed, an

observer will form a new criterion of relative brightness for the

spectral colors. Only by allowing an interval of time to elapse

between each set of observations and taking many sets can a final

average be obtained which has the qualifications 4 and 5, and

when obtained it is the same as that which the flicker method
gives at once.

As the outcome of this work the following conditions are sug-

gested for adoption as standard in heterochromatic photometry.

1. The use of the flicker photometer.

2. An illumination of 25 meter-candles. (Understood to be

on a white surface, such as magnesium oxid.)

3. A photometric field of 2 deg. diameter, surrounded by

an approximately equally bright area of 25 deg. diameter.

(The small field is chosen because with it the effect of

varying the illumination is largely eliminated. The bright

surrounding field is introduced because it has been found

to increase the comfort and sensibility of reading, with-

out the disadvantages of the large photometric field.)

4. The observer must have an average eye.
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Adherence to this last condition, or its equivalent, is im-

perative, since individual eyes vary considerably in their relative

color sensitiveness. Condition 4 may be approximated by tak-

ing the results of as large a number of observers as possible.

Or the characteristics of the average eye may ht established,

and the results of an observer corrected to normal from

similar knowledge of the characteristics of his eye. This

amounts to determining the spectral luminosity curve of the

average eye and that of each observer in a laboratory. Fig. i

gives the average spectral luminosity curve of eighteen observers,

for a normal equal energy spectrum, as recently determined by
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Fig. i.-Relative luminous efficiencies of the various spectral radiations. (Average

normal spectral luminosity curve of eighteen obser\-ers for

an equal energy spectrum.

the writer. The number of observers is considered sufficiently

large to warrant proposing the adoption of this as the standard

luminosity curve.

Experiment shows that, as should be the case with the five

above requirements met, it is possible to correct the results ob-

tained by an observer to normal by means of his luminosity curve

and the' energy distribution of the source under measurement.

Consequently, if every laboratory ascertains the spectral lumin-

osity curve of its observers and the spectral energy distribution

of the light source measured, all results can be corrected to the

average observer defined by the luminosity curve given in fig. i.
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Another method by which uniformity of results in hetero-

chromatic photometry may be achieved is by the development of

some radiometer so screened as to be sensitive to the different

spectral regions exactly in accordance with the data of fig. i.

DISCUSSION.

The adoption of these conditions for colored light photometry

is urged by the writer, but it is desired to have clearly under-

stood the limitations and the compromises which they involve.

First of all it is recommended that the photometry of lights of

different color be confined to the standardizing laboratory. In

such a laboratory the characteristics of the observers' eyes would

all be known and, by the standard method, secondary standards

or colored glasses would be calibrated of uniform relative value.

Other observers would use these for the practical photometry of

light of different color. By such a procedure all practical pho-

tometry would be reduced to the photometry of lights of the same

color, for which all eyes, normal or color blind, are equally avail-

able and which may be carried on at any illumination.

Second, the consequence of using such colored standards or

colored glasses will be that all measurements made would apply

to the high illumination condition taken as standard. It could

happen, for instance, that when working at very low illumina-

tions, a yellow and a blue light which were pretty certainly dif-

ferently bright would measure alike. But by adopting as stand-

ard an illumination corresponding in order of magnitude to the

vast majority of normal working conditions, as 25 meter-candles

does, the necessity for applying corrections is confined to the ab-

normal and less frequently met cases. It must be remembered

that the Purkinje effect is only noticeable with ordinary illumi-

nants at excessively low illuminations, so that corrections for this

cause would always be small. There appears to the writer to

be very little objection to a working rule of this sort: at an illumi-

nation of 0.1 meter-candle there is required x per cent, more
tungsten lamp illumination than arc light illumination as meas-

ured, provided such corrections apply only to the cases where the

photometry would be rough at best.

It is impossible to avoid "quality factors" of some sort in all
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the variations which may occur in ihumination conditions and

use (except in the improbable event of some instrument be-

ing developed which behaves in every way like the eye). For

instance, if visual acuity is to be the criterion, it might easily be

necessary to give one light a handicap of 50 per cent, dver another

of different spectral quality, but of the same measured bright-

ness. It is, however, the part of common sense to adopt as stand-

ard those methods and conditions of most general occurrence and

use. In the present case the objector may be asked to suggest

any better compromise than the one here urged.

THE PRIMARY STANDARD OF LIGHT.

Two practical requirements have heretofore ruled supreme in

the choice of primary standards of light. The first is that thq

standard should be reproducible. The second is that its color

should be close to that of the common illuminants. The first

requirement is, of course, essential. As to the second, given a

satisfactory method of heterochromatic photometry, it loses its

importance. From a purely utilitarian point of view, one might

claim that immediately any sort of standard is found to be accu-

rately reproducible the long search for a satisfactory primary

standard of light might be dropped. From the scientific stand-

point, however, the existence of a satisfactory photometric meth-

od, far from closing the discussion on primary standards as no

longer of moment, makes possible the specification of a new and

rational type of standard. From the scientific standpoint the

present so-called primary standards, such as the Hefner, are un-

satisfactory in that there is nothing fundamental in their char-

acter. While a large part of our modern units and stand-

ards are directly founded on the centimeter-gram-second system,

light standards are wrapped up in fuel composition and burner

dimensions.

Now, the sensation of light is caused by radiant energy of a

certain quality. Radiant energy is measurable in the funda-

mental units of length, mass and time. It has, therefore, seemed

to many who have thought about the matter that the light stand-

ard should be fixed by the measurement of light as radiation. In

order to do this it is necessary to ha\e a means of evaluating the
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radiation as light, for, through the introduction of the physio-

logical characteristics of the eye, each different spectral radia-

tion has a different light value or luminous efficiency. It is just

here that the establishment of a method of heterochromatic pho-

tometry assists toward the rational standard of light. Resolving

light into its two parts—physical—namely radiation, and physio-

logical, namely, the relative light value of different radiation,

it is the method of photometry that enables us to establish the

latter.

The specification of a radiation standard, by which light is

specified and measured as radiation, is arrived at through the

study of the question of luminous efficiency. As t"he writer

has pointed out in papers before this society, the most satis-

factory measure of luminous efficiency is to express the effi-

ciency of a radiation of a source in terms of the most

efficient possible radiation. When so expressed the lumin-

ous efficiencies of different sources are directly as their lumens

per watt, as should be the case. The curve of fig. i, which is

plotted with maximum value unity, is, on this understanding, a

table of luminous efficiencies of the different spectral radiations.

Consider now a flux of radiant energy of value E, measured

in c g s units, e. g., watts. Its value as light flux is given by the

introduction of the specific luminous output of the radiation K
expressed in lumens per watt, or

Flux of light = K E.

Now K may be expressed as the product of the luminous

efficiency of the source and the maximum possible specific lumin-

ous output or

K = /iKmax where fi = luminous efficiency and K^ax is

the lumens per watt of the ideal mono-

chromatic green radiation,

or the light flux may be expressed as follows:

Luminous flux = /xK,„a,;E

/u. is determined by the standard photometric method, E is meas-

ured in ergs per second, or in watts, K,„^^ is a constant de -

pending entirely on the "primary" standard used (e. g. Hefner)

and on the unit of power (e. g. watt).
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The proposal which it is the purpose of this paper to bring
before the Illuminating Engineering Society is as follows

:

In the defining equation just given,

1. Make Kn,^^ = unity t

2. Express E in watts.

Whence,,

The unit of luminous flux is the Hux from a source radiating

energy of maximum luminous efficiency at the rate of one zvatt.

Equivalent definitions are:

the flux from a source of radiant luminous effi

ciency /* radiating energv at the rate of ~ watts.

the flux from a source of total luminous efficiency

/x consicmiyig energv at the rate of — watts.
\^

Put in more practical terms this proposal is that for the present
lumen be substituted one somewhere nearer 800 times as large.

By so doing the same number expresses at once the "Lumens"
per watt of a source and its efficiency on an absolute scale ( the

ideal source gives one lumen per wattj.

The practical achievement of the suggested standard is de-

pendent chiefly upon the accuracy attainable in measuring radi-

ant energy. It may be done in either of two equivalent ways.
First, a monochromatic radiation of known luminous efficiency

(as determined from the average luminosity cur\'e) may be
measured, both in light and energy units. The green mercury
radiation is very well suited for such a measurement. Second,
any radiation may be measured through an absorbing screen
which transmits the various spectral radiations exactly in pro-
portion to their luminous efficiency.

SUMMARY.

The present paper cannot, for lack of space, be more than a

summary. In order that the subject matter may be gone into

more thoroughly by those interested, a list of papers is appended
m which the matters mentioned are discussed in detail. This
communication is for the purpose of setting before the Illuminat-
ing Engineering Society the two proposals.
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1. That the conditions of heterochromatic photometry out-

lined above be adopted as standard.

2. That the unit of luminous flux be specified in terms of

flux of radiation and in terms of luminous efficiency, as outlined

above.

LIST OF ARTICLES SETTING FORTH THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
FOR THE PROPOSALS HERE MADE.

Drysdale— " Luminous Efficiency." Illuminating Engineer, London, 1908,

p. 164.

Nutting, P. G.— "The Luminous Equivalent of Radiation." Bulletin Bureau

of Standards, V, p. 261.

Strache— " Proposal for Primarj- Standard of Light." Proceedings, American
Gas Institute, 1911, part 2, p. 401.

Houstoun—" Absolute Measurement of Light." Proceedings, Royal Society,

A, vol. 85, p. 275, 1911.

Ives, H. E.— " The Status of Heterochromatic Photometry." Electrical

Review, Sept. 20, 1910.

" Special Luminosity Curves Obtained b}- the Equality of Bright-

ness and Flicker Photometer." Trans. I. E. S., October 1910.

" Studies in the Photometry of Lights of Different Color."

I. "The Equality of Brightness and Flicker Photometer." Philo-

sophical JMagazijic, July 1912.

II. " Spectral Luminosity Curves by the Method of Critical Fre-

quency." Philosophical J/agazine, Sept. 1912.

HI. "Distortions in Spectral Luminosity Cxirves Produced b)'

variation in the Character of the Comparison Standard and the

Surrounding Field." Philosophical JMagazine. (To appear.

)

IV. " The Addition of Luminosites of Different Color." Philoso-

phical Magazine. (To appear.)

V. "The Luminosity Curve of the Average Eye." Philosophical

Magazine. (To appear.)

(Above papers abstracted in Physical Review, 1911-12.)

" Luminous Efficiency." Trans. I. E. S., 1910, Vol. V, p. 113.

"Luminous Efficiency." Electrical World, June 15, 1911.

" Energy Standards of Luminous Intensity." Trans. I. E. S.,

April, 1911.

" The Primary Standard of Light. " Astrophysical Journal, Sep-

tember 191 2.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. F. E. Cady: I would like to add in connection with one

point mentioned on the fifth page of Dr. Ives' paper data on

two pieces of blue glass which were intended to be used in con-

nection with standardizing tungsten lamps in terms of 4-watts-

per-candle carbon lamps. These glasses were initially measured

and found to be of the same color. One piece was then meas-

ured by eight obser\-ers in the laboratory and the other piece was

sent to the Bureau of Standards, where it was measured by

seven observers. The results of the measurements showed a

difference of only 1.2 per cent, between the average of the results

obtained in Washington and in Cleveland. This is interesting

as showing how closely two sets of skilled observers have agreed

in the photometry of sources differing in color by the amount in

question.

Mr. R. B. Hussey : It seems to me that this paper should

mark a distinct step in the progress of the science of illumination.

We have for a long time recognized the desirability of a more

definite, reasonable standard of light. It was suggested by Dr.

Steinmetz several years ago that the primary standard of light

should be in some form a measured quantity of radiant energy,

but it has remained for the author of this paper to present this

in definite, concrete shape, so that now, it becomes a practical

thing. The method of heterochromatic photometry and the pri-

mary standard belong together. Without a satisfactory method

of photometry such a primary standard of light would be impos-

sible.

It seems to me that this is a matter upon which the Society

should take some action, at least through its committee on stand-

ards and nomenclature, with the idea of establishing an absolute

standard of light in this form, or some modification of it.

In regard to Dr. Ives' method of heterochromatic photometiy,

my personal experience with the flicker photometer has been some-

what limited, but I recall reading an article some time ago by

an investigator which stated that wuth dift"erent types of flicker

photometers he had obtained different results. I would like to

ask w^hat type of photometer Dr. Ives used and if he has ever
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found any difference in the results obtained from photometers

of different kinds.

Another question I would like to ask is in regard to the range

of intensities to be used. Dr. Ives has specified an intensity of

25 meter-candles, and states that the flicker photometer developed

an effect opposite to the Purkinje effect. I would like to ask

within what range of illumination this effect is not encountered.

Also in regard to the measurement of radiant energy—I wish

he would give us a little more detail in regard to the method of

measuring the radiant energy of his primary standard.

Mr. H. p. Gage: I should like to say a word in regard to a

little different form of illuminating engineering with which I

happen to be connected just now. I am connected with a plant

which manufactures a great deal of the glass used in signal en-

gineering, the principal colors used being red, yellow, green and

blue. These colors, I may say, have been very carefully stand-

ardized for railway signal work, so that we have a definite stand-

ard for the red, for the green, for the blue and for the yellow,

but we do not know what values these have as compared to white

light. For example, if we have a white signal light which gives

50 candle-power, we do not yet know what candle-power the light

would have if a standard red, or yellow, or green glass were

put in front of it, and in railway engineering it would be a

very interesting and valuable thing to know what this value is.

I think possibly in illuminating engineering it would be of help

if these values were known, because these signal glasses are

standards which, on account of their commercial value, will

be maintained indefinitely. It might be a good thing for the

illuminating engineers to have these standards known.

Dr. H. E. Ives: In taking up the question asked by Mr.

Hussey in regard to getting different results from different

photometers, I would say that the experiments given were car-

ried on entirely with a simple type of flicker photometer in

which a certain requirement was postulated as desirable, namely

that there should be no dividing line of any sort between the two

fields. In the later part of the work, this was achieved by taking

a glass plate, coating it with a layer of platinum, cutting the

glass from the back and breaking it. The edge of the metal
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surface was as close to being infinitely narrow as anything could

be. With this photometer, if the two lights were the same color,

the speed of the flicker device simply dropped to zero. As the

color difference increased, it became necessary to speed up the

photometer faster and faster.

As regards getting different results, they are apt to be ob-

tained at considerable differences in illumination, and I think

different results might be obtained with the same instrument and

dift'erent observers or the same observers and a dift'erent in-

strument of different field size. Regarding the magnitude of the

Purkinje and similar effects, this, of course, depends upon the

difference in color; with, say the carbon and tungsten lamp.

I should say one could drop down as low as 3 or 4 meter-candles

without being able to pick up difl'erences. If, on the other

hand, we are working with bright colors and we place our limit

of allowable error at i per cent, we might reach that error at

7 or 8 meter-candles. With a small field it would be pos-

sible to carry this range much further.

As to the details of measuring radiant energy, I did not go

into this because about a year ago Fabry and Bensson made a

research into intensity of radiation from the green mercury line

corresponding to one candle-power, the results of which were re-

ported in the Comptes Rejidus and I would recommend that Mr.

Hussey read this paper.
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A STUDY OF NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL LIGHT-
DISTRIBUTION IN INTERIORS.*

BY M. LUCKIESH.

INTRODUCTION.

The ultimate goal of the illuminating engineer is the produc-

tion of a system of lighting which will combine high efficiency

with good esthetic effect and proper hygienic conditions. Many
are wont to go to nature for examples of good lighting led by
their belief in the assumption that as the eye has evolved under

natural outdoor lighting there will be found in nature that which

pleases and yet produces the minimum of eye-strain and result-

ing physical discomfort. To what extent that assumption is jus-

tified is an open question. However, it is of interest to com-

pare natural lighting with the attempts that have been made to

imitate it in the design of artificial lighting units and installa-

tions and also with those more common installations which

make no pretense of imitating nature's lighting.

The distribution of light in nature varies enormously with

time and place. Overcast days are quite unanimously consid-

ered unpleasant and depressing owing largely to the absence of

shadows. Sometimes dark ceilings have been erroneously liken-

ed to an overcast sky, when as a matter of fact the latter more

nearly resembles the condition of indirect lighting. An overcast

sky is nearly always brighter than a deep blue sky and presents

a higher brightness than the objects illuminated by it. Overcast

days being unquestionably unpleasant, there remains the bright

sunny day to be considered. A certain scene in nature wnll not

appear equally pleasant throughout a day. Long and ill-defined

shadows seem to be necessary to produce a pleasing effect. In a

previous study^ of the distribution of luminosity in nature this,

point was very apparent. Another point brought out by that in-

*A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Ilhiminating Engineering

Society, Niagata Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.

> Distribution of Ivuminosity in Nature. Ives & I,uckiesh, Trans. 111. Eng. See, vol.

VI, p. 6S7, Oct. 1911.
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vestigation was the fact that the highest brightness for the par-

ticularly pleasant scenes was found somewhere in the first 45
deg. above the horizontal. The scene which is pleasant in the

early and late portions of the day become depressing and un-

pleasant at noon when the shadows are small and sharply de-

fined.

On a sunny day about 80 per cent, of the light which reaches

the earth comes directly from the sun while the remaining 20 per

cent, comes from the sky. In other words 20 per cent, of the

outdoor light on a clear day is diffused light. This proportion

varies with the clearness of the atmosphere. If one chooses to

copy these conditions, but by no means does the writer advocate

it, a semi-indirect unit should be employed but the unit must

send 80 per cent, of the useful light directly to the working plane

leaving 20 per cent, to come via the ceiling and walls. This is

not the case with any of the semi-indirect units in use at the

present time. In fact, the ratio of diffused light to direct light

is more than reversed. A bare unit hung close to the ceiling

more nearly approaches nature's lighting under a clear sky with

the sun unobstructed than any other system. In a room so

lighted short and long shadows will be found. In fact in a

room of moderate size lighted by a direct dift'using unit in the

center the condition immediately beneath the unit resembles

mid-day in nature, while near the walls will be found the longer

shadows of the later afternoon. Certain direct lighting units

then more nearly approach this condition of nature's lighting

than either the indirect or semi-indirect units.

It has been said that indirect lighting goes to the other extreme

and reproduces the conditions obtaining on an overcast day. This

is not accurately true for the light from the upper walls and ceil-

ing is more or less directed.

While it is well to bear in mind the distribution of light in

nature, it will be of interest to compare indoor natural lighting

with artificial lighting under various conditions. Several repre-

sentative rooms were chosen for this purpose and various un-

usual measurements were made with the hope of obtaining more

complete data than are usually furnished by measurements of il-

lumination on a horizontal plane.

Illuminating efficiency is frequently defined as the ratio of the
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effective lumens on a horizontal test-plane to the total lumens

generated. While this ratio gives the illuminating engineer val-

uable information it certainly does not measure illuminating ef-

ficiency under all conditions. The term "illuminating efficiency"

should take into account not only the amount of light which

reaches the test plane but also the manner in which that light

gets there. The distribution of light flux about a point in space

is quite an important matter. The illumination on a small plane

area in a certain position at that point may be due to light com-

ing from a point source or it may be due to light reaching the

small area from many directions. The useful value of a foot-

candle on the plane will differ in the two cases. At least this

holds true in many operations for which light is used. While

there is disagreement as to the brightness of walls relative to the

ceiling there is a general agreement that dift'used light is neces-

sary for proper illumination. Of course the degree of diffusion

advisable is another open question; however, it should be possi-

ble to establish some method of measuring illumination which in-

volves the diffusion factor. Perfect diff'usion obtains in an Ul-

bricht sphere, while the other extreme is produced by a point

source of light amid dark surroundings. Perfect diffusion is

approached in a room with ceiling, walls, and floor covered with

the same light-reflecting material with the direct light screened

from the point in question. Illuminating efficiency will be dis-

cussed later.

DIFFUSION OF LIGHT.

The question now arises. What is meant by diffusion? The

term, diffused light, is very frequently used to define that light

which reaches the working plane or point indirectly—via ceiling,

walls, etc. The ratio of the indirect to the total light will be

termed the percentage of diffused light. In determining this

factor one is concerned with the nature of the light sources be-

cause the direct light must be screened from the photometer.

This is easily done with direct units although various results

will be obtained depending on the position of the screen rela-

tive to the lighting unit and to the photometer. In indirect

lighting if only the direct light is screened from the instrument

the percentage of dift"used light would be lOO per cent. If the

secondarv sources are considered as emitting direct light (and
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the light from the ceiling is more or less directed) then with this

light screened off the percentage of dift'used light would be very

small. This is well illustrated in data to be referred to later.

Obviously the position of the screen again influences the re-

sults.

It is often desirable to view various sides of an object, hence

the distribution of light about the object is of interest. A factor

which is a measure of the uniformity of distribution of light

through a point in space might be termed the degree of diffusion

of light at that point. This could be determined by rotating the

tube of a Sharp-]\Iillar photometer about the point measuring

luminous intensity in all directions. This quantity would be

difficult to measure in practise and is not as important as the

following one.

A quantity somewhat akin to the foregoing but of greater mo-

ment in the practical use of light is the uniformity of the distri-

bution of illumination about a point. This can be determined

by measuring the illumination with the photometer diffusing

glass placed at the point and perpendicular to various directions.

It would of course be impractical to measure the illumination in

all directions but a compromise can be made by measuring the

distribution of illumination in various planes.

Shadows of course are important, being necessary in some

cases and annoying in others ; but they have not been given

much attention in this paper excepting those on the test plane or

at the test points. \\'hen shadows are sharp the cause is com-

monly attributed to lack of "diffusion" and this again brings

forth the question. What is meant by diffusion? It indicates

that there is an undesirable looseness in the use of certain

phraseology.

The character of the shadow primarily gives an accurate idea

of the character of the light source and an indication of the de-

gree of dift'usion at the point in question. The relative bright-

ness of the shadow gives an accurate measure of the percentage

of diffused light under that particular condition. In fact this

factor was determined by measuring the brightness of a diffus-

ing surface in and out of the shadow. To further illustrate

these quantities imagine a small object casting a shadow. By

the character of the shadow the lighting system is recognized
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and by its relative brightness the percentage of diffused light is

determined, while the uniformity of illumination on various

planes about the object is obtained only by actual measurement

of the distribution of illumination about the point in question.

A white perfectly diffusing sphere placed at any point would give

an accurate representation of the latter quantity by the distribu-

tion of brightness on its surface.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST-ROOMS.

In this investigation the general character of natural indoor

lighting was studied in comparison with artificial lighting under

various conditions. Besides studying the distribution of light

in various planes some measurements were made on the distri-

bution of brightness, and the percentage of effective lumens in-

cident on a horizontal test plane. Measurements were made
chiefly in three rooms. The dimensions of these rooms and

other data are given in fig. i. Room i was on the first floor

and was lighted through three windows in the south side of the

room. The lower portion of the window was covered with dark

curtains. A low three story building was distant about lOO

feet (30.48 m.), obstructing the sky up to about 30 deg. above

the horizon. A portion of the sky was visible from all stations

on the 36 in. (0.914 m.) test plane which was the plane used

in all measurements of horizontal illumination. The ceiling was

light cream in color; the walls were covered with dark green

burlap, and on the floor was a dark green carpet. The reflection

coefficients of ceiling, walls and floor were of the order of mag-

nitude of 40 per cent., 10 per cent, and 7 per cent., respectively.

The woodwork was dark. By natural light the room was quite

pleasant. It was lighted artificially by a four-light fixture with

prismatic spheres (containing 25-watt tungsten lamps) in the

center of the room, the lighting units being 2 feet, 6 inches

(0.762 m.) from the ceiling.

Room 2 was quite different. It was lighted by windows on

two sides—two on the east side and one on the north side. On

side B was a low one and a half story building about 35 feet

(10.668 m.) distant, while the sky was obstructed very little on

side A. The ceiling and walls were cream-colored, light green

linoleum covered the floor while a wainscoting four feet (1.219
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m.) high encircled the room. The reflection coefficient of walls

and ceiling was approximately 40 per cent, while that of the

floor was 8 per cent. This room was lighted artificially during
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Fig. 1.— Plan of test rooms.
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the tests by a four-light fixture with intensive prismatic reflectors

-containing 40-watt tungsten lamps and also by an indirect unit.
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both of the latter fixtures being in the center of the room. Di-

rect light from the indirect unit was incident on the walls to a

point about one foot below the ceiling.

Room 3 was a long, narrow room on the second floor with one

large window on one side. The sky was quite unobstructed.

The walls were of light-finish wainscoting and the ceiling was

white. It was lighted artificially by means of three units which

were spaced as shown in fig. i. These units consisted of loo-

watt tungsten lamps in intensive prismatic reflectors.

DISTRIBUTION OF ILLUMINATION IN VERTICAL PLANES.

A Sharp-Millar photometer was used in the usual manner

—

the light being incident on the diffusing glass plate. The right-

angled tube supporting the glass plate was rotated through 360

deg. and measurements of illumination were made every 15

deg. By this means the diffusing glass plate was presented per-

pendicularly to 24 difterent directions in a vertical plane. This

arrangement did not permit of rotation of the light-receiving

glass plate around an axis in its own plane as might have been

preferred. Instead it rotated about an axis parallel to its plane

and about five inches (12.7 cm.) distant. For daylight meas-

urements very clear or uniformly overcast days were chosen

owing to the necessity for constant intensities. In no case did

very much direct sunlight enter the rooms during the measure-

ments so that there was no appreciable difference in light-distri-

bution on clear and overcast days. The variable nature of day-

light makes it necessary to work rapidly even on days when the

intensity seems to be quite constant.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of illumination about a point in

the center of room i. 36 inches (0.914 m.) from the floor. The

vertical plane in this case w^as BD which intersected the sides B

and D. The circles indicate the distribution with the light cream

shades drawn. In order to make the interpretation of the polar

curves easier it should l)e explained that any radius-vector rep-

resents the relative illumination on the diffusing glass when

placed at the origin and perpendicular to the radius-vector and

to the plane of the paper. The data throughout the paper is

relative. In all cases X indicates natural light while D and I

indicate direct and indirect artificial lighting respectively. The
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results obtained in the other plane (AC) are shown in fig. 3.

As is to be expected, in this case there is a greater uniformity of

illumination about a point in a vertical plane with natural light-

ing than with direct artificial lighting. The distribution of il-

lumination in a vertical plane about the test point has been plot-

ted in all cases with the same maximum and from the curve an

idea of the various factors discussed under the foregoing head-

ing can be obtained. An empirical quantity, which will be term-

ed the illumination uniformity factor, will be used to compare

the distribution of illumination about a test point in a certain

plane for various systems of lighting. The method of obtaining

this factor is purely empirical and for lack of a better method

'^^^^'"^ ^""^f^^^*\^^^\

f
.1 '',1 \^

/
A V ^^'

\

V M

__j^^^

Figs. 2. and 3.—Distribution of illumination in the centre of room I in two
different planes. (N indicates natural light, while D and I indicate

direct and indirect lighting, respectively.).

it will be considered as the ratio of the mean illumination about

a point in one plane to the maximum illumination.

If the small revolving surface on which the illumination is

measured is illuminated by a point source the average illumina-

tion on the small revolving area will be — times the maximum.

If the test-point receives light in equal quantities from all direc-

tions the illumination uniformity factor on the same basis will

be unity. Then the lowest value this factor can have is that

due to the illumination from a point source which equals 0.3183.

The uniformity factors in vertical planes parallel to the walls of

the rooms have been determined in this empirical manner and

are presented with other data in table i which is a summary of

the data shown in figs. 2 to 9. (This data will afford a means
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of calculating the above factor in several other ways if desired.)
The average illumination on the test plate in its 24 positions,
when rotated about an axis perpendicular to the plane under con-
sideration is, in terms of the maximum, equal to the so-called

illumination uniformity factor. The average illumination in

foot-candles can be obtained by multiplying the illumination uni-

formity factor by the maximum value in foot-candles. The
degree of diffusion of light at any point in space differs from
the factor just discussed in that if the point receives light from
a point source the degree of diffusion would be zero.

While the adopted method of plotting the distribution of il-

lumination is advantageous in indicating the illumination uni-

formity factor and the direction of the light, it does not show

Fig. 4 a.—Distribution of illumination in a plane in the centre of room II.

clearly the exact magnitude of various important factors such
as upward light and minimum illumination. To give an idea of

the relative values of these latter quantities the data in fig. 4a
(referred to later) is plotted in a different manner in fig. 4b.

Tables i and 2, presented later, also give an idea of these values.

The data obtained in room 2 are shown in figs. 4a, 4b, 5 and
6. The uniformity factor is greater with the indirect system

than with the direct system, and as was expected, in such a room
natural lighting compares favorably with indirect lighting in this

respect. Too often it is assumed that natural light indoors is

very diffuse when as a matter of fact it is quite directed. Figs.

4a (also 4b) and 5 show the distribution of illumination in the

vertical planes BD and AC cutting the sides B and D and A and

C. respectively. The photometer test plate was in the center

of the room 36 in. (0.914 m.) from the floor. The data shown
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in fig. 6 was obtained with the photometer test plate at station b

(side center), fig. i. It will be noted that the areas enclosed by

curves D and I have increased at station b while the area of N

has decreased. This increase in area of D and I seemed always

to be the case for stations nearer the walls. Likewise, there was

usually a greater percentage of diffused light near the walls of

a room lighted from a central fixture than in the center of the

room.

The variation in the distribution of daylight illumination m a

vertical plane perpendicular to the window is shown for three

stations (a, b, d, fig. i) in room 3 in fig. 7- N„ represents the

condition at the station (a) nearest the window while N^ was

obtained at (d) at the extreme end of the room. As would be

60" 80° 100°

Anqle from Vertical

Fig. 4 ^.-Distribution of natural, direct and indirect illumination in room II.

expected, the general direction of the light is more nearly hori-

zontal as the distance from the window increases. The reflec-

tion from the adjacent wall is apparent in N^ .
This reflection

adds considerable diffused light. In fig. 8 is shown the distri-

bution of direct artificial illumination at three stations (a, b and

c, fig. i). Considerable difference in the area of the curves is

apparent. Station b, between the lighting units, shows a more

desirable distribution of light than station a, directly under the

unit. Station C was in the center of the room. Often it was

noted that where the illumination uniformity factor is greater

the minimum illumination in a vertical plane is relatively greater

than in the cases of smaller uniformity factors.
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It was thought desirable to attempt to imitate with artificial

light the natural distribution of light in one of the rooms. For

'(

4^,

i 1

^^^

\

^
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Figs. 5 and 6.—Distribution of illumination in two vertical planes in room II.

Fig. 7.—Distribution of daylight illu-

mination at three stations in

room III.

Fig. S.—Distribution of direct artificial

illumination at three stations in

room III.

Fig. 9.—Distribution of illumination in a vertical plane about a point
under three conditions of lighting.

this purpose room 2 was chosen. Frames covered with diffusely

reflecting white cardboard were inserted in the window openings

and these were illuminated by means of a specially designed re-
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fleeter held from the wall at the upper part of the dummy win-

dow by means of a bracket. The reflectors were so adjusted as

to give approximately the same relative distribution of brightness

on the imitation window as obtained by natural light. Of course

the approach to natural conditions in this respect was only ap-

proximate because in natural lighting the distant sky was the

principal source of light while in the artificial case the dummy

windows became the light sources. Measurements, however,

showed the distribution of light in the room to be about the

same as obtained under natural lighting conditions. The effect

of this arrangement was satisfactory. There was also an indi-

cation of the possibility of as high an efficiency being obtained

by this method of indirect lighting as by the ordinary overhead

indirect systems. Further study along this line is proposed.

ILLUMINATING EFFICIENCY.

It seems that some better method of comparing different sys-

tems of illumination should be devised. The percentage of total

generated lumens that are "effective" on a horizontal plane does

not necessarily measure illuminating efficiency. In other words,

one lumen on a small horizontal area probably equals another

lumen on the same plane in illuminating value only when the

light in the two cases comes to the plane in the same manner.

While there are several questions, such as brightness of walls

and spectral character of light, involved in the question of illumi-

nating efficiency, the matter of diffusion is of considerable im-

portance. The amount of diffusion necessary for good light-

ing will perhaps long be a subject for disagreement and may

never be exactly expressed mathematically, but it is possible at

once to place this value between two limits, namely, no diffusion,

as from a point source, and perfect diffusion as obtains in an

Ulbricht sphere under proper conditions. In fig. 9 curves are

plotted showing the distribution of illumination in a vertical

plane about a point under three conditions of lighting. The

large circle A represents complete diffusion while curve B shows

the distribution of illumination due to a point source. In

this latter case the point source was 8 feet (2.438 m.) from

the diffusing glass of the photometer and stray light was care-

fully eliminated. Curve B should be a circle but it is not, owing

3
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chiefly to the fact that the diffusing glass reflects somewhat
specularly, and very slightly to the manner of rotation of the dif-

fusing glass. The latter is not rotated about an axis in its plane

and hence the angle of incidence of the light is exaggerated.

Curve C shows the results obtained on the roof of a high build-

ing on an overcast day. The sky was unobstructed above the

horizontal plane through the diffusing glass and the roof was
very dark, so that little light was reflected from it. The sky was
about three times as bright at the zenith as at the horizon. This

fact shows that even a greater illumination uniformity factor

(indicated roughly by a greater area enclosed by the curve)

would be obtained from a uniformly bright hemisphere. The
areas of all the curves are given in table i. It will be noted in

TABLE I—Si'MM.-vRv FOR Figs. 2 .^nd 9.

Illumina-
tion uni- Relative

Maxi- Mini- Aver- Min. f. c. formity areas
mum mum age Max. f. c. Factor enclose*
foot- foot- foot- per / Aver, f. c. \ by polar

Fig. Curve candles candles candles cent, v Max. f. c. / cur\'es

2 D 2.2 0.07 0.72 3.4 0.326 61.0

N 46.3 003 15.3 i.o 0.331 65.5

3 D 2.2 0.08 0.71 3.4 0.323 60.8

>^ 21.7 0.50 7.8 2.3 0.359 80.0

Ni • • • • 2.9 007 1.04 — 0.360 80.6

4« D 4.9 0.12 ].6o 2.5 0.327 64.0

I 2.8 0.1 r 0.98 3.8 0.350 75.0

N 29.6 0.84 10.53 2.8 0.356 74.3

5 D 4.9 0.12 1.62 2.5 0.330 64.0

I 2.8 o.ii 0.98 3.8 0.351 74.6

N.-.. 22.0 1.2 7.74 5.5 0.352 68.5

6 D 3.6 0.10 1.22 2.8 0340 67.5

I 2.1 0.06 0.73 3.0 0.357 76.5

N 20.0 x.o 6.8 5.0 0.340 64.3

7 N„ .... 227.0 3.9 74.75 1.7 0.329 64.0

N* 82.0 0.83 26.86 1.0 0.328 61.0

Nrf 22.7 2.0 7.8 9.0 0.343 63.0

8 D« 2.8 0.14 0.96 5.0 0.344 69.0

D* 2.2 016 0.83 7.3- 0.376 82.5

D< 3.1 0.18 1. 10 6.0 0.358 78.5

9 A — — — 100.

o

1. 000 276.5

B — — — 0.0 0.318 59.5
C — — — — 0.381 90.0

some cases that the daylight curves enclose a smaller area than

the direct artificial light curves. Indirect lighting showed the
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greatest illumination uniformity factor in all cases tested except

in the case of a distributed system of direct lighting. In room

3 it will be noted that the latter system shows a very much

greater uniformity factor than daylight from a single large win-

dow.

EFFECTIVE LUMENS ON A HORIZONTAL TEST-PLANE.

Owing to the manner in which daylight enters a room through

the windows it is of interest to determine the percentage of ef-

fective lumens incident on the working plane. On account of

the fact that none of the light which directly reaches the test-

plane strikes it normally a high efticiency in this respect is not

expected. Some of the light which enters the room strikes the

walls and floor and is reflected and re-reflected before it finally

reaches the plane. A study of the data obtained reveals the

fact that the percentage of diffused daylight in interiors is of

about the same order of magnitude as the diffused light under

artificial lighting conditions. The method of obtaining the per-

centage of effective lumens on a horizontal plane was to deter-

mine the total lumens entering the room and the total lumens

incident on the working plane.

Let Ai. Ao. A3, etc., = area of the windows respectively in

square feet.

El, E«, Eg, etc., = average illumination in foot-candles on

the plane of the respective windows.

E' = average illumination in foot-candles on the horizontal

test plane.

A' — area of test plane in square feet.

Then

.

^^
. X TOO = per cent. " effective

"

AjE. -f A,E, + A,E, -V etc.

lumens on a horizontal plane.

The average illumination on the window was determined both

by means of the Sharp-Millar photometer and a special arrange-

ment of a diffusing glass and mirrors. This arrangement con-

sisted of an elbow tube of 8 in. (20.32 cm.) square cross-section

with a diffusing glass in one end and a mirror in the angle of the

elbow. The end containing the diffusing glass was placed

against the window pane and its image was reflected downward
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by the mirror. The brightness was measured with a photome-
ter in its natural position and the mean illumination on the win-

dow was determined. Room i with dark walls and with win-

dows only on one side, had 17 per cent, of the total lumens en-

tering the room incident on a horizontal plane 36 in. (0.914 m.)

from the floor.

Room 2 with light walls and with windows on two sides

showed 2^ per cent, of the total entering lumens to be incident orL

the test plane. \\'ith the direct lighting system the lumens on

the same test plane in room i amounted to 30 per cent, of the

total generated, and 35 per cent, in room 2.

SOME COMPARATIVE RESULTS IX THE THREE ROOMS.

In Table II are shown various data which give some idea of

the distribution of light under various conditions. The ratio

TABLE II—CoMPARATivK Illumination Results in the
Three Rooms.

Per Ratio of Ratio of Ratio or
cent,
dif-

Max. on
verti-

iMin
T-i— onMax

upward
to down-

fused cal four ward
light planes vertical Illumi-

ds'Ih) tolh planes nation

Per Per Per Per
station Lighting cent. cent. cent. cent.

D 6.0 9-3 40.0 3-4

5 N 2.2 215.0 7.5 4-7

Center) X( Shades) 27.S 240.0 6.7 lO.O

D 15-8 58.0 6.8 2.4

I 6 N 2.4 1S3.0 7-9 5-1

(Side -center) N( Shades) 20.0 333-0 lO.O —
D 5 7 3-6 80.0 2.5

II Center I 6.2 17-5 86.0 3-8

N 5-5 207.0 5-3 8.5

D 14 50.0 16.2 6.2

II Side center I — 34-5 43-0 3-0

N 33-7 183.5 6.6 6.4

III a D 5.8 23-5 16.4 5-0

N 2-3 192.0 2.6 5-7

III b D 5-4 43-0 14.9 7-S
N 8.0 278.0 2.8 15-2

III c D 17.9 26.6 79.0 6.0

N 13-7 — — —
Ill D

N
5-5

24.7

22.0

;88.o

21.0

8.4

5&
?3-3-
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of the brightness of a shadow cast upon a diffusing surface

to the brightness of the surface under the total direct and re-

flected light was determined at various stations. This factor I,

was actually obtained by casting a shadow which just covered

the diffusing plate of the photometer. The object which cast

the shadow was of constant size but its distance from the diffus-

ing glass varied. It is evident that the percentage of diffused

light as measured in this manner varies with the distance of the

object which cast the shadow. This value -z^ (Ih = illumi-

nation on a horizontal plane outside the shadow) is a correct

value of the percentage of diffused light only for that par-

ticular condition under which it was obtained. To obtain the

true value, or more nearly so, the direct light should be screened

nearer the light-source. Obviously this would be difficult and

impracticable with indirect or natural indoor lighting. Atten-

tion is again directed to the distinction between diffused light

as used here on a horizontal plane and degree of diffusion about

a point as defined in the first part of the paper. The percentage

of diffused light under artificial conditions as obtained by the

above method compares favorably with that under daylight

illumination. With direct lighting the shadows become relatively

less dark near the walls of the room when the latter is lighted

from a central unit. This would not be as marked when the

illumination of the test plane is quite uniform. The true or

maximum percentage of diffused light is more nearly a constant

value throughout a horizontal test plane. In room 3 the per-

centage of diffused light rapidly increases with the distance from

the window for natural lighting.

Illumination measurements were made with the test plate

36 inches (0.914 m.) from the floor and parallel to the walls.

The ratio of the maximum of these four readings to the illumi-

nation on a horizontal plane is shown in the next column. The

figures illustrate a great difference in interior lighting by natural

and artificial methods. The next column shows the variation

in illumination on the four vertical planes just described. Nat-

ural lighting is inferior in uniformity in this respect and indirect

lighting shows the greatest uniformity. As is well recognized.
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extended sources produce less annoying shadows in most cases

but it must not be supposed that extended sources such as a

patch of sky through a window do not give fairly sharp shadows

under many conditions. Another reason for the use of extended

light sources of low brightness is found in the elimination of

glare from objects such as polished metal and especially glazed

paper.-

The ratio of upward to downward light was determined by

pointing the photometer tube with diffusing plate first down-

ward and then upward measuring the illumination in each case.

Artificial

1 r 1

- V ^Jah^LZlM-— -

/ ^l"^i

t^-;^^"

;>
r ^

-

/ /'.y^ ^^
^^^ -

1 1

Upward light
xlOO

Broken line -

Full line • -

1

Room I

RoomJI

1

Domnvardligtri

1

Natural

Fig. 10.—Ratios of upward and downward light with natural and artificial lighting

obtained in the centre of rooms I and II.

This ratio is of little or no importance in such a case as desk

lighting, but it becomes of greater moment in many industrial

operations. While no elaborate study of this feature has been

attempted some data will be presented which will further illus-

trate the great difference in the distribution of light under nat-

ural and artificial interior lighting conditions. In table II is

shown the ratio of upward to downward illumination at various

stations, the test plate Ijeing 36 inches (0.914 m.) from the floor.

With artificial systems the upward light is but a few per cent,

of the downward light while this ratio is much greater with

•^ M. Luckiesh, "An Analysis of Glare from Paper," Etec. Rev., June i, 1912.
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natural lighting as is evident from the curves in fig. 10 which

were obtained in the center of rooms i and 2. It is evident that

the height of the test plane, area of sky exposed, reflection

from the ground, buildings, and especially from snow, affect

this ratio. Under practical conditions this ratio for natural

lighting will nearly always be much greater than that for artificial

lighting. This should be of considerable importance in many

cases, especially in industrial lighting. From table II it will be

noted that this ratio increases steadily for natural lighting as

the distance from the window in room 5 is mcreased.

DISTRIBUTION OF BRIGHTNESS.

From both the esthetic and hygienic standpoints the distribu-

tion of brightness is of considerable importance. In a previous

Anqle from Vertical

Fig. II.-Results of brightness readings taken in a plane (room I) parallel to

the window with direct and natural lighting.

Study' it was found that for pleasant conditions the brightest

point in the field of vision was somewhat above the horizontal.

While there is no unanimous agreement as to the relative effects

of light and dark walls on fatigue and eye-strain, it may prove

of interest to show the distribution of brightness under natural

and artificial lighting in two rooms—one with light walls and

the other with dark walls. In both cases the reflection coeffi-

cients of the ceilings were of the same value. The brightness

readings were made with the illuminometer with the diffusing

glass removed.

3 1,0c. cit.
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In room i with dark walls and floor the brightness readings

were taken in a vertical plane AC parallel to the window. In

fig. II are plotted the results with direct and natural lighting.

The abscissae represent angles between the vertical and the

axis of the photometer tube, which was in the center of the room

36 inches (0.914 m.) from the floor. In spite of the difference

in direction of the natural and direct artificial light there is a

close resemblance in the brightness distribution in the two cases.

The results obtained in room 2. plane AC, are shown in

fig. 12. It will be remembered that this room had a light ceiling,

and walls with windows on two sides. Here again there is a

striking:' resemblance between natural and direct artificial in-

100°

Anqle from Verticol

Fig. 12.—Results of brightness readings taken in room II with direct and natural lighting.

terior lighting. The brightest area in the room under natural

lighting conditions is on the side walls near the horizontal line

of vision. This is generally true with light colored walls illumi-

nated by daylight through windows. This fact is worthy of the

attention of those who condemn light walls.

In the foregoing measurements of brightness the light sources

were left out of account assuming that in a properly lighted

room no brilliant sources would be permitted in the field of

vision Of course the brightness of the sky and the artificial

lighting units employed are usually many times greater than

the surfaces which they illuminate and could be plotted on no

reasonable scale with the other data. It might be possible that
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the light sources even though out of the range of normal

vision plav an important part physiologically and psychologically

While on the subject of brightness it might be well to call

attention to the relative brightness of objects commonly as-

sociated. The following values are only roughly approximate:

.SH^,^^^?^!^ = 300,000,
Blue sky

SlHL^iA^iii^ 1,000,
Blue sky

^^i°^t^^^^^- = 30,000,
Bright cloud

Bright cloud _ ^^
Blue sky

Tungstenfilamen^ ^ 150,000,
Bright ceiling

FrostedUingstenJanip ^ ^^^^
Bright ceiling

Overcast sky =^ 10.

Brightest object in room

CONCLUSIONS.

While the rooms studied were representative of general types

not manv conclusions wUl be drawn. The writer prefers to pre-

sent mo'st of the results of the investigation merely as data to

be interpreted by the reader as he sees fit. A few conclusions,

however, appear justifiable.

The measurement of illumination on a hor.zontal plane does

not give a fair comparison of illuminating efficencies. The d. -

tribution of illumination in various planes ,s of considerable

mportanee when comparing various systems of

^'f'"^J
careful distinction is made between the percentage of diffused

Usrht and the degree of diffusion of light about a point

'The ar as enclosed by the polar curves of illumination dis-

tHbution in a certain plane roughly indicate the "n^^o^ity

illumination in that plane about the test point. When these

ur«s a plotted to the same maxima a rough comparison o

the e uniformitv factors can be made. An empirical method of

a c lat i this- factor has been used but the author realizing
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that this is merely a matter of opinion has presented the data

in table i from which it is possible to make calculations on a

different basis if desirable.

The uniformity of the distribution of light about a point un-

der natural lighting conditions in interiors is not as great as is

sometimes assumed and is often less than that obtained by di-

rect or indirect lighting. Unless the room has windows on more

than two sides it is likely that indirect lighting will always show

a greater degree of diffusion and a greater illumination uni-

formity factor about a point than natural interior lighting.

While extended sources assist in dift'using light, even a greater

illumination uniformity factor is obtainable by a distributed

direct system. Extended sources are advantageous in eliminating

sharp shadows and glare from glazed paper and polished objects.

The great difference in the ratio of upward to downward-

light for natural and artificial lighting may partly account for

the greater desirability of the former in many cases, especially

in industrial lighting.

Daylight entering a room through windows is to a considerable

extent incident upon the walls producing a distribution

of brightness more nearly that obtained by direct artificial light-

ing. At least this result was obtained in rooms of extreme types

and other observations indicate this similarity to be somewhat

general. Attention is directed to the fact that in rooms with light

walls the brightest spot in the room under daylight illumination

is usually on the wall near the horizontal line of sight.

It is possible to artificially imitate the distribution of daylight

in a room with pleasing effect and with an efficiency not pro-

hibitively low.

While more or less general information has been obtained

from the investigation much of it is difficult to transmit. The

work was undertaken with the view of making a general analysis

of the distribution of light in ordinary rooms under usual light-

ing conditions.

The writer wishes to express his thanks to Mr. Leonard Krill

for his valuable assistance in the measurements.
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Mr T R Cravath: The practical application of such inves-

tigation as "this naturally falls along two lines first as related

o artistic ett-ect. and second, as related to comfortable workmg

conditions. In the matter of artistic ettect there may be ditf -

ence. of opinion. Therefore, h is very dithcult to apply results

of this kind to the artistic side. I will not attempt to do it to

anv -reat extent. I should like, however, to question one state-

n^enrmade on the first page, .... '^Overcast days are qmte ui^m^

mouslv considered unpleasant and depressing, owmg largeh to

the absence of shadows." We will all agree that --^^ d^ -
depressing, but the reason therefor has not yet been estaba.hed^

T agree fullv with evervthing Mr. Luckiesh says regarding the

importance of' diffusion and direction of light as received at any

gi'en point. I have made a few experiments along some, ha

similar lines to his to determine whether it was possible to get

up specifications which would cover satisfactory illumination

I had in view the possibility of drawing up specifications whch

would enable the engineer to specify for whomever is buying the

illumination, what the distribution should be in order to produce

freedom from glare on paper in the office or elsewhere^ I u.ed

the same method which Mr. Luckiesh has described here and

got somewhat similar shapes of distribution curves The me hod

does not tell anything that is particularly useful along t^^at line

however, for the reason that the photometer has a diffusing plate

and therefore the curve of light distribution is essentially a curve

of diffused light and this did not show what I wanted to deter-

mine For example, if the photometer is used where a consid-

erable percentage of the light comes from one particular point

photometer readings through a diffusing glass test plate are not

an indication of the amount of annoying glare you may get from

paper with any given system or arrangement of lights.

Mr F \ Vaughn: It is desirable to emphasize two points

brought out bv a previous speaker; that is. the subjects of diffu-

sion and the undesirability of the imitation of daylight as found

in mteriors. However, relative to the latter point, I should like

to state that there is one more quality which daylight possesses

one which will be very difficult to overcome in our campaign of
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education, or to imitate, and that is the cheapness of it. Central

station managers will find some difficulty in reaching the pace

set by daylight in this regard.

It is not necessary to dwell upon the desirability of diffusion,

because that will be well covered in the forthcoming papers, as

it has been already in those which have been presented.

A question arises, relative to the tables on the twentieth page

of the paper, as to just what is meant by "bright ceiling" and

whether the first is the same as the second bright ceiling, and

also why the ratio was not carried on in the last item.

Mr. M. Luckiesh : In reply to Mr. Cravath's statement, I

would say that when one gets away from the measurement of foot-

candles on a horizontal plane, he gets into an unexplored wilder-

ness in which I would not hope in the first investigation to get

data which would lead to specifying what does constitute proper

distribution of light in a room. The object of the paper was

merely to analyze conditions as they were found and getting a

start toward defining what good illumination is.

In regard to Mr. Cravath's statement about measuring the dis-

tribution about a point by the use of a dift'using plate, there are

only two possible screens which could have been used ; one would

be a dift'using plate and the other a mirror. In any investiga-

tion one should use apparatus which could be defined; and one

reason for using the dift'using plate is that one would probably

get nowhere if he used a mirror; another reason is that one

sees an object by diffused reflection.

There has not been enough work done on this subject; it

is a case on which the available data is yet inadequate ; and one

can only express his personal opinions. I surely admit that day-

light, as found in the average room, and especially right here,

is very bad ; but there are cases where daylight distribution can

be used with good artistic effect. There is no good reason to

believe that there is not a place for everything and I attempted

to imitate the distribution of daylight with artificial light just

to see what came of it. I think the whole paper shows the

possibility of improving by artificial distribution upon the day-

light distribution.
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In regard to IMr. \'aughn"s remarks concerning the figures

on the twentieth page of the paper. I will say that the "bright

ceiling" is one actually measured in one of the rooms. The
ratios are presented merely to show their order of magnitude. For

instance the ratio of the brightness of the sky to the brightest

object in the room would be about ten for this particular case.
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A NEW METHOD AND AN INSTRUMENT FOR DETER-
MINING THE REFLECTING POWER OF

OPAQUE BODIES.*

BY P. G. NUTTING.

The reflecting powers of diffusely reflecting opaque bodies

have heretofore been determined, so far as the writer is aware,

only by indirect or laborious methods involving calculations or

integrations and very considerable systematic errors. The

method here described was proposed and used by the author in

official tests early in 1911. Recently (May, 1912) several im-

provements were introduced, a specially designed precision instru-

ment constructed and its sensibility and residual errors investi-

gated.

The principle of the method is that of two parallel infinite

planes, one of which is a dift'use illuminator and the other the

surface whose reflecting power is to be determined. The rela-

tive brightness of the two planes is then the reflecting power of

the non-luminous plane. The luminous plane may be a trans-

mission screen provided it be non-selective as regards direction,

wave-length and polarization of the transmitted light.

The practical application of this method requires the possi-

bility of (i) using planes of limited (rather small) area and

(2) of determining the relative brightness of the two planes

without sensibly disturbing the light distribution.

The planes were limited in the first design by a wooden frame

lined with white paper about 20 cm. square, separating the two

planes about 30 mm. This gave satisfactory readings but was

later replaced, chiefly for mechanical reasons, by a brass ring

heavily nickel plated and highly polished. Into this ring is

inserted the modified Martens-Konig polarization photometer

used to determine the relative brightness of the two planes at the

center of the ring.

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Illmninating Engineering
Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.
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Fig. I shows a plan and an optical diagram of the reflec-

tometer; the photographs (figs. 2 and 3 show it as mounted on

its stand in use. The ring is 150 mm. in diameter and 32 mm.

wide with a side tube to admit the nose of the photometer. The

photometer is one of the ordinary ^Martens-Konig photometers

with specially cut (21 deg., 1.52) glass wedges placed over the

nose piece holes. These increase the angle of the entering beam

to about 75 deg.
; 90 deg. prisms do not allow sufficient diffusion

^fe

^^s:^^

P'ig. I.— Plan of the reflectometer.

of light, while with no prisms at all the light is received at too

nearly grazing incidence.

The stand is simply a rack on which is placed first the card

or other surface whose reflecting power is to be determined,

then the ring, then the diffusing screen. This screen is a sheet

of dense milk glass or porcelain rough ground on both sides.

Even ordinary paper, if uncalandered and free from water marks

will serve the purpose. Clear glass, even when ground on both

sides, does not give correct results, probably on account of the

increased percentage of normal transmission.
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Readings are taken in four positions ; in two quadrants with

photometer direct, then in the same two quadrants with pho-

tometer reversed, thus eliminating the error of scale zero and

determining the residual polarization. A screw head on the

photometer engaging a slot on either side of the neck of the

ring permits the ready reversal of the photometer.

The photometer circle is divided into single degrees. Suc-

cessive settings agree usually to one or two-tenths of a division.

The uncertainty in a set of five readings is not over half a tenth

or 3 minutes of the arc. The relative intensities of the entering

Fig. 2.—Front view of the reflectometer mounted in jxjsition.

beams are proportional to the square of the tangent of the angle

indicated. The reflecting power is half the sum of those deter-

mined in the two principal azimuths.

Other forms of photometers might be used but a reversible

polarization photometer is preferable. Polarization amounting

to 5 to lo per cent, is the ordinary case in diffuse reflection and

precision is to be attained by recognizing and determining the

polarization.

The Martens-Konig design is admirably adapted for the pur-
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pose. The W'ollaston prism gives a comparison between plane

polarized light of one principal azimuth in one beam with that of

the other principal azimuth in the other beam. Let S and X

Fig. 3.—Side view of the reflectomeler in position.

refer to light from the diffusing screen and unknown surface

respectively. Then

X„
R,

X^
R„

Now

Xx
e.

Sx _,_ Sn Sx

Xx X|i X||

where ^ is a small quantity of lower order in all cases except

when both X^ and Xn are small and their ratio i.s large. This

is the case of a surface of low reflecting power and high polariza-

tion, such as glossy black paper. Hence in all ordinary cases

the reflecting power

R =- >^R, + >4R,

directly. In the special case mentioned it is best to compare the

black surface directly with white paper or magnesia without

using the ring.

4
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The instrument was designed primarily for determining the

absolute coefiicients of reflection of reference standards, with

which other surfaces may be readily compared but it is con-

venient for many of the ordinary rough determinations as well.

For example by covering the diffusing screen by a color filter,

the reflecting power may be found for any selected color. For

wall coverings with their varied properties, this instrument prob-

ably gives a better mean value than any other except perhaps the

integrating sphere and much more convenient. It is also service-

able for determining mean transmission coefficients in certain

cases.

A sample set of readings is given below. The surface was

that of a ground porcelain reference standard.

Photometer direct Photometer reversed

Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg.

47-8 132.

1

41.

1

139-0

80 2.2 1.2 8.8

7-8 2.1 I.I 9.0

7-7 2.4 I.I 8.9

7-9 2.2 I.I S.8

• 47-84 132.20 41.12 13890
== 47.80 = 41.10

Col- 47 .82 = 0.8212 = R,

tan- 4' .11 = 0. 7619 = K-2

Means

.

0.791 Reflecting power.

The correction to the zero is very small (mean 0^.03) , the

residual polarization about 3 per cent.

A few readings taken on various substances are given below

as samples of the work done.

Ri

1. Boric acifl powder, pressed mat- • . . 0.904

2. White bond paper o-793

3. Ordinary white paper, single sheet

over black • o. 755

4. Same, seveial sheets thick 0.766

5. Gray circular cover, with nap 0.418

6. Same across nap 0425

7. Black card 0.060

8. Black velvet o.oi

2

9. 5 repeated after one week by differ-

ent observer 0.418 0.418 0.418 —

R-2

0.824

R
0.864

Per cent,
polarization

4

0.714 0-753 4

0.689

0.699

0.722

0-733

4

5

0.417 0.417 —
0.416

0.105

0.421

0.082 27

0.023 0.018 30
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The instrument may be used in the interior of a room or in

full sunlight direct or oblique without variation in the reading.

The chief sources of error to be guarded against are dirt on the

diffusing screen and shadows falling upon it from nearby objects.

The writer is indebted to Mr. Lloyd Jones for able assistance

in testing out the instrument.

This reflectometer or, properly, albedometer, promises to fill

a want long felt by illuminating engineers. The design has been

turned over to Schmidt and Haensch, makers of the Martens-

Konig photometer.

discussion.

Dr. C. H. Sharp: We can derive from the paper a clearer

conception of what is possible from diffusing media and a better

notion of the exact mechanism of diffusion. The theoretical

part is particularly valuable, as indicating the limitations of diffu-

sion obtainable in this class of material.

Mr. C. O. Bond : The only suggestion that I have to make is

one looking toward the more practical use of this instrument.

Often the surfaces whose reflection one wishes to measure cannot

be detached. Would it be possible to arrange the instrument so

that it could be applied to the walls or ceiling and the telescope

attachment so turned as to be then used? On this, it seems to

me. will depend any very extensive use of the instrument, by

illuminating engineers.

Mr. Loyd Jones : In regard to Mr. Bond's question, I would

say that there is no reason why the instrument cannot be adapted

for use in any position. If necessary the diameter and thickness

of the ring could be increased, allowing sufficient space for the

photometer to be inserted directly in the side when the ring is

in contact with a wall or other extended surface; or an optical

means could be provided for changing the direction of the eye-

piece relative to the instrument.

As to the lighting of the transmitting screen, it is only neces-

sary that the illumination on the screen be uniform. The angle

at which the light falls on the screen is immaterial.

The angle at which the light enters the photometer is deter-

mined by the angle of the prisms placed over the nose-piece.
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This angle must be such that the light entering the photometer

shall come from points on the test surface and diffusing screen

that lie near the axis of the ring.

This instrument was designed primarily for the determination

of the absolute diffuse reflection coefficients of reference stand-

ards in the laboratory—such standardized surfaces to be used

as standards in field work by some comparative method.

In some cases, for instance a black glossy paper, where the

polarization is high, the error in the result is no longer negligible

as it amounts to 3 or 4 per cent. ; but as long as the polarization

is less than 10 per cent., the error in the reflection coefficient

will be less than i per cent. The amount of polarization can be

calculated from a set of readings and thus the accuracy of the

result determined.
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CHARACTERISTICS AND TESTS OF CARBONS FOR
ENCLOSED FLAME ARC LAMPS.*

BY ALLEN T. BALDWIN AND RICHARD B. CHILLAS, JR.

The advent of the enclosed flame arc lamps and solid or im-

pregnated carbons necessitated the selection of adequate testing

methods for commercial carbons. It is desired to make this

paper of use to the owners in the operation of their lamps, and

of interest to the illuminating engineers so that they may better

understand the conditions which must be fulfilled to obtain the

desired results. The essential characteristics of the carbons are

here indicated, as are tests which will serve as a measure to deter-

mine them. This field is of such size as to limit a first paper to

a general consideration of its important phases, leaving detailed

discussion until a later time.

It was desired to obtain the efficiency of the open flame arc

in a lamp giving a greater electrode life. The best method to

accomplish this was to decrease the burning rate of the carbons

by enclosing the arc. The problem of securing a suitable enclos-

ure was accompanied by many others of equal importance. A
method for the removal of the dense white fumes from the region

of the arc became necessary to prevent loss of light. Associated

with this was the design of the economizer and the distribution

of deposit on it. Axially placed carbons in vertical positions were

used to obtain a desirable light distribution. This required a

study of ways to protect the arc from undesirable magnetic and

draft influences. Since increased trim life was to be obtained by

enclosing the arc, the constancy of this enclosure and its uni-

formity from trim to trim were vital.

One point that should be carefully considered in the further

development of new lamps is the desirability of standardizing

the size of carbons used, particularly the diameter. Variations

from this standard should be in length as required to meet the

different classes of service, as alternating current or direct

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the lUuniinating Engineering:

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 1619, 1912.
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current, positive upper or lower, focusing or non-focusing lamps.

Such a standard will be generally beneficial since it will simplify

the manufacturing processes and will give the user of large

numbers of lamps carbons that will be interchangeable in ditter-

ent lamps for the same service.

Solid uniformly impregnated carbons were developed to over-

come the unsteadiness of the light that occurs with cored carbons

when the arc moves from the area containing the flaming material

to one of pure carbon.

This development has been toward certain ideal characteristics

which are essential. We base our tests upon such an ideal carbon,

placing importance upon these characteristics much in the follow-

ing order: (i) reliability in operation, (2) steadiness in opera-

tion, (3) life, (4) color, (5) efficiency. Different classes of ser-

vice influence the order of importance of the last three charac-

teristics so that the sequence given here cannot be considered

rigid. Several of these properties are opposed to one another

so that the commercial carbon must, of necessity, be designed to

yield the best compromise among them.

Reliability in Operation.—The first essential characteristic of

the flame carbon is reliability in operation. The greatest factor

operating against reliability is slag. Error in the adjustment of

the carbons in the lamps is the other cause of irregular operation

in so far as the carbons are concerned.

A slag is composed of flame material which collects in a fused

state in any position about the carbon points. This slag is non-

conducting when cold; consequently, it may interfere with the

establishment of the arc or maintenance of the circuit, causing

"slag outage." These fused slags take well defined forms which

are due mainly to the nature of the materials used and to the

conditions under which the carbons are burned. They are named
according to their shape and position,—beads, trees and rims,

illustrations of which are shown in fig. i. It is possible for all

or for any one or more forms of slag to occur with the same
trim of carbons.

A consideration of the factors causing a slag to form will make
testing more valuable, since the tests will serve their greatest

1 Flame material is the name given the chemical compounds used in the carbons to

produce the so-called flame arc.
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Fiff. I.—Formation on flame carbon electrodes : (a) Three beads preyeni upper carbon

from coming in contact with the lower one. (b) Two flattened beads of slag

prevent contact of carbons ; the rim slag on either carbon is not m a

position to cause outage, (c) Tree shaped slags on

lower carbon prevents contact of carbons.
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value when they record the occurrence of the slag and afford

some clue as to the cause of formation. The current should be

adjusted properly since at low current the energy available is

insufficient to volatilize all the flame material present and slag

tends to form. Voltage variation throughout the ordinary ranges

does not seem to influence the slagging tendency. Poor enclosure

of the arc due to chipped or poorly seated globes will increase the

rate of carbon consumption, leaving an excess of flame material

in a position to form a slag.

Unreliable operation may be brought about by causes other

Fig. 2.—Economizer slag. A column of used material extends from the economizer
to the lower carbon preventing movement of this carbon.

than the carbons themselves. The economizer is placed in the

lamps to decrease the burning rate of the upper carbon. Situated

just above the arc it receives considerable deposit from the

ascending dust laden gases. This deposit may become fused and
collect in a position where it will obstruct the carbon passage.

Fig. 2 is a good illustration of this condition. Magnetic forces

exert a very considerable influence on the long flame arc, so it is

necessary in axis lamps that the arc should be situated in a nearly

neutral or symmetrical field. When directive forces are present

the arc remains at one side of the carbons, producing, in time,

side burned carbons and slag. (See fig. 3.) Care must be taken

to see that all carbon passages are unobstructed, and that the

carbons are securely held in proper alignment.

Steadiness in Operation.—When the variations are not readily

noticeable to the eye a light may be considered steady. Changes
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in the amount and composition of the vapors in the arc produce

unsteadiness. The following conditions exert an influence on

the steadiness of the arc and the light. The candle-power of the

flame arc increases both with its cross-section or current and with

its length or voltage. The type of lamp for different electrical

Fig. 3.—This slag formation shown here prevented the carbons from touching

and caused "slag outage".

conditions, that is, alternating current or direct current, series or

multiple, and the position of the direct current positive carbon

possess different degrees of steadiness. In general, the series

lamps are steadier than the multiple lamps. In the latter, due to

the nature of the arc, steadiness is obtained at the cost of the

power absorbed by the choke coil or resistance in series with the

arc. Consequently the least amount of ballast, consistent with

practical freedom of the arc from rupturing, is used in order to

hold the efficiency as high as possible. Differences in the inertia

of the moving parts of different lamps of the same type regulate

in a somewhat different manner and affect the steadiness.
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Unsteadiness of the arc appears to the eye as rupturing, flick-

ering and fading. These features are partly dependent upon one

another. Rupturing is breaking of the arc and occurs almost

entirely in multiple lamps for reasons given in the preceding

paragraph. Increasing the arc voltage increases rupturing.

Faulty circulation or drafts produced by the shape of the points,

magnetic blow from current carrying parts of the lamp, or varia-

tions in the flame material tend to produce arc ruptures. Flick-

ering and fading are best described as fluctuations in the light;

the former consists of rapid changes ; the latter of slower

variations that last several seconds or more. Flickering may

be due to flashes of flame material in the arc, to changes in

the light flux with fluctuations in current or voltage, or occasion-

ally to a very rapid movement of the arc spots over the surface

of the carbons. These movements must not be confused with the

slow necessary wandering of the arc over the entire face of the

carbons. Fading may be due to changes in the flame material

present at the arc caused by variation in the rate of consumption

of the carbon. It makes itself apparent as comparatively slow

changes in the average candle-power or changes in the color of

the light.

Life.-—The increase in burning life of a trim of carbons, as

the first object to be accomplished by enclosing the arc, has

assumed an importance following that of reliability and steadi-

ness in operation because it has been seen that a trim life of

convenient length can readily be obtained. The life of a trim

of carbons is the number of hours required to burn the carbons

to the length at which they cannot come together for the purpose

of starting an arc, the current, voltage and enclosure- being

normal. A dift'erence in the trim life will be obtained between

tests conducted on lamps operating intermittently or continuously.

The service life should be based on the average trim life.

Aside from the record of possible burning hours attainable,

the trim life may be used to indicate the general operating con-

dition of the lamps and carbons and to compare lamps and car-

bons of the same or dift'erent makes! The life is dependent on

the enclosure to a greater extent than on any other influence.
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TABLE I.—Effect of Enclosure on Life.

Clearance

area in

Diam Diam of per cent.

of car- gas cap of carbon No. Ave. Condition^

bons opening area trims arc Ave. Ave. Life of

No. iu. in. per cent. tested volts amperes hours per cent. points

I 0.874 0.900 6.16 5 63.5 7-7 116.

7

100 Good

2 O.S74 0.930 13-5 3 62.9 7-4 115.6 99 Good

3 0.874 0.960 21.2 4 61.7 7-4 98.4 84 Fair

'4 O.S74 1.000 31.6 5 65.7 7-7 92.0 78.8 Poor

5 0.874 0.900 — I 65.0 7-5 41.0 — Very poor

The life is determined to some extent by the arc wattage,

higher wattage tending to give shorter life. Spindling of the

carbons produced by high current, irregularly shaped points and

the change of atmosphere accompanying arc rupturing all tend

to shorten the trim life.

The burning ratio between the two carbons in focusing type

lamps must be retained as designed by the lamp maker in order

to secure an advantageous use of the carbon. Any change in the

regularity of carbon consumption that will alter this ratio will

change the light steadiness and distribution, vary the globe deposit

and may result in the destruction of lamp parts by the heat of

the arc. Globes that leak and, in direct current lamps, reversed

polarity are the most common causes of change of burning ratio.

Color.—QuanUtSitWe methods satisfactory for measuring color

as a characteristic of the light of flame arcs have not been pro-

vided. Various methods are being used in laboratories but they

are not sufficiently perfected to permit their general use. A

standard for the color of flame arcs has not yet been established

and in most instances the name given to the color of the light

depends upon the superficial impressions of the casual observer.

This is especially so when comparisons are attempted.

1 An inner globe with a hole 3 inches iu diameter was used in this case. No outer

globe

2 This refers to the amount of slag on the carbon points at the end of the test
;
points

free from slag are called good.
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When color standards are being fixed, thought should be given

to the possibility of meeting them with available flaming mate-

rials. The known yellow flame materials are cheaper and more
efficient than any others at present available, while the white

flame materials are more expensive and less efficient. This has

much to do with the fact that the least expensive and most effi-

cient flame carbons now on the market give a yellow light.

When color comparisons are attempted the observer should

endeavor to have the lamps used in as nearly identical conditions

as possible. The current, enclosure and surroundings should be

the same. It is not practical to use over four lamps at the same
time and the eyes should not be concentrated on the arcs for

more than a few seconds. If possible, an image of the light

should be watched rather than the arcs themselves. All glass-

ware should be clean and should be used first in one lamp and

then in the others in order to eliminate from the final result the

efifect of absorption. Dift'erent colored back grounds will influ-

ence the apparent color. This should be carefully noted when
street tests are conducted at night. All trims should be burned

an equal length of time in the lamps.

Any results obtained by such tests as just mentioned are but

crudely comparative and will not show small color dift'erences.

A simple illustration of the inability of any comparative tests

to give a true color measure, when conducted as just mentioned,

is as follows : a cream white light compared with a snow white

light appears yellow ; when compared with a yellow light it

appears much whiter than in the first case.

Efficiency.—"The efficiency of electric lamps is properly stated

in terms of lumens per watt at the lamp terminals" (American

Institute of Electrical Engineers standardization rules). In any

statement of efficiency the color of the light and the method of

determination must be given to make the record complete.

All candle-power measurements of total flux of light should be

made in an integrating sphere. This gives a direct reading of the

mean spherical candles and is the most accurate method of secur-

ing this information, considering the time and labor involved.
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Measures of candle-power in given directions or upon selected

planes may be obtained by special devices and when properly

handled give comparable data. The light in any direction or on

any plane depends upon the lamp design and position, conse-

quently such values do not give a true measure of the arc effi-

ciency. Measurements of candle-power given by an electric arc

lamp are attended with the difficulty of measuring a continually

fluctuating source. This requires that only average values may
be trusted and these should be accompanied by an average devia-

tion measure. The number of readings to be taken should be

such as to reduce the influence of inaccuracies of the photometric

device itself to a value that is less than the influence of the fluc-

tuating source itself. The following table will show the influ-

ence of some factors upon the mean spherical candle-power.

Any variation in the total flux of light from the arc will affect the

candle-power in any given direction or upon any plane ordinarily

measured. The writers do not possess any data that would permit

them to say to what extent a variation in total light flux would

influence the directional candle-power.

TESTING OF CARBONS FOR ENCLOSED FLAME ARC LAMPS.

The tests outlined under the various headings are such as most

lamp owners can readily make. The object of the tests is to

obtain a measure of the extent to which the respective charac-

teristics just considered exist in the carbons and to determine

their value for the service desired. All final results should be

averages. Most of the tests are matters of record and need no

explanation.

Accuracy of Tests and Number to be Made.—The accuracy of

the information must be balanced against the cost of obtaining it,

in determining the number of trims to be tested. The accuracy

of any individual when conducting a test in any lamp cannot be

forecasted. Tests should be conducted with all care consistent

with their value to the observer and he should be particularly

careful to duplicate conditions from trim to trim. The slagging

tendency and life of carbons should be determined from the

results of tests of at least 100 trims and the values expressed in

percentage. Sufficient information about the candle-power, color
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and steadiness may be secured from a smaller number of trims.

At least five trims should be tested and these checked with a

second set of an equal number of trims if data of greater accu-

racy are desired.

Apparatus Required.-—It is assumed that these tesst are to be

made by a person who has lamps at his disposal. Ammeters,

voltmeters and if possible wattmeters should be secured. For

photometric work, a sphere and photometer of the Sharp-Millar

type is most desirable. Directional measurement devices may be

used along with the familiar photometer benches and boxes.

There are various types of illuminometers on the market that

may be used.

Cost of Testing.—Most of the tests will cost but little more

than the cost of the current used, and the increase over the cur-

rent cost will be for time spent in trimming and observing. The

measurement of candle-power is the most expensive test since it

includes the cost of the instruments required, at least two people

to make observations and the cost of the current.

OUTLINE OF TESTS.

Reliability in Operation.

Object.

To determine whether slag is formed and, if so. the amount in

a definite time when the lamp is operating normally.

Records to he Made.

1. Number of tests made.

2. Type of lamp and kind of current.

3. Number of outages from slag.

a. Time in life of trim.

h. Cause.

1. Carbons.

2. Lamp conditions.

c. Location, kind and amount of slag.

4. Record of current and voltage (line and arc).
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Steadiness in Operation.

Object.

To determine the presence, extent, cause and possibility of

eliminating rupturing, flickering and fading.

Records to he Made.

a. Rupturing.

1. Number of tests made.

2. Type of lamp and kind of current.

3. Number of arc breaks per unit time.^

4. Period of trim life when observed.

5. Arc voltage and current.

6. Shape of carbon points.

7. Condition of lamps—whether normal.

h. Flickering.

No adequate measure of flicker has been obtained. At-

tempts to count the flickers per minute show practically

the same results in a badly flickering light and a steady

light. Photometry is of little help on account of rapidity

of the changes. The following is as good a test as any.

1. Number of tests made.

2. Type of lamp and kind of current.

3. Percentage of time the light flickers.

4. Nature of change, whether in color or intensity or both.

5. Comparison with a standard carbon in adjacent lamp.

6. Examination of the arc through colored glasses, noting

condition of arc producing flicker.

c. Fading.

The extent to which a light fades can best be determined

by running simultaneous tests in adjacent lamps noting:

1. Number of tests made.

2. Type of lamp and kind of current.

3. The average deviation in candle-power.

4. Percentage of time of faded light.

-

5. Period in trim life fading occurred.

1 An automatic counter can be placed ill most lamps that will give the data needed
here by reading it from time to time.

2 By fading in this record is meant the time the light does not have the normal color

or the candle-power is below the mean.
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Life.

Object.

To determine the average burning life of a trim of carbons in

any type or make of lamp. The results may be used to deter-

mine the condition of operation of the lamp and carbons, and

their suitability for the service desired.

Records to he Made.

1. Number of tests made.

2. Type of lamp and kind of current.

3. Total burning hours.

4. Burning hours per inch of each carbon consumed.

5. Current, line and arc voltage.

6. Condition of lamps.

Note.—Record No. 4—Hours per inch of each carbon

—

is made to show the burning ratio of the carbons

with respect to one another.

Color.

The problem of devising adequate measures of color, particu-

larly for fluctuating light sources of the characteristic of the flame

arc, has not been satisfactorily solved. The chief difficulty in

devising tests is to eliminate the personal element. Beyond

recommending that all conditions surrounding comparative tests

be as nearly identical as possible, the authors cannot specify other

tests for color measurement.

Efficiency.

Object.

To determine the mean spherical candles per watt, either ter-

minal or arc. or the candle-power in some desired direction.

Records to he Made.

1. Type of lamp and kind of current.

2. Number of readings taken.

3. Average of readings whether mean spherical, directional or

foot-candles.

4. Average watts.

a. Terminal.

h. Arc.

5
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5. Candles per watt.

a. Terminal watts.

b. Arc watts.

6. Line and arc voltage and current.

7. Length of time lamp burned before readings were taken.

8. Duration of reading period.

9. Average deviation of readings.^

Let M := mean value.

N' = number of readings greater than M.

2 N' = summation of readings greater than M.

N = total number of readings.

2(2N'—N'XM) ,, , . r—^^ X 100 = per cent, average deviation.NXM ^

DISCUSSION.

Mr. S. L. E. Rose: In this paper there are a few things upon

which I would like more information. At the bottom of the sec-

ond page this statement is made : "A consideration of the factors

causing slag to form will make testing more valuable, since the

tests will serve their greatest value when they record the occur-

rence of the slag and afi'ord some clue as to the cause of forma-

tion." I might say in this connection that in some tests at the

laboratory with which I am connected, we have found that if,

after trimming a lamp and before burning it for a considerable

length of time, it is turned off and on a number of times it will

have a much greater tendency to slag. After four or five hours

burning, however, it can be turned on and off without this

danger of slag forming. I do not know why this should be

the case, but it is so, and it would seem to be borne out by the

fact that in regular street service this trouble is not experienced.

Perhaps the authors have encountered this difficulty and can tell

me the cause.

In regard to the burning life of carbons it would be interesting

to know whether it is the same for the same arc wattage.

As regards white and the yellow carbons, there are some makes

that have nearly the same efficiency. I have in mind a foreign

carbon in which there is practically no difference in efficiency

1 The following formula may be used to calculate the average deviation and may be

applied to candle-power or any other series of results of observations.
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between the white and yellow carbons. It is only fair to state

however, that the color difference is not so marked as it might be.

At the bottom of the eighth page of his paper under the

heading Ef^ciency, Mr. Baldwin quotes from the standardiza-

tion rules of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, as

follows : "The efficiency of electric lamps is properly stated in

terms of lumens per watt at the lamp terminals." In table 2

he has given a lot of spherical candle-power figures without giv-

ing the watts. I think these figures should be given so that the

lumens per watt could be obtained.

Mr. R. B. Hussey: I think Mr. Baldwin has given us a

very excellent paper covering experimental work on flaming car-

bons, but it seems to me that perhaps it will leave a wrong im-

pression, as a whole. In reading this paper, a natural inference

would be that there are no satisfactory flame carbon arc lamps

at the present time. This is, however, not the case as there are

more than five thousand lamps of the enclosed flaming arc variety

of as many as three different makes in satisfactory operation

in this country to-day. I have been told that these are operating

under regular street lighting conditions, with an outage of not

over one-half of one per cent., which is certainly very good for

ordinary street service.

Mr. C. E. Stephens: I am sure that all of us appreciate

this excellent paper, particularly in connection with the develop-

ment of the flaming carbon arc, which is the highest efficient

large candle-power unit on the market.

I would like to ask a few questions regarding this paper. In

table I, Mr. Baldwin gives the diameter of the carbons in inches

and the diameter of the gas cap openings in inches, with the

effect of the enclosing of the carbons on their life. I would like

to ask what variation in the diameter of the carbons might be

expected in ordinary commercial production? Suppose, for

example, we desire to produce a carbon having a diameter of

0.874 inch, approximately what would be the variation, above

or below this figure, in the diameter of such a carbon in com-

mercial production .'

I note that table 2 showing the effect of current and arc

voltage on the candle-power has been prepared from data on the
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use of yellow flame carbons. I would like to ask what effect,

if any, would be noticed on the candle-power of the arc in vary-

ing the current and voltage of white carbons instead of the yellow

carbons ?

Mr. H. T. Spaulding: The authors rate steadiness in opera-

tion as second only to reliability in importance among the desir-

able qualities of a flame arc. The paper states that photometry
is of little help in determining the element of flicker. While
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photometric observations by no means tell the whole story and
may be of doubtful value for comparing diflPerent electrodes, they

are of some assistance in indicating the order of variation in

candle-power due to fading and to flicker. This is illustrated by
the tests on flame lamps of two different types as shown in

figs. A and B. In each case candle-power readings were taken

every ten seconds for a half hour with the aid of a single-mirror

selector. The lamps were carefully trimmed, supplied W'ith new
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electrodes and operated for one hour previous to the tests. The
voltage of the circuits varied less than one-fifth of one per cent.

Fig. A represents the performance of a direct current multiple

enclosed flame lamp. It will be noted that the candle-power

varies from 500 to 3,600 and that, while the average value is in

excess of 1,500, the mean intensity for some five-minute periods

is very much lower.

Fig. B gives the results secured with an alternating current

multiple enclosed flame lamp of a later type. It is apparent that

the average intensity of a flame arc lamp should be used only

with due allowance for this extreme variation.

Mr. a. T. Baldwin (in reply) : The average deviation in

life that was obtained for table i is as follows

:

Diam. gas cap Average
opening in deviation

No. inches in hours

I 0.900 4.6

2 0.930 3.0

3 0960 9.1

4 1.000 7.4

A tendency toward a greater variation in life from a carbon of

predetermined diameter is manifest with larger gas cap openings.

The relation between variation in carbon diameter and life

with constant gas cap opening is complicated by a number of

other factors. The gauging limits to which it is practical to work,

and the allowable diametral clearance area in per cent, of carbon ,

area depend considerably upon the size of the carbon, so that no

statement applicable to all conditions can be made.

The phenomenon of an initial slag period has been observed

in the laboratory with which I am connected. With normal

operation the burning end of the electrode consists of a very

thin layer of carbon particles overlying the normal electrode

material. Directly upon starting with unburned carbons, the

flame material is mixed with this carbon layer. This condition

and the rapid consumption of carbon when starting with a globe

full of fresh air, tends to form the initial slag. It may take from

a few minutes to a half hour for the arc to adjust these condi-

tions during which time no attempt should be made to regulate

the lamp.

The mean spherical candle-power results that one would get
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with white flame carbons with varying current and vohage would

closely resemble those given by the yellow flame carbons as

recorded in table 2 within the operating current and voltage range

of the particular white flame carbon tested. This is a subject

that is too broad for a short discussion. Many so-called white

flame carbons really give a strong yellow-white light and will

give values closely approaching those for the yellow flame carbon

in table 2.
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PRESENT PRACTISE IN SMALL STORE LIGHTING
WITH TUNGSTEN FILAMENT LAMPS.*

BY CLARENCE L. LAW AND A. L. POWELL.

The purpose of this paper is not to present any new ideas on

a particular phase of lighting, but rather to give the results of a

recent investigation of the lighting of small stores carried on

under our direction. The object in collecting the data here given

was as follows. We know that there are thousands upon thou-

sands of small stores throughout the country, any of which is

typical of its class. In the main, these are not of sufficient impor-

tance to be treated separately or individually by the illuminating

engineer. Therefore, if a set of approximate rules could be put

in the hands of the central station or manufacturer's solicitor,

with the aid of which he could intelligently design such lighting

installations, a distinct step should be made in the advancement

of the art of illumination.

Since, as we have suggested, it seems somewhat desirable to

standardize the practise in small store lighting, and knowing that

this can best be done by the method of averages, we proceeded to

determine the present state of the art and to interpret the

observed values. Another point which must be recognized, is

the fact that any individual case compared with the average is

liable to be deficient and one must apply his experience to values

like those recorded in this paper if he would attain the best

practise.

With this end in view, over eight hundred small stores were

visited in New York City, Newark, and the adjoining towns. In

order that the installations investigated should represent average

conditions throughout the country, only stores on the less promi-

nent avenues and cross streets were visited. Fifth Avenue,

Broadway, 14th, 23rd. 42nd, 125th Streets, New York, Broad

and Market Streets, Newark, and like streets were carefully

avoided as not typical of the small stores through the country.

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 19'2-
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The shops along Fifth Avenue, and the like, although small in

dimensions, cater to such an exclusive class that individuality of

treatment is essential in their illumination. The stores along

some of the other avenues mentioned are apt to produce a blaze

of light for the advertising value rather than to illuminate their

stores and hence are not typical of our classification. Corner
stores were not included as it was apparent that their standards

were invariably higher than the stores located along the block,

due to the tendency toward display lighting.

At each store, the following facts were noted and carefully

tabulated: address; type, and nationality of the proprietor; di-

mensions of the store; number of lamps; class, clear or bowl-

frosted; reflector equipment; arrangement of lamps; watts per

square foot; color of ceiling; color of walls; height of ceiling;

height of lamps. Show window : number of lamps ; arrangement

;

wattage ; class, etc. ; reflector and general remarks.

All these data were taken in order to afford a means of fer-

reting out errors and discrepancies.

For the purpose of simplifying the issue of our investigations,

the results were obtained in watts per square foot, on account of

the similarity of the units and because this value serves roughly

as an indication of the cost and, with close approximation, the

quantity of light. These values could not be applied to arc lamps
or other electric illuminants; they are based on the use of

tungsten filament lamps and efficient reflectors.

One fact which was apparent in almost all these stores is that

the show window lighting helps the lighting in the fore part of

the store interior. There is usually no dividing partition between

the store and the window. Hence the values given for watts per

square foot, which take in account only the units in the store

proper, would be low if the window were separated from the

store by an opaque wall.

The wattage required for any desired intensity in store light-

ing will naturally be higher if the illumination is necesasry on

the side walls rather than on a horizontal plane. The recom-

mended values in the table given further on are based on the

assumption that a reflector of relatively high efficiency will be

used, and, of course, should be modified, if some purely decora-
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tive shade is adopted, or if indirect or semi-indirect lighting

systems are installed.

Photographs were taken in the stores lighted at night of typical

installations of each of the main classes and are given to supple-

ment the text.

The brief discussion given below applies to store lighting in

general and although this topic has been discussed before, we

believe it will bear repetition.

Fig. I.—Lighting typical of art stores in the small-store class.

Store lighting is of primary importance, for the successful

storekeeper must be up-to-date and progressive in all phases of

his'business. In this age of competition, particularly in the retail

lines, to be ultimately successful the shopkeeper must carefully

scrutinize every detail of his store layout, and business methods.

That is, his store must be arranged to attract the public; then,

when he has their trade, he must keep it. There must be noth-

ing which will tend to displease customers and cause them to go

elsewhere. Tust as his clerks must be courteous in order to retain
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the patronage of the public, so must his lighting be arranged with

the same object. Not only must there be the correct quality and

quantity of light to insure an advantageous presentation of goods,

but there must be no discomfort arising from the lighting system,

such as eye fatigue, which may cause the customer to go where

he or she can shop in comfort. The system must also be such

that the cost to produce the desired effect is at a minimum, thus

keeping down that eternal bugbear, overhead charges.

Fig. 2.—Lighting typical of bakeries in the small-store class.

Three primary factors entering into the consideration of store

lighting are: (i) intensity, (2) color, (3) even distribution of

light.

The small store proprietor is usually limited as to the amount
of money he can spend for lighting, and hence the psychological

and artistic sides of the layout are, in a measure, out of the ques-

tion. The light sources should be efficient and the system permit

of an economic maintenance.
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INTENSITY.

It is a well-known fact that there is a certain range of desirable

intensity of illumination for each class of work in a factory;

similarly, there are certain desirable ranges for different goods

on display at the various stores. It is often remarked that

modern illumination brings out bad qualities in the goods. This

is sometimes true, but these defects are at once recognized as

inherent in the materials themselves, rather than as a fault of

Fig. 3.—I,ightiug typical of barber shops in the small-store class.

the lighting. Here the engineer is in a quandary. Shall he show

up these faults to the prospective purchaser, or shall he render

them unnoticeable? The latter condition is sometimes impera-

tive, as he is working primarily in the interest of the owner of

the store. For instance, we encountered a second-hand furni-

ture dealer in the poorer section of New York. This merchant

was rabid in his fancied objection to the tungsten lamp—it

showed too readily the imperfections in his goods. The only

difficulty was that he had too high an intensity of illumination,
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and on using a smaller size unit obtained satisfaction. Of course.

in the average store the intensity should be such that it brings

out the good qualities perfectly. It is obvious, for example, that

a black gas range will require a different intensity of light than

a piece of white dress goods.

COLOR OF LIGHT.

While in the large department stores the color of the light is

of some importance, in the class of stores mentioned in this

Fig. 4.—Ivighting tj'pical of cigar stores in the small-store class.

paper there is so little matching of goods, that we may safely

avoid a discussion of it. In point of fact, many of the large

store proprietors have adopted tungsten filament lamps through-

out, which, though they do not give an absolutely pure white

light, afford a close approximation to it and are suitable for

most purposes. Moreover, the cheerful appearance of the whole

building when lighted with these lamps is an attractive feature.
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EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT.

Light distribution is one of the essential factors to be con-

sidered in designing a lighting installation for a store. Deep

shadows should be avoided, and all places where the goods are

on display should have an equal share of the total flux of light.

We. can readily accomplish this by the proper spacing, height and

Fig. 5.—Lighting typical of clothing stores in the small-store class.

choice of reflectors. The method of determining these conditions

is too well understood to warrant giving the details here.

CLASSES OF SMALL STORES.

Art Stores (Fig. i).—In a store like that shown in fig. i the

walls on which the pictures are hung form the planes of illumina-

tion. Preferably these should be specially lighted to the desired

intensity with a low value of general illumination for the center

of the store. This, however, involves considerable additional

expense of installation and maintenance and rarely finds appli-

cation in the small store.
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If the store is of medium width two rows of relatively small

units (40-60 watt), located as shown in the picture, equipped

with bowl shaped opalescent or prismatic reflectors giving an

intensive distribution are applicable. Both the diffused and the

direct light give even illumination over the picture surfaces and

there is sufficient general illumination.

If the store is very narrow and one row of units is adequate,

Fig. 5.—Lighting typical of confectionery stores in the small-store class.

the lamps should be equipped with a distributing type reflector

and hung high.

Comfort is desirable in viewing the exhibition
;
glare should

be especially avoided ; bowl-frosted lamps are necessary.

The average watts per square foot found was i.o. We believe

this value to be a trifle, low to give good results; 1.3 watts per

square foot is recommended.

Bakeries (Fig. 2).—The counters and pie racks require the

illumination. Although not in the particular instance shown

(fig. 2) a mirror is usually found in the rear of the counter the
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reflection from which assists the lighting. A single row of light

units located in the center of the store serves very well. These

may be small and located on multi-arm fixtures, or larger on

single stems. Reflectors should be bowl shaped and give an ex-

tensive distribution. The average watts per square^ foot found

was 0.82. As the ceilings and walls are usually light and clean

this is a good working value.

Barber SJwps (Fig. 3).—The faces of the patrons furnish the

Fig. 7.—Lighting typical of delicatessen stores in the small-store class.

plane of illumination ; and as the patrons are forced to lie back

and gaze upon the ceiling light diffused as much as possible is de-

sirable. The row of chairs is usually located about two feet

from under a center row of lights and there is considerable glare

if a clear lamp with a prismatic reflector is used. A mirror is

almost invariably located in front of the chairs and this tends to

neutralize the eft'ect of the deep colored wall papers which are

used to a great extent in the cheaper shops. One 60-watt bowl
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frosted tungsten lamp equipped with an opalescent or frosted

prismatic reflector giving an intensive distribution, hung about

7 feet, 6 inches (2.28 m.) from the floor, placed between each

two chairs even with the top of the back will give an excellent

light for hair cutting; and, for shaving, the maximum light will

be on the under part of the patron's chin. There will be suf-

ficient diffuse light for general illumination. The average watts

per square foot found (general illumination) was 1.23. This is

Fig. S.—Lighting typical of drug stores in the small-store class.

about correct for an installation like that shown in fig. 3, but the

localized arrangement is to be preferred.

Cigar Stores (Fig. 4).—Show cases or shelves occupy at least

one wall. The paper or wall is usually dark, tending to increase

the wattage necessary to properly illuminate the store. While

the discernment of detail is not so very necessary, the dark color

of the goods and their low reflecting power also add to the light

required. The planes of illumination are the counters and show

cases. Medium sized tungsten lamps with intensive opalescent
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or prismatic, bowl or flared, reflectors located over the counter

serve well. The average watts per square foot was 1.45. This

is a good working value, as these stores are very small in size and

a pleasing appearance is essential.

Clothing Stores (Fig. 5).—The walls of this type of store are

usually lined with hanging suits or show cases ; these as well as

the center portion of the store must be lighted to permit inspec-

tion of the goods. Although the clear prismatic reflector is

Fig. 9.—Lighting tj'pical of dr>- goods stores in the small-store class.

usually found in conjunction with the tungsten lamp the frosted

prismatic or opalescent reflector is to be preferred on account

of the greater diffusion or "softness" of the light. A row of

large units singly, or smaller units grouped on fixtures, is suita-

ble, with a local light for the mirror. The goods are to a large

extent very dark and require more than the usual amount of

light. Wc recommend raising the value of the average watts

per square foot found, 1.37, to 1.5.

Confectionery Stores (Fig. 6).—These stores are usually as
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showy as possible and decorative fixtures predominate. Mir-

rors and shelves occupy nearly all the wall space. Quite fre-

quently decorative wall brackets are placed alongside of the mir-

rors. The shades (it is hardly possible to call them reflectors)

used in the average confectionery store are purely decorative.

Clear lamps and a blaze of light seem to be desired. In lighting

these places the ideas of the owner should be given due consid-

eration; if a decorative system is demanded the most efficient

Fig. 10.—I,ighting typical of florists stores in the small-store class.

system that accomplishes this end should be used. Multi-arm

fixtures with a number of small units are popular and are usually

equally spaced in a row between the two counters. Good results

should be obtained using about one watt per square foot; the

average found was 0.97.

Delicatessen Stores (Fig. 7).—The stores of this class are

usually very narrow and are best lighted by a single row of light

units located over the counter. An extensive type of reflector

should be used as the shelves and show cases which occupy both
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side walls are the principal planes of illumination with the coun-

ter as a secondary consideration. The average watts per square

foot found was i.i. This value will give a cheerful and well

lighted store.

Drug Stores (Fig. 8).—Here the walls are lined with shelves

holding bottles and packages. The labels must be read easily.

The tables and counters must also have a fair amount of illumi-

nation. The stores are of medium width and are best lighted

Fig. II.—Lighting typical of haberdashery stores in the small-store class.

by two rows of units using reflectors giving an intensive distri-

bution. Sufficient diffused light will thus be provided for the

shelves in addition to well distributed downward flux. The av-

erage watts per square foot found was i.o. We believe this

value a trifle low and would recommend using 1.2 watts per

square foot in calculations.

Dry Goods (Fig. 9).—Very frequently in the small store of

this kind goods hang from the center of the ceiling, and shelves

line all sides of the store. A general illumination of a relative-
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ly high intensity for the little color matching which is done, is

necessary. The counter forms the plane of illumination, as all

inspection of goods is done there. A good lighting arrange-

ment for two counters is a row of small lamps with intensive

reflectors over each, furnishing localized general illumination.

If, as shown in fig. 9. the center of the room is occupied by a

table, general illumination from a multi-arm fixture is applica-

ble. The average watts per square foot was 1.26. On account

Fig. 12.—Lighting typical of grocery stores in the small-store class.

of the large percentage of white material on the shelves and

hanging about the store, good results could be obtained with

i.o watt per square foot.

Florists' Stores (Fig. 10).—A good arrangement is general il-

lumination localized on the show cases. This is the more eco-

nomical arrangement, as the intensity in the main portion of the

store need not be high. Lamps with prismatic or opalescent re-

flectors of an artistic type serve well. The average watts per

square foot found was i.o. If only general illumination is used,
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this figure is suitable. If show case lighting is installed 0.5 watt

per square foot is sufficient for general illumination.

Haberdashery Stores (Fig. 11).—As is the case in a number

of other instances, a higher intensity of illumination is found in

the front portion of the store, as most of the purchasing is done

there and this arrangement also has some advertising value.

Bowl reflectors of the intensive type spaced to give an even il-

lumination on the counter plane serve very well. The average

Fig. i3._i^ighting typical of jewelry stores in the small-store class.

watts per square foot found was 1.43; this average is a good

working value.

Grocery Stores (Fig. 12).—The shelves and counters here de-

mand an equal amount of the light ; and if the store is very nar-

row one row of single units using a wide angle or flared reflec-

tor is suitable. For a medium width store as shown two rows

of single smaller units with intensive opalescent or prismatic

bowl reflectors should be used. The average watts per square

foot was 0.98.
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Jewelry Stores (Fig. 13).—Direct light of high intensity

should illuminate the counter. Lamps with intensive prismatic

reflectors, located in a row over the counter will accomplish

the desired result, and there will be sufficient diffused illumina-

tion to light the show cases usually found in the rear of the

counter. Clear lamps with opalescent or other diffusing reflec-

tors will give a brilliant light and permit the jewels to sparkle.

Another arrangement is the one shown in fig. 13, namely the use

Fig. 14.—Lighting typical of meat markets in the small-store class.

of crystal glass fixtures hung high, furnishing a brilliant general

illumination. 1.54 average watts per square foot is good prac-

tise.

Meat Markets (Fig. 14).—The walls on which the meat racks

are located are the surfaces to be lighted, hence with a single

row of lamps equipped with distributing reflectors, hung about

9 feet (2.74 m.) is necessary, or with two rows of lamps with

bowl shaped intensive reflectors ; these arrangements will pro-

vide sufficient direct light for the counter. A local light must
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be provided for the ice box, and it is well to have a small lamp

wired in series with this lamp, on the outside of the box to serve

as a signal lamp. The cashier's desk should also have a small

local light. 0.9 average watt per square foot is satisfactory.

Millinery Stores (Fig. 15).—The hats are displayed in high

glass cases lining the walls, but all close inspection is done in the

center of the room. Two rows of lamps with intensive reflec-

tors will serve very well in lighting the show cases, and at the

Fig. 15.—Lighting typical of millinery stores in the small-store class.

same time provide good light for inspection. In the narrow

store a single row of lamps with intensive reflectors is applica-

ble. 1.3 watts per square foot is a very good working average.

Music Stores (Fig. 16).—Shelves with boxes line the walls.

The contents of the boxes are indicated by writing or printing

on the face of the box. The light for this kind of store must be

of a moderately high intensity and the reflector equipment for

the arrangement chosen should give a wide distribution of light.
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1.05 average watts per square foot will serve as a basis for mak-

ing calculations.

Restaurants (Fig. 17).—The tables are the pla»es on which

illumination is desired. The intensity of the illumination should

be sufficient to permit one to read easily. Although the ceiling

is usually white, the walls are frequently covered with a rather

dark paper ; occasionally they are. however, interspersed with

mirrors. The dark walls require a wattage slightly higher than

Fig. i6.— I,ighting typical of music stores in the small-store class.

normal for a given illumination. The room should be laid out

in the regular manner for an even distribution on the working

plane. As a rule restaurants are wider than most small stores;

two rows of lamps are usually necessary. The average watts

per square foot required is i.i.

Shoe Stores (Fig. 18).—The plane of illumination here is

about one foot above the floor, and there are secondary planes

which are the surfaces of the boxes lining the walls. Sufficient

light must strike these to enable the clerk to read the labels. Two
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rows of lamps with intensive reflectors serves very well. The

customers' bench is usually located in the center of the room be-

tween the rows. Clear lamps are best as a direct light seems

to make the leather appear to better advantage. A machine is

usually found in the rear. It requires a local light with a proper

steel reflector. The average watts per square foot required is

i.o.

Stationery Stores (Fig. 19).—]\luch the same conditions exist

Fig. I-.—Lighting typical of restaurants in the small-store class.

here as in the cigar stores; that is, the walls are dark, and one

side is lined with shelves. The counter is usually covered with

a show case. A row of lamps with intensive reflectors over this

will light the room well.

The average watts per square foot found was 1.02. This is

about right.

Wine and Liquor Stores.—Barrels occupy the rear portion of

the store; shelves, with bottles, are on the sides. The fixtures
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are usually decorative, and there is no definite plane of illumina-

tion, as the shelves and counter demand equal amounts. A dis-

tributing or extensive reflector is applicable. 1.2 average watts

Fig. 18.—Lighting typical of shoe stores in the small-store class.

per square foot, the average found, is slightly high; i.o is a bet-

ter working value.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

From the few examples given above one may make the fol-

lowing classification and specifications for small stores

:

I. Those stores which demand equal illumination on the side

wall shelves and on the counters, such as bakeries, china, delica-

tessen, drug and grocery stores and meat markets. If a store is

of medium width,^ two rows of lamps with intensive reflectors,

or one row of multi-light fixtures with wide arms will be satisfac-

tory; if narrow, one row of lamps with extensive reflectors.

» The medium width stores we have in mind average about 20 feet ; their lengths

vary ; 50 feet may be considered the maximum length.

Some of the smaller stores occupy only half a city lot and are approximately 9 feet

wide and stores of this width come under the narrow classification.
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2. Those which demand good illumination on the counters

with a smaller amount of light flux on the side walls, such as

cigar, dry goods, fish, haberdashery, jewelry, pawn broker and

stationery stores, rows of relatively small lamps with intensive

reflectors providing localized illumination with reference to the

counters, serve well.

3. Those stores which demand the highest intensity on the

wall surfaces and a low general illumination. Art, music, hard-

Fig. 19.—Lighting typical of stationery stores in the small-store class.

ware and paint stores fall in this class. Two rows of relatively

small lamps with intensive reflectors located close to the wall, or

if very narrow, one row of lamps with distributing reflectors.
^

4. Those which demand diffuse general illumination. In this

class are clothing, confectionery, florist, furniture, novelty, mil-

linery, tailor, shoe, trunks and leather, wine and liquor stores,

and restaurants. Decorative fixtures and equipment, or simple

units arranged for even illumination on the theoretical working

plane may be provided.
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5. Those stores the illumination of which is a localized light-

ing proposition, as in barber shops, hair-dressing and manicur-

ing parlors.

Fig. 20.—Lighting typical of wine a

The following table gives a
No. inves-

Type of .store tigated

Art stores 14
Bakeries 29
Barber 34
Cigar 29
Clothing 78
Confectionery 30
Delicatessen 29
Drug 24
Dry Goods 28
Florist 13

Grocery 53
Haberdashery 23
Jewelry 26

Meat Markets 32
Millinery 27
Music II

Restaurant 27

Shoe 31
Stationery 35
Wines and Liquors-

•

25

nd liquor stores in the small-store class.

summary of the values found
Watts per square foot . Recom-

Max. Min. Aver. mended
2.02 0.40 1.01 1-3

1-74 0.25 0.82 08
2.62 0.51 1.23 —
2.00 0.39 1-45 1.4

3.12 027 1.37 1-5

2.38 0.26 0.97 I.O

3.36 0.37 I. II I.I

1.85 0.43 1. 01 1.2

2.50 0.69 1.26 1.0

1-59 0.48 1.07 I.I

2.73 0.30 98 1.0

4-95 0.60 I 43 1.7

4.38 0.50 1.54 1.6

2.42 0.40 0.91 0.9
4.16 0.30 1.28 1-3

1.85 0.60 i.o.s I.I

3.20 042 1.08 I.I

1.87 0.36 0.98 1.0

2.40 0.45 1.02 1.0

2.89 0.40 1.20 1.0
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The authors desire to take this opportunity of thanking

Messrs. S. W. Van Renselaer and L. E. Voyer for their assist-

ance in collecting the data given in this paper, also the photo-

graphic department of the New York Edison Company, through

whose courtesy the photographs are printed.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Joseph E. Putnam : The thing that has impressed me

in this paper is the apparent falsity of the pictures as regards the

illumination. I have charge of the street lighting in Rochester,

and we have tried over and over again to make a picture at night

which would show some approximation of the truth. There are

several difficulties about the reproduction of illumination in pho-

tographs. In the first place, the presence of bromide of silver in

the plates makes them particularly sensitive to the blue and very

little to the red in the spectrum. Another difficulty, and one

which is shown very markedly in the illustrations in this paper,

was halation. One gets a glare of apparent light about the source

and that does not tell the truth. I think in none of the pictures

shown could one even guess at the form of fixture used with the

lamps. Some of the experiments which I have made have shown

that some improvement is possible by the use of panchromatic

plates and a two-solution developer—to start the development of

the plate—with a very small amount of alkali, and I want to

offer this suggestion to those who have trouble along this line.

The exposure shoul'd be sufficient to give full value to the

shadows. Many of the stores shown in this paper were prob-

ably very brightly lighted, but they do not show it.

Dr. H. E. Ives: Perhaps some of the work of the "high-

brows" can be made of practical help to the practical man right

here. Some years ago a problem arose in regard to photograph-

ing eclipses of the sun, when great extremes of brightness must

be recorded upon the plate. This was solved, I think quite satis-

factorily, by the manufacturers of photographic plates, by. the

making of a special plate with a triple coating. If there is going

to be a great deal of photographing of lighting installations by

the big companies, I think it would be well for the plate manu-

facturers to bring out a plate along these lines.
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Mr. H. C. Sterling : This paper touches closer the class of

illuminating engineering I am up against every day, than any

thus far presented before the convention; and 1 wish to assure

the authors, that I, for one, fully appreciate it. Aly experience

as a manager of a central station in a small community has been

that what the small-store merchant seems to want is glare. Some
years ago, you will remember, the Nernst lamp was introduced.

This lamp was efficient and with the glassware used at that time

produced a fairly strong soft diffused light. It began to cut in on

the lighting business of the gas man. Then came the mantle gas

"arc" in clear glass globes, a perfect glare of light. Xot to be out

done, the electric light man brought out the white tungsten lamp

in all sizes and shapes with its glare. The great trouble seems to

be that the consumer (and, I regret to say, too often even the

owners and managers of plants themselves) don't know the dif-

ference between light and illumination.

Mr. J. R. Cravath : As a manager of central stations in small

communities, I have found, as the previous speaker stated,

that the small store merchant wants glare from his lighting

installation. It is surprising though to see how quickly any

community will respond to any effort to provide better lighting.

I think it is a good deal a question of the kind of example

which the central station sets itself and also the amount of

eff'ort which it puts forth among its customers. Of course

there is a certain class of customers who cannot be convinced

but that the more glare they have, the better their lighting is.

Mr. H. Thurston Owens : The conditions and recommenda-

tions cited in this paper cover only direct lighting. We are

destined to see important improvements in the form of semi-in-

direct lighting in small as well as large stores.

Mr. a. J. Marshall : Several glassware and fixture manu-

facturers now have committees investigating conditions and erect-

ing ideals for various classes of lighting. Central stations and

gas companies also realize that it is a very much better propo-

sition to establish individuality of design, not necessarily for

embellishment, but for attractiveness. It is decidedly improper to

put the same kind of an installation into a millinery shop that

you would use in a delicatessen store. In one case the illumina-
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tion required may be only one foot-candle; in others it may be

five or even ten foot-candles.

There is a very practical side to this question, and that is the

question of revenue to the central station. If the consumer can

2e persuaded to accept a light requiring a little more energy or

a liU e more gas, it is natural to suppose that the centra station

and he gas c^ompany would not be opposed to it, and 1 1^
the

use of that slight addition individuality in a lighting installation

can be established, the consumer, too, will be satisfied.

Mr C O Bond: A new angle from which to view this ques-

tion of recommended intensities of illumination should be accept-

able If there is anything which it is important for us to look at

carefully when buying, it is our food; yet according to this table

when we buy food we do so under 0.8 ^-t-candle illuminatio^^^

but if we wish to purchase clothing, the proper selec ion of uhich

is less directly connected with our health, we may do so under a

much greater and satisfactory illumination. This point of view

might well be emphasized; in dealing with illumination, we might

show a greater regard for the hygienic requirements.

Mr a H. KelEher: This paper is very valuable to the con-

tractor and commercial lighting man on account of having the

watts per square foot given so clearly. I have found that a value

of about one watt per square foot will do almost anywhere and

no one will know the dift'erence.

There is one feature to which the paper has not given consid-

eration and that is the esthetic. As a rule I am more often given

to the practical than the esthetic. In foreign lands, however,

there is a much greater field for the esthetic than for the_ prac-

tical We are so far ahead of foreign practise to-day m the

scientific application of illumination that we have not a grea

deal to learn in that respect from our European colleague but

when it comes to artistic effect, we know practically nothing.

When I say this I am speaking of the average store lighting

installation.' I just wish to call attention to the lack of artistic

installations for example on Broadway, New \ork. There is

an absolute sacrifice of the artistic. In France the ^x u- ,sed

are beautiful. In South America, they pay a great deal of atten-

tion to the artistic appearance. It is a shame that more study is
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not given to the fixture beauty here, and the reason for it is

because the people do not require it. I believe one could get the

foot-candles and the artistic effect as well if the members of

the Society would give due weight to both of these important

features.

Mr. M. H. FlExner: The Commonwealth Edison Company
of Chicago has recently inaugurated an illuminating engineering

department to handle its illumination business. This department

is educating both the large and small consumer to the meaning
and value of good illumination and has attempted to handle each

case individually. So far it has succeeded in doing this. The
solicitors are assisting materially in this work; they have been

educated in the use of proper reflectors and correct installations.

I take exception to the paper just presented because

I do not believe an average or recommended wattage per square

foot basis is a good one for illumination work. Conditions alter

cases and it is just as true of illumination work. I question if

the haberdashery, which had a connected lighting load of 4.95

watts per square foot, could have been illuminated with the rec-

ommended wattage of 1.7 watts per square foot.

Mr. R. B. Ely : The authors of this paper are to be con-

gratulated on the great amount of work they have done in

investigating the lighting equipment of some 800 stores, and for

the tabulated data which gives information as to conditions as

they are to-day. However, there are several points in this paper

to which I wish to take exception.

On the first page the authors state "In the main, the lighting

of the small store is not of sufficient importance to be treated

separately or individually by the illuminating engineer" and it

goes on to say that by using approximate rules, put in the hands

of the central station or manufacturers' representative, with the

aid of which he could intelligently design such lighting installa-

tions, a distinct step should be made in the advancement of the

art of illumination. It seems to me that the illumination of the

small store is of considerable importance because the aggregate

number of small stores throughout our large cities represent quite

a large percentage of our consumers, and each merchant who in-

troduces either gas or electricitv for the illumination of his store
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is desirous of having his store superior to his competitor. There-

fore, individual treatment in the design of the lighting equipment

is desired, and the illumination of any store will, to a certain ex-

tent, be governed not only by the goods that are tq be sold

but by the location of the store and the illumination in that

particular locality. The installations investigated were evidently

good, bad and indifferent. This is evident from the wide range

of watts per square foot as tabulated for the dift'erenr stores.

All the places investigated were designed, no doubt, by elec-

tricians, the mdividual consumers and also by those competent

to design a lighting installation. Therefore, an average taken

from installations, some of which evidently provided insufficient

illuminated (as must be the case in the clothing store where a

minimum of 0.27 watt per square foot is quoted) and the maxi-

mum of 4.16 watts per square foot for a millinery store, which

is rather high for the average small store and was evidently too

brilliantly illuminated.

In trying to formulate a table of this character certain installa-

tions that are regarded as being too brilliantly illuminated, so

much so as to show defects in the goods as quoted, should be

eliminated, as should those which are insufficiently illuminated,

in working upon an average for recommendations.

In each case the wattage recommended is close to the average

of the class of installation investigated, the greatest variation

being in excess of the average recorded for the haberdashery

stores. For instance, in the table at the end of the paper, under

the classification of delicatessen stores, a maximum of 3.36 watts

per square foot compared with 0.37 watt per square foot as

a minimum, and an average of lit watts, are given. Inasmuch

as all the installations investigated were of tungsten lamps. I

would like to know why this large ratio of from i to 5 and i to

TO in the amount of wattage for the small store that was selected

as being in the same class occurs. The recommendation states

I.I watts per square foot.

Broadly speaking, the wattage recommended per square foot

is somewhat high, judging from the practise in Philadelphia.

If the general recommendations as to the placing of light

sources for all classes of stores tabulated were carried out, I
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believe, a monotony in design would result. This result has

been experienced to some extent.

Relative to the illumination of jewelry stores, the following

paragraph occurs : "Direct light of high intensity should illumi-

nate the counter. Lamps with intensive prismatic reflectors lo-

cated in a row over the counters will accomplish the desired re-

sults." In this class of lighting the use of a greater number

of small lamps is more likely to enhance the appearance of the

jewelry than the larger units.

I believe it is more desirable to stipulate the intensity of il-

lumination required under the classifications of the various stores

in terms of foot-candles, and if the authors had taken foot-candle

measurements of the intensity, there might have been a better

average, because it is quite possible that some of the stores with

a relatively high wattage per square foot, had, to a certain ex-

tent, decorative features that probably would not add to the

general illumination to any extent, but were of value to the store-

keeper from an esthetic standpoint.

Mr. G. H. Stickney: It has been suggested that the authors

might have given more attention to the artistic and individual

treatment of lighting installations. Particularly in consideration

of the classes of stores covered, I believe that the method of

averages which was adopted will be very much more useful than

any other treatment in assisting solicitors and contractors, by

whom such installations are usually laid out. It will be noted

that the paper covers only those features which could be averaged.

It gives a reliable statement of the present state of the art and

furnishes important data hitherto incomplete. It would not be

practicable in such a paper to suggest individuality for each of

the innumerable small stores throughout the country. That feat-

ure must, of necessity, be left to the individual taste of those

responsible for each particular installation.

With reference to the relation to the mean values found and

the values recommended, I will say that, to my knowledge, these

values have been discussed with a number of experienced illumi-

nating engineers, who have expressed their agreement with them.

Mr. a. L. Powell (communicated in reply) : Regarding the

suggestions that individual treatment be given each store, I
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believe that one of the statements in the paper has been misin-

terpreted. In the opening paragraph this statement appears : "In

the main, these are not of sufficient importance to be treated sepa-

rately or individually by the illuminating engineer. vTherefore,

if a set of approximate rules could be put in the hands of the

central station or manufacturer's solicitor, with the aid of which

he could intelligently design such lighting installations, a distinct

step should be made in the advancement of the art of illumina-

tion." From this, one can see that the authors certainly intend

that the stores shall be treated individually by the salesmen on

the job, but our method of handling the subject, as given in the

paper, rather precludes the presenting of individual methods here.

In the foregoing discussion a statement was made that "good,

bad and indifferent stores were included;" and it was suggested

that every brightly illuminated and every dimly lighted store be

eliminated. This does not appear to me to be a desirable method

of obtaining an average.

Objection was made to the monotony of design. Mr. Stickney

has very well covered this point by mentioning the fact that each

salesman will have more or less individuality which he will put

into play.

Another criticism raised was the fact that the foot-candle

readings should be taken. Considering the number of stores

investigated, the amount of time required to make a fair test in

each of the stores would be beyond all reason. However, those

conversant with the various types of equipment mentioned know

that the effective lumens per watt on a horizontal plane, with

ordinary hanging heights and proper spacing, range from approxi-

mately 3.4 to 4.5 under average conditions, and it is therefore

easy to compute with a reasonable degree of accuracy, the result-

ant illumination. The fact that in a large number of cases the

side wall illumination is of utmost importance also complicates

the situation. A number of speakers have laid great stress on the

artistic and esthetic side. We would have been only too glad to

have considered this, but the type of installation we had in mind

is located in a store whose margin of profits on its sales is so

small that efficiency of lighting is the primary consideration, pro-

vided such is obtained without injurious or deleterious effects.

This fact in my mind also justifies our omitting the considera-
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tion of the indirect system which one speaker thought would soon

be adopted almost universally in this field of lighting.

DISCUSSION BEFORE NEW YORK SECTION.

Mr. G. H. Stickney: Attention has been called to the effect

of the height of ceiling on the quantity of light required, the

speaker quoting an example of club room lighting. While un-

doubtedly in club rooms the variation of ceiling height would be

sufiicient to affect the amount of power and arrangement of

lamps to a considerable extent, the experience of the authors con-

firms my own, that, in store lighting, the range of ceiling heights

is quite narrow, and within these limits the variation in ceiling

height would have practically no eft'ect on the approximate watts

per square foot. Likewise as to the color of walls—in this class

of stores there is not as wide a variety as might be expected off-

hand; stores of a class generally run somewhat alike. It might

have been practicable to have mentioned in the paper that in

very dark stores a somewhat higher wattage per square foot

would be demanded than for very light stores.

The height of ceiling and color of walls are only two of the

variables which there was temptation to cover in the paper, but

which were omitted for the sake of simplicity, in the belief that

they would not add to the value of the data given, enough to

warrant the complication which they would introduce.

Another speaker has mentioned the personal element intro-

duced by the nationality of the proprietor of the store. It was

observed in collecting these data that this was an important ele-

ment, and that the amount and quality of illumination depended,

to a considerable degree, upon the characteristics of the pro-

prietor. While this information is on file, it will readily be

understood that there might be considerable objection to its pub-

lication, at least from the standpoint of policy.

A considerable amount of show-window data was collected,

but. as this did not conform naturally to the classification of the

stores and as it is a subject of sufficient importance to require

separate treatment, it was not included.

Reference was also made to the suggestion under Art Stores,

of the desirability of putting in a relatively high intensity of
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light on the walls. This is indicated in fig. i of the paper, in

which it will be noted that the important surfaces to be illumi-

nated are largely those which lie more or less nearly in the ver-

tical plane and hence require a relatively high horizontal com-

ponent of the light, lor their effective illumination. ^ The cut

shows that many of the pictures hung on the wall are tilted for-

ward. This is presumably to eliminate objectionable reflection

of the light source when viewed by the customer.

The purpose of giving quantitative values in watts per square

foot, rather than in foot-candles, was two-fold ; first, this unit is

much more readily understood by those responsible for lighting

installations of this class (not only by store proprietors and con-

tractors by whom the work is done, but even solicitors who sell

energy, lamps and equipment) and they will receive very much
more benefit from the values expressed in these terms than if

the foot-candle unit were used. The second reason for the use

of the watts per square foot value was that it would not have

been practicable, under the circumstances under which this data

was gathered, to have made foot-candle illumination tests, and

certainly to have made such measurements as would have indi-

cated the average conditions. Further, question would have

been raised as to whether the measurement should be made in

foot-candles averaged throughout the room, on the counters or

walls, and any such data would not have been of as great general

value as the simple measure of the total flux of light in terms of

watts per square foot.

Another element of value in this data is the large number of

stores of each class which were inspected, thereby insuring an

average which has some meaning. It must be realized that each

visit must, from necessity, be made short, and from the start a

considerable amount of suspicion was encountered on the part of

the proprietors, who were inclined to require a considerable

amount of explanation before giving permission to take the data.

This was gotten around by sending two men, one of whom made
the explanation to the proprietor, while the other noted down
the different items listed on the second page of the paper.
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REPORT OF THE ILLUMINATION COMMITTEE OF
THE ASSOCIATION OF IRON AND STEEL

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.*

In the last few years, because of the introduction of new types

and sizes of lamps, the application of engineering principles to

the use of lamps and the necessity of studying from an engineer-

ing standpoint the problems peculiar to the illumination of iron

and steel works, the Association has given considerable attention

in its conventions to the subject of illumination.

In 1910. illumination sessions consisted of brief talks by manu-

facturers on the merits of their individual products. These talks

were closed to competitors. In this convention, Mr. G. H.

Stickney gave a general talk on the engineering phases of the

subject, which now appears in the Proceedings.

In 191 1, a day was devoted to illumination. Four papers were

read as follows : "The Light for Safety," F. R. Fortune, Cooper

Hewitt Electric Company; "Special Lighting for Steel Mills,"

H. M. Gassman, Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Co. ; "Iron and

Steel Works Illumination," C. J. ]\Iundo, General Electric Co.

;

"Some Features of Good Steel Mill Illumination," Ward Harri-

son, National Electric Lamp Association. The 1911 session was

open and papers were subject to general discussion.

In 1912 a day will be devoted to illumination. The following

papers will be read : "The Incandescent Lamps in the Steel

Industry." ^^"ard Harrison ; "Curves and Data for Illumination

Calculations." C. J. ^vlundo ; "Modern Illumination in the Iron

and Steel Industry." C. E. Clewell. The sessions will be open

as in 1911, and the papers will be discussed.

Following the 191 1 convention, the present illumination com-

mittee was appointed to study and report on the needs of the iron

and steel works engineer with respect to the subject of illumina-

tion. It was recognized that much information exists which is

helpful to the engineer in handling his lighting problems. But

the whole science is in a stage of development and much remains

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.
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to be done toward the solution of industrial lighting problems in

general.

In addition to the special points discussed in this report, it will

be seen that an important need of the mill engineer is for data

in such shape that their authoritativeness and value m^jy readily

be recognized and such that they may be put to use by a man
whose work ranges over a comparatively wide field and who has

hardly time to become a specialist in a particular field. With the

data now available and with experience gathered through hand-

ling a wide range of problems, the illumination expert can make
an accurate comparison between lamps and design lighting instal-

lations, so that under given conditions a desired illumination

result will be obtained. The data, however, at the command of

the expert are not complete. The mill engineers, as a general

rule, must solve, or at least must be in a position to solve, his

own problems as they come up without excessive labor or study.

The mill engineer in the satisfactory solution of a lighting

problem is interested first in the special requirements to be met

;

second, in a comparison of commercially available illuminants

;

and third, in the correct application of the illuminants.

A certain amount of work has been done on the special re-

quirements to be met in iron and steel works illumination. Much
of the information at present available on industrial lighting is

applicable, but there is a wide field for the study of problems

peculiar to the processes of the manufacture of iron and steel.

In the endeavor to raise the standard of lighting in steel plants,

minimum satisfactory intensities have been obtained by test and

are now on record in the Proceedings^ of the Association.

It is recognized that a rough comparison of the size of lamps

without regard to the utilization or distribution of the light may
be made on the basis of the mean lower hemispherical candle-

power, or the downward lumens (mean lower hemispherical

candle-power X 27r). The former comparison is on the basis

•of the mean candle-power in a downward direction and the

latter on the basis of the c^uantity in lumens of the light pro-

jected downward. To take utilization and distribution into con-

sideration, the horizontal illumination curve is necessary. In

order to compare lamps on the basis of average performance

1 "Irou and Steel Works Illumination, "C.J. Mundo, Proceedings A. I. & S. E. E., 1911.
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the candle-power deterioration curve is also essential. Compari-
son of lamps on the basis of average performance throughout
the life or trim, in the case of arc lamps, was urged in a paper^

which appeared in the June. 191 1. Transactions of the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society. The candle-power distribution
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Fig. I.—A convenient record of performance data of a 6.5 ampere direct-current

multiple luminous arc lamp.

curve, the horizontal illumination curve, and the deterioration

curve required for a complete comparison of lamps can con-
2 " Notes on Compari.son of Illuniinant.s," S. W. Ashe.
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veniently be published on one sheet as shown in fig. i. These

curves can be made to serve the same purposes as the motor

characteristics curves shown in fig. 2, the use of which in the

comparison and selection of motors for crane or hoist service

is generally well known.

It has been found convenient to speak of the deterioration in

candle-power which takes place in lamps as consisting of inher-

ent deterioration, or that which will take place under laboratory

conditions, and of acquired deterioration, or that which is due

to dust and dirt acquired under conditions of service. Until
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data on acquired deterioration are available comparison of lamps

with respect to acquired deterioration must be made with refer-

ence to the mechanical construction of the illuminant.

The correct utilization of lamps involves the lamps themselves,

but especially the illumination results given by the lamps. Suf-

ficient intensity, evenness of distribution and freedom from glare

a.nd from objectionable shadows are essential to a good lighting

installation. Two principal methods of laying out industrial

lighting installations to secure a desired result are in use, name-

ly, (i) the point-by-point method and (2) the efifective lumens

per watt method.
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Out of the point-by-point method has come the plotting of

horizontal illumination curves and their often times laborious use

to determine the number, size and location of lamps required.

Even illumination curves, however, are too infrequently met

with, although many manufacturers issue candle-power distribu-

tion curves and tables of constants for the calculation of the hori-

zontal illumination.

The effective lumens method involves only a simple calcula-

tion, but data for the use of this method have not been fully

worked out especially for the use of lamps in high buildings.

This method gives no idea of the evenness of the illumination in-

tensity or of the adequacy of the intensity at any point. This

method is most useful, however, in conjunction with the point-

by-point method to obtain the number of lamps which should be

used. The intensity at any point or the evenness of the illumi-

nation can then be checked by means of the illumination curve.

At present for the high candle-power lamps, which on the

basis of correct utilization require to be hung at the greater

heights, and for the lower candle-power lamps used at the greater

heights, the engineer is obliged to depend on the horizontal il-

lumination curve alone.

Constants (k) applying to the above conditions for substitution

S X F
in the formula N = ^^7— --rr.-^

—

^n where X equals the num-W X iv(i — U)

ber of lamps. S the area to be illuminated in square feet, E the

average illumination intensity in foot-candles, \\' the rated termi-

nal wattage of the lamp, K the effective lumens per watt (rated)

at the lamp terminals, and D the average deterioration in the il-

lumination from the lamps, would greatly aid the mill engineer

and lead to a closer study of illumination requirements. A lay-

out may be quickly made with the number of lamps thus obtained

and a check made by means of the horizontal illumination curve

for evenness of distribution and intensity at any point.

The factor D in the equation brings up the important ques-

tion of deterioration. A large amount of investigation is in-

volved in the satisfactory settlement of this question. A certain

amount of data has been published on the depreciation or deterio-

ration of candle-power of lamps, under laboratory conditions.
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Data on acquired deterioration must be obtained by means of il-

luminometer tests under conditions of service. Such tests if

carefully made and conducted over a period representing the

life of the lamps, can be made to check the inherent deteriora-

tion. Such tests and data will show clearly the necbssity for
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Fig. 3._A convenient record of data on the performance of four 250-watt multiple

tungsten lamps equipped with a dome reflector.

continued and thorough upkeep of lighting systems, and the fre-

quency with which lamps should be cleaned to avoid excessive

deterioration.

In connection with illumination data furnished by manufactur-
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ing companies, it is suggested by the committee that much doubt

as to the value and usefulness of the material would be eliminat-

ed if data sheets were to contain full information as to the au-

thority for the data, date of tests, and so forth. The candle-

power curve of an illuminant is likely to be modified by a change

in globe equipment, by a change in electrode equipment, by frost-

ing of the bulb. etc. The committee, therefore, recommends
that on all curves the following data be included by manufac-

turers and required by engineers

:

1. Date of test.

2. Authority of test.

3. Full equipment of lamp, such as reflector, electrodes,

globes, etc.

4. Total per cent, absorption by globe equipment.

7. Kind of current : a. c. or d. c.

8. Frequency if a. c.

9. Series or multiple operation.

10. Terminal watts.

11. Terminal volts.

12. Terminal amperes.

13. Arc volts if an arc lamp.

14. If an incandescent lamp, total lumens^ per watt or watts

per horizontal candle-power at which test was made.

On candle-power curves

:

1. Radius at which test was made.

2. Total lumens or mean spherical candle-power.

3. Downward lumens or mean hemispherical candle-power.

4. If tests are made in several vertical planes, and the aver-

age taken, this should be indicated, and the position of the planes

shown diagrammatically.

5. If candle-power or lumens per watt are given, these should

be based on terminal and not on arc watts.

It is recommended by the committee (i) that in judging lamp

size the mean lower hemispherical candle-power or the down-

ward lumens be used, in conjunction at least wnth the average,

inherent deterioration of the lamp during the life or trim. The

liability of the lamp to acquire deterioration can be judged on

3 Total lumens equals mean spherical candle-power times 4n-.
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the basis of the mechanical construction until acquired deteriora-

tion data is available.

(2) That the illumination curve for the height at which the

lamp must be used be employed to check the evenness of the il-

lumination from the lamp and the utilization of the light.

(3) That manufacturers be encouraged to submit candle-

power distribution, illumination and deterioration curves on il-

luminants.

(4) That manufacturers be urged to submit constants or

spacing tables for the use of lamps.

(5) That illumination tests be -encouraged by the members

for the purpose of obtaining data on deterioration.

(6) That the association cooperate with the Illuminating En-

gineering Society by encouraging such tests and by presenting

from time to time for discussion and solution, the problems of

the members.

Illumination Committee,

H. H. Laughlin,

H. M. Gassman,

r. tschentscher,

James Farrington,

B. W. GiLSON,

C. J. Mundo, Chairman.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Ward Harrison : I believe that the presentation before

this society of a report such as has just been read is significant.

Men in the allied professions, engineers, architects and occulists,

have in many cases been slow to recognize the assistance which

the illuminating engineer is able to render them; in this case,

on the other hand, we have an Association representing one of our

chief industries and composed of engineers of high standing, who

have expressed a desire to co-operate with us and who have

recognized that we can be of assistance to them. The Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society should see to it that they receive all that

is within its power to give.

The report is devoted chiefly to setting forth definitely what

data the members of the association are desirous of obtaining at
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this time. On the second page we read that the data available

on lamps and lighting installations are not complete, that the ma-

terial now at hand is not in proper form to be utilized readily

by the mill engineers and that the important need is for data in

such shape that their authoriti\eness and value may be readily

recognized and that they may be put to use without extensive

investigation or study by a man whose work ranges over a com-

])aratively wide field.

The increasing need for information of this character was

pointed out in a paper "Analysis of Performance and Cost Data

in Illuminating Engineering," presented before this Society

last year at the Chicago convention. We may be certain that

the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers is not the

only society from which recjuests of this nature are to be ex-

pected. Unfortunately the Transactions of our spciety con-

tain little of such material ; the statement has even been made that

it is so extremely difficult, if not impossible, to arrange for the

presentation of reliable data of this sort that the Society had

better let the matter drop. At present, however, the iron and

steel engineers are actively interested in this subject and naturally

enough look to the Illuminating Engineering Society for co-

operation and assistance. If we are able to help them in this

matter, they will without question be more receptive to sug-

gestions from illuminating engineers in regard to the other

vital factors determining the most desirable lighting installation,

which are the especial province of the practitioner in this field

and which are likely to be thought worthy of scant attention by

engineers who give illumination questions but a small part of

their time.

The day of the man who refuses to tell the whole truth

about his product is rapidly passing in the lighting industry. Some

of the iron and steel engineers have a very effective means

of dealing with such persons, for when it comes to choosing an

illuminant, they simply refuse to consider any unit upon which a

manufacturer is unwilling to submit complete information. Mr.

Pierce's paper of yesterday is deserving of the highest commenda-

tion. He has opened the way for a discussion of depreciation

factors and other practical data ; and I believe that other lamp

manufacturers Avill be glad to fall in line. It would seem
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fitting that, as in this case, such data should first be presented

l)efore the Illuminating Engineering Society.

Mr. G. H. SticknEv: Mr. Harrison spoke with regard to

acquired depreciation. That is one of the things in which the

Iron & Steel Electrical Engineers can give us useful data, as

their plants furnish excellent laboratories for that kind of

research.

With regard to the usefulness of these curves and the danger

of their misinterpretation. I think perhaps some of us are not

quite familiar with the methods followed by the steel engineers.

They have not judged the performances of lamps by mere inspec-

tion of curves, but have used the point-by-point method to a con-

siderable extent. In some problems they have calculated the

illumination in advance and then checked the values with illumi-

nation measurements of actual installations.

The results of tests conducted in a number of mills was re-

ported at the 191 1 convention of the Association of Iron & Steel

Electrical Engineers. This was one of the most thorough inves-

tigations of lighting problems in actual installations of which I

have known and is well worth looking up. The cordial co-opera-

tion which we are securing from this organization is bound to

be mutually beneficial and we certainly appreciate their courtesy

in submitting this report.

Mr. R. F. Pierce: I quite agree with Mr. Harrison in all

that he has said in regard to the presentation of complete data

which will be really useful to the engineer in evaluating the effi-

ciency of each particular type of unit for particular service, and

I believe that the form of tabulating such data, as given on the

third page of the report, is an excellent one.

In this connection, there is one thing that occurs to my mind.

I have my doubts as to the usefulness of the distribution curve

for conveying an idea of the lamp's suitability as far as its use

in service is concerned ; that is to say, the average engineer of a

plant in viewing a distribution curve, while he may be conscious

of the fact that the flux represented by candle-powers at different

angles is not the same at each angle and he may try to allow for

it mentally, he may not be able to form a very definite concep-

tion of the amount of light in the different zones. Would it not
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be better to furnish also polar fJnx distribution curves? This

would give a curve the form of which would be indicative of the

amoiDit of light in different zones. The ordinates might be made
proportionate to the squares of the quantities so that the lumens

in any zone could be read by the use of a planimeter, and a glance

at a curve would give a good idea of the total light in any zone.

This would have the same advantages for calculations by the

point-by-point method as the ordinary distribution curve; only

a different set of constants would be needed. It would be a curve

different in shape from the ordinary distribution curve, of course,

but I have prepared many curves along this line and have found

them very useful. While the ordinary curves may show a small

apparent dift'erence in the distributions of two units, a curve

plotted according to the latter system has showed up very dis-

tinctly defects in the design of the reflector or the distribution

of the unit which were not apparent in the ordinary distribution

curve.
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COIJ]VCLL NOTES.

The council held its regular monthly meeting November 15,

1912, in the general offices of the society, 29 West 39th Street,

New York. Those present were Messrs. V. R. Lansingh, presi-

dent; H. E- Ives, Geo. S. Barrows, C. J. Russell, L. B. Marks,
A. J. Marshall and Preston S. Millar, general secretary.

Reports were received from the secretary and the following

committees
: finance, advertising, section development, and recip-

rocal relations with other societies.

The committee on illumination primer, Mr. L. B. Marks, chair-

man, submitted a report on the distribution of the primer

—

"Light: Its Use and Misuse." The report showed that the

society had distributed free 5,378 copies and sold 3,365 copies.

It was also stated that the primer had been extensively adver-

tised in the trade journals of this country and abroad. The pub-
lication of a second edition of the primer was authorized.

A report was received from a special committee which had
been appointed to consider the advisability of establishing a

section of the society in Cleveland. The committee did not

favor the formation of a section in the latter city but recom-
mended that a section including several of the large cities in the

middle west and in the great lake region be established. It was
proposed that this section should hold three or four meetings

during a season, each one taking a whole day and being held in

a different city. The council approved the formation of such a

section. The work of organization will be undertaken shortly.

A by-law permitting the sale of the page facing the last page
of text and the inside cover page of each issue of the Trans-
actions for advertising purposes was given a first reading.

The following committee was appointed to consider factory

lighting legislation: L. B. Marks, chairman; Preston S. Millar,

I
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^I. C. \Miitaker, Ellice ^I. Alger, W. H. Gartley. Cx. H. Stickney,

and H. E. Ives. Additional appointments to the committee will

probably be made later.

SECTIOX ACTIVITIES.

CHIC.\G0 SECTION.

The Chicago section held a meeting November 13 in the

Western Society Auditorium. Mr. Wm. A. Richardson, assistant

chief engineer of the Federal Building. Chicago, presented a

paper entitled "Post Office Mail Case Lighting."

For the rest of the season the following program of papers has

been arranged

:

December: "Industrial Lighting," by Mr. Ward Harrison, Engineering

Department, National Electric Lamp Association, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

January : "Indirect Illumination as Applied to General Offices," by

Mr: T. H, Aldrich, National X-Ray Reflector Company,

Chicago, 111.

February : "Influence of Colored Surroundings upon the Color of Use-

ful Light," by Mr. M. Luckiesh, Physical Laboratory,

National Electric Lamp Association, Cleveland, Ohio.

"Some Applications of Illuminating Engineering to the Con-

servation of Eyesight," by Mr. F. A. Vaughn, Consulting

Engineer, and Dr. Nelson M. Black, Ophthalmologist,

Milwaukee, Wis.

"Gas Illumination." Author not selected.

This meeting vpill be held in Milwaukee in conjunction with

the Milwaukee Electric Show.

March: "Hospital Lighting," by Mr. Meyer J. Sturm, Architect,

Chicago, 111.

April : "Light, Shade and Color in Architectural Effects," by Mr.

Bassett Jones, Jr., Consulting Engineer, New York.

May: "Up-to-date Gas Illumination." Author not selected.

June: "Some Phases of Illumination and Eye Strain," by Mr.

Arthur J. Sweet, Commercial Engineer, Holophane Works

of General Electric Co., Newark, Ohio.

NEW YORK SECTION.

The New York section held a joint meeting with the New York

companies section of the National Electric Light Association
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Xovember 18 in the Edison Auditorium, 44 West 27th Street,

New York. Mr. Preston S. Millar presented a paper together
with a series of demonstrations on lighting effects.

The following program has been announced by the Xew York
section board of managers:

December 12 : Joint meeting with the Art and Trades Club at which Mr.
George Leland Hunter will present a paper on " Color."

January 9 : A joint meeting with the National Commercial Gas Asso-
ciation.

February 13 : A joint meeting with the Municipal Art Society.

NEW ENGLAND SECTION.

The program of papers and meetings that has been announced
tentatively by the New England section board of managers is as
follows

:

December
: 'Head Lights, Lighthouses and Lenses," by an inspector of

the United States Government.

January : "Vision and Defects of Vision."

February : ' 'The Light of the Stars. '

'

March : "New Types of Arc Lamps. '

'

April: "Methods of Light Best Adapted to Reinforce Daylight at
Dusk."

May: "Photographic Lighting."

PHILADELPHIA SECTION,

The regular meeting of the Philadelphia section was held at
the Franklin Institute, Friday evening, November 15, 1912. Pre-
ceding the meeting there was a dinner at Hanscom's restaurant
and subsequently an inspection of the indirect lighting of the
Curtis Publishing Company's building at the northwest corner
of Sixth and Walnut Streets. At the meeting the lighting of
the latter building was discussed by Mr. G. H. Swanfeld.

PITTSBURGH SECTION.

The following program of meetings and papers has been
announced tentatively by the board of managers of the Pittsburgh
section

:
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December

;

January

:

February :

March :

April

:

May :

"Store Illumination." This subject will be presented by a

representative of the Holophane Works of the General

Electric Company.

"Street Lighting," by Mr. C. E. Stephens.

"Gas Illumination."

"The Incandescent Lamp in the Central Station Business."

"Some Phases of Railroad Illumination."

"Physiological Aspects of Illumination."

Preceding each meeting Prof. H. S. Hower will give a short

elementary lecture on light. One joint meeting is being arranged

with the Pittsburgh branch of the American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers.
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THE VALUE OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING TO
SOCIETY.*

BY V. R. LANSINGH.

1. THE NECESSITY OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
TO SOCIETY.

From the time of the advent of man on earth to the time

when the steam engine began to be extensively applied to indus-

try, the amount of work demanded of the average eye was prac-

tically constant and well within the capacity of the eye. Of
course there were scholars and clerks engaged in excessive visu-

al work, as well as artisans in fine metal work, laces, etc., but

they formed a relatively insignificant portion of the total popu-

lation. Agriculture was the great industry. Even in the city,

there were comparatively few occasions in the daily life of

the average citizen for reading, writing or similar close work.

In this connection, it should be remembered that "eyestrain"

means a strain of the muscular system of the eye and that these

muscles are all relaxed at visual distances greater than approx-

imately twenty feet. In other words, the eye is practically rest-

ing when we look more than twenty feet away.

Since the application of steam to industry, the daily life of

the average man has undergone a radical change, among other

factors involved being a tremendous increase in the amount of

close visual work. This increase in visual work has arisen, di-

rectly or indirectly as a result of industrial development, from

the following sources

:

(a) Directly, as involved in the greatly increased proportion

of people engaged in manufacturing work itself. The processes

of manufacture usually involve close visual work.

(b) Directly, as involved in the vastly increased proportion of

clerical work resulting from industrial development.

(c) Indirectly, as involved in the great extension of primary

and secondary education.

(d) Indirectly, as involved in the universal ability to read and

the cheapening of books and newspapers, so that the average

man, as a matter of choice, does much reading.

* Presidential address delivered before the sixth annual convention of the Illumin-
ating Engineering Society, Niagara Falls, Canada, September 16-19, 1912.
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The increase in the amount of close visual work has neces-

sarily been accompanied by a proportionate reduction of the

periods of visual rest, when the eye is looking at distances

greater than twenty feet. This vast increase in close visual work

would in itself present a difficult and serious problem in public

health even if ideal conditions of illumination had been universal-

ly maintained. To the contrarv. however, changed social con-

ditions have involved a greatly increased congestion in the hous-

ing arrangements for industrial and clerical work. This con-

gested housing has tended to result in less satisfactory daylight

lighting than would otherwise have been the case. It is not al-

ways realized that the illuminating engineer has an important

field of future usefulness in treating problems of daylight as

well as problems of artificial illumination.

Again, changed social conditions have required that work be

done during the fading hours of daylight in the winter season,

and also by night. And. naturally, much of the increased read-

ing of books and newspapers must be done by night. The char-

acter of illumination on the work and of surrounding visual con-

ditions may greatly multiply or minimize the strain incident to

long continued close visual work. Broadly stated, therefore,

the function of the illuminating engineer in society is to determ-

ine and to apply to actual practise such visual conciitions as will

minimize the strain incident to the vastly increased amount of

visual work.

From the considerations already set forth, it is evident that

the function of the illuminating engineer and his relation to so-

ciety present two broad aspects : the hygienic and the economic.

In addition to these there is still a third aspect of 'importance

—

the esthetic.

II. THE HYGIENIC VALUE OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
TO SOCIETY.

Vision is one of our most precious faculties. Its loss is a

calamity second only to death. Its impairment means, to the

individual, physical discomfort, curtailment of such pleasures as

reading, disbarment from many lines of work, and decreased

earning capacity in others. Nor, when vision is impaired, is it

practical)le to efifect a cure. The disability is life-long, and is
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apt to be of increasing seriousness. A cure could be effected,

but only by the patient reverting to semi-savage conditions and

living in the open country, never reading, nor doing any close

work, for a period of years. This is impracticable. Therefore

the ophthalmologist devotes himself to the alleviation, not to

cure, and gives us eye-glasses, which, if we do not further abuse

our eyes, will entirely check or greatly retard the advance of the

disability. Eye-glasses, on the one hand, in no sense cure the

impairment of vision ; nor, on the other, do they save the eyes

from the disastrous results of further abuse. The almost univer-

sal ignorance of even the well educated man as to the causes of

impaired vision and as to the nature of proper visual conditions

gives increased weight to the moral responsibility and social im-

portance of the illuminating engineer.

The hygienic value of illuminating engineering particularly

affects society in: (a) the office; (b) the factory; (c) the home;

(d) the school room. In these four classes of service, the

hygienic importance of illuminating engineering far outweighs

the esthetic or economic importance.

The office : Excellent progress has been made in bringing

about a general condition of good office lighting. Yet prob-

ably not over twenty per cent, of the offices in the United States

are illuminated by night as well as we know how to illuminate

them under the present best state of the art. There is consider-

able room for improvement in the daylight illumination of offices,

especially in the congested districts of our larger cities.

The factory : Great progress has been made in the last fifteen

years in the daylight illumination of our factories. The move-

ment for adequate artificial illumination of our factories, how-

ever, has only begun to show strength within the last year or

two. The present condition of artificial illumination of factories

leaves much to be desired, but signs of large future improve-

ments in this direction are not wanting.

The home : Adequate lighting in the home for reading and

other close work is the great exception rather than the rule.

However, the general education of the public on the subject of

illumination is beginning to arouse the individual, here and there,

to the importance of adequate lighting in the home.
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The schoolroom: The artificial lighting of school rooms is

as a rule bad, but in some of our larger cities much good
work has been done, especially in Boston, New York and St.

Louis. Daylight lighting is also not infrequently bad. General

interest in this subject, however, is beginning to be apparent.

It is certainly a hygienic consideration of the very highest im-

portance not to handicap our children at the very outset of

life with impaired vision.

There is really no monetary value that can adequately com-

pensate the individual for impaired vision. We should, there-

fore, put the adequate illumination of the office, the factory, the

home and the school room as the highest responsibility and the

most important work of the illuminating engineer. If in these

four classes alone the illuminating engineer can bring about a

general condition of adequate illumination, we may confidently

expect that, in spite of the excessive amount of close visual work
incident to modern social conditions, the prevalence of eye-

strain will be materially reduced.

III. THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
TO SOCIETY.

The economic value of illuminating engineering to society may
be summed up under five general heads

:

(a) Increased quantity of work per man which adequate il-

lumination makes possible without added fatigue.

(b) Improved quality of work resulting from adequate il-

lumination.

(c) Decreased cost of artificial lighting, due to intelligently

employing the light so as to produce the results desired.

(d) Decreased liability to bodily injuries, such injuries, repre-

senting economic waste.

(e) Decreased number of cases of defective vision, such de-

fective vision impairing the economic value of the individual to

society to a greater or less degree.

By adequate lighting is here meant light of sufficient quantity,

intensity and direction to enable one to see the work clearly and

distinctly without eye-strain.

(a) Increased quantity: Inadequate lighting makes necessary

additional and time-consuming work; as, for instance, when a
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clerk has to carry a record from its file drawer to some bet-

ter location in order to read it. Inadequate lighting also greatly

decreases the rapidity with which clerical or manufacturing

work is performed. Inadequate lighting also materially increases

the prevalence of such bodily disorders as headache, etc., thus

decreasing the working capacity of the individual. Actual ex-

perience wherever records have been kept has demonstrated that

the substitution of adequate lighting for inadequate has material-

ly increased the quantity of work performed. Moreover, the

cost of adequate lighting, including the energy cost, depreciation

and interest on investment, and maintenance cost, average less

than two per cent., and practically never exceeds five per cent.

of the clerical or industrial worker's wage. The cost of even

grossly inadequate lighting w-ill usually be at least one-half this

amount. Adequate lighting has, therefore, only to save about

five minutes of the worker's day to amply pay for itself.

(b) Improved quality: Actual experience has shown that the

amount of spoilage and of damaged and lost material is very ap-

preciably decreased by the substitution of an adequate lighting

installation for an inadequate one. In departments or offices

where disorder has been the rule under an inadequate lighting

system, the installation of an adequate lighting system has in-

variably led to keeping the material in better order, with a re-

sultant increase in departmental efficiency.

(c) Decreased cost of lighting: The operating cost is very

decidedly the major element in the total cost of lighting. Now,

the operating cost depends upon three factors: (i) the effi-

ciency with which the light is generated; (^) the efficiency with

which the light is transmitted from the point where it is gen-

erated to the point where it is used for illuminating the work

;

(5) the efficiency wath which the lighting effects are translated

into terms of visual sensation—in short, eye-efficiency.

(/) The efficiency with which the light is generated depends

upon choosing an efficient light source, such as the tungsten fila-

ment lamp rather than the carbon filament lamp, or the mantle

gas lamp rather than the open flame gas burner.

(2) The efficiency with which the light is transmitted from

the point of generation to the point of use depends upon the use
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of efficient and correctly designed reflectors and globes; upon

the color and reflection characteristics of the ceiling; and, to a

small degree, upon the color and reflection characteristics of

the walls and floor. In street and other out-of-door lighting,

the last two factors, of course, entirely disappear.

(?) The efficiency with which the eye translates external light-

ing effects into terms of visual sensation depends upon many

factors. Of these, one of the most important is the degree to

which the illumination upon the work is diffused. Then comes

the degree to which the surface of the work avoids specular re-

flection. Next comes the amount of extraneous light, not re-

flected from the work, which enters the eye, such light com-

ing either directly from the light units or by reflection from the

walls. The foregoing constitute the three major factors affect-

ing the efficiency of the eye. The extremes of contrast to which

the eye, during use, is frequently exposed is also a factor. The

nearness of approach to monochromatic light is, in some special

types of service, a factor of practical importance. The intensity

of illumination, whether too high or two low, does not directly

aft'ect the efficiency of the eye, but may, through the medium of

fatigue, affect eye-efficiency to a very important degree.

It is interesting to note that in the earliest beginnings of il-

luminating engineering, efficiency of light generation was the

efficiency factor chiefly considered. Later, roughly correspond-

ing to the decade 1900- 1910, the importance of efficiency of light

transmission was most emphasized. During the past year or two

there has been a marked and growing tendency to give great

weight to the importance of attaining such illumination conditions

as will permit the eye to operate at high efficiency.

(d) Decreased liability to bodily injuries: It is an established

fact that a considerable proportion of industrial accidents are

the result of inadequate light. The majority of foot, automobile

and other traffic accidents by night are also the results of inade-

quate lighting. Sufficiently adequate lighting to avoid accidents

can usually be laid out by the illuminating engineer so as to in-

volve no greater operating cost and only slightly greater installa-

tion cost than that of the inadequate installation.

(e) Decreased number of cases of defective vision: Only
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a moment's consideration is required to show that the annual

economic loss due to defective vision is enormous. A conserv-

ative estimate would place at 500,000 the number of cases in

the United States of defective vision arising from the excessive

use or abuse of the eye Assuming an average value to society

of $600.00 per individual per year, and further assuming, as

we safely may, that the productive capacity of the individual,

even when his eyes are fitted with eye-glasses, is reduced ten

per cent, by defective vision, we have an annual economic loss of

$30,000,000.

It is not claimed that adequate illumination, both daylight and

artificial, will remove all danger of visual defects caused by the

use of the eye in meeting the demands of modern society. But

it is believed that a very general condition of adequate illumina-

tion would reduce by considerably more than one half the num-

ber of cases of such visual defects.

The economic value of illuminating engineering I have discussed

primarily from the standpoint of its value to society at large. It

should be pointed out, however, that this economic gain would

accrue in the largest measure to the benefit of the employer of

clerical or industrial labor. Indeed the direct dollars-and-cents

gain to the employer resulting from adequate lighting is so

greatly in excess of the installation and operating costs, that.

hygienic and humanitarian considerations aside, inadequate light-

ing is indefensible from the standpoint of selfish gain to the em-

ployer.

Besides the employer, almost every industry which directly

serves the public will find a personal profit from adequate light-

ing, sufficient to many times repay the cost of such lighting. Ex-

tensive practical experience, not theory, stands sponsor for the

fact that the business and profits of the merchant, of the gas or

electric central station, and of the railroad are very materially

increased by the employment of adequate illumination in all re-

lations where these industries come into direct touch with the

public.

The illuminating engineer has, therefore, an important field

for economic usefulness to society second only to his opportunity

for hve:ienic usefulness.
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IV. THE ESTHETIC VALUE OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
TO SOCIETY.

The appreciation of the beautiful depends in largest measure

upon the faculty of vision. It is obvious, therefore, that the

conditions of illumination may greatly enhance or greatly mar ob-

jects of beauty. All literature bears tribute to this. To cite but

one instance. Sir Walter Scott tell us

:

"If thou woulds't view fair Melrose right.

Go visit it by the pale moonlight;

For the bright beams of the gladsome day

Guild but to flaunt the ruins gray."

The degree to which the face appears attractive or unattrac-

tive depends to considerable measure upon the way in which the

room is lighted. Both the architectural beauty and the effect of

solemnity of a church interior may be enhanced or ruined by

the way in which it is lighted.

Light may also be employed as a source of ornament. A
notable example of this is in the ceiling of the Allegheny County

Memorial Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Less notable examples are

frequently seen in hotel lobbies, halls of public buildings, thea-

tres, etc.

Light may be used as a painter uses his brush to bring out or

to subdue the various elements of an interior which it is sought to

treat as an artistic composition. This phase of the subject is of not-

able importance in the study of the illumination of the home. In

the dining room, for instance, artistic requirements will be best

met if the dining table is brightly lighted, while the rest of the

room receives only a subdued general illumination. So in the

living room, the artistic center, usually either the reading table

about which the family group themselves, or the piano, would be

emphasized over the rest of the room by brighter lighting, if a

sense of artistic proportion is to be produced.

Before and since the advent of the illuminating engineer,

some architects have realized and applied to practise the esthetic

possibilities of light. There has, however, been far too great a

tendency on the part of the architect to regard only the artistic

possibilities of the light sources themselves, treated as ornaments,

and too little a tendencv to subordinate the light sources of the
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artistic presentation, by means of a correctly balanced illumina-

tion, of the interior or exterior in question.

In the cases where the architect has fully grasped the possi-

bilities of this new and broader conception of the application of

light and illumination to esthetics, the illuminating engineer can

properly defer to the architect in the matter of what results are

to be achieved, and consider his own proper sphere to be that

of advising how to achieve the results specified by the architect.

But the question of light control in these present times, when

the market offers so many different types of reflecting, diffus-

ing and refracting media, is a highly technical one, which can

be satisfactorily solved only by the specialist in illuminating

engineering.

V. THE SUPPORT OF ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
BY SOCIETY.

The foregoing considerations clearly indicate the large need

which society has of illuminating engineering, and of the illumi-

nating engineer, to translate the principles of his science into

practise. Unfortunately society has not yet appreciated its need

to such an extent as to furnish anywhere near adequate sup-

port to the illuminating engineer.

At the outset it should be most emphatically stated that the

day is past when the layman, however, well educated and in-

telligent can satisfactorily be his own illuminating engineer. So-

ciety must find some practical way of supporting the illuminating

engineering specialist and of referring to such specialist its de-

tailed problems of lights. The most obvious way would be to

support a considerable body of consulting illuminating engineers.

While we number in our organization a few notable exceptions

which prove the rule, there are no present indications that so-

ciety is willing to support such a body of consulting illuminating

engineers.

Another way would be for the architect to employ the ser-

vices of an illuminating engineer, and thus indirectly to place

upon society the burden of supporting the latter. To day, how-

ever the architectural fraternity has, with a few notable ex-

ceptions, failed to recognize the important hygienic, economic and
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and esthetic services which it lies within the power of the illumi-

nating engineer to render.

To date the illuminating engineering, as a factor in society,

has been chiefly supported by the manufacturing and the cen-

tral station interests. This statement does not overlook the

fact that there have been at least half a dozen consulting il-

luminating engineers in active practise. Nevertheless, the total

amount of work which these engineers have been able to take

care of has necessarily been small as compared with the free

consulting engineering work furnished by the various manu-
facturers and central stations. Outside of the work done by

the National Bureau of Standards, and in a few instances by

various colleges, practically all the research work has been done

by the manufacturing and central station interests.

Changing commercial conditions make it doubtful whether

the manufacturing interests can take as active a lead in the

future as in the past in the way of financing pioneer research

work and high grade illuminating engineering work. Probably

one of the most important and vital questions with which the

Illuminating Engineering Society is confronted is that as to how
illuminating engineering may receive adequate support from

society in order to fulfill its proper field of usefulness to a

reasonably adequate degree.

If this, then, correctly portrays our relation to society as a

whole, we can well ask ourselves just what part this Society has

played in the work already done. The Society has been the center

around which all those who have done so much for the cause

have duly revolved. The Society has been the clearing house

for information and for the exchange of ideas, and were it not

for its influence much of the good work might not have been

accomplished. Contrast for example, the progress in good light-

ing and good illumination here with that of Europe. The good

installation here is a commonplace; there a rarity. Exposed

lamps here are rapidly leaving us ; there they are the almost uni-

versal practise. Yet Europe is perhaps ahead of us in the use

of modern light sources, the tungsten filament lamp, the mantle

burner, the flaming arc, the high pressure gas arc, etc., but far

behind in the good use of these sources. Can we not. therefore,

instead of being discouraged over the smallness of results here
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accomplished, feel that real progress has been made in this coun-

try in improving lighting conditions and that our Society has been

a large factor in such progress?

Nevertheless we can ill afford at this time to rest content

with what has already been accomplished. It is true that much

has been done, but far more lies ahead of us. This Society must

grow in usefulness to society at large, educational work on still

broader lines must be undertaken and. by a united front pre-

sented by its members, further the progress of good illumination.

The Society needs new blood not only in its membership at

large but also in its dift'erent governing bodies, for by the in-

fusion of new blood is growth and progress assured.

Summing up, then, is it too much to say that this Society has

and is fulfilling its true functions to society at large? It has

done much to justify its existence, and, let us hope, will do much

more in the future.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON PROGRESS.*

To the Illuminating Engineering Society:

The past year has been one of gradual and rather satisfactory

progress in the science and art of illumination. No radical novel-

ties in apparatus have forced their way to the front nor has there

been any startling innovation in methods, but it is gratifying to

note that more attention than ever before has been paid to the

proper installation of lamps and the public has awakened to a

fuller realization of the necessity of scientific methods in illumi-

nation.

PROGRESS IN GAS LIGHTING.

The most conspicuous advance in the material of gas lighting

during the past year has been the extensive introduction of the

artificial silk mantle. This material has shown itself capable of

longer life and more uniform efficiency than anything yet tried

as a material for mantles. A few inverted mantles of this type

have been in use for some little time past. This year at last they

have been pushed into extensive use and the upright mantles of

artificial silk, previously not available in this country, have now
been placed upon the market. The inverted mantle has been of

late rapidly replacing the older upright mantle on account of its

better distribution for most purposes and its better qualities in

other respects. This year, however, the increase of interest in

indirect illumination has again brought the upright mantle to the

front as having a more favorable distribution for indirect light-

ing than the inverted mantle.

The use of high pressure lighting has increased conspicuously

abroad, but as yet few and small permanent installations have

been made in this country. The interest in the subject has been

awakened, however, and the number of experimental installa-

tions has been considerably increased. Appliances of high pres-

sure lighting have been materially improved so that there is

good reason for paying more attention to this particular phase of

gas lighting.

Among comparatively new uses of gas lighting, due to the

availability of better and more powerful burners, can be men-
* A report read at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Eugineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.
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tioned the use of incandescent gas lamps by photographers, a

comparatively recent innovation which has met with considerable

success.

The general efficiency of the mantle burners in commercial use

has been the subject of improvement and what is of greater

interest to the public the manufacturers have met the demand
for a wider range of burner sizes; so that there are now on the

market burners, of both the inverted and the upright types, of

many different powers, consuming from as little as i cubic foot

of gas per hour up to 7 cubic feet.

It should be noted that improvement in gas fixtures during the

past year has been somewhat noticeable, and particularly to be

commended is the adoption of a standard specification calling

for gas fixtures of better and more uniform quality. Such a

specification is now in the course of preparation by representa-

tives of gas companies and fixture manufacturers; it is expected

that it will be generally adopted and produce a salutary effect

on the quality of these installations.

ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND LIGHTING.

The most important change of the past year in electric incan-

descent lighting has been the very widespread adoption of the

drawn wire tungsten filament. Tungsten wire can now be drawn
to a much smaller diameter than has previously been available ; so

that commercial tungsten lamps of as low as lo watts have been

produced, which can operate successfully on a iio-volt circuit.

The 15 or i6-watt size, however, is the smallest tungsten lamp

in any considerable use as yet. The smaller tungsten units are

already in growing use abroad and bid fair to become an impor-

tant factor in certain classes of lighting. The larger tungsten

lamps up to 500 watts have within the last year awakened a con-

siderably increased demand in competition with both gas and

electric arcs. On the Continent tungsten lamps up to even 1,000

watts are coming into commercial use, but the largest of these

sizes are still unusual.

The tungsten lamp as now used in this country remains at the

same nominal efficiency as heretofore, but it must be noted that

on the Continent 8/10 watt per candle is a specific consumption

now very frequently quoted. This is based on the Hefner unit
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and is therefore nearly 9/10 watt per candle when based on the

international candle. At this figure an economical life of 500

hours or more has been repeatedly claimed. It would naturally

be expected, therefore, that the lamps of manufacturers in this

country may presently be rated at a higher efficiency than now,

since there is no reason to suppose that the American product

is in any way inferior to foreign lamps; but whether the neces-

sary sacrifice of life would be desirable and advantageous may

be open to grave doubt.

We are glad to be able to report that there is some chance of

a reduction in the size of the bulbs of tungsten lamps, possibly

at slightly increased trouble from blackening, but in view of

possible better performance of the filament still leaving a residual

advantage to the user.

The metallized filament carbon lamp has found its place for

usefulness in the rapid replacement of ordinary carbon lamps

for nearly all purposes. It is now available in all the shapes and

sizes once familiar in the latter with equally good life and

materially higher efficiency.

ARC LAMPS.

In this country the chief direction of advance in arc lamps

has been toward the production of long burning flame lamps

w^hich have been adopted on a considerable scale in Chicago and

at some other points. A fairly economical lamp of this type

with an electrode life of 100 hours or more has been produced

by several manufacturers and gives good promise of usefulness

where units of high power are necessary. There is, of course,

danger that attempts to increase the electrode life may entail

serious loss in efficiency, but the present indications are that the

improvement in the quality of the electrodes has in a consider-

able measure met this difficulty. The tendency is to use elec-

trodes mineralized practically throughout, instead of simply in

a core of modest dimensions carrying enough light-giving mate-

rial to compensate in part for the longer time of burning per

inch of electrode. The same tendency is active abroad and goes

far to eliminate serious competition from the larger tungsten

lamps by reducing the cost of operation of the arc lamps.

A three-phase lamp with three converging carbons has been
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introduced abroad; it furnishes a very powerful light of remark-

ably low specific consumption and is adaptable for circuits of

frequency as low as 25 cycles per second. In this country the

principal novelty is the so-called "Boulevard" type of magnetite

arc lamp which furnishes for spectacular illumination a unit of

great power and efficiency extremely well suited to decorative

purposes. This lamp is now used in a number of cities with

admirable results.

The titanium carbide arc in an improved form has been intro-

duced for use on alternating current circuits, and gives new
promise of general usefulness.

Finally, intensified carbon arc lamps, which have been pushed

to a point of high efficiency, have been steadily coming into

increasing use,—well merited on account of their great regu-

larity in performance and the admirable quality of their light

where color discrimination is necessary. They are tending rap-

idly to replace the earlier forms of enclosed arc lamps which

are now happily becoming obsolescent.

NEW TYPES OF ILLUMIN.\NT.

The production of an artificial light capable of fully replacing

daylight for color matching purposes has been a subject con-

spicuously to the fore during the past year. One type of inten-

sified arc with a carefully adjusted glass screen of a highly

ingenious character has come into use with good results. Two
similar forms based on tungsten lamps with colored screens have

also appeared. All three seem to produce pretty satisfactory

results at, of course, a very much reduced efficiency. The use

of the Moore carbon dioxid tube for the same purpose has

increased. In this category might also be placed the mer-

cury-vapor lamp with the rhodamine reflector. No device for

obtaining daylight values of illumination sufficient to meet all

the requirements of color discrimination has as yet been entirely

satisfactory, all of those yet devised being open to criticism on

theoretical considerations, though all are undoubtedly capable of

great usefulness in meeting the trying conditions of this prob-

lem. It is fair to say that they do not vary among themselves

more than the different conceptions of "white light" vary. It

would be exceedingly interesting to see what could be done with
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mantle gas burners properly screened in meeting this require-

ment. A daylight unit of this character is now being developed

with promising results.

The most interesting of new illuminants from the theoretical

standpoint is undoubtedly the neon vacuum tube lamp, developed

in France, to which brief reference was made in the report of

the committee on progress last year. Further details of its per-

formance are now available. The rare gas neon, which forms

a minor constituent of the atmosphere, can now be obtained in

commercial quantities as a by-product of the preparation of

liquid oxygen from air. The Paris works engaged in this indus-

try even now can produce enough neon daily to fill 1,000 tubes

of 1,000 candle-power each if so many should be required. The

ordinary tubes are of about 6 meters in length and give about

900 spherical candle-power. The power factor is about 0.8 and

its specific consumption is 0.72 watt per mean spherical candle-

power at the terminals or about 0.9 watt including transformer

and inductive losses. The color of the light is extraordinary,

being a beautiful orange, entirely lacking blue rays, just as the

ordinary mercury-vapor arc lacks red rays. No progress has yet

been made toward the introduction of this interesting light into

this country.

Finally, the quartz mercury arc lamps have made large progress

within the past year. These lamps are not lacking in red rays

as is the ordinary form of mercury-vapor arc, but are still sub-

normal in the red. It would be extremely interesting to know

the result of operating them with the rhodamine reflector for a

white light.

RESULTS OF TECHNICAL RESEARCH.

A considerable amount of work along physiological lines has

been done during the past year both here and abroad. One of the

results has been the suppression of the ultra-violet bugaboo by

making it clear that under the condition of practical illumina-

tion, natural or artificial, there is substantially nothing to be

feared from ultra-violet radiation, in which the light of the sky

and that of several important commercial illuminants is some-

what rich.

Another line of investigation directed toward the value of
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diffusion in illumination has furnished added evidence of its

importance, not only in lowering the intrinsic brilliancy of all

feasible sources, but also in reducing the reflected glare that is

sometimes so serious an obstacle to vision.

Still another important addition to our knowledge lies in some

of the photometric researches of the past year. Several of these

have been directed toward the solution of some of the problems

of heterochromatic photometry with the general result of

strengthening the position of the flicker photometer for such

purposes, and incidentally of showing the limitations of the

more ordinary photometric methods and the devices by which

they can be successfully applied to heterochromatic problems of

the character usually arising in commercial photometry.

Important studies have also been made of the solution

of photometric difficulties by methods eliminating the idiosyn-

cracies of the eye through the use of selenium or other light

sensitive cells. It has been shown, for instance, that for the

selenium cell Talbot's law holds; and that within the bright part

of the spectrum one can depend on a definite relation between

the constants of the cell and the illumination, provided the latter

be within determined limits. Curiously enough it is found that

the constants of the cell vary so as to produce a species of

Purkinje phenomena, the maximum sensitiveness lying in the

yellow green at very low illuminations and in the red at very

high illuminations.

There has also been a most ingenious attempt at producing a

primary standard of light from incandescent platinum at the

hands of two English investigators. A strip of platinum is

electrically heated and held at a determinate temperature by the

effect of the physical radiation filtered out through a water cell

and a black fluorspar screen on a thermopile which indicates the

radiant energy. The device was found to be good for a con-

stancy within plus or minus ^ per cent., but whether it will prove

any more w^orkable in practise than various forms of the Violle

standard remains to be seen.

NEW AUXILIARIES AND SOURCES OF BUSINESS.

The line of reflectors of various sorts available for the illumi-

nating engineer has been largely increased during the past year.
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The most notable change has been in the direction of indirect

and semi-indirect Hghting; the latter particularly has found

numerous applications and the line of suitable glassware has

been largely increased so that at the present time it is possible

to obtain both indirect and semi-indirect lighting fixtures which

are not only efficient but even decorative. As regards other

shades and reflectors the principal changes have been in the direc-

tion of the improvement of metallic reflectors and their greater

adaptation to meeting the requirements of the art of illumination,

and in the production of well designed glassware of an ornamen-

tal character. The stigma placed upon the illuminating engineer

that he has persisted in recommending hideous shades and

reflectors bids fair to be permanently removed.

As regards increasing opportunities for use of light there has

been a tremendous growth of so-called "great white way" light-

ing, generally carried out as the result of the private enterprise

of boards of trade or groups of merchants. Some of it is

admirable from the standpoint of illumination; all of it ought

to be. Unquestionably, its efifect will be greatly to increase the

amount of street lighting whether it is permanently done at

private expense or not. Illuminating engineers should use their

best efforts when dealing with this class of work to make it so

good from the standpoint of efficiency and artistic effect as to

make it a permanent and growing branch of outside illumination.

In closing, it seems worth while in this connection to call

attention to the efforts made last Fourth of July to introduce

spectacular and sensational electric lighting as a substitute for

the customary fireworks. Those who are laboring to secure a

"safe and sane" Fourth can hardly do better than to direct their

energies toward satisfying patriotic young America with flam-

boyant and gorgeous civic fetes rather than by spectacular con-

flagrations. How thoroughly this substitution can be effected

is uncertain, but if carried out it certainly would decrease the

activity of the firemen and the hospitals.

Respectfully submitted,

George S. Barrows,

Percy W. Cobb,

Louis Bell, Chairman.
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. H. E. Ives : I know that it is an extremely thankless job to

write a report of any sort, and it is therefore with some hesita-

tion that I rise to make criticism. There are. however, several

places in this report in which general statements are made which

I believe should be made explicit. There are some matters, which

I do not find mentioned in it at all, which I think are more
important than those which have been included.

On the fourth page : I am interested to know what is meant

by the statement that all color matching devices thus far pro-

duced are open to criticism. I know of no definite statement

which has been made in the technical press and I would like to

know where and by whom the work has been done to justify

such a reference.

I read in the report, on the sixth page, a reference to the

selenium cell which seems to indicate that this may develop

into a very useful thing. I am pretty familiar with the recent

work on this cell and draw a very diflferent conclusion from

that given here. The fact is that selenium is so complicated in

its action as to be almost hopeless for photometric purposes.

On the other hand a great deal has been done with the photo-

electric cell, and I am sorry not to find a mention of this in the

report.

On the same page also. I find a report of an attempt to pro-

duce a primary standard of light by radiation measurements of

temperature. My recollection of this work is that the investiga-

tors exhausted a grant of money made for the purpose and then

reported rather dubiously on its practicability. There have been

some very important suggestions pointing to truly scientific radia-

tion standards during the past few years and I am sorry not to

see them embodied in the report.

Mr. G. H. Stickney : I notice a reference to the increased

efificiency of the tungsten filament lamp in regard to the Euro-

pean practise and the statement is made that we are likely to go

further in this direction in this country. In this connection, you

will notice that with the increase in efficiency there is brought

about a considerable shortening of the life- This may or may

not be an advantageous step for everybody concerned. In regard
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to the question of the policy of adopting efficiencies, I would

like to say that the General Electric Company makes it a prac-

tise to co-operate with the central station and other lamp users

and is setting those efficiencies which will serve best the interests

of all concerned.

Dr. C. H. Sharp: Referring once again to the neon light. I

may be able to add a few details of interest to the members. I

was fortunate last summer in being able to call upon the gentle-

man who has developed the neon tube light. I saw him in his

laboratory, which is in connection with his extensive works for

the liquifaction of air in the suburbs of Paris. The liquid air

establishment itself is well worth a visit. They turn out liquid

air in tremendous quantities, and then, by distillation, get quan-

tities of liquid oxygen. Neon is a by-product ; it exists in the air

only in excessively, minute quantities, but where the air is liqui-

fied by the wholesale, the amount of neon obtained is considerable.

The tubes are six meters in length. They are operated from a

transformer at about 1,000 volts, I believe. As is the case with

the Moore tube, there is a large fall of potential (200 volts) at

each terminal. The fall through the gas in the tube is much
smaller, about 100 volts per meter; consequently, the longer the

tube, the more efficient it is. The standard tubes have a diam-

eter of 45 mm. They are prepared in six meter lengths and

shipped out ready for use; that is to say, they are not exhausted

on the spot, as is the case with the Moore tube. There is no

arrangement for supplying additional gases, but the amount of

gas which appears during operation is reduced to a minimum

by the use of very large electrodes in the tube. The exhaustion

is necessarily carried out in the factory- The neon must exist

in extremely pure form; the presence of very slight traces of

other gases such as nitrogen has the effect of decreasing the

efficiency very greatly. The exhaustion of the tube is effected

by Dewar's process of using liquid air and charcoal by which

diluting gases are condensed out, and this insures a very high

degree of purity. The life is about one thousand hours and the

efficiency, as I remember it, is as given in the report, and I pre-

sume that this is correct.

The light emitted from the neon tube is orange in color ; in
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fact, it is a \ery red orange, and in comparison with daylight it

looks extremely red. After working under it for a while, how-

ever, the eye adapts itself to that color and the color of the light

is not very objectionable.

I may say that we had the promise of a paper by M. Claude

and also of one of the tubes for exhibition. There was also the

possibility of his being here in person, but he has been obliged

to disappoint us ; otherwise we might have had the very great

pleasure of seeing this new form of illumination in operation.

Mr. C. \\'. Deshler: A reference is made on the second and

third pages of the report to the efficiency of tungsten filament

lamps. It may be interesting to know that within the past two

years very marked improvements have been made both as re-

gards 80 per cent, life and efficiency especially in the 250, 400

and 500 watt types, viz.

:

Life to So per cent, of
initial c-p. at i w. p. c.

250 Ungettered

550 "Getter" i

1000 "Getter" 2

]\Ir. D. McFarlax ]\IoorE : I heartily agree with this report,

in the statement that the most interesting of the new illuminants,

is the neon light; but perhaps the last statement is a little mis-

leading in that it is said that no progress has been made in the

introduction of this light into this country. About twenty years

ago, I commenced trying out, in vacuum tubes the known gases,

and came to the conclusion that the ideal gas or gases was yet

to be discovered.

But by using a number of well known gases, particularly nitro-

gen and carbon dioxid in combination with an automatic valve

to resupply the vacuum tube with gas at short intervals, there

resulted what is known as the "Moore Light." When later neon

was discovered, I immediately thought of its application to

the various forms of my vacuum tubes and made every effort to

obtain information regarding its production and qualities. A
few years 'later, 114-foot lengths of Moore light tubes were being

installed on the front of the Grand Palais in Paris, and the re-

quest of a liquid air manufacturer to try neon in the Moore

tubes was granted. The results of this first experiment were en-

couraging. Since then various experiments have been carried

Year
Commercial
efficiency

1910-II I-I3

1911-12 I-T3

1912- 1.00
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on along this line. During the past few months the entire Moore

light interests have been taken over by the General Electric Com-
pany, and considerable development work is in progress. Sir

William Ramsay, the discoverer of neon, called upon me last

week and kindly presented me with a quart of neon.

It is probable, that this gas will have a large commercial ap-

plication in Moore light tubes.

I believe monochromatic light will be produced by the vacuum

tube for one-fiftieth of the cost of its production by the best

electric lighting systems of to-day, which are headed by the long

tube Moore light system using nitrogen, and neon has an effi-

ciency about 400 per cent, better than nitrogen.

The paragraph under the heading "New Illuminants" is also

interesting. It refers to three possible methods of producing a

color matching light. Two of these methods consist of proposed

means of attempting to correct the spectrums of either the arc

or incandescent lamp, and have fields of usefulness where ap-

proximately correct color values are desired ; but the white Moore

light, which is due to the passage of an electric current through

carbon dioxid, naturally, has perfect color values and needs no

correction whatsoever. It has repeatedly been proven to be

nearer the theoretical standard white light than the variations

of the best qualities of average daylight. Its light is so evenly

distributed throughout its spectrum, that it is impossible to de-

tect the fact that its spectrum is not perfectly continuous, by

any color discriminations, concerning the most delicate shades

of any hue.

Dr. K. G. Frank: The tendency in Europe at the present

time is not to use flaming arc lamps for less than 8 amperes, be-

cause the steadiness of light and the efficiency of the lamp de-

creases considerably in using currents of about 6 amperes or less.

Dr. Louis Bell (Communicated) : As chairman of the com-

mittee on progress, I feel it incumbent on me to ofifer a word of

explanation concerning some of the friendly criticisms passed

on the report.

As regards the neon tube, I would certainly be the last to

detract anything from the credit due Mr. Moore in the matter

of gaseous illuminants. He deserves a place in the front rank
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of the procession, but his own statement shows that the neon

supply necessary for investigations only reached him after the

report was in print, so we are quite justified in intimating that

we had no progress to report in this country along that line. I

trust that next year there may be a great deal of progress to

report regarding Mr. Moore's own work.

Had space permitted, the committee would have been very glad

to go fully into many matters of technical interest, as for

example, the photo cell and its uses. That it is capable of great

usefulness in certain photometric researches, the marvelous

results reached by Prof. Stebbins in stellar photometry plainly

show, and it is certainly a matter of regret that it has not yet

been found more applicable to commoner problems-

There is much to be said for the proposal that the report of

progress should be made a complete record of everything that

has been done during the year along the line in w^hich we are

all interested. I do not think, however, that the advocates of

this course fully realize what carrying out such a project would

mean. It would require reading, abstracting, classifying and

indexing probably not less than one thousand articles per year,

appearing in three or four languages, and a score of publica-

tions. When published it would of itself fill a large number of

our Tr.\x?.\ctioxs. At some future time it would be an admir-

able work for the Society to undertake, but I do not feel that

it falls within the scope of ordinary committee work.
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SYMPOSIUM ON HIGH PRESSURE GAS LIGHTING.*

PART I.—HIGH PRESSURE GAS LIGHTING IN GREAT BRITAIN.

BY F. W. GOODENOUGH.

I have been honored by a request to write a communication

descriptive of the progress made with lighting by gas under

increased pressure in Great Britain (and more particularly in

the City and County of London, with which I am the best

acquainted) ; and I will therefore endeavor to give a brief

account of the development and present position of high-pressure

gas lighting in this country.

Before doing so, I might perhaps with advantage explain

—

in as non-technical language as possible—the main objects in

view in working with gas at a higher pressure than is normally

supplied in the mains.

With the ordinary pressure available, say 2 to 4 inches (5.08

to 10.16 cm.) water-gauge, it has not so far proved practicable,

in an incandescent burner, to obtain the aeration of the mixture

necessary to give the maximum flame temperature, and also to

impart sufficient energy to the mixture to overcome the resist-

ance of the burner and mantle at an adequate velocity.

Velocity is not only necessary to get the maximum incan-

descence to the mantle, but also to prevent the lighting back of

the mixture.

The importance of obtaining the highest flame temperature

possible will be appreciated when it is realized that, according

to the best authorities, the light emitted by a mantle increases

as the twelfth power of the absolute temperature. It has been

stated to be as high as the fourteenth power ; but even if the rate

of increase was considerably less than the lower of these two

estimates, it will be seen that every degree of temperature that

can by any reasonable and economical means be added to the

flame will pay handsomely.

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Hhiminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.
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So far as I can discover, the earliest form of high-pressure

burner and apparatus was devised by a Belgium gas engineer,

AI. Greyson de Schott, of Namur, about the year 1896. This

found its way into England in the following year.

The burner consisted of an upright burner giving about 300

candle-power and the compressor was a somewhat crude appara-

tus driven by water-pressure, with a large gas bag on the inlet

and outlet of the pump. The apparatus was not automatic in

its action, but had to be regulated by hand, the outlet pressure

being kept steady at 8 inches (20.32 cm.) water gauge by a

governor on the outlet of the high-pressure gas bag, which latter

was enclosed in a net.

While the burner and apparatus were very crude, they showed

the possibilities of increased pressure, as not only was the effi-

ciency of the ordinary burner about doubled, but the possibility

of larger units of light than had hitherto been available was

demonstrated.

In the following year a considerable improvement was effected

in the compressing apparatus with the introduction by the James

Keith & Blackman Company, of London, of an improved form

of water compressor from which most of the objectionable

features of Greyson's apparatus were removed. In this appara-

tus the pressure, which was still 8 inches (20.32 cm.) water-

gauge, was obtained by substituting for the solid piston a double

acting water-sealed bell actuated directly by a water motor, the

delivery from the pump being passed into a small holder weighted

to the desired pressure. The holder was arranged to control

the water supply to the motor so that the latter was quite auto-

matic in its operation, starting and stopping with the turning

on or off of the gas at the burner.

For several years this and similar types of apparatus were

chiefly used, although certain other more or less successful

attempts were made to produce pressure by other means, such

as by water injectors, pumps driven by hot-air motors, or by

electric motors, etc.

Mention must especially be made of the work in this direction

of the late Mr. William Sugg and his firm, by whom were car-

ried out successfully a number of important installations includ-
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ing one at the Marylebone Station of the Great Central Railway,

and a particularly striking one on the outer railings of Buck-

ingham Palace.

Among other experiments in the field of increased pressure

gas lighting, an interesting and ingenious arrangement may be

mentioned, viz., the Scott-Snell self-intensifying lamp in which

the waste heat from the burner was employed to operate a form

of hot air motor, which in turn raised the pressure of the gas

used in the burner by means of a pump. Later on it was found

more satisfactory to pump air instead of gas and inject this

into the burner in order to give the necessary aeration and

velocity to the mixture. Unfortunately, however, the delicacy

of this apparatus necessitated too much attention for practical

working.

In the meantime, various other attempts were made to increase

the aeration of the mixture by other means than by increasing

the gas pressure, the chief of these being known as the "Lucas"

self-intensifying lamp, in which a long chimney is utilized to

assist the injector by drawing an increased quantity of air

through the Bunsen tube. Many variations have been made on

this principle ; but the limitations due to the great length of

chimney, and to other difficulties which need not be entered into

here, have prevented a general adoption ; and while the results

were an advance on those obtained from ordinary burners, they

could not be compared with those eventually obtained by the

high-pressure system.

In the meantime considerable improvements in the latter

system were made, in regard to the details of burners and lan-

terns, fittings, etc. ; but, as in all these systems, the vertical

Inirner was used ; and while the practical working was much

improved, very little advance in efficiency was made on the

results achieved by the original Greyson burner. In some cases

higher pressures were used, but the benefit of such higher pres-

sure was doubtful, being indeed to a large extent necessitated

by the crudeness of some of the burners employed.

The introduction of the inverted burner for low pressure did

not at first appear to give any scope for the use of high pressure,

as the principle upon which the ordinary low-pressure inverted
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burner works did not necessitate such a highly aerated mixture

(in fact, the burner would not work with it) as was used with

the upright high-pressure burner. But after some little time

it was found that if instead of causing the flame merely to lick

the inside of the mantle while allowing the products of com-

bustion to pass out between the ring and the burner tube, the

flame was forced through the meshes of the mantle by means

of high pressure, and the products of combustion were made to

pass away from the outside of the mantle; a considerable im-

provement . was thus effected over the results obtained at low

pressure. To do this, it was of course necessary to close the

space between the ring and the burner nozzle.

In the year 1907 a great impetus was given to high-pressure

gas lighting by the introduction of a new type of inverted burner

by the Keith & Blackman Company, in which a large proportion

of the waste heat from the burner was utilized to preheat to a

considerable extent the mixture of gas and air before the point

of ignition. Owing to the greatly increased resistance caused

by this burner, due to several reasons, into which I need not

enter here, it was found necessary to raise the pressure used

very considerably, namely, to about 54 inches (1.371 m.) water-

gauge, or say 2 pounds per square inch (645 sq. cm.).

Under certain circumstances, it has been found that even

higher pressures are necessary. In fact, the whole tendency

seems to be to increase the pressure, and, so far as can be at

present foreseen, any further advance in efficiency must be

accompanied by additional increase of pressure.

The immediate result of this new system was just to double

the efficiency of the light; and with a gas of average quality,

an illuminating value of about 60 candles per cubic foot was

obtained. Not only was the efficiency raised to this extent, but

the size of the mantle required for a given unit of light was

very much reduced. This reduction in the size of mantle in

relation to the candle-power evolved, made it possible to obtain

practically very much larger units of light than had hitherto

been possible ; and as its advent was practically coincident with

the widespread adoption of the flame arc lamp, a general tend-

ency towards the use of very large units of light was to be
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observed as a consequence—one of doubtful value from the

illuminating engineer's point of view.

So far as I can gather, the average quality of gas in the United

States is considerably higher in candle-power and heating value

than in Great Britain; so that there should be no difficulty with

such gas in obtaining considerably higher results than 60 candle-

power per cubic foot. Mr. C. A. Luther of the People's Gas

Light and Coke Company, Chicago, has, in fact, recorded as

high an illuminating value as 80 candles per cubic foot with one

of the Keith lamps.

The possibilities of this system were demonstrated for the

first time to the public in a very striking manner by the lighting

with Keith lamps of a large portion of the grounds of the

Franco-British Exhibition, and of the grounds of the Scottish

National Exhibition held in Edinburgh, both in the summer of

1908.

The necessity for a higher pressure for such types of burners

made it compulsory to depart from the automatic water-driven

type of compressor, and its contemporaries, and to adopt a

more positive type of compressor driven by power. The most

usual form is of the rotary blower type, somewhat on the prin-

ciple of gas exhausters, but fitted with suitable arrangements

for regulating the pressure so as to keep it constant, independent

of the number of burners which are in use, or any variations in

the speed of the driving power.

The introduction of the inverted high-pressure burner has

also revolutionized the type of lantern used, more especially for

outdoor purposes, and has led to the universal adoption of the

so-called "arc" type of lamp with suspended globe. Even in

the days of the lower powered high-pressure upright burner, it

was found that the square or hexagonal lantern, generally fitted

with flat panes of glass, was not the most suitable type, as great

trouble was experienced with the breakage of glass due to the

considerable amount of radiant heat. It was also found that

while formerly it had been the best practise to construct the tops

and chimneys of outdoor lanterns of copper, this material very

rapidly oxidized and flaked away in high-pressure lamps owing

to the high temperatures of the products of combustion. For
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outdoor high-pressure lamps it was found that a lamp casing

and chimney made of enamelled steel, when properly designed,

had a much longer life than the copper lantern ; and with the

introduction of the inverted burner with still higher pressures,

and much higher lighting units, the difference was even more

marked, with the consequence that the present day the use of

copper lanterns has almost entirely given way to enamelled steel

casings for high-pressure outdoor lighting.

With the new or "arc" type of lantern, globes made of ordi-

nary glass were at first used and gave good service as compared

with the flat-pane type, but on the introduction of the larger

units of lighting, and the demand for lamps of smaller dimen-

sions, it became necessary to substitute globes made of the best

fireproof glass.

PUBLIC LIGHTING.

On the first introduction of the high-pressure system, most

of the installations carried out were for private consumers, gen-

erally for the lighting of factories, and a very great number of

plants have been installed for this purpose ; but its great value

as an illuminant for street lighting purposes soon became appar-

ent, and considerable use has been made of it for public lighting

both in London and in the provinces.

The beginnings in this direction were somewhat modest, and

mainly consisted of isolated units on island street "refugees,"

generally over public conveniences—mainly for the reason that

a position had to be found for the use of the water-driven com-

pressor usually employed. This gradually extended to the light-

ing of important junctions of streets, such as at Ludgate Circus,

outside the Mansion House, in front of the Royal Exchange,

etc., and to Blackfriars, London and Vauxhall Bridges across

the Thames.

These demonstrations so conclusively proved the value of the

high-pressure system for street lighting, that in the City of

London proper a considerable extension was made in the laying

down of mains which were fed from a central point where the

compressor could be fixed. One of the most important of these

was in the neighborhood of Billingsgate Fish Market, and the

streets around the Monument on the city side of London Bridge.

3
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About the same time a very important installation was com-

pleted in Queen X'ictoria Street, from the Bank to Blackfriars.

In this particular installation, advantage was taken of the fact

that a subway runs the entire length of this street, and that a

high-pressure main for feeding district holders in London from

the gas works at Beckton already existed in this subway. As,

however, the pressure in this main fluctuated, it was necessary

to control each lamp service by means of special governors

reducing the pressure to a constant 8 inch (20.32 cm.) water-

gauge, the governors being fixed in the base of the lamp columns.

Shortly after this, the opening of the new thoroughfares of

Kingsway and Aldwych, gave an opportunity for the introduc-

tion of high-pressure gas lighting, advantage being taken of the

subway which was constructed to lay special high pressure

mains. Lanterns fitted with clusters of two and three light

upright burners were fixed on tall steel columns, and a pressure

of about 40 inches (1.016 m.) was used on the millenium prin-

ciple which had been largely adopted in Birmingham. The com-

pressors and engines were fixed in an adjacent vault.

Another important installation of lamps with upright burners

at 16 inches (0.406 m.) pressure was supplied by Messrs.

William Sugg & Co., for the lighting of Whitehall and Parlia-

ment Street in 1905.

At the end of the year 1908, owing to the impetus given by

the successful lighting of the Franco-British Exhibition, the

city authorities decided to light Fleet Street by means of the

newer system of high-pressure inverted burners, and these were

duly installed and lighted on Christmas Eve. In order to reduce

the obstruction previously caused by lamp-posts the lanterns

were suspended from large brackets fixed on buildings. A large

compressing plant was put down in an adjacent street, with a

view to extensions of street lighting, and also with a view to

supplying private consumers with hi^h-pressure gas for the

lighting of factories, printing houses, etc., on the line of route.

The installation was shortly afterwards extended for the light-

ing of Ludgate Circus, New Bridge Street and the approaches

of Blackfriars Bridge. Subsequently a large number of impor-

tant printing houses taking advantage of this main installed
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the high-pressure system both for Hghting and for furnace heat-

ing. Among others may be mentioned the premises of Messrs.
Cassell & Co., Ltd.. and of Messrs. Bradbury Agnew & Co., the

well-known printers of the world-renowned Punch.
The success of these installations,—particularly that in Fleet

Street,—encouraged other local authorities to investigate the

claims of high-pressure gas, and, in 1910, tenders were invited

by the Corporation of the City of Westminster, for the relight-

ing of some of the most important streets in their area, compris-
ing: Regents Street, Pall Mall, St. James Street, Whitehall,

Victoria Street, Westminster, Piccadilly, Shaftesbury Avenue,
and Charing Cross Road.

The terms of this contract (based upon the contracts for the

lighting of Kingsway, Aldwych and \\'hitehall) was somewhat
novel, as a minimum candle-power had to be guaranteed by the

successful tenderers against a penalty. This form of contract

is now known as the "Westminster specification," for which
Mr. J. A\'. Bradley, the city engineer, was primarily responsible.

The Gas Light and Coke Company was successful in securing

the contract for this work for a period of five years.

The result has fully justified the action of the Westminster
City Council, and their engineer, as the streets above mentioned

now comprise, without question, the finest lighted area to be

found anywhere. Reports are published' from time to time giv-

ing the results of the regular testing of these lights by the Coun-
cil, from which it is seen that the average result obtained is

well above the guaranteed minimum in all cases.

Other important installations have since been put down in

Birmingham, Glasgow, Cardifif, Manchester, Newcastle and in

other leading provincial cities.

Recently a portion of New Oxford Street and High Holborn

has been lighted by high-pressure gas, and it has also been

decided to relight some of the principal thoroughfares in the

City of London proper by this, means.

In the latter scheme, all the thoroughfares originally lighted

by high-pressure gas on the earlier systems, with some additions

will be converted to the newer system of inverted burners, but

with very much higher lighting units. In many cases, instead of
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the lamps being fitted to columns or brackets, they will be sus-

pended from the middle of the street by means of wire ropes,

and arranged in such a way that they can be drawn to the side

of the street and lowered within the pavement line for main-

tenance, the lighting and extinguishing being controlled from

boxes on the wall.

In the meantime, other countries on the Continent of Europe

have not been slow to recognize high-pressure gas lighting as

an efficient illuminant for street lighting where large units of

light are desired. The most notable instance is that of the City

of Berlin, in which many miles of the principal streets are now
lighted by means of high-pressure gas.

Moreover, it has recently been decided to relight the main

streets of the City of Paris by high-pressure gas.

For all this, I consider it necessary to say that, while fully

recognizing the value of higli-pressure systems for securing maxi-

mum efficiency where largs units of light are specially desired, I

think the craze for such large units has been carried too far;

and to point out that recent advances in the efficiency of low

—

i. e., ordinary—pressure inverted burner lamps have made it

necessary always to draw up a careful balance sheet of the total

cost per candle-power required, taking all factors of initial and

running costs into account, before deciding whether to adopi

high or low-pressure systems of lighting. The dearer the price

of gas the stronger the case for high-pressure, which economizes

in gas consumption, while being more expensive in first cost

and maintenance.

Obviously, no one would choose a high-pressure in preference

to an ordinary pressure system unless the •former showed a sub

stantial saving per candle-power developed.

PARADE AND SCALE LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

Under this heading I propose to give a few facts about a

system of high-pressure gas distribution which has made great

strides within the past few years. This is known as a "scale"

or inclusive charge system, under which the consumer pays an

inclusive price per lamp per annum according to "scale," the

price varying with the desired hours of lighting. It was origi-

nated by some of the gas companies in London making arrange-
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ments with a limited number of shop-keepers in a block of build-

ings, sometimes known as a parade (hence the name) to put

down a small compressing plant in an adjacent basement, and

run a supply along the building fronts to feed high-pressure

lamps outside the shop windows.

Owing to the fact that a constant pressure can be relied upon,

the consumption of such lamps per hour is a known quantity;

and as the control of each of these plants, and the lighting and

extinguishing of the lamps, is in the hands of the gas company,

it was a simple matter to arrange a fixed price per annum to

cover the cost of working, the hire of lamps, maintenance, gas

supplied, etc.

In order to meet the varying requirements of different trades-

men, a schedule of rates is arranged according to the hours of

light required. While they are ah lighted automatically by the

starting of the compressor at the same hour, they are extin-

guished by the companies' men at different times, according to

requirements. In this system there is no necessity to meter the

gas and it does not enter the consumers' premises.

The immediate success of these small installations led to their

being rapidly multiplied, so that in certain instances it was found

more economical to couple them up by means of a main worked

from some central point, thus doing away with the smaller com-

pressing units.

Owing to the popularity of this arrangement, many of the

gas companies in London have now put down long runs of high-

pressure mains for supplying lamps on this system. The mains

are generally run under the pavement on each side of the street,

so that the roadway has not to be disturbed to make a connection.

The Tottenham and Edmonton Gas Company, which was one

of the first companies to go in for this system on an extensive

scale, has now some twelve miles of mains entirely devoted to

this purpose, and the South Metropolitan Gas Company has

recently extended its system to fourteen miles.

At the present moment, in London and its vicinity, it is cal-

culated that there are over 12,000 lamps, of an average candle-

power of 1,000, now in use supplied by six gas companies, and
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these are being constantly added to. The majority of these

have been fitted up within the past two years.

In the Gas Light & Coke Company's area there are over 3,500

of these lamps supplied on this system.

In the case of the main by which they supply the Cities of

Westminster and London, a constant pressure is kept up, and a

supply is available, not only for scale lighting, but also for

various factory and industrial purposes through the daytime.

A very large installation on this main is Victoria Station of the

London, Brighton & South Coast Railway, which is lighted

throughout by high-pressure gas.

FACTORY LIGHTING.

It is only within the past two or three years that much progress

has been made in public street lighting and the "scale" lighting

before referred to, but high-pressure gas lighting secured a firm

footing in factories and workshops almost from its first intro-

duction, and it is chiefly in this field that the system has been

developed in the past.

The existence of power on the spot or the presence of work-

men who can look after the running of a plant are factors in

favor of adopting the system in the case of such premises. The

flexibility of the size of units is also an advantage, as it is pos-

sible to use efficiently from one cubic foot per unit up to say

75 feet and more, from the same supply; while in many cases

the high-pressure gas can, at the same time, be advantageously

used for industrial heating purposes. A notable instance of this

dual purpose is seen in the case of lauhdries where the high-

pressure gas is used for heating the gas irons and rollers of

machines in place of the old air blast system, with a considerable

economy (amounting in some extreme cases to as much as 50

per cent.), chiefly owing to the better control and regulation of

the mixture.

Within the past few years there has been in Great Britain a

marked advance in the use of town gas for all sorts of industrial

heating and melting purposes, and this advance has been largely

brought about by the convenience and efficiency of high-pressure

gas for such purpose. In the City of Birmingham a large high-

pressure main has been put down, distributing over a large area
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gas at 15 pounds per square inch, chiefly for such purposes, its

use for street lighting being merely a secondary consideration.

The laying down of such mains will have a very marked influ-

ence on the progress of the use of high-pressure gas for all pur-

poses, as they do away with the inconvenience of individual

compressors. There are still a few problems to be solved in

the successful metering of such supplies, and while meters are

manufactured for this purpose, they have not yet come into

general use. The difficulty lies in the fact that under varying

pressures the gas has a varying volume, and this has to be com-

pensated for. I have little doubt that in a very short time this

problem will be satisfactorily solved, as other difficulties have

been overcome in the past.

I will conclude these very inadequate notes by repeating that,

while illuminating engineers as well as the gas industry have

much and may in future have still more for which to thank those

who have devoted much time, money and ingenuity to the devel-

opment of high-pressure gas lighting, and while it may be true

thai the future of gas lighting for trade purposes may lie in that

direction, the battle is still in process between special or high

and normal or low-pressure systems, and every case must be

considered on its merits. The latest advances have been in favor

of the normal pressure; but, where a large number of very large

units of light are required, the high-pressure system is easily

first.
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PART II.—HIGH PRESSURE GAS LIGHTING IN GERMANY.

BY OSCAR KLATTE.

Remarkable development in high candle-power gas lighting,

both by means of gas under high pressure (about two pounds)

and by the use of gas at ordinary distribution pressures and air

under high pressures (about half a pound), has taken place in

Germany during the past ten years, so that in nearly all of the

leading cities one or the other of these systems is in vogue.

These systems are used for lighting the principal thorough-

fares and the squares or parks, and many ingenuous methods for

lowering the lamps for trimming have been devised.

Many of the streets are lined with trees, so that to obtain the

best illumination results, it has been necessary to hang the lamps

over the center of the street. This has been accomplished both

by the use of a pole with long projecting arm and by a wire

suspension device, the wire being attached to the poles on opposite

sides of the street.

Where the pole with the arm has been used, the arm is made
with a double swing joint, so that lamp may be lowered to a con-

venient point for trimming. Where the wire suspension is used,

a travelling block is installed, so that the suspension hook may be

hauled to the side of the street and the lamp lowered so as not

to interfere with trafific. Where this method of suspension is

employed, the gas or air connection is made through a flexible

tube.

The lamps used have one, three four or five mantles, and vary

in candle-power from 500 to 4,000.

An indication of the growth of this form of lighting is found

in the city of Berlin. Up to 1905, about 15 miles^ of street were

lighted with electric arc lamps, and from 1905 to 191 1 one mile

of electric lighting was added. In 1905, about 4 miles were

lighted with high pressure gas. but during the period from 1905

to 191 1, 32 miles of high pressure gas lighting were added,

and a further extension of 42 miles is contemplated.

While the use of pressure gas lighting is more or less commonly

seen in various parts of the world for street lighting, in Germany
1 One mile = 1.609 !""•
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it is used, not only for lighting streets, but also for lighting freight

stations, amusement parks and similar enclosed or semi-enclosed

spaces where high candle-power units are suitable; and the use

of this method of lighting with single mantle units and indirect

fixtures is being developed for the illumination of drafting-rooms

and schools.

Indications point to a greatly increased development of this

method of lighting for all purposes.
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PART III.—HIGH PRESSURE GAS LIGHTING IN AMERICA.

BY R. N. ZEEK.

High pressure gas lighting in America has not reached the

same state of development that it has in either England or

Germany. This, undoubtedly, has been due to the fact that

pressure gas lighting has never been pushed in this coimtry as

a commercial possibility ; however, with the number of instal-

lations now being operated successfully, there is every reason

to suppose that this form of lighting will take its place among
the more common ones.

I shall attempt to confine this paper to only a description of

each of the six installations at my command ; but a few words

giving the reason for the advent and also the development of

pressure gas lighting will not be amiss at this point.

It is a well known fact that increasing the pressure of the air

or gas delivered to a lamp increases the efficiency at least 40

per cent. That is to say, if the candles per cubic foot of gas

consumed for a low pressure lamp is 15, then the candles per

cubic foot of gas consumed for this same lamp if supplied with

pressure gas would amount to 21. It does not follow, however,

that low pressure lamps can be installed on a high pressure

system with satisfactory results. The products of combustion

from such an installation would be entirely too hot and abun-

dant to insure the positive operation of the appliance. Then

again the air ports of a low pressure lamp are altogether too

small to supply the requisite amount of air for higher consump-

tions. The above increase in efficiency is due to the fact that

the mantles can be made much longer, thereby exposing a greater

surface to the bunsen flame and requiring only a slight increase

in consumption to obtain this long flame as well as the attaining

of a higher temperature. This fact together with the increasing

popularity of high pressure gas distribution indicates that it is

only a question of time when lamps can be installed in any

locality and connected to the high pressure mains through indi-

vidual governors.

The installations which I propose to describe are in Philadel-
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phia, W'aterbury, Conn., Wilmington, Del., Washington, Des

Moines and Chicago.

The installation in Philadelphia consists of seven two-arm

ornamental posts equipped with fourteen two-mantle lamps,

located on Broad and on Arch Streets, around the United Gas

Improvement Company's building.

The ordinary pressure in a gas mantle supplied from the mains

is about 1.5 ounces, but in the system under consideration this

pressure is increased by a blower to two pounds.

The gas comes from a street main through a special service,

passes through the meter, and then through an anti-fluctuator

placed in the line to prevent any possible fluctuations from the

compressor being noticed in the service. From the blower the gas

goes to a storage tank through a relief valve so adjusted that,

when the pressure is in excess of five pounds, the gas is by-passed

through the relief valve and through the inlet to the governor.

The storage tank in this case is a lOO-gallon hot water boiler,

and its great capacity prevents any fluctuation being communi-

cated to the governor. From the storage tank the gas is con-

ducted through a governor weighted to throw an outlet pressure

of two and one-quarter pounds, thereby insuring two pounds at

the lamp.

The blower or compressor is, in this case, directly connected

to a specially wound motor, but there is no reason why the com-

pressor could not be run by a belt connected to either an electric

or water motor, or a gas engine. In some of the installations

gas engines are used to drive the compressor, and are so located

that they can be used for demonstration purposes.

A separate line of piping was run to supply the pilot lights

of the lamps. This pilot is controlled from a point in the base-

ment, and the compressing plant has a valve arranged with a

lever which may be set in three positions, one entirely off, which

is the position of the cock when the lamps are burning and the

pilot gas is entirely oft'. The second position is with the valve

about half way open, which is the position during the day or

when the lamps are extinguished. The third is when the valve

is entirely open, giving a long jet, or practically a flash pilot,

and is used only for a short time when the lamps are being
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lighted from the pilot, or when the pilot in turn is being lighted

from the lamps.

The entire compressing plant is installed in duplicate as an

emergency precaution.

A few figures on the illumination obtained from these lamps

will be of interest here. The two lamps on each post are hung

i6 ft. 6 in. (4.03 m.) above the pavement, while the posts are

spaced 35 ft. 6 in. (10.82 m.) from center to center. Considering

the plane of illumination 3 ft. (0.609 ^•) above the pavement,

the average illumination was 3.0 foot-candles. These readings

were taken within a radius of 15 ft. (4.57 m.) from the base of

the post, and strange to say, all of the readings were very uni-

form. This was undoubtedly due to the fact that directly below

the mantle where the distance was the least, the smallest pos-

sible incandescent surface was exposed to the disk of the

illuminometer.

The shape of the light distribution curve from the lamp bears

out this argument. The shape of this curve indicates that the

lamps are peculiarly well adapted to street lighting, since directly

below the lamps the candle-power is 480 and at 65 deg. the

candle-power is 920.

In Waterbury, Conn., the case is an entirely different one.

Seven single mantle lamps are installed on as many posts at the

approach to the railroad station. A high pressure main supply-

ing an outlying district passes through this locality, when made

the installation of high pressure lamps a very economical and

easy one.

The pressure on the main line supplying these posts varies

from ten to twenty pounds per square inch (6.45 sq. cm.) during

a twenty-four hour day. This pressure is reduced by means of a

small governor, 3.5 in. (8.89 cm.) in diameter, located on the line

in the base of each post, to two pounds which is the pressure

best adapted to this particular lamp.

The lamp is operated by means of a pilot light supplied

through the main cock at the lamp, which cuts off the pilot during

the lighting hours. The lamp cocks are operated by a lever with

a light rod attached, extending down the post to within eight or
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ten feet of the ground, for convenience in lighting and extin-

guishing.

The installation at Wilmington, Del., is similar to the one

above described in operation in Philadelphia. There are four

single mantle lamps installed on posts on the Market Street front

of the gas company's building. The pressure is obtained by

means of a compressing plant in the basement of the building'

and the lamps are operated and controlled in much the same

way as in Philadelphia.

The installation in Washington, D. C, consists of six two-

mantle lamps installed on three posts in front of the general

offices and four single mantle lamps installed on two posts in

front of the sales department offices. The pressure is obtained

by a compressor located in the basement, and the operation of

the lamps and pilots is similar to that described above in the

case of Philadelphia.

Des Moines, la., has six single burner high pressure lamps

installed on three ornamental curb posts. The pressure is

obtained from a compressing plant in the cellar, operated by a

2.5 horse-power gas engine which serves the double purpose of

being an exhibit for the sale of gas engines as well as furnishing

the power for the compressor. The method of operating the

lamps and pilots is identical with those previously described.

The installation in Chicago consists of 40 single mantle lamps

installed on brackets between the columns of the Peoples Gas

Light & Coke Company's building.

The lamps are operated on gas boosted to two pounds pressure

and to secure the increase in pressure on these units there has

been installed in the sub-basement a duplicate booster set, con-

sisting of two four horse-power motors direct connected to two

blowers. They are so connected as to eliminate the possibility

of allowing the pressure to drop back to city pressure, inasmuch

as the motors are connected to a specially constructed panel

board arranged so that if one machine should stop from any

cause whatever, the other machine is automatically thrown in

and takes up the load.

The boosters will give a pressure of five pounds per sq. in.

but the gas is not delivered to the lamps at this pressure. A
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specially contsructed governing by-pass is used which by-passes

the excessive amount of gas back through the booster again.

There are other systems on the market; one especially, where

the air is delivered to the lamp under pressure—about 2 in.

(5.08 cm.) of water—is extensively used; but of course in this

case another pipe to each lamp is required.

In these cases the efficiency will be practically the same as

with the pressure gas lamps.

Since high pressure gas lighting has passed the experimental

stage, and for a number of years has been so successfully

operated in America, there is every reason to suppose that in

the near future this form of lighting will be as prominent as

either low pressure gas or electricity is to-day.

DISCUSSION,

Mr. W. J. Serrill : The problem of running high pressure

gas lamps, under the weather conditions existing in this country,

seems to have been solved. We now have what may be called

practicable high pressure gas lamps. We have just passed out of

the experimental stage, and this accounts for the fact that so

little has been done with high pressure lighting in this country.

I might say incidentally that a pressure of two pounds seems

to have been adopted as the standard pressure for high pressure

lamps-

Many gas companies in this country, until recently, have

looked upon street lighting with gas as unprofitable business and

have not actively pushed for it. I refer especially to the light-

ing of business sections. Now that they have practicable high

pressure lamps, it seems to me that the gas companies should

wake up.

Mr. H. H. Magdsick: In his concluding paragraph Mr.

Zeek has expressed a very hopeful view of the future of high-

pressure gas lighting in this country. The high-pressure gas lamp

will, of course, find its chief source of competition in electric

lamps of high intensity and high efficiency, such as the flame arc.

Two years ago Mr. E. N. Wrightington of the Boston Consoli-

dated Gas Company in his lecture during the Johns Hopkins

University course in illuminating engineering gave cost data from
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which it would seem that the lighting in the class of service for

which these large sources are adapted—the illumination of main

thoroughfares, display lighting, etc.—can be accomplished at less

cost with the long-burning flame arc lamps which have been

developed since that time. It would be interesting to know what

changes have been made in the performance and operating cost

of th'e high-pressure gas units since these data were presented.

Mr. C. a. B. Halvorson, Jr. : I would like to ask if the price

of^gas abroad has anything to do with the use of high pressure

gas for street lighting? I think it has.

Mr. R. F. Pierce: Regarding the comparative costs of the

electric flame arcs and high pressure gas lamps, that is the operat-

ing costs, I would say I have no data available of the practise m

this country, but such as has been published regarding the com-

parative operating costs of the two systems is much in favor

of the high pressure gas system. Of course, most of this data

has come over from England, where the flame arc is a com-

petitor. European practise shows that the high pressure gas

lamp is a more economical and satisfactory means of illumina-

tion The prices for gas are somewhat lower abroad than m this

countrv; but when the comparative B. t. u. values are consid-

ered l' doubt whether the prices are very much different. I think

the price of gas has very little to do with it. What has had the

most to do with it has been the activity of the gas companies

abroad, who generally occupy different commercial relations with

the electrical central stations than those in this country.

Regarding the efficiencies of lamps of this type, the present

types^of low pressure gas lamps give a maximum light output of

about 20 mean spherical candle-power per cubic foot of gas.

Slightly higher results have been obtained in certain tests, but

this is a good figure. I recently tested some high pressure gas

lamps ranging in size from 70 mean spherical candle-power to

2000 and the average efficiency was about 40 mean spherical

clndle-power per cubic foot of gas. This would indicate that the

efficiency of the high pressure lamps is at least double that of the

low pressure lamps.

I might add one statement regarding the efficiency of these

lamps. It is very dangerous to base efficiency figures upon the
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performance of one particular lamp or installation. Gas lamps

must be suited to the gas furnished to them and any considerable

variation from the proper equipment may produce serious re-

sults. I know of one case where a lamp had been tested in

Europe and found to give 52 mean spherical candle-power per

cubic foot of gas, and when tested in this country gave an effi-

ciency of but 24 mean spherical candle-power, but by a reason-

able amount of experimenting and trial we succeeded in getting

the same efficiency as they obtained over there. It is a matter

of getting the best equipment for the lamp, and unless this is

done the performance will not be such as to justify a sweeping

statement regarding the system as a whole.

Mr. R. B Hussey : I might add in regard to the maintenance,

that I had occasion to see an experimental installation of high

pressure gas lamps a short time ago in Springfield, Mass., and
from data given me there I figured that the maintenance would
be higher for any cost of gas in excess of 35 or 40 cents than

for luminous arc lamp lighting such as is used in Baltimore, New
Haven and other places, or for long-burning flame arcs such as

are used in Chicago- Of course, this was an experimental instal-

lation. As I recall it, the lamps were of the three-mantle type

and consumed about 60 cubic feet of gas per hour.

I should like to ask in regard to the color of light from these

high pressure gas lamps. In the installations I have seen it

seemed to me that the color is more yellow than in the low pres-

sure lamps. I should like to ask also in regard to other installa-

tions in this country and also abroad, if the color of the light

is not more yellow than that from the tungsten filament lamp
and if it is comparable with the yellow flame electric arcs.

Mr. C. W. Jordan : The color of the light given by high-

pressure gas lamps is a direct function of the percentage of

cerium oxide in the mantle. Mantles containing 0.25 per cent, to

0.5 per cent, of ceria give a light very white in color. Increasing

the amount to 1.5 per cent, a reddish light is obtained.

Thus the color of the light from high-pressure lamps can be

controlled within certain limits by the manufacturer without

great loss in efficiency by simply regulating the ceria content of

the mantle.
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If it has been noticed that the color is more yellow than that

from low-pressure lamps, then for definite reasons the manu-

facturer has probably specified a mantle giving such a color-

Mr. G. S. Barrows : One thing to be considered in the foreign

lamps is that they are not well adapted for use in this country;

the weather conditions are entirely different. The lamps which

were brought here are most carefully constructed and every-

thing was done to make them satisfactory, but they would not

work well under the extreme conditions of temperature and the

high winds which we have here.

The average mantle life abroad has been lo days, while our

mantles have given over 45 days.

Regarding the trimming of the lamps at the corner of Broad

and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, I would say that they are trimmed

once a week. This trimming means that the globes are cleaned

once a week and very often this is the only trimming done. Of

course our mantle record shows that we are renewing several

mantles every week, but some weeks will show no mantles or

globes changed at all.

As to the equipment necessary for trimming a lamp—of course

if a lamp is up in the air, one must either go up to it or the lamp

must be lowered. All the lamps that I have seen (either electric

or gas) that were centrally suspended were lowered by means

of an arm on the post or other means. Abroad either a flexible

tube with a metallic covering or a swing joint is used. In London

the lamps are attached to the buildings because the charter of

the Gas Light & Coke Co. permits attachment of lamps to any

building in London City, but not in Westminster or other parts

of London. Cannon Street. I think, is the only one where the

lamps are attached to the buildings. In Germany, lamps are

suspended above the center of the street, the suspending wires

being fastened to the buildings or trolley or lighting poles, and

a travelling block used. The blocks are not intricate pieces of

mechanism, and the lamps are trimmed very readily. Then,

there is another kind of swing joint- Let us assume that the lamp

is to be hung about 20 feet above the ground. The post itself

is in two parts, the stationary part about 14 feet high, with a

yoke at the top. In this yoke is hung the movable part of the

4
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post. This movable part is in general appearance a continuation

of the stationary part, and consists of a pipe carrying the lamp

at one end and a counterweight at the other. At about the center

of this pipe is a suitable connection for fastening to the yoke

of the stationary post. When the lamp is to be trimmed, the

movable part swings downward, so that the positions of the two

ends are reversed, the lamp being at the bottom and the counter-

weight at the top.

For open spaces, this method of suspension is a very satis-

factory one, but in busy streets too much room is required for

the swinging of the arm, and it is not as satisfactory a method

of suspension as that in which a block is used.
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SOME REFLECTING PROPERTIES OF PAINTED
INTERIOR WALLS.*

BY CLAUDE W. JORDAN.

The determination' of the reflection co-efficients for various

types of wall papers has received some attention and the results

obtained have often proved of great assistance to the illuminating

engineer in working out specific interior lighting problems.

^^'ithin recent years there has been a great advance in the use

of painted walls in securing harmonious effects in the decoration

of the interiors of dwellings and public buildings, but apparently

there has been little or no work published of determinations of

the reflecting properties of the various types of paints used. The
mcreased use of painted finishes is. in all probability, due to the

durability of the surface, ease in cleaning and replacing, and the

demand for greater simplicity in design, although in special cases

some very intricate work has been done with wall paints. In-

cidentally there is a factor which is of great importance, and that

is the sanitary value due to the inherent composition of the liquid

paint, the fact that the surfaces can be cleansed by washing, and
also the character when dry. This fact has been substantiated ex-

perimentally^ by exposing test boards, some of which were painted

and others covered with wall paper, to equally unsanitary condi-

tions; after a definite period the number of colonies of bac-

teria which developed from the washings of the surfaces was
determined on the usual agar-agar, bouillon and gelatine culture

mediums. In all cases the results were decidedly in favor of

the painted surfaces, showing that the oxidized oil surface har-

bors little dust and the associated bacteria which may be either

pathogenic or non-pathogenic.

Generally when paints are used, light colors are selected ; and

when they become noticeably dirty, attention is attracted to the

fact that for sanitary and other reasons they should be cleaned.

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering
Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.

> Dr. F. F. Gwyer, Cornell Univ. Med. College, New York City.
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\\'ith these factors in favor of painted walls, the future seems

quite bright and opens up a wide field of investigation of the

physical properties which are of interest to the illuminating en-

gineer.

APPARATUS USED.

The apparatus used in making reflection determinations was,

with the exception of a few minor details, similar to that em-

ployed by Mr. Gilpin- in a recent investigation on the effect of

varying the incident angle upon the co-efficient of diffused reflec-

tion. This is shown diagrammatically in figure i.

A sharply defined spot of light is thrown upon a test surface

and the reflected light in the plane of the incident ray is measured

Incandescentlightsource

PrimarystancfanfPlane of Lummer-Brodhun
IQCfxtlecfriclamp Surface ContrastDisk

Fig. I.—Plau of apparatus.

Secondarystandarcf
2SC-p. tungsten lamp

upon a photometer bar. Thus a photometric curve of the re-

flected light is obtained.

In calculating the efficiency of reflection, it is necessary to de-

termine the total amount of light falling upon, and the total

amount of light reflected from, the surface, the ratio being the

co-efficient of reflection in that direction. The first quantity is

obtained by determining (a) the eft'ective center of the light

source from the axis of the surface in feet, (b) the area of the

spot light in square feet, (c) the intensity of the light source in

candles and (d) the angle between the incident ray and the

normal.

The computation of the incident light in lumens from the above

is as follows

:

- Transactions of the Illuminating Engineering Society, vol. v, p. S55, Dec, 1910.
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, . , , ,
A X C. P. X COS. e

Incident lumens = .., .

a

'

Where A = area of spot light,

C. P. = intensity of source.

6 =z incident angle.

d := the distance from the effective center to

the axis of the test surface in feet.

The quantity of reflected light is calculated by plotting a

photometric curve about the spot light and the average candle-

power in ten equal zone angles determined. This value multi-

plied by 6.28 gives the reflected lumens.

The light source used for making these determinations was an

upright incandescent gas lamp having an artificial-fiber-base man-

tle, properly seasoned to give constancy of illumination and used

with a gas of a constant heating value. The candle-power was

checked at short intervals and showed very little variation.

The primary standard of light was a 10 candle-power carbon

filament electric lamp and the secondary standard was a low-

voltage tungsten lamp of 2.5 candle-power.

TYPES OF WALL PAINT.

In general there are two types of wall paints used for inter-

ior work, those which when dry have a very flat finish and those

which retain a glossy finish. There are, of course, many inter-

mediary finishes such as (a) "dead" flat, (b) semi-flat, (c) glossy,

and (d) highly enameled. But these simply modify the reflecting

differences between the extremes, namely, flat and highly glossy

finish.

An absolutely flat paint is not commercially practicable if the

physical advantages of paints are to be realized, as there must be

a certain amount of oxidized oil present to hold together firmly

the paint particles and to act as a protector from dust. Water

color paints come nearer to being dead flat than do any other

kind, but these require constant renewal, as they cannot be suc-

cessfully cleaned without deterioration of the decoration.

An analysis of a fairly good commercial flat paint is as fol-

lows :
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Per cent.
Pigment by weight 67

Liquid or vehicle by weight 33

Composition of Liquid :

Linseed oil 20

Varnish 20

Turpentine 60

The adherence of the pigment is dependent upon the linseed

oil and the varnish which, when dry, form a hard glossy sur-

face, but as the absolute amount of liquid present is small and 60

per cent, volatilizes, an apparently flat finish is obtained.

A glossy paint on the other hand may be represented by the

following formula

:

Per cent.

Pigment by weight 50

Liquid by weight 50

The liquid in some cases is varnish combined with waxes or in

others, when a less glossy paint is desired

:

Per cent.

Processed linseed oil 60

Turpentine 40

The finish of a paint has a marked effect upon the diffusion

and efticiency of a reflecting surface, as will be subsequently

shown. For purposes of comparison, two white paints of nearly

the same pigment composition were selected, one of which

dried to a flat finish while the other retained a highly glossy fin-

ish. These were painted on smooth plastered test surfaces, and

the co-efficient of reflection determined with the incident light

in each case at o deg., 15 deg., 30 deg., 45 deg. and 60 deg. to

the normal of the plane. Fig. 2 shows the reflection curves ob-

tained at each angle from the flat finish paint. It will be seen

that as the angle of incidence increases, the efficiency of the

surface as a reflector becomes slightly greater. The diffusion

curve becomes slightly elliptical as the angle of incidence be-

comes less, shifting very slightly toward the direction of the in-

cident ray. The average efliciency of this type of paint at the

incident angle tested, was 63.3 per cent.

Fig. 3 shows the reflection curves obtained at the various angles

from the glossy finish paints. These curves well show the effect of

specular or regular reflection at each incident angle. It will be
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noted that the curve representing the 60 deg. incident ray shows

very good diffusion to the 30 deg. angle on the left, at which point

the candle-power is suddenly increased by the specular reflection

from the oil surface of the paint. It is well known that if light

rays passing through a homogeneous medium are disturbed by

the introduction of a substance of different optical density, the

rays undergo a sudden change in direction at its surface, each

ray splitting into two—a reflected and a refracted ray. The regu-

lar laws of reflection and refraction hold in that the reflected and

refracted ravs both lie in the plane of incidence. The angle of

Fig. 2. -Reflection from flat finish paint in plane of incident angle.

reflection is equal to the angle of incidence and the angle of re-

fraction bears the following relation to the angle of incidence.

Sin ^
Sin 6' ~ ^''

in which = the angle of incidence.

6' = the angle of refraction,

n = the index of refraction in terms of the surrounding

medium.

The amounts of light reflected and refracted depend upon the

degree of polarization, the incident angle and the index of refrac-

tion of the transparent medium, the reflection becoming greater

the greater the incident angle.
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The light which is reflected from the surface is, in general, of

the same color as the light source, while that which is reflected

by the pigment depends upon the selective absorption of that

pigment and may be influenced by the color of the oil filament.

These facts may be of some importance in the use of any given

paint when uniformity of color is especially desired. To illus-

trate this point, both slits of a spectrometer were set at the same

width and the light source was adjusted so that the reflected

light from two mat surfaces was of equal intensity. The dis-

tribution of white light in the spectrum could then be conveni-

ently represented by a straight line (a), fig. 4.

Fig. 3.— Reflection from glossy finish paint in plane of incident angle.

The distribution of dififused light from (b), a red painted sur-

face of flat finish, and (c) a green painted surface of flat finish,

were then obtained. Similarly colored surfaces having glossy

finishes gave the distribution shown in fig. 5 when the surface

was turned at the proper angle with relation to the incident angle,

so that specularly reflected light entered the slit.

If the paint pigment reflected monochromatically, the eft'ect of

dilution with white light would tend only to change the satura-

tion, or, in some cases, to dilute it to such an extent that it ap-

peared nearly the same color as the light; but if the light sources

are of variable spectral compositions, then the dilution may tend

to change the hue as well as the saturation; and if it is diluted
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sufficiently it appears nearly the same color as the light source.

The total dilution would occur if the light source were sufficiently
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Fig. 4.—Selective reflection of flat paints.

large to entirely prevent diffused selectively reflected light from

entering the eye. There are, however, no monochromatic paints

on the market and some marked changes in hue are noticeable in
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Fig. 5.—Dilution of selective reflected light with specularly reflected white light.

colors of complex compositions when mixed even with white

light and especially with variable spectral sources. Such paints
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would, however, have a great advantage in that the color of the

diffused reflected light would be affected only in intensity by dif-

ferent light sources.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of reflected light from sage-green

paints of flat and glossy finishes. The reflection from the flat

finish at the 60 deg. incident angle is 34 per cent., while the glossy

finish at a similar angle shows 62.5 per ceiit. Assuming that the

composition of the oxidized oil remains constant, or nearly so,

the lower the coefficient of dift'used reflection from a flat finish

paint, the greater the percentage dift'erence between it and a

Fig. 6.—Distribution of reflected light from sage green paints in plane of incident angle.

similarly colored paint with an oil finish. If a diffuse reflector

is 100 per cent, efficient, then the specular reflection from a

similar glossy paint could not increase the efficiency, but as the

co-efficient of dift'used reflection becomes lower, the percentage

difference between the flat and glossy finishes becomes greater

as specular reflection remains constant or nearly so.

Several distribution curves of the reflected light were made in

a plane at right angles to the plane of the incident rays of light

and in the case of a very flat finish paint gave practically the

same results as those obtained in the other plane.

The followinsf results were obtained

:
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Incident angle
Deg.

in pi
Reflection
ane of incidence
Per cent.

At right angles
Per cent.

60 66.S 64.2

45 64-3 64.0

30 62.5 63.5

15 62.0 62.5 ^

60.7 61.8

A flat white paint on smooth plastered surface was used.

In the case of a glossy paint the results were quite different

as would be expected. In the plane at right angles to the plane

Fig. 7.—Showing reflection from semi-matt paint in planes of incident angles.

cf incidence, diffusion curves were obtained almost similar to

those of a flat finish paint. The results were as follows

:

Incident angle
Deg.

in pi
Reflection
ane of incidence
Per cent.

At right angles
Per cent.

60 89.0 62.0

45 78.5 62.9

30 70.0 63.5

15 65.3 67.0

62 64.0

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of reflected light from a semi-

glossy paint with incident angles of 60 deg. and 30 deg. It will

be noted that on the more oblique angle there was some little dis-

tortion of the curve due to specular reflection, while at 30 deg.

the reflection was fairly diffused. This was quite apparent when

the test surface was held in such a position that the light came
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from an oblique angle, for the color sensation was nearly white.

When held in a position so that the incident light was normal the

surface appeared to be a good dififuser and there was no apparent

oil surface which would give specular reflection. The thickness

of the oil coating, then, determines somewhat the angle at which

specular reflection is most noticeable.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WALL SURFACES.

The physical structure of wall surfaces affects somewhat the

distribution curve of the reflected light, the amount depending

upon the nature of the finish. There are two general types of

surfaces commonly used, the smooth plastered finish and the

Fig. 8.—Micrographic enlargement of rough plastered walls.

rough plastered finish. A very homogeneous surface can be ob-

tained by using ordinary plaster, while the roughening eft'ect can

be made to any degree desired by controlling the size of the

sand particles used.

Fig. 8 is a micrographic enlargement of a rough finished wall

and gives a general idea of the reflection effect when the light

rays come from a very oblique angle. This surface, however,

was not painted when this photograph was taken.

Fig. 9 is a micrographic enlargement of a smooth finish wall

and of the same magnification as fig. 8. This surface is fairly
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smooth and the very sl.ght irregularities, ""P"«Pf^'^
'"

'^;=

naked eye. would largely disappear after receivutg --- -^
^

of paint, thus leaving a very honiogeneous layer of extremeh

'"^oT the'S'ot of accurate conrparison, the Bat and glos^

pafn s used'on the smooth wall for illustrating the .-eflect.on if-

ferences of the two finishes were painted on rough-plaste, ed test

'''

pt. 10 shows the reflection curve and the efl^ciencies obtained

from the glossv finished paint on this type of surface with the

incident angles of 60 deg., 45 cieg- 3° deg., 15 deg. and o deg.

Fig. ,.-Miorographic =,.largeme„t of .n.ooth plastered wall.

,0 the normal of the plane. The general eflfect of specular re-

fleetionTs still quite prominent, but the diffused light ,n the direc-

"^n oTthe incident angle ,s slightly increased. On ^.ry rough sur-

faces the specular reflection at an angle equal to the incident an-

S becomes less and a mixture of diflfused and -gular ref^ c d

Lht is noticeable in the direction of the incident rays. This can

be readily accounted for when considering the microscopic strue-

tur of the surface and taking into account the reflection laws.

Fig n shows the reflection curves and emciencies ob amed

from the flat finish paint on. the surface with the incident light
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from the various angles. The curves have all shifted slightly

towards the direction of the incident rays, as was noted in the

case of diffused reflection from the glossy paint.

In considering the physical characteristics of walls it may also

be of interest to mention something regarding the physical prop-

erties of the coloring particles composing the pigment. It is

well known that these particles are extremely small, for they

cannot be individually distinguished by the naked eye ; the

smaller particles require the use of a high-powered microscope

to clearly distinguish their form. The actual size of the pigments

has been determined bv several investigators and has been found
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Fig. 10.—Reflection from glossy finish paint in plane of incident angle.

to range in diameter from 0.0003 ^^^^- for the smallest particles of

sublimed white lead to as high as o.io mm. for asbestine. If these

small particles could be made to properly adhere to each other

without the use of any binding medium which would tend to

disturb their reflecting properties, the reflection of light from

the surface would closely follow Lambert's cosine law. Investi-

gations made by Wright^ using various finely divided oxides held

together by subjecting the mass to a high pressure showed that

this was true within a small percentage error.

Fig. 12 is a micrograph (about 1200 diameters magnification)

3 H. R. Wright, "Photometry of the Diffused Reflection of Light on Matt Surface.^,"

Philosophical Magazine, Feb., 1900.
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illustrating the nature of the reflecting surface. The individua!

appearance of the particles can be perhaps better observed by

the micrograph shown in fig. 13, in which the paint was spread on

a glass slide to form an extremely thin film.

Naturally from the size and irregular arrangement of these

particles, a microscopic matt surface is formed giving good dif-

fusion of light provided they are not covered with a refracting

oxidized oil.

The degree of subdivision of the pigment has also a marked

efifect upon the resulting color and reflection efficiency of the

paint. For instance, natural barium sulphate when formed into

Fig. II.—Reflection from flat finish paint in plane of incident angle.

a paint in linseed oil. is practically transparent due to the size

and nature of the particles. Chemically precipitated barium sul-

phate on the other hand, which is composed of extremely fine

particles, when ground in linseed oil forms a fairly opaque white

paint.

This holds for a great variety of pigments and the manufac-

turers of paints have found that in order to accurately repro-

duce a given color they must hold closely to the same pigment

size. This is accomplished by preparing the pigments by the

same methods at the intervals they are required.

The effect was reproduced experimentally by taking paints
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liaving rather large pigment particles and subdividing these by

crushing. Quite appreciable changes in the tint and the reflec-

titon efficiency followed.

The exact physical phenomenon has not been accurately deter-

mined, but it is supposed, for example in the case of natural

barium sulphate, there is no scattering of the light as the pigment

is composed of more or less transparent crystals, and conse-

quently the effect upon the eye is that of a transparent medium.

When the surfaces become very irregular by crushing the par-

ticles or using the chemically precipitated substance, the light is

Fig. 12.—Micrograph showing nature of painted reflecting surfaces.

(Magnified about 1200 diam.)

well scattered due to the great number of irregular planes thus

presented for reflection and refraction.

The distribution of the reflected light can be modified slightly

by the method of applying the paint. In painting surfaces by

means of the usual brush, if the paint is not of the proper con-

sistency, the liquid very volatile, or the brush defective, a pro-

nounced streak effect results which is undesirable from an artistic

point of view alone. This streaking effect distorts the curve of

the reflected light in a manner almost similar to the rough sur-

faces provided the streaks are at right angles to the plane of the

incident light.
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Pig. 13.—Micrograph showing nature of individual paint particles.

(Magnified about 1200 diani.)

The following table shows the percentage reflection from vari-

ous colored paints on smooth test plates in the planes of 60 deg.,

30 deg. and o deg. incident angles.

Percentage reflected at incident angle of

Sample
No.

Color
of paint Finish 60 deg. 30 deg. odeg. mean

I White Flat 66.8 62.5 60.7 63.4

2 White Flat 71-5 68.5 66.2 68.7

3 White Glossy 89.0 70.0 62.9 74.0

4 Cream Flat 55-6 53-8 51.0 53-5

5 Ivory Flat 52.8 50.0 48.0 50.0

6 Ivory Glossy 77.5 62.3 52.0 63-9

7 Aurora Yellow Flat 293 30.5 29.8 29.9

8 Fresco Green Glossy 32.6 18.8 II. 20.8

9 Pale Azure Semi-glossy 36.8 32.3 28.4 32.5

10 Bright Sage Flat 32.6 33-0 32.0 325

II Pompeian Red Flat lO.O 8.2 7-5 8.6

12 Forest Green Semi-gloss)- 19.0 13-5 12.2 14.9

13 Silver Gray Flat 20.5 18.2 17-3 18.6

14 Crimson Glossy 28.2 13.8 4.0 15.3

15 Crimson Flat 6.0 5-5 4-9 5-5

16 Nile Green Glossy 59-

1

41.2 33-3 44.5

17 Silver Gray Semi-glossy 35-0 29.8 24-5 29.8

18 Sky Blue Glossy 54.3 31-2 25-4 37-0

19 Sage Green Glossy 62.5 484 39-5 50.1
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The reflection coefficients are those obtained when the incident

light has the spectral composition of an incandescent gas lamp

and in some cases would probably differ materially if, for ex-

ample, a spot of light from a tungsten electric lamp, having a

different spectral composition, was used. The apparent colors to

the eye would then differ somewhat.

SUPPLEMENTARY.

It was recently suggested that the character of the incident

light as to diffusion might affect the efficiency of the reflecting*

surface to a marked degree. The thought was that with light

rays coming from a greater number of directions, that is diffused

light, they would be reflected more efficiently than the direct light,

such as was used in making the determination described. In order

to investigate this point the intensity of the light source in the ap-

paratus was increased about 30 per cent, by raising the gas pres-

sure, and a small circular piece of highly diffusive opal glass in-

serted in the opening of the screen, thus allowing a spot of light

highly diffusive in its nature to fall upon the test surface. The

intensity of the dift'used light was 2.5 candle power against 13.5

for the direct light. The reflection coefficients of white paints,

flat and glossy, on smooth surfaces were then determined and

gave the following results

:

Direct Light.

Reflection coefficient of incident angle of

60 deg. 30 deg. o deg.
Paint Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Flat white 66.8 62.5 60.7

Glossy white 89.0 70.0 62.9

Diffused Light.

Flat white 64.1 63.3 59.8

Glossy white 89.3 70.5 61.0

The efficiencies were in all cases in very close agreement and

the reflection curves were almost identical in shape, showing that

for ordinary painted walls the reflection of light is not materially

dependent on whether the light is highly diffused or direct from

a point source.
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DISCUSSION.

]\Ir. T. W. Rolph : It is stated that the quantity of reflected

light is determined by the usual method of averaging the candle-

power values at the centers of zones of equal flux. Presumably

in the curves shown in fig. 10 the average is taken on each side

of the curve. I would like to ask what assurance we have that

these curves, which were made in the plane of the angle of inci-

dence, represent the average of all the curves?

Mr. \V. J. C.\DV (communicated) : In regard to Mr. Jordan's

paper on the reflection from painted walls, I think it should be

pointed out that the figures which he gives should be used with a

great deal of discretion. For instance the figures which he gives

on the fifteenth page of his paper do not represent the coefficients

of reflection of the surfaces tested nor do they correctly repre-

sent the percentage of reflected light. For the dift'usely reflec-

ing surfaces they are undoubtedly very close to the true reflec-

tion coefficients but for the glossy surfaces they are not repre-

sentative.

It is not correct to calculate the lumens given out from a light

source or secondary reflecting surface by using a lumens con-

stant, as is done on the third page, unless the distribution curve

represents the average of all planes. In case of a matte surface

the error involved would be slight and in the case of a perfectly

diffusing surface the method would be correct. But for the

case of a reflecting surface such as a glossy paint the error will

be quite large. This is brought out forcibly in ]\Ir. Jordan's

paper, on the sixth page, for if he had continued the tests to have

included an incident angle of 75 deg., the per cent, reflection

would have been 100 per cent, or over, which of course would

be out of the question. Also on the ninth page the tests on the

glossy paint in the two planes, one including the plane of inci-

dence and the other at right angles to it, show that it is incorrect

to figure the coefficient of reflection from such a surface by test-

ing in but one plane. In this case it is shown that with an inci-

dent angle of 60 deg. the figure for the reflection in the plane of

incidence is 89.0 per cent., while in the plane at right angles to

this it is 62 per cent. The fact of the matter is that the true

value lies somewhere between these two figures. It, however, is
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not an average of the two but is nearer the 62 per cent, than the

89 per cent. The true value could be obtained by determining

the distributions in a sufficiently great number of planes to get

a correct average.

Mr. Claude W. Jordan (in reply) : Paints, termed by the

same name, but made by different independent manufacturers,

show quite a variation in their reflection coefficients. I have

found cream colored paints from several manufacturers to vary

as high as 10 per cent. It can thus be seen that the reflection

coefficients given in the table do not hold absolutely for the

specific paints when obtained from different manufacturers.

A question has been raised as to the irregularity of the 60 deg.

incident angle distribution curve at a point marked 60 deg. on

the left (fig. 10). This is due to the specular reflection from

the oil surfaces of the paint, as described in the text.

As to the method of obtaining the zero degree incident angle

curve, the light source is fixed in position normal to the test sur-

face and both are revolved around a central axis. Of course it

is practically impossible to obtain the candle-power at zero deg.

and this is interpolated. It can, however, be approached very

closely, to within 10 deg., without interfering with the reflected

light incident on the comparative disk.

Regarding Mr. Rolph's question—the curves shown are those

obtained in the plane of the incident angle. As described on the

eighth page of the paper, for diffusely reflecting paints there is

little difference in efficiency if the curves are made in a plane at

90 deg. to the plane of the incident angle.

In dealing with paints that reflect specularly, there is of course

a marked difference in the coefficient of reflection obtained in

the plane at 90 deg. and that obtained in the plane of the incident

angle.

This difference is shown in the table on the ninth page.

Just what the average reflecting power for this type of paint

is in a great number of planes I am not in a position to state.

In answer to Mr. W. J. Cady's communicated discussion

regarding the usefulness of the reflection coefficients given for

the various colored surfaces— it has already been forcibly brought
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out in the paper that these are the efficiencies obtained in the

plane of the incident light rays and should be treated as such.

The method of computation of assuming the intensities the

same in an infinite number of planes and thus calculating the

lumens was used, and while it admittedly does not represent the

true lumens in the case of a paint covered with a refracting oil.

it serves as an accurate criterion for obtaining the efficiency of

the reflecting surface. The coefficient of diffuse reflection is

obtained fairly accurately by interpolating the curve following

the cosine law and the coefficient of specular reflection is the

relative intensity of the reflected light at an angle equal to the

incident angle of the source. The average of the two is the

efficiency in the plane under investigation. Thus the curves

shown bear a practical relation to the average intensity of the

reflected light in the plane under investigation.

In the case of the pigment which is not covered with an

appreciable layer of a refracting oil, the average coefficients given

are closely correct for any incident angle except possibly the very

oblique angles slightly less than 90 deg. to the normal of the plane

when calculated by the lumen method.

The distribution curves ?.nd efficiencies of the reflected light

were purposely given in the plane of the incident light source to

demonstrate the variation when this angle is changed and also to

show that in practise a great increase in intensity on a working

plane can be obtained when the reflecting surface bears a proper

relation to the light source.

The average efficiency of a surface in a great number of planes

was discussed verbally by Mr. Rolph, and it is true that this is

not nearly as great as that shown in the single plane of the inci-

dent angle when the surface reflects specularly, the exact amount

being variable, depending on the coefficient of diffused reflec-

tion of the surface. In order to show that such was the case,

distribution curves were made at 90 deg. to the plane of the light

source. The results obtained are shown on the ninth page of

the paper.

Owing to the lack of time a greater number of angles was not

investigated.

A 100 per cent, efficiency at the 75 deg. incident angle could
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not possibly be realized, for when light rays pass from a medium
of less to greater optical density, regardless of the incident angle,

there is always a reflected and a refracted ray, the relative

amounts depending on the incident angle refractive indices, etc.

While at 75 deg. there is more light specularly reflected than at

60 deg., 100 per cent, efficiency is not realized, for diffused

reflection can be observed, and this always involves absorption.

If all of the incident light were specularly reflected, the efficiency

measurement of the surface would simply involve measurements

of intensity, following the inverse square law.
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THE ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES OF INDIRECT AND
SEMI-INDIRECT LIGHTING.*

THOMAS W. ROEPH.

This paper is an attempt to analyze from an engineering

standpoint, the problem of indirect and semi-indirect lighting.

The aim is to formulate the advantages of this class of lighting

and to determine the engineering requirements of the light-

units, which will obtain these advantages to their fullest degree

and most efficiently. Certain considerations, brought out by the

writer in a paper^ before the Pittsburgh section of the Society, in

May, form a logical part of this subject and will be repeated

here in abstract.

The term indirect lighting is used to refer to lighting systems

in which no light is received on the plane of illumination directly

from the light-units {i. e. the lamps and their equipment). The

term semi-indirect lighting refers to lighting systems in which

only a small part of the illumination is received directly from the

light-units. The term direct lighting is used in contra-distinction

to the above to refer to systems in which a large part (in rare

cases all) of the illumination is received directly from the light-

units.

The illumination received from the majority of lighting sys-

tems can properly be treated as made up of two parts—the di-

rect component and the indirect component. With totally di-

rect or totally indirect lighting, only one of these components

is present. Considering the utilization of light after it leaves

the light-unit, the efficiency of the direct component is obviously

lOo per cent., while the efficiency of the indirect component, due

to absorption of the ceiling and walls is usually less than 50 per

cent. Consequently, comparatively low illumination efficiency is

ordinarily obtained with lighting systems in which the indirect

component is high. This is the greatest drawback to the use

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Uluminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Out., September 16-19, 1912-

1 Trans., I. E. S., June, 1912.
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of such systems. There are also, however, certain minor dis-

advantages, the principal of which are too much light on the

walls causing depression of visual function, the undesirable ap-

pearance of a brightly lighted ceiling and lack of perspective due

to lack of shadow^s. These minor disadvantages can be largely

overcome by proper design. The walls should be dark in color

if the highest visual efficiency is to be obtained with this class

of lighting. Bright spots above the light-units can be largely

avoided by obtaining a wide distribution of light on the ceiling.

A small direct component will help the appearance by relieving

the contrast between a dark light-unit and the brightly lighted

ceiling. A small direct component also aids in giving perspective.

Low illumination efficiency is the only important and unavoid-

able disadvantage of lighting systems having a high indirect com-

ponent of the illumination. The advantages of a high indirect

component should be sufficient to justify this comparative ineffi-

ciency. These advantages are of two classes—esthetic and engi-

neering. The esthetic advantages will not be considered here.

The engineering advantages of a high indirect component are

all due to the great increase in size of the light-giving (or re-

flecting) areas. This increase in size insures a low intrinsic

brilliancy of all visible surfaces and a highly diffused (or multi-

directional) character to the light, which produces useful illumi-

nation. Low intrinsic brilliancy of surfaces within the range

of vision increases visual efficiency and comfort. A highly dif-

fused character to the illumination tends to eliminate specular

or regular reflection from surfaces worked on and to eliminate

sharp and deep shadows. Whether these advantages justify the

comparatively high cost of operation of an indirect or semi-in-

direct system of lighting must be decided for each particular in-

stallation. The absence of specular reflection in the direction

of the eye and of sharp and deep shadows are essential require-

m.ents of good illumination for surfaces on which close visual

work is to be performed ; but these requirements can often be met

by proper placement of direct light-sources, as well as by the dif-

fusion of a high indirect component. There are certain classes

of service, however, for which the preponderance of evidence

seems to justify the greater cost of an indirect or semi-indirect
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system. In this class are all rooms in which close visual work is

to be performed on surfaces which are not permanently located

or on surfaces which may be permanently located, but neces-

sarily in undesirable positions with reference to the light-sources.

Such rooms are drafting-rooms, offices, school-rooms, reading-

rooms, etc. The use of a high indirect component is also a

good method of illuminating such rooms as picture galleries

where the desideratum is vertical illumination on the walls with

minimum specular reflection.

Since the use of a high indirect component requires that the

efficiency of direct lighting be sacrificed, it is important to obtain

in return, the highest possible value in illumination advantages.

The question, therefore arises. What are the engineering require-

ments of the light-unit which will obtain the advantages of a high

indirect component as fully and as efficiently as possible? The

consideration of this question naturally divides itself into two

parts (i) \Miat proportion of the light should be direct? and

(2) What should be the photometric distribution of the light

comprising the indirect component?

PER CENT. DIRECT COMPONENT.
.

This question was treated in a paper delivered by the writer

before the Pittsburg section in May. The conclusion was reached

that the most desirable degree of elimination of specular reflec-

tion from working surfaces, of sharp and deep shadows, and of

glare from the light-unit requires that the direct component be

not over 15 per cent, of the total illumination. From the stand-

point of specular reflection, the argument is that if any lighting

proposition justifies the high operating cost of a comparatively

large indirect component, it justifies making the per cent, direct

component such as to eliminate specular reflection as much as

possible ; any uni-directional light will cause specular reflection

;

the light-unit should therefore be no brighter than the maximum
brilliancy of the ceiling providing this brilliancy is reasonably

low ; the illumination at any point on a working surface will then

be obtained in no greater degree from the light-unit than from

an equal nearby area of the ceiling and the glare from specular

reflection will be no greater than in the case of totally indirect

lighting; the direct component which will give this brilliancy of
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light-unit was found to be approximately 12 per cent, under

average conditions. From the standpoint of sharp and deep

shadows the value of 15 per cent, direct illumination was deter-

mined, largely as a result of a series of observations on.the effect

of various shadows on working surfaces. From the standpoint of

glare effect from the light-unit itself, the most desirable criterion

seemed to be that of intrinsic brilliancy no greater than the ceil-

ing, the same as adopted for the best degree of elimination of

specular reflection.

In order to supplement this reasoning, a further series of ob-

servations was made under the actual conditions of illumination

with varying percentages of direct and indirect components.

These were made to determine the per cent, direct component

at which shadows and specular reflection from working surfaces

are perceptible, perceptibly annoying and decidedly annoying. A
light-unit was used in which were two lamps, one giving direct

light only and the other indirect only. The lamps were on sepa-

rate circuits so that by varying the voltage of each circuit, the

illumination at any point on the working plane could be obtained

in any desired proportions of direct and indirect, while the total

illumination could be kept constant. Engineers familiar with

illumination requirements were selected as observers on the

theory that the opinions of such men in matters of this nature

are of more value than the opinions of laymen.

The room used was 20 feet 6 inches (6.25 m.) square and

10 feet (3.05 m.) in height. The finish of the ceiling was

white calcimine and of the walls light green calcimine. The walls,

however, were broken on three sides by four windows per side

while the fourth side of the room was a dark-colored wooden

partition with panels of maze glass. The light-unit was sus-

pended in the center of the room. Fig. i is a photograph of the

unit. The indirect component was obtained by using a 12 inch

(30.48 cm.) inverted bowl-shaped prismatic reflector with a 250-

watt clear tungsten filament lamp. The lamp was placed in a

position such that a distribution of light considerably wider than

the extensive distribution was obtained. It was thought that

by thus obtaining practically uniform illumination over a consid-

erable portion of the ceiling, the indirect component would be
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more nearly representative of lighting systems in which more
than one unit is used. The outside of the reflector was sur-

rounded by black cloth. Directly below this reflector was sus-

pended the direct unit consisting of an inverted 15 inch (38.1

cm.) shallow light-density opal reflecting shade with a loo-watt

clear tungsten filament lamp and a white cardboard reflecting

surface above. All the direct illumination was obtained by light

transmitted through the opal reflecting shade. The diffusion of

light over the surface of the shade was nearly perfect and rep-

resented very closely what is often obtained in practise with semi-

Fig. I.—Light-unit used for observations on specular reflection and shadows.

indirect lighting. All upward light was cut olif by black cloth

which was allowed to hang over the edge of the reflector cutting

off also, most of the direct light emitted toward the walls. The
upper edge of the indirect reflector was 2 feet 3 inches (0.68 m.)

from the ceiling, while the bottom of the shade used for direct

light was 3 feet 5 inches (1.04 m.) from the ceiling. The voltage

across each lamp was measured be means of a standard labora-

tory voltmeter. Battery current was used, greatly facilitating

voltage regulation. . The first step was to determine the voltage-

illumination curves for the direct and indirect components, meas-
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uring the illumination at points on the horizontal plane selected

as the points for observation. These curves determined the volt-

age setting for obtaining at the observation points any desired

intensity of illumination either direct or indirect. The curves

were frequently checked during the observations.

fL£VAT/ON
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M
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Fi£

Floor Plan.

2.—Relative positions of light-unit and desk in observations on

specular reflection

For the observations on glare, two kinds of paper were used,

these being pages from Good Lighting and the Saturday Evening

Post. The paper used in Good Lighting is representative of that

used in a large number of magazines and has an appreciable glaze

to the surface. While many magazines are printed on paper hav-

ing a still higher degree of glaze, still this paper can be taken
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as fairly representative of the maximum degree of glaze on

papers in common use. Paper of this character forms a con-

siderable portion of that found in any rooms in which an ap-

preciable amount of reading of printed matter is carried on. In

offices such paper is not so much in evidence, although by no

means uncommon. In drafting-rooms a still higher degree of

glaze is obtained in the case of tracing cloth. The paper used

m the Saturday Evening Post is considerably more diffusely re-

flecting. The portion of the magazine selected for observation

was printed in /-point Roman, condensed type. All observations

were made on a horizontal plane 2 feet 6 inches (0.76 m.) above

the floor. The observer was seated at a desk in such a position

that the maximum degree of specular reflection due to the di-

rect component was received by the eye from the surface of the

desk. Fig. 2 shows this position. The observer was first given

sufficient direct light to observe at exactly what spot the glare

effect appeared. The illumination was then made totally in-

direct and the per cent, direct component was increased by suc-

cessive steps from o per cent, to 100 per cent. The total illumi-

nation was kept at 3.0 foot-candles at every step. By using

considerable variation in the size of steps, the observer was

at all times kept ignorant of the proportions of the direct and

indirect components. Each observer was given the following in-

structions :

—

All observations are to be made in the spot of regular reflection.

Comparisons with other portions of the page and with the opposite
page are permissible. State points at which specular reflection is

Perceptible,

Perceptibly annoying.
Decidedly annoying,
Sufiicient to prevent reading the printing submitted.

Be guided by the following considerations :

Perceptible : This is simply a brightness comparison. The size

of print does not aff"ect it. The specular reflection should
be perceptible as a spot on the paper, /. e., it should be due to

the direct component. With totally indirect lighting, it is

possible by tipping the papef, to perceive a slight degree of

specular reflection, but this should be neglected.

Perceptibly annoying : The judgment should be based on read-

ing the printing submitted.

Decidedly annoying : The judgment should be based on reading
the printing submitted.

Sufficient to prevent work : Sufficient to prevent reading the

printing for more than 15 to 30 seconds.
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As stated in these instructions, a certain degree of glare effect

was observable with totally indirect lighting, viz., there was ap-

peciable difference in the degree of comfort in reading, between

the positions of the paper in which specular reflection of the

bright portion of the ceiling was and was not obtained from the

paper. This was observable with both kinds of paper. Table

I gives the observations in complete detail so that all variations

can be seen. The last point was never reached. All the ob-

TABLE I.

Observations on Specular Reflection from Working Surfaces.
Per cent, direct component of the illumination at

vFhich specular reflection is

""
Perceptible Perceptibly annoying Decidedly annoying

Observa- Aver-
Observ'er tion age

Observations made on

Obser\-a-
tion

Aver-
age

Observa-
tion

Aver-
age

''Good Lighting.^'

W. J. Cady 20 30 .60

15 30 50

15 17 25 28 45 52

W. A. Dorey 10 20 50

5 20 50

5 7 20 20 40 47 .

H.W.Shalling.. 5 25 45

5 35 65

5 25 40

5 5 25 28 55 51

Average 10 25 50

Observations made on
''The Saturday

Evening Post.''

W. J. Cady 40 50 95

40 65 90

35 38 55 57 90 9-

W. A. Dorey 15 40 70

15 40 70
t

20 17 30 37 55 65

H.W.Shalling.. 15 65 95

t 25 95
*

* 30 80 *

35 26 75 76 100 —

Average 27

* 100 per cent, not considered decidedly annoying.

57
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servers found it possible to read the printing in the spot of regu-

lar reflection even with totally direct light. Naturally the ob-

servers check with themselves better than with each other. The

basis of judgment would be somewhat ditit'erent for each observer.

On that account it was considered more important to have sev-

eral observers rather than to repeat the observations a large

number of times with the same observer.

Manifestly, these averages cannot be taken as the exact points

at which given effects are obtained. They are merely an indica-

tion of the per cent, direct component which will produce the

effects. As a matter of fact, if a large number of observations

were made and an accurate average figure obtained for such a

point as "perceptibly annoying." it would be of little more prac-

tical value than the above, since it w^ould convey a dift'erent im-

pression to dift'erent individuals depending on the dift'erence in

their bases of judgment.

It should be noted at this point that there are two distinct ef-

fects on the eye, of a spot of specular reflection on the work.

First, if work is to be performed in the spot of specular reflection,

there is a decrease in the ability to perform this work on account

of the decrease in contrast between the printed or written char-

acters and the blank portions of the paper. This is due to the

fact that the printed characters will usually reflect specularly as

much light as the paper itself and sometimes more.^ The second

effect is that of depression of visual function due to the presence

of a bright spot close to the line of vision. The latter effect oc-

curs, usually, when the work is performed outside of the area

of regular reflection, but sometimes in the area if the light in-

tensity from it is great. The figures given above refer to effects

obtained in the spot itself, but it should not be overlooked that

the spot is harmful even if it does not fall on the point at which

work is performed. Either of these eft'ects may be extremely

serious, but their relative importance is unknown at the pres-

ent time.

The figures indicate that on the average, with much of the paper

in common use, regular reflection begins to be perceptible at lo

per cent, direct component of the illumination. This figure agrees

> M. Luckiesh, "An Analysis of Glare from Paper." Electrical Review and Western

Electrician, June i, 1912.
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fairly well with the figure 12 per cent, which was determined as

the approximate point at which the light unit has the same bril-

liancy as the ceiling under average conditions, and consequently

the point at which direct light from the unit would cease to merge

with light from the ceiling and would become visible as specular

reflection from glazed papers. As the direct component in-

creases beyond this point, the ease with which close visual work

is performed diminishes. This is true, principally of work in

which the position of the working surface is fixed. In other

visual work, the worker will usually unconsciously assume a posi-

tion such that glare from the work is least in evidence. This is

difficult, however, unless the paper is backed by a board or card-

board, as the paper alone cannot be held perfectly flat and specu-

lar reflection is almost always in evidence from some part of it.

A magazine as ordinarily held in reading, is perhaps the com-

monest example of this.

It is apparent, from these considerations, that, from the stand-

point of glare from working surfaces, totally indirect lighting

and semi-indirect lighting having a 10 per cent, direct component

from each unit, are equally good. As the direct component in-

creases, specular reflection from working surfaces increases.

The only advantage of increasing the direct component beyond

the point at which specular reflection due to direct light first ap-

pears is a small and practically negligible increase in efficiency.

Considering that the efficiency of direct lighting is abandoned in

order to obtain the advantages of a high indirect component of

the illumination, it is the part of good engineering practise to

see that the advantages are not lessened by too high a direct

component. Probably 15 per cent, represents the most desirable

high limit of direct component of the illumination, from the

standpoint of glare from working surfaces.

The observations on shadows were made in the same room

and with the same equipment as the observations on specular re-

flection from working surfaces. The same methods were used

but observations were made at a point farther from the light-unit

in order to obtain shadows of greater length. The observer was

placed at a desk in such a position that the shadow from the
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hand due to direct light fell directly across the work. Fig. 3

shows the position of the desk and light-unit. This was an un-

favorable position with respect to shadows from direct light,

but there was no noticeable shadow across the work with totally

\
\
\

inrrr fl
Elevation.

Zo'- fe"-

Floor Plan

Fig. 3.—Relative positions of light-unit and desk in

observations on shadows.

indirect lighting. The total illumination was kept at 3 foot-

candles and this was consequently the intensity outside of the

shadow at all times. Each observer was given the following

instructions:

6
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Observations are to be made while writing rapidly or following a

printed page with a pencil, so that the shadow from the hand falls

directly across the work.

State points at which the shadow is

Perceptible,

Perceptibly annoying,

(a) Due to the edge moving on the work,

(b) Due to depth,

Decidedly annoying,

Sufficient to prevent reading the printed submitted.

The printing submitted was the same as used in the observa-

tions on regular reflection. The last point was never reached.

It was possible though difficult to read the print even with the

indirect lamp turned off. It is apparent that some indirect light

was then present, due to reflection from the floor to the ceiling

and back to the plane of illumination. To determine the amount,

readings were taken on the intensity of illumination in the

shadow and it was found to be 0.038 foot-candles or 1.3 per

cent, of the intensity outside of the shadow. No corrections

were made for this as it is due to direct light and for our present

purpose is better treated as part of the direct component. Table

II shows the results of the observations.

TABLE ir.

Observations on Shadows on Working Surfaces.

Per cent, direct component of illumination at which shadow is

Perceiptible
Perceptibly annoying due to
Moving edge Depth

Ddcidedly
annnoying

Obser- Aver- Obser- Aver- Obser- Aver- Obser- Aver-
observer vation age vation age vation age vation age

W. J. Cady • • • • 10

10

10

25

30

45

40

45

75

70

70

5 9 30 29 55 46 75 72

W. A. Dorey... • 5

5

10

25

25

20

35

30

25

50

70

45

10 8 20 22 25 29 50 54

H.W. Shalling. 10

10

5

20

25

35

45

50

55

85

90

85

Average • •

5 8

8

30 28

.26

55 51

42

90 88

71
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As Stated these figures refer to the shadow due to the direct

component only. This shadow ditters from the shadow obtained

from the indirect component, in that the former has a compara-

tively sharp edge. The shadow obtained from the indirect com-

ponent usually has an indiscernible edge. Obviously there will

be no annoyance due to the moving edge of shadows formed by

the indirect component. Also the depth of such shadows will be

less annoying since there will be no sharp contrasts in brightness

on the work.

The observations seem to indicate that the figure 15 per cent,

previously selected as the desirable high limit of direct com-

ponent from the standpoint of shadow-elimination, is somewhat
lower than necessary. However, some of the observers found

a 20 per cent, direct shadow annoying at times. If annoyance is

to be entirely avoided, it would seem that the direct component

should be no higher than 20 per cent, and in some classes of

work (such as close office-work and drafting) it should be lower.

Summing up the above considerations regarding all the ad-

vantages of diffusion due to a high indirect component of the

illumination, i.e., elimination of glare from working surfaces,

elimination of objectionable shadows and reduction of the bril-

liancy of the light-unit, we may state with reasonable certainty

that these advantages are obtained to the most desirable degree

when the direct component of the illumination is 15 per cent, or

less. If the direct component of the illumination is appreciably

greater than 15 per cent., the advantages of the indirect com-

ponent are apt to be seriously reduced. There is undoubtedly

some value not far beyond 15 per cent, at which the advantages

of a high indirect component are so seriously reduced, that the

comparative inefficiency of this class of lighting is no longer

justifiable on engineering grounds.

It should be noted than any conclusions drawn from the

observations on specular reflection and shadows are more ap-

plicable to installations of one light-unit than to installations of

more than one unit. In large installations, distant light-units

will add, at any particular point, an illumination multi-directional

in character. The efifect would be the same as if the indirect

component were increased without increasing the direct compo-
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nent. In other words, the figures on direct component of the

illumination apply to direct component from one unit only, re-

gardless of the total illumination and the number of units in the

installation. This indicates that a higher direct component of

the flux from each light-unit may be allowed with installations

of more than one unit than with installations of one unit only.

Tending to counteract this efifect is the cutting off of the light

from distant units by interference of the body of the worker and

other objects. This is of greater importance in indirect and

semi-indirect lighting than in direct lighting since the average

distance between light-units is greater ; and this wider spacing is

desirable since it effects a saving in the cost of installation. It

should also be considered that while the effect of a single spot

of light on the work, due to specular reflection, is reduced by

using more than one unit, there are other spots added and some

of these will fall on the work and within the range of vision.

For light-units which are to meet the general demands of this

class of service, it seems desirable on the whole to keep the di-

rect component as low as one-unit installations require.

PHOTOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE INDIRECT
COMPONENT.

The second part of the determination of the best distribution

of light for indirect and semi-indirect lighting consists in deter-

mining the distribution of the indirect component of the light.

The specification for this distribution must be based upon the de-

gree to which the advantages of this class of lighting are obtained

and the disadvantages avoided.

As stated above, all the advantages are due to the diffusion

or multi-directional, character of the light. Obviously, this dif-

fusion will be greater the wider the distribution of light on the

ceiling, provided the angle with which light is incident on the

ceiling does not make a difference in the character of the reflected

light. It is necessary therefore to consider the character of re-

flected light from ceiling surfaces with various angles of inci-

dence. Consider first, however, the disadvantages of a high in-

direct component. By far the greatest of these is low ef-

ficiency. There are also the minor disadvantages of bright

walls and bright ceiling, but these should not be given great
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weight,, as they are relatively unimportant. The remedy for too

much light on the walls is to use dark-colored walls even though

this means a slight reduction in efficiency. From the standpoint

of brightness of ceiling, it is desirable to have a wide distribu-

tion of light, thus giving a low ceiling brilliancy and eliminating

to a large degree the spotted effect wdiich is obtained if a large

portion of the light is concentrated directly above the unit.

It is evident, that, subject to revision with a greater knowledge

of the character of ceiling reflection and its effect on efficiency,

the distribution of light on the ceiling should be as wide as pos-

sible. In order to obtain more definite data on these points, two

investigations were made, one on the character of reflection ob-

tained from ceilings ordinarily used and the other on the ef-

ficiency-values of various light distributions on the ceiling.

CHARACTER OF CEILING REFLECTION.

The ceilings most commonly met with in rooms in which in-

direct or semi-indirect lighting would be used are of plaster

with a finish of calcimine, muresco or some similar paint. Pa-

pered ceilings and painted metal ceilings are occasionally met

with. This investigation was conducted on two surfaces both of

plaster with a calcimine finish. The tests were made on disks ten

inches (25.4 cm.) in diameter. These were finished by an in-

terior decorator, who was instructed to give one the roughest

finish and the other the smoothest finish of this character which

would be found in practise. The rough surface was practically

the extreme in that direction. The smooth surface could not be

called extreme as there was no glaze to the surface such as is

found on a metal ceiling painted with oil paint or a ceiling pa-

pered with a glazed paper. These two conditions are not com-

mon, however. Most papers used for ceilings have practically

the same degree of diffusion as the smoother surface investi-

gated.

In order to determine what degree of diffusion w^as obtained

from the two surfaces investigated, special photometric apparatus

was devised. Fig. 4 is a photograph of this apparatus. It con-

sists of an attachment to the ordinary universal rotator of a pho-

tometer. The attachment comprises an upright support, and a

horizontal arm holding a lamp and reflector at the end. The re-
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fleeter projects a beam of light on the test disk, which is sup-

ported on the rotator in exactly the position which a light-source

would occupy when being tested. A lamp approaching a point

source and a reflector of parabolic contour are used, so that

the reflected rays are practically parallel. The reflector is 3.86

feet (1.177 m.) from the disk. The arm can be turned in any

direction in a vertical or horizontal plane without changing the

setting of the universal rotator. The disk can, therefore, be

rotated independent of the movements of the arm. It is evident

that by movements of the arm in the horizontal plane any angle

of incidence of light upon the disk can be obtained. Then by

Fig. 4.— .Apparatus for testing diffusion and coefficient of reflection.

the ordinary movement of the universal rotator in a horizontal

plane photometric readings of the light reflected from the disk

can be made with the disk rotating. Such tests would give

distribution curves of the reflected light in the plane of the

angle of incidence with varying angles of incidence. These

tests would show very fully the extent of diffusion obtained from

the reflecting surface. However, in order to make a correct

determination of the coefficient of reflection of the surface, it is

necessary to make tests in other planes than those containing the

angle of incident light. To make such tests the arm is moved in
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a vertical plane until the angle of incidence is that desired. The

rotator is then set at the various angles in a horizontal plane and

readings taken on the rotating disk. In this way it is possible to

obtain sufficient tests to determine the complete hemispherical

Fig. 5.-Distribution of light from rough white calcimine ceiling surface. Tests

made in plane perpendicular to surface and containing the incident ray.

100 lumens incident. (Dotted portions of curves interpolated).

distribution of the light from the disk with any desired angle

of incidence.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the photometric curves obtained from the

rough and smooth ceiling surfaces respectively, in the plane of

Ti90°

Fio 6 -Distribution of light from smooth .^hite calcimine ceiling surface, lests

"
made in plane perpendicular to surface and containing the incident ray.

loo lumens incident. ( Dotted portions of curves interpolated )

.

the angle of incidence, the light being incident at various angles

as stated on the curves. The curves for three angles of incidence

only, are shown as the addition of others would confuse the fig-

ure.' Thev are all similar, however. It will be seen that the
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photometric curves of these surfaces approach remarkably closely

the curve of perfect diffusion, which is a circle, tangent to the

surface. They are so nearly the same that for practical purposes

we can assume that all ceilings ordinarily met with are perfectly

diffuse reflectors of light. Tests were made in planes other than

the plane of incident light, but these tests are not shown as they

give approximately the same character of distribution as the

tests in the plane of the angle of incidence. They make pos-

sible the determination of the absolute co-efficients of reflection.

These are given in table III. Zero degree angle of incidence

means incident light normal to the surface. With 90 deg. in-

cidence the light would be grazing the surface.

TABLE III.

Reflectiox Coefficient of White Calcimine Ceilings.

CoefBcient of reflection
Angle of

incident light
Deg.

Rough surface
Per cent.

Smooth surface
Per cent.

78 74

15 76 75

30 77 75

45 76 73
60 77 76

75 75 76

Average 76.5 74.8

These results show that we can expect approximately the same

distribution and efficiency of reflected light from any point on

the ceiling no matter what the angle of incidence. The extent

of diffusion obtained, and therefore, the degree to which the ad-

vantages of a high indirect component are obtained will, in the

light of the above results, be better, the wider the distribution

on the ceiling. This distribution should therefore be as wide as

efficiency considerations will permit.

THE EFFECTS OF LIGHT-DISTRIBUTION ON EFFICIENCY.

In order to determine the effect of light distribution on ef-

ficiency another series of tests was made. A light-unit of

known photometric curve was suspended from the ceiling, and

the ceiling area above the unit divided into circular zones, so

that the zones included respectively light from the unit in the

solid angles 170 deg. to 180 deg., 160 deg. to 170 deg., 150 deg.

to 160 deg., etc., angles being measured from the vertically
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xon/e no. 7

CeiuNO Plan.
20-6

180/60 14-
O" /ZO" no"

Test Plane.

I

Elevation.
Fig. 7.—Test room showing positions of ceiling zones and light unit.
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downward direction. This makes the zenith i8p degrees. The
ceiling was white and partially covered with black cloth leav-

ing one zone at a time reflecting light into the lower portion of

the room. The flux of light incident on each ceiling zone was

determined from the photometric curve of the light-unit. By
means of illumination tests the quantity of light reflected from

each zone was determined. The comparison of these two gives

a value for the reflecting efficiency of the zone.

The room used for the tests was 20 feet, 6 inches (6.16 m.)

square and 10 feet, o inches (3.048 m.) in height—the same

Fig. S.—Ceiling zones and light-unit. Zone Xo. 5 white.

room as used for the observations on regular reflection and

shadows. The ceiling was white calcimine rough finish, the

same as the rough surface used in the diffusion tests. Fig. 7 is

a ceiling plan and elevation of the room, showing the position of

the light-unit and the arrangement of zones on the ceiling. Fig.

8 is a photograph of the ceiling partially covered with these

black circular zones. \\'hen the photograph was taken zone No.

5 was white.

The cloth used was black Canton flannel. It was mounted

on pasteboard to facilitate attaching to the ceiling. The nap

of each piece was brushed up before attaching to the ceiling so
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that much the same effect as black velvet was obtained. A test

by the Bureau of Standards on cloth of this character indicates

a co-efificient of reflection slightly less than 2 per cent. The
shades over the windows were dark green and were pulled down
during these tests. The light-unit was a totally indirect unit

using a mirrored reflector and 250 watt tungsten-filament lamp.

This unit is shown in fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows its photometric curve.

In making this photometric test the complete fixture was used

Fig 9.— Photometric curve of light-unit used in tests of ceiling zones. (Dotted

portions of curve interpolated).

and the supporting apparatus necessary, interfered with the

light emitted above 165 deg. The readings above that angle

were therefore lower than they should have been and the curve

was interpolated using values which tests on similar reflectors

indicate probable. The unit was hung with center of lamp fila-

ment 3 feet (0.914 m.) from the ceiling. It was suspended

near one corner of the room 5 feet (1.52 m.) out from each of.

the two walls. This position was selected as including on the
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Floor Plan.
Fig. 10.—Test-room, showing stations (indicated by .small squares)

and areas of flux a.ssunied useful.
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ceiling practically all of the light from directly above out to

120 deg. from the nadir or 60 deg. from the zenith. The posi-

tion made it possible to take illuminometer readings at points

farther distant from the light-unit and with less wall effect than

would have been possible had the unit been placed in the center

of the room. Illumination readings were made on a horizontal

plane 2 feet, 6 inches above the floor. The plan given in fig.

10 shows the stations at which readings were made. The first

test was made with ail seven zones black. The black area

then included all of the light from the zenith out to no deg.

Practically the only illumination received was from light reflect-

ed from the ceiling after being emitted from the unit at angles

between 90 deg. and no deg. Then the cloth over zone No. 7

including light between no deg. and 120 deg, was removed and

another test made. The cloth over zone No. 6 including light

between 120 deg. and 130 deg. was then removed and the cloth

for No. 7 replaced on the ceiling. Similarly in turn No. 5 was

removed and No. 6 replaced, No. 4 removed and No. 5 replaced,

etc. Each test with a zone white gives the illumination obtained

from that zone plus the illumination obtained in the first test

with all seven zones covered. Thus by subtracting the first test

from each of the others, the illumination obtained from each

zone was determined. From the photometric curve the number

of lumens incident on each zone of the ceiling was determined.

From the illumination readings the useful lumens obtained in

any portion of the plane of illumination can be determined by

multiplying the readings by the proper areas. For comparison

of the value of the various ceiling zones, circular areas on the

plane of illumination 15 feet (4-57 m.) and 26 feet (7.92 m.) in

diameter were selected. The former subtends a solid conical

angle of 90 deg. (45 deg. each side of the nadir) from a point

on the ceiling directly above the light-unit. The latter subtends

a solid angle of 120 deg. (60 deg. each side of the nadir) from

the same point. These were selected as representing roughly

the portions of the plane of illumination which would receive

useful light in a small room and a large room respectively. The

first condition represents approximately what would be obtamed

in a room 13 feet, 6 inches (3.11 m.) square with a ceiling 10

feet (3.048 m.) high and one light-unit in the center. The
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second condition assumes that in a large room lo feet ('3.048 m.)
high light received on the plane of illumination out to 13 feet

(3.96 m.) from the unit is useful on the average. The values

thus obtained do not represent accurately the useful light in a

small room and a large room respectively, but they give a fair

basis for the comparison of efficiency of the various zones on
the ceiling. Fig. 10 shows the areas selected and shows the

stations on the plane of illumination. These stations were two
feet (0.609 m.) apart. The reading at station D was considered

the average illumination over a circle directly under the unit and
two feet in diameter. The reading at E was considered the

average illumination of a ring having an inside radius of i foot

(0.304 m.) and an outside radius of 3 feet (0.914 m.). The

Fig. u.—Illumination curves obtained from ceiling zones r, 2, 3, and 4,

showing foot-candles as measured.

reading at F was considered the average illumination of a ring

having an inside radius of 3 feet (0.914 m.) and an outside radius

of 5 feet (1.524 m.). Similarly, for other stations. These rings

are shown in fig. 10., In obtaining lumens from the foot-candle

readings, the readings at stations A, B and C were neglected,

since wall reflection affects these stations more than the others.

Readings were taken at A, B and C merely to obtain an indica-

tion of the effect of wall reflection on these tests. Figs. 11 and
12 show the illumination curves obtained. These curves are

shown as actually measured rather than reduced to the same
incident flux, since if shown the latter way they would come so

close together as to be confusing. Table IV, however, gives the

lumens incident on each zone as w^ell as the comparative effi-

ciencies of the zones, on the two bases of comparison selected.
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The curves show plainly the effect of interference of the light-

unit with light reflected from the ceiling. With the zone 170-

180 deg. the low part of the curve is naturally directly under the

light-unit. For the zone 160-170 deg., there is also a dip directly

under the unit. For the zone 150-160 deg. this dip has moved

out about 2 feet (0.609 m.) from the unit. For 140-150 deg.

the dip is less noticeable and farther from the unit. For 130-

' . .
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Fig. 12.—Illumination curves obtained from ceiling zones 5, 6, and 7,

showing foot-candles as measured.

140 deg. it is still farther out and for the next zone it has ceased

to show in the curve.

TABLE IV.

Results of Tests on Ceiling Zones.

Ceil- Angle from
light-unit,

includingzou
Deg.

Lumens
inci-

dent
in zone

Effective lumens

Effective percentage of
flux .striking ceiling

zone.

ing
zone
No.

Small
rooms

Large
rooms

Small
rooms

Large
rooms

I 170-180 49.0* 12.6 24.6 26* 50*

2 160-170 162.0 50.2 81.2 3r 50

3 150-160 241.0 73-3 123.0 30 51

4 140-150 285.0 89.6 155-0 3t 54

5

6

130-140

120-130

303-0

319.0

89.0

87.8

I5I-0

154.0

29

28

50

48

7 IIO-I20 309.0 63.1 134-0 20 43

* Values obtained by interpolating photometric curve.

It will be noted that there are a number of sources of pos-

sibly inaccuracy in these tests. In the first place, the photo-,

metric curve of the light-unit was made at a distance of lo

feet, while it was used for figuring flux in ceiling zones at dis-

tances varying from 3 to 8 feet (0.914 to 2.438 m.). This should

not introduce serious inaccuracy, however, since the light-unit is
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comparatively small (about 12 inches is the diameter of the

reflector) and the distribution is far from concentrating. Photo-

metric tests which have been made on an intensive type reflector

at distance of 4, 6, and 8 and 10 feet (1.2 19, 1.828, 2.438 and

5.048 m.) show very little difl:erence in candle-power or distribu-

tion results. Another element of possible inaccuracy is wall re-

flection; it is believed, however, that this does not enter to a

great degree as the walls average a fairly dark color. The read-

ings at A, B and C are not much higher than the readings at G, F
and E, which are at corresponding distances from the light-unit.

If wall reflections were serious A, B and C would show much
higher values than G, F and E. Furthermore, the sul)traction

of the first test, with all seven zones black, from the others large-

ly eliminates wall reflection from the results. A third source

of possible inaccuracy is the fact that some of the zones are in-

complete. This has no effect, however, upon zones Nos. i to

6 inclusive. It possibly renders of less value the figure obtained

for zone No. 7. The curve for zone No. 7 shows lower read-

ings on the side of the missing portion. Owing to the dift'use

character of the reflection from the ceiling there should be no

inaccuracy due to the fact that stations are in a straight line and

not distributed over the room as centers of equal squares.

The results show that the zones from the light-unit gradually

increase in value from" the zenith down to 140 deg. The zone

140 deg. to 150 deg. is the most eflicient, but those on either

side are not by any means inefiicient. At 120 deg. the efficiency

has dropped ofif considerably. From 150 deg. to 180 deg. the

efficiency decreases slowly, but the ceiling is comparatively effi-

cient directly above the unit. These effects hold for small rooms

and large rooms in nearly the same degree. The figures will vary

somewhat with the size and drop of the light-unit, since the in-

terference by the unit with light reflected from the ceiling will

vary with these factors. Conditions tested are believed to repre-

sent average conditions.

To obtain the highest efficiency the light from the unit should

be included in the zone 140 deg. to 150 deg. Good diff^usion and

appearance will be obtained if the illumination on the ceiling is

practically uniform from 180 deg. out to 140 deg. and drops oft"
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gradually beyond that. Efficiency considerations will permit this.

Below approximately 105 deg. the light is likely to strike the

walls, and the candle-power should therefore be low. Below the

horizontal, it is reasonable to assume that the direct component
will not include light much above 60 deg. from the vertically

downward direction. The candle-power between 60 deg. and 90
deg. should be low both to keep light from the walls and to

protect the eyes from the light-unit itself. For good appearance

of the unit there should be some light in this zone, however.

PROTOTYPE CURVE.

On the basis of the considerations which have been brought

out regarding the most desirable per cent, direct component and

Fig- 13-—Prototype curve for semi-indirect lighting. Scale loo units

directly upward.

the most desirable distribution of light, a prototype photometric

curve has been drawn up. This is shown in fig. 13. If the fore-

going treatment of the subject is correct, this photometric curve

is the most desirable curve for semi-indirect lighting. For totally

indirect lighting, the most desirable curve would include only the

portion above the horizontal, and the candle-power would de-

crease to zero at approximately 105 deg.

The distribution in the upper hemisphere is such that the il-

lumination on the ceiling is uniform out to 30 deg. from the

7
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zenith or 150 deg. from the nadir. The maximum flux is in the

zone 140 deg. to 150 deg. and the maximum candle-power at

145 deg.

In obtaining the relative proportions of direct and indirect

flux emitted by the light-unit, it was necessary to consider the

efficiency with which the indirect flux is utilized. It was found

by a study of illumination tests available on direct and semi-in-

direct lighting that in rooms with white or light-colored ceiling

and medium to light walls, 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, of the in-

direct flux reaches the horizontal plane of illumination. Forty

per cent, may be taken as an average figure, sufficiently accurate

for our purposes. It was found also that in small rooms, where

one to four units would be used (in this class of lighting), the

flux from the light-unit, used directly, is included in the zone

o deg. to 60 deg. from the nadir, approximately. This would in-

dicate that, on the average, the flux included between 60 deg. and

180 deg. is 40 per cent, as useful in producing illumination as

the flux o deg. to 60 deg. The most desirable direct component

of the illumination was found above to be 15 per cent. Therefore.

for small rooms, the most desirable direct component of the flux

emitted by the unit is 0.40 X 0.15 or 6 per cent. This assumes

that the proportions of direct and indirect illumination at any

point will be in the same proportion as the total useful direct

and indirect flux; in other words, that the distribution of illumi-

nation obtained from the direct component is the same as that

obtained from the indirect component. This is not strictly true,

the direct component of the illumination is usually greater pro-

portionally than the indirect at points nearly under the unit. This

would call for a direct component of the flux lower than 6 per

cent, if the results desired are to be obtained at points near the

light-unit. On the other hand, as stated before, in rooms where

more than one imit is used, there is the counteracting effect of

light from distant units and this tends to increase the indirect

illumination at any point more than the direct. On the whole,

it may be stated that 6 per cent, is a desirable direct component

of the flux for small rooms, while for large rooms a higher com-

ponent will give as good results, although little is to be gained

by the use of a higher component. The prototype curve is figured
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on the basis of 6 per cent, of the total flux of the unit in the

zone o deg. to 60 deg.

Some variation from the prototype curve is permissible with
little sacrifice in the degree to which the advantages of this class

of lighting are obtained. Above the horizontal it would not be
serious to have the distribution of light vary considerably. A
concentrating curve, however, would decrease to a marked extent

the degree of diffusion obtained and, therefore, the degree to

which specular reflection from the working surfaces and sharp
and deep shadows are eliminated. A concentrating distribution

would also present a brighter and smaller spot on the ceiling with
the attendant disadvantages of poorer appearance and less com-
fort to the eyes. Below the horizontal the distributibn of light

is comparatively unimportant, but extreme distributions are

undesirable. The most serious results of a departure from the

prototype curve would result, if the proportions of the light above
and below 60 deg. from the nadir, were changed to a marked
degree. A decrease in the per cent, below 60 deg. would not be
serious. An increase in the per cent, below 60 deg. would
decrease the value of the diffusion obtained from the indirect

component. It would require but little increase beyond 6 per

cent, of the total flux to introduce a direct component of the

illumination great enough to produce specular reflection and
objectionable shadows. It is probable that if this flux is in-

creased to as high a value as 10 per cent, (giving a direct com-
ponent of the illumination of 25 per cent.) the value of the

diffusion obtained from the direct component would be seriously

impaired. In that case it would undoubtedly be better from the

engineering standpoint to have a well-designed direct lighting

system.

CONCLUSION.

The engineering advantages of semi-indirect lighting are

obtained to their fullest degree and most efficiently if the proto-

type photometric curve here given is approximated. This curve

is based on the following considerations.

(a) The flux below 60 deg. from the nadir is 6 per cent, of

the total flux.
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(b) The candle-power values between 60 deg. and 105 deg.

are low.

(c) Above 105 deg. the candle-power increases to a maximum
at 145 deg. and provides for approximately uniform

ceiling illumination between 145 deg. and 180 deg.

Variations of a considerable degree from the prototype curve

are serious with reference to the proportion of the light below

60 deg., undesirable in the distribution of light above the hori-

zontal, and comparatively unimportant in the distribution of light

below the horizontal.

The author desires to express his appreciation of laboratory

facilities kindly placed at his disposal by the Nelite Works of

the General Electric Company, also of valuable assistance ren-

dered by Messrs. H. L. Jenkins, W. J. Cady, W. A. Dorey, H. W.
Shalling and A. J. Sweet.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. H. E. Ives: The other morning in the discussion of Dr.

Hyde's paper on "Research Methods" I tried to make some

specific suggestions, thinking it might help in the comprehension

of some of the propositions in the paper. I have been gratified

by noting that most of the criticisms of the present paper could

have been taken care of by the suggestions which I made as to

the method which should be pursued in writing up a research.

My first proposition was that the author should make an exact

analysis of his problem. The criticism of the first part of Mr.

Rolph's paper simply comes down to disagreement with his

analysis. Specular reflection is not conditioned by relative direct

and indirect illumination, but by the relative intrinsic brightness

of the light source and surroundings. Next, the assumptions

have not been carried to the end in parallel columns. Instead of

mentioning the restricted conditions which hold in the experi-

ments, numerous points have been left out in drawing conclusions,

and these consequently appear to be general. They have been

continued on that basis, and not as results of a definite experi-

ment.

Mr. L. B. Marks : I subscribe to the statement of our presi-

dent that we have in this paper a presentation of a number of

facts of great importance to practising illuminating engineers.
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The tests described by Mr. Rolph were made in a room about

20 feet (6.096 m.) square and lo feet (3.048 m.) high; the

ceiling of the room was light and the walls dark in color; a very

large percentage of the wall space (perhaps 50 per cent.) was

broken by windows. Three sides of the room had two windows

each, and the fourth side consisted of a wooden partition, dark

in color. The light unit was suspended from the ceiling at a

height "of about 6^ feet (1.98 m.) above the floor (to bottom

of globe).

I take it that each of the premises set forth in the paper has a

bearing upon the conclusions reached. On the second page we
find the statement that the walls should be dark in color. There

is, no doubt, some question as to whether this is true or not.

From my own practise I am inclined to believe that there is an

advantage in having dark walls under certain conditions and light

walls under other conditions. When the working intensities are

high, dark walls may be very objectionable. This fact is borne

out by the results of Dr. Cobb's tests^ described yesterday, in

which it was shown that vision is actually improved by filling the

visual field with a surface almost as bright as the object viewed.

Again, on the same page, we find the statement "A highly dif-

fused character to the illumination tends to eliminate specular

or regular reflection from the surfaces worked on." Generally

speaking this is, of course, true, but there are instances in which

it is not true. We find, for example, that the indirect system of

lighting sometimes gives us the very worst conditions of glare

it is possible to get, and yet the light is thoroughly diffused. The

reason is simple enough ; take the case of a big drafting room,

rectangular in shape, say 50 feet (15.24 m.) wide and 60 feet

(18.288 m.) long and 10 feet (3.048 m.) high; you light the

room by indirect lighting, the ceiling being brightly illuminated

throughout. There will not be a draftsman in the room who
can work without the worst kind of glare from the polished

surface of the tracing cloth.

In considering the conclusion reached in this paper, it is highly

desirable to consider all of the premises and their bearing

on the tests. This leads one to consider another statement on the

1 p. W. Cobb, "Vision as Influenced by the Brightness of Surroundings," Trans.
I. E. S., Dec, 1912.
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third page. "Any uni-directional light will cause specular re-

flection." This is broadlj' true, but if the specular reflection

does not reach the eye of the observer, a uni-directional or later-

al light may be advantageous. I have said that the worst cases

of specular reflection may occur in indirect lighting. We can

cure the trouble to a large extent by having proper direction

of the light. If we had the light sources located on either side

of the drafting room previously described, giving us lateral light-

ing, the draftsman facing the length of the room and the tables

arranged at right angles to the side walls, no draftsman would

directly face a line of light, especially if the tables were located

a short distance away from the walls. You would thus eliminate

glare to a very large extent, and have a better arrangement

than you could get even in the day time, unless you had windows

on both sides. This fact is so patent that it seems desirable to

call attention to it in connection with the results found in the

paper.

Referring to the fifth page—if the light unit is arranged and

mounted as shown in fig. i, the walls get very little or no light.

The author seems to have intentionally selected a room in which

the dift'usion of light is accomplished almost entirely by the ceil-

ing and not by the side walls.

It is a fact that with the direct lighting system installed to the

best advantage, we depend to a large extent for diffusion, not

only upon the ceiling but upon the walls. If the walls are

dark, as in the tests described in the paper, the advantage of a

larger direct component is minimized; but if, on the other

hand, the walls are light, then we change the premises of this

paper. How much difference this would make in the actual

ratios found in these tests, I do not know, but I have no doubt

that the difference would be considerable.

It seems to me that in planning his lighting installation, the

author underestimated the value of the very important feature

of lateral lighting by reflection from the side walls. It is per-

fectly clear that if the illumination came from the sides as well

as from above, the shadow effects w^ould be very different than

those upon which the results of tests described in the paper are

based. I ask the author whether he would not have obtained
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substantially different results in the tests by changing the con-

ditions, as follows

:

(a) Light (unbroken) walls instead of dark colored walls.

(b) Change in the height of the lighting unit.

(c) Increase in the visible area of the direct lighting unit.

(d) Change in the specific brightness of the direct lighting

unit.

(e) Change in the intensity of illumination at which the tests

were made.

Changing the height of the unit woald, of course, vary the

angle of the direct light.

Increasing the visible area of the direct lighting unit would,

of course, modify the shadows produced by the light. This

applies to the shadow tests in fig. 3 and table 2. It seems clear

that generally speaking, if you have a lighting source of much
larger area, you reduce the glare from the specular reflection.

If you have two large globes, you may reduce it still further,

and so on. Hence the general conclusion arrived at in the paper

does not appear to hold, except for the specific conditions of the

test reported.

Carrying to the extreme the illustration which I just made.

suppose we increased the area of our semi-indirect lighting unit

until it was equal to the area of the ceiling. We would then

have the equivalent of a ceiling glazed with opal glass and we

would have a semi-indirect lighting system converted into a

direct lighting system that could be made to give substantially

the same results in diffusion as the indirect. Obviously the

ratios given in the paper would not apply.

In regard to the specific brightness of the lighting sources, it

seems clear that this factor would have to be taken into consid-

eration in connection with the ratios cited in the paper.

Mr. M. Luckiesh : Mr. Marks has called attention to several

points in Mr. Rolph's paper which are open to criticism. One of

these questions I wish to more fully discuss.

Mr. Rolph concludes in the first part of his paper that a 15

per cent, direct component of illumination is the maximum whi:h

can be used in order to have no glare from reflecting surfaces.

It is unfortunate that Mr. Rolph did not state that this is a
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conclusion pertinent only to the conditions of the test, and espe-

cially does it hold only for the fixture used.

The glaring spot on a reflecting surface, such as paper, is due
to the specular reflection of the surface. In other words, the

bright spot on the paper is the reflected image of the light unit.

To illustrate the defect in Mr. Rolph's unqualified conclusion,

suppose that the 15 per cent, direct component came from a light

source of one square inch area. Would not the glaring efifect or

the brightest spot on the paper be much brighter than if the area

of the source of direct light was 100 square inches (0.0645

sq. m.) in area? In the first case the intrinsic brilliancy of the

source of the direct component would be, perhaps, one hundred

times the brightness of the latter. Of course I am assuming the

same illumination on the paper in both cases. The specification

of the amount of direct light possible with absence of glare from

the paper cannot be expressed correctly in terms of percentage

of the total illumination. It can, however, be better expressed,

if at all, in terms of intrinsic brilliancy of the source of direct

light. However, I do not believe that this factor can be expressed

in a simple ratio for the general case, and I believe that Mr.

Rolph should specifically state that his figure of 15 per cent,

holds only for the conditions of the test and especially for the

light unit which was used.

The height of the light unit will also aft'ect his results.

There are several other points which I would like to add,

but my observations have already been published in the paper

referred to in Mr. Rodph's paper. I do not depreciate the prac-

tical value of this paper however.

Mr. J. R. Cravath : Before commenting upon Mr. Rolph's-

paper, I would like to say that perhaps many of Mr. Marks'
questions will be found to be answered in the paper upon a more
careful perusal.

As to the work done by Mr. Rolph, I want to express my
hearty appreciation. As you know, I have been investigating

along these lines for a number of years past and Mr. Rolph's

conclusions correspond very closely with those which I have been
able to reach so far. I think Mr. Rolph's paper must be read

very carefully and due consideration be given to all of the modi-
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fications which he states. Like Mr. Alarks, I would question the

statement on the second page, that the walls should be dark in

color if the highest visual efficiency is to be obtained. I think

this has yet to be proved. Dr. Cobb's paper* indicates otherwise.

I would also question the statement regarding the usefulness

of the small direct component as an aid to perspective. I doubt
if the small amount of light added aids in any way to the seeing

of perspective.

It should be borne in mind that Mr. Rolph's statement that

15 per cent, is a desirable amount of direct component indicates

his conclusions as to the limit rather than the desirable fixed

amount. He has investigated by various methods and concludes

that the direct component should not be over 15 per cent.; it

could be less without doing any damage, as far as engineering

considerations are concerned. If it is less, it is largely a matter

of artistic effect, which we are not. at present, considering.

I think the artistic effect is enhanced by a 15 per cent, direct

component. Aside from that the only advantage in having it as

high as 15 per cent, would be the supposedly higher efficiency.

At the present time I do not think there is any apparatus on

the market which enables us to get a higher efficiency with 15

per cent, direct component than we could get with a properly

designed purely indirect system, though this may be possible.

As to the form of the curve which Mr. Rolph suggests as ideal,

I think when we get into practise it can be well modified in the

direction of the curve which he shows on the twenty-first page

of his paper, for the following reasons : in the first place, the

curve which he suggests might, in some cases, produce a rather

unpleasant effect on the ceiling because of the sharp cut-off;

that is, the quick transition from high to low illumination. It

would also, in many cases, result in too much sacrifice for the

sake of diff'usion by reflecting so much of the light to the ceiling

near the walls.

Mr. Rolph says that we want to get the ceiling uniformly illu-

minated for the best effect, but we have to make some com-

promises sometimes between good illumination and the best effi-

* p. W. Cobb, "Vision as Influenced by the Brightness of Surroundings," Trans.,

. E. S., Dec, 1912.
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ciency. Such a curve might also produce non-uniformity in

cases where a number of units were used.

I want to dissent very much from the idea that specular reflec-

tion is due entirely to high intrinsic brilliancy. Mr. Jordan is

right; it is a matter of contrast between the brilliancy of the

light source and its surroundings. In other words, the matter

of contrast coming in there covers the whole thing.

Mr. Ward Harrisox (Communicated) : From the data pre-

sented in this paper it appears that the author commends direct

illumination as being the most economical, and semi-indirect,

with a direct cmponent not to exceed 15 per cent., as being the

most desirable. On the thirteenth page he states that "There

is undoubtedly some value not far beyond 15 per cent- at which

the advantages of a high indirect component are so seriously re-

duced that the comparative inefficiency of this class of lighting is

no longer justifiable on engineering grounds." In other words he

claims that there can be no compromise. It seems that Mr.

Rolph's generalization would be better sustained if in the same

paragraph he qualified it with the statement that it applied only

to those few cases in which the 15 per cent, or greater direct

component m.ust necessarily be incident on the plane at the

worst possible angle.

On the second page of the paper it is stated that two im-

portant requirements of good illumination, namely, absence of

specular reflection in the direction of the eye, and of sharp and

deep shadows, can often be fairly well met by a properly de-

signed system of direct lighting. Xow instead of designing the

test system, as in fig. 6, so that the direct component would at

best be of no value, suppose that a well planned direct system

were installed; while the latter system, according to ^Ir. Rolph,

would be somewhat inferior to indirect lighting, it is nevertheless

capable of yielding fairly satisfactory results. For the room

described in this paper, such a direct system would perhaps con-

sist of a distributed layout of four or more units. Suppose that

having made this installation and having obtained a reasonable

measure of satisfaction, we considerably increased the indirect

component by simply inverting the units, accompanying this

change if necessary with the substitution of a somewhat larger
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size of lamp. Then as the relative amount of indirect light is

increased, might not the system become more satisfactory ? There

is nothing in Mr. Rolph's paper to disprove this idea and in the

absence of conclusive data I am inclined to the opinion that it

would.

If, as Mr. Rolph's investigation would lead us to believe, in-

direct illumination is most desirable, then a combination of in-

direct and direct lighting involves a compromise; but, so does

almost all engineering practise involve a compromise between

desirability and cost. There are many users of light who do not

desire, nor feel they can afford, indirect illumination, but who

are nevertheless willing to pay for something a little superior to

the ordinary direct systems. To my mind Mr. Rolph's paper

suggests the conclusion that these consumers may secure the

greatest possible return from their expenditure by installing a

semi-indirect system, having a component of direct light possibly

as high as 50 per cent. ; an installation so designed that it may

represent the very best practise in direct, as well as indirect

illumination.

Mr. H. T. Spaulding: The figures given in this paper are

undoubtedly of value in the consideration of the case in hand,

namely, ideal conditions in semi-indirect lighting. It seems to

me, however, that the matter of efficiency should be given more

consideration. An installation of this type will be less efficient

than a straight indirect system inasmuch as the direct component

is very small and a less efficient reflector is used for the indirect

component. The advantages of semi-indirect illumination over

indirect illumination are efficiency and perhaps appearance. If

we, therefore, reduce the efficiency, the system loses a great part

of its value. If we increase the direct component above the

figure given in the paper serious results as far as glare and

presence of shadows are concerned should not be obtained and

the efficiency will be increased so that the system is practicable

for ordinary use.

The paper does not deal with the relative efficiencies of various

classes of lighting, but some results of a recent test may be of

interest here. The test was conducted in a room approximately

20 feet X 40 feet (6.096 m. x 12.192 m.) equipped with eight
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lighting units such that the wattage was approximately 1.5 watts

per square foot. The ceiling was white and the walls were such

as are to be found in the average office, so that the results should

be fairly close to average. Tests were made with direct lighting

with prismatic glass reflectors, semi-indirect lighting with trans-

lucent dishes and totally indirect units. The results were as

follows

:

Effective lumens per watt—direct lighting 3.52
" " " " semi-indirect lighting 2.77
" " " " indirect " 1.74

On the basis of the direct lighting the actual lumens per watt

efficiency for the semi-indirect and the totally indirect would be

approximately three-quarters and one-half, respectively.

Mr. S. G. Hibben : I want to bring up the question of shadow,

which I do not think Mr. Rolph has fully covered. In the

first place, from engineering considerations it is not quite right

to make tests in an office room and say that the results apply

equally well to a drafting room, machine shop, or residence; in

other words, the shadows seemingly found objectionable in the

test room might easily be all right in the drafting room, or vice

versa. I can best illustrate this idea by mentioning that in en-

graving or in any work with line tools, it is very hard to know

how far the point of the tool is from the work unless you have a

slight shadow upon the work. When the shadow and the point of

the tool or pencil converge, you can readily locate that working

point.

From an artistic or esthetic viewpoint, shadow must at least

be given some consideration, although Mr. Rolph has stated on

the second page that esthetic advantages would not be considered

here. It is not fair not to consider them, if general principles are

going to be laid down.

Mr. Rolph also states on the same page that "a. small direct

component also aids in giving perspective." It is hardly fair to

state that a small direct component will aid perspective without

noting that a larger direct component will give more perspective.

Relief designs can be brought out to advantage, and in very many
instances this factor surely should receive due consideration. I

believe that Dr. Ives, when considering the distribution of il-
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lumination in nature, brought our this point last year when he

called to our attention how it was that towards evening the land-

scape presents a much more pleasant appearance, with the long

and distinct though not sharp shadows.

Therefore I feel justified in considering that the true criterion

applied to the direct component of semi-indirect units would be

to keep the intrinsic brilliancy of the unit low enough to avoid

any possible eye-strain. There will still be plenty of range for

transmission, between a value for safe brilliancy, and that value

which according to this paper has been found allowable (10 or

12 per cent.) ; and such value of the transmission component

(depending upon the size of the unit) that is just safely below the

limits of harmful brilliancy will be the value giving the most

agreeable shadow efifects and the highest efficiency.

I wish to go on record in stating my appreciation of this

as being a valuable paper, pointing out. however, that the ideas

contained in it must be applied with careful discretion to cer-

tain particular types of units and installations, and that the

data cannot be taken as the conclusive final word on the sub-

ject leading to the design of correct semi-indirect units.

Mr. Claude W. Jordan: I have a few remarks to make

regarding the apparatus used for determining the reflection

coefficients of wall paints.

The use of this apparatus might involve some error, in that the

parabolic reflector around the incident light source would receive

the diffused reflection from the surface under examination and

thus the true incident lumens on that surface would be greater

than actually measured in calibrating. This fact might account

for the distortion of the zero degree incident angle curve at the

zero degree on the polar curve.

As to the mention made that all painted ceilings ordinarily

met with being perfect diffusers, this seems rather a broad and

misleading statement. It is only true in the case of paints whose

pigment particles are not covered with oxidized refracting oil or

any other refracting transparent medium. The use of even small

amounts of linseed oil or varnish in a paint tends to impart a

surface which gives specular reflection.

As to the term "specular reflection" there seems to be some
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little confusion as to the physics of such reflection. On the tenth

page the statement is made that highly diffused illumination tends

to eliminate specular reflection. Leaving aside the regular reflec-

tion from metal surfaces, specular reflection in the sense in which

it is applied in this paper, is absolutely definable and measurable.

When light rays pass from a medium of less to one of greater

optical density there is always a refracted and a reflected ray.

The amounts of light reflected and refracted depend upon the

incident angle of the light, the refractive index of the medium
of greater optical density in terms of the surrounding medium
and also upon the degree of polarization of the light.

In saying that in indirect systems specular reflection does not

occur, we do not convey the true facts. Specular reflection still

occurs, following the laws of such reflection, but the fact that

is in vogue is that the image of the light source is not apparent

to the observer as the incident light is diffused. The discomfort

experienced when such reflection occurs from a surface is not

due to the fact that the light is specularly reflected, but is due to

the great difference in intensity between the image of the light

source which is formed and the diffused reflected light from the

objects surrounding.

The true impression would be conveyed if, instead of saying

specular reflection does not occur, it were said that the glare

from specular reflection is no longer noticeable.

Mr. F. a. Vaughn : Recognizing all the limitations and

iiiaccuracies which may accompany researches of the kind

reported in this paper, the desirability of continuing this kind

of work should not be overlooked. Results of investigations of

this character, when intelligently interpreted by the practising

illuminating engineer, are of greatest assistance and very timely.

Results of this character, although as pointed out by some of

the discussion they may be more or less incomplete, are in their

present form and at this time when they are most desired possibly

more valuable than the more complete and scientific researches

on the same subjects which may have to be delayed beyond the

proper psychological moment, in order to make them sufficiently

accurate. The results, of course, of such investigations must

be intelligently interpreted and utilized, if their^ full value is to
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be realized, but this applies to all papers and discussion—those

of the most practical form, as well as the most scientific.

Up to the present time, while recognizing the desirable char-

acteristics and semi-indirect illumination, I have been Icath to

install much of this type of illumination, because of the absence

of just such investigations as are here reported, feeling that, in

order to use the semi-indirect system artistically and scientifically,

it is necessary to have a knowledge of the adjustability of the

percentages of the direct and the indirect components when

applying this system to the various conditions surrounding the

installation. It is believed that when these factors are thor-

oughly investigated, it will be possible, with the semi-indirect

system, to adjust these components relative to one another in a

manner to fit each character of installation, whether greatest eye

efficiency, or greatest artistic qualifications, is desired.

There is also almost a complete lack of equipment, involving

these adjustable features, for the use of the practising illumi-

nating engineer, so that each type of unit must practically be

designed and made up through the illuminating engineer's office.

Regarding Mr. Marks' discussion on the illumination of draft-

ing rooms by indirect illumination, I wish to take exception to

the impression which Mr. Marks' discussion would give that it

is impossible to work "longer than ten minutes" under the indi-

rect system. I have installed lighting systems in several draftmg

rooms, utilizing progressively more and more indirect illumina-

tion and with increasing intensities, with the idea of investigatmg

the desirabilitv of the indirect system for drafting rooms. These

installations are all operating at the present time, and some of

them have been for a year or two—all of them at least some

weeks.

One installation has recently been installed which has a maxi-

mum of intensitv and a maximum of diffusion, secured by plac-

ing several 45 units of 250 watts capacity, illuminating a floor

space of approximately 4,200 square feet. There is practically

absolute absence of all shadows, high intensity of an average of.

practically, 10 foot-candles, and it has been, up to date, impos-

sible to extract anv criticism from the many men utilizing this

installation, regarding the high intensity, presence of glare, or
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absence of shadows. This installation is somewhat experimental

and is adjustable, so that these subjects can be investigated in a

practical manner.

It might be suggested that the difficulty Mr. Marks experienced

with drafting rooms illuminated in this manner is due very

largely to the use of the glossy side of the tracing cloth. It is

appreciated that practise in this regard varies widely amongst
different concerns, and it possibly is within the precinct of the

illuminating engineer to make suggestions regarding this point.

In the installation referred to above, the rough side of the trac-

ing cloth is utilized, and the tint and character of the detailed

paper has been suggested to the chief draftsman by the engineer.

Mr. T. W. Rolph (In reply) : First, on the question of light

and dark walls: The statement that dark walls are preferable

was not one of the premises and does not affect the conclusions

drawn. Under the consideration of the minor disadvantages of

a high indirect component, the statement is made that the walls

should be dark if the highest visual efficiency is to be obtained

with this class of lighting, inasmuch as a high indirect compo-

nent throws too much light on the walls. As far as the conclu-

sions drawn in this paper are concerned, the statement might

better have been "If dark walls are conducive to the highest

visual efficiency, especial consideration should be given to them
in indirect lighting, since more light is thrown on the walls than

with direct lighting." The question of too much light on the

walls is not of great importance in weighing the relative merits

of direct and indirect lighting and is of still less, if any, impor-

tance in determining the engineering requirements of the best

indirect and semi-indirect units.

Commenting on the observations on diffusion with varying per-

centages of direct and indirect components, Mr. Marks brought

up five possible changes in conditions, which might affect the

results. A large part of the discussion of the paper turns on

the effect of these possible changes in conditions. I will there-

fore take them up in detail.

(a) Light instead of Dark-colored Walls.—The observations

were made with varying percentages of direct and indirect

components. When the illumination was totally direct, the
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color of the walls had no effect whatever. This totally direct

lighting was quite dift'erent from that obtained from what we
ordinarily term direct lighting systems, as in the latter a con-

siderable percentage of the illumination is received indirectly.

Were the indirect component introduced in the observations

the effect of lighter walls would have been to increase the effi-

ciency with which the illumination was obtained and to increase

the dift"usion of the illumination due to the indirect component.

Neither of these would affect the results obtained. Efficiency

was of no consideration and was not measured during these

observations since they were made only to determine the effects

of varying proportions of direct and indirect components of the

illumination. An increase in the diffusion of the indirect com-

ponent would not affect the observations since this component

was already so diffused as to give no shadow effect and no notice-

able specular reflection in the position in which the observations

were made. As far as any effect of wall color on visual effi-

ciency is concerned, it should be noted that walls were not in

the field of vision when the observer was looking at the desk

and actually making the observations. In view of all these con-

siderations, it does not seem possible that the color of the walls

could have any appreciable effect on the results of these observa-

tions.

Conditions (b), (c) and (d) which Mr. Marks mentioned

were change in the height of the light-unit, change in the visible*

area of the direct unit and change in the specific brightness of

the direct unit. These three are more or less inter-dependent.

If the specific brightness remains constant, increasing the height

is the same as decreasing the size and vice versa, with respect

to both sharpness of shadows and degree of specular reflection.

If the candle-power remains constant, increasing the size is the

same as decreasing the specific brightness. As the specific bright-

ness decreases or the area increases the degree of objectionable

specular reflection from working surfaces decreases. If this

were carried to an extreme, as Mr. Marks suggested, we might

have one or more direct lighting units, with an area as great as

the area of the illuminated portion of the ceiling in indirect light-

ing, and a specific brightness as low as that obtained in indirect

S
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lighting. ^Manifestly the illumination would be as diffused as

with indirect lighting. The system would possess all the engi-

neering advantages of indirect lighting, together with the effi-

ciency advantage of direct lighting. At the present time, the

cost of installation is the greatest bar to the development of such

a system of lighting. It is evident that changing these three con-

ditions would change the points at which shadows and specular

reflection from working surfaces become objectionable. What
was attempted in these observations was to obtain conditions

which would represent approximately the average obtained in

this class of lighting when installed primarily for its engineering

advantages. With the direct source 15 inches (38.1 cm.) in

diameter at the height at which this was installed and with prac-

tically perfect diffusion over the surface of the unit as obtained

in this case, it seems to me we have fairly average conditions.

Just what variations would be obtained by changing these con-

ditions, I cannot state, but it does not seem probable that the

changes which ordinarily obtain in practise would make any

great dift'erence in the percentages of direct and indirect com-

ponents at which the eft'ects were observed.

The fifth point (e) brought up by Mr. Marks was the eft'ect of

a change in the intensity of illumination. The illumination in

these observations was three foot-candles. That was taken as

representing an average illumination in places where close visual

work is performed. I cannot state whether the results would

be changed by changing that illumination, but it hardly seems

probable that a change to 2 or 4 or 6 foot-candles would change

the percentages of direct and indirect components which gave the

effects observed.

It has been suggested that it would have been more accurate

to measure the illumination on the ceiling to determine the flux

in each zone, in the tests in the efficiency of various zones. This

is true, but I believe no appreciable error was introduced by the

method used. As stated in the paper, in a consideration of pos-

sible sources of error, tests which have been made on a reflector

giving a somewhat similar distril)Ution of light show little varia-

tion in candle-power at different distances from the photometer-

head. I submit curves obtained from an intensive prismatic
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reflector tested at distances of 4 to 30 feet (1.219 m. to 9.144 m.)
from the photometer-head (fig. A).

^Ir. Hibben suggested the use of a higher component of direct

light for the purpose of obtaining better perspective. In offices

you do not require perspective very much, but there are certain

cases where you do need it badly and he mentioned one of the

most important—engraving. In the lighting of a room to be

Fig. A.—Distribution from a prismatic intensive reflector with a 6o-watt bowl-frosted

tungsten lamp, tested at different distances from the photomer-head.

used for such a purpose, I would, by all means, recommend direct

lighting. It has been found by experience to be the best, as you

need sharply defined shadows in that case. It should be noted

also that perspective is not entirely destroyed even by totally

indirect lighting. That point has been brought out a number of

times before the Society. Shadows of considerable depth are

usually present in totally indirect lighting, but they lack the sharp

edges which shadows due to the direct component of the light

have.
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Mr. Hibben also brought up the question of artistic considera-

tions. This paper is not intended to cover and does not apply to

conditions where artistic considerations are of importance. It

is an engineering paper purely and the results should be applied

principally to places where the diffusion obtained with this system

of lighting is of the greatest moment—primarily such rooms as

offices, reading-rooms, etc. In cases where artistic considera-

tions are prominent it might be desirable to have a higher per-

centage of transmitted light, provided you do not wish to obtain

the engineering advantages of the indirect component.

Mr. Jordan suggested that with the apparatus for testing diffu-

sion and coefficient of reflection illustrated in fig. 4, there might

be an error due to light reflected from the disk striking the

reflector and being reflected back to the disk. The diameter of

the reflector is 11.5 inches (0.284 m.) and its distance from the

disk is 3.86 feet or 46.3 inches {1.177 "!•)• It subtends a solid

angle of 0.025 steradians. As the disk reflects light through a

solid angle of 2tt steradians it will be seen that the reflector sub-

tends less than ^ of i per cent, of the solid angle through which

the disk spreads its light. Furthermore very little of the light

which the disk reflects to the reflector would be reflected back

in the direction of the disk. It will be apparent therefore that

this possible source of error is negligible.

Mr. Jordan also brings up the point that where oil paints are

used on ceilings, the diffusion is not as shown in figs. 5 and 6.

That is true, but as stated in the paper, rooms in which indirect

or semi-indirect lighting is likely to be used for its engineering

advantages, only in rare cases have ceilings finished with oil paint

or any material giving a glossy surface.

Mr. Jordan made a very good distinction between specular

reflection and glare due to specular reflection. Specular reflec-

tion from working surfaces is present in as great degree with

indirect lighting as with direct lighting, but the reflected light

is not directed in objectionable directions. In the paper, where

the term "specular reflection from working surfaces" is used, the

specular reflection due to direct light is meant, and I think the

context will convey the proper impression, although it could have

been stated more exactly.
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I may have overlooked some of the points brought up m the

discussion but many of them are covered in the paper and could

not be brought out in abstracting it. The conclusion which has

been questioned the most seriously is that the direct component

of the illumination should not be greater than approximately

15 per cent, of the total illumination. The suggestion was re-

peated from a previous paper that the ratio of equal parts direct

and indirect components of the illumination is desirable. An in-

crease in the direct component from 15 per cent, to 25 or 30

per cent, means very little increase in efficiency, as the greater

transmission downward does not make up for the accompany-

ing greater transmission near the horizontal where the light is

used less efficiently than in any other direction. If the direct

component of the illumination is increased to 50 per cent, there

will probably be an appreciable increase in efficiency. I take

it, that some such system was used in the tests Mr. Spaulding re-

ferred to. He did not mention the character of the opal glass

used. However, with a 50 per cent, direct component, it is

doubtful whether the system ought to be called semi-indirect

lighting or an inefficient form of direct lighting. Opal balls,

for example, as ordinarily installed give a direct component of

less than 50 per cent. With bare lamps in a room having light

ceiling and medium walls, illumination tests show a direct com-

ponent of only approximately 40 per cent. We do not ordinarily

realize how large the indirect component is, with what we usually

term direct lighting. For rooms in which semi-indirect lighting

is of value for its engineering advantages, the only evidence we

have in favor of a direct component of 30 to 50 per cent, is that

such installations have been made and look all right and give

satisfaction. The same thing can be said of direct lighting sys-

tems. They have been installed in offices, reading-rooms, etc.,

and have given perfect satisfaction. We are now considering,

however, a system which promises much better illumination, for

the purpose, than direct lighting gives. Accompanying this im-

provement in illumination is a great increase in operating cost.

Now, the argument in favor of a direct component of not over

approximately 15 per cent, is based primarily on the statement

that, to justify this great increase in operating cost, the illumi-

nation advantages of the system should be obtained as fully
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as possible. To show that 15 per cent, direct component is

approximately the high limit at which those advantages are

obtained as fully as possible, four classes of evidence are in-

troduced. First a line of reasoning based on the entire elimina-

tion of objectionable specular reflection from the direct compon-

ent; second, a line of reasoning based on the reduction of the

intrinsic brilliancy of the unit to a desirable point ; third, a series

of observations on specular reflection from various percentages

of direct component under approximately average conditions ; and

fourth, a series of observations on shadows obtained with vary-

ing percentages of direct component under average conditions.

These four classes of evidence all point to approximately the

same high limit of direct component. While the evidence may
not be conclusive in favor of a direct component of not over

approximately 15 per cent., it seems to me to far outweigh any

other evidence so far brought forward.

As brought out in the discussion and also in the paper, the

prototype curve cannot be taken as the exact curve which must

be obtained. The efli'ect of variations from the curve is pretty

well covered on the next to the last page of the paper. As a

matter of fact, the curve could not be obtained exactly ; it can

only be approximated. It is given here merely to show what

the evidence so far brought out, indicates as the most desirable

curve to work to in the design of indirect and semi-indirect

light-units.
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THE LIGHTING OF THE BUFFALO GENERAL ELEC-
TRIC COMPANY'S BUILDING.*

BY W. D A. RYAN.

The following brief description will answer as a guide to the

members of the Illuminating Engineering Society when visiting

the Buffalo General Electric Company's new office building.

The building which was designed by Esenwine & Johnson,

local architects, consists of a main structure of four stories, sur-

mounted by an octagonal tower of fourteen stories rising to a

total height of approximately 300 feet. The entire building is

glazed white terra cotta and is of the most modern fire-proof

construction. The basement, first and mezzanine floors will be

occupied by the Buffalo General Electric Company, and the

remaining space will be sub-let for general offices.

The lighting specifications were drawn by the illuminating

engineering department of the General Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, N. Y. This is one of the first important buildings in

which the illuminating engineer was made responsible, not only

for the design and location of the lighting units, but also passed

upon other features having an important bearing upon the gen-

eral lighting effect, such as interior finish and decorations, win-

dow shades, etc.

From the beginning it was understood that the lighting of both

interior and exterior should be distinctive and fully representa-

tive of the latest development in the art, marking if possible an

era in high-class office building lighting.

Owing to the monumental character of the building and the

general construction outlining with small units was out of the

question. It was, therefore, decided to use white light furnished

by the 6.6 ampere series ornamental luminous arc lamps spaced

around the building at the curb line, along the top of the main

structure and on the cappings at the tower steps on the 14th,

15th and i6th floors. A five-light 30-foot standard of these

luminous lamps was also placed in the center of the aisle of

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Hluminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.
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safety as illustrated. The effect at night is that of a white
building, relieved by the warm yellow light of the tungsten

lamps streaming through the windows, rising to a colonade'

illuminated by concealed blue purple light in simulation of

Fig. I.—Night view of the Buffalo General Electric Company Building.

shadow effect, contrasted with the white light thrown on the

outer surface of the columns by the luminous arc lamps; the

whole, surmounted by revolving searchlight beams 300 feet above

the street. The latter effect is produced by three 30 inch (0.76
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Fig. 2.—Semi-indirect lighting fixture No. 1409^.
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Fig. 3.—Photometric distribution cur\-e from semi-indirect lighting fixture
No. 1409^^ shown in fig. 2.
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Fig. 4.—Direct lighting fixture No. 1409.
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m.) projectors mounted on a revolving platform in the dome;
the projectors are also provided with motors, so that they revolve

on their own centers through color evolutions produced by screens

mounted on projectors.

The general interior illumination is semi-indirect, the fixtures

being especially designed for this building. The watts per square

foot for the entire building average 1.4. The total area includ-

ing all space is 76,800 square feet and the connected load 108

Fig. 6.—Contract department.

kilowatts. The foot-candles are not less than 4 or over 6, except

in a few special cases, as in the draughting-room where it is

slightly higher. The main units in the offices throughout are of

the convertible type, making it possible for the respective ten-

ants to have either direct or semi-indirect lighting, as the desire.

The units on the 13th, 14th and 15th floors are of special

design and are made to throw a strong light through the heavily

latticed windows and at the same time light the room with semi-

indirect illumination.
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Tests have not been completed but sufficient data have been

compiled to give a fair approximation of the general efficiency

of the system.

Fig. 7.—The rotunda.

Plans of the floors of the building showing the locations and

sizes of the light units together with diagrams showing the watts

per square foot for the various floors and rooms are given on

the following pages.
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Lighting
unit

Table of Illumination Test Results.

Lumens
Total
watts

Floor
area
sq. ft.

Semi-indirect

unit with 250

watt clear

tun g s t e n

lamp 1,000

Semi-indirect

unit with
150 watt
clear tunj{-

sten lamp.

.

Semi-indirect

46:

600 465

unit with
250 watt
clear tung-

sten lamp.. 500 360

Semi -indirect

unit with
150 watt
clear tung-

sten lamp.. 1,200 780

Semi-indirect

unit with
150 watt
clear .tung-

sten lamp . . 600 360

Watts
per

sq. ft.

2.15

1.29

1-59

Avg.
foot-

candles

8. 12

4.31

per
watt

3-34

4-67 3-36

Min.

avg.

78 O.S6

0.81

0.66

1.54 5.20 3.38 0.67

Ratio

Max.
avg.

1. 17

1-55

1.66 502 3.02 0.90

Min.

max

0.74

0.73

0.42

0.55

0.80

ZSO WATTMt/LT. TUNGSTEN LiMPfO-EAf!] WITH IPEdAL FIKTUIfE NO- I409i

1411

16 -IN. DIFFUSE

R

16 -IN -

12-m
12- IN. ••

SPECIAL FIXTUPE NO. 1403

^

Fig. 8.—Plan of the basement.
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B ISO WATT MULT TUNG5TCH LAMP (CLEAR) WITH 5PCCIAL FIXTURE •//? /-«<»

Fig. 9.—Plan of first floor.
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Kiff. 10.—Plan of mezzanine floor.
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?S0 WATT MULT. TmSSTEN UMPfaEA^) WITH SPECIAL FIXTUUCW. 1409s

ISO

Fig. II.— Plan of second floor.

ISO WATT MULT TUNGSTEN LAHPrClSAR) WITH SPECIAL FIXTURE /V'

. (BF) •

Fig. 12.—Plan of third floor.
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Fig. 13.—Plan of fourth floor.

ID ZSO WATT MULT TUNGSTEN LAMP(CLEAR) WITH SPECIAL FIXTVKE NO. 1409^

i iO' ' » • (B.F.) • ' 1410

Fig. 14.—Typical plan of the fifth, sixth, ninth, tenth and eleventh floors.
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a 250 mTT MULT. TUNSSTEN mMPKLEAK) WITH SPECIAL FIXTVKE HO.M9^ "

Fig. 15.—Plan of seventh floor.

ISO WATT MOLT TUN6ST£N LAMP (CLEAI^ WITH SPECIAL FIXTURE Nf HOSf
uoaj

Fig. 16.— Plan of the eighth floor.
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a ISO WATT MULT TUNGSTEN LyiMPrCLEAR) WITH SPECIAL FIXTURE NO. 1409^
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^ 60 1 " I (B.PI •

& eo ' ' . . .

Fig. 17.—Plan of the twelfth floor.

a ZSO WATT MULT. TUNSSTEN LAMP (CLEAR) WITH SPECIAL FIXTUFE NO. 1403

h ZSO - • • • ' • 1409^

Fig. 18.—Plan of the thirteenth floor.
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» 6.6AMP.D.C. SEKIES LUMINOUS ARC L^MP ON ORNAMENTAL POST

Fig. 19.— Plan of the fourteenth floor.
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Fig. 20.—Plan of the fifteenth flloor.
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Fig. 21.—Energy diagram of the general lighting on basement, first,
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Fig. 23.—Special fixture No. 1400.

Fig. 24.—Special fixture No. 1401.
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Fig. 27.—Special fixture No. 1407 with 500-watt lamp; fixture 1408 same as No. 1407.
but equipped with a 250-watt lamp.
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Fig. 2S.— Fixture No. 1410. Fig. 29.—Fixture Xo. 141 1.

Fig. 30.—30-inch special projector lamp used in tower.
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Fig. 31.—Ornamental post with an

ornamental luminous arc lamp.

Fig. 32.—Cross section of the tower
of the building.
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Fig- 33-—Diagram of the electrical connections for tlie tower lighting.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. G. H- Stickney: I have talked with some of those who

have worked under the lighting in some of the offices of this

building and they have spoken very highly of it. The fixtures

certainly make a nice appearance in the day time; I have not seen

them at night.

This installation is the result of co-operation between the

illuminating engineer and the artistic designer and has some

notably unique features which are sure to excite considerable

interest.

I have not had an opportunity of analyzing the figures care-

fully, but I note that the efficiency, as expressed in lumens per

watt, is remarkably high for semi-indirect lighting.
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THE DIFFUSE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION
OF LIGHT.*

BY P. G. NUTTING.

INTRODUCTION.

The distribution of light is profoundly affected by diffusely

reflecting or transmitting screens. The best distribution of il-

lumination requires the use of three different types of diffusing

screens and illuminating engineers demand of each the highest

attainable efficiency. The three types of diffusion required are:

Fig. I.—Varieties of diffuse reflection and transmission.

1. Transmission with maximum diffusion and minimum ab-

sorption of light. Such screens (lamps, bulbs and globes) are re-

quired to reduce the intrinsic brilliancy of sources with minimum

loss of light.

2. Diffuse reflection with both reflecting power and diflusion

a maximum. Such properties in wall coverings not only save

light but give a more uniform illumination with fewer fixtures.

3. Diffuse reflection with high reflecting power but with the

reflected light massed within a given angle. Reflection of this

type (aluminum paint) gives light economy in indirect illumina-

tion and projection screens.

In a laboratory survey of these problems we find examples of
* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Ilhiminating Kngineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.
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practically all varieties of diffuse reflection and transmission

(Fig- I).

There are the purely specular, the semi-specular, the selectively

diffuse and the perfectly dift'use or Lambert Law distributions of

both reflected and transmitted light. Practically any amount of

absorption may occur with any type of diffusion. Each case of

diffusion may be traced to particular kinds of reflection, refrac-

tion and diffraction within or near the surfaces of bodies.

THE PHYSICS OF DIFFUSION.

The various substances causing the dift'erent types of scatter-

ing met with in the laboratory owe their properties to peculiari-

ties in structure. Before proceeding to the mathematical theory

of the subject, a few concrete cases of each type will be reviewed

and interpreted.

1. Specular Reflection and I'ransmission.—Imbedded opaque
particles of molecular dimensions cannot cause dift'usion of light.

Such particles may profoundly aft'ect the absorption of the light

waves but cannot alter their direction except indirectly through

refraction. Scattering begins as the particles approach in dimen-

sions the length of a light wave. This limit, say one-fifth of a

wave length or ioo/x/m is just below the working range of the

ordinary microscope, though with the ultra-microscope (an or-

dinary microscope with purely oblique illumination) diffraction

disks may be obtained from particles fifty times smaller or 2/i/i

in diameter. Molecular dimensions are of the order of o.i/i/t,

V20 of the lower limit of the ultra-microscope and Viooo of the

lower limit of particles causing diffusion.

Gold ruby glass and various classes of colloidal suspensions

of metals are familiar examples of substances that contain parti-

cles visible with the ultra-microscope and yet not sensibly dift'us-

ing in mass. It is an interesting experiment on the transition

from a specular to a diffuse reflection to mix dilute solutions

of ordinary hyposulphite and sulphuric acid. The precipitated

sulphur forms in larger and larger aggregates, giving the sus-

pending liquid all degrees of turbidity.

2. Semi-specular Reflection and Transmission.—Examples of

mixed specular and diffuse reflection are seen in glass surfaces

lightly dusted with powder or very lightly frosted by etching,
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sand blasting or grinding. The distribution of the diffusely re-

flected portion of the light follows Lamberts Law rather closely

while the specularly reflected portion follows the laws of specular

reflection. An extreme case of this type is a perfectly diffusing

surface which has been flowed over with a reflecting transparent

varnish or a white opaque sediment over which water is stand-

ing. This gives a combination of nearly pure specular and pure

diff'use reflection.

Slight dift'usion by transmission is familiar in slightly turbid

media particularly in the atmosphere when free from fog or

clouds. Diercks^ has recently published data on the falling

00000
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Fig. 2.—Decrease in sky brightness from the sun's limb outward.

off in the brightness of the sky from the sun's limb outward.

(Fig. 2.)

This shows the characteristic diffusion due to dift'raction near

the direct path of the rays falling rapidly, at about 5 deg. from

the sun, to a nearly" uniform distribution of light corresponding

roughly to Lambert's law.

A frosted sheet of glass may of course be prepared to give

nearly all proportions of directly and diffusely transmitted light.

3. Perfectly Diffuse Reflection and Transmission.—Surfaces

which reflect or emit in close accordance with Lambert's Law are

not uncommon. The essential condition is that the orientation

of the individual reflecting or emitting particles comprising the

surface be indift'erent, as many facing each direction as face any

other; such surfaces are not difficult to prepare.

1 Physik. Zeit., vol. 13, p. 562-4. June 15, 1912.
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The minimum absorption of a surface comprised of trans-

parent particles such as snow, powdered boric acid and the hke

appears to be about 15 per cent. The corresponding figure for

surfaces composed of metalHc particles has not yet been determ-

ined. The metal paints exhibit far from perfectly diffuse re-

flection.

A close approach to perfectly dififuse transmission is rare

among ordinary laboratory materials. Both surfaces are con-

cerned in the diffusion and a trace of dirt on either surface

modifies the diffusion considerably. The nearest approach to a

useful perfectly diffusing transmission screen is a sheet of opal

glass ground on both sides. A sheet of clear glass, frosted on

both sides, gives far from perfectly diffuse transmission.

Fig. 3.—Types of selective diffusion.

4. Selectively Diffuse Reflection and Transmission.—These are

more commonly met with than any other kind. Any departure

from perfect regularity or perfect irregularity in the roughness

causing scattering will throw more light in some directions than

in others.

The plot of the distribution of reflected or transmitted light is

more or less elliptical ranging from egg shaped point outward

through the purely elliptical to the egg shaped point inward

(fig. 3). The latter is of course the type most desired in illumi-

nation.

Heavily calendered paper exhibits this peculiarity quite gen-

erally as does a flat surface painted with flaky metal paint. A
mat surface rolled or pressed against a plane surface or a specu-
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lar surface that is slightly wavy gives maximum reflection within

a given angle. The various corrugated and prismatic glasses give

a wide range of distribution to the transmitted light.

With highly colored materials not only the amount but the

diffusion and polarization of reflected light varies enormously

with the wave-length. The surface appears colored because of

the excess of reflecting power for certain wave-lengths. These

same wave-lengths must be admitted most freely within the sur-

face, since the reflection of the complementary wave-lengths di-

rectly for the outer surface can in general (metals excepted)

be only about a tenth as great as of the waves diffusely reflected

from beneath the surface. Hence light of the characteristic

color of the surface is strongly reflected, highly diffused and

but slightly polarized ; while its complementary color is weakly

and specularly reflected and at most angles highly polarized.

For example a red, semi-mat wall paper shows in a spectroscope

say red, orange and yellow strongly reflected, and green, blue and

violet but faintly reflected. Red light reflected from such a pa-

per will be found highly diffused and almost unpolarized, while

blue light is faintly reflected from the outer surface alone and

hence more or less specularly reflected and highly polarized, ex-

cept when reflected at nearly perpendicular incidence.

A variation of color at or near the angle of specular reflection

is the ordinary case with mat or semi-mat non-metallic surfaces.

On the other hand the light reflected from semi-mat metallic

surfaces, like copper and gold, analyze the same color at the

angle of specular reflection as at any other angle.

Polarization must be taken account of in the testing of reflect-

ing materials; but it is of little consequence in illuminating prob-

lems, except where light is to be twice reflected from material

with a strongly selective reflecting power.

THEORY OF DIFFUSION.

It is for the theory of diffusion to determine the distribution

of the reflected or transmitted light when a given pencil of light

strikes a given surface. In general the microscopic details of a

surface are all different and the theoretical problem of light dis-

tribution is indeterminate, but it is worth while to consider a few

assumed but not impossible cases in which the surface is either
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homogeneous or else perfectly heterogeneous in certain charac-

teristics. One is most concerned with the case of homogenity

of material combined with heterogenity of she, form and orienta-

tion and he may wish to find the reflecting-power and diffusion.

Consider first a layer of reflecting spheres, each sphere small

compared with the distance of the source of illumination and the

point of view. One may think of a tray covered with steel balls,

the free surface of a mass of bubbles, mercury globules in bal-

sam, or a surface frosted with condensed vapor.

Each little sphere (fig. 4) forms a tiny image of the source. The

specific brightness of each image, by an elimentary law of geo-

metrical optics, is that of the source, multiplied by the reflecting

Pig. 4.—A graphic representation of diffuse reflection.

power of the surface of the sphere. The size of each image is pro-

portional to the radius of each sphere, hence the area of each

image is proportional to the square of that radius. But the whole

number of spheres, if closely packed, is inversely proportional to

the square of the radius of each; hence the brightness of our

layer of spheres as a whole is independent of their size and pro-

portional to the reflecting power of each at the particular angle

at which reflection takes place.

In mathematical terms, assume a source of light of area A and

specific brightness B at a distance u from a reflecting surface

composed of reflecting spheres of radius r packed in a plane.

Then the brightness B' of the small image formed by each sphere

is such that
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(1) B' r= BR
R being the reflecting power of the surface of the sphere given

in terms of angle and refractive index by the famiHar Fresnel

formulae.

Again, the ratio ~^— of the linear dimensions of image and
y

source is, assuming r small compared with ii.

y r
(2) -^—= .

y 2u

The relative areas of image and source are then

A' _ y" __' r'
*^2^ A ~ y "~ 4z<^'

But the ratio of all the areas of all the images to total area of

A'
surface is —5-, hence the mean brightness of the illuminated

surface as a whole (call it Bj is to the brightness B' of each

image in the ratio

B, _ A^ _ Ar*/47^^ ^ I A
^^'

B' ~ 4;-^ 4/'' 16 li'
'

making use of (3). Hence, by (i), the relative brightness of

illuminated surface and source is

since A/n- is the solid angle subtended at each sphere by the

source.

Such a surface composed of small reflecting spheres would

then reflect in accordance with Lambert's Law except as the re-

flecting power (specular) of each sphere varied with the angle

of incidence; the co-efiicient of dift'use reflection would be ttR/S,

neglecting multiple reflection from sphere to sphere.

Consider next the case of a mass of minute plane reflecting

surfaces spread loosely in an approximate plane. Such condi-

tions might be realized with say a mass of fine silver crystals,

every face of which is a small plane. Suppose none of the faces

are very much larger than the mean and suppose that the orien-

tation of the faces is entirely indifferent—as many face any

given direction as face any other.

The probability of any face reflecting light in a given direc-

tion is therefore proportional to the area of the source; it is the
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ratio of the solid angle subtended by the source (sa^- w) to the

whole spherical area 47r. The probability of a given crystal hav-

ing a face reflecting outward is then w 27r.

If the mean reflecting power (mean at all angles of incidence)

of the faces is R then the relative brightness of surface and

source is Rw 27r, under the assumption ihat the field of view

is completely filled by the various reflecting faces and that all of

the light reflected inward is absorbed. Under the same assump-

tions, the coefficient of diffuse reflection would be (<u = 27r)

simply R, the mean reflecting power of a single face.

To take account of the mean foreshortening of the reflecting

faces, one must multiply by the mean value of the cosine, 0.63

;

hence, simply ignoring multiple reflection, the coefficient of dif-

fuse reflection would be 0.63 R. Multiple reflection would raise

this coefiicient by an amount not readily calculated ; hence it

can only be said that the actual reflecting power of the surface

will be between 0.63 R and R.

If a plane surface be pressed against such a loose mass of

crystals, obviously their mean orientation will no longer be

neutral and the probability law will no longer apply. There will

then be a more or less dominant specular reflection superposed on

the lowered diffuse reflection.

The theory of reflection from surfaces composed of small

transparent particles, such as snow and other crystals for exam-

ple, may be treated in the same manner and leads to the same

numerical results, except that the reflecting power R is to be in-

terpreted in this case as the coefficient of total reflection less

the mean loss by reflection from a single face ; hence R is equal

to about 0.90. The highest recorded reflection coefficients are

about 86 per cent.; so that the percentage of light ultimately lost

by transmission inward is very small when the particles them-

selves are highly transparent.

The three simple cases outlined above are all that lend them-

selves readily to mathematical treatment. In all three, theory

indicates that reflection following Lambert's Law is to be expect-

ed. More extended theory would involve a more precise knowl-

edge of physical properties, a treatment of multiple reflection,

and the theory of probabilities in ways that are not promising of

fruitful results.
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. C. H. Sharp: This paper by Dr. Nutting presents a

very precise and short method of arriving at coefficients of

reflection. It is interesting in that it involves the practical appli-

cation of the theorem that the flux density of light from an

infinite plane remains constant as you go away from that plane.

Mr. M. Luckiesh : Inasmuch as Dr. Nutting does not show

Fig. A.—Diffusion curves obtained from several commercial glasses.

any diffusion curves for actual commercial glasses, the accom-

panying figure should be of interest. I have examined quite a

number of flat samples. Those whose diffusion curves are shown

in the illustration are briefly described as follows

:

o-i Thin flashed opal.

2 Pressed Alba % inch thick.

2 (frosted) Same frosted.

3 Etched white acid.

4 Incandescent lamp frosting.

Rough pressed lime.

Lucida yi inch thick,

(frosted) Same frosted.

Pressed lime.

All samples examined which owe their diffusing property to

the character of their surface alone exhibited diffusion curves

like that marked S. D. in fig. i of Dr. Nutting's paper. The thin

milk opal glass approaches perfect diffusion. The type of glass

known as Alba shows a curve like S. S. Lucida glass shows this

characteristic only very slightly even in thicknesses of Y^ inch.
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THE PERCEPTION OF LIGHTS OF SHORT DURATION
AT THEIR RANGE LIMITS.

BY A. BLONDEL AND J. REY,

OBJECTS OF INVESTIGATION.

The laws of the perception of Hghts of short duration are of

very great interest, not only from a theoretical and philosophical

point of view, but also by reason of the important applications

to which rapid signals give rise in practise. Accordingly, numer-

ous investigators—Helmholtz, Briicke (1886), Exner (1868),

Allard (1872), Kunkel (1874), Swan (1849), Charpentier

(1887-1890) Broca and Sulzer (1902), Martins (1902), Mac
Dougall (1904), et. al.—have devoted themselves to a study of

the variation of the luminous sensation in time function. The

most complete and most scientific knowledge of this variation

is. accredited to Andre Broca and Sulzer.

The curves (fig. i) which they have obtained^ by compar-

ing the brightness produced on a screen by a light of short

duration, with a permanent light produced by a standard source

show how various are the sensations occasioned by the time

function for very difiFerent illuminations computed in lux- ; they

have for the first time, established with precision that, except

for lights of very feeble intensity, the luminous sensation passes

by a maximum at the end of a comparatively short time, and

afterwards attains only slowly the constant value.^

These curves how'ever, do not offer a solution of the problem

which we are here considering, which is that of the limit of per-

ception (that is to say at the threshold of the sensation) of feeble

lights. Their intersections with the horizontal corresponding

* A short summarj' of this work was presented to the Academy of Science of Paris

at its meeting on July 3rd, iqii.

1 Luminous Sensation in Time Function, foumal de Physiologie et de Paihologie

Ginerale. No. 4, Juillet 1902.

2 I lux = i/io millilumen per square centimeter ; that is the illumination given by one

candle at i meter (39.3 inches).

3 Helmholz, Briicke and Exner have already pointed out the existence of a maximum
and have discovered that the time necessary- for attaining it is shorter as the exciting

luminous intensity is greater ; but their methods have been subject to criticism ; and

Charpentier. who conducted analogous experiments did not find this maximum because

he experimented with too feeble lights ; moreover his apparatus did not show the

observed screen at once.
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to the threshold of sensation are not precise. Moreover (and

this is an objection of principle) in the case of the threshold,

the impression does not follow a curve, but appears suddenly

with a value just perceptible when the action of the light has

been sufficient in intensity and in time; otherwise there is no

sensation at all.

A material comparison allows this important difference to be

stated with precision; in Broca's and Sulzers experiments, the

eye seems to act very much like a galvanometer submitted to

the action of a current during a part of the time of the oscillation
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Fig. I.—Broca's andSulzer's curves, representingthe variation of the luminous impression

apparent in time function, for diverse illuminations of the screen under observation.

itself, the damping of which varies in inverse function of the ef-

fectual luminous intensity, for the sensation exceeds the normal

working in a proportion so much the greater as the efifectual

luminous intensity is greater.

On the contrary, in the case here adduced, the luminous

impression is briefer, or at the most as long as the period of its

apparition on the threshold of sensation ; the eye then acts like a

ballistic galvanometer integrating the excitation. We have en-

deavored to find out the law of this integration in function of the
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intensity of effectual luminous lighting and of its time of applica-

tion.

This problem has been studied rather incompletely by differ-

ent investigators. In 1834, Talbof* studied the law "Talbot-

Plateau" on the persistency of the luminous impressions based

on the well-known experiment of the rotating disk. He con-

cluded that the sensation must be proportional to the time of the

light's action. Swan^ stated the same idea more clearly. The '

question, however, has only been treated with precision in the

more recent works of Bloch*^ and Charpentier."

Bloch contended that the excitation necessary for the produc-

tion of the minimum sensation was perceptibly constant and pro-

portional to the product of the illumination by the time Char-

pentier, who verified this law within certain limits, admitted that

the retinal impression e produced by an illumination E of short

duration t is fixed according to a linear law e == E^ As an im-

mediate result it was seen that the luminous impressions pro-

duced on the retina by two sources of different intensity must be

equal, if these sources are apparent during periods inversely pro-

portional to the illumination they produce ; hence E^ is constant.

Charpentier believed he had discovered that the law of the pro-

portionality of the impressions to the time was true only up to

the moment when the permanent sensation was attained: he had

fixed this time for different luminous intensities (unfortunately

all were considerably higher than the perceptible limit intensity)

and had thus got figures varying between % and ^/lo of a second

and seemingly proportional to Yz or %. of the power of the abso-

lute illumination. He admitted that all lights lasting a longer

time were perceived integrally, as if they were permanent.

MacDougalP by a more improved method, had found it neces-

sary to carry this period to ^ of a second for feeble lights.

Another investigator® had, from 1893, pointed out that the

* Philosophical Magazine. 1S34, series 3, vol. V, page 327.

5 Transactions, of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1S49.

* Comptes Rendus de la Societe de Biologie. 1SS5, series S, vol. II, page 495.
" Ibidem, 1SS7. vol. II, page 5.

^Journal oj Psychology, vol. I, part 2. June 1904, MacDougall has also p>ointed out the

extraordinary rapiditj' with which the luminous sensation falls again after it has at

tained its maximum, but -without precisely stating the cur\-e in a detailed manner.
* A. Blondel, Flash-Lights and the Physiological Perception 0/ Instatitaneous Flashes-

(Proc. of International Maritime Congress, I^ndon, 1S93, sect. IV, page 39.
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discontinuity resulting from the sudden variation of inclination

of the curve of sensation at the moment of integral perception

cannot be admitted, for natiira non fecit angulos; he therefore

proposed to replace the straight line of sensation by a curve join-

ing the horizontal at. the same point. A better explanation of

Charpentier's results can be found to-day in the curves of figure

I, the first part of which, starting from the origin rises as a mat-

ter of fact, perceptibly in a straight line as far as the horizontals

of the permanent sensation ; it is probable that Bloch and Char-

pentier believed that the curves stopped at these horizontals. As
they are prolonged still higher Bloch's law loses all philosophical

basis.

It is, moreover, contradicted by experience itself, as soon as

one takes into consideration very feeble lights which are close

to the limit of sensation ; for then the time limit of addition is

no longer found. Thus it is that, in the experiments of Broca

and Sulzer, the time necessary for the permanent sensation varied

between one second for strong lights to 2^/^ seconds for feeble

lights, and that Ribiere, experimenting by a different method

and from a different point of view, discovered^" that the limit

range of a light of short duration increases almost indefinitely

with the duration of the latter and always remains inferior to

that given by the same intensity in the permanent state.

These facts have warranted our supposing that the product Ef

must increase in proportion as the intensity of the light draws

near to the threshold of sensation and that Bloch's law can be

applied only to intense and very short lights.

Moreover, it seems to us evident a priori that the time neces-

sary for finding out in space the point where a point light source

will just produce, when working normally, the threshold of sen-

sation must be so great that practically the eye, while search-

ing for this point, must never remain fixed upon it long enough

to discover it.

We have therefore, been led to infer that the discontinuous

law of Bloch and Charpentier must be displaced by a continuous

law in which the time of perception of a light just capable of pro-

ducing the threshold of sensation should be infinite.

•J' M. Ribiere, Light-houses and Marine Signals, 1908, page 15.
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If in rectangular co-ordinates a curve is traced having for its

abscissas the times and for its ordinates the effectual illumina-

tions E, Bloch's law E^ =: constant, is represented by an equi-

lateral hyperbole I having for its asymptotes the two ^axes of

the co-ordinates; whereas the law sought should approach an

equilateral hyperbole II which would have for its asymptote

a more elevated horizontal E =Eo (Eq denoting the minimum
illumination perceptible) and of which the equation would there-

fore be in the form

:

(E-Eo)/ = C-.

Not wishing to stop at this theoretical induction, we have tried

to find out by experiments the law of the relation between E and t

("when they produce the limit sensation) while taking care to

employ a great number of observers who were kept in ignorance

of the result sought.

METHODS AND APPARATUSES EMPLOYED.

Our observations have had to do with lights of short duration

from punctiform sources ; that is to say produced by an artificial

luminous source having dimensions which cannot be estimated

by the naked eye; for it is under such conditions that signals are

perceived at a great distance.

All our experiments have been made in the laboratory, in

order to avoid all the disturbing influences which are to be met

with in the open air, such as the variation of the atmospherical

absorption, the effect of surrounding lights, the fatigue of the

observers, etc. It is only in the laboratory that phenomena of

this kind can be studied with precision in order to establish laws

at least approximative.

In these conditions, it might be proposed either to compare the

effect of a flash with that of a constant light just perceptible

and serving as a standard of comparison, or to simply compare

two lights, one of which is constant. Experience has shown us

that the latter method is the better, for it alone allows of com-

parable impressions being obtained. Experience has proved to

us, moreover, that the fatigue of the observers is much greater

when a permanent light instead of a flash is taken as a basis of

comparison. This results, we think, from the fact, that the limit
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of perception is much less distinct when a person observes a per-

manently luminous point than a short flash.

Naturally, the flashes produced by the short lights, or lights

of very short duration, must succeed each other at rather long

intervals, so that there is no probability of the mutual influence

of the two successive impressions.^^ That is why we have

generallv adopted a period of about three seconds between the

successive appearances of the flashes.

This being granted, we experimented with the method of

equalization-, that is to say by trying to render equal two short

flashes differing from each other by the values E and t. This

equalization may be effected in two ways: either by examining

alternately the two flashes each of them appearing separately,

or on the contrary by examining them simultaneously. The first

method has already been recommended by MacDougalF- who,

however, did not use it to equalize the flashes, but to determine

the differences producing perceptible gradations of sensation.

The second method was employed in 1893'^ by another in-

vestigator who caused a black disk provided with a radial slit

of constant width to revolve in front of a black screen covered

with small equal circles of white paper placed all along one

radius.^*

But this method seemed at that time to oft'er at least one in-

convenience : the sensations did not appear simultaneously. In

the present experiments it has been assumed that to obtain the

necessary apparent simultaneity, it sufificed to make not only the

luminous excitations begin at the same time but to end at the

same time.

An apparatus which allows of this second method being car-

ried out has been devised by 'M. Marsat, an engineer of the

firm Sautter & Harle. It has been used for most of the experi-

ments, the results of which are given further on. Another

apparatus which allows of one or the other two methods being

11 This condition is still more necessary when one measures impressions above the
impression limit, for then he has to fear consecutive accidt-ntal images, as Broca and
Sulzer have shown.

12 Loc. at.

13 .\. Blondel, loc.cit.

1* The distance from the axis of rotation to the centre of the first small circle present-

ing a weakened flash gave a measurement of the limit duration, which it was then be-

lieved, could be determined.
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adopted as desired has been constructed from the plans of one

of us and by jM. Camillerapp, constructing engineer. We here

give a brief description of both apparatuses

:

Key's Apparatus.—This is shown in figs. 2 and 3. A diagram

of the device employed is shown in fig. 2. It comprises a lum-

inous source S formed by an incandescent lamp made up of a

two-branch filament in a U shape with the sides as nearly parallel

as possible. The source really utilized is formed from a portion

of one of the filament branches the length of which is limited by

screens. This luminous line lights a small lens Li which is placed

Fig. 2 —Diagrams of Key's apparatus. S. is the filament of the incandescent lamp in

front of which are placed two variable diaphrasms ; Ej, E: are variable angular

openings in the revolving disk ; Li. L2 are concentrating lenses ;
Sj, S3 are aerial

images produced by the lenses and serving as luminous points ; and M is the motor.

at a distance of from about i6 to 32 inches (40 to 80 cm.).

The image formed by this lens which has a focal length of only

8 millimeters (0.314 inch) constitutes a secondary source Sj, of

dimensions small enough to enable it to be considered as a point

source for the eye of the observer placed at a distance of from

17 feet 6 inches to 65 feet (6.333 n^- to 19.812 m.).

A second lens Lo is lighted by another portion of the filament

branch of the source S, a portion the length of which may be

lengthened as desired. The image given by the lens L., forms

a second point source S2, the intensity of which may be regulated
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as desired, and which is proportional to the length of the lumin-

ous filament utilized.

Between the lenses Li and Lo and the luminous source S,

there is placed a system of rotating screens, formed by two disks,

with angular openings, which have a common shaft and are driv-

en at a constant speed by an electric motor 'M.

The whole system is equivalent to a single disk with two

openings, one of fixed dimensions, and the other of variable

width.

Fig. 3.—Photograph of Rev's apparatus.

One of the angular openings which has a fixed width E^ passes

in front of the lens L, and causes a flash of constant intensity and

duration.

The other opening E. passes in front of the lens L2 and causes

a flash of a duration varying with the width of the opening, and

of an intensity equally varying according to the length of the fila-

ment utilized. The openings are so placed that the two flashes

are simultaneous.

The principle of the method of measuring is as follows : The

observer compares the two flashes ; first by coming near enough
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to the apparatus to see them clearly. He then moves away until

he sees only one. From his instructions the operator modi-

fies the intensity of the source So and the observer begins

over again. On further instructions from him the source So is

again modified until he ceases to perceive the two flashes at the

same distance away from the apparatus. The two flashes are

then of equal visibility, that is to say they have the same range

limit for the observer. At this moment the length utilized of the

filament of the source S, is measured and recorded. The experi-

ment has shown that, as soon as the observer draws near, the

impression of equality ceases and the more rapid flash appears

as the more intense.

In order that the observations may be correct it is indispens-

able that the intervals betw^een two successive flashes should be

the same for one and the other source and that their period should

attain three seconds at the minimum.

With the aid of the mechanism described above and shown in

fig. 3, it has been possible for us to produce flashes of any period,

from the thousandth part of a second up to three seconds, that

is to say varying in the extreme ratio of i to 3,000. The slight

thickness of the filament of the source S, which is about one-

tenth of a millimeter (0.00393 inch) and negligible when com-

pared with the width of the slit which attains 6 millimeters

(0.236 inch) at the minimum, permits of an almost instantane-

ous appearance and disappearance of the flashes, by reducing to

quite an insignificant value the systematical error pointed out in

a note with respect to Charpentier's method.

Blcyndel's Apparatus.—This apparatus is based upon the em-

ployment of diaphragm lenses introduced into photometry by

Bougier, then by Cornu, and which has been considerably im-

proved upon by the inventor^^. Figures 4, 5, 6 show a diagram

of the arrangement of the apparatus and figure 4a shows a sec-

tion of it.

'5 Blondel has replaced the former cat's eye by a special one formed by two curtains

which move parallel to each other ; when they meet each other on contact with a rectan-

gular diaphragm which has the total width for an opening and of which the height varies

from one diaphragm to the other ; this arrangement allows of the maximum sensibilitj-

of the graduation being obtained at the same time as the proportionality of the readings
to the openings. Another improvement consisted in substituting the simple lenses of
Bouguer-Cornu, which give defoimed images, by a system of double achromatic lenses

which allow of very slight focal lengths being obtained with a very slight aberration.
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The apparatus comprises three photometric tubes T^^, T.,, T3,

each supplied with a cat's eye capable of being- regulated O^, O,,

Go, the displacement of which is read on a small revolution

counter placed in front. ^'^ At the entrance of each tube there

is a diaphragm Dj. Do. D.,, having in the center a hole of about

10 millimeters (0.393 inch) in diameter covered by a small screen

of opaline glass.

Each of these screens is strongly lighted by a filament /^ of

a Nernst lamp Xj, mounted on a cylindrical support M ad-

justed to friction on the tube T^ : the intensity of the illumination

can be made to vary to a certain extent by pressing more or

less on the support ^Ii or T, ; perforations made in the support

and hidden on the outside by protecting screens allow of the cool-

ing. The three Xernst lamps operated in multiple on a system

at no volts.

The screen E3 produces an image at the conjugate focus on a

small circular orifice a,,, which itself is supplied with a screen

of depolished glass a few millimeters in diameter; in the same

way the screens E^ and E2 produce their images on the screens

Oj and a.-, after being reflected on the mirrors ^I^ and AL at

45 degrees.

The tube T3 being placed a little higher than the others, the

three small depolished glasses a^, a.,, a.,, appear as shown in fig.

5, at the apex of an equilateral triangle having a side of about

30 millimeters (1.181 in.) In front of each of these depolished

glasses there is placed a small diaphragm (not shown), supplied

with a small tube of i or 2 millimeters (0.039 to 0.078 in.) in

diameter which allows of exact images being observed. The in-

tensity of each of these luminous points can be made to vary

as desired by working one of the three cat's eyes.

It is these three luminous points which the observer compares

when standing in the direction X at a distance of from 6 feet

6 inches to 19 feet 6 inches (1.980 to 5.943 m.).

Between the observer and the luminous points there is placed

an opaque disk D, which is driven at a speed of a few revo-

lutions per second by an electric motor (not shown in the

16 Figure 4 shows a horizontal section, supposing, in order to simplify matters, three

tubes T], T.. T3, in one and the same plane. But, in reality, the tube T3 has its axis raised

3 centimeters (1.181 in.) compared with tliat of the other two.
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diac^ram), which causes certain of these points to be covered

for a time which may vary. Figt.res 4 and 5 show two arrange-

oaj

P. a.o"'

ments which may be employed as desired for obtaining hghts of

short duration.

In the device shown in fig. 5- the disk D is provided with two
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openings which can be regulated as desired by two independent

sectors D' and D" (which are secured by clamp buttons not shown

in the plan).

The disk D has a radius slightly less than the distance which

separates its center from the small screen a^, so that the luminous

point produced by the Nernst lamp Ng is always visible and can

be used as a marker to direct the eye and even eventually as a

point of comparison ; the intensity of this marker is capable of

being regulated, as a matter of fact, by the cat's eye O3. An
opaque shutter, P, actuated by an eccentric which gives it alter-

nating movements about the axis of oscillation R, obscures al-

ternately the screen 0^ and the screen a^ respectively during the

passages of one of the other of the two openings ; so that the

Fig 4a. —Photograph of Blondel's apparatus.

observer sees alternately the flashes produced by a^ and Oo, and

which are regulated respectively by the widths of the two grad-

uated openings. Thus the desideratum of psycho-physicists,

which is to compare two flashes appearing alternately is obtained.

Their duration is measured by the angles and the speed of the

disk which is measured by means of a revolution counter and

which is capable of being regulated by the rheostat of the motor.

By acting on the cat's eyes O^ and O2 the apparent flashes are

equalized.

In this way, the sensations of these intermittent flashes may be

compared with those of the fixed point aJ~.

I" The arrangement in a triangle of the three luminous points allows of the flash on
the right always being easily distinguished from that on the left ; that is why we take
two independent mirrors M) and Mo. In certain cases, however, these two mirrors can
be replaced by a single one pas.=ing through the centre of symmetry C of the apparatus
and the oscillating plate P by another eccentric control, which alternately displaces the
common mirror so that it alternately reflects on one and the same opening placed below
03 the rays coming from Ei and those emanating from Eo.
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The device shown by fig. 6 also allows of simultaneous flashes

being obtained as in Key's apparatus. In this case the two holes

flj, a. are displaced by a single one which is lighted by a mirror

placed at the point of symmetry C. The other hole a.^ is lighted

by the screen E3 ; above the central box of the apparatus there is

another small hole for a marking point a., lighted by a small

supplementary incandescent lamp and which simply serves to fix

the direction. The two sectors D and D' serve to regulate the

widths of the two openings situated at dififerent distances from

the center so as to give to the flashes of a., 03 dififerent durations

terminating at the same moment.

Thanks to the very small dimensions of the luminous points

that the duration of the flashes can be regulated with great pre-

cision. The apparatus lends itself to the most varied combina-

tions.

DISCUSSIONS AND CALCULATION OF THE RESULTS

OBTAINED BY THE EXPERIMENTS,

The experiments of the results of which we purpose to give a

summary, were carried out for the most part in the laboratory of

the firm of Sautter, Harle & Co., by means of the first apparatus,

with the collaboration of a former student of the Polytechnical

School, Mr. George Guy, who directed the observers and aided

us in the calculations ; furthermore, the experiments were checked

by J\Ir. Blondel, in his own laboratory, with the second apparatus.

Measurements.—The observations comprised twenty-five series

m.ade by seventeen observers of different ages and occupations

—

workmen, engineers, foremen, clerks, and others. These ob-

servers naturally had very different keenness of sight: some

were short sighted, others long-sighted, others again were af-

flicted with astigmatism; in a word, it may be said, that all the

degrees of usual sight were represented.

It was possible to draw a comparison between these dift'erent

sights by taking as a standard for each observer a measurement
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made by himself under definite conditions and consequently by

considering only relative values.^''

Table I.

Numbers
of the

t = o 03 sec. / = .10 sec.

measure-
ments E

3Eg
d rf-' E d d"-

I 16.4 1.274 0.148 0.0219 8.0 1.062 0.047 0.0022

2 18.0 1.067 —0.039 35 7.0 0-954 —0.061 37

3 20.0 1. 217 o.ogi 83 10.4 0.978 —0.037 14

4 6.0 1. 176 0.050 25 3-6 0.875 —0.140 196

5 16.7 1. 180 0.054 29 4.0 1.278 0.263 692
6 12.0 1.263 0.137 187 5-3 1-095 0.080 64

7 13.0 0.947 —0.179 320 4.24 0.911 —0.104 108

8 10.7 1. 104 —0.022 5 4-9 0.920 —0093 90

Totals . .

.

9.228 0.740 0.0903 8.073 0.827 0.1223

Averages II53 00925 0. 1062 1.009 0. 1034 0.1236

Num- / = o 30 sec. ;= I 00 sec. ' = 3 00 sec.
bers

meas- Ut E/' E^
ure-
ments

E '"^
3E,

d d"- E
-'°^3-E3

d rf^ E -'°^^.

I 3-7 0.920 0.121 0.0146 3-4 0.434 O.OIO O.OOOI 3.08

2 .3.8 0.742 —0.037 32 3-0 0.322 —0.102 104 2.1

3 5-4 0.786 0.013 2 3-5 0451 0.027 7 3-3

4 1-7 0.724 —0.075 5b 1.2 0.352 —0.072 52 0-9

5 2.7 0.972 0.173 299 2.1 0.558 0.134 180 2.53

6 3-1 0.851 0.052 27 2.0 0.518 0.094 88 2.2

7 2.24 0.71

1

—0.088 77 1.34 0.41

1

—0013 2 I-I5

8 2.36 0.761 —0.038 14 1.67 0.388 -0.036 13 1.36

Total. 6.467 0.617 0.0653 3-434 0.488 0.0447

Av's . 0.808 0.0772 0.0904 0.429 0.061 0.0747

'8 As all our measurements refer really to a standard which varies according to the

observer, and which is the minimum perceived by this observer, we have not expressed

this law in absolute photometric units. It is. moreover, easv to form an idea of the

average order of magnitude of these measurements by remarking that, according to the

old determinations of L,6once Reynaud and Allard, the minimum illumination percepti-

ble from a point source is considerably less than the practical figure 10-" lux (an illu-

mination produced at i kilometer (0.621 mi.) by i 10 of an international candle) ; the

average value is close to 0.50 to 0.60 ' 10-" when the operator is in the laboratory pro-

tected from all stray light. The figure of '.o-" is nearer the normal conditions for obser-

vation in the open air.

The apparatus which we have described permits easy standardization of the intensity

of the luminous points employed : it suffices to standardize the most powerful ones by

causing them to illuminate, at a known short distance, the screen of a photometer, the

other face of which is illuminated by a standard equal to an international candle.
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This amounts to estimating for each observer the luminous in-

tensities as a function of the minimum intensity perceptible by the

same observer.

Besides, as it is extremely difficult to make a direct comparison

of very long flashes with very short ones, we worked by succes-

sive comparisons ; in particular, short flashes of less than a second

have been compared with flashes of 0.03 or 0.3 of a second; those

of one second were then compared with longer flashes capable of

attaining three seconds. A summary of the results of the read-

ings is given in the accompanying two tables.

The first eight series (first table) refer to measurements

worked out on flashes, of varying duration from ^/-^^q up to three

seconds. The seventeen other series (second table) deal with

flashes, the duration of which varies from ^/looo up to ^/loo of ^

second.

The difl'erent points of observation correspond to eight differ-

ent periods which are the following:

o.ooi
; 0.003 •

o-oi • 003 ; 01 : 03 ;
I

; 3

Calculations.—Notwithstanding all the precautions taken, the

readings vary in such rather large limits that we did not seem

justified in deducing arithmetical averages: it is, therefore, ex-

pedient, according to the principles of the calculus of probabili-

ties, to have recourse rather to geometrical averages. These are

easily obtained by introducing, instead of the figures themselves,

their logarithms, for the average of the logarithms of several

numbers is the logarithm of the geometrical average of these

numbers.^^

In the two tables, the first column gives the number of the ob-

servation. The second column indicates the relative intensity

E of the source S, reckoned in millimeters of length of filament

utilized. The third column gives the value of the logarithm of

the quotient of E? divided by the value of E^ corresponding to

the point of three seconds taken as a term of comparison. The

'9 In an that follows, we have compared the product B/ with the corresponding

products obtained for a duration of 3 seconds

It must not be concluded that we attach great importance to this latter reading,

which is most uncertain ; we simply wished to convert everv-thing into relative values

and we have chosen 3 seconds only because it was the extreme point of our observations ;

in reality, these latter are of practical use only between o and i second, for in all modern
signals, instantaneous flashes exceeding or even attaining the second are not employed.

] I
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fourth column gives the difference between the logarithmic

value of the observation (preceding column) and that calculated

by the general law which we have deduced from the whole and
which we show in table III. The fifth column gives the square

of this difference. We have drawn particular attention in the

fourth column to the probable difference, defined by the well-

known condition that, in the series of observations for the dura-

tion considered, there should be as many differences greater than
as there are differences less than the probable divergence.

At the foot of each column are shown the totals and the aver-

ages of the values included in the said columns. The average
of the third column is the logarithm of the geometrical average.

Table III.

t

Sec.

(EO geo-
metrical

/ + 0.21
Difference , t + 0.21—log—I 1)

e 2

averages 3.21 3-21 1.2 3 *

3.00 I I

1.00 0.372 0-377 —0.005 0.424 0.054 0.051 0.050
0.30 0.1555 0.1588 —0.0033 0.799 0.066 0.064 0.060
O.IO 0.102

1

0.0965 +0.0056 1. 015 0.087 0.085 0.082
0.03 0.0703 0.0748 --O.0045 1. 1 26 0.075 0.077 0.071
O.OI 0.0677 0.0685 — 0.Q008 1. 164 0.072 0.077 0.079
0.003 0.0721 0.0664 +0.0057 1. 178 O.II2 0.095 0.085
O.OOI 0.0641 0.0657 —0.0016 1. 182 0.040 0-053 0.058

The average figure of the fourth column represents what is

called the mean difference, that is to say the arithmetical average

of the deviations disregarding signs.

The average for the fifth column is the mean square difference.

From these tables we have deduced in fig. 7 a curve graphically

showing the results of the observations. In this curve, the ab-

scissas represent the duration of the flashes in seconds, the

units chosen in our calculations; the ordinates, the value of the

product E^ (that is to say the product of the illumination by
its duration) divided by the value of the same product in the

case when the flash lasts three seconds.^"

It is most remarkable to notice that the mean values of the

observations for each of the eight durations of flash considered

fall almost exactly on a straight line. This result, as will be
2" E is here expressed only in arbitrary- or relative units and not in lux. But this in

no way affects the result.
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seen, does not imply exceptional precision, but it is rather the re-

sult of a happy chance. It is, however, interesting to have ob-

tained such a good alignment for observations carried out be-

tween such great limits of duration ; the result obtained for three

seconds is not, we think, of great value, but the linear law seems

to be seriously verified between o and I second, that is to say

within the practical limits of use.

Precision.—We have thought it useful, in any case, to find out

the degree of precision of the experiments, and table III gives a

summary of the calculations made with this object in view.

The first column of the table gives the times in seconds.

The second column contains the geometrical mean value E/

2' ooTo OM 100 t.oo 3.00 Seconds

Fig. 7.—<Cur\-e representing law of variation of the product Et in terms of the time /, as

deduced from the results of the experiments.

of all the observations, and for each point observed ; it is the

number of the average logarithm calculated at the foot of the

tables I and II, third column.

The third column gives the value of average 'Et calculated

after the straight line fig. 6 deduced from the average of the

observations.

The fourth column is the difference of the two results.

The fifth column gives the logarithm of the values of the

third column ; it is this that has served as a basis for calculating

the differences d recorded in the first two tables.
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The sixth column gives the probable difiference defined as we

have already stated.

The seventh column gives the average ditTerence divided by

1.2, the mean difference being defined as before.

The eighth column represents two-thirds of the mean square

difference.

According to the general theory of probabilities, the numbers

recorded in columns 6, 7 and 8 should obviously be sensibly of

the same order of magnitude and represent the probable error

of the logarithm of the results; this logarithmic error is here

comprised between 0.05 and o.io, and from this one deduces

that the probable relative error of the results is comprised between

12 and 25 per cent. In such a delicate question as physiological

optics and considering the very dift'erent eyes of the observers,

these limits of errors-^ are very acceptable, and it may be con-

sidered that the linear law represented by fig. 7 has been satis-

factorily established.

Numerical expression of the laiv.—The straight line in fig. 7

shows that the product E^ is a linear function of the time, E^ =
A 4- B^ by calling E the intensity of illumination received on

the pupil and supposed to be constant during the whole period

of the flash, A and B two constants.

In order to determine these constants, we may remark that when

the flash lasts indefinitely (/= co), the intensity perceived

at the limit of the range is exactly equal to the threshold of the

perception, corresponding to the perceptible minimum illumina-

tion Eo ; whence B = Eq. On the other hand, the representative

straight line of E^ cuts the axis of the abscissas at a distance

representing "Vioo of a second on the left of the origin, whence

we obtain A = 0.21 En or more generally speaking A = aEq by

calling a a constant of time.

21 A great many of the irregularities in the measurements must be attributed to the

variations of the state of adaptation of the observers. In order to operate theoretically

in a faultless manner it would have been desirable to eliminate all variations of the

opening of tne pupil by placing before the eye of each obser^-er an artificial pupil 2 milli-

meters or 2. 5mm. (6.078 in. or 0.09S in.) in diameter ; but we hesitated to adopt this com-

plicated arrangement, because most of the operators were wanting in the training neces-

sary for making use of it ; besides we should have thus strayed too far from the condi-

tions in practice surrounding the observers looking at direction signals.
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We have therefore finally

:

(i) E/=E„(o.2i + =Eo(a + /),

which may be written also

:

(2) (E-EJ /=o.2i Eo,

an equation which is of the order we had a priori''^ foreseen.

The same numerical law may be expressed under still another

form

:

,. E 0.21 + / ,0.21
(3)

^ ^^
=

-, = ^ + --^'
or again

:

, s 0.21 E„
(4) ^ = E - E„

;

These different methods of expression may be employed ac-

cording to the applications to be made.

For all these formulas it is supposed that the observer is stand-

ing at the range limit of a light with regular flashes, the co-

efficient of atmospherical transparency being supposed to be un-

varying during the whole experiment.

A Permanent Light Equivalent to a Short Light.—Suppose

that a permanent source is substituted for a light of quick flashes,

placing it at the same point, and that the intensity of this per-

manent source is regulated so that the observer still perceives

it at the same range limit, that is to say without changing posi-

tion, the preceding law gives the ratio between the horizontal

photometric intensity I/, of the rapidly flashing light and the

intensity I;, of the fixed light which has been substituted for it.

Since the period of the flash is supposed to be known, it is seen

by (3) that the apparent intensity ofsthe light which produces

the flashes is reduced in the proportion of:

/

a + /

A fixed light I' would therefore suffice such as

, ,
l\ a-\- i

'" other experimenters may perhaps find that the constant 0.21 needs to be corrected

and that the constant Eo is perhaps slightly different from the illumination which cor-

responds to the threshold of sensation ; but that would not prevent the formula from
preserving the same more general form :

(E — AEo) / = fl E,„

a and b being two constants.
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Comparison of the Xezv Laze and of Block's Lazv.—If on two

rectangular axes (fig. 8) we place as abscissas the times t and

as ordinates the illuminations E, the formula (i) is interpreted

by an equilateral hyperbola (II) having for asymptotes the axis

of the E's and a horizontal E =Eo.

Bloch's law requiring for very short times of exposure sensibly

E' o. 2

1

the same values of E. will have for an equation =~ = -—— and.
-bp t

will be represented by an equilateral hyperbola (I) capable of

being superposed, but lowered entirely through a height Eq.

Table IV indicates the ratio of the ordinates -=^, and shows
E

clearly in what proportion the intensities must be increased ac-

0.50 100 ISO 2.00 2.50 3.00 Seconds

Fig. 8.—A graphic comparison of the new law with Block's law.

cording to our law, compared with what would have been re-

quired, for the same durations of flash if Bloch's law were sup-

posed to hold.

For very short durations such as for the hundredth part of

a second, the difference is negligible ; they already attain about

50 per cent, for a flash duration of one-tenth of a second and

increase even much more for longer durations.

The curve (III) graphically represents the variation of this

ratio. If it is only remarked that in the greater part of existing

modern signals of orientation, the flashes last longer than one-

tenth of a second, it will be understood how opportune it is to
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Table IV.

I II III
Period

t

Sec.

Bloch's law New law Ratio

E' 0.21

Eo ~~r
E 0.21

Eo t '

'

E
E'

O.OI 21.00 22.00 1.047

0.025 8.40 9.40 1. 12

0.05 4.20 5.20 1.24

0.10 2.10 3.10 1.40

0.20 1.05 2.05 1-95

0.30 0.70 1.70 2.43

0.40 0.525 1-525 2.90

0.50
0.60

0.42

0.35

1.42

1-35

3-40
3.86

0.70
0.80

0.30
0.2625

1.30

J. 2625
4-.̂ 3
4.81

1.00 0.21 1. 21 5.76
2.00 0.105 1 . 105 10.52

3.00 0.07 1.07 12.95

substitute for Bloch's law the more accurate law which we have

established.

APPLICATION TO SIGNALS.

The new law offers a particular interest by reason of the impor-

tant application which may be made of it in the technics of flash

signals. These signals are of two kinds

:

(i) Telecommunication signals, which are intended to tele-

graph, in an optical form, by means of short or long flashes, the

letters of the Morse alphabet; (2) orientation signals, by which

an observer can direct his sight towards a signal light or to

take the bearings of its direction.

Telec ommunication Signals.—In the case of optical telegraphy

signals, the source of light employed giving out a continuous

flux during the whole time that it is in use, no economy of

lighting is obtained by reducing in a greater or lesser degree

the duration of the signals^^ ; this duration can therefore be

regulated solely according to the best working conditions for

the observers. Now according to Andre Broca,-* there are two

limits to be observed for this kind of signals

:

First of all, a sufficient time (which varies from one-one
23 It would be otherwise if, for producing these signal.s, an incandescent lamp with

metallic filament were used, distributing the current only while the signal is being sent,

or a gas burner alternately lighted and extinguished.

^* Anna/es du Conservatoiir des Arts el Metifis, Conference held on Sunday, January

26, 1902.
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hundredth of a second for very strong Hghts to two-tenths or

three-tenths of a second for feeble Hghts) must be allowed

between the signals, so that the luminous sensation may become

somewhat less intense between two signals in order to aVoid the

persistency and consequently allow of their being distinguished.

On the other hand, the signals should be of a duration suffi-

cient for good perception, viz. : at least two-tenths of a second

for short distances and from five-tenths to six-tenths of a second

for long distances.

The same author contends, moreover, as the result of his

experiments mentioned above, that intense or too short lights

(shorter, for instance, than one-tenth of a second) cause acci-

dental images, in consequence of fatigue, because they do not

allow the retinal reflexes time to act ; the minimum period of

the shortest signal in a good light should not be less than three-

tenths of a second. The fear of an accident image, however, we
believe may be eliminated by requiring the telegraph operators

to wear slightly smoked spectacles when they have to receive

messages from too short distances. Better still, the observers

may be supplied with a glass equipped with an adjustable dia-

phragm which will allow them eventually to reduce the flash to

the best intensity in function of its period ; this, it seems, would

be a more logical proceeding for avoiding the fatigue of a flash

than to lengthen its duration to the detriment of the speed of

the telegraphic output.

Orientation Signals.—In the case of orientation signals, there

is no necessity for troubling about the period of persistency,

because the interval obtained between the signals by the opera-

tions of concentration are always of quite considerable impor-

tance; practically it is never less than two seconds; even if it

is reduced to one second, this eclipse is much longer than is

necessary to avoid persistence.

Neither is it necessar\' to worry about accidental images, since

the observer looks at the signal only when he desires to take

bearings, an operation which, as will be seen further on, demands
but a very short time. The only condition to be carried out is

to increase as much as possible the useful range of the signals.

It is precisely for this object that instead of a permanent light
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intermittent signals are produced by using revolving search-

lights.^^ The latter, concentrating in space the total flux of the

source of light into a certain number of beams, which the rota-

tory movement throws upon the observer's eye, produce from a

point of view of the utilization of luminous energy, an effect

equivalent to that of an accumulator system which stores up

during the period of the eclipses the luminous flux produced

continuously by the source of light, and releasing it only in

spurts.

From a photometrical point of view, the total flux emitted

by the source should not be taken into consideration, but only

that part of it which is received by the pupil of the observer,

and which will be estimated by multiplying by the opening of

the pupil the number of lux-seconds of excitation which it

undergoes while the flash lasts. This calculation may be made

in the following manner : Supposing that the source utilized in

the optic apparatus has in its useful part the form of a cylinder

with a diameter D and a uniform intrinsic brightness i,-^ the

optical apparatus produces, besides the concentration of the flux

in beams in the plane of the horizon, a vertical concentration pro-

portional to the useful height-' of its radiant surface h. If the

light were uniformly distributed around the horizon the apparatus

would produce a mean horizontal photometric intensity

and the illumination received on the pupil of the observer would

be represented by a corresponding term

:

(6) E,„. = I„,;,/ (x) = khiD/(x-)

calling k a co-efficient of diminution representing the losses sus-

tained by the rays when passing through the apparatus, .v the dis-

tance from the observer and f (x) the function of diminution

with the distance. This function takes theoretically the form of

_^
x' '

calling b the co-efficient of the transparency of the atmosphere.

25 An invention of the illustrious Fresnel, improved by Bourdelles, who invented the

apparatus with instantaneous flashes.

26 These hypotheses are somewhat theoretical and are not exactly obtained in prac-

tice, but they are of great use in stating precisely the opinion which we have here set

forth.

27 That is to say the height of the exterior surfaces from which light is radiated.
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On the other hand, the concentration produced in the horizontal

plane by the optical apparatus resulting in the production of a

flash at certain intervals, for instance at every T seconds only,

the "quantity of illumination"-^ L received by the pupil during

the flash is the result of the accumulation during T seconds and

is expressed thus

:

(7

)

L = E^;,T = khVft-tfix)

.

This quantity is proportional to the excitation of the retina and

can be taken as a measure of this excitation.

Among the quantities which figure in this formula, / (.r) is

unknown ; the others are according to the different cases, the

data of the problem to be solved : if the apparatus is constructed

h and k are given; if the source is chosen, i and D are given.

As for the interval T between the flashes, that has been fixed

by considerations generally foreign to the question of the range.-®

The only variable that remains and of which we must try to

find out the influence is the period t during which the flash is

produced. As a matter of fact, in consequence of the ease with

which the construction and the rotatory speed of the apparatus

can be varied, one is able to change in large proportions the time

during which the beam passes in front of the pupil while always

maintaining between the two signals the same interval, and giv-

ing to each of them a constant number of lux-seconds Ef. The
beam is supposed to be homogeneous. It is easily shown^° that

the period of the flash t is expressed in function of the interval

of the flashes T, of the diameter of the source D, of the focal

2* In photometry " quantity of light" is often called the product of the luminous flux

by the time during which it is received. Similarly we shall call "quantity of illumina-

tion" the product of the illumination by the time.

29 Experience has shown that, in order to take the bearings of the point whence
the signals are emitted, the observer must not turn away his eyes, and that this result can
be attained only if the inters'al between the flashes remains about five seconds

; the tests

which we shall cite further on have shown that, below this limiting magnitude, the bear-

ings can be taken the more rapidly as the closer the signals are together ; but it requires

only a nearly constant number of signals received by the eye. It would be desirable, in

order to facilitate the maintenance of the attention not to exceed an inter\-al of two or

three seconds between them, but in this way the period of the accumulation and. conse-

quently, the quantity of light available in each flash, is reduced. We therefore find

ourselves confronted by two desiderata which are opposed to each other, the better of

which may be chosen according to circumstances. They are best brought into harmony,
for instance, by means of certain groupings of flashes.

^ Cf. Blondel Inleynational Maritime Congress 1S93, page 46.
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length of the optical apparatus R and of the number of beams n

of the latter by,

(8) .
"™
2tR

After what has been stated, it is proper to draw a distinction

first of all between two cases, according to which is given the

optical apparatus or the source.

First Problem : Given an existing optical apparatus allowing

of the total flux of light being subdivided into rapid concentrated

hashes every T seconds, zvhat is the source of light zvhich zihll

permit the maximum output to be derived from this apparatus?

It is verv evident that it is the most powerful source of light,

without, correctly speaking, giving any limit to its power. If,

therefore, the source of light has an intrinsic brilliancy i, given

in advance, and which may not be exceeded, its diameter D must

be increased so as to increase to the utmost the period of each

flash (which is proportional to this diameter) ; the illumination

received by the eye will increase in the same proportion. In

this way the only drawback is the excessive expense necessitated

by the use of very powerful sources of light, and by the reduc-

tion of the specific output itself ; for, for certain sources of

light, such as the Auer mantels, the increase of volume is accom-

panied by a diminution of the intrinsic brilliancy.

On the contrary, any increase of the diameter of a source of

light obtained without an increase of the flux (by interposing,

for instance, diffusing glasses) not resulting in an increase of the

flux of light, but only in the time of the excitation at the expense

of its intensity would be prejudicial to the efficiency of the

optical apparatus.

As a matter of fact, the limit impression, at a great distance,

depending on the product

:

(E — EJ / = E/ — E/ - L — E,/,

where L and Eq are constants, it is seen that the impression is

weakened in the same proportion as t increases. It is therefore

of interest to reduce if possible the dimensions of the light source
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1

producing a given flux, bv* increasing the intrinsic brilliancy i

at the expense of the diameter D.^^

Second Problem: Given a source of light and the interval T
between the Hashes into zi'hich its total Hux must be ccncentrated,

zvhat is the most advantageous flash period that can be obtained

by the optical apparatus in order to acquire the maximum output

of the said source of light

f

This is a problem to which the constructor of the optical

apparatus must set himself, in order to know if it is more advan-

tageous to increase or to reduce the duration of the flashes. The
quantity of illumination h = Kt lux-seconds available for the

flash being constant, and proportional to the total flux distributed

on the horizon divided by the number of flashes ; the argument

used above at the end of the first problem proves that the effi-

cient result at a great distance for the minimum perception will

be so much the weaker as the duration of the flash is prolonged;

the flux should be concentrated in the shortest time possible

without there being any limit less than this period of concen-

tration. ^-

Another important advantage which was placed in evidence

in 1893^^ is that the shorter the signals the more rapidly does

31 The remark on page 20 (formula 51 shows that the advantage is much greater bv
increasing the intrinsic brilliancy of a source, for instance in the ratio »:, than by in-

creasing the period in the same proportion m : for the multiplication of the period by m
increases the apparent intensity of an equivalent fixed light in the ratio:

mt t _ m (0.21— /)

0.21 -^ mt ' 0.21 — / 0.21 — mt
an expression which tends the more towards unity as t is larger ; whereas if the intrinsic

brilliancy of the source is multiplied by w the intensity of the equivalent fixed light is

increased in the same proportion m ; for instance, if »/ = 2, the intensitj- of a light at a
great distance will be doubled. On the contrary if the diameter is doubled and
consequently the period of a light having previously a duration of 0.21 for instance, the

apparent intensity will be increased onh' in the proportion of : = —

^

323
so that the increase will be only 33 per cent, instead of 100 per cent.

In certain apparatus, the accumulation of light is replaced by an accumulation of

compressed gas ; the conclusion remains the same : the absolute intensity and the con-
sumption of the burner must be increased at the expense of the period during which the
burner is lighted.

35 Formula S shows that there are two waysof effectingthis concentration. On the one
hand, increase the focal length R of the apparatus, which results in the concentration of
the flash into a smaller angle (inversely proportional to the focal length); on the other
hand, reduce the number n of beams of the optical apparatus and inciease their rotatory-

speed or the number of revolutions per second N. in inverse proportion, so as to re-es-

tablish the same number of flashes per second, / = Nw, which is prescribed.

^ Loc, cit. ,
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their visibility increase when the observer, starting from the

range limit draws near the point of emission.

As a matter of fact, the luminous impression increases more

quickly when the light begins to act than after a certain time.

It is therefore advantageous that the period of perception should

be comprised in the part of the curves of the sensations adjacent

to the origin and almost rectilineal, rather than in the curved

part by which the sensation approaches the horizontal line.

This argument is confirmed a fortiori by the shape of the

curves of Broca and Sulzer (fig. i) which, for strong lights, rise

at first well above the permanent sensation.^*

There is also perhaps an advantage in reducing the time for

another reason which has been pointed out to us by Mr. George

Guy; it is in order to prevent the retina from moving while

the flash is passing so that the image of the luminous point

accumulates its excitation on one and the same point of the

retina; otherwise it does not reach at any point of the latter its

maximum of efficient efifect.

In a word, it is always advantageous to reduce the duration

of the flashes without the necessity of fixing a limit of minimum
duration ; the limit is, in reality, fixed by the conditions for pro-

ducing the source of light and the apparatus.

Third Problem.— Given the number of flashes per second,

inake the best apparatus and the best source of light for pro-

ducing signals.

This problem which is more general than the two preceding

ones is, in reality, a purely economic problem similar to that

formerly solved by Lord Kelvin for the most economical trans-

mission of electric energy. We should endeavor to reduce to

their minimum the annual expenses which are necessary for

obtaining the desired end.

These annual expenses comprise, on the one hand, the amor-

tization and the interest of the capital involved in the apparatus

for the production of the light source (these are comparatively

small) ; on the other hand the lighting expenses, that is to say,

those which correspond to the consumption of energy and to

2* It suffices to take, on the curve of a feeble light, corresponding to a flash E, the

point of apparent impression corresponding to any period whatever /, then to find the

point corresponding to the period w on the curve of illutnination >i E in order to see that

the apparent impression is greater in the second case than in the first.
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the up-keep of the light source and which are a function of the

annual number of hours B during which it is in use.

If we call A the capital invested, f the rate of interest and

amortization, p the cost of lighting per hour we must endeavor

to obtain the minimum sum of A/ + Bp, while at the same time

satisfying the equation of condition

:

(9) E/ = Eo(a-0-
By substituting for E its expression calculated above, the more

explicit condition is obtained :

(10) E„(a + = E„,;,T = khDzT/ix)

cr according to fS) :

(11) E„ (a - ^^) - kkDzTAx) = k'RDir/(x);

remarking that h is generally proportional to the focal length R
of the optical apparatus

The price of the apparatus increases in direct proportion of

R- and varies considerably according to the mode of construction.

It is seen that the problem is too complicated to be solved by

algebra. Moreover, the different sources of light (petroleum.

gas, incandescence, electric arc, etc.), which may be employed

are very dissiniilar in their characteristic qualities D, i, and in

their consumption. Their net cost is very varied.

The problem, therefore, generally speaking can only be solved

by successively comparing several concrete solutions which have

been previously studied from a technical point of view, which

is quite apart from this study. It is simply sufficient for us to

point out that this problem exists, and that one of the essential

elements of the solution is supplied by the conditional equation

which we have just indicated.

A case in which the Hash has not a constant photometric in-

tensity during its period. All the preceding deductions have

been made to simplify matters in the theoretical case of a flash

preser\'ing a constant intensity during the whole of its period of

application on the eye ; but, in practise, this condition is never ob-

tained. In particular, the optical apparatus intended for the ac-

cumulation of the light produce only imperfectly homogeneous

beams, so that, while a flash is passing, the illumination pro-
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duced on the eye starts from zero, increases rapidly, remains

more or less constant for a certain time and then diminishes

;

and the variation follows a rather arbitrary law, being de-

pendent on the sources and the apparatus.

In this case the problem becomes too complicated to be treated

by the methods already previously given, in perception at a short

distance, that is when the intensity of the sensation goes beyond

the threshold ; but when it is simply a question of determining

the signal range corresponding to the threshold of sensation, the

new law which we have established gives, by a permissible extra-

polation, an easy solution. As a matter of fact, as we have prev-

iously stated, the eye acts a kind of ballistic apparatus. It

Fig. 9.—Graphic representation of the calculation by an integral of the useful luminous

excitation when the photometric intensity in the flash of light is not constant

during the time of the flash.

therefore suffices to take into consideration the integral of the

excitation of the pupil while the flash or beam is passing.

Now, we have shown that the useful excitation is at each

moment, proportional to the difference E-Eo between the real

illumination E and the limiting illumination Eg of the threshold

(fig. 9). If ye call t^ and t.-, the moments when E becomes equal

to Eo at the beginning and at the end of the flash, the integral of

excitation can be obtained by the simple quadrature of the curve

representing E by measuring with the planimeter the area of this

curve which is placed above the straight line Eq^^. If this quad-

rature is made at any distance whatever, there will be found an

area greater than the value a Eo, which according to the equa-

tion (i) corresponds to the perception; from which it will be

3* It must be well understood that we accept this integration only for flashes ,of short

duration such as are employed in actual practice, that is to say lasting at most a second :

we have not sufficient experimental data permitting us to know in what limit the excita-

tion can be integrated for longer durations.
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concluded that the limit of the range has not yet been attained.

This range limit is reached when

(12) {\-E - n,)di = aE„

B\- calling I,, the photometric intensities of the luminous points

measured in a horizontal section of the beam and referred to the

unit distance, this may be expressed as

:

\'\l,/{.v)-n,-]di = aE,.

or as

(13; /(-^) 1 I^^ = E.,(a + /,, — /,) (a = 0.21 about).
- '1

If the slight uncertainty which may exist about t^ and ^2^*^

be disregarded, the integral of the first member is known once for

all, according to the form of the polar curve of intensities meas-

ured in the beam at unit distance and consequently x can be easily

calculated as a function of the second member.

By this method we can also obtain the horizontal intensity

I'a of a fixed light giving the same limit range as the short light

defined by the polar curve, for it is known that a similar fixed

light is defined in function of the minimum illumination Eq by

the statement

:

(14) r./(^) = E„."

whence

:

(15) I'-.

.a -\- /., — /j

The denominator of the value 1';, is a function of the flash

duration tr,— t^, and, as was seen above, this duration may vary

with the distance by reason of the weakening of the absolute

illumination at the beginning and at the end of the flash. This

shows that one cannot rigorously determine a fixed light equiva-

lent at all distances to a flash.

-6 The more sudden the variation at the beginning and at the end of the flash, the less

uncertainty is there. When it is otherwise the flashes appear considerably shorter at a long

distance than at a short distance. Besides we have no pretention of giving a strictly

mathematical solution.

*' On page 14 we have shown the value of the constant E,) which seems to be com-

prised between 0.5 •' io~' and io~'.

12
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Remarks on taking the orientation bearings of short lights.—
In all that precedes, we have given our attention only to the

impression produced on the retina by short lights ; it may be

asked, on the other hand, whether the greater or lesser shortness

of the flashes has any influence on the facility of taking the

bearings of the direction of the luminous point. Naturally, as in

all that has been previously stated, it is only a question of com-

paring short flashes and lights of a duration of less than a second

seen in the vicinity of their range limit.

For this purpose we have employed, for scrutinizing the

luminous point a telescope moving round a vertical axis, and

supplied with two vertical wires feebly illuminated to render

them just visible; the values chosen for the period t and for all

the observers have been o.oi, 0.03. o.i, 0.3 and i second; to

insure an accurate levelling of the telescope toward the luminous

point, the number of flashes necessary for each observer was

counted. For each observation taken the intensity of the lumin-

ous point was regulated in such manner as to give exactly the

limit of the range, according to the new law established.

The following averages, each taken from the results of five

observers, have thus been found.

Average of the number of

iod of the flashes flashes for levelling

I

4-7
100

3

100
4-65

I

4.6
10

3

10
4.94

I second 5

It is therefore seen that by passing from Vioo of a second to

I second, that is to say for flashes varying in time in the ratio of

100 the differences were very slight, since they do not exceed

8 per cent., differences insignificant in practice, and which,

moreover, present the character of accidental errors.

It is seen that the taking of the bearings always demands about
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the same number of flashes, whatever the period and that this

period has no marked influence.

It is otherwise for the interval between the flashes, foi experi-

ence has shown that it is not practical to increase it beyond five

seconds and that the shorter the interval, the easier and the

quicker the observ^ation.

RECAPITULATION AND CONCLUSIONS.

To sum up, we have shown how, by theoretical considerations

that one can ascertain the form of the most probable law for

establishing the relation between the intensity and the period of

a short light producing the minimum of perceptible sensation.

We next described the new method and apparatuses which

allow of the experimental study of all the phenomena of per-

ception of short lights, point sources or those of definite dimen-

sions, by comparing two flashes of different durations, one of

which serves as a standard of comparison.

By comparing a large number of measurements made by

numerous experimenters, regulating to the minimum perceptible.

and by reducing by the calculation of geometrical averages the

divergencies which necessarily exist in measurements of this

kind, we have obtained a verification, which may be looked

upon as very satisfactory, of the law sought for between the

illuminations and their periods of application on the pupil. In

the case when uniform lights are used, we have expressed this

law in the simple form

:

(E - E„)/ = aE„,

Eo being the minimum perceptible illumination and a being a

constant of time of about 0.21 of a second. Then we have

shown that by simple integration one can deduce from the law

of the flashes which are not uniform, their range and the inten-

sity of the equivalent constant light from the point of view of

range

:

K^ndt

"- ^2 *1

Finally, taking up again on this experimental basis a demon-
stration already expounded by one of us in 1893, we have shown.
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by applying the preceding law and by taking into consideration

the curves of sensation of Broca and Sulzer, that the maximum
utilization of a source of light must demand short flashes with-

out its being necessary to take any notice of an inferior limit

of the period of the flashes, except in case of telegraphic signals.

It, moreover, suffices that the period of the flash ^2— ^1 should

become a negligible quantity in presence of the constant a, in

order that a maximum efficiency may be assured.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. C. ^\'. Lamy : From Buffon to Fresnel, the part of optic

that pertains to lighthouse work has been a kind of not exactly

terra incognita, but not much visited by scientific explorers. From
the time of Fresnel to the last 8o's the lighthouse lenses when not

fixed were made so as to give long flashes, it being a kind of

superstitious fright that a short flash will not be seen by the

navigator. The apparatuses for revolving were clumsy, but hap-

pily well executed.

If I am not mistaken (I have to quote from memory) the

standard heavy lenses weie to make a complete revolution in 8

minutes, to consist of 8 panels so as to give a long flash every

minute.

These rules were more or less strictly adhered to ; some of the

lenses were made of 16 panels ; in some cases the number was

brought up to 24. but the system of support, rollers, chariot, etc.,

compelled to limit the speed of revolutions to somewhat around

the 8 minutes, especially for the large lenses.

At that same period, the steam navigation was making prog-

ress, especially in matter of speed, and the lighthouse scientists

began to feel that creepy inner sensation that they were not keep-

ing pace with the realized progress of the mariners and that in a

short while they will probably find themselves much behind in

the race for betterment.

Allard in his study for the electrification of the lights of the

French coast brought forward in '83 or '84, the principle of

relatively short flashes, one second to two-thirds of a second,

with intervals of darkness between 3 and 4 seconds. It was the

first step in the right direction.
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It was given to Air. Bourdelles, of the French Lighthouse Ser-

vice, with the collaboration of the lens manufacturers, such

as Sauttier, Lemonnier & Co., Barbier & Bernard, and Henry

Leponte Co., to perfect the system of lightning lights v/hich has

been foreseen by Allard.

Bourdelles' ideal was a lens able to collect in one single beam

of maximum power all the light that was disseminated in the

360° of the horizon of the lamps, and to repeat the beam at the

minimum interval of time practicable. It was a difficult problem.

It meant a complete revolution in a beautiful system running

some 60 years. The machinery in use then was the antithesis of

the needs,—wheels, chariots, rollers,—while beautiful parts of

a beautiful machinery seemed to render the solution impossible.

Everybody in the lighthouse business put his shoulder to the

wheel, and the result was the discarding of the old complicated

machinery and replacing it with the "Mercury float," which

allowed a 2-ton lens to accomplish a complete revolution, safely

and smootiily in less than four or five seconds; this solved

one of the parts of :he problem.

The other question, time limit for the integral perception

of the llash emitted by such rapidly revolving apparatus was or

had been already studied since quite a long time and Bourdelles

accepted the conclusions of Charpentier that lights "lasting a

longer time (than one-eighth to one-tenth of a second) were per-

ceived integrally as if they were permanent."

The Lightning light system was established on this basis,

adopting one-tenth of a second as the shortest time to obtain the

integral perception of a flash.

The lens manufacturers were a little timid at first and advo-

cated for safety sake a longer time for the emission of light,

(I believe that in some cases they are correct) and the Bour-

delles system of lightning lights went its way and is adopted by

all the Light House world.

I must admit that the such stated limit did not satisfy me.

In 1895, without knowing any of the works on the subject, ex-

cept probably Allard, I had the feeling that while the principle

of the one-eighth to one-tenth of a second as the limit of time

may be trvie, there shall be between the time of perception
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and the intensity of the light a sort of proportion tending toward
a constant. I took the question boldly and in the preparation

of the Navesink light, I took as time limit, one-twelfth of a

second for the length of the flash. The results justified my ways
and the light has been reported by some transatlantic steamers

to be perceived, reflected by the clouds, at 70 miles at sea.

Lately, about 20 years ago, a new factor in illumination, the

acetylene, came to light.

The possibilities of the new illuminant have been both over

and under rated. While up to date, the amount of luminous

power obtained with the naked flame is not very great, when
compared to the arc light and also to the Welsbach mantles as to

luminous power. The cost of gas itself has rendered it almost

prohibitive, except in special circumstances, as to its use in light

house lights of powerful intensity. To obviate that weak point,

the acetylene engineers have tried to diminish the consumption

of gas and thus the cost of running, by means of a flashing de-

vice which cuts the flow of gas during a certain period of the

time. A Swedish invention, exploited since some time in Swed-
ish lights, called the AGA (American Gas Accumulator Co.),

is now used in the United States and gives good results in

buoys and small lights.

The Dalen patent "Sun-valve" helped also to reduce the cost

by stopping automatically the flow of gas as soon as sunlight

struck the valve.

These proligomena indicate in a general manner the various

steps of flashing lighthouse or orientation lights, as they are

called by Blondel and Rey in their paper, from the invention of

Fresnel.

First, the long and powerful flashes lasting from four to six

seconds with long dark intervals

;

Second, the Allard idea of short flashes with short inter-

vals— I second flash, 4 seconds dark interval;

Third, the Lightning Lights of Bourdelles, with a flash of one-

tenth of a second and 5 seconds darkness

;

And fourth, the AGA system of occulting acetylene lights

with flash varying from one-tenth of a second to i or 2 seconds

and variable intervals of darkness.
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The two tirst are not inside of the scope of the Blondel and

Rey paper. They are more or less answering to the law of Broen

and Sulzer, setting at one second, the necessary time for the per-

manent sensation of a strong light.

As to the Bourdelles system, while affected by the laws that

may be deducted from the Blondel and Rey experiments, the in-

tensity of the beam is such that the diminished impressions on

the observer's retina will not, in most cases, affect the efficiency

of the light, which will remain powerful enough to be seen at

the limit of its geographical range barring fogs and heavy haze.

On the contrary with the acetylene light of the AGA system,

showing short flashes, the conditions are very much affected.

They represent ideally the conditions of the experiments of

Blondel and Rey and these gentlemen do not seem to have

taken these special lights into consideration in their conclusions.

Taking as correct, the candle-power as stated by the American

Gas Accumulator Co., for their lenses and lights, a dioptric

lens of 30 centimeters diameter in connection with a one-half

cubic foot burner, emits as fixed light, a permanent intensity of

200 candles.

According to Allard, a light of 200 candle-power intensity will

be seen in clear weather 14.96 nautical miles. The term, clear

weather, applies to a co-efficient of transparency of the atmos-

phere equal to 0.962 and unhappily, especially on the coast of

the United States above Hatteras, this clear weather cannot

be expected more than one day in twelve days or one month out

of 12 months during the year.

If we select as an average of atmospheric transparency, the

co-efficient that may be expected to be found half of the time,

or one day out of two, the range of luminous visibility of the

light falls suddenly to 9.68 miles with a co-efficient of 0.903

for atmospheric transparency. This shows that for half of the

time the impression received by the observer's retina instead of

being equal to 200 candle-power will be equal only to the impres-

sion made by a light of 60 candles in clear weather. This im-

pression is the one that should be taken into consideration as it

is the average situation that w-ill be encountered by the mariner.

The light can no longer be called a strong light and falls inside
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of the 2^ seconds time necessary for permanent perception as

per Broca's Law, and also inside of the scope of the Blondel

and Rey experiment, which can be considered as the calculation

to confirm the Ribiere statement that the limit range of light of

short duration increases almost indefinitely with the duration of

the latter, but always remaining inferior to the permanent light

as to intensity.

In the case of flashes of short duration, one-tenth and three-

E/
tenths of a second, the curve ot fig. 7, sliowing the values of -^ ,

indicate clearly that the values of the initial lens intensities

are to be greatly intensified to obtain at least the luminous ranges

corresponding to the average atmospheric transparencies, and to

keep to the acetylene flashing light their useful efficiency inside

of their useful geographical ranges.
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COUKCrL NOTES.

A regular meeting of the council was held December 13, 1912.

in the general offices of the society, 29 West 39th Street, New

York. Present were: V. R. Lansingh. president; George S.

Barrows, L. B. Marks. C. J. Russell. James T. Maxwell. W. J.

Serrill, H. E. Ives, Norman Macbeth, and Preston S. Millar,

general secretary.

A resolution was passed conveying the society's best wishes

for success, and assurance of co-operation as far as possible, to

the recently organized illuminating engineering society in Berlin,

Germany.

Authorization was given for the printing of a 10,000 edition

of the illumination primer
—

"Light: Its Use and Misuse"—instead

of an edition of 5,000 which was authorized at the November

meeting. The illumination primer committee was also author-

ized to purchase for loan and sale as many sets of slides of the

illumination primer illustrations as may be required.

Dr. H. E. Ives presented a progress report of the work which

his committee—the committee on reciprocal relations with other

societies—had done in the past month to promote co-operation

between the society and a number of other organizations : the

American Gas Institute, American Academy of ^ledicine, the

American Medical Society, and others.

The finance committee presented a report recommending the

payment of vouchers amounting to $1,061.77. Payment of these

vouchers was authorized.

The finance committee was authorized to employ a public

auditor to audit the 19 12 accounts of the society.

Mr. L. B. Marks, chairman of the committee on factory light-

ing legislation, reported that his committee had held a meeting

and drafted recommendations pertaining to the proposed factory
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lighting bill (No. 18) of the State of New York, which were

subsequently transmitted to the Factory Investigating Commis-

sion. Mr. Marks intimated that the recommendations were

favorably considered by the commission and that they would be

taken up at a hearing of the commission which will be held

shortly.

Progress reports were also received from the 191 2 convention

and section development committees.

The following committee of tellers was appointed to count the

ballots of the 1912 election: Messrs. Clarence L. Law, chair-

man; S. W. Ashe, C. O. Baker, E. N. Hyde, and G. B. Nichols.

It was decided to hold the next annual meeting of the society

Friday, January 10, 1913. The following committee was

appointed to make arrangements for the meeting and dinner

:

Messrs. C. A. Littlefield, chairman ; W. A. D. Evans, E. B. Hyde,

Norman D. Macdonald, and Thomas Scofield.

In accordance with a suggestion contained in a letter from

Dr. F. Park Lewis, president of the American Association for

the Conservation of Msion, the council authorized Dr. H. E.

Ives to accept appointment as a representative of the Illuminating

Engineering Society on the board of directors of the Association.

President Lansingh reported progress on the formation of a

Central-west section of the society which would include the large

cities of the Great Lake region.

SECTIOX NOTES.

CHICAGO SECTION.

At a meeting of the Chicago section, December 11, 1912, in

the Western Society Auditorium, Monadnock Block, Mr. Ward
Harrison, of the National Electric Lamp Association, read a

paper on "Industrial Lighting."

NEW ENGLAND SECTION.

The New England section held a meeting November 18, in the

Edison Auditorium, 39 Boylston Street, Boston. The subject for

discussion was "Portable and Stationary Photometric Appara-
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tus.'-' A paper illustrated by various pieces of laboratory equip-

ment was also presented by Mr. S. R. Keys of the Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating Company of Boston. A number of those

present contributed to the discussion.

NEW YORK SECTIOX.

]\Ir. G. L. Hunter read a paper on Color at a joint meeting of

the Art in Trades Club and the New York section in the United

Engineering Societies' Building, 29 West 39th Street, December

12. About two hundred members of both organizations were in

attendance.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION.

Tw^o papers
—

''Calculations of Illumination Problems" by

R. B. Ely and "The Use of Graphical Charts in the Design of

Illumination" by R. F. Pierce—were read at a meeting of the

Philadelphia section in the Franklin Institute, December 20,

19 1 2. Xinety-two members and guests attended the meeting.

PITTSBURGH SECTION.

At a meeting of the Pittsburgh section in the auditorium of

the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, November 22,

1912, Prof. H. S. Hower of the Carnegie Technical Schools dis-

cussed the subject of "The Use of Lenses in Illumination." The

paper was illustrated by lantern slides and supplemented by an

exhibition of a number of lenses. Fifty-six members and guests

were in attendance.

A joint meeting with the Pittsburgh chapter of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers was held in the auditorium of

the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, December 10,

1912. The subject of discussion for the meeting was "Street

Lighting."

IJnDEX for vol. VII.

An index for \'olume \'III. which includes all the issues of the

Transactions for the year 1912. will be mailed with the January.

1913. issue of the Trans.\ctions.
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THE METHODS OF RESEARCH.

BY EDWARD P. HYDE.

The spirit of research now prevails. Research work is under-

taken in our universities and colleges, both by faculty and by

students; research departments are considered most important

adjuncts to large progressive industrial organizations; research

laboratories are being endowed by philanthropic citizens; and

individuals everywhere, and in all branches of human knowledge

are independently undertaking the investigation of problems of

supposed practical importance or of personal interest. Inas-

much as effectual practise rests on the judicious application of

established knowledge, whatever conduces to the enlargement or

enrichment of our body of established knowledge is worthy of

our highest respect and our most serious consideration. But side

by side with this duty of encouragement and appreciation stands

that other duty of careful discrimination between the research

work that is thorough and genuine and the research work that

is ill-advised and spurious.

Not long since the president and council of this society ap-

pointed a research committee to stimulate interest in the in-

vestigation of important illumination problems, to encourage sane

and promising research, and to serve as a directive force in the

development of the science of illumination. And it has seemed

advisable to the papers committee of the society that a brief

paper on "The Methods of Research" should be presented at

this convention.

What is research? Knowledge comes to us at times unsought

and unexpected. Discoveries are frequently fortuitous. But by

research is meant the diligent, continued or laborious search af-

ter facts or principles. And the goal of research is truth. This

is a most important point. Whatever may be the ulterior motive

in the acquisition of truth, whether it is truth for truth's sake, as

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Ilhuuiiiating Engineering
Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, '9' 2-
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ill the ideal of pure science, or truth as a firm foundation for

judicious practise, as in the ideal of applied science, the im-

mediate goal in all research work worthy of the name is truth.

The methods of research must, therefore, be included in the

methods involved in arriving at truth, and so we turn our atten-

tion for a while to a consideration of the methods by which we
arrive at truth.

Truths must be distinguished in two classes : (
i ) those truths

which are known directly or of themselves, as our own bodily

sensations and mental feelings; and (2) those truths which are

known through the medium of other truths, as the theorems of

mathematics. The former are the subject of Intuition of Con-

sciousness; the latter, of Inference. It is not the place here to

discuss the metaphysical question of the dividing-line between

truths which are known directly and those which are known by

Inference. Suffice it to say that practically all, if not quite all,

of the truths of physical science are known through the medium

of other truths and are hence the subject of Inference.

What then are the methods of arriving at truth through In-

ference? The logicians distinguish two methods, that of Induc-

tion and that of Deduction. Let us consider briefly first the

Inductive Method. By Induction is meant the process of draw-

ing a general conclusion from particular cases. Thus the Law of

the Conservation of Energy and the Law of Universal Gravita-

tion are great generalizations which cannot be proved, in the or-

dinary sense in which we speak of proving a mathematical theor-

em. They are expressions of our belief in the invariability of cer-

tain phenomena which have been found uniformly in a very large

number of concrete cases. Many of us believe that so-called

glare is deleterious to eye-sight. We have inferred this from

observations of individual concrete cases. If true, it is an im-

portant truth in illumination arrived at by the method of Induc-

tion. The exact verity of it, and the limits within which it

applies, however, have not yet been definitely established.

This last illustration suggests the two processes by which we
arrive at truth by the Inductive ^Method. These two processes

are Observation and Experiment. By Observation, as used here, is

meant the passive observation of phenomena without effort to
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control or modify the phenomena in any way. According to

the above illustration, if we merely note that certain individuals

liave been exposed to strong glaring light and have subsequently

had eye-troubles, and infer from this the generalization that

glare is deleterious to eye-sight, we are making use solely of the

process of Observation in our induction. If on the other hand

we are not content with the results of passive observation of

cases as they occur, but seek rather to control to some extent the

phenomena by isolating, certain factors and eliminating others,

our process becomes that of Experiment. Certain phenomena

are not subject to control and may only be studied by the process

of Observation. Other phenomena lend themselves readily to

Experiment. It should be remembered, however, that each pro-

cess has certain advantages and disadvantages even in the case of

phenomena to which both processes may be applied. Thus the

process of Experiment is peculiarly valuable in cases where we

desire to determine the various effects of a given cause, and the

process of Observation has corresponding advantages in cases

where we seek to find the causes of a given effect.

Unfortunately time does not permit an elaboration of the four

ways in which the process of experiment may be used to arrive

at truth, viz., (i) by Agreement, (2) by Dift'erence, (3) by

Residues, and (4) by Concomitant Variations. I may only com-

mend them to you for careful study and must then pass on to a

brief consideration of the second method by which we arrive at

truth through Inference, viz., the Deductive Alethod.

We have discussed the Inductive Method first because it is the

simplest and most direct method of arriving at truth by Inference.

Moreover, it precedes and underlies the Deductive Method, for

the starting point of the latter consists of one or more generaliza-

tions which presumably have already been established. It is true,

as John Stuart Mill says, that "if we had sufficiently capacious

memories, and a sufficient power of maintaining order among

a huge mass of details the reasoning could go on without any

general propositions: they are mere formulae for inferring par-

ticulars from particulars." But we do not have such memories

or powers of maintaining order among details, and so, in our
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processes of reasoning 1)y the Deductive Method we start from

generaHzations arrived at by the Inductive Method.

The mode of investigation according to which we arrive at

truth by the Deductive Method consists of three steps : the first,

one of direct induction; the second, of ratiocination, or reasoning;

and the third, of verification. The Inductive Method consists

merely in inferring from the particular to the general, but in the

Deductive Method, starting from previous inductions the process

of ratiocination is applied, and as a result of this operation con-

clusions are reached which are subject to direct verification. It

is a mistake to suppose that the conclusions of Deduction are dis-

tinctly new, in the sense that they were not contained in the

underlying inductions involved in the reasoning, and yet the

truths arrived at by the Deductive Method may be, and usually

are new in the sense that they were not recognized in the induc-

tions which formed the basis for the reasoning. As an example

of this the science of geometry may be mentioned. The theorems

of geometry are all deducible from the axioms or postulates

which are inductions, but in which one fails to recognize a priori

all the theorems deducible from them.

The third operation in the Deductive Method, viz., verifica-

tion, is of marked importance as we shall see later on in the

more specific consideration of the methods of research.

It is evident, from the hasty outline given above that these

two methods of arriving at truth by inference are not independ-

ent. The basis of the Deductive Method is a previous induc-

tion. The two methods are interdependent. A young or com-

plex science will partake more of the character of an Inductive

Science, as compared with an older or simpler science. A new
science has few inductions to serve as the premises of deduction,

but even in a new science an effort is made to reason from the

hypothetical generalizations already reached to conclusions which

on being verified by observation or experiment, strengthen the in-

ductions from which they were deduced. Thus science grows.

I regret the necessity of this somewhat academical discussion

of the methods of Inference, but I see no other way of prefacing

the ideas which I desire to present in regard to "The jMethods of

Research. " As has been said, the goal of research is truth, and
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hence the methods of research are none other, in their general

character, than the methods of arriving at truth by Inference.

Let us now apply the principles, which have been presented, to

the consideration of the methods of research.

There are two general methods of research ; that of induction,

and that of deduction. The former is the method of Observation

and Experiment, and the Inference from the concrete to the gen-

eral. The latter is the method of hypothesis or theory, ratiocina-

tion and verification. Let us consider these two methods more in

detail.

The Inductive Method consists of Observation and Experiment.

In a new science little is known, the observations are limited, the

experiments are few. There is little opportunity for ratiocination

or reasoning; the greater need is for the accumulation and col-

lection of facts in generalizations which may subsequently form

the basis of ratiocination. To use the illustration referred to

above, we are not prepared to reason from the induction that glare

is deleterious to eye-sight because this induction itself is scarcely

out of the domain of empiricism. We are investigating the mat-

ter; we are making observations and carrying out experiments.

We are collating facts. We are doing research by the Inductive

Method. In the development of all science, but more particularly

in the development of the newer or more complex sciences, this

method of research finds most valuable application.

I would further distinguish two ways of carrying out re-

search by the Inductive Method which I shall call respectively the

Definitive and the Non-Definiti\e methods. The distinction be-

tween these two methods is best shown by reverting once more

to our illustration of the effect of glare. An investigator of this

subject might carry out his research in either of two ways. He
might, for example, lay out a definite scheme of attacking the

problem. He might study experimentally first the effect of glare

on visual acuity, then its effect on speed of reading, then its effect

on fatigue, and so on. He might attempt to study by the process

of Observation the intensity of the glaring light, the angle at

which it is incident on the eye, the period over which the patient

has been subjected to the glare, and the relation of these ele-

ments to the resultant eye-injury. In either of these two cases.
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both of which are examples of research by the Inductive Meth-

od,—one by the process of Experiment and one by the process

of Observation—the investigation has proceeded according to a

definite plan, has followed a definite scheme. Such research by

the Inductive ^lethod I would call Definitive.

On the other hand many investigations are carried out by

the Non-Definitive method, and many investigators have a tend-

ency to work in this way. Thus, in the illustration of the study

of glare, an investigator might set out to study the problem with-

out any definite scheme of attack, or any preconceived notions

of the causal relations between the resultant eflfects and the pos-

sible causes. He would, in a more or less random fashion, vary

the conditions and note the result, and attempt ultimately to dis-

cover the important element in the problem. The method is

haphazard, fortuitous, Xon-Definitive. And yet at times it is

most valuable. Moveover, it should be emphasized that in re-

search by the Inductive Method the process is seldom entirely

Definitive or entirely Non-Definitive. The investigator with the

scheme is ever alert or should be ever alert to recognize some

unsuspected phenomenon which flashes out into prominence as

important. And the schemeless investigator will always, or

should always follow-up any phenomenon which attracts unusual

attention.

The two processes are interwoven, and very few, if any, re-

searches are made exclusively by one or the other. And yet

it is very easy to point to investigators who tend to work ac-

cording to one or the other of the two processes. I am at a loss

what to say regarding the relative merits of the two methods. The

Non-Definitive Method is at times, and in the hands of certain in-

vestigators, of the greatest value, but I see no way of laying

down rules for procedure according to this method. Since it is

more or less haphazard there can be no rules. We must rely en-

tirely on the personal equation of the individual. The Definitive

Method, on the other hand, is conformable to a formula of pro-

cedure. Inasmuch as the general scheme of procedure by the

Defi.nitive Inductive Method has much in common with that of

the Deductive Method, I shall give the formula for the two at the

same time.
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\\'e turn now to a consideration of the Deductive 3^Iethod of re-

search. This is the method of hypothesis or theory, ratiocina-

tion and verification. We have seen that this method of arriving

at truth consists in argument from previous inductions or gen-

eralizations to conclusions which are subjected to verification by

Observation or Experiment. This is peculiarly the method of the

mathematical sciences. The verification confirms the conclusion

and strengthens our belief in the generalizations which served as

premises. These generalizations may be generalized facts as in the

classical illustration—All Men are Mortal; or they may be gen-

eralized principles such as the theory of gravitation or the nebu-

lar hypothesis. A general principle which possibly or even prob-

ably underlies or explains certain phenomena is frequently

termed a hypothesis. Arguing or reasoning from this hypothesis

certain conclusions are derived. These conclusions are put to

test by Observation or Experiment. If the conclusions are n,ot

confirmed the hypothesis is shown to be false and not to be a

true induction or generalization. If the conclusions are found

to be true, the hypothesis is strengthened. If the deductions

from, the hypothesis are found consistently to be true the hy-

pothesis becomes a theory, and is classed with the other great

principles of the science.

Just as it is impossible to lay down rules for carrying out a

research by the Xon-Definitive Inductive Method, so is it impos-

sible to lay down rules for deciding upon the scheme of a re-

search according to the Definitive Inductive Method, or of de-

termining upon a specific deduction according to the Deductive

Method. These things are matters of individual creative im-

agination and not subject to formula. Granted, however, a def-

inite scheme of research (Definitive Inductive Method) or a de-

duced conclusion (Deductive Method) it is quite possible to lay

down a general formula which will be helpful in carrying out the

experimental work. Such a general plan of procedure is out-

lined below

:

1. Exact definition and statement of problem.

2. Study of literature pertinent to the problem.

3. Determination of experimental method.

4. Choice or design of apparatus.
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5. Isolation of specific phenomenon to be studied, or of

quantity to be measured, and elimination of complicating

phenomena or quantities.

6. Preliminary investigation of instruments used.

7. Investigation and discussion of sources of error.

8. Careful analysis of results.

9. Justifiable conclusions.

In an early paragraph of this paper emphasis was laid on the

fact that the goal of research is truth. Whatever may be the

stimulus for the attempt to ascertain the truth, v/hether it be

truth for truth's sake, or truth as the basis of sound practise, the

immediate object in every true research is truth. It seems ex-

pedient in concluding the paper to return to this subject to re-

iterate the importance of the right attitude toward research, and

to sound a word of caution against those two classes of investi-

gators whose well-meant efforts serve rather to retard than to

assist the development of science. The charlatan, the imposter

needs no consideration, but there are genuine men whose contri-

butions in the name of scientific research are more fundamentally

and permanently harmful than the wild claims of the charlatan.

I refer to the narrow, incompetent investigator and to the broad

speculator. The former can see but one side of a problem, and

his incompetency is further reflected in his restricted ability to

impose the proper limitations on his conclusions. The latter is

continually inferring generalizations from inadequate data, or

deducing conclusions from non-established inductions. There

is a place for hypothesis, and there is need of speculative imagina-

tion, but he who confuses speculative hypothesis with established

principles and leads others into such error is inhibiting the de-

velopment of science. And it is very difficult to counteract the

effect of such unjustifiable speculation, for it is usually in the

domain of limited knowledge, and his is a thankless task who

urges the inadequacy of fact to justify the speculation, but who

is unable himself positively to controvert the speculation. Let us

all endeavor to be more severe critics of our own work, and more

discriminating critics of the work of others.
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. C. H. Sharp; Illuminating engineering deals with a

science which is only now becoming systematized. A great many
of the facts that could be ascertained are not yet known, and

there are in some lines very insecure bases for generalizations.

A great deal more needs to be done in the way of accumulating

facts. In many lines, for instance in the study of glare, the

science is in an undeveloped state. I think we can be perfectly

frank and say that in this society we have probably suffered by

some kinds of research such as Dr. Hyde has mentioned; that

is, research by men who are enthusiastic but inexperienced and

given to generalizations which are broader than the facts war-

rant. We must remember that researches in illuminating engi-

neering are likely to be in the psycho-physiological domain. In

this domain the results obtained must be very carefully gone over

and scrutinized and must rest on the basis of a great mass of

experiments. Personal errors and idiosyncrasies are likely to

be of very great relative magnitude and to have a great influence

on the ultimate results. It is very important to obtain a very

great mass of data before reaching a definite conclusion. I think

we have had a number of papers before our society in which

the conclusions were reached in the physiological and psycho-

logical field from bases which were inadequate to justify them.

So, in sounding a note of warning and in pointing out how harm-

ful may be conclusions which, though not well founded, cannot

without great labor be controverted, Dr. Hyde has done a very

great service and I think the future work of the society ought to

benefit by his paper.

Dr. H. E. Ives: I want to sesond, if I may put it that way,

the remarks of Dr. Sharp. I think there is no paper more timely

than this one on "The Methods of Research." It has been my
luck lately to have had conversations with men who have done

research work in this society. I have about come to believe that

the most valuable function of one trained in research methods

is advisory. I once heard Professor Lippmann say, "I have no

chance now to do any lesearch; it takes all my time to direct

people and see that they are not using incorrect methods of

research." In discussions I have had on the subject of methods
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of research certain errors or tendencies have stood out very

prominently; consequently I have found it possible to make a

list of the most prominent errors; perhaps, by way of making

more specific the comprehensive treatment given by Dr. Hyde

I may be permitted to give them here

:

First, Insufficient analysis of the problem, ^^'e frequently

find for instance variations in illumination being studied where

the phenomenon on analysis is really one of intrinsic brilliancy.

At another time everything is ascribed to specular reflection,

when a brief analysis if made, shows no specular reflection

present.

Second, Insufficient study of the method of measurement.

Investigators are prone to take a method and apply it without

question as to whether it is the proper method to apply or not.

They try to measure temperature with a foot rule.

Third, The error of overlooking the assumptions upon which

the work has been based. Each report of a research should be

in parallel columns : on one side the assumptions and on the

other the conclusions. Then when one reaches the end and

sees the conclusions drawn, he can look across and see the

hypotheses.

Fourth, A clear distinction is not made between the experi-

mental results and the author's conclusions. Often they are very

different things. Sometimes the investigator's experiments are

properly made, but his conclusions are wrong. Experimental

results very often can be placed upon another foundation and

made to reveal truth. It seems to me that one of the best things

the Society could do would be to prepare a manual of how to

write up an investigation.

Dr. Hyde says, "There is a place for hypothesis and there is

need of speculative imagination, but he who confuses specula-

tive hypothesis with established principles and leads others into

error is inhibiting the development of science. It is very diffi-

cult to counteract the eft'ect of such unjustifiable speculation, for

it is usually in the domain of limited knowledge, and his is a

thankless task who urges the inadequacy of fact to justify the

speculation, but who is unable to controvert the speculation."

That is true, but suppose we leave the Illuminating Engineering
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Society and go into another field. Research is very much like

the work of the detective. Suppose our Sherlock Holmes has

brought forth a suspect. Suppose he says, "We have not been

able to prove anything against this man, but we think he did it

and if you can't produce the real criminal this man will have to

do ; we have got to have a hanging anyway !" We don't tolerate

such reasoning in criminal procedure ; I don't see why we should

in research.
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DETERIORATIOX OF GAS-LIGHTIXG UNITS IX
SERVICE.*

BY R. F. PIERCE.

Deterioration, as applied in this instance, properly embraces

only the results of such changes as are functions of time, and in-

herent in the apparatus used, the illuminant supplied, and the

conditions of use under the best modern practise.
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Mantle deterioration is analogous to the deterioration in lum-

inosity and efficiency of the filament of the electric incandescent

lamp. The deterioration in illumination due to deposit of dust

upon the glassware corresponds to the effects of the same cause

upon glassware used with other illuminants. while such deteriora-

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Out., September 16-19, 1912.
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tion in candle-power and efficiency as may be due to fouling of

the burner has no analogue among other illuminants. The ef-

fects of varying gas conditions correspond to those of voltage

fluctuations but are of less importance, and come under the head

of service factors rather than deterioration factors.

There are no other variables of sufficient importance to require

allowance or consideration in the design of gas-lighting systems.

The test hereinafter reported was designed to separate the

above factors with reference to the performance of gas lamps
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under different conditions of actual service. While it is rather

difficult to completely separate the dift'erent influences with ref-

erence to their effects, this separation may be carried to such a

point as to satisfy every practical requirement, and this test was

conducted primarily for the purpose of obtaining engineering

rather than scientific data.

Twelve inverted burners, selected at random from factory

stock, were equipped with artificial fiber mantles similarly se-
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lected, and were adjusted for maximum incandescence by the eye

alone, operating upon mixed gas (80 per cent, water and 20 per

cent, coal) at 2.5-in. (6.35 cm.) pressure.

The test was conducted in a room in which the air was heavily

charged with inorganic dust, to such an extent that a visible de-

posit settled over night upon newly cleaned surfaces.

Of the 12 units, six were burned 24 hours daily, and six 5

hours daily. Of each six, 3 had their cylinders cleaned at regu-

lar intervals and 3 were left untouched.

i-'g- 3-

The cylinders of the continuous burning units were cleaned

every 14 days and those of the intermittently burned units every

10 days.

In addition to these units. 6 others similarly selected, were

burned continuously, 2 having their bunsens cleaned every 500

hours; 2 every 1,000 hours; and 2 every 2,000 hours.

In all cases candle-power and gas consumption readings were

taken before and after each cleaning, the lamps being removed
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from the test bar to an Ulbricht sphere located on the floor below,

and replaced after reading.

Figure I shows the candle-power life curves obtained from the

test of the second group of 6 units. The excessive burner de-

teriorations indicated at 3,500, 4,000, 4,500 and 5,000 hours were
due to the omission of screens from the air ports and the advent

of large numbers of insects which became deposited in the dis-

tributors of the lamps. Eliminating these abnormal results an
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average deterioration of 2.14 per cent, per 500-hour period is

shown for units 37 and 38. Units 39 and 40 show an average

deterioration of 2.6 per cent, per 1,000 liour period and 40 and

41 show 5.35 per cent per 2,000-hour period. Evidently, the

greater portion of dust deposit in the burner takes place during

the first 500 hours.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show specific consumption curves for the

same units. Tiie curves marked "Bunsen clean" show the de-
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preciation in mantle efficiency alone. It will be observed that the

great variations in atmospheric humidity occurring did not affect

the performance of the units to any noteworthy extent. At the

end of the test the increases in specific consumption were 5.8, 10,

5.6, 8.5, 10, and 1 1.2 per cent., an average of 8.5 per ecnt.for

a period of from 4,000 to 5,000 hours.

The effects of deterioration in glassware are shown in figures

5 and 6 from which maximum, average, and minimum increases

due to cleaning are found to be 6.4, 4.3, and 2.8 per cent, re-

Fig- 7-

spectively, for the units burned 24 hours daily and cleaned every

14 days, and 6.3, 3.8 and 1.8 per cent, for those burned 5 hours

daily and cleaned every 10 days.

Evidently, the deposition of dust is a function of time and

exposed surface, and is not greatly influenced by the burning

of the lamp. This is further shown by a separate test conducted

over a period of 21 days on gas and electric incandescent lamps.

The results follow :

—
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Inverted gas lamp, clean cylinder, burning 4.2 per cent. loss.

Inverted gas lamp, clean cylinder, iinlighted 3.5 per cent. loss.

Average of four.

60-watt tungsten unlighted 3.8 per cent. loss.

25-watt tungsten unlighted 4.5 per cent. loss.

Average of two.

Figures 5 and 6 show the relative effects of continuous and

intermittent burning with reference to mantle deterioration.

Figure 6 shows that the intermittently burned units with

cleaned cylinders depreciated 7.16 per cent, in candle-power in

600 hours ; whereas, from figure 5 it appears that the average

deterioration of continuosly burned units in 672 hours was 5

per cent..

The difference between the eft'ects of continuous and inter-

mittment burning appears to be negligible with this type of

mantle.

A comparison of groups i, 2 and 3 (fig. 5) with groups 7. 8

and 9, shows that at the end of i.ooo hours the average deprecia-

tion of units with uncleaned cylinders was 23 per cent, while

those with cleaned cylinders depreciated by 8 per cent.

The average increase per cleaning of the latter as shown l)y the

original data was 4.6 per cent, or 13.8 per cent, for three clean-

ings, making 21.8 per cent, for the corresponding deterioration

had the three deposits of dust been superimposed and allowed to

remain. This would indicate that up to 1,000 hours the deposi-

tion of dust is a straight line function of time. At 2,700 hours.

however, the uncleaned unit No. 8 had deteriorated 31 per cent.,

while Xo. 7 had deteriorated but 14.5 per cent. Adding the ag-

gregate increases due to cleaning to the latter gives 43.6 per cent,

indicating that between 1,000 and 2,700 hours the rate of dust

deposition decreases, probably due to the adhesion between glass

and dust being greater than the cohesion between dust particles.

After the lamps had been operated for some time, it was found

that dust particles tended to collect in the bottom of the globe

rather than to adhere to the side.

From the results of this test it was desired to evaluate the use-

ful life of the mantle under operating conditions, and for this

purpose, specific consumption curves were plotted; these are

shown in figs. 7, 8 and 9.
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These curves include the effect of burner deterioration as it is

not usual practise to clean burners except when replacing man-

tles. The approximately parabolic form of the curves is probably

due to the fact that burner deterioration is not a straight line

function of time.

Inspection of the curves shows that a parabola having the

formula,

y = y^p^ sufficiently approximates the form of the curve

where y ~- increase in specific consumption above the initial

X = elapsed time,

p = constant,

Let \V = initial specific consumption.

T = total operating cost per c-p. hour at end of X hours,

A = cost of mantle per initial c-p.,

B =; cost of gas per cu. ft.

Then T = A + f B
i a^T dx + BW.r

= A H- ^- B| i/T x^^ BW.^.
3

The cost per c-p. hour is then

-i- =^ + — Bi 2T -v' -r BW,
X X 2>

which is a minimum when

D^f") = o = i + ^ ^^—
,
or when

^\ X / x^ 31 .r

Assuming $1.00 gas and a mantle cost of 30 cents, the useful

life of the mantles i and 2 is 2,650 and 1,750 hours respectively,

and that of No. 8 (with uncleaned cylinder) 1,325.

It is only fair to state that the mantles with which this test

was conducted were an early product of lower efficiency than is

now being obtained with the same rate of deterioration in candle-

power and efficiency.

The present product has under the same circumstances about

twice the useful life.

The question of mantle mortality has been purposely avoided

as none of the mantles failed from mechanical causes.
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The minimum, maximum and mean initial candle-powers and

efficiencies were 54.8, 58.2, 27.8, and 14.10, 15.84 and 14.96, re-

spectively, the average variation from mean candle-power being

4.66 per cent, and from mean efficiency being 5.15 per cent.,

indicating that no allowance need be made for non-uniformity

in initial mantle and burner performance.

The separate deterioration rates from different sources at the

end of 1,000 hours continuous burning average as follows:

—

Per cent.

Mantle alone 2.5

Burner alone 2.5

Glassware alone lo.o

Total 15.0

These deteriorations were obtained under quite unfavorable

conditions, especially as regards the dusty condition of the air,

and there is no reason to believe that under ordinary conditions

of gas supply, there should be any difficulty in duplicating these

results in average practise.

As far as the design of illumination is concerned, it is evident

that there is no substantial difference between the performance

of gas and electric units, and the quantities of illumination re-

quired and initially obtained by the one will be equally suitable

for the other.

discussion.

Mr. Ward Harrison : On the second page of the paper I

notice a statement that the effect of varying gas conditions cor-

responds to that of voltage fluctuation, but is of lesser import-

ance. An investigation of 61 plants by the Wisconsin Rate Com-
mission has shown that for the average central station in that

state, the extreme variation between maximum and minimum
pressure, measured at the consumers' premises during the period

between the hours of 5 and 12 p. m., is 6.15 per cent. In other

words, the extreme fluctuation is only something like 3 volts on

either side of the mean ; ordinary fluctuations are very much less.

These figures api)ly to comparatively small plants ; in the large

cities I believe the regulation would be found to be better than 2

per cent. The variation which i per cent, change in voltage
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causes in the candle-power of a tungsten-filament lamp is well

known and it would seem that before drawing a general con-

clusion as to the relative seriousness of fluctuations 'in gas and

electric pressures, we should have data as to the change in candle-

power of a gas lamp with changes in pressure and also some in-

formation as to the ordinary fluctuation in gas pressure for rep-

resentative cities of this country. It seems to me that the better

and safer course for the Society to pursue would be to consider

the characteristics and performance of an illuminant simply on

its own merits, without drawing direct comparisons wnth any

other types, for the latter course leads only too frequently to pro-

longed petty discussions which benefit no one.

On the seventh page reference is made to tests on lamps burned

continuously and to others on lamps burned 5 hours per day. I

should say that the latter tests are of more practical value, since

they more nearly represent working conditions. The statement

regarding the negligible diflr'erence between intermittent and con-

tinuous burning would seem to require further proof because of

the shortness of the period over which the intermittently burned

units were tested, and also because of the relative magnitude of

the unavoidable photometric error in comparison with a total

difference between initial and final candle-power values of some-

thing like 5 per cent.

On the basis of the average candle-power values given on the

tenth page and an average efticiency of 14.96 candle-power per

cu. ft., the consumption for these inverted mantles was ap-

proximately 3.7 cu. ft. per hour. This is a considerably

higher figure than previously given for lamps operating on gas

having a 655 B. t. u. content. Tests on lamps supplied with 600

B. t. u. gas would probably show a consumption of more than 4
cu. ft. per hour.

I should like to ask just what sort of maintenance was given

the burners of the lamps on test. It has been found that clean-

ing the burners is rather an indefinite process. One man may
clean the lamp in the usual manner and secure a given candle-

power and then if the same unit is given to a second man, he will

perhaps go through the ports and passages with extreme care and

will get a 25 or 30 per cent, higher value. Of course, the main-
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tenance depends entirely upon the man on the job. It is difficult

to duplicate laboratory practise under the conditions existing in

the average store or shop.

In regard to the actual laboratory candle-power deterioration

factors which are reported in this paper, I would say that they

check very closely with the results which the National Electric

Lamp Association has obtained from similar tests. The Associa-

tion had no opportunity to test artificial silk mantles as yet, but

the tests on Ramie mantles showed only slightly greater

deterioration than those recorded here, a difference which could

readily be accounted for by the improvement in the quality of the

mantles. The factors given for deterioration due to dust seem

very close to those which have been found in electric installa-

tions. On the other hand, the Association has gone quite thor-

oughly into the testing of gas lamps in service and for some rea-

son the results of such tests have not checked with the results of

Mr. Pierce's or those of the Association's own laboratory tests.

Just why this should be so, is difficult to explain; probably the

care exercised by the man in charge of the lamps has a great deal

to do with it. A very thorough investigation was conducted in

Detroit on a trial installation of gas "arcs" of a recognized stand-

ard make. After about five months they were found to have

deteriorated something like 53 per cent, under what is considered

the best maintenance of any city in the country. Electric lamps

installed under similar conditions showed a deterioration of 17.8

per cent, for the same period of about 1,400 burning hours. Some

question was raised in regard to these tests and for that reason

they were repeated. In both cases they were found to be in close

agreement with those just quoted. Full data on these tests were

given in the Electrical IVorld, April 6, 1912.

In the Proceedings of the American Gas Institute for 1910,

Mr. Schofield reported a series of service tests, which he con-

ducted in the offices of the Consolidated Gas Company of New
York City. These tests showed about 30 per cent, lower in-

tensity than those obtained when the lamps were first installed.

It is by no means easy to account for such discrepancies, but they

appear in all tests published up to this time; reports of further

investigations of the subject would form a valuable contribution
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to the Trsnsactions. Under the existing circumstances it

would seem that the closing statement in Mr. Pierce's paper is a

rather sweeping one. It reads : "As far as the design of illumina-

tion is concerned, it is evident that there is no substantial differ-

ence between the performance of gas or electric units, and the

quantities of illumination required and initially obtained by the

one, will equally be suitable for the other."

1 have just one other question and that is in regard to the gas

used for these tests. From the description—mixed gas, 80 per

cent, water and 20 per cent, coal containing, 655 B. t. u.—I infer

that it was a special gas manufactured for the purpose. I should

like to know whether this was the case or whether it was taken

from the city mains.

Mr. R. F. Pierce (In reply) : Regarding Mr. Harrison's

remarks on the influence of gas pressure ; I referred to the in-

fluence of a certain percentage of variation. A 5 per cent,

fluctuation in gas pressure will not have the same effect upon the

performance of gas lamp as a 5 per cent, fluctuation in voltage

upon an electric lamp. Of course, the variation which may be

found in any one plant or any number of plants does not come in-

to the discussion at all. That is a service matter and applies

solely to the company furnishing the illuminant.

Regarding the discrepancy between nominal and rated con-

sumption: mantles are constantly being improved and this may
result in making the mantles larger or smaller and consequently

consuming more or less gas ; but the efficiency varies but slightly.

At the time that the rated consumption of 3.3 cubic feet was
determined upon, that was the average consumption of a large

number of lamps and mantles, ^^'ith mantles as furnished to-

day, it would be somewhat more than that, but the efficiency

would be substantially the same. At any rate, the question of

consumption is outside the scope of this paper. Furthermore,
the mantles tested were an experimental product of compara-
tively low efficiency, as stated in the paper.

As regards the sort of maintenance given the burner, that was
made very simple for the express purpose of eliminating the per-

sonal factor as far as possible. The burner was simpl y unscrew-
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ed and blown through. It seems as though one man would per-

form such a simple operation as well as another.

As regards the comparison between the deterioration of

mantles burned five hours per day and those burned continuously,

the deterioration curves seem to be quite definite ; the deteriora-

tion of the continuously burned units was 5 per cent, at 600 hours

and that on the intermittently burned units 7 per cent. What
future developments will bring forth is problematical, but I do

not anticipate any very great difference. The discrepancy which

does take place is due to dust. Inorganic dust has a fusing effect

wdiich breaks down the cell walls of the mantles; but, inasmuch

as the new mantle has no cells, this is expected to have little

eft"ect.

Mr. Harrison has referred to some service tests which have in-

dicated considerably greater deteriorations than appear in this

test. Some of those tests have received considerable publicity and

it is unfortunate that no evidence has been submitted to show that

the discrepancies are due to inherent deterioration rather than to

quality of gas service or the use of poor mantles.

The latter considerations refer purely to the willingness of the

gas company and customer to furnish the best available condi-

tions and equipment, and are not chargable to the incandescent

gas lamp. Certainly Mr. Harrison would not accept as typical of

electric lamp performance a test of an installation in which

voltage fluctuated over 8 or 10 per cent, and very inferior lamps

were used—some in a condition practically approaching outage.

Yet a similar condition in a gas lighting installation is often cited

as typical, without any qualifying reference to the external

factors which may have existed to account for the results.

It should also be noted that the gas lamps in the Detroit test

were so-called "arc lamps" containing gauzes which foul quite

rapidly and are (in the particular design referred to) apt to be

so difficult of removal for cleaning as to seriously reduce the

chances of their receiving proper attention. This installation,

cannot therefore be compared with those upon which the test re-

ported in this paper was conducted.

As to the tests in the offices of the Consolidated Gas Company

at New York, the data sul)mitted was too inadequate to locate
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the source of the discrepancy. The sort of mantles used was not

stated, but as only cotton mantles were available at that time,

some grade of cotton mantle must have been used. ' All cotton

mantles deteriorate rapidly in candle-power.

None of the tests reported showing considerable deteriorations

in gas lamps has been accompanied by sufficient data to justify

any conclusions whatever. The grade of mantle used is seldom

reported ; the quality of gas never. Both of these are very im-

portant factors. At any rate, no evidence has been adduced to

show that the inherent deterioration of a gas lamp in practise is

greater than in the laboratory. It is obvious that conditions of

service are frequently different, but this is entirely outside the

scope of this paper.

If in future tests Mr. Harrison will take pains to see that gas

pressures and quantities, as expressed by candle-power, specific

gravity and calorific value are identical (within reasonable

limits) and the mantles are of the best commercial quality, he

will find that the large discrepancies found in many instances will

be greatly reduced.

As to Mr. Harrison's inquiry regarding the quality of gas

furnished for the test, I would say that ordinary city gas was

supplied from the storage holders of the Philadelphia Gas

Works.

Regarding the last statement which Mr. Harrison criticised, it

was not intended to be taken quite so broadly. One may assume

that if mantles of the best grade are used, and if the maintenance

is substantially equivalent to that noted in this test, there is no

reason why the rate of deterioration should be any dift'erent.

I have tested several installations where the service deteriora-

tion was not more than 18 or 20 per cent, over a one thousand

hour period ; on the other hand, there are several in which it rises

to 45 or 50. This includes deterioration of mantles, glassware

and burners.

The comparison between gas and electric lighting units to

which Mr. Harrison refers as undesirable was inserted simply to

call attention to the fact that initial illumination intensities which

have been found desirable for various classes of service wuth
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electric lighting units may also be utilized in the design of gas

lighting systems.

Most of the information upon this subject has been contributed

by investigators of electric lighting installations.

It is surely desirable that the engineer be able to make com-

parisons between different systems of illumination without the

necessity of applying factors of varying size in the calculations

for different illuminants.

The test reported in my paper was in no sense a laboratory test

in the accepted sense of the term ; it was a service test conducted

in a building which happened to be used as a laboratory and to

contain laboratory facilities. None of these facilities was, how-

ever, used to improve the performance of the lamps under test.

There was only one particular in which these lamps operated

under more favorable conditions than could have been obtained

in any commercial service where pains were taken to insure good

gas and maintenance service, and that was in regard to the uni-

form quality of gas furnished for testing, which of course was

absolutely necessary in order to secure comparative results on

mantle, burner and glassware deterioration.

It is perfectly evident that the existence of a substantially

greater deterioration in actual service must be due to factors en-

tirely outside the scope of this paper—improper care of burners,

mantles of poor quality, or exxeptionally dirty gas.

It is true that even with uniform pressure, clean gas, good

maintenance and high grade mantles, there might be a greater

discrepancy between initial and final light output than is indicated

in my results, due entirely to the furnishing of different qualities

of gas at the two periods under comparison. This obviously has

nothing to do with the deterioration of the gas-lighting unit itself.

It is entirely analogous to the furnishing of electric current at

different voltages at different times. If an electric lighting in-

stallation be operated at no volts initially, and at the end of 1,000

hours the voltage be reduced to 100, it is perfectly obvious that

the falling off in illumination has nothing whatever to do with

the deterioration of the electric lamp. The limits of this paper as

set forth in the opening paragraph eliminate all questions of this

nature.
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Mr. T. p. Conroy (communicated:) It has been stated that

various gas installations have shown a very large candle-power

deterioration from the initial candle-power even though main-

tained by the gas interests. Below is given a series of test data

supplied by the Electrical Testing Laboratories. In parallel

columns are given the horizontal foot-candle intensities measured

in March of 1912. and again on October 31 of the same year in

the millinery store of Galligan & Company, 663 Broadway. New

York.

ocation First test Second test

No. Foot-candles Foot-candles

I 2.58 2.60

2 2.58 3.00

3 2.58 2.73

4 4.56 3.22

5 4-23 3-47

6 4-39 4-50

7 4-23 3.12

8 715 4.90

9 423 3-77

*IO 6.51 5-90

II 5-37 4-57

12 4-23 3-40

*I3 8.62 6.33

14 7.4S 5.47

15 1.62 1.40

16 1.79 1.62

17 1.62 1.63

18 1.87 1.69

19 2.03 1.72

20 1.50 1.37

21 1.58 1-35

22 1.79 1.60

23 2.03 1.64

24 1.79 1.42

Average 3.24

* Not included in average.

2.14

It will be further seen from location of the test stations (see

Fig. Aj on the accompanying cut that the average of all the

readings is a fair average illumination of the installation. The

deterioration over the six months elapsing was but 15.4 per cent.

The installation has been maintained by the regular General Gas
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Light Company's maintenance service and the trim day previous

to the test was October 25. Orders were given to the Electrical

f t J

O o 05 J ,1

i t X

O c o o

Fig. A.—Location of test stations at which illumination readings were taken
in the store of Galligan & Co.

Testing Laboratories to make the test on this day and they were

at liberty to do the testing at their own convenience and without

the knowledge of the General Gas Light Company.
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THEORY AND CALCULATION OF ILLUMINATION
CURVES.*

BY FRANK A. BENFORD, JR.

This paper is divided into two sections. The first section

gives the derivation and classification of illumination curve form-

ulae ; the second section gives a graphic method of using some of

these formulae. Only those cases that come within the following

conditions are considered.

I. The law of inverse squares is a sufficiently close approxima-

tion, that is, the source of light is a "point" source.

J -a

.0^^^
V

L-<1

^^IJ^^^
1^ \\r'
\ 67 ^ _^
B/ \ ==^ ===^ t

^^'- -—

2. The illumination varies as the cosine of the angle of inci-

dence. This condition is a corollary to the first condition, and is

of the same degree of accuracy.

3. The distribution of light is symmetrical about an axis

through the source.

4. The line of illumination is a straight line.

SECTION I.

In fig. I the source is at I, with its axis of symmetry along A,

making an angle s with H, a perpendicular to the reference plane

which contams the line of illumination L. The angle through

which the source is rotated about H is denoted by t, and is meas-

* A paper read at the sixth annual convention of the niuminating Engineering

Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.

3
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ured from an axis parallel to L. The elemental surface ds which

is illuminated by the ray along R, moves along L, and its angular

position is given by the dihedral angle b and the angle a in the

reference plane. Y is perpendicular to the surface ds, and the

angle i between Y and R is the angle of incidence.

It will be found convenient in deriving the equation of the

general case to assume the axis A to coincide with H. Angle .y

then becomes o, t is indeterminate for a symmetrical source.

and angles e and c are identical.

We have for the fundamental equation of illumination,

E = ^ cos /, (
I

)

and the problem is to state E in terms of the constants H, a, b, d,

and the variable r (^ e). E is in foot-candles, I^ in candle-

power and R in feet.

From fig. I we have the following relations.

D = H tan d, (2)

Z = H tan c, (3)

R = H sec c, (4)

Iv = H] tan- c — tan- d .

i
^^^

The plane of the right triangle whose sides are T. S. O, is

parallel to the reference plane, and Hq is equal and parallel to H.

T = Htan^, (6)

S = H tan d sin a, (7)

Q^Htan^cosa. (8)

In the right triangle U, S, L — Q,

U^ = S' + (L - Q)-'

= H' <{ tan' d 4- tan' c — tan"" d

— 2 cos a tan b^ tan-' c — tan- d ) (9)

In the triangle U, V, D,

V ^ D' + U' — 2DU cos (90 — /),
= D' + U- — 2DU .sin /,

= D' + U' — 2DS,
-^^ H' { tan" b — tan'' c — 2 cos a tan b j tan- c — tan- d

— 2 sin a tan d tan d ) (10)

In the triangle Y, R, V,

V- = Y-' + R' — 2YR cos /, (11)
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Y' - R' — V-' , .

cos z = —
, (12)

2\ R
, *

I -~- COS a tan bi tan' c — tan- d + sin a tan ^ tan d= — ' 7 • (13)
sec sec c

Substituting (4) and (13) in equation (i),

I, j" I — cos a tan b^ tan- c — tan- d — sin a tan b tan d
^

ir
I

sec /> sec' c
p^"^^

Equation (14) was derived for the special case of the axis of

the source being perpendicular to the reference plane. If the

axis is placed in the position A, as defined by the angles t and s,

then e is the angle usually given in a polar distribution curve (the

zero angle being on the axis) and enters the equation in place of

the angle c just used.

Referring again to fig. i, we have in the right triangle J, D—F,

L—G,

f =(L G)^'- (D-F)% (15)

and in the triangle R, x\, J,

f ^ R-^ — A' — 2RA cos ^, (16)

also

A == H sec s, (17)

K = H tan .y. (18)

G = H tan 5, cos t, (19)

F = H tan .r sin /. (20)

Equating (15) and (16),

(L — G)' — (D — F)- R' - A^' — 2RA cos e.

Substituting from (2), (4), (5), (17), (19) and (20),

H' -^ (1 tan- c — tan-' d — tan s COS / )' + (tan d — tan s sin / )-'

— sec' c — sec" s -\- 2 sec c sec s cos ^ ^ = o.

Expanding.

tan^ c— tan" d — 2 tan s cos iytan- c — tan- d — tan^ .f cos" /

4- tan'' d — 2 tan d tan s sin / + tan" s sin" /— sec" c — sec" s

-r 2 sec c sec s cos ^ ^ o,

I — tan d tan s sin / — sec c sec s cos e =
— tan s cos t\ tan'-' c — tan- d . (21)
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Squaring both sides to eliminate the radical and substituting

1 sec''' c — sec- d for ] tan' c — tan* d ,

I -}- tan' d tan" s sin" / ~ sec'" c sec^ s cos' e — 2 tan d tan ^ sin /

— 2 sec r sec s cos ^ — 2 sec c tan o^ tan 5 sec ^ sin t cos e

= tan" 5 COS" t see" r — tan" ^ cos" t sec" d.

Rearranging, and expressing as a quadratic in sec c,

sec" c (sec" J cos" e — tan" s cos^ /

)

— 2 sec c (sec ^ cos i? — tan d tan 5 sec s sin / cos (?)

-L (i— 2 tan i/ tan^ sin /— tan"^ tan"5— tan^^ cos'"/) =0. (22)

This quadratic is of the form p sec^ -f ^ sec ^ + r = o,

and the roots are

qi^Vq' — ^Pf^^
(^23).

2r

Form (22) and (23),

q- — ^pr ^ ^\ sec" .y cos'" e -j- tan" d tan' s sec" ^ sin' / cos" e

-J- 2 tan d tan 5 sec'" s sin / cos" e — sec'^ ^ cos' e

+ tan" s COS" / — 2 tan a' tan 5 sec'" s sin / cos'" e

-\- 2 tan d tan^ 5 sin / cos' /

— tan' d tan' s sec' ^ cos' e -\- tan' ^ tan* s cos' /

— tan' ^ sec' s cos' / cos' e + tan* s cos* /
^

:= 4 tan"' s cos' /<{ sec' 5 sec' d sin' ^ — (tan d — tan ^ sin /)'
\ (24)-

Substituting from (22) and (24) in (23),

\ 2 sec s cos ^( I + tan d tan 5 sin / ) ± 2 tan s cos /

i/sec'- ^ sec''' d sin^ ^ — (tan d — tan 5 sin t\ \ , ^

sec c = -. '. ^ -——^ T—. .(25)
2 (sec s cos e — tan s cos t)

This expression for sec c may be substituted in both numerator

and denominator of (14) after replacing j/tan^ c— tan-^" by its.

equivalent ] sec'- c — sec'-' d .
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The equation of the general case of ilhimination along a straight

Jine by a symmetrical source is

I, r I— cos^ tan ^v iec- r — sec- ^ + sin a tan b tan ^
) (-^^^

W I
sec b sec' c

j

where

{ sec J cos e{ i + tan ^ tan s sin ± tan s cos /

] " sec" '^ sec"-' d sin- e—{\.3.r\d — tan .y sin Q' \ .^^
^^^ ''

~~
sec^ s cos- e — tan'^ s cos' /

and I, is the candle-power at the angle e on the photometric

curve.

The equation for L, for a radical line is

L = H tan c, (28)

or for a non-radial line, measuring from the intersection of

L and D,

L = Hi sec== c - sec="7", (29)

the above expression for sec c always being used.

Counterclockwise rotation is taken as the positive direction ni

measuring the angles a, h, c, d, s and t. The distribution of light

is the same in every meridian plane, hence I^, is always equal

to I_„ and functions of e, such as cos' e sin e, sin' e, etc., must

always be given a positive value. Thus in case i, equation 1-2,

the value of cos- e sin e changes from plus to minus, as e passes

through zero. This does not mean that the equation reduces to

an absurdity at this point by indicating negative illumination.

The meaning is that after passing zero degrees the negative side

of the test plate, or elemental surface ds is illuminated.

The following equations are obtained by substitution in equa-

tions (26), (27), (28) and (29). They are classified, first, ac-

cording to the position of the source, second, according to the

line of illumination (radial or non-radial) and third, according to

the position of the surface ds. Each equation is divided into a

constant and a variable factor. The reason for this division will

appear later in the discussion of the graphic methods given in

the second part of this paper.
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H

CASE 1

A ^\ Ah

s = o

t 'In-de Ee 7-m in at e.

cy L =H i<s--n e

NO a. t K fH RULE

l-l / cos'^e
1

1-2 90 / cos^e szrt e 5

1-3 NORMAL 1 COS^G 2,3

1-^ t. 1 cos^ G cos(& -hj 4

1-5 <B0 t, CCS h, C05 ^e
1

h;

CASE 2 s = o

d-d

NO <a ^ K JfeJ RULE

2-1 / cos'^e
1

2-2 90 1 -cos^e.-\Jia.-nfe-ta.-n^^

2-3 90 90 Urz'd cos'^e
1

2-^ * 90
1 icurtrtirieicio-n

5

2-5 NORMAL 1 cos^ e. 2,3

2-6 i..
cc^s h ' -t-t&.n 4 V^<3 n^e - tan^d. -

3sec ©

2-7 go <^,
cos(d,- h,) cos ^ e 2,3

Calculation foiinuke— cases i and 2.
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CASE ^ 5-s,

i-o
^ d-d

i_-hV sec c -sec'

sec C
COB 5, COS etszrz s>,cos s, l,^ncLl\/-sec^s, cosec d,szn^e -/

cos ^e - ^i ^^ '5,

NO

-^-2

^-3

4-^

4-5

4-8

4-7

go

K /re;

cos c

90

90

50

NORMAL

90

RULE

:V^CCS cwsec c - sec 'd

t<a n. d.

^M<3x}/e?-^ial
III iL Trzi nation.

CCS c szrz c

cos c

CO s>
ta.7T. i^ysec^c-sec^d,

cosfd^ - bj

Calculation formulse—cases ., and 4.
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T

H

K CASE 5 s =.s.

C/ V.= \-\cas &~\/ia-n^e~ iarz^s,
\

NO d. ^ K ff^) RULE

5-i sec ^5. co^ ^ e 1

5-2 90 s.ec ^
&,

-cos^eyus -nfe -^ r? ^sr

5-3 NORMAL sec ^ -S, cos^ e 2,3

5-^ <^. cc-s ^ ^ecr'^.
/ •^f'<ani>ycos^.s,&Gc^e-/ -

sec e

5-5 90 h sec ^£', cos & co^ ^e. 1

H
6^

A
/

CASE &

l^_
sec- s,

1

_HtA p /-seco?,)^
u

NO ^
1

o K //e; RULE

&-I k; COS 'e 1

&-2 90
3 "v Kfsec^e- sec'13?. -

^ec"^<2

G>-3 30 90 K^ ^tsrz a^ CO.'; "^e 1

t-^ NORMAL k; cos ^e 2,3

&-5 ^,

3 1

K,cosi 6
/ -/-?i??7 hp^/K ^sec^e - sea^d^ -

-s-eo -^e-

£-& 30 4 K,cos (^,^7^ "^Azz 6^ ^<a7^ J) cas^e. 1

Calculation fornuiUi; -cases 5 and 6.
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T ^ CASE 7 r^°°1 <;

e

H*3^
l_

0/ L=Hcoe-e

NO a ^ K y^e; RULE

7-1 / szrt^e 10

7-2 go / cos e szzn^e , 1 3

7-3 NORMAL / St rt^ e. 1 1

7-4 b / szn^e sin.{'&-^ii^ 1 2

7-5 30 h cos h^ sin^ e- i

r A CASE 5 ^^^°°

1/

^^'^f'*

^L^^^-^^TV-V ' f

\_=\-\ sea cx^coc e.

NO a h K /^e; RULE

S-l cos^ c? sz ?^ *« 10

6-2 30 co5^ci^ cosesz?7^e 1 3

6-3 90 90 sin d cos ^ot^ siTL^ e. 10

a-4 NORMAL cos^d^ sxn^e 1 1

a-5 4 cos h^cos^d^ sirt'e*^an hseedcos B&xrxe. i0«l 1

16-& •50
6,

cos{ot. -h.) 3

Calculation formulae—cases 7 and 8.
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I c^-^' C:ase 5
i = 50°

d-o

L_= H ian e.

90

L ^u
NO a. i K f(^ RULE

9-1 1.0 ccs^e^ 1

9-E' 90 1.0 c OS ^e„ s -i n e„ 5

9-3 NORMAL I.C cos^e„ 3,3

9-^\ b 1.0 cos "^e^ cas(e^ -hj ^

9-5 90 b 1,0 cos^e^ 1

i^<^ c A5E 10 |-^°;

H '

/

&
\^ =V<\/tan^J/an^e ~ 1

NO d. h K ffe) RULE

lO-l corc^, cos^ e. 1

10-2 90 cat^c^, -cos^e\/f<3n^clt<i-n^e-/

10-3 90 90 cai'<£, cas'^e. 1

10-^ NORMAL coi^d. CCS. ^ <s 2,3

10-5 h
/ -i-ian b, ^ATi a, ^

1

&ec 6,sea 3 , cci? e.

10-6 90 h cos>^d^sirxfal-^h) cos^e. 1

Calculation formula;—cases 9 and 10,
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SECTION II.

EQUIPMENT.

The graphic ilhimination chart herein described requires for

its use a draughting board, T-square and a 12 inch triangle. No

calculations are required except in the cases where the constant

K is not unity, and then a single calculation suffices for a set of

curves.

METHODS OF CALCULATING AND TABULATING.

The process of calculating an illumination curve is always

divided into two distinct steps. The first step is the calculation

of the foot-candles for the given values of I„ /(^), and H. The

second step is the calculation of the distance along the line of

illumination at which the ray strikes the reading plane.

The two steps are

E = K'I/(^),

L = K"F(^),

where e is the parameter.

I, is also a function of the angle e, but in commercial testing

the nature of the function is seldom known.

There are two ways of tabulating ¥Jj{e) and YJ'V{e) that

are in general use. In the one method the distances and illumina-

tion constants are tabulated for every five or ten degrees. This

gives an uneven spacing along the line of illumination, but has

the advantage of using the photometric curve at the points taken

in the photometric test, and thus largely eliminating differences

of judgment in drawing the photometric curve through these

points. In the other method the distances and illumination con-

stants are tabulated at fixed points along the line of illumination.

The value of I, are read from the photometric curve, and thus

are dependent upon the accuracy of the latter.

The graphic method given here uses the test points on the pho-

tometric curve, with as many intermediate points as are neces-

sary to accurately determine the illumination curve. From

twelve to thirty points on one curve may be determined, accord-

ing to requirements.

TABULATION OF HEIGHTS AND SCALES.

In fig. 2 is shown a tabulation of heights, distance scales,

candle-power scales, and foot-candle scales. The use of this tabu-

lation is illustrated in figs. 5 to 1 1 by underscoring the data used.
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As an example, let us take the case of a source having a maxi-

mum intensity of 450 candle-power. Horizontal illumination

curves are required for heights of 15, 20 and 25 feet. In fig. 2

these heights are found on the horizontal line marked group 5.

Immediately to the left, under the heading Distance Scales is

Z
found . At the bottom of the chart are three scales marked

ID

X, Y, Z at their unit divisions. The lower scale in this case rep-

resents 10 feet at Z. This scale is not needed until the illumina-

tion curves are drawn : then it may be used to draw the web
over the curves.

At the head of the column containing 15 feet (4.58 m.) is

REQUEST.
FROM
C-
DATE.

DRAWN BY
CHECKED BY.
TRACED BY
CHECKED BY.

;

-

i Z-J
<<
55^

HEIGHT OF LAMP, CORRESPONDINS
LETTER OF" ILLUMINATION vORVE

AND TANGENT SCALE

CANDLE-POWER AT I ON WEB AND
COBRESPONOINS FOOT-CAN0LE3 AT
MP.R„. ON FOOT-CANBLE SCALES

A B ^ D E^ F G H I
100

I
125

I
150

I
£00

I
260

I
300

I
40

I
soo

I
600 Ao

I
800

1 5 3 as -4 45 5 55 6 6.5
u
s 5

P
10

u
1

W
10

P
20 20

w
20 SO

p
60

u
40

2 X
1

fe 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 1 3 w R
e

T w
2

W P
5

u
5

W
5

P
1

T
1

U
10

3 V
1

9 105 la I3S 15 165 18 las
V
0.5

N s V
2-

5
2 a

N
4

s
-4

s
5

V
A

-4 ?o 1 £ 1 4 16 I 6 20 as 24 26 W
0.2 5

R
OS

T
OS OS

R T w
Z

T
e

T
2S

W
2

5 z
1

V
so

15 175 20 225 25 275 30 325 0.2

w
02

M
OS C.4-

U
05 Y

u
aa

"
2 2 1.6

6 la ai 24 27 30 33 36 39 N
02 02 5

s
oes

N
0.4 OS

b
OS

V
OS

N b
1.5

V

7 40 24 26 32 36 40 44 48 52 R
0.1

R
0.125 0J2 5

R
02

R
02 5

T
025

V
0.2 5

R*
05

T
OS 0.7 5

W
OS

8 2
ao 30 35 40 45 50I55 60 65 0.05

W
1

P
O.OSI 0,1 0.1

W
0.1

P
02

U
0.2

W 1 M
02

1
OS OS

u
0/t

APPROVEC) _
ILl-UM NAT NG ENG NETE R

found the letter A. This refers to the standard curve ( in three

sections) that is found on the right of the chart under the candle-

power web. Curve A is used for a height of 15 feet (4.58 m.),

C for 20 feet (6.1 m.), and E for 25 feet (7.62 m.).

In selecting a .scale to plot the photometric curve, it is usually

best to choose as large a scale as possible in order to obtain the

mo.st accurate results. Thus, in the present example, make I

on the candle-power web equal to 50. At the top of the fourth

Icolumn from the right, fig. 2, is found

ing, and on the line of group 5 is found

500

U

Under this head-

Moving the deci-
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Fig- 3-
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1-ig. 5.
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Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7
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I

Fig. 8.
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Kig. 9.



Fig. lo.
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Fig. II.
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mal point one place to the left we have (candle-power) and

(foot -candles). Along the left edge of the chart are nine

foot-candle scales marked M, N, P, —\V at their unit divisions.

The division marked U is o.i foot-candle. This scale, like the

distance scale, is not used until the illumination curves are fin-

ished.

candle-power web and standard curves.

A review of the equation given in cases i to 10 will show that

in a majority of the equations the variable f(e) is of some simple

trigonometric form, such as cos^ e, cos- e, cos- e sin e, etc. These

functions are in most cases either cubes (cos^ e), or products of

a square and a first power (cos- e sin e), and the cubes may also

be considered as the product of a square ana a first power

(cos- e cos e). Thus the variables are seen to be alike in having

cos- e in common, and to dift'er from one another by a first power

(cos e, I, sin c, etc.).

The graphic method here given is based largely on the above

relations, the photometric curve being rotated on the web to

give horizontal projection at the various angles, which are pro-

portional to cos e, I, sin e, etc.

In fig. 3 let I30 be the intensity or a photometric curve at 30°.

From the similar triangles O, I3,,, d, and O, I,, a, we have

I. Oa'

I =.1 ^
where T is the intensitj' at the outer edge of the web.

Also in triangles O', d', g and O', a',f,

O'b' __ b'g

OV ~ a'f

But 0[b^ _ Ob^

O'a'
~ Oa

'

Therefore
b'g = a'/ Y'
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B}' construction I^ cos^ 30

Hence ., I,, cos^ ^o

that is, the height yg measured by the proper scale, represents

the horizontal illumination (case i, a:=o, h-=o), due to an inten-

sity I30 at 30°, the source being A feet above the reading or

reference plane.

If, in place of plotting the intensity I30 on the radial marked
30° we plot it at d, fig. 3, on the zero degree radial, then we
have the following relations.

Od _ I

Ob cos 30'

as by construction the horizontal projection of the radials marked
0°, 10°, 20°, etc., are in proportion cos o", cos 10^, cos 20°, etc.

O^ _ O'd' _ d'h

"Ob ~~6^ ~^'
therefore

d'h I

b'g cos 30'

and
,,. ,, I I,„ cos'' 30 I
d'h = bg =:

—f-.^
= —^ cos- 30.

cos 30 Ha cos 30 Ha
The right hand member is the expression for normal illumination

corresponding to a candle-power I30 at 30°, the source being

A feet above the reading plane.

Let the entire photometric curve be rotated counterclockwise

through h^ degrees so that L^ falls at (30 -f h^^ degrees on the

web. In fig. 3

Oc cos (30 + '^1)

Ob cos 30 '

Oc OV c'vi

~Ob " O'b' ^ ~J^ '

... cos (^o -r b.') L,,dm = bg ' — =- --^ cos- 30 cos (30 -~ b,).^
cos 30 Ha-

vo
.

iv

This is the equation given in case i, a = o, b = — b^^.

As final example let us plot the photometric curve in the

reverse direction with o'' on the curve at 90° on the web, etc. I30

now falls on the 60° radial (90" — 30'' = 60'').
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From fig. 3

Oe O'e' cos 60 e'k

e'k = b'o;

Ob O'b' cos 30 b'g'

cos 60 I,„ COS^ 30 COS 60

COS 30 Hv" COS 30

r, COS" 30 sin 30.

This is the equation for vertical iUumination along a radial line.

See case i, a = 0, 6 = 90.

The angles printed on the web are measured from the per-

pendicular to the reference plane, fig. i, and should not be con-

fused with the angles of the photometric curve.

TANGENT SCALES.

Near the top of the chart are eight horizontal scales marked

A, B, C—H. By means of these scales the distance L along

the line of illumination is determined. Each scale is used with

the standard curve having the same letter, and the angles marked

on these scales correspond to the angles on the candle-power Aveb.

Thus, in fig. 5. the operations are indicated for determining the

horizontal illumination at 40° from the vertical axis of the source.

the source being 35 feet (10.7 m.) above the reading (or refer-

ence) plane. Standard curve B and tangent scale B are used,

and the 40° mark on tangent scale B corresponds to the 40° point

on the candle-power web from which the construction was

started.

The tangent scales, when used alone, give the distance L along

a radial line of illumination and when used with the elliptical

guide lines at the top of the chart, give the distance L along a

non-radial line of illumination.

ELLIPTICAL GUIDE LINES.

At either end of the elliptical guide lines are three stub scales

market X, Y, and Z at their unit division. X, Y. and Z have the

same values as on the three scales at the bottom of the chart,

and like the latter, have their values determined in any particular

case by means of the tabulation given in fig. 2.

If a symmetrical source is placed with its axis perpendicular

to the reference plane, then the illumination is the same at every
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point in the plane located in a circle about the axis. Let the radius

of this circle be Z, and let it cross a given line of illumination

located D feet from the foot of the axis, as shown in fig. 4.

Then the illumination on the plane is the same at P and P'

;

L = i/z-' — D-'.

Z = i/'h' + D-^

It is common practice to use the above construction in calcu-

lating average illumination, etc., for lighting plans. An illumina-

tion curve is calculated for the radial line, and the point P' is

located by measurement on the lighting plan.

If in place of laying oft D and Z to the same scale we lay ofif

D to a scale 0.4 as large as that used for Z, then the arc PP'

becomes PP", an arc of an ellipse whose major axis is Z, minor

axis Z' and eccentricity 0.4. The line of illumination, laid off to

the reduced scale passes through P", and the projections of OP'

and OP", on the radial line of illumination are identical. Thus

the choice of scales for distances I, and D becomes solely a ques-

tion of convenience, or accuracy. In working with lighting

plans it is convenient to make the co-ordinate scales the same.

In constructing the chart it adds considerable to its convenience

to reduce the vertical dimension by a reduced scale for D, and

also adds to its accuracy by bringing the various elements closer

together.

The candle-power web was given an elliptical shape for the

same reasons.

If the source is not symmetrical about a perpendicular to the

reference plane, the tangent scales and elliptical guide lines are

used together as above, although the illumination along the non-

radial line is not deirved from that along a parallel radial line. In

this case the equations are different, while for a symmetrical posi-

tion of the source they are the same. Thus, in cases i and 2,

where the axis of the source coincides with the perpendicular to

the reference plane, the equations for horizontal illumination are

the same. In all other cases the equations differ, usually by a

constant in which the angle d appears.

From a single horizontal, or normal illumination curve along

a radial line, derived from equations i-i and 1-3, case i, any
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number of illumination curves along non-radial lines may be

derived directly.

FOOT-CANDLE SCALE FACTOR. v

\Mien the value of K in the illumination equation is not unity

there are at least three ways of proceeding. Thus, if the equation

is

0.8 I, ,E = —:fjY- cos e,

then we may multiply the candle-power values by 0.8 and get

the illumination data from the corrected photometric curve,

or we may use the original photometric curve and multiply the re-

sultant illumination by 0.8, or finally we may use the original

photometric curve and change the foot-candle scale by the factor

. The latter method is perhaps the simplest and least liable

to error. A scale for changing the foot-candle web is found at

the bottom of the chart. The method of using it is given in fig. ii.

The value of K in this case is 0.866 (= cos 30). Selecting any

point on the foot-candle scale, such as E =: 3.0, a line is drawn

horizontally to the point a. A perpendicular is drawn from K,

locating the point O on the base line beneath the standard curves.

Another perpendicular is erected from c (0.866 := 86.6 per

cent.). Drawing a straight line through O and a to an intersec-

tion with the last perpendicular gives the point h, which is 3.0

foot-candles on the corrected web.

RULES.

Each rule given in the following tabulation is divided into three

parts.

1. The method of plotting the photometric curve. The location

of the zero and 10° points of the photometric curve are given.

2. The point on the candle-power web on which the vertical

edge of the triangle is held.

3. The path followed from the edge of the candle-power web.

In every case the path starts downward from the edge of the web

to the standard curve. The starting point is given. From the

standard curve the path is between the guides to the vertical edge

of the triansfle.
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Triangle Path
Place edge Point on edge
of triangle of web to

Cur\'e on follow- standard
Plot In, Iio on ing angle cur\'e to

Rule f (e) the web at on web triangle

0°, IO°, — 0°, IO°, — 0°, IO°, —I COS'' e

2 cos^ e

3 cos^ e

4 cos- (' cos {e—b)

5 cos^ e s\n e

6 cos^ {e±s)

7 cos^ {e±s)

8 cos''' (<?=-'^) sin {czts

o°, io°, - 0°, 10°, —
b°, {iodrzb)° — b°.

(10=^0°,--0'

90°, 80°, — 90°, 80=, — 0'

s, (io=h5)°,— 0°, 10° — 0'

i 4 0'

(90-5)°,
{8o=5)°, — 90°, 80°, — 0°, 10°, —

9 cos- (t'=5) COS {ezhs±b) {±s±b)°, =s±b°,
{io±s±b)°,— (io^s±b)°, —0°, 10°, —

10 sin^ e 90°, 80°, — 0°, 10°, — s, 10—5°, —
1

1

sin- e 555
12 sin^ ^ sin (^=<?») (90

—

b)°, b°,

(80=6)°, — (io=<^)°,— 0°, 10°, —
13 sin- <? cos e 0°, 10°, — 90°, 80", — 0°, 10°, —

RESULTS OBTAINED IN PRACTISE.

Eight months' experience in the use of this graphic method of

obtaining illumination curves has revealed the following points.

1. It is as easy to teach a new man the graphic method as the

tabular or point-by-point method.

2. The eye strain involved is but little more than in slide rule

calculations, especially if a high accuracy is insisted upon in the

latter case.

3. The results obtained, although more liable to small errors,

are freer from the large errors that often occur in slide rule

work.

4. The time for obtaining a set of three or four illumination

curves has been reduced to half or less. This time includes all

operations from request to finished tracing.

' I,ay off photometric values on horizontal edge of web, and mark each point with

its angle.

- Place edge of triangle through points as laid off on horizontal edge of web.

3 From 10° on web to standard curve, along guides to left edge of standard curve web,

then horizontally to perpendicular under 10°, then follow guides to edge of triangle.

^ Change angles on photometric curve by ±6 degrees and then apply rule 2, or nile 3.

'^ Change angles on photometric curve to complementary angles, and then, using these

new angles, apply rule 2, or rule 3.
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In fig. 13. is siiown tlie average errors found in checking a

certain set of fifteen curves. The per cent, error is seen to be

larger when the illumination curve drops down naar the base

Fig. 12.

——— c^^ c <y^ y^T'.^'i^ /^/^C/^r -^ crcyy^=\y^£-^(^^cpy^^yxey^-

line. The average error is 1.25 per cent. These curves were

for both horizontal and normal illumination.

In the same figure is shown a dotted curve which was calculated

under the following assumption :

—
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1. The average width of an illumination curve as traced for

blue-printing, is 0.02 in. (0.05 mm.).

2. The web is drawn correctly so that any error is due solely

to the illumination curve.

In fig. 12 is shown an enlarged section of an illumination curve

with a vertical web line crossing it. The width of the curve is W,
and the intersection of its center with the web line is the true

illumination value. The intersection of the curve and line may

be read — sec a too high or too low, and still be within the edges
2

of the curve. Let the height of the curve be h, then the possible

sec CL

error in reading at this point is —-— per cent. This formula

was applied to the curves shown in fig. 5, with the results given

in fig. 13. It is thus seen that the error in practice averages

almost exactly half the vertical width of a line 0.02 in. (0.05

mm.) wide.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. G. H. Stickney: The photometric curves apparently

provide for only one hemisphere. How are flux calculations in-

volving both the upper and lower hemispheres handled?

I notice that zero degrees seems to be used to indicate the

horizontal. I was under the impression that the Schenectady

laboratory of the General Electric Company is using the vertical

as the origin, as are most other laboratories, and I would like to

ask if they are changing this practise?

AIr. Frank A. Benford, Jr. : In reply to Mr. Stickney's

question regarding light from the upper hemisphere: the

illumination in the upper hemisphere is found by plotting the dis-

tribution curve for the upper hemisphere.

About the angle : zero is used on the axis of the lamp ; but in

constructing this chart it was found necessary to place the axis

of the distribution curve on the horizontal edge of the web

marked o degrees.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE
AND STANDARDS.*

I. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.

In accordance with the instructions of the Baltimore conven-

tion, the committee continued during the year past to endeavor

to come to an agreement with foreign bodies on the question of

nomenclature, symbols, and definitions.

Our colleague, M. Blondel, placed the set of definitions and

symbols, as adopted tentatively by this committee and reported

at the Baltimore conventiori.^ before the International Photo-

metric Commission at the meeting of that commission in Zurich

in July, 1912. That commission referred the consideration of

these proposals to a sub-committee composed of the represen-

tatives of the national laboratories, namely, Mr. C. C. Paterson

of the National Physical Laboratory, England, who is also a

member of this committee; M. Laporte of the Laboratoire Cen-

tral d'Electricite, Paris; Dr. Brodhun of the Physikalisch-Tech-

nische Reichsanstalt, Berlin; Dr. Kusminsky of Vienna, and Dr.

Hyde of Cleveland, also a member of this committee.

It is important also to notice that the International Electro-

technical Commission, assembled in Turin in September of last

year, passed a resolution to the effect of recommending that the

national committees of that commission should, in matters con-

cerning illumination and its nomenclature, co-operate with

national societies having to do especially with such matters.

This committee was represented at that meeting by two members

of the United States National Committee of the International

Electrotechnical Commission delegation. Acting further in

accord with instructions of the society, the committee sent

to a large number of technical and scientific societies in this and

other countries a circular letter proposing an international con-

ference. This letter read as follows

:

* A report presented at the sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering
Society, Niagara Falls, Ont., September 16-19, 1912.

1 Trans. I. E. S., vol. v, p. 603, (1910).
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The Illuminating Engineering Society, acting upon a report of the com-

mittee on nomenclature and standards, which was presented at Chicago,

September 25, 1911, at the annual convention of the society, adopted the

following resolution.

Resolved. That the committee on nomenclature and standards be in-

structed to communicate with bodies throughout the world interested in

photometry and illumination, with a view to arranging an international

conference to consider the definition of terms employed in illuminating en-

gineering, their nomenclature and notation.

Since the formation of this committee of the society in 1907, numerous
proposals have been placed before it in relation to definitions, nomencla-

ture and notation, man}- of which appear properly to call for international

action ; and the society- has felt that it would be undesiraljle to adopt defi-

nitely any proposition that might not meet with international approval.

It is believed that such a conference as that proposed would harmonize

any different views that maj- exist, and would result in a truly international

sj-stem of terminology in ph9tometry and illuminating engineering.

It is suggested that, in advance of the meeting a preliminary organiza-

tion be effected, including a representative of each of the bodies adhering,

to formulate the proposals to be brought forward at the conference. It is

further suggested that the conference be held at the Hague in the autumn
of 1912.

In accordance with the above mentioned resolution, we beg to ask your

views as to the desirability of holding such an international conference,

together with ^-our suggestions as to its scope, form of organization, and the

time and place of meeting.

The proposal in the letter was in general favorably received,

although on the part of some societies the objection was made

that it would be advisable to endeavor to use the organization

which has already been in existence for a number of years, under

the name of the International Photometric Commission, rather

than to attempt to organize an entirely new body to consider

these matters. It was pointed out that certain action had been

taken by the International Photometric Commission, which, at

present, is an organization of the gas lighting interests alone, to

widen the scope of that commission by inviting the co-operation

of representatives of the national committees of the International

Electrotechnical Commission.

While, therefore, it would have been perfectly feasible for

this society to have issued a definite call for the proposed con-

ference with the assurance of sufficient international support to

make the conference a success, yet it was deemed advisable to
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hold the matter in abeyance for the present, awaiting the out-

come of the action of the International Photometric Commission.

Accordingly a letter was issued in April, 1912. to \he societies

which had been first addressed in the matter, as follows

:

Referring to the letter of this committee proposing an international

conference on photometric units. I beg to inform you that the committee

has, as a result of a study of the situation, passed the following resolution :

Whereas : A communication has been received from the chairman of

the American delegation to the International Photometric Commission

(Zurich) to the effect that that commission intends to extend its member-

ship in order to make it representative of all photometric interests, be it re-

solved that the proposition of this society to hold an international confer-

ence on the units and terminology of illuminating engineering be deferred

for this year and until it can be ascertained whether the action aimed at can

be secured through the International Photometric Commission.

In the meantime, the committee had been in touch with the

authorities of the American Gas Institute, and had found that

the program of- enlarging the International Photometric Com-

mission, as proposed at its 1912 meeting, was not acceptable to

the American Gas Institute ; since the latter body favored a much

more radical reorganization of the International Photometric

Commission, one which would make this body fully representa-

tive of all lighting interests on equal terms. Such a reorganiza-

tion would, in the opinion of this committee, render the Inter-

national Photometric Commission an entirely suitable body to

take up the questions which it had proposed should go to a

special conference. The committee was in touch with the United

States National Committee of the International Electrotechnical

Commission, through its president, Mr. C. O. Mailloux, on this

matter and was working in harmony with it.

In April, Mr. Mailloux went abroad to attend to certain

matters of the International Electrotechnical Commission and

kindly undertook to express to those interested the views of this

committee on the question in hand. The committee desires to

express its great appreciation of the hearty co-operation of Mr.

Mailloux and of the valuable assistance which he has rendered.

In May, Dr. Hyde, of this committee, also went abroad as a

representative both of the American Gas Institute and of this

committee, with the purpose of furthering the proposition in
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regard to the reorganization of the International Photometric

Commission proposed by the American Gas Institute.

As a result very largely of Dr. Hyde's very efihcient work,

the president of the International Photometric Commission, M.

Vautier, has made a formal proposal to the constituent societies,

to enlarge the International Photometric Commission, in such a

way as to render it representative of all the important photo-

metric interests in a manner satisfactory to them, so that there

should be only one recognized international body charged with

the establishment of photometric nomenclature and standards,

and with the solution of all questions concerning photometry. He
has further appointed the existing sub-committee, to which the

matter of our proposed definitions was referred, and which is

named above, as a special sub-committee to consider the proper

method of reorganizing the photometric commission, and to

submit a suitable plan to the constituent societies of that com-

mission. Of this sub-committee, Mr. C. C. Paterson has been

named secretary. Your committee, therefore, confidently hopes

and expects that the international action, which it desires, will

be undertaken eventually by the international body so consti-

tuted and that the end which it has sought will, therefore, be

completely attained and in an eminently satisfactory manner.

In the meantime, this committee has endeavored to formulate

its views on some important terms and definitions, with the hope

of aiding eventually the proposed international convention.
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II. PROPOSED DEFINITIONS.

Your committee has held many meetings during the past year

for the consideration of definitions of photometric quantities

and begs to submit the following list tentatively adopted

:

Luminous Hxix is radiant power evaluated according to its

capacity to produce the sensation of light.

The stiniuhis coefficiejit Ka. for radiation of a particular wave-

length is the ratio of the luminous flux to the radiant power pro-

ducing it.

The mean value of the stirnuhis eoe^cient, K„,, over any range

of wave-lengths, or for the whole visible spectrum of any source,

is the ratio of the total luminous flux (in lumens) to the total

radiant power (in ergs per second, but more commonly in watts).

The IxDn'xnous intensity of a point source of light is the solid

angular density of the luminous flux emitted by the source in

the direction considered ; or it is the flux per unit solid angle

from that source.

Defining equation

:

Let I be the intensit}-, F the flux and w the .solid angle.

^F
Then I = 3— or, if the inten.sity is uniform,

Ulumhiation , on a surface, is the luminous flux-density over

that surface, or the flux per unit of intercepting area.

Defining equation

:

Let E be the illumination and S the area of the intercepting

surface.

^F
Then E = ^r^, or, when uniform,
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Candle,—-the unit of luminous intensity maintained by the

National Laboratories of France, Great Britain, and the United

States.

-

Candle-poiver,—luminous intensity expressed in candles.

Lumen,-—the unit of luminous flux, equal to the flux emitted in

a unit solid angle (steradianj by a point source of one candle-

power."

Lu.\\—a unit of illumination equal to one lumen per square

meter. The C. G. S. unit of illumination is one lumen per square

centimeter. For this unit Blondel has proposed the name "Phot."

One millilumen per square centimeter (milliphot) is a practical

derivative of the C. G. S. system. One foot-candle is one lumen

per square foot and is equal to 1.0764 milliphots.

Exposure,—the product of an illumination by the time.

Blondel has proposed the name "phot-second" for the unit of

exposure in the C. G. S. system.

Brightness, b, of an element of a luminous surface from a

given position, is the luminous intensity per unit area of the sur-

face projected on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight, and

including only a surface of dimensions negligibly small in com-

parison with the distance to the observer. It is measured in

candles per square centimeter of the projected area.

Defining equation

:

Let 6 be the angle between the normal to the surface and the

line of sight.

dl
Then d =

dS cos

Normal brightness, b,„ of an element of a surface (sometimes

called specific luminous intensitv) is the ratio of the luminous

intensity of the element taken normally to the surface of the ele-

ment, and is expressed in candles per square centimeter.''

- This unit, whicli is used also by many otlier countries, is frequently referred to as

the international candle.

• .\ uniform source of one candle emits 4 n lumens.

• In practise, the brightness 1^ of a luminous surface or element thereof is observed,

and not the normal brightness Ai. For surfaces for which the co.sine law of emi.ssion

holds, the (juantities /> and d„ are equal.
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Defining equation

:

^0 = -^, or, when uniform,

k = 1^

Specific luminous radiation,—the luminous flux-density emitted

by a surface, or the flux emitted per unit of emissive area. It

is expressed in kmiens per square centimeter.

Defining equation

:

Let E' be the specific luminous radiation.

Then, for surfaces obeying the cosine law of emission.

E' = ttK.

CoefUcient of reflection,—the ratio of the total luminous flux

reflected by a surface to the total luminous flux incident upon it.

It is a simple numeric. The reflection from a surface may be

regular, dilTuse or mixed. In perfect regular reflection, all of

the flux is reflected from the surface at an angle of reflection

equal to the angle of incidence. In perfect diffuse reflection the

flux is reflected from the surface in all directions in accordance

with Lambert's cosine law. In most practical cases there is a

superposition of regular and diffuse reflection.

Coefficient of regular reflection is the ratio of the luminous

flux reflected regularly to the total incident flux.

Coefficient of diffuse rePiCCtion is the ratio of the luminous flux

reflected dift'usely to the total incident flux.

Defining equation

:

Let m be the coefficient of reflection (regular or diff'use).

Then, for any given portion of the surface,

E'"^^^
Primary luminous standard,—a recognized standard luminous

source reproducible from specifications.

Representative luminous standard,—a standard of luminous

intensity adopted as the authoritative custodian of the accepted

value of the unit.
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Reference standard,—a standard calibrated in terms of the

unit from either a primary or representative standard and used

for the calibration of working standards.^

Working standard,—any standardized luminous source for

daily use in photometry.

Comparison lamp,—a lamp of constant but not necessarily

known candle-power against which a working standard and test

lamps are successively compared in a photometer.

Test lamp, in a photometer,-—a lamp to be tested.

Performance curve,—a curve representing the behavior of a

lamp in any particular (candle-power, consumption, etc.) at

different periods during its life.

Characteristic curve,-^a. curve expressing a relation between

two variable properties of a luminous source, as candle-power

and volts, candle-power and rate of fuel consumption,® etc.

Mean horizonial candle-pozver of a lamp,—the average candle-

power in the horizontal plane passing through the luminous

center of the lamp.

It is here assumed that the lamp (or other light source) is

mounted in the usual manner, or, as in the case of an incan-

descent lamp, with its axis of symmetry vertical.

Mean spherical candle-pozi'er of a lamp,—the average candle-

power of a lamp in all directions in space. It is equal to the

total luminous flux of the lamp in lumens divided by 477.

Mean hemispherical candle-power of a lamp (upper or

lower),—the average candle-power of a lamp in the hemisphere

considered. It is equal to the total luminous flux emitted by the

lamp in that hemisphere divided by 27r.

5 It is desirable that the representative luminous standard should be a primary lumi-

nous standard as above defined, but if the precision with which the primary standard

can be reproduced is insufficient, the representative standard may have to be constituted in

some other manner, as, for example, by a group of seasoned incandescent electric lamps
in which the mean value of the group, originally derived from some primary stand-

ard, is assumed to remain constant, and is used to maintain the value of the unit. Thus,

the Hefner lamp is in Germany both the primarj- and the representative standard, whereas

in America it is a primary standard, but not the representative standard. In the United

States, the representative standard is a group of seasoned incandescent lamps at the

Bureau of Standards in Washington. This is the most authoritative source for the

calibration of reference standards in the United States.

Curves expressing the behavior with respect to time of life are her excluded,

being considered as performance curves.
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1

Mean zonal candle-power of a lamp,—the average candle-

power of a lamp over the given zone. It is equal to the total

luminous flux emitted by the lamp in that zone divided by the

solid angle of the zone.

Spherical reduction factor of a lamp,—the ratio of the mean

spherical to the mean horizontal candle-power of the lamp."

TABLE I.

Photometric Name of Symbols and equations
magnitude unit of definitions

1. Luminons flux Lumen F. 4'

dV d^
2. Luminous intensity Candle I ^ -j— F = -5—

aoj aw

dF I
•;. Illumination Phot., foot-candle, lux E = -j^ = -^cos6. p

db r-

4. Exposure Phot-second E/

Apparent candles

. , . per sq. cm. dl
5. Bnerhtness

. ,, ^ —j- —
Apparent candles aS cos d

per sq. in.

, ^, , , , Candles per sq. cm. , dl
6. Normal brightness ^ ,, . On ^^ ~r^

Candles per sq. in. wb

7. Specific luminous Lumens per sq. cm. ,

radiation Lumens per sq. in.

S. Coefficient of re- E'
r, 111 ^ —

—

flection E

SYMBOLS.

In view of the fact that the symbols heretofore proposed by

this committee conflict in some cases with symbols adopted for

electric units by the International Electrotechnical Commission,

it is proposed that where the possibility of any confusion exists

in the use of electrical and photometrical symbols, an alternative

system of symbols for photometrical quantities should be em-

ployed. These should be derived e.Kclusively from the Greek

alphabet, for instance:

Luminous intensit)' F

Luminous flux 4'

Illumination B

' In the 'ase of a uniform point-source, this factor would be unity, and for a straight

cylindrical nlament obeying the cosine law it would be tt ..
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